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AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION. 

FRIDAY, JULY 12, 1918. 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
Susco:uMITTEE ON MIL~TARY An'AIRS, 

Wa&hington, D. 0. 
The subcommittee met pursuant to adjournment at 10.30 o'clock 

a. m., in the committee room, Capitol, Senator Charles S. Thomas 
(chairman) presiding. . 

STATEKENT OF JUl. CUSJDUN A. RICE-Continued. 

The CHAIRMAN. Maj. Rice, since you were here last, have you pre
pared any tables or any data with regard to the proportions and the 
relative merits of planes and of motors at the front~ 

Maj. RrcE. Yes, sir; Senator Reed asked me to make up an ap
proximate table of some sort that, without being absolutely technical, 
would 'show more or le!:is the number of planes that have been oper
ated and used successfully and satisfactorily by the British during 
the four years of war, and that are being so operated and used at the. 
present time, the idea being to give the committee a chance to judge 
which machines are the most satisfactory and have given the best 
results. Naturally, the British, with their experience during these 
four years, would adopt the machines that have given them the best 
results, and that balances their service to give the best results. 

Now, I have based this computation that I made on approximately 
70 squadrons, or a matter of about 1,400 planes. This in no way 
represents the British strength. It is qmte true that you mi~ht 
change the figures considerably by going through the whole British 
service, but it givE's an approximate idea of which machines they are 
most generally using. 

The Sopwith Camels lead with quite a proportion. Then there 
are the R. E.'s. That is an experimental machine which is a very 
fast flying machine, somewhat on the same principle as the Camel. 
Then there is the S. E. 5, which is also a fast-fighting single-seater 
scout machine. 

Then come the D. H. 4's and then there is the F. E. 2. The F. E. 2 
is a pus.her type. It is an odd-looking machine. It has a metal 
frame. It is used a great deal for night bombing. It is not as fast 
as the others, but it is successful for that purpose. Then there is the 
D. H. 9, which is used considerably. There is the Bristol fighter. 
The Bristol fighter, in my opinion, is one of the most satisfactory 
and finest fighting machines they have over there. That is a two
seater fighter as against the single. Again, the British have used 
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710 AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION. 

and met with considerable success in the operation of the Handley
Page for bombing purposes; they use also the A. W. B. There is 
the Sopwith Dolphin, a very fast new machine with a high ceiling. 
Thev have installed a few of those. A few squadrons have those, 
but the proportion of Camels, R. E.'s, and S. E. 5's is much higher 
than the other machines. Of course, they are fast single-seater 
fighters. The D. H. 4's predominate in photographic and recon-
noissance work. • . 

I may say, Senator, that this table is not absolutely correct to a 
machine, or anything of that sort, but it just gives a general idea 
of what machi.v.es the British Government found could be success
fully used and operated, and they are used and operated at the pres-
Pnt time on the fighting front. · . 

The CHAIRMAN. What can you tell the committee, if anything, 
about the training machine called the A vroe ~ 

Maj. RicE. It is a very good machine. The British use it success
fully for training purposes. 

The CHAIR~IAN. Do they use it exclusively for training purposes~ 
Maj .. RICE. I doubt if they use any one training machme exclu

siYely, though they may. They use the Avroe with good success. 
They are good machines. 

The CHAIRMAN. What engine does the Avroe use? 
Maj. RICE. They use three types of motor-the Rolls Royce 75 

horsepower, a Gnome 80. horsepower, and a 100 horsepower Mon
osupape for the two seaters and the 80 Gnome fo~ the single seaters. 

STATEMENT OF THOMAS A. HILL. 

Mr. HILL. My attention was first attracted by the cross-license 
agreement of the Manufacturers' Aircraft Association on or about 
.July a yea.r ago. at which time I published some criticism of the in
iquitous effect of such an agreement for the reason that I knew the 
patents affected by the agreement were not the dominating patents 
m the aircraft art. 

This was followed by a conference at ,Judge Crisp's office in New 
York. After conference with Mr. Coffin in Washington, and confer
ences with Secretary Daniels in Washington and Admiral Taylor 
and others. But I found it impossible to accomplish anything. · 

Later on, toward the end of the year, I was asked by Mr. Gutzon 
Borglum to assist him in some inve.c;tigations which he said Presi
dent Wilson had requested him to make, in the matter of the aircraft 
situation. I told him of my objections to the cross-license agreement 
and of the fact that I had brought the matter to the atention of the 
Aeronautical Society of America, which had taken sOme action, and I 
came to Washington a number of times to confer with Mr. Borglum 
in the hope of having the matter brought to the attention of the 
Pr(>sident . 

.Again after Mr. Rnowden Marshall had been appointed hv the 
President I went over the matter. I received a letter from Mr:Mar
sha11 stating that he had been requested to get. my views at the in-· 
stance of Mr. Stebbins, and again I came to Washington and went 
oYer the ground with Mr. Marshall and told him that. if he would 
provide me with the necessary records I would gladly give him a :full, 
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complete, accurate, impartial, technical report, such as the Govern
ment should have before paying any money in the guise of royalties. 

Following this I conferred with Col. Harris, who, I understand, 
was the legal adviser to the Aircraft Board; Mr. Montgomery, who, 
] understand was the legal adviser of the Signal C<>rps; Mr. Potter, 
and others, and I again conferred with them and discussed with 
them the substance of the report which I drew for Mr. Marshal's 
consideration and for presentation with his report to the President. 
I found no one who could take actual exception to the recommenda
tions in my report, and while the report embraced only one method 
of dealing with the situation, it is clear to my mind that there is no 
excuse, nor has there been, for the procedure worked out under the 
cross-license agreement. 

For instance, I have not been able to get any record of any com
petent investigation leading to any conclusions as to the probable 
necessity or value of any of the so-called inventions covered by the 
agreement. In other words, no one seems to ha.ve actually ascer
tained, as a matter of fact, that the so-called improvements covered by 
the cross-license agreement were actually of any need or merit to 
the manufacturer or aircraft, nor which of them were of need or 
merit. I am not aware that any competent report has been rendered 
to determine whether or not such alleged improvements, if necessary, 
and if actually used in the manufacture of aircraft, were protected 
by valid patents claims, or to what extent, nor am I aware of any 
competent investigation resulting in a determination of the J.>robable 
value of any such validity claimed necessary and actually mcorpo
rated improvements. 

Now, my experience of upward of 20 years as a patent lawyer 
enables me to say, without fear of contradiction, that such an exami
nation is absolutely essential in order that the Government might 
determine what it should pay, if anything, for the use of these alleged 
patented improvements, and to illustrate the shortcomings and 
miquity of this cross-license agreement in one particular let me point 
(lUt the instance of the Jan in patent. Here is a case where some 
years ago an interference was declared between · Curtis and one 
AlbertS. Janin, of Staten Island, as to who was entitled to the broad 
patent covering the use of a central boat beneath an aeroplane super
structure, having side floats for lateral balance. It is perhaps the 
most underlying and basic patent in the water-flying art. My con
nection with the case b6gins with a time after the testimony had 
been taken in the intei'ference proceedings, and the first tribunal of 
the Patent Office decided in favor of Curtis. This case was bitterly 
contested through the highest court of appeals and finally resulted in 
favor of this poor carpenter, Janin, of Staten Island. Curtis was 
held not to be the first inventor and lost his rights. Recently the 
Curtis Co. entered into a contract with ,Jan in, and paid him $1,000 
for an option to purchase these rights for $70,000, or to take a license 
for $15,000. The Curtis Co. does not own any of these rights to-day, 
and yet this is a concrete illustration of a controlling and dominating 
patent. recognized by the Curtis Co. and yet not embodied in the 
cross-license agreement; that is to say, if the Government pays these 
royalties under the cross-license agreement it will yet have to account 
with the dominating patentee. 
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712 A.IRORAFT PRODUOTIOli. 

The same may be said of other patents, such as the Forber ',a.nd 
Mayer patents, and others which can readily be located in the prior 
art, so that your committee will see that the agreement does not 
contemplate the controlling patents, as the Government has been led 
to believe, and even though the Government were to pay royalties 
under this agreement it would yet perhaps have to settle very heavily 
in royalties under patents not covered by the agreement. 

This only deals with the purely technical and legal aspect of the 
matter to a limited extent. The far-reaching effect in a popular sense 
with regard to this cross-license agreement is, as very ably pointed out 
by Hon. Charles S. Thomas, in the Senate Chamber, that it discour
ages inventors by enabling a few powerful interests to force the 
nerodynamic inventors of the country to yield under pressure of 
control by this combination. 

My recommendation to this committee is that the attorneys and 
others who have had anything to do with the creation of this cross
license agreement be called upon to produce before this committee 
every record and transaction in aJlY manner connected therewith, in 
order that this committee may ascertain what investigation, if any, 
has been made as to the probable merit, necessity, value, legality, 
and other qualities of the patents involved. I will then gladly, at 
the request of the committee, go over these matters and be glad to 
give the committee the benefit of my personal judgment as to thE:J 
merit of any such investigations or reports; and if these investiga
tions or reports-assuming that something of that kind has been 
done-do not appear to be of the character required under the cir
cumstances, I gladly offer my services to this committee, providing 
any necessary disbursements are paid, to make these investigations 
and to render a competent report thereon, without any compensation 
whatsoever, purely in the interest of the Government and in justice 
to all concerned. 

This would probably take considerable time; but it does not seem 
possible that the committee can competently terminate its investiga· 
tion without this is done, unless the committee simply report that 
such action has not been taken and condemn the agreement because of 
such failure. • 

As to the action of the Federal Trade Commission and the Patent 
Office in the suppression of patent applications, about a month ago 
I called the attention of Senator Thomas to one or two instance~s 
which, to my mind, illustrated laxit.y,·:a.nd .incompetence in dealing 
with the suppression of patent applications supposedly of value to 
the enemy in this war. One, in particular, to which I referred 
was the case of John Samotej, Serial No. 234596, a patent applica
tion filed for improvement in the manufacture of thread gauges. 
This is a case where a couple of Polish young men, brothers, hit 
upon the idea of manufacturing gauges automatically for contractors 
supplying ordnance shells to the Government. These gauges ar(:'. 
used for examining the threads in the shell, and are necessary in 
order that the threads be accurate to a considerable degree. The 
invention, therefore, is one that is of great importance in the manu
facture of war material. I am advised that these gauges usually cost 
considerably upward of $100, but that these inventors were actually 
able to produce them more perfectly and automatically in less time 
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at something less than $7 apiece. The invention, therefore, was un
doubtedly of unusual merit. That invention relates to a simple ma· 
chine which in principle was not unlike previous machines in the 
prior patented art, but it differed in its operation and in the method 
o£ producing the gauges automatically in a unique particular, which 
made it possible to produce such gauges with extreme accuracy. I 
understand, to within one ten-thousandth of af! inch . . 

At the time the matter was brought to PlY attentwn as a patent 
lawyer _there was some quarrel between the brothers, one of whom 
invented the machine and the method, and I was brought into the 
case through the civil lawyers in New York. Recognizing the ap
parent value of the invention and its importance to the country and 
to our allies at war, I unhesitatingly recommended that an applica
tion for a patent be filed by the true and first inventor or inventors 
in accordance with the law provided for such procedure, and that a 
request be made that the application be kept secret in order that in
formation might not leak out and reach Germany, who would profit 
greatly, not only in the economy in producing such tools but in the 
speed with which such tools might be produced. At the urgent re
quest of the civil counsel in the case~ I made a special trip to Wash
ington to file the application personally and requested one of the 
assistant commissioners of paterits to mark the case for suppression, 
which means that the application would be prosecuted to allowance 
und then withheld from publication, the inventor having the same 
rights under the allowed application as if his patent had been actu
ally issued, but this procedure would avoid any publicity of the in
vention. There was no other way in which Germany could learn of 
the secret, as the tools were not being sold or used in any general 
way, and it could not be ascertained by looking at the gauges how 
the machine operated. I am advised that one or two machines were 
made in Toronto for the use of the Canadian Government, and that 
many of the gauges have been used by the British Government, and 
very large quantities by contractors to the American Government, but 
all o£ these operations had been guarded with great st>crecy. 

After the application had been filed and the request for suppres
sion made as aforesaid, I received a notice from the Patent Office 
stating that it would not be suppressed, as it was not regarded as of 
sufficient importance. 

I replied to this by an explanation substantially as above set forth 
and actually gave the names of contractors to the American Govern
ment who were using large q_uantities of these gauges, but with no 
further result. Following tlus the patent application itself was re
jected by t4e Patent Office, but in this particular there is no special 
grievance, for the reason that in filing the application the claims 
were so worded, and properly so, to bring out anything in the prior 
art which might affect a patent issued on the inventwn. Accord
mgly the rejection . of the claims was proper. I. thereupon made an
other trip to Washington and took the matter U{' with the examiner 
in charge of the patent application, having prevwusly mailed to the 
Patent Office an amendment to the application containing new claims 
which could be allowed in the case. 

In my conference with the examiner, who very courteously exam
ined into the merits of the points I raised, the value o£ the invention 
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I think was appreciated. At any rate, he gave me his verbal assur
ance that he believed the claims were allowable, and even suggested 
that I add some further claims covering the method as well as the 
machin~ subject to the possible requirement that a further applica
tion be tiled. I have no complaint as to this action by the examiner. 

I thereupon saw Mr. Smith, of the Patent Office, to whom the mat
ters relating to the suppression of patent applications are referred, 
and told him o~ the g~ave. mistake t~at was bei!lg m~de in refusing 
to suppress th1s applicatiOn, ·and discussed with hun other cases 
wherein I had filed a complaint. · 

Mr. Smith referred me to Maj. Decker. After having listened to 
my story and, apparently, having been impressed that the Patent 
Office was in error-after repeating my storY to Maj. Decker he also 
seemed to be impressed with the error' of the office, and told me that 
the matter would be again taken up before the board next Tuesday, 
·which fact I reported back to Mr. Smith, and ther~ the matter now 
stands. This case serves to illustrate an instance where suppression 
was clearly proper, important to the Government, but vet refused 
and stands refused at the present time. · • 

Another illustration, showing an opposite state of affairs. This 
im·olves the patent application of Carl Weaver, serial No. 169648, for 
concrete structures and method of constructing- same. This inventor 
was not my client, but is an assignor to the Torcrete Shipbuilding 
Corporation, which is a subsidiary corporation of one of my clients. 
The assignees some time ago received notice from the Patent Office 
that this invention would be suppressed, and any publication by the 
inventor, assignee, attorneys, etc., would be punished by $10,000 fine 
or 10 years' imprisonment. Naturally the receipt of this notice by 
the corporation, who were then engaged in shipbuilding indirectly 
for the Government, aroused much embarrassment, and the president 
of the company called me up promptly to know what it meant. I im
mediately came to Washington and took the matter np with the 
'Vashington associates of the attorney of record in the case and 
explained that I had advised my clients to discontinue operations, 
and that it was wrong on the part of the office to interfere in this 
wav with the work of sucJI g-reat importance to the Government., as 
a particular tank ship which was then being built by the assig-nee 
was to be used for the transportation of oil from Tampico. Mexico, 
to New Orleans, La., for Government use. 

Subsequently a permit was obtained which recited that the order 
of the Commissioner of Patents was dismissed to the extent of grant
ing permission to make such disclosure as might be necessary, and 
that all due precautions be taken to otherwise safeguard the inven~ 
tion from publication. The permit, however, did not specifically 
state that the assignees might proceed with the construction of ves
sels where permits were obtained from the Emergency Fleet Cor
poration, and the parties affected, as a precautionary measure, and to 
a void possible conflict with Government interests, therefore deemed 
it necessary that I should again take the matter np with the Pat~nt 
Office for a broader permit, which I have done to-day. 

The only object in citing the preceding case was to show that this 
is an instance where suppression was applied unnecessarily, so much 
so, in fact, as to interfere with important Government operations, 
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KONDAY, J11LY 15, 1918. 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON MILITARY AFFAIRS, 

Wa~hington, D. 0. 
The committee met pursuant to adjonmment, at 10.30 a. m., in the 

committee room, Capitol, Senator Charles S. Thomas presiding. 
Present: Senators Thomas (chairman), Reed, and New. 

STATEliDT OF JriR. lOHN A. lORDAN. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Jordan, what is your place of residence~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Sacramento, Cal. 
The CHAIRMAN. What is your business 1 
Mr. JoRDAN. Constructing engineer. Lately I have been engaged 

in the construction of aeroplanes for the Government. 
The CHAIRMAN. How long have you followed the profession of 

construction engineer, and where Y · 
Mr. JoRDAN. Oh, in San Francisco- mostly, ih Buffalo and Chicago, 

for about 25 years. 
The CHAIRMAN. In connection with what company, if any, have 

you been engaged in aircraft production 1 
Mr. JoRDAN. The Andermat Aeroplane Co. That is a built-up· 

name of different parties concerned. It is located at Sunnyvale, 
Cal. That was in 1915, I think. 

The CHAIRMAN. You were then engaged in aircraft construction 
prior to our entrance into the war~ 

Mr. JoRDAN. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. And after that, what company~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. After that I 'vas with the Liberty Iron Works at 

Sacramento as a 30 per cent stockholder and as general manager. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did you, at any time, have any conferences with 

the aviation authorities in Washington since our entry into the war 
with regard to aircraft production~ 

Mr. JoRDAN. Yes, sir. I came on to Washington to solicit a con
tract. After we got our plant in shape. 

The CHAIRMAN (interposing). When and where? 
Mr. JoRDAN. I came after we got our plant organized. On our 

first arrival I' introduced myself to the Atrcraft Production Board. 
They were in session in the War Department Building at that time. 
Tbat was about July 27, 1917. We sent our cards in, the president 
of the company and myself, and shortly afterwards Mr. Deeds and 
Mr. Waldron came out .. 
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The CHAIRMAN. Who was the president of the company~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Mr. Henderson was the president of my company. 

Mr. Deeds and Mr. Waldron were on the Aircraft Board at that tir;ne 
and assumed to speak for the board. They told us flatly that we could 
not get a contract; that all arrangements had been made as to where 
they were going to place contracts; that the companies had been 
selected. That was about the end of July a year ago-1917. 

The CHAIRi.\IAN. Did they give you the names of the compan~es~ 
Mr. JoRDA~ No, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did you ask for them~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. No, sir. I proceeded to argue that we people on the 

Pacific coast had P.lenty of mechanics and plenty of materials where
with we could bmld airplanes, with some exceptions, principally the 
steel and wire; that they were using a large number of the school ma
chines at San Diego and that another school was about to be estab
lished, and it seemed foolish to send clear across the continent a 
finished machine when the spruce and heavier materials, the bulky 
materials, were already on the coast. I said that all they had to do 
was to ship steel, wire, etc., in order for us to construct the aeroplanes 
over there. We were making motors that were satisfactory out there 
at that time-the Hall-Scott motor made in Berkeley, Cal. I argued • 
along those lines, but they persisted in saying that they had made 
final arrangements with -other manufacturers. Henderson then got 
disgusted and went home, but I hung on. I said that there was a 
crying need for aeroplane factories to produce aeroplanes and also to 
drill mechanics in aeroplane construction on the Pacific coast. They 
were shipping at that time from three to four aeroplanes in one car, 
and those aeroplanes were shipped at tremendous expense from 
Buffalo, N. Y. After a long sessiort and considerable dickering back 
and forth-in fact it was about at the end three months-I got a con
tract. 

I had several sessions with Deeds and Waldron before that, but 
always with the same result. I hung on for the reason that I wa:;: 
convinced that if we were going to have aircraft schools on the Pacific 
coast, we could bring over in a single carload materials for 100 planes, 
instead of three completed aeroplanes in a car, and that would be much 
better business. It costs $400 to $700 each to get the individual air
planes from Buffalo. That was a waste of money. They were pay
mg to the Wright-Martin concern out there $1,000 more on the theory 
that construction was more expensive than in the East. 

The CHAIRMAN .• Just explain that, please. 
Mr. JoRDAN. Well, for instance, ·the price in Buffalo was $4,750. 

They paid the Wright-Martin concern $1,000 additional. 
The CHAIRMAN. Where were they located~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. In Los Angeles. So I pointed out to these people of 

the Aircraft Board that there was no necessity for that; that our work
men on the Pacific coast are quite as efficient and that we do not pay 
them any more money. The spruce that they paid a very large freight 
rate on to get it to Buffalo is grown on the Pacific coast. I told them 
that what they would have to ship us was linen and the steel. Of 
course, we all know that the freight on the knocked-down stuff or ra~v 
material is much cheaper than .on the assembled product. I argued 
along those lines and finally, after much persuasion, Chairman Coffin 
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took our proposal up with Gen. Squier. Gen. Squier agreed with me, 
and he said that it was manifest that I was correct. He said, "We 
ought to have trained mechanics on the coast. We have one school, 
and we should establish others. There is no reason why you should 
not have out there trained mechanics to build airplanes and to repair 
them." Finally I got a contract for 300 airplanes. 

The CHAIRMAN. At what price? 
Mr. JoRDAN. $4,750 each. 
The CHAIRMAN. What type? 
Mr. JoRDAN. The ,J N 4D school machine. 
The CHAmMAN. With what engine? 
Mr. JoRDAN. The Curtiss engine. 
Senator REED. Is that the same kind of machine that the Wright

Martin people have been making for $5,700~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Substantially the same kind of machine. There is 

no difference in the manufacturing cost. There were some refine
ments and some differences in details. 

The CHAIRMAN. Do you know how many machines were covered 
by the Wright-Martin contract? 

Mr. JoRDAN. I do not know. 
Senator REED. What were they making? 
Mr. JoRDAN. The J N 4A. 
Senator REED. And what were you making? 
Mr. JoRDAN. The J N 4D. It is practically the same machine. 

Ours was a later machine. There was no material difference. The 
aerolon in the lower wing of the J N 4A was not in the J N 4D. 
The Wright-Martin machine ha~ an aerolon in the lower wing. 
That was a matter that would not cost $10 in addition and yet they 
gave $1,000 more for that machine. I objected to that. 

Senator REED. Why 1 
Mr. JoRDAN. Because I did not want the Pacific coast to get a 

black eye. : 
Senator REED. No; I do not mean that. You said you objected to 

something. Do I understand you to mean that you objected to this 
part of the plane~ 

Mr. JoRDAN. Oh, no; but as an engineering problt-m it is abso
lutely useless in that type of machine. That is, the aerolon in the 
upper wing is all sufficient. 

The CHAIRMAN. Did your objection go to the price~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. I did it on the theory that people thought we could 

not do the work on the Pacific coast as well or as cheaply as they 
could on the Atlantic side. I have some very interesting cor
respondence along those lines. 

The CHAIRMAN. Have you that correspondence here? 
Mr. JoRDAN. Some of it. 
The CHAmMAN. With whom did you have that correspondence? 
Mr. JoRDAN. With Senator Phelan. They set up the argnmt-nt 

that we could not do it as cheaply on the Pacific coast. • 
The CHAIRMAN. When you say" they" whom did you mean~ 
¥r. JoRDAN. Deeds and Waldron. They were the Air Craft 

Board, so far as letting these contracts were concerned. There is no 
question about that. They went through the formality of passing it 
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through the board, but their recommendations were absolutely final 
except in my particular case. I learned that much. After I got 
this contract both Waldron and Deeds told me, and so did Mont
gomery, who is another one of the particular outfit, that I would 
not be able to carry out the contract. I said, " I will carry it out if 
you will help me to ~et the stuff." I had begun to realize that we 
had a tough propositiOn ahead of us. I said, " If you won't block 
me, and will assist me to get the steel and tubing, I can carry out the 
contract." This tubing is .made in the East. We have no tubing, 
wire, or cable manufactured out there. They said, " You can not 
depend upon us; we have all we can do ourselves." I said, "All 
right." · 

The CHAIRMAN. State what, if any, difficulties you encountered as 
to the receipt of needed material from the East after you began 
work on your contract~ 

Mr. JoRDAN. Now, Senator, if 'you will permit me for the sake 
of continuity to go ahead with my story, I believe that I can get 
along better. 

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; ~o ahead. 
Mr. JoRDAN. Finally I got the contract signed up. I said to 

Montgomery, who was preparing the contract, "Where are my 
plans and specifications~" He sent me to a man by the name of 
Shepler. Shepler said, " You can not get them here; you will have 
to go to Buffalo." I said, "That is a little bit out of the ordinary; 
I have just signed a contract, and ordinarily you would have the 
plans and specifications for me and a copy should be attached to the 
contract." I ran into Lieutenant Farwell. He was Deeds' con
fidential man. Farwell said-this was before I got the contract
" You will have to join the association, the aircraft association." I 
said, " What is that~" "That is composed of all the aircraft builders 
who are doing Government work." 

The CHAIRMAN. That had reference to what we call the cross
license agreement? 

Mr. JoRDAN. Yes. He proceeded to explain about that arrange
ment; that I was to pay into this concern about $240, as I now remem
ber it, on every aeroplane we constructed. 

The CHAIRMAN. Were you required to join it and pay an initiation 
fee? 

Mr. JoRDAN. I do not think there was any initiation fee. I said, 
"That is not business. The Government has to pay for that. I will 
add it to my price." I said," You know very well that these patents 
do not amount to a row of pins; that the Langley patents cover 
practically everything except the curvature of the wing,. Montgom
ery's patent covered these, and between these two all thmgs neces
sary in the plane." He said, "I do not know anything about that, 
but I know what you have got to do." I said, "All right, we will see 
about that." So, a day or two later I got the contract, and I had to 
go to Buffalo to get the plans. 

The CHAIRMAN. To whom did you apply? 
Mr. JoRDAN. To the Curtiss Co. I went up there and they told me 

that I would not only have to pay $240, but 1 per cent additional 
to them, for the use of the plans and specifications. So I said that I 
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would not do anything of the kind. I came back to Washington and 
finally SU9Ceeded in getting them without making any payments 
whatenr. 

Senator REED. Tell us about that. 
Mr. JoRDAN. I have documents which I will send you. I had them . 

put their demands in writing. 
The CHAIR:&IAN. Who said that? 
Mr. JoRDAN. Well. those things are down at the New Willard 

Hotel. 
Senator NEw. You spoke of Mr. Shepler. 
)Jr. JoRDAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Did I understand that nume all right~ 
"Mr .• JoRDAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. 'Vas that the Shepler who was afterwards brought 

into the sen ice? 
)Jr. JoRDAN. Yes, sir. He was then in the service. 
The CHAIRMAN. He was in the service, but he had not been commis

sioned .. Deeds and ''T aid ron at that time were not in the Army 
service? 

Mr. JoRDAN. They just came in. 
The CHAIRMAN. The first letter that vou have produced l~re is 

dated September 26, 1917, signed hy Mr. S. D. Waldron, Colonel, 
Signal Corps, and reads, as follows: · 

Mr. W. A. MoRGAN, 

WAR DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER, 

Washington, September 26, J917. 

Curtiss Aet'Op/fmc <f Motm· Cm-poration, 
BttfJalo, N . Y. 

DEAR Sm: This will Introduce Mr. John A. Jordan, of Sacramento, to whom 
the Ah·craft Production Board has recommended that an order be given cover
Ing 300 J N 4D airplanes. Please give 1\Ir. Jordan one complete set of blue 
Plints for the J N 4D plane, together with bills of material, material speclfica
tfbns. and any other special Information that he may need to enable him to 
get quicldy into production. 

:\h· .. Jordan has filed a bid with the Chief Signal Officer on these 300 planes 
at the price of $4,750, each exclusive of engine, but with engine mounted and 
the plane complete, ready to fly. He has filed with his bid an agreement to 
forfeit 5 per cent of the prlc~> of any plane not dellvered according to the follow
lug- schedule of deliveries : October, 30; November, 150; December, 120. 

We realize thnt It may be difficult for you to take care of our requirements 
for complete planes, as well as ship engines to California on this contract. 
Please make a record of the schedule on which this contract is placed, advising 
us as to your ability to meet It on thE> basis of one engine per plane, so that 
where you will be unable to meet It we may make arrangements for the 
acceptance and shipment o( planes minus engines. 

Very truly, yours, 
S. D. WALDRON, 

Colonel, Sig11al Corps. 

Mr. JoRD.,AN. You will observe the close relations indicated by the 
letter. Waldron gave Curtiss Co. all the information as to price, 
etc., of my contract, which was supposed to be confidential. 

The CHAIRMAN. You pr~nted that letter, did yon? 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes, sir; to Mr. Morgan, of the Curtiss Co., at Buffalo. 

68424-18-YOL 2--2 
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The CuAmMAN. On the 29th of September you received a letter 
addressed to the Liberty Iron Works, Cal., attention of Mr. John A. 
Jordan, which reads as follows: . . 
(Curtiss Aeroplane & Motor Corporation- aeroplanes, hydroaeroplan('s, tlylng boats, 

ael"Onautlcal motot·s.] . 

LmERTY IRON WoRKs, 
California. 

Attention of Mr. John A. Jordan. 

BUFFAW, N. Y., September 29, 1911. 

GENTLEMEN: Referring to conversation to-day in regard to blue prints, bills 
of material. etc., as advised you, the cross-licensing agreement requires a roy
alty to be paid of $200 on each machine you build and sell, which on the 300 
you have under contract wlll amount to $60,000. 

This goes to the Aircraft A.<~!!ociation, hut until you at·e a member of that 
association the Curtiss Co., or whomever you obtain your blue prints from, is 
responsible to the association for that royalty. 

In addition to the · $200 section D, article 8, in reference to payments to the 
company, reads as follows : 

" Each subscriber agrees to pay such amount,. or amounts, as may be payable 
with reference to the use of specifications, drawings, and data as provided in 
paragraph 6 hereof, Including the royalty payments therein provided for. but 
the 1 per cent payment on account of the use of such specifications, drawings, 
data covering any one model shall cease when the total by all users shall 
aggregate $50,000." 

This means qn your contract there would be about $14,000 that you would be 
obliged to pay for the blue prints and specifications, although you unuerstand 
these payments are not necessarily made In advance, as our Mr. Guy explained 
to you to-day. A deposit should be made of about 10 per cent of the total in 
advance. 

Yours, very truly, 
W. A. MORGAN, 

Vice President and General Jla1Ulger. 

The CHAIRMAN. On the same day you received another letter ac
companying what was said to be a complete set of J N 4D's drawing 
blue prints, bill of materials, material specifications, finish specifica
tions, alphabetical and numerical parts list. You were notified tl1\lt 
you would be supplied with all new and changed prints on this model 
as soon as released from production. There is also an unsigned 
receipt accompanying the letter acknowledging the receipt of the 
above prints, etc. It does.not seem to be signed. 

Mr. JoRDAN. No. I refused to sign it for the reason that I did 
not get the prints. 

Senator REED. Why didn't you sign it~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. I put in thr~e days investigating and checking those 

blue prints. It is necessary in engineering to check the blue prints to 
see that these details fit in the general assembly. Now, they would 
not fit. I had a large number of duplicates furnished me. They 
made a mistake in giving those things to me. There were almost 
600 of them. I said to this man Mueller, Curtiss Co.'s engineering 
manager,." Why don't you put this in 25 or 30 prints and let us get 
a way Y" I said that that would be ample, and then we could make 
the rest ourselves in Sacramento. He said, "This is our system." I 
said~ "Yon have not got them all here. According to your lists there 
are many missing, and you have a lot of academic prints showing 
details that are a sequence in assembled parts." I referred to prints 
of standard screws, brads, nails, etc. " I particularly want the print 
of the nose plate and the general assembly print." He said, "We 
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have not released the nose plate." The nose .plate is substantially the 
foundation for the engine. It is of high-grade steel one-sixteenth of 
an inch thick. That has to be a very efficient piece of steel, a fine 
piece of material, and well constructed. That nose plate is absolutely 
essential. You can not buUd a machine without it. That print was 
not furnished until two months later. They claimed that it was "not 
released." I had voluminous correspondence over getting that nose
plate print. 

(The letter referred to is here printed in full, as follo":s:) 
[The Curtiss Aeroplane Co., aeroplanes, bydroaeroplanes, tlylog boats, aeronautical 

motors.] 

I .. IBERTY IRON WORKS, 
Sacramento, Cal.: 

Attention, Mr. Jordan. 

BUFFALO, N. Y., September ~9, 1"917. 

We are handing you herewith a complete set of J N 4D's drawing blue 
prints, ·bill of material, material specifications, finish specifications, alpha
betical and numerical part.<~ list. 

You will be ·supplied with all new and changed prints on this model as soon 
as released for our own production. 

CuRTISS AEROPLANE & MOTOR CORPORATION, 
G. H. MUELT.ER, Engineering Manager. 

CURTISS AEROPJ.ANE Co.: 
Mr. G. H. MuELLER: I hereby acknowledge receipt of the above prints. 
NOTE.-Parts 15124 and 14900 are not included in this set, as these parts 

are not yet released, but will be forwarded within a week. We are also inclos
ing 11602 model J N 4A plan drawings as a refe•·ence· print 

Senator REED. Where is that correspondence? 
Mr. JoRDAN. That is in Sacramento. 
The CHAIRMAN. It is a part of this story~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes; the thread of the story is carried through in 

that correspondence, of making demands and calling attention to 
deficiencies, to the bad drawings, and the impossibility of construct
ing airplanes from the drawings which they gave us. It was abso
lutely impossible. We had to reform the whole business. 

The CHAIRMAN. Before you leave your first visit to Buffalo, please 
tell the committee whether you executed the cross-license agreement. 

Mr. JoRDAN. No, sir; I did not. They wanted $75,000. I said, 
"I do not purpose to pay it unless you show me." They said, 
"Everybody else is doing it." I said, "Well, I won't do it unless 
there is some reason for 1t." Then I went back to Washington and 
thrashed it out with Messrs. Coffin and Montgomery. I went to 
Montgomery and explained to hini the whole situation. He said,'' I 
do not know. It appears that there is a cross-license agreement in 
existence here." I said, "I never subscribed to it; I have a per
fectly good contract signed by the proper authorities, giving me 
$4,750 each to build 300 aeroplanes. I do not purpose to give $i5,000 
to Mr. Curtiss, or Wright, or anybody else, unless there is some 
reason for it." He said, "Of course, you signed the contract; we 
will see that you get the plans and specifications." He was very 
much put out about it. 

Senator REED. Put out about what? 
Mr. JoRDAN. At the position I had taken. 
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Senator REED. Who was this 1 
Mr. JoRDAN. Montgomery. Of course, that is my own idea. · He 

was apparently much put out. 
The CHAIRMAN. Was anything said about the Government pay

ing this royalty in the event you signed the contract 1 
Mr. JoRDAN. Nothing was said. 
The CHAIRMAN. As to whether it would be added to your con-

tract price 1 
Mr. JORDAN. Nothing was said. 
The CHAIRMAN. Was anything said by the Curtiss Co.~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. No, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. What was your understanding~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. I understood that I was not required to pay any 

royalties to anyone, or any commissions. Afterwards I had reasons, 
after discussing these matters, to believe that it was going to be a 
hard proposition to fulfill my contract. I made up my mind it was 
going to be hard sledding for me. 

The CHAIRl\lAN. Did you discuss the cross-license agreement with 
Shepler~ 

Mr. JoRDAN. No, sir; only with Farwell. 
The CHAIRMAN. Montgomery, you mean 1 . . 
Mr. JoRDAN. That was after I came back I talked With Mont

gomery. 
The CHAIRMAN. I am talking about that. 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes. ! ·discussed it briefly with him. I told him I 

would not pay it, but he did not say very much. He sent his brother, 
another Montgomery, who was a lawyer for the board, with me to 
Buffalo to get the plans and specifications. 

The CHAIRMAN. That was the second visit? 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. When was that. 
Mr. JoRDAN. That was about a week later. 
The CHAIRMAN. About the first week in October~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes. We got to Buffalo, but Montgomery did not 

take me with him to visit the Curtiss Co. He came back to the 
hotel and said, "You can get the plans and specifications any tim~ 
you go after them." I went down there to get the plans and specifica
tions. They gave me another set, not tlie set that I had already 
checked, so that I had to go over the whole thing again. 

The CHAIRMAN. What reason was given for doing that~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. No reason at aU. I had the other ones all bundled 

up and tied with a string around them, and I had asked them to keep 
~hem for me in that shape until I w~s ready for them. They prom
Ised to do so, but when I got back It seems they could not find my 
bundle. When I got to Sacramento I found they were in bad shape. 

The CHAIRMAN. Did you ~o from Buffalo to Sacramento¥ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes. The time was short in which to do the work. 

Then I took it up with the different manufacturers of parts. They 
assured me they would be only too glad to have our business. Robey, 
of Cleveland, wanted all our 'business. He claimed to be a manufac-

. turer in Cleveland. He was strongly indorsed by the department by 
a young man named Cook in the department. Cook was production 
engineer for the Pacific coast for the Aircraft Board. Cook was 
anxious that I should deal with Robey. He said Robey could furnish 
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all the parts. That dragged along for weeks, and finally I found 
out he could not furnish anything on time. 

The Erie Specialty Co., of Erie, Pa., agreed to furnish bolts. Then 
I ~ot a wire saying that they could not furnish them. Still another 
wire saying they could do so. They then shipped us bolts that did 
not conform to specifications. 

Senator REED. Do you know any of its connections Y 
Mr. JoRDAN. No; I do not. 
The CHAIRMAN. Who recommended that company Y 
Mr. JoRDAN. This man Cook brought a whole list of manufacturers 

who could produce those parts. It was a very serious question be
cause of the steel situation and also because of the dies. 

Then the Buffalo Pressed Steel Co. came in. That, as I understand 
it, is an auxiliary of the Curtiss plant. They are closely connected, 
anyhow. They managed to get possession of all of the 3! per cent 
nickel steel used in the axles of the airplanes. 

The CHAIRMAN. What concern is that1 
Mr. JoRDAN. The Buffalo Pressed Steel Co. First they refused 

to furnish any, but finally they said they would furnish a limited num
ber for $14.50 each. That was fully ·three times the nlue of them 
under fair conditions. · 

The CHAIRMAN. Did you secure any ~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes, sir. We got five nt a time, or altogether about 

30 or 40, at that extravagant price. 
Then there was the Lewis Spring & Axle Co. I think they are in 

or near Chicago. I may not have that right. They agreed to furnish 
the controls all complete, and were enthusiastic at first. A couple of 
weeks later they fell down absolutely and could not do anything. They 
finally did furnish some of them, which were very inferior in quality. 

The CHAIRMAN. Now, from what source did you obtain your spruce 
and other materials for the wooden parts of the planes~ 

Mr. JoRDAN. The spruce we got through the Government "rood 
Production Board, at Portland, Oreg. 

The CHAIRMAN. Did you have any difficulties or delays~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. There was no material delay in getting the spruce, 

but when it did come in it was bad. It was wet and green. It was 
poorly selected. There was great wastage. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is the document that I now show _you [exhibiting 
document] the proposed contract .with the Curtiss Co. for the pay
ment of $200 for each airplane manufactured and. a royalty of 1 per 
centY 

Mr. JoRDAN. Yes; that is the original contract. 
The CHAIRMAN. Whic~ you did not execute 1 
Mr. JoRDAN. No, sir. 
(The contract referred to is here printed in full, as follows :) 

This agreement, made this-- day of--, 1917, by and between the Curtiss 
Aeroplane Co., a corporation of the State of New York, having its principal 
office at Buffalo, :S. Y., party of the first part, and the --, a corporation of 
the State of --, having its principal office In the -- of --, party of 
the second part ; 

In consideration of the promises and agreements hereinafter contained the 
party of the first part hereby promises and agrees to deliver to the party of the 
second part a set of drawings, designs, specifications, and bills of material 
covering aeroplane model known as JN military tractor, as deslgnoo and built 
by the party of the first part. 
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The party of the second part, in consideration thereof, promises and agrees 
to pay to the party of the first part 1 per cent of the selling price of all aero
planes or parts thereof manufactured by the party of the second part according 
to said drawings and designs, and also to pay to the party of the first part 
the sum of $200 for each and every aeroplanP. so manufactured, all such pay
ments to be made to the party of the first part not later than the tenth day of 
each month for all aeroplanes or parts thereof manufacured during the pre
ceding month. 

The party of the second part has this day paid to the party of the first part 
the sum of --- in payment of the 1 per cent charge on the first $--- of 
aeroplanes or parts thereof which shall be manufactured by the party of the 
second part, It being expressly understood and agreed that said payment of 
$--- shall remain the property of the party of the first part even though 
the party of the second part shall not manufacture and sell aeroplanes or parts 
thereof equaling the sum of $---. 

The party of the second part has also this day paid to the party of the first 
part the sum of $---, covering .the payment of $200 each for the first --
aeroplanes to be manufactured by the party of the second part under such draw
ings and designs as hereinbefore agreed. 

The party of the seconll putt further agrees that it wlll not permit or allow 
such drawings, designs, anll specifications to be reall, copied, photographed, or 
otherwise used, by any person other than the emplo~·ees of the party of the 
Second part, and that the party of the second part will return the same to the 
party of the first part in the event of the dissolution or termination of the 
business of the party of the second part for any reason whatsoever, it being 
understood that such drawings, designs, and specifications are merely leased to 
the party of the second part during such time as it shall desire to make aero
planes according to such drawings, designs, and specifications. 

In witness whereof, the parties hereto have caused this agreement to be signed 
by their respective duly authorized officers and their respective corporate seals · 
to be hereunto affixed the day and year first above written. 

CURTISS AEROPLANE Co. , 

By-----
SecretlM'JI and 1't·eas1trer. 

By---

By-----

The CHAIRl\IAN. When you refused to execute that contract, what, 
if anything, did Mr. Morgan, or the representative of the company, 
say? 

Mr. JoRDAN. They said they would not give the plans and speci-
fications until I did execute it. 

The CHAIRMAN. And that is why you came back~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes. 
The CHAIRJ\IAN. Who said that~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Mr. Guy. His signature is on that letter. 
Senator REED. You have spoken of the difficulties you had in get

ting these materials? 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes. 
Senator REED. Can you tell us whether or not other airplane builcl

'ers who had signed these contracts to pay these royalties, or what
ever they may oe called, were getting their supplies without difficulty 
from the same people~ 

Mr. JoRDAN. The Curtiss Co. themselves furnished the Fowler 
Airplane Co. the same supplies. 

Senator REED. Did you try to get them from Curtiss~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. I tried. They absolutely refused to give me a screw 

or a bolt or anything else. 
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Senator REED. You mean the Curtiss Co. ¥ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes sir. 

727 

Senator REED. Who made that refusal~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Mr. Gay--
Senator NEw. Had Fowler & Co. signed the cross-license agreement~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. I believe Fowler said they did. Fowler did pay 

Curtiss the 1 per cent demanded. He told me so. 
Senator REED. Have you any correspondence with these various 

people showing that they were furnishing supplies to other con
tractors who had signed the cross-license agreement at the time that 
you were being refused supplies~ 

Mr. JoRDAN. To my own knowledge I only know that they were 
furnishing them to Curtiss and through Curtiss to the Fowler Co. 
Fowler was getting them there through Curtiss. 

Senator REED. What was he getting? 
Mr. JoRDAN. Certain clips and small parts. 
Senator REED. Can you name them~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. The Universal clip. He had a quantity there. I asked 

him where he got them, and he said from Curtiss. That is the clip, 
the largest single item used in the machine; that is, a greater number 
of those clips is used than of any other. Then there were the landing 
gear clips which were furnished by Curtiss to the Fowler Co. I 
speak more of the Fowler Co. because they are neighbors. 

Senator REED. Did the Fowler Co. get contracts before or after 
you got yours~ 

Mr. JoRDAN. Yes; before, a matter of a couple of months. 
Senator REED. From whom did the Curtiss Co. get these materials, 

which they afterwards furnished to the Fowler Co.? 
Mr. JoRDAN. I do not know that. 
Senator REED. And when you asked the Curtiss Co. to furnish 

these supplies, what reason did they give for their refusal~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. They just absolutely refused. I have more corre

spondence. It is in the files in Sacramento. 
Take this matter of the bent part, in the blue prmt. It is a most 

difficult matter for a draftsman to show the exact bending in the 
blue print. It can scarcely be done. Under certain conditions it can 
not be done. It is like a perspective down hill in a photograph. It 
is .Practically impossible. For that reason I wanted samples of these 
thmgs so as to get the angle of bend. 

Senator REED. You just wanted samples~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. At first I wanted them in quantity. Then I asked for 

samples. Morgan said that· he would give them to me, but Gay re
fused to do it, without giving any reason. 

Senator REED. Gay is connected with the Curtiss plant? 
Mr. JoRDAN. He was the secretary. 
Senator REED. He was the man you would naturally go to to get 

these things ~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. And they refused to give you a sample? 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. This occurred after you refused to sign the cross

license agreement and had come back to Washington, and at Wash
ington had gotten a contract, notwithstanding you refused to sign 
the cross-license agreement? . 
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Mr. JoRDAN. No, sir. I had the contract before I refused to sign 
the cross-license agreement. 

Senator REED. Now, as to these parts that he refused to let you 
have; can you give us an idea of their size~ Can you state whether 
they were such things as could not be given to you without doing 
serious harm or injury ; were they large or small things~ 

Mr. JoRDAN. They were small parts. 
Senator REED. Of what size~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Three inches each way, we will say. 
Senator REED. These little steel clips~ 
Mr. JORDAN. These little steel clips; yes, sir. 
Senator REED. In the making of a single machine you would re

quire a great many of them~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Some 28 of this one particular clip. 

-Senator REED. This particular clip~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes, sir.. 
Senator REED. You tried to get more than one clip~ · 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes; I wanted to get a quantity of them in order to 

get a start. 
Senator REED. What is the name of that clip~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. That is the Universal clip. 
Senator REED. It took about 28 for one machine, you say~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes sir. · 
Senator REED. How much is that clip worth~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. About 30 cents. 
Senator REED. And yet is was a very essential thing for you to 

have in order to get the proper angles and curvature~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Angles or curvature, which~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Angles and curvature, both. 
Senator REED. And you could not get one~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. No, sir. 
Senator REED. Did that seriously handicap you~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. We had to make a number of them and then figure 

it out. 
Senator REED. Did ~ou try to g~t other small parts of similar kind~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes, s1r. We tried to get all the metal parts, the 

wing washers, in which the struts fit. 
Senator REED. They were also little things~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes, sir. They weigh probably 2 ounces. They were 

drop forgings, necessitating dies. The m~king of a die takes a long 
time, but when it is once made you can make a million as well as you 
can make one, if you do not break the die. You can hammer them 
out. There is no reason, other than spite, why Curtiss could not 
pound them out for everybody. 

Senator REED. Do you know whether or not he was furnishing them 
to others~ 

Mr. JoRDAN. I do not know of my own knowledge. 
Senator REED. These were little, simple things that, having once 

made the machinery to produce them, you could turn out like nails~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Exactly. Once the dies are made you can pound them 

out in indefinite numbeJ;"s. 
Senator REED. You have a lot of correspondence about that~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes, sir. 
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Senator REED. How long ~ill it take to get it by wire~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Six days, I suppose. We will have to have an qfficial 

summons. 
(Informal discussion occurred which the reporter was directed not 

to record.) 
The CHAIRMAN. If we were to call upon your corporation, the 

Liberty Iron Works, of Sacramento, for all correspondence up to 
March 1, 1918, bearing upon the procurement of metal parts, would 
that be sufficiently definite so that the concern could give us the letters 
that will really bear upon the question~ 

Mr. JORDAN. Yes; I think so. 
Senator REED. How much delay did you actually suffer, as near as 

you can state, by virtue of the refusal of the Curtiss people to furnish 
these parts which they had in their possession~ 

:Mr. JoRDA~. In connection with the poorly made drawings, we 
suffered at least 90 days' delay there. What I kept telling Curtiss and 
Gay was that we could not make this stuff from th~ir prmts. I said, 
"Why don't you giYe us this stuff~" They were not making it from 
their own prints at this time. 

Senator REED. They would not give it to you~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. No, sir. 
Senator REim. Can you go ahead and give the technical names of 

'those parts that they refused to give~ 
Mr. ,JoRDAN. The correspondence would show. Technically, it was 

clips, fuselage, landing-gear clips, and wing clips. That covers it. 
The CnAIRliAN. How about the nose plate~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes; and the nose plate. 
Senator REEn. Did you ever get a nose plate from the Curtiss 

people~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. No, sir. Along in December we got the blue print. 
Senator R.EED. How much late was that on your contract~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. I should have had it the 1st of October. There was 

no reason-and I say this advisedly-there was no reason why that 
drawing should not have been furnished when I was in Buffalo. 

Senator REED. Why do you say that 1 
Mr. JoRDAN. They were making it at that. time, and it came out 

two or three months later without any material change. 
The CHAIRMAN. What reason did they give~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. That it had not been released, which does not mean 

anything at all. · 
Senator REED. When the Curtiss people refused to give these little 

pieces of material which you say were so essential, and refused to give 
vou either the drawings or a sample of the nose plate, did you then ap-

. peal to any of the authorities here in Washington for assistance 1 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes, sir. · 
Senator REED. To whom did you appeal~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. To Farwell, Montgomery, Shepler, and everybody 

that I thought had any influence to get them. 
Senator REED. Did you appeal in writing¥ 
Mr. JoRDAN. In writing. 
Senator REED. Have you that correspondence¥ 
Mr. JoRDAN. That is in the correspondence. 
Senator REED. Will that be covered by this subprena which we 

have been talking about¥ 
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Mr. JoRDAN. Yes; if you get all the correspondence up to March 1, 
1918 .. 

The CHAmMAN. What ,have you to say about the ultimate per
formance of your contract~ 

Mr. JoRDAN. Well, we did not deliver, of course, anywhere near 
on time, but finally we did get to making them. My principal row 
with my own partners was that we were using material that I did 
not con.sider fit to go into the machines, and the inspector passed on 
them. · 

The CHAIRMAN. What materials were those~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Those same nose plates that we manufactured. I 

threw out· several of them. 
The CHAffiMAN. Where did _you get them~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Made them. They did not suit me, so I threw them 

out. They were afterwards brought in and used and put in air
planes against my objection. 

The CHAIRMAN. Your own airplanes~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes. sir. 
The CnAIRMA~. How could they be used without your consent~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. I had resigned as manager during the battle. They 

hired as superintendent a former chief inspector of the plant, which 
I would not have done. 

Senator REED. A Government inspector? 
Mr .• JoRDAN. The Government inspector. When he came in he 

immediately swayed those inspector boys so that they passed every
thing and went out to the scrap pile and brought in eYerything. It 
was dead wrong. 

The CHAIRMAN .. Did you report that fact to the authorities here? 
Mr. JoRDA~. I have been reporting it ever since. 
The Cu.URMAN. Have you correspondence with relation to that? 
Mr. JoRDAN. I reported it to the officers of the company first. I 

went out and saw Maj. Emmons at the flying field. He said· that the 
inspection was rotten. 

The CHAIRMAN. Where is he? 
Mr. JORDAN. The Sacramento field. I found they were using bad 

material. I called attention to some of the things I was fearful of, 
such as welded nose plates. 

Senator REED. Mr. Chairman, I think it would be a good idea to 
let Mr. Jordan get in mind the points which he wishes to bring 
before the committee. and in which he knows we are interested, and 
then let him appear before the committee later on, perhaps to-mor-
row afternoon. · 

(After informal discussion a recess was taken until 2.30 o'clock 
p.m. of the same day.) 

AFTER RECESS. 

At 2.30 o'clock p. m. the committee reassembled pur~uan~ to the 
taking of recess. 

STATEMENT OF EDOUARD DE BILLY, ACTING FRENCH HIGH COM
MISSIONER, AND COL. TULASNE AND LIEUT. HENRI MARQUISAN 
OF THE FRENCH HIGH COMMISSION. 

Senator NEw. Mr. de Billy, I have understood that you gentlemen 
have the same interest that all of us have in arriving at some sort of 
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program for the development of aircraft in this country so as to re
sult in the greatest good to all of the allies. If there have been 
mistakes in our program in the past, we want to be able to point out 
those mistakes. We want to benefit and profit by our own mistakes, 
if we have made them, and in case you gentlemen know where mis
takes have been made. we invite you to point them out to this com
mittee, in order that we may base our recommendations upon them. 
You have had no preliminary conversations with any of the mem
bers of this committee that I know of, and I therefore scarcely know 
upon just what line. to.base an inquiry, but as we go along things 
will develop, no doubt. 

The CHAIRMAN. I assume that you gentlemen represent aviation 
over here in this country. 

Mr. DE BILLY. These gentlemen, Col. Tulasne and Lieut. Marqui
san, do. 

Senator NEw. Please state you name and your position in this 
country, Mr. de Billy. 

Mr. DE BILLY. My name is Edouard de Billy, and I am a deputy 
high commissioner for France, and · in the absence of Mr. Andre 
Tardieu, who is the high commissioner, and who is now in France, I 
am acting for him, so I am acting high commissioner, and Col. 
Tulasne is at the head of the French aviation section here, and Lieut. 

- Marquisan is one of the officers under the orders of Col. Tulasne. 
As you know, these French officers, as well as the British officers, are 
here to give information and cooperate in the different aviation 
camps and schools, so as to be the direct link between the Aviation 
Bection of the American Army and what is going on on the front, 
so as to give the most recent information from the other side. 

Senator NEw. Have either of yon had occasion to pay any par
ticular attention to the American aircraft program? 

:Mr. DE BILLY. Yes. The commission are in very direct touch, and 
. so are these officers with the Aircraft Production Board, as well as 

these officers with the aviation officers. P('rsonallv I am in direct 
contact with Mr. Ryan and Mr. Potter, and I do a great deal of work 
in connection with what is done in France, as well as in England, 
and we are asking, as you know, for a great many Liberty motors 
for the other side, so that the development of this proposition is 
very interesting for us and for all the armies. 

Senator NEw. It is for all of us. "\Ve have a common interest, and 
that suggests to me the thought that if the representatives of any one 
of the allies have any suggestions to offer that will speed up things 
we want those suggestions made, in order that we may profit by 
them. I suggest, Mr. de Billy, that you J>roceed in your own way to 
tell this committee what you think should be done, particularly in 
reference to aircraft, both. as to motors and as to planes. 

Mr. DE BILLY. Mr. Senator, I will say a few words from a general 
point of view. As I am not a professional man, I will ask you to 
question these officers regarding details. I will first speak in regard 
to motors. I have not much to say that you do not already know, and 
the praise that I would give of the Liberty motor has been given by 
all the French officers, and that which is better than words is this, 
that the aviation section of the French Armv is now asking from 
the American Aircraft Production Board a great many of those Lib
erty motors, so there'is quite a good deal .of competition between the 
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British and French as to the number of motors that can be delivered 
tD the other side for all the different armies. As regards France 
they have quite a number of demands, first, for the motors that will 
be used by the manufacturers of French airplanes, and, second, quite 
a number for the airplanes which are to be manufactured for the 
American armies. 

The CuAmMAN. May I interrupt for a moment~ Do you French 
except to use the Liberty motor in the fighting plane as well as the 
bombing plane? _ · 

Mr. DE BILLY. Yes. 
Senator NEw. That is, I presume, in certairi types of fighting ma

chines? 
Mr. DE BILLY. Yes; in certain types. We are more advanced in 

France as regards the construction of airplanes than you are here, 
and so there have been quite a number of airplanes that the French 
manufacturers have been able tD get of the American manufacturers 
previously. They can be fitted with motors, so there are two demands 
for motors and for airplanes for the American armies, and the 
enormous demand shows more than any words could what apprecia
tion we hold the Liberty motor in. 

Senator NEw. Mr. de Billy, you spoke of the French furnishing 
airplanes to the Americans in France. 

Mr. DE BILLY. Yes. 
Senator :NEw. Can you tell us something of the number of air

planes that have been built in France and delivered to the American 
forces there? 

Mr. DE BILLY. I have not the figures in my memory. . 
Col. TuLASNB. About 1,000 French training planes and about 20 

squadrons of 18 planes each of combat or war planes. 
Senator NEw. '"nat kind of motors were in those planes-the 

combat planes~ 
Col. TuL.-\SNE. In the combat planes there were Renault engines, 

Hispano-Suiza motors, and Canton-Une motors. Those are the three 
best motors now over there. 

Senator NEw. The three best that the French have~ 
Col. TULASNE. Yes. 
Senator :NEw. Is it in part to relieve France of the necessity of fur

nishing those motors that you are asking for so many Liberty motors? 
Mr. DE BtLLY. Yes; because the program for the construction of 

airplanes is enormous. 
The Cn.URMAN. Are the French also asking us to manufacture any 

Hispano-Suizas for them? · 
Mr. DE BrLJ,Y. No; we manufacture Hispano-Suizas. 
The CHAmMAN. I thought possibly you might need a little assist

ance there also. 
Col. TuLASNE. No; not that I know of; no. But I believe that 

France will ask you to give her some Bugatti motors. The Bugatti 
motor is now built in the United States. 

Senator NEw. That is an Italian motor, is it not? 
Mr. DE BILLY. The name is Italian, but the motor is French. 
Senator NEw. The Liberty motors that you expect from the United 

States are to be used in the machines which the French will use them
selves as well as in· the machines that you expect to turn over to the 
United States? 
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Mr. DE BILLY. Yes. We are asking now for twice as many for our 
use as for the use of the airplanes that we have to get from you. 

Senator NEw. You have tested the Liberty motor yourselves? 
Mr. DE BILLY. We have tested the Liberty motor ourselves, and we 

have not only tested it as a machine, but we have fitted it into some of 
our planes and, for instance, in the Breguet plane it has given very 
remarkable achievement. 

Col. TULASNE. The Breguet will be the main type of plane in which 
the Liberty motor will be used in France, because it is especially 
adapted for it and we made some tests and they gave very good 
results. 

Mr. DE BILLY. It is a very rapidly climbing plane. 
Lieut. MARQUISAN. It gave exactly the same result as the 400-horse

power Renault. 
Senator NEw. Is the Liberty motor adapted to all the planes that 

the French make? 
Mr. DE BILLY. No. If there is anything to criticize in the past, 

and you can always find criticisms somewhere, and I do not want to 
be considered as making a severe criticism, because, considering every
thing, the American Atrcraft Board has done something splendid. 

The CHAIRMAN. Do not hesitate to criticize things. That is what 
we want. 

Mr. DE BILLY. If there was a mistake in the beginning, it was to 
believe that one motor could be adapted to every type of plane and 
that one type of plane was suitable for all purposes, but what your 
Aircraft Board is doing now and is doing with great success and 
with great wisdom is at the· same time that they push the manufac
ture of the Liberty motor to the utmost possibilities, they are at the 
same ime developing the manufacture of other types of motors. 

The CHAIRMAN. They are now. 
Mr. DE BILLY. Yes. They are certainly manufacturing the His

pano-Suiza, which is developing in great numbers, and I have no 
doubt that air planes will be designed to which the Liberty motor 
will be fitted for all purposes, but in order to save time it is perfectly 
wise to develop the manufacture of other motors immediately fitted 
to J?lanes that actually exist. 

Senator NF.w. Then, the Liberty motor is highly regarded by the 
French? 

Mr. DE BILLY. Highly regarded. 
Senator NEw. Within certain limits; that is, for planes of certain 

types; the Bugatti, for instance. 
Col. TULASNE. I believe all sorts of planes except some monoseater 

fighting planes, because it is not adapted to that plane. For other 
planes, such as bombing planes, Corps d'Armies, it can be used. 

Mr. DE Bru,Y. As regards the motor, it is a 420-horsepower motor. 
It is now one of the best lmown motors which has been produced. It 
is the finest achievement which has been accomplished by the Ameri
can Aircraft Board, and we are all very strongly impressed by it. 

Senator NEw. The United States is also making motors of certain 
other types. FoT instance, we are making some Hispano-Suiza. Do 
you regard that as a good motor? 

Mr. DE BILLY. Yes, sir; it is a very good 300-horsepower motor. 
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Senator NEw. The 300 horsepower, the 180 horsepower, and the 
150 hoJ;'Sepower. The Le Rhone we are also making. Is that re
garded by the French as a good motod 

Lieut. Marquisan. We use that motor for training planes, mono
seater planes. 

Senator NEw. The Curtiss 0. X.;. do you know anything of thaH 
Lieut. MARQUISAN. Yes; I flew with it a great deal in San Antonio 

and in San Diego, and I think it is the onJy motor that I know of 
that could resist the high temperature of the southern schools in 
summer. It is an excellent motor for primary training planes. 

Senator NEw. The temperatures, then, have their effect on airplane 
motors? 

Lieut. MARQUISAN . .A great deal. 
Senator NEw. How would the temperatures affect the Liberty 

motor, in your judgment, Lieutenant~ 
Lieut. MARQUISAN. I think it will not affect it in France, because 

the temperature is not as high as it is here in some places, like Hous
ton or Lake Charles. 

Senator NEw. It would be affected by high temperature~ 
Lieut. MARQUISAN. Like the Hispano-Suiza and like most motors. 
Senator NEw. What about the altitudes~ In some motors the loss 

of power--
Lieut. MARQUISAN. In all motors. 
Senator ~ EW. Yes; but in some more than in others, if I am cor

rectly informed. The Liberty motors stand that test too~ 
Lieut. MARQUISAN. It seems to from the tests that have been made 

in France for the Liberty. It flew to 5,000 meters in a very short · 
time and shows that they are not more affected than our best motors. 

The CHAIRMAN. You speak very highly of the Liberty motor~ 
Mr. DE BILLY. Yes. · 
The CHAIRMAN. Do you base your statement on tests made in 

France? 
Mr. DE BILLY. Yes, sir; certainly, and fitted in our Breguet planes 

it gave excellent results. 
The CHAIRMAN. In the tests made in France did you make any 

changes in the parts or auxiliaries of the motor~ For instance, did 
you use any other carburetor than the one we sent over with the 
engines-~ · 

Lieut. MARQUISAN. I think we just removed the carburetor from 
between the cylinders and put it outside. 

The CHAIRMAN. Did that produce better results~ 
Lieut. MARQUISAN. Yes, it did. It gives better cooling, and about 

30 horsepower more. 
The CHAIRMAN. Thirty horsepower more? 
Col. TuLASNE. In fitting it to the motor it is much better that the 

carburetor be outside. 
The CHAIRMAN. You think it would be a good permanent im

provement to build them with the carburetor outside of the V? 
Col. TuLASNE. I believe it would be very good to have a series of 

tests with the carburetor inside and another series with the carbure
tor outside to make the comparison before taking any chances. I 
believe that we have not the troubles iii France with the Liberty 
motor. In regard to all these .troubles, you have some very good 
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reports by Maj. Muhlenberg to Maj. Kenly, who has it now in hand, 
about the tests of this inachine. 

The CHAmMAN. Maj. Muhlenberg testified substantially as Lieut. 
Tabuteau. · 

Mr. DE BILLY. Is not that rather a criticism of the plane than a 
criticism of the motor? 

Col. TULAsNE. Yes. 
Lieut. MARQUISAN. Yes. 
The CHAIRMAN. The criticism they made was both as regards the 

combination of the Liberty motor with the De Haviland, the De 
Haviland having been originally designed for the Rolls Royce en
gine and, of course, it has been changed and they have had to make 
some changes to adapt it to the Liberty motor and we asked them 
particularly as to the plane, as to the motor, and as to the com
bination, so I think that is one of the troubles. Let me ask what 
type of plane the Liberty motor was tested in in France. 

Mr. DE BILLY. In the Breguet plune. 
The CHAIRMAN. Is that a two-seated plane? 
Mr. DE BILLY. Two-seated. 
The CHAIRMAN. Heavier or lightet· than the De Haviland~ 
Mr. DE BILLY. Heavier and exactly the same type of machine. 
The CHAIRMAN. The French wse it for the same purpose that the 

English use the De Haviland? 
Mr. DE BILLY. Yes. 
The CHAIRMAN. Lieut. Marquisan, were you consulted in regard 

to the location of any of our aviation fields~ 
Lieut. MARQUISAY. No. 
The CHAIRMAN. Were you, Col. Tulasne ~ 
Col. TULASNE. For some fields, some of my officers were, and they 

gave their advice? 
Senator NEw. I think that is all in reference to motors, unless 

there is something that some one of you gentlemen want to offer; 
and if not, we will turn to the planes. 

Mr. DE BILLY. The only thing I would say is that we quite agree 
with the Aircraft Board m what is contemplated now, which is that 
by next spring there must be 500-horsepower engines in use, so this 
work on the airplanes is transforming so much, and the German 
a via tors are doing so much to equal us that in order to get ahead of 
them we will have to fly next year motors of 500 horsepower, whereas 
now :1:00 is the highest. I think this is the program and it is the· 
program of all nations. 

Col. TULASNE. We are not in France working about these 500-
horsepower motors. There are two of these motors-the Bugatti, 
which is built here in this country now at Elizabeth, N. J., at the 
Duzenberry factory, and another is the Canton-Une, which is not 
here in th1s country, and the French missio~ strongly recommends 
this motor now. 

Senator NEw. Let me ask you if you have had any opportunity to 
test the De Haviland Four plane with the Liberty motor? 

Col. TuLASNE. Lieut. Tabuteau is with Maj. Muhlenberg at the 
Wilbur Wright field and he is testing this plane with the American 
commission. 

Senator NEw. We took his testimony, as was just stated a few mo
men~ ago, a~ Dayton. He reported to us the result of his observa-
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tions up to that time. Do you know whetl;ler any additional facts 
have been learned since Lieut. Tabuteau testified before this com
mission that change your opinion on the adaptability of the Liberty 
motor for use in the De Haviland plane~ 

Col. TuLASNE. Nothing new. 
Mr. DE BILLY. I think that we all agree that when the actual 

changes are made the De Haviland will be a good observation plane. 
Is that not your opinion? 

Col. TULASNE. A gOod observation plane, but not a good fighting 
and bombing plane. 

Senator NEw. That is one point that I very much wish to develop; 
that you think it will be all right for observation purposes, but that 
it will not answer the purpose of a bombing plane. 

Col. TuLASNE. Not very good for bombing. You can use it for 
bombing, but with a very slight loading of bombs, but not for a 
fighting machine. 

Senator NEw. In other words, it is not a good type of combat 
plane? 

Lieut. MARQUISAN. It is not intended for a combat plane. A good 
machine must be fitted for one purpose only. 

Senator NEw. Perhaps I should not have employed the word 
"combat" there, but I used it in the sense that anv machine which 
is used for bombing may be classed under the head of a combat plane, 
but the De Haviland is not a high-class bombing plane for the reason 
that it does not carry a sufficient load. Is that the idea~ 

Lieut. MARQUISAN. Yes. 
Senator NEw. We are making in this country some Capronis. How 

•:lo vou estimate them? 
Col. TuLASNE. The Caproni with the Liberty motor is a high-class 

bombing machine. 
Lieut. MARQUISAN. I saw it flying in Mineola a week ago last Sun

day. We have three Liberties now, and I never saw a bombing 
machine with such a climb and speed, and I think it carries with 
five hours of fuel, it is estimated that it carried about 1,000 kilograms 
of bombs. This is only an estimate made by the Italian commission. 

Senator NEw. The Caproni plane as manufactured abroad has 
carried the Isotta motor~ 

Lieut. MARQUISAN. They had two kinds of motor, the Isotta
Fraschini and the Fiat. 

Senator NEw. It gives equally good results with three Liberty 
motors? 

Lieut. MARQUISAN. It is much better. They have not yet made 
the test on long flights, but it seems to be all right. 

Senator NEw. As to the Handley Paige, what opportunities have 
you had for observation of the Handley Paige plane? 

Lieut. MARQUISAN. I carried on Saturday, the 6th of July, and 
that was the first flight that I saw. 

Senator NEw. Were you in the plane? 
Lieut. MARQUISAN. No. 
Senator NEw. That is the only one you have seen? 
Lieut. MARQUISAN. I have seen it on the front in France, but not 

with the Liberty motor. 
Senator NEw. You were satisfied with the performance, were you 1 
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Lieut. MARQUISAN. I think it is far from being as nice as the 
Caproni. 

Senator NEw. Far from being as good as the CapronH 
Col. Tm.AsNE. We believe it would be necessary to make com

parative tests of both machines. We want some official tests in order 
to have a certain opinion about it. 

Senator NEw. Is it not true that we should make all the planes 
we possibly can 1 
~r. DE BILLY. Certainly~ by all means. 
Col. TcLASNE. Certainly. 
Lieut. MARQUIS.t\N. Oh, no. It is better to have 1 plane of the 

very best type than 10 of an obsolete type. · 
Col. TuLASNE. That is very difficult to tell, because it is a question 

of number. If the type is too obsolete it is of no use, but if it is just 
a little different it is good to have a great many of these planes. I 
.can not giYe an answer to this question, because I want to have the 
speed, etc. 

Senator REED. Let me put it in another way, which I think will 
cover the Senator's thought. I think the Senator wants to know 
whether we should confine ourseh'es absolutely to a certain type of 
bombing plane or whether we should have, perhaps, several approved• 
up-to-date types of bombing planes. Stated in a little longer form, 
should we confine ourselves to the Handley-Page machine or the 
Caproni machine; or, in view of the fact that both of them are good 
machines and both of them are approved and both of them are in 
production, should we endeavor to utilize both of them~ I am using 
that to illustrate and. not to compare just those two particular planes, 
but to illustrate the whole situation, whether we should say here is 
one type of plane and we will have only that and one for fighting, 
and we will have only that, and whether if there are two, three, or 
fonr good planes, each of them really being fine machines• we should 
not make all of them. 

Col. TULASNE. That is a question of possibilities of production; but 
if we have to choose two planes under certain conditions it is much 
better to take the best of the planes; but sometimes we have difficulties 
of production which oblige us to have both. But if you can have just 
one it is better to have the best machine. 

Senator REED. Is this not true, Colonel, that the Italians are making 
a very superior bombing machine, which is called the Caproni, and 
the English are making a superior bombing machine, which is called 
the Handley Page; is 1t not b~tter for each of those nations maki_ng 
the planes that they are to contmue to make it than to try to change 1t 1 

Col. TULASNE. Perhaps; yes. 
Senator REED. I£ in this country we have some factories that are 

fitted to produce the Handley-Page and some of them to produce the 
Caproni, would it not be better for us to go on and make the two 
types of planes~ 

Col. TULASNE. Yes; I think so. 
Senator REED. Is it true also that either of those two planes, which 

I think pretty nearly conform to each other in general purposes ; 
that is, for long flights and bombing; is it not true that each of those 
planes may have some superiority in some respects and for certain 
uses over others. 
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Col. TULASNE. No; I do not think so. I believe that the two 
machines-in my opinion, one of them is better than the other, 
because she carries a much greater load of bombs. If I was a private 
individual I would buy the best of these machines, but as a Govern
ment official I believe it is best to utilize all the capacity of pro
duction. 

Senator REED. Yon are acquainted with the Spad machine? 
Col. TULASNE. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Is that a good machine? 
Col. TULASNE. That is now the best machine, a monoseater fight

ing machine. 
Senator REED. Do you think it is the best single-seated fighting 

machine? 
Col. TuusNE. Yes; it is. · 
Senator REED. Next to that as a fighting machine, what do you 

regard as the best? 
Lieut. MARQUISAN. The S. E. 5 is very much the same and has 

about the same speed. 
Senator REED. What is your judgment as to the Bristol fighter 

as made in England, and as equipped with the English engine? 
Col. TULAsNE. What type of Bristol? 
Senator REED. The two-seated Bristol fighter. 
Col. TULASNE. I believe it is a type of last year, is it not? 
Senator REED. I think they are still used. 
Col. TULASNE. Yes; it was built in 1917. It is that type of machine. 
Senator REED. In your judgment is that a good machine? 
Col. TULASNE. I believe that is a machine like the D. H. 9. 
Senator REED. What do the Italians use for their light photo

graphic machines and the machine which can also fight on the 
defensive? 

Col. TuLASNE. The S VA. 
Senator REED. Is that the type of machine that fell with Gino? 
Col. TuLAsNE. Yes. They haYe a single seater and a double seater. 

Gino fell with a single seater. 
Senator REED. You two officers have been here in this country for 

some time studying the airplane situation, have you not-giving it 
particular attention? 

Col. TuLASNE. Yes. 
Senator REED. What suggestion have you to make in reference to 

improvements in our airplane program so as to get results, either as 
~pplied to our machines or as applied to the whole situation? 

Col. TULASNE. I believe that now your construction program of 
engines is very good, because you have the Liberty motor, which is 
a good motor, and you have other motors under construction. You 
have the Hispano-Suiza, which is 500 horsepower, so you have now 
a complete program of construction for the engines. I just suggest 
that to build in this country one of our best type motors, which is 
the Canton-Une, 500 horsepower. 

Senator REED. To be used in what kind of machines? 
Col. TULASNE. This Canton-Une will be used in a two-seater fight

ing machine. 
Senator REm. What kind of results have been attained from that? 
Col. TULAsNE. We have not now the results of the machines. We 
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have just the result of the engine, because the machine and the plane 
is now built, but has not finished its tests. 

Senator REED. Your opinion is that ·the Caproni machine is a 
better machine than the Handley-Page~ 

Lieut. MARQUISAN. It is just because we have seen the two machines. 
fly, and the Caproni seems mu~h faster and flies much better than the 
other, but it is necessary to make complete tests with a rigorous 
method before making any statement about it. 

Senator REED. This new engine which you are developing, has it 
ever been fitted into machines and used yet? . 

Lieut. MARQUISAN. Yes. 
Senator REED. Has it been thoroughly tried out? 
Col. TULASNE. The machine is not in service. It is just being 

tested now. It is a two-seater fighting plane. 
Senator REED. Do you not think it would be better for the French 

who have developed this machine to carry it beyond the experimental 
stage before we begin to try to make it over here? 

Col. TULASNE. No; because it takes much more time to launch the 
production of a motor than for a plane, and it is· possible to build in 
this country a plane a little different from the one built in France 
for a fighting plane for this motor. It is always _possible to have a 
plane when you have the motor. 

Mr. DE BILLY. The reason why this suggestion is made is because 
of what we said a while ago when the Senator questioned us about 
the future. It is the belief in all countries that the next year's motor 
will be a 500-horsepower motor, and the reason why we suggest that 
this motor should be tried here is that we consider that, as a motor, 
it is quite ready for construction. 

Senator REED. We now have contracts for something in excess of 
23,000 Liberty motors. Do you think we should add to the vol
ume of those contracts and go ahead producing them as rapidly as 
possible? 

Mr. DE BILLY. It is my very strong opinion that we should. Yes; 
vou can never make too many of them. The Liberty motor is so 
much appreciated that it is asked for and demanded by the French 
aviation authorities and the Italian ~J.Viation authorities, as well as 
by the American aviation authorities. It is demanded, also, for the 
tanks. There is a very strong demand for the tanks. 

Senator REED. They would not make the same motor for the tanks 
as for the air? 

Col. TULASNE. I think so. 
Senator REED. Would they not make it heavied 
Col. TULASNE. I do not know, exactly. 
Mr. DE BILLY. There is a very strong demand, and the difficulty 

of your Aircraft Board now is to meet all those demands which must 
be for either the air or the tanks. 

The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, I want to thank you, on behalf of the
committee, for giving us some very valuable information. 

(Whereupon, at 4 o'clock p. m., the subcommittee adjourned until 
10.30 o'clock a. m. July 16, 1918.) • 
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TUESDAY, JULY 16, 1918. 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON MILITARY AFFAIRS, 

Wa8Mngton, D. 0. 
The subcommittee met pursuant to adjournment at 10.30 o'clock · 

a. m., in the committee room, Capitol, Senator Charles S. Thomas 
presiding. 

Present: Senators Thomas (chairman) , Reed, Frelinghuysen, and 
New. 

STATEMENT OF COL. H. H. AUOLD. 

The CHAIRMAN. Col. Arnold, please give your full name. 
Col. ARNoLD. H. H. Arnold. 
The CHAmMAN. What position do you occupy in the Aviation 

Service! 
Col. ARNoLD. Assistant director of military aeronautics. 
The CHAIRMAN. Who is the head of the Bureau of Military Aero

nautics~ 
Col. ARNow. Gen. Kenly is-director of the Department of Mili

tary Aeronautics. 
The CHAIRMAN. How long have you been connected with the Avia-

tion Service 9 . 
Col. ARNoLD. I started in April, 1911. 
The CHAIRMAN. As a member of the Signal Corps~ 
Col. ARNoLD. As a member of the Signal Corps; yes, sir. My 

service was continuous from April, 1911, to September, 1913. I re
joined in May, 1916, and have been in it ever since. 

The CHAIRMAN. Were you in that service when Langley field was 
equipped and the structures were placed upon it~ _ 

Col. ARNOLD. I do not quite understand your question. 
The CHAIRMAN. Were you in the Signal Service at the time the 

present buildings and facilities for testing were placed on Langley 
field~ 

Col. ARNow. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. About when was that~ 
Col. ARNoLD. They started in the construction of Langley field, 

as I remember it now, just about one year ag~a year ago in June. 
The CHAIRMAN. When were those struct~res completed~ 
Col. ARNOLD. They are not all completed yet. 
The CHAIRMAN. When was the field ready for testing? 
Col. ARNoLD. We were flying down there on the field in the fall. 

I do not remember the exact date. 
741 
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Senator REED. The fall of what year~ 
Col. .ARNoLD: The fall of last year. 
The CHAIRMAN. You say you were flying. Do you mean that 

cadets were being trained there~ 
Col. .ARNoLD. They were testing· and making minor experiments 

there last fall. 
The CHAIRMAN. Was that field originally designed for the pur-

pose of testing out and experimenting with planes~ 
Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Why was that work removed to McCook field~ 
Col. ARNoLD. I used to be a sit-in member of the Aircraft Board. 

In other words, I had the privilege of attending their meetings, and 
everything that I give yon about Langley field is from hearsay. I 
heard a discussion at the Aircraft Board meeting which indicated 
that the reason they gave up the use of Langley field was that the 
transportation problem connected with Langley field was very diffi
cult. They had one railroad line going in there and it was hard to 
get the machines in, get them tested, and then get them out. Another 
thing was that McCook field was right in the center of the manu
facturing district. 

The CHAIRMAN. Who comprised that board~ 
Col. ARNOLD. That board was comprised of Mr. Coffin, who was 

chairman; Gen. Squier, Col. Deeds, Col. Montgomery, Admiral 
Taylor, Capt. Irwin, Commander Atkins, and it had various civilians 
on it, the last members b~ing Mr. Howe and Mr. Thayer. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. B. B. Thayed 
Col. ARNOLD. I do not remember his initials. 
The CHAIRMAN. When these discussions to which you have re

ferred were going on had a field been secured at Dayton, or had the 
field now known as McCook field been secured Y · 

Col. ARNoLD. The first discussion, of course, was relative to the 
advisability of putting this experimental work at Dayton, but as I 
remember It now the field at Dayton was started before the change 
was made. 

Senator REED. I do not understand that last statement. Of course 
the Dayton field would have to be started before the change was 
made. 

Col. ARNOLD. I mean this: They were actually performing experi
ments at Dayton before they said," We will quit using Langley field." 

Senator RF.ED. If it was unfit. for use, why didn't somebody discover 
that before ? 

Col. ARNOLD. It was all right in time of peace, when there was no 
big hurrv. · 

Senator REED. But they improved it in time of war. 
Col. ARNOLD. This statement was made: "It is all right in time of 

peace but not in time of war: we have not got time to do these things." 
Everythinp: was based on this question of time and the matter of 
transportation. · 

Senator HEEO. There was also the question of tirrie from other 
manufacturing places J 

Col. AR~OLD. Yes, s1r. 
Renator REED. 'Vas Langley field constructed for any one manu

facturing place? 
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Col. ARNOLD. No, sir. It was selected by· a board of officers, with a 
view to locating a permanent engineering laboratory there, without 
regard to any one manufacturer. 

Senator RF..ED. When was that located~ 
Col. ARNOLD. Before we got into the war. I am unable to give you 

the exact date. 
Senator REED. How far is it from Washington~ 
Col. ARNOLD. A bout 220 miles, I should say. 
The CHAIRMAN. How far is it from Newport News or Old Point 

Comfort~ · 
Col. ARNOLD. From Hampton it is 5 miles; from Old Point Com

fort it is about 8 miles, I should sav. 
Senator REED. Has it been entirely abandoned now~ 
Col. ARNOLD. We have an observation school, and now a small 

amount of experimental work is going on. 
Senator REED. But it is not used for engineering and testing pur

poses since the transfer was made~ 
Col. ARNOLD. No, sir; not in a broad sense. They do conduct a 

few oil tests there. 
Senator REED. You were talking about McCook field being located 

with reference to the mnnufacturers in and around Dayton. 
The CHAIR~IAN. He said they said so. 
Senator REED. Yes; I know. 
Col. ARNOLD. That seemed to be the general .impression. 
Senator REE_D. Were the machines tested out at Dayton, simply 

the ones made m Dayton or those made all over the country~ 
Col. ARNOLD. All machines are tested. so far as I can see, except 

the Capronis and the Handley Page. Those are the only two that 
have not been sent to Dayton for tests. 

Senator REED. So that when you say they ought to be sent to 
Dayton with reference to the manufacturers it means that machines 
manufactured in New Jersey, Detroit, Buffalo, and numerous other 
points where planes are being made, have to be sent to Dayton and 
then sent back to the eastern coast if they are to be used in Europe~ 

Col. ARNOLD. Well, that is not altogether the case. You see, as 
to the original machine, each type is sent to Dayton for test. They 
test the machine at that place and make such improvements as they 
think necessary, and then they give instructions to go ahead with 
production. 

Senator REED. Do I understand that these gentlemen claimed that · 
there was such a dearth of transportation at a point 5 miles from 
Newpprt News that sample machines of each type could not be sent 
in there promptly for test~ · 

Col. ARNOLD. That was the inference to be drawn. 
Senator REED . . What do you· know about it~ 
Col. ARNOLD. Personally I think they could be tested down there. 
Senator REED. Langley field is within 5 miles of Newport News~ 
Col. ARNOLD. About 7 miles. 
Senator REED.· Is it on a railroad 9 
Col. ARNOLD. We have a railroad running in there; yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Running into Langley field~ 
Col. ARNOLD. We put a railroad in there ourselves. 
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Senator REED. You built, or the Government built, a railroad that 
long~ · 

Col. ABNoLD. It is just a spur. 
Senator REED. Is it a railroad of 7 miles in length or is it con

nected up with another railroad~ 
Col. ARNOLD. It is connected up with railroads that are near. We 

fly back and forth to Langley field all the time. It takes about two 
hours from Washington. · 

Senator REED. But you can not very well fly from here to the 
Dayton field~ 

Col. .AltNOLD. We have tried to make that trip, but we have not been 
successful so far. 

The CHAmMAN. Were any changes made or did any suspensions -
occur in the work of the construction of Langley Field after this 
transfer~ 

Col. .AltNOLD. They transferred all the machinery that was supposed 
to go from Langley Field to Dayton. 

The CHAIRMAN. It was first sent to Langley Field~ 
Col. ARNOLD. Some of it was first sent to Langley Field, and the 

shipping orders were changed on other machinery so that it was 
shipped to Dayton. 

The CHAffil\IAN. What are the buildings at Langley Field used for; 
what have they been used for since that change was made~ 

Col. ARNOLD. The permanent buildings are now being completed. 
The temporary buildings down there, of course, were put up to cover 
the needs as they existed. For instance, they are doing a small 
amount of experimental work with oil tests and instrument tests and 
bomb dropping. They keep a, number of machines down there all 
th~ time, but the thing has not been pushed, because it has not been 
necessary. 

The CHAIRMAN. Because of the transfer of activities to McCook 
Field it has not been necessary~ 

Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. How many acres in Langley Field-the flying field~ 
Col. ARNOLD. I should say, oflband, about 1,650 acres. 
Senator REED. How mnch is swamp, if any~ 
Col. ARNOLD. I have been down there a number of times, and I have 

not seen any swamp. 
Senator REED. Was anything said at this meeting when· they were 

going to move to the McCook Field that they had available some 
swamp land that might be particularly desirable for alighting pur
poses, and that gave it an advantage over Langley Field~ 

Col. ARNOLD. No, sir; I did not hear that. 
Senator REED. Have you seen McCook Field~ 
Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. What is the acreage~ 
Col. ARNOLD. 200 acres. 
Senator REED. The Wilbur Wright Field is now being tranSformed 

into a real experiment station, is it not~ . 
Col. ARNoLD. No, sir. 
Senator REED. Are they not doing experimental work at the Wilbur 

Wrig-ht Field~ 
Col. ARNOLD. In order for you to understand about the Wilbur 

Wright field I will have to go into the organization a little bit. At 
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the present time, with the dual organization, Gen. Kenly has to dic
tate as to the type of machines that are going to be used on the other 
side. Mr. Ryan produced the machines. After Mr. Ryan produces 
the machine Gen. Kenly tests the machine to see whether it gives 
the performance that must be had if it is to prove a suitable machine 
at the front. Gen. Kenly has to have some place where he can put 
the machine through its military tests, and the tests are being made 
at the Wilbur Wright field. 

Senator REED. It is being used as an experimental station W 

Col. ARNow. No, sir; not as an experimental station, but as a test 
station. 

Senator REED. Perhaps I did not use the right word. What I mean 
is this: The Wilbur Wright field is now being used for the purpose 
of testing new machines along with other things W 

Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. If you had a field with 1,400 or 1,500 acres in it 

• at which to test these machines, it could also be employed, could it 
not, for the purpose of training cadets 1 That could all be done at 
one field 1 

Col. ARNow. I would not say that it should be used for the train
ing of cadets. It is a mistake, I think, to do that. 

Senator REED. You have got those fields now close together¥ 
Col. ARNoLD. We are actually training cadets and testing ma-

chines, but we do not believe in it; we think i,t is wrong. 
Senator REED. McCook field is too small for safe testing, is it not¥ 
Col. ARNow. Absolutely. 
Senator REED. So that when you get down to the cold facts-and I 

do not mean to intimate that you have not been telling facts, but I 
mean that when you come to talk about it with brutal frankness-the 
truth is that McCook field is too small a field to be regarded as just 
the proper kind of a place at which to make these experiments with 
the new machines, is it not~ 

Col. ARNOLD. That would be my personal point of view. 
Senator WEEKS. It is apparently because of that that you had to 

go a few miles farther over to the Wilbur Wright field, where there 
is more room, in order to test the machines 1 

Col. ARNOLD. There is more than that. The real reason that we 
took tlie machine away from there is that we can have it absolutely 
out from under the influence of the production people. We found 
that the tests by the production people always gave 10 miles an 
hour faster, or the machine climbed 100 feet per minute faster. 

Senator REED. What do you mean by saying that they went faster 
and climbed more 1 

Col. ARNOLD. I mean that the records show that. · 
Senator REED. What is the fact about the McCook field being sur

rounded by trees 1 · 
Col. ARNOLD. I flew at McCook field. It is not an ideal place for 

flying. There is no doubt about that. It is surrounded by buildings, 
trees, and houses, and there is the river on one side, and then there 
are telephone wires. It is not an ideal field. 

The CHAIRMAN. Isn't it too small, even if those objects are not 
present~ 

Col. ARNOLD. Personally I do not see why they selected such a small 
field. 
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Senator REED. Particularly it is too small for a machine that is 
being experimented with~ 

Col. ARNOLD. I would not fly an experimental machine there. 
Senator REED. The Langley field has about 1,400 acres and the 

Wilbur Wright field has about 2,000~ · 
Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. And a large part of the Wilbur Wright field is 

swamp~ 
Col. ARNOLD. Some part of it. · 
Senator REED. There is about half that is wet or boggy or rough~ 
Col. ARNOLD. A good bit of it. 
Senator REED. It is all liable to be overflowed~ 
Col. ARNOLD. The opinions differ as to that. Some people say that 

it is, while others say that it is not. Col. Edgar says that he has a 
subsoil drain which will carrv off that rainfall. I 'know for a fact 
that it was under water last spring. I was out there. 

Senator REED. Has he got it fixed so that it will take care of the 
water when the river is overflowing its banks 6 or 8 feet~ 

Col. ARNOLD. I do not know about that. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Have you seen the result of the 36-inch 

ra.infall ~ 
Col. ARNOLD. When I was out there it rained for three or four days 

running. That was last spring. There was water all over the field. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Including the floors of the hangars~ 
Col. ARNOLD. No, sir. 
Senator REED. When was it that Col. Edgar got this drainage put 

in there? • 
Col. ARNOLD. I do not know. 
Senator REED. Was it within four or five weeks? 
Col. ARNOLD. We were there shortly after your committee was 

there-two or three days afterwards. It was not in then. I asked 
him about it since. As I remember it now, he said he had just put 
it in. 

Senator REED. He has not had time to do it unless he had some 
thousand men at work, because it takes a g.ood while to do that. 

Col. ARNOLD. I am not sure that is going to correct it. 
Senator REED. Langley Field is a dry field, is it not~ 
Col. ARNOLD. It was under water last winter. 
Senator REED. From what cause? 
Col. ARNOLD. I do not know, sir; but I remember hearing that it 

was under water. 
Senator REED. Do you know how it is, generally speaking? · 
Col. ARNOLD. I have been down there four or five times and it has 

always been dry. 
Senator REED. Do you know the reason why this field should be 

overflowed~ Is there any reason why it can not be located upon high 
ground~ . 

Col. ARNOLD. When they hunt for an aviation field they usually 
hunt for a flat area-a large flat area-and a very large flat area is 
usually low ground. I have not seen many of them on t~e tops of 
hills. 

Senator REED. Within 3 miles of the Wilbur Wright field is a. 
large, flat, elevated piece of ground without a particle of swamp on 
it, and . the drainage runs in two or three directions from it. 
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Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Are you familiar with the cost of the 
Wilbur Wright field Y 

Col. ARNOLD. I have seen the figures, but I do not remember them 
now. I should say, offhand, that it was over $2,000,000. 

(Col. Arnold afterwards obtained and ·supplied the following 
figure as the actual cost of Wilbur Wright field to the date of June 
30, 1918: $2,804,632.) 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. What was the cost of grading the Wil
bur Wright field~ Do you recollect that~ 

·Col. ARNOLD. I can not remember those figures; no, sir. I have 
seen so many figures that I get them mixed up, but Col. Edgar, who 
is in charge of the Supply Division, can give you the exact figures 
to a dollar for all the operations there. 

(Col. Arnold afterwards obtained and supplied the following 
figure as the cost of grading at Wilbur ·Wright field : $700,000.) 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. By reason of the location of the field on 
this low ground the cost of preparing the field for flying was ex
cessiYe, was it not 1 

Col. ARNOLD. It was probably more than that for. any other field 
that we had, except Mineola. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Do you know whether the advice of any 
of the officers of the French Aviation Service was asked in regard 
to the location of the field ~ 

Col. ARNoLD. I am unable to say how the Wilbur Wright field 
was located. I know how pretty nearly all the other fields were 
located, but I am unable to say about that one. . 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Is it not a fact that certain French 
officers who were here at the beginning of the war advised the Gov
ernment officials that the field was not suitable for flying~ 

Col. ARNOLD. I can not answer that question. 
Senf!.tor NEw. There are a few questions that I would like to ask. 
Senator REED. Just a moment, if you please. Colonel, will you 

please supply us with those figures, the comparative figures for each 
of the flying fields in the country~ We would like somewhat in 
detail the cost of the buildings, the ground, and the gra'ding, includ
ing the improvements to the land. If you have had to build lines· 
of transportation, also include that. 

(The matter referred to was subsequently submitted by Col. 
Arnold and is here printed in full, as follows:) 
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Chanute ............................ Rantoul........................... 640 923,512.00 
Dorr ....................... : ........ Arcadia, FilL..................... 640 735,000.00 
Eberts .............................. Lonoke . .......................... 960 1,173,000.00 
Ellington ........................... Houston.......................... 1,280 1,400,000.00 
Gerstner ............................ Lake Charles...................... 1,304.2 2,122,436.00 
Hazelhurst ......................... Mineola........................... 1,066. 88 4,241,000.00 
Kelly No.2 ......................... San Antoulo...................... 1, 721.54 3,557,200.00 
Langley. . • • . • . • • • . • . • • . • • • . • • . • . • • • Hampton. . ....................... 1, 650 750,000. 00 

~~::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::: ~~~ide::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~:~g: 
Mather ............................. Sacramento.................... . .. 1,107 509,000.00 
Park ............................... Millington....... ... ............... 907.61 1,007,261.00 
Payne .............................. West Point, Miss.................. 800 650,000. 00 
Post. . . .. .. .. .. • . • . • . • . • • • .. • • • • • • • . Fort Sill, Government land....... . . . •• • • • • • • • 1, 734,993. 00 

~~~wen::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~.!~iego::::::::::::::::::::::::: .· .... ~.. . . ~~::=.g: 
Scott ............................. .. Belleville.......................... 640 1,321,880.00 
Selfridge.. ............. . ............ Mount Clemens................... 640 1, 560,456. 00 
Souther ............................. Americus......................... 800 560,810.00 
Taliaferro ........................... Fort Worth....................... 688.8 ,1,061,6oo.OO 
Tafl:lor ...................... . .. .. ... Montgomery...................... 800 839,435.00 
W bur-Wright .................... Fairfield.......................... 2,245.2 1 1,929,632.00 

• Flying operations conducted at these fields prior to present construction and Utla date of opening. 
• Includes also cost of roads, sewers, etc. 

I Grading and 
clearing. 

--
$23,100. 00 
107,352.00 
12,000.00 
78,000.00 
28,000.00 

123,820.00 
76,000.00 

150,000.00 
35,000.00 
37,542.00 

345,000.00 
47,580.00 

1489, 201. 61 
60,000.00 
86,144.00 
81,000.00 

894,994.00 
150,000.00 
141,984.00 
164,812.00 
10,798.00 

256,000.00 
369,482.00 

• 244, 029. 00 
26,100.00 

150,900.00 
700,000.00 

-t 
Crop Railroad Constructloll Field 

~ 

damage. lines. started. opened. 
00 

----

• • • • . • . • • • . • $12,000. 00 Aug. 29,1917 Nov. 15, 1917 
$300,00 15,385.00 Dec. 12,1917 Mar. 15,1918 ............................... Sept. 6,1917 Dec. 1,1917 

···········l··········· Dec. 14,1917 Mar. 25,1918 
·••••••••••• 22,000.00 Sept. 17, 1917 Nov. 20,1917 

41,620.00 8,387.00 May 28,1917 July 2,1917 
•••••••••••• 106,000.00 Jan. 7,1918 May 23,1918 
•••••••••••• 100,000.00 Dec. 10,1917 Mar. 23, 1918 
•••••••••••• 8,988.00 Sept. 14,1917 Dec. 1,1917 

:::::::::::: ··i•;ooo:oo· S~t. 16,1917 Nov. 20,1917 
J y 20,1917 1 June 7, 1918 

~ 8,444.05 40,000.00 July 22,1917 I Aug. 11, 1917 

--·a;7so:oo· :::::::::::: Aug. 1,1917 May 20,1918 
~ Sept. 4,1917 Dec. 10, 1917 

............................. Mar. 15,1918 June 15, 1918 
~ ··28;881: 45· ... 7 ;M9:oo· Mar. 28,1918 June 24,1918 

Aug. 28,1917 Dec. 3,1917 ":! 

:::::::::::: .. ai;sss:oo· Mar. 1,1918 May 16,1918 1-':l 
Aug. 4,1917 Sept. 2,1917 

'tl Se~t. 6,1917 Dec. 1,1917 :::::::::::: ··25;m:oo· Fe • 4,1918 I )lay 1,1918 ~ 33,881.00 10,640.00 June 25,1917 ~t. 5,1917 t:l •••••••••••• 110,209. 00 May 28,1917 J y 8,1917 0 •••••••••••• 12,000.00 Feb. 19, 1918 May 3,1918 0 •• •••••••••• 6,500.00 Aug. 27,1917 Oct. 10,1917 
~ 4,676.00 •••••••••••• Det. 18,1917 Mar. 15, 1918 

73,000.00 175,000.00 May 29,1917 July 8,1917 0 

~ 
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Senator NEw. Col. Arnold, I understood you to say that you had 
been in the aviation department of the Army since 1911. 

Col. ARNoLD. Yes, sir. . 
Senator NEw. Since then what positions have you occupied! 
Col. ARNow. In 1911 I learned to fly at Dayton, Ohio. I came 

to Washington and, in addition to my flying, I was made supply 
officer at the school which was then at College Park. I was supply 
officer from the year 1911 to 1912. In the fall of 1912 I was put in 
the office of the Chief Signal Officer, as assistant to the officer in 
charge of aeronautics. I held that office until the year 1913, when 
I went back to join my regiment. In May, 1916, I rejoined at San 
Diego as a flying officer and as supply officer. I held that position 
until February, 1917, when I went to Panama and commanded the 
Seventh Aero Squadron. I remained in Panama until the war broke 
out. I came to Washington after the war broke out and was in 
charge of the information section of the aeronautical service. I was 
then made assistant to the executive officer, and then later was made 
executive officer of the Aero Service. I was then relieved from duty 
as executive officer and put on the control board of the Aero Service, 
and then, during the recent organization, I was made assistant to 
the Director of Military Aeronautics. 

Senator NEw. You have not been in Europe since we entered 
this wad 

Col. ARNOLD. No, sir; I have not. 
Senator NEw. Have you at any time had anything to do with the 

designing of aeroplanes~ 
Col. ARNOLD. No, sir; I have not. 
Senat<Jr NEw. You are a practical dyed 
Col. ARNow. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. But you are not an engineer? 
Col. ARNoLD. No, sir; I am not. 
Senator NEw. As a. practical flyer, have you made any recom

mendations to the department concerning the types of aeroplanes 
that should be adopted for use by this country~ 

Col. ARNOLD. I am a member o'f the Joint Army and Navy Technical 
Board, which recommends all the machines before they are put into 
production. That was before this recent split. Since this split, the 
Joint Army and N avv Technical Board has practically ceased to exist. 

Senator REED. What do you mean by "split" ¥ ' 
Col. ARNOLD. Since the reorganization, when they separated pro

duction from operation. 
Senator NEw. Have we completed any aeroplanes in this country 

for service at the front~ 
Col. ARNOLD. We have one type that we are sending over for 

service on the front that was a copy of a British design, changed to 
take care of the Liberty engine. 

Senator REED. What is that~ 
Col. ARNOLD. The D. H. 4. 
Senator NEw. Your answer to that question is qualified. Tha.t 

seems to be a qualified answer, Colonel. I wish you would explain 
just what you meant by that. . 

Col. ARNOLD. Your question is subject to two interpretations: One 
is, Have we designed and built any planes for service on the front Y 
The other one is, Have we merely constructed planes, rega,rdless of 
who designed them? 
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Senator NEw. Well, separate the question. 
· Col. ARNoLD. We have not designed and constructed any planes 
for service on the front. We have copied an English design and 
built the planes and sent them over. 

Senator NEw. And that design is the De Haviland 4~ 
Col. ARNoLD. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Modified to fit the Liberty engine 9 
Col. ARNoLD. Yes; modified for the Liberty engine. 
Senator NEw. Have we adopted any other type and attempted its 

construction~ 
Col. ARNOLD. We attempted to revise the Bristol for construction 

in this country, to be sent over for service. 
Senator NEw. What was the BristoH 
Col. ARNoLD. It was an English two-seater plane of comparatively 

good performance used on the front as an observation and fighting 
machine. 

Senator NEw. Designed for use with what kind of a motod 
Col. ARNoLD. Two types of engines. One is the 190-horsepower 

Rolls and the other is the 200-horsepower Hispano Suiza. · 
Senator NEw. Can you give us the comparative or approximate

weight of those engines~ 
Col. ARNoLD. The Rolls 190-horsepower engine weighs 710 pounds;. 

-the Hispano weighs 515 pounds. 
Senator NEw. What is the weight of the Liberty motor9 
Col. ARNoLD. The Liberty engine weighs 800 pounds. 
Senator NEw. Eight hundred and twenty-four, is it not~ 
Col. ARNOLD. It varies from 800 to 810, depending upon the par

ticular engine. 
Senator :NEw. "\Ve have sent abroad some of the De Haviland 4's,. 

have we not~ • . 
Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. . 
Senator NEw. Have you any knowledge as to how many of them· 

have been put into serviCe on the fronH 
Col. ARNOLD. We have not received any report relative to that, sir~ 
Senator NEw. You have not~ 
Col. ARNOLD. No, sir. 
Senator REEo. How many did we send and when were they sent 1 

Can you give us that information? 
· Col. .ABNoLD. I told my secretary to put that data in here, but 
he neglected to do it, apparently. There had been approximately 
400 shipped up to last week. 

(Col. Arnold later secured and supplied the information that the 
number of De Haviland-4 planes which had been forwarded for ship
ment overseas to the date of July 12 was 425.) 

Senator NEw. You said, I believe, Colonel, that you had no means 
of knowing just how many of these American-built De Haviland-4's
had been received on the front in France! 

Col. ARNoLD. No, sir; we have not. 
Senator NEw. The War Department has no report on that subject? 
Col. ARNoLD. We get a monthly report fr;om the other side showing 

the number of planes that they have on the front of every type. It 
has only been a very short time since they started shipping these De 
Haviland machines overseas. The planes that they shipped ovet~ 
were not ready to be immediately put on the front. There were cer-· 
tain minor changes that had to be made to make them serviceable~ 
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Meanwhile we did get reports showing the number of planes they 
had on the front and giving the names of the different types of 
planes. The last report I saw gave the names of the planes m use. 
It showed the Nieuport, the Spad, the AR-2, the Sopwith, the Samp
son, and the Voisin, none of which are American-made planes. · 

Senator NEw. Will you let us know-or state for the record-just 
how many of those planes there were~ Give us the figures that are· 
contained in that report you have just read and the date. 

Col. ARNOLD. The date of the report that I just read was April 30,. 
but I have a later one than that. 

Senator NEW. Let us have the later one. 
Col. ARNoLD. I did not know exactly the questions you were goirig: 

to ask or I could have brought the information along with me. I 
have not got that with me. 

Senator NEw. May I ask you, th~n, to supply those figures when
this transcript is sent you for correction~ 

Col. ARNOLD. Yes, s1r; I will put them in. I will put in the num- · 
her of each one of these types where I have given the name. 

Senator NEw. State in each e~ise whether or not it is an American 
or foreign built machine. 

Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. 
(The matter referred tq was subsequently submitted and is here 

printed in full, as follows:) 
Actual deliver ies of aeroplanes from contracts placed with France, with types. 

Type. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar . Apr. May. June. Total. 
------------:------ ----------·--
Servlr;e, artillery: 

A . R . I. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. ... . . . . .. ..... . .. . ...... .. ....... .. ... .. ... 1 .. ......... .. . 
A . R . 2 (Ren. l90)..... .. .. .... .... .... .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. 16 4 .. .. .. . 12 19 
Salmson (Balm. 270) .. ...... .... .. .. .. .. - ........... .. . ...... - .. .. .. . 15 12 46 
Sopwtth A2 (Rh. 120).. .. .... ....... .. . ....... ....... 10 17 39 21 113 
Sopwtth B2 .. .. ...... . .. .... .. .. ....... :.... .. ... .. .. .. . . ... . .... .. .. .... . 14 31 

Fighters: · 
One-seater-

Morane Saulnier Rouleur (Gnome-
Anzani Rhone 50) .... . ·....... .. ... 14 36 9 5 44 . ...... .. .... . 

Ntenport XXVUI (Gnome 160) ..... .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. ... 37 21 102 20 
Spad VII (H. S. 150) ... . . .. .. .. .... . 1 1 .. .. . . . .. .. ... .. .... . 18 28 
Spad XIII (H. S. 220)......... . .. .. . 2 .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. 24 

Two-seater- • 
Spad XI A2 (H. B. 200) .... .. .... ... . ........ .... . 

Bomoors: 
2 8 .. .. .. . 12 .. .. ... 

Dav-
. Bregnet 14A2.. ..... ... .... . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. . .... .. . .. .. .. . 14 
Bregnet 14E2.. .................. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. 7 
Rregcet 14B2 (Fiat 300) ...... .. ... . 2 13 8 14 ... .. .... .. ..... .. .. . 
Sopwith B2 (CI.130). .. . ... .. ....... .... .. . .. .... . . . .... . 18 15 ........... . .. 

Night, short range-
Voisin (Peugeot 220) .. .. .. ................ . ........ . .. .. . .. .... . 

Training; 
Caudron r.3 (Rh. 80) ....... . ... .. . . .. ... I . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . 18 14 24 
Farman (Ren . 130) F40.. .. ...... .. ...... .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 6 2 .... . .. .... .. .... .. .. 
Farman 50 B2 (Ren. 130).. ..... . . ... .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. 2 ......... .. ... .. .... . 
Nleuport X (Rh. 80) , same as 83.. .. .. .. . 43 . . .. .. . 2 . .. . . .. .. .. .. . 68 .... .. . 
NleuportXIII(Rh.80) ,sameasLXXXI. 15 .. . .... 16 36 9 .. ..... .. .... . 

Nleuport LXXX (Rb. 80)........ .. ......... . . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .... .. . 20 30 
N1euport LXXXI (Rh. 80).. ........ .. .... .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .... .. . 15 17 

8 .. ........... . 

1 
51 
i3 

200 
45 

108 
180 
48 
26 

14 
7 

37 
33 

8 

57 
8 
2 

113 
76 
50 
32 

Nleuoort XIII, S. C. (Rh. 80) , same as 
LXXX.. .. . ........ .... .. .. .... . .... .. .. . 16 .. .. .. . 6 16 36 . .. .. .. .. .. ... 74 

Nleuport XVII (Rh. l20).. .... . ..... .. ..... 74 I .... . .. . ...... .. .. ... .. .. ... .. ... .. 75 
Nieuport XXI (Rh. 80) .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. 118 23 15 12 9 .. ... .. .. .. .. . 177 
Nieuport XXI (Rb. 120l.. .. . ........ .. .. ... . ...... 1 3 ... .... ....... .. ..... .... ... 4· 
Nieuport XXIIl (Rh. 80).. ....... . ........ . .. .. .. . ... .. .. 1 .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. 1 
Nleuport XXIII (Rh. 120).. ...... .... ...... .. ..... .. .. ... 16 13 ....... .. ... .. .... .. . 29 
Nieuport XXIV (Rh. 120) . . .... ... .... .... . .. .... . 41 32 10 1 . ...... .. .. ... 84 
N1euport XXIVbis (Rb. 120)... .... .. .. .... 2 9 43 33 1 2 . .. .. .. 90 
N1euport XXVII (Rh. 80) ... .... .. .. . .. .... .. ... .. 20 48 . . .. .... ...... . ....... .. .. ... . 16878 N1euport XXVII (Rh.120) ... . .. ...... .... . 111 65 1 I .. .... . . .. .. ........ . 
Nieuport LXXXIII (Rh. 80).... .......... .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 35 .. .. .. . 4 .. .. .. . 47 86 

Total... ...... .. ..... ..... . . .... . . . ... . 399 210 269f22s--"'221~4202,057 
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Actual deliveries of aeroplanes from contracts placed with Great Britain: 
Sopwlth Camel (Clerget 180), 18. 

Actual deliveries of aeroplanes from contracts placed with Italy, S. I. A. 
(D. C.), 44. 

Grand total, 2,114: 

Senator NEw. Then I would like you to give us the reports as to 
the number of machines that had been delivered and put in use by 
Gen. Pershing's forces on the 1st of J 1.me, and also on the 1st of 
Ju!y, if you please. 

Col. ARNOLD. The number of American-built planes 1 . 
Senator NEw. The number of Am6rican-built combat planes that 

had been put in use on the front on the 1st of June and the 1st of 
July, or if it is impossible to supplv the figures as of those dates, 
approximate those dates just as nearly as you can, using the reports 
nearest to those dates. 

Col. ARNOLD. I would have to cable for the dates. I can get the 
. June 1 report, but I would have to cable for the last date. 

Senator NEw. Then I suggest that you do that. 
(Col. Arnold afterwards supplied the information that no planes 

of American manufacture had been delivered at the front on June 1, 
but that by July 1 about 200 had been delivered. While exact infor
mation on this subject was not at hand, la.test advices were that little 
or no use had been made of these planes at the front up to July 1.) 

Senator NEW. In answering a previous question, which you did 
somewhat in detail, you said that when those planes (referring 
to the De Hayiland) were received over there they were not in con-
dition for immediate use. · 

Col. ARNOLD. Yes; I said that. 
Senator NEw. What do you mean by that~ 
Col. ARNOLD. In the first place the machine has no altitude con

trol device. I do not know exactly what changes the American peo
ple, or our forces, are making in the machines, but the English are 
putting on a different carbureter. 

The CHAIRMAN. We were told yesterday by Col. Tulasne that they 
get excellent results by moving the carbureter from its position as we 
put it in the engine. 

Col. ARNOLD. Yes. Col. Tulasne told me about that several weeks 
ago. I immediately asked our production people why we did not do 
the same thing. and I was told that they were considering it. I un
derstood Col. Tulasne to say that he got 20 more horsepower by mak
ing that change. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thirty more. 
Col. ARNOLD. Then they ha,·e improved it since I spoke to him. 
Senator NEw. Is the matter of altitude control an important one~ 
Col. ARNOLD. It is important. in this way, that due to the fact that 

we have not got altitude control the engine burns 36 gallons of gaso
line an hour. By putting altitude control in. you get it down to 23 
gallons an hour, and you get a radius of action that is greater. At 
the present time the radius of action is only two hours, which is very 
small for any machine that is used on the front. 

Senator NEw. Now, what other deficiencies were there that have 
come to your notice~ 

Col. ARNoLD. The cloth is one thing; that gets loose after about 
20 hours of flying. It has to be entirely resurfaced. 
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Senator NEw. Does the loosening of the cloth impair the efficiency 
of the machine~ 

Col. ARNOLD. If it is not changed, the cloth will come off in the 
air, as it did with the Bristol, and there will be a fatal accident. 

Senator NEw. In other words, it renders the machine highly 
dangerQus~ 

Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. · 
Senator NEw. What is the cause of that loosening¥ 
Col. ARNoLD. I am not, as I have said before, a technical man, but 

I inquired into these things. The first thing I asked of Col. Semple, 
the British technical expert, was why the cloth was not applied 
properly and not doped properly. He said that as a matter of fact 
there is nothing wrong about the cloth, but it must be put on properly. 

Senator FRELINOIIUYSEN. In other words, it is due to poor work
manship1 

Col. ARNOLD. I would not say that, because the workmen do what 
they are told. It is improper designing. 

Senator NEw. And improper inspection~ 
Col. ARNOLD. Yes. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Has this happened to the De Havi

land 4's~ 
Col. ARNOLD. Y<'s, sir. We have at Mineola eight De Haviland 

4's. 'Ve took them out to find out what was the matter. Out of the 
eight we flew five, and th<'v all have loose doth. They were all made 
at Dayton, at the Dayton~Wrig~t plant. 

Senator NEw. All those machmcs, then, are dangerous~ 
Col. ARNOLD. They are not so dangerous that we will not fly them 

now, bnt as the cloth gets looser they b<'come so dan~erons that they 
will not fly them. In other words, after 20 hours' flying they have 
to change the cloth. . 

Senator FREUNGHUYSEN. Thcv had the same trouble with the 
Bristol fighter 1 ·· 

Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Would yon say that yon regard the De Ha,·iland 

plane as it is produced to-day as an efficient and satisfactory ma
chine~ 

Col. ARNOLD. No, sir; it isnot. a satisfactory machine. 
Senator REED. That is, the De Haviland 4 and the Bristol fighted 
Col. ARNOLD. As they are being produced. 
The CHAffil\IAN. Before we leave the question of the De Haviland 

plane I want to ask if these defects and deficiencies to which you 
have referred developed in the tests of the machine after it was 
sent oved 

Col. ARNOLD. We developed them in our own tests. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did you find anything wrong with the compass¥ 
Col. ARNOLD. The compass was worthless. 
The CHAIRMAN. Why 1 
Col. ARNOLD. Our production people improved on it to such an 

extent that they made it worthless. 
The CHAmMAN. Please explain what that improvement con

sisted of. 
Col. ARNOLD. The English, in their mountings, have agate in order 

to reduce the friction of the rotating member. 
68424-18-VOL 2-4 
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Senator NEw. It is a nonconductor, in other words. 
Col. ARNOLD. We improved it by putting steel on the agate. Now 

it is worthless. 
Senator REED. It is worthless, you say~ 
Col. ARNOLD. That is the report on it that we get, that it is worth-

less. 
The CHAIRMAN. When was that improvement made~ 
Col. ARNoLD. I do not know. 
The CHAmMAN. About when was that made~ 
Col. ARNOLD. Well, I can not answer that question, because the 

first I knew about our improvement of the compass was that it was 
put on a machine and immediately the testing squadron reported 
that it was worthless. 

The CHAmMAN. What department or division has charge of the 
supply of compasses~ 

Col. ARNOLD. The equipment division. 
The CHAmMA~. Can you give the name of the official or individual 

having direct charge of such equipment as compasses~ 
Col. ARNOLD. I can not answer that question, because I am not ac

quainted with the intimate details of that organization. Col. Deeds 
wns in charge of the equipment division, and later, Montgomery. 

The CHAmMAN. Do you know in what volume the improved com
pass has been manufactured? 

Col. ARNOLD. I had those figures all prepared to bring along, but 
through some mistake my secreta,ry did not put them in my bag . 
. The CHAIRMAN. Can you furmsh them lated 

Col. ARNOLD. Y esi sir. . 
(Col. Arnold later supplied the information that a total of 1,154 

of these compasses were on order, of which 442 had been delivered.) 
The CHAmMAN. You were about to refer to a report concerning the 

compass test when I interrupted you with a question. I wish you 
would turn to that report and say what it is. . 

Col. ARNOLD. Here is a report that we submitted. The compass is 
useless. 

The CHAIRl\IAN. What is the date? 
Col. ARNOLD. May 12, 1918. It says that the compass is useless·due 

to rotation; that they will be reswung or replaced; that it is thought 
best not to hold up the shipments, but allow them to install better 
compasses. 

The CHAIRMAN. That is a report to Gen. Pershing~ 
Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. What other defects were developed at the tests, 

either in France or at Mineola, or elswhere, in the De Haviland fight
ing machine~ 

Col. ARNOLD. There are no other defects that I can think of, except 
small defects that can be easily corrected. 

The CHAIRMAN. Whv were not those defects which you spoke of 
developed at the McCook Field ~ 

Col. ARNOLD. I can not answer that question. I saw the first ma
chine that was flown there. I saw it fly myself. in December, 1917. 
There was no military test given the machine until we got the machine 
ourselves. That was in April, 1918. I believe it was April15. 

Renator REED. Who was in char~e of McCook Field at that time~ 
Col. ARNoLD. Col. Clark and Col. Vincent. 
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Senator REED. Whicli one of them would have charge of the test-
ing of this machine 1 . 

Col. ARNoLD. This machine was not at McCook Field. This ma
chine was at the Dayton-Wright Field, commonly called the South 
Field. · · 

Senator REED. Who had charge there for the Government-any
body~ 

Col. ARNOLD. I do not know the intimate details connected with 
that organization, sir. I can not answer that question. 

The CHAmMAN. You can not answer~ 
Col. ARNOLD. No. -
Senator NEw. I want to try to make one point clear. Whatever 

test was made there at the Dayton-Wright Field was not made 
by the Government nor under the supervision of Government( 
officialsW 

Col. ARNow. In a general way; yes. I remember seeing this 
machine fly in December. A civilian went up and flew it, and when 
he got through they said," What a wonderful machine." Col. Jones, 
who wanted to fly that machine, was not permitted to fly it. 

The CHAmMAN. What was the reason given for thaU 
Col. ARNoLD. Because he had not flown that particular type of 

machine. 
Senator NEw. Is that B. Q. Jonest 
·Col. ARNOLD. Yes; and he probably knows more about flying 

machines than any other man they ever had. 
The CHAmMAN. When you get these machines for practical tests 

of your own at Wilbur Wright Field and such other places as you 
make them, do you aim to make the tests with what is called a 
military load~ 

Col. ARNOLD. Yes,- sir. · 
The CHAIRMAN. Are they flown at McCook Field with a military 

load? 
Col. ARNOlD. I do not think so. 
The CHAIRMAN._ Is the test witltout a military load a satisfac-

tory one1 · 
Col. ARNOLD. I do not think they are satisfactory, because they 

always get a higher performance than we do. 
Senator REED. That is, they report a higher performance? 
Col. ARNOLD. Yes. 
The CHAIRMAN. How early, Col. Arnold, did your branch of the 

service attempt to secure the facts regarding the De Haviland and 
the merits of the planes from the production department! 

Col. ARNOLD. As soon as we saw this machme we began to ask 
questions. We asked, "How fast will it go?" 

The CHAIRMAN. That was in December. 
Col. ARNOLD. In December; yes -
The CHAIRMAN. Whom did you ask~ 
Col. ARNOLD. 'Ve asked the production people. They said they 

were going to have tests. We were always told that they were going 
to have them. 

The CHAmMAN. Who was in charge? 
Col. ARNOLD. Col. Deeds and Col. Montgomery. They were always 

going to have tests. Finally, I was at Dayton, again, in February, 
and the test had not been pulled off' then. I was getting sort of dis-
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couraged because these machines were coming out in quantity' and 
·we did not know what they would do. I came back to Washington 
and asked point-blank that the machine be put through a test, and 
asked if they would not test it, to give us a machine so that we could 
test it ourselves. 

Senator REED. When was that~ 
Col. ARNOLD. March. 
The CHAIRMAN. How long a time elapsed between your first effort 

to secure the facts regarding the De Haviland and the time when you 
were able to obtain them~ . · 

Col. ARNOLD. I can not remember when we first started asking for 
tests of the machine, whether it was in the latter part of December or 
the first part of January, but it was some time in those months. We 
did not have the machine turned over until the 15th of April. 

The· CHAIRMAN. When did you make the first test~ 
Col. ARNOLD. April 15. 
The CHAIRMAN. So that you had spent about two months' time~ 
Col. ARNOLD. Yes. It was more than that. It was January, Feb-

ruary, March and April. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did you get any statements or records as to the 

results of the tests made at the Dayton-Wright field before the 8th 
of May~ -

Col. ARNOLD. Only that somebody said the machine made 130 miles 
an hour. 

The CHAIRMAN. I mean an official report. 
Col. ARNOLD. No, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did you get one about the 8th of May~ 
Col. ARNOLD. It seems to me they turned over a machine to us to 

test, and McCook Field also started in to test. 
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, simultaneously with giving you 

a machine to test one was turned over to McCook Field to test~ 
Col. ARNoLD. Yes; that is approximately right. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did you get records of the tests from the McCook 

Field~ 
Col. ARNOLD. We sent Col. Bane there. There had been several 

deaths. Maj. Damm and Maj. Brindley were both killed. We saw 
that we had to do something. · 

Senator REED. Killed in these machines~ 
Col. ARNOLD. In the De Haviland; yes. We sent Col. Bane to 

conduct the tests himself. 
Senator REED. At McCook Field or the Wilbur Wri~ht Field~ 
Col. ARNOLD. At the Wilbur Wright Field. Col. V mcent at that 

time was starting to test his machine. Col. Bane had his machine 
at the Wilbur Wright Field. They always differed as to speed by 
about l()o miles. The McCook Field test was always about 10 miles 
faster than the Wilbur Wrig,ht Field test. · 

The CHAIRMAN. We have a record of a test made on the Wilbur 
Wright Field. 

Col. ARNOLD. Yes. 
The CHAIRMAN. Now, about what was the date of that~ 
Col. ARNOLD. About May 9. 
Senator NEw. Col. Arnold, have you had any reports from Gen. 

Pershing as to the efficiency of the De Haviland four machines de
livered to him~ 
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Col. ARNoLD. A cablegram came back about it, sir. 
Senator NEw. What was the nature of that cablegram? 
Col. ARNow. It had about three or four pages of criticism of 

structural defects of the machines. Most of them were minor ones 
that we knew about. We knew most of them before the machines 
were sent over. · 

Senator NEw. I would like to have that cabiegram in the record. 
(Informal discussion followed.) 
Senator NEw. I move, Mr. Chairman, that the chairman be re

quested to again request from the War Department a copy of the 
cablegram from Gen. Pershing, the date of which I do not definitely 
kno!J but in which there was enumerated a number of defects in the 
De Haviland 4 plane, and with .it such other cables from the same 
source as have a direct bearing on this question. ' 

Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. My position is this, that before this re
port is written the information concerning the airplanes that we 
have sent to Europe, which information has been cabled by Gen. 
Pershing, must be revealed to this committee, and if the War De
partment refuses to allow us to look at these cablegrams I feel that 
our report should so state. It should state that this information has 
been concealed from us, so that the country may know that the War 
Department has prevented us from being fully informed upon this 
subject. That is my position in this matter. 

(Informal discussion followed.) 
Senator REED (addressing the witness). Do you know when that 

cablegram came~ 
Col . .ARNoLD. No. 
Senator REED. Can you give the date approximately¥ 
Col. .ARNOLD. I should say the latter part of June. 
Senator REED. I move to amend the motion of Senator New, and 

ask that it be made to read this way: 
That the Secretary of War be requested to furnish the committee a copy 

ot the cablegram sent by Gen. Pershing in the latter part of June ot· the 
• early part of July, in which he pointed out the conditions and the performances 

of the De Haviland 4 machine. 

Senator NEw. I will accept that.· 
The CaAIRMAN. Gentlemen, you have heard the motion. 
Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. I move to amend that, and ask that the 

committee be allowed to see all of the cables relating to what Gen. 
Pershing has said relative to aviation. 

rinformal discussion occurred;] 
Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. I would like to ask whether these avia

tion cables are kept in separate files. Are they in bulk or are they 
pasted in a book? 

Col. ARNoLD. We get approximately 30 cables a day relating to 
aviation and we send out approximately the same number. 

[Informal discussion occurred.] 
Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. I will withdraw my motion. I feel 

very deeply that this committee should make a searching investiga
tion. 

The CHAIRMAN. You have heard the motion of Senator Reed. 
rThe motion was agreed to.] 
Senator NEw. Is it not true that the general tenor of the cable 

received from Gen. Pershing on or about the 28th of June-you know 
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the cablegram to which I refer-was that the De Haviland machine 
as delivered to him was not satisfactory~ 

Col. ARNoLD. Before I answer that question I will say that if you 
take the mere fact that he sent the cablegrams in which he criti
cized the construction of the machine as being an indication that it 
was not satisfactory, I answer your question yes; it was not satis
factory. 

The CHAmMAN. Let me ask you if you feel any reluctance about 
answering these questions because of your position as a military 
officer under the command of a higher official~ In other words, is 
there anything in your official position which makes you feel reluc
tant about answering~ 

Col. ARNOLD. It makes me hesitate. 
Senator NEw. I wish to say that I do not want to embarrass you. 

I do not want to ask you a question which it embarrasses you to 
answer. 

Gol. ARNoLD. I personally would prefer that you wait until you 
can see whether you get tne cable. If you get the cable, that will 
answer your question. 

Senator NEw. We have shipped no planes abroad other than De 
Haviland's, have we 9 

Col. ARNOLD. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. It has been reported unofficially to this committee 

that the first De Haviland machine which was sent abroad, late in 
February, went abroad without any tests having been made of it. 
Do you kno:w whether or not that is true~ 

Col. ARNoLD. I can not say for a fact whether it is true, but the 
probabilities are that it is true. That machine, I think, never reached 
France., 

The CHAmMAN. Never reached France~ 
Col. ARNOLD. No, sir; I think it was sunk by submarines. 
The CHAIRMAN. That was the first machine forwarded? 
Col. ARNOLD. I think so. As I remember it now, we got a tele

gram--
Senator NEw. Haven't shipments of De Haviland machines been 

held up since the Pershing cablegram was received~ 
Col. ARNoLD. No, sir. · 
Senator NEw. They are still being sent~ 
Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Are they being more rigidly tested in this country 

than they were before that cablegram was received? 
Col. ARNOLD. After aviation was separated from the Signal Corps, 

Gen. Kenly took it upon himself to prescribe that all machines 
should be given a flying test before they were shipped overseas. 

Senator NEw. Tested by whom 1 
Col. ARNoLD. By Army aviators. This was not carried out, how

ever. We could not get the pilots, in the first place. We could not 
get the factories to do it, so then we turned it over to one of our men 
and made him responsible for seeing that all received a flying test 
before they were packed for overseas shipment. 

Senator NEw. Who is that officer¥ 
Col. ARNOLD. Col. Bane. 
Senator NEw. Now, I want to take up another subject. 
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The CHAIRMAN. Is this other subject one relative to De Haviland 
planes~ 

Senator NEw. Not at all. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. You spoke of the defects in the De 

Haviland 4 being the leosening of the cloth owing to imperfect con
struction? 

Col. ARNOLD. Yes. 
Senator FRELINGIIUYSEN. And imperfect workmanship~ 
Col. ARNoLD. Yes, sir. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Have you had any similar experience 

with any of the training planes? 
Col. ARNoLD. No, sir. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. The training planes manufactured by 

Curtiss did not develop this defect, did they 1 
Col. ARNoLD. No, sir. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Did the training planes manufactured 

by the Fisher Body Corporation~ 
Col. ARNOLD. No, sir. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. By the Dayton Wright Co.¥ 
Col. ARNOLD. No, sir. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. By the Standard Airplane Co.? 
Col. ARNoLD. No, sir. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Do you believe that if those factories 

were under Government control these defects would occur~ 
Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Why? 
Col. ARNOLD. It is not the fault of workmanship; it is the fault 

of design. If you do not tell them the proper way to put on the 
cloth, naturally they put it on wrong. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Who was responsible for the imperfec-
tions in design ? · . 

Col. ARNOLD. I can not answer that question, sir. As I testified 
before, I talked to Col. Semple, who is the latest arrival on this 
side. He has the latest information from the other side. He tells 
me that instead of putting the cloth on perpendicularly to the lead
ing edge they put it on diagonally to the leading edge. They dope 
it in an entirely different way and they fasten 1t to the ribs in an 
entirely different way. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Has that defect been remedied in any 
particular? 

Col. ARNOLD. So far as I know, no, sir. The production people 
state that the original De Haviland 4 machine that they received 
from England had the cloth put on in exactly the same way that 
they are putting it on now. In any event, it is not satisfactory. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Then there is a conflict of opinion be
tween the Department of Military Aeronautics and the Aircraft 
Production Division on this question 1 • · 

Col. ARNOLD. I do not think there is any conflict of opinion. I 
think that they agree as to that. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Why were these defects not remedied 9 
Col. ARNor..o. I can not answer that question, sir. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Is the De Haviland 4, as designed in this 

country, a proper design for the Liberty engine, in your opinion¥ 
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Col. ARNow. I think it makes It verv good machine, providing they 
do not put what we call too many Christmas-tree ornaments on it. 
As a design for a day bomber, it is an excellent machine, but un
fortunately it is the only machine that is being produced, so that we 
have to use it for a day bomber, an observation machine, and a two
seater fighter· It is not suitable for a two-seater fighter, because it 
is not handy in the air. As a day bomber it is not entirely satis
factory, due to the short radius of action and the low ceiling; and 
the same objection applies with regard to its use as an observation 
machine. But it is a fairly good machine with certain structural 
modifications. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSE:N. Then, we have had a mistaken policy in 
not constructing engines of other types suitable for fast flyirig ma
chines, relying entirely on the Liberty engine; is that true? 

. Col. ARNOLD. I think that is true; yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did you, as one of the members of the Signal 

Corps, acting for the Signal Corps, make any effort to get from the 
Production Board any records as to the speed of the Bristol machine 
at any time? 

Col. ARNOLD. We saw the first Bristol flight, some time between the 
latter part of February and the first week of March. I think it was 
about March 5. Beginning that day we tried to get the performance 
of that machine. ·we wanted to know what we could expect from it. 

The CHAIRMAN. With what success? 
Col. ARNOLD. We never did have a complete military test of that 

machine. . 
The CHAIRMAN. From whom did you try to get this record? 
Col. ARNOLD. From the Equipment Division. 
The CHAIRMAN. Who was at the head of it at that time? 
Col. ARNOLD. I think Col. Montgomery was for a while, and then 

Mr. Potter. 
The CHAIRMAN. You were going to turn to the record, I believe. 
Col. ARNOLD. Yes· My records show here that the first actual flying 

test we had of the Bristol was about May 9, on which date we got a 
speed· test for the Bristol. · 

The CHAIRMAN. Was that date the first time that you were able to-
get this test? · 

Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. When you did get it Mr. Potter was in charge of 

production~ · 
Col. ARNoLD. Yes, sir; Mr. Potter was in charge of production. 

That was with the Liberty engine in it. 
The CHAIRMAN. Were those records furnished to the Army and 

Navy joint board? 
Col. ARNOLD. They were never completed. 
The CHAIRMAN. To the extent that they were completed, were they 

furnished to the Army and Navy joint board~ 
Col. ARNOLD. yes, sir. . • 
The CHAIRMAN. Now, upon what basis were those records made1 

You say th.at they were not complete. 
Col. ARNOLD. The tests were not complete. In other words, these 

·were just tests made by the production people. They took a speed 
test. The climbing test was never completed and the endurance test 
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was never completed. The real reason was that the cloth failed on 
the Bristol and it was demolished. 

The CHAm MAN. Who made tlie records originally 1 
Col. ARNOLD. Col. Bayne was at Dayton, but Col. Hall was con

ducting the tests. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did you get .records made by Mueller, the engi

neer of the Curtiss plant? 
Col. ARNOLD. He gave us a different kind of record. The joint 

board wanted to pass on the suitability of the Bristol machine with 
the Liberty engine in it. They requested the production division 
to furnish a stress analysis and estimated performances. After 
waiting for several weeks we got a report, submitted by the chief 
engineer of the Curti&s Co., Mr. Mueller, without any notation of 
the production engineers, as to whether they approved or disap
proved or anything else. We sent it back to the production people, 
asking what their engineers thought about it. 

The CHAmMAN. Did you get any reply¥ 
Col. ARNoLD. No, sir; we have not got any reply. 
The CHAIRMAN. You have no reply? Were those records which 

Mueller furnished you from actual flying tests or were they his 
estimates? 

Col. ARNOLD. Estimates, sir. 
The CuAIRl\fAN. 'Vere thev submitted, or were any of the records 

submitted, to Col. Vincent? • 
Col. ARNOLD. I think that Col. Vincent got them from Mueller and 

furnished them to us. 
The CHAIRMAN. They went through Vincent to you 1 
Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Is he what is called an aeronautical engineed 
Col. ARNOLD. No, sir; he is not; he is a mechanical engineer. 
The CHAIRMAN. He is in charge of the McCook field? 
Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. And has been since Clark left? 
Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. · 
The CHAIRMAN. A very recent and additional test was made of the 

Bristol, was there not? 
Col. ARNOLD. We had the Bristol, with a 300 Hispano turned over 

to us out at McCook Field. Realizing that it was not altogether satis
factory with the Liberty engine in it, we wanted to see if we could use 
it with the 300-horsepower Hispano. We had some tests made of it. 
The McCook Field people made the first test and then we made a test. 

The CHAIRMAN. 'Vhen did thev make their test? 
Col. ARNOLD. About May 22. " Then it was turned over to us for 

test about July 1. 
The CHAIRMAN. Have you tested it? 
Col. ARNOLD. Yes. sir. We tested it at the Wilbur Wright Field. 
The CHAIRMAN. What was the result of the test with the Hispano 

Suize? 
Col. .ARNOLD (reading) : 

~:Uf:::Y e:i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~== ~: ~ 
Gross __________________________________________________ do ____ 2,910 

Crew ________________________________________________________ do____ 360 

Armament ---------------------------------------------------do____ 364 
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Fuel and oll _______________________________________________ pounds__ 344 
Climb In 11 mlnutes ___________________________________________ feeL_ 10, 000 

Climb In 21 minuU>s----------------------·------------------ __ .do ____ 15, 000 
Speed atground----------------------------------------------~1/ll __ 114.7 Speed at 6,000 feet_ ___________________________________________ do____ 112. 5 

Speed at 10,000 feeL------------------------------------------do____ 103. 9 
Ceiling (theoretical) ------------------------------------------feeL_ 21, 000 

The CuAmMA:S. What was the test at :McCook Field? 
Col. ARNoLD (reading): 

VVelght, empt,y _____________________________________________ pounds __ 1,667 
!dllitary load _________________________________________________ do____ 534 

Gross--------------------------------------------------do ____ 2,201 
Crevv --------------------------------------------------------do____ 365 1lrmament ____________________________________________________ do____ 169 
Fuel and oiL _________________________________________________ do____ 338 
Climb in 10.41 minutes _________________________________________ feet__ 10, 000 
Climb in 19.41 minutes ________________________________________ do ____ 15, 000 

Speed at ground----------------------------------------------------Speed at 6,000 feet_ _________________________________ miles per hour__ 126.5 

Speed at 10,000 feeL------------------------------------------do____ 122 
Celllng (theoretical) ------------------------------------------feet__ 24, 000 

The CHAIRMAN. You tested it with a military load~ 
Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. They also claim they tested it with a mili-

tary load. 
The CHAIRMAN. ·with the usual difference that seemed to develop~ 
Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. 'Vhat was the result of the test with regard to the 

Hispano-Suiza 300-horsepower engine~ 
Col. ARNOLD. We are not satisfied. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSE:s. 'Vhat are you going to do about it? 
Col. ARNOLD. That is not up to us. We tell them what we want. 
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, yon determine upon what must be 

produced by the Production Board to satisfy the needs of the Bureau 
of Aeronautics? · 

Col. ARNOLD. Yes; for the people on the front. 
The CnAIRl'tlAN. And then the production of the things which you 

have ordered or tested and which you want is up to the production 
side of the activities? · 

Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Does that result in misunderstanding or friction~ 
Col. ARNOLD. Well, we are not getting anywhere. There is no 

friction. 
The CHAIRMAN. I used the wrong word. 
Col. ARNOLD. They are perfectly willing to do everything that 

Gen. Kenly asks for. 
The CHAIRMAN. But you say you are not getting machines. 
Col. ARNOLD. Yes sir. · 
The CHAIRMAN. To what do you attribute that, notwithstanding 

the harmony of understanding. To what do you attribute the fact 
that you are not getting satisfactory results¥ 

Col. ARNOLD. My answer is the simple statement that you do not 
have a bricklayer make you a suit of clothes. 

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, some of them are not fit for the · 
work! 

Col. ARNow. That is my personal opinion. 
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The CHAIRMAN. Some of those who have upon their shoulders the 
burden of production are not fitted for the task~ 

Col. ARNow. A ball-bearing expert can not cure a radiator prob
lem; a salesman can not put guns on an airplane in the proper places; 
an automobile engineer can not design aeroplanes. 

The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean an airplane or an engine¥ 
Col. ARNoLD. He can not design airplanes. That is the condition 

that exists. 
The CHAIRMAN. Are automobile engineers in the production divi-

sion of aviation engaged in the attempted production of a.eroplanes¥ 
Col. ARNow. Col. Vincent is in charge of all production. 
The CHAIRMAN. Does he attempt to design airplanes~ 
Col. ARNoLD. He passes on them. 
The CHAIRMAN. The engine builder not only passes on engines but 

also onllanes ¥ 
Col. RNOLD. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Is McCook Field the testing or experimental sta

tion for all engines and airplanes used or to be used in the Aviation 
Service of the United States¥ 

Col. ARNoLD. As I understand it, all machines, before they are put 
into production, are sent to McCook Field to have the drawings 
checked up and to be given certain production tests and passed upon 
by the engineers at that place. 

The CHAIRMAN. Does that statement apply as well to planes as to 
engmes'f 

Col. ARNoLD. Yes, sir; it does. 
The CHAIRMAN. Is the decision of the authorities in charge of 

McCook Field, either as to adoption or rejection, final~ 
Col. ARNOLD. No, sir; because after they start in production they 

have to produce a machine which is satisfactory to Gen. Kenly. 
The CHAIRMAN. Is the initial step of ~production dependent upon 

the final say of those in authority at McCook Field ¥ 
Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. So that you can not start production until they 

have determined that vou shall? 
Col. ARNOLD. Yes, s'ir. 
The CHAIRl\IAN. Then, matters are still subject to this condition, 

that what is produced shall be satisfactory to the Bureau of Aero
nautics? 

Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Do you consider that condition beneficial or other

wise to the aviation program ? . 
Col. ARNOLD. I do not think it is. I think it is detrimental to 

the progress of the aviation program. 
The CHAIRMAN. Who was responsible for that condition of af-

fairs? -
Col. ARNOLD. I can not answer that question. 
The CHAIRMAN. Who inaugurated the system~ 
Col. ARNoLD. It was started when the equipment division was run 

by Col. Deeds and Col. Montgomery. 
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know whether or not the objectionable 

conditions there have been called to the attention of the present ad
ministrator of production~ 
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Col. ARNow. I do not know. 
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know of any instances in which the 

Bureau of.Aeronautics have requested changes in or additions of any 
sort to the machines or motors; if so, please state what they are and 
whether these requests have been complied with. 

Col. ARNoLD. Some time in the early part of June a request was 
submitted to the director of aircraft production that two steel braces 
be placed on the stabilizers of the DH-4 in order to strengthen the 
stabilizers. 

A couple of weeks later we noticed that the machines that were com
ing in or that were coming out of production did not have braces upon 
them 1 and upon a further request for information from the Bureau 
of Aircraft Production the Director of Military Aeronautics was 
notified that the braces for the machines which were not fitted with 
them had been shipped separately to Europe, so that they could be 
put on after the machines arrived on the other side. So far as I 
know, those braces have not yet been placed on any machine that has 
been produced. . 

The CHAIRMAN. Do you consider that method a compliance with 
the requirements of the Bureau of Aeronautics? 

Col. ARNOLD. No, sir; we do not. 
The CHAIRMAN. Why~ 
Col. ARNOLD. Because we believe that all those braces should b& 

fitted on the machine in the factory. 
The CHAIRMAN. And testea out 1 
Col. ARNoLD. And the machine should be flown with them on. 
The CHAIRl\lAN. What reply have you made to the information 

you have received from the production board regarding the manner 
m which they have attempted to comply with your request 1 · 

Col. ARNOLD. We have asked them again to see that the braces 
are placed on the machines. · 

The CHAIRMAN. How long ago was that~ 
Col. ARNOLD. Some time in the middle of June. 
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know whether or not it is being done? 
Col. ARNoLD. I have seen later De Havilands, but the last time I 

investigated it was not being done. 
The CHAIRMAN. That was how long ago? 
Col. ARNoLD. Some time toward the latter part of June or the 

first part of July. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Are there any experienced men in this· 

country to-day who could improve this situation in the production of 
aircraft? . 

Col. ARNOW. The situation would be improved if you had on~ man 
at the head of all aviation. 

The CHAIRMAN. You mean at the head of what~ 
Col. ARNOLD. Of all aviation. 
The CHAIRMAN. Including the military and production side¥ 
Col. ARNoLD. Yes; so that when the man in charge of operation 

told or asked the production department to do a certain thing to. 
improve performance the man sitting at the top would say," Do it," 
and if he did not do it he would be kicked out. As it stands now the 
man in charge tells his subordinates to do this thing; then subordi
nate No. 1 tells subordinate No. 2~ and subordinate No. 2 tells sub-
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ordinate No. 3, and so on ; and by the time you get to the factory 
the whole thing is lost, because the man who produces the machine 
does not have to fly in it. It is immaterial to him whether the 
changes are made. He does not have to fly the machine. 

Senator FnELINOHuYHEN. There is a conflict of a nthoritv? 
Col. ARNOLD. Xo. There is a lack of authority. There is no 

authoritv. · 
Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. There is no coordination. in ot.her words~ 
Col. ARNOLD. No, sir. 
Senator Nmv. Col. Arnold, I note in tlw newspaper reports of 

yesterday, the day before, and aho of this mornin~ that six planes 
in an American bombing expedition that had spt out w<>re compelled 
to come down inside of the (h_.rman lines, and "'<'re therefore cap
tured. Have you any knowledge of the type of plane that was used 
in that raid? 

Col. ARNOLD. No, sir; I have not. 'Ve have not gott<>n the report 
from the other side yet. · 

Senator NEw. No report has as yet been recei,·ed? 
Col. ARNOLD. ~o, sir. · . 
Senator NEw. I asked that question for the r<>ason that the capture 

of the entire outfit would appear to indicate that the machines were 
compelled to land through some common defl~<'t. 

Col. ARNOLD. They were forced to land, throu~h a lack of gas. 
Senator NEw. Well, that might in itself be a <l<'f<>et. It might show 

that the machines consumed a great amount of gasoline; that the 
consumption of gasoline was so great that they could not, with safety, 
be sent upon a bombing expedition to a point at all r<>mote. What I 
am trying to get at, and what I would like to know, is, if some com
mon defect in the type of machine is responsible for the loss of a 
whole expedition. If so, I think that it is time the type should be 
changed. 

Col. ARNOLD. The reports would indicate that a squadron of about 
18 machines went over to do this bombing, and when they got 
through and started back toward their own lines they ran into a very 
stron~ head wind. Six of the machines, due to the small amount of 
gasolme they carried, were not able to get back and had to land; 
the other 12 machines got back. 

The CHAIRMAN. Did they do any damage? 
Col. ARNOLD. We never know what. damage they do. 
The CHAIRMAN. My question was perhaps clumsily worded. Were 

they captured before they reached their objective? 
Col. ARNOLD. No, sir; they were on the way back. Our over-seas 

forces, our early forces, are equipped practically with whatever they 
can get. For instance, the A R 2 has not been used on the front lately 
to a great extent, but we have used it only because it is the only one 
we can get. 

Senator FRELI~OHUYSEN. \Vhat kind of machine is that? 
Col. ARNOLD. It is a French machine. 
Senator NEw. Is it obsolete? 
Col. ARNOLD. It is not obsolete, but it is last year's machine. 
Senator NEW. It has become a second-class machine~ 
Col. ARNOLD. Yes; it has become a second-class machine. We are 

absolutely using everything that we can get our hands on that will 
fly. 
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Senator NEw. Changing the subject completely and entering an
other field, from a private· source I have a report that at Kelly field 
there are a great many planes that have been received there in boxes 
and that have not been unpacked for the reason that they· are not 
satisfactory. Do you know anything about thaH 

Col. ARNoLD. The total number of airplanes at Kelly field, of all 
kinds, is 170. Out of that number they have 85 in actual flying com
mission; they have 65 out of commission. 

The CHAmMAN. Just about 50[er cent. 
Col. ARNOLD. Sixty-five out o commission due to a lack of parts 

undergoing repairs and things of that kind. In answer to your ques
tion I should say-I think I know what you refer to, but I am not 
sure-when we first started out training a year ago, we were told by 
the production people that we had to meet a program of .about 20,000 
airplanes for this coming June. That was a big problem. 

The CHAmMAN. It has since been discovered to have been a big 
problem 1 

Col. ARNOLD. Yes. From our own side we were interested in this 
production. We had confidence in their ability to do it, but we dis
covered afterwards that they did not know what they were talking 
about. "\Ve had to train for that bunch a large number of. aviators, 
so we accepted anything that would fly successfully, for training 
purposes. Therefore, we had this Standard airplane built, knowing 
when we bought it that it was only a makeshift until we could get 
sufficient Cqrtiss J N 4's to supply all the schools. We only ordered 
1,600 Standards. We ordered something like 3,000 Curtisses. The 
Standard was a be~ter manufacturing proposition and they could get 
quicker deliveries until the Curtiss people got going, and then they 
could get more J N 4's. So we got, I believe, 1,600 Standards de
livered, as I remember now, some time in February. Then w·e started 
in with the Curtiss .T N's. They began to come through, and as it 
is a better machine, we immediately began replacing the Standards 
with the Curtiss until along in June, due to the particular engine in 
the Standard mnchine catching fire so readily in hot weather. Gen. 
Kenly took it upon himself to absolutely throw out all the Standard 
machines until such time as they can be redesigned so that they can 
be successfully used in the training schools. So that at the present 
time we mtJst have about 1,000 Standard airplanes stored at various 
places in Texas waiting until we can get technical men to work on 
the problem and to fix . that machine and put in a Curtiss engine to 
make it satisfactory. . · 

The CnAIRMAN. What engine were you using~ 
Col. ARNOLD. The Hall-Scott engine. 
The CHAIRMAN. It is due to the fact that the Hall-Scott engine 

is not a proper engine for training 1 
Col. ARNOLD. It is. 
Senator NEw. These are machines that have been used, but have 

since been replaced by what is regarded as a more satisfactory 
machine~ 

Col. ARNOLD. Y cs, sir. 
Senator Nl:w. And will remain out of commission until such time 

as they are redesigned~ 
. Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. 
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Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. I would like to know why the Standard 
training machine is not suitable for training purposes. Is it the en-
gine or the plane¥ · 

Col. ARNOLD. It is both. The engine in hot weather is liable to 
catch on fire at any time. All our burnings in the air, with the ex
ception of one, have been caused by the Hall-Scott engine. 

Senator FREi..INGHUYSEN. And you have discarded iU 
Col. ARNoLD. As soon as the hot weather came there were ac

cidents. We had two in one week, showing that the weather had a 
great deal of influence on it. So Gen. Kenly said that we would not 
use any more of them. 

Senator NEw. I suppose in those accidents the aviators were 
killed~ 

Col. ARNOLD. They did not have any chance at all. The machine 
just burned in the air before the aviator hit the ground. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. The man who designed that engine is 
now an officer in the Aviation Service in charge of inspection of air
planes at Buffalo and Dayton-Col. Hall; isn't that true¥ 

Col. ARNOLD. I am not sure that he, individually, designed the 
engine. There are three or four Hall brothers. I do not know 
which one designed the engine. Of course, it is all a copy of the 
German Mercedes. · 
· Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Is the Hall-Scott engine now being 

· manufactured~· 
Col. ARNOW. As far as I know it is not. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Was Col. Hali interested in the company 

that manufactured this Hall-Scott engine~ 
Col.· ARNOLD. I imagine that he must be, because the Hall-Scott 

Co. is made up of the Hall brothers. 
Senator NEw. I also have a report here of another incident about 

· which I would like to inquire. I am told by an officer that 300 
flyers were recently sent from the Waco Field to Hoboken and kept 
there a while. They were not ready for over-seas service because of a 
lack of sufficient training. The statement was made in the news
papers at the time that they were there for over-seas service. It was 
said that some time later 25 of them were sent across and the other 
275 were sent back to Waco. Do you know anything about that~ 

Col. ARNOLD. That is correct, but the reasons are not correct. 
Senator NEw. The reasons are not correct¥ 
Col. ARNOLD. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. What are the reasons~ 
Col. ARNOLD. Gen. Pershing said he wanted 300 R. M. A.'s, and 

they were sent to Hoboken. Then he changed his request and said 
he only wanted 25, so we sent the 25 overseas and the rest were sent 
back to Texas. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. What are R. M. A.'s¥ 
Col. ARNOLD. Reserve military aviators. We can not tell the pub

lic everything like that; 
Senator NEw. That is the report that has come to me, and I 

wanted to know about it. 
Col. ARNOLD. Yes. Our actions are usually misunderstood. 
(Thereupon, at 1 o'clock p. m., the committee took a recess until 

2 o'clock p. m.) 
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AFTER RECESS. 

STATEMENT OF COL. H. H. ARNOLD-Resumed. 

The CHAIRMAN. Col. Arnold, your department furnished me with 
a record of the accidents upon our aviation fields up to the date 
thereof, assigning the causes and giving results to aviators. Has 
the Bureau of Aeronautics made any investigation as to these causes, 
.tnd if so please state what and the extent to which your investiga-
tions have gone. . 

Col. ARNoLD. Our department has made very careful study of ac
cidents, with a view of determining whether they were caused by 
the type of machine, the condition of the student, the degree of 
training of the student, the method of instruction, or any other one 
or more causes which might be determined. The idea was to elim
inate as far as possible any causes which might add to the number of 
accidents which seemed almost unavoidable. The first thought! 
that occurred was that l?robably the mental condition of the student 
had something to do with it, so trainers were obtained and put on 
duty at each school to watch the physical and mental condition of 
each student and report whether or not he should be allo~ed to 
fly on any particular day. Then, it was believed that it might pos
sibly be the fault of the instruction, so special inspectors' schools 
were established so as to have a uniform method of instruction at 
all our schools. A study was made of curves, comparing the num
ber of accidents on the different types of machines with the number 
of airplanes in use, the number of cadets flying, and the number of 
hours in the air for each type of machine. Another study was 
made showing the hours of the day at which accidents occurred. 
While a great deal of information has been obtained from these 
studies, tfie accidents occur practically in the same proportion as 
they did before the remedies were sought. At the present time we 
ttverage in all training one fatality for about every 2,900 hours 
flown. While it is not possible to obtain the exact English and 
French fi~res on the subject, unofficial figures furnished show tha.t 
the English have one fatality in their flying schools for every 1,000 
hours flown. 

The CuAmMAN. That does not include fatalities on the front? 
Col. ARNOLD. No, sir. The French in their training schools have 

fatalities for every fifteen hundred hours flown. 
Senator NEw. in those cases the hours flown refer to training 

hours only. 
Col. ARNoLD. They refer to training hours only; yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Not to hours flown in any other kind of flight? 
Col. ARNOLD. These figures as given are comparisons of hours 

flown by the students performing the same operations at the schools 
in France, England, and the Umted States. 

Senator NEw. So that the comparison is made exact¥ 
Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. Steps are being taken now to obtain offi-

cial confirmation of those figures. It is rather hard to get them. · 
Senator NEw. In other words, the accidents to the French are 

twice as many as ours¥ · · 
Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. And the English three times as many? 
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Col. ARNOLD. Yes. It is rather difficult to obtain these figures, for 
naturally the French and the English both do not desire to publish 
the number of casualties during training. We have, however, as 
a basis of comparison, the result of fatalities of the Royal Flying 
Corps during their winter training !lt Fort Worth, which may be 
taken as a basis on which to figure the other fatalities in the English 
service. This information consists of actual figures taken from the 
records of the training schools in Texas and show that during the 

· winter the Royal Flying Corps, while training our cadets, averaged 
1 fatality for every- 757 hours flown. 

The CHAIRMAN. Have you any other data which is used as a basis 
for your calculation of a casualty for ever 1,000 hours of flying on 
the part of the British 1 

Col. ARNOLD. The statement that the British averaged 1 fatality 
!or ever~ 1,000 . hours during training is based upo~ semiofficial 
mformat10n received by actual observers who served with the Eng
lish during training. The French information was received in the 
same way. 

The CHAIRMAN. Have you made any comparison as to the casual· 
ties occurring i:Q. the use of different types of training machines~ 

Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir. We have made a study to determine 
whether or not, for instance, there were more accidents in the Curtiss 
during training than there were in the Standard, taking into con
sideration the number of machines used, the number of cadets flying, 
and the number of hours in the air. The results are slightly in favor 
of the Standard. However, due to the fact that we have had several 

. cases of cadets burning to death in the air in the Standard type of 
machine and many very serious crashes in the Standard which did 
not result fatally, due to- the sturdiness of construction of the Stand
ard machine, it was believed by the director of military aeronautics 
that of the two machines the Curtiss was the most satisfactory. 

The CHAIRMAN. Can you state the proportion of collisions to other 
classes of accidents 1 

Col. ARNoLD. Our records show a total of 152 fatalities between 
July 1, 1917, and July 1, 1918. Of this number 86 were caused by so
called stalls. By stalling is meant that the airplane loses its flying 
speed through one cause or another, usually caused, however, by the 
pilot making a mistake in the air. In all cases in a stall when the 
airplane loses its flying speed it either drops into a straight nose 
dive or turns into a tail spin. In case the auplane is up over 1,000 
feet the pilot usually gets out of the spin or the dive before he hits 
the ground. In the case of experienced pilots, they can get out of 
these nose dives or tail spins at 500 feet, but under that height it 
nearly always results in a complete crash of the machine and the 
death of the pilot or capture. Collisions caused 30 deaths. Side 
slips caused 10 deaths. The other accidents were divided among 
many causes, no one of which predominated ·over the others. 

The CHAIRMAN. What is the occasion of this relatively large num
ber of collisions? 

Col. ARNOLD. The records show that there were more collisions at 
Park field, Millington, than at any other place. I went to Park 
field a short time ago just to look over the field and find out, if I 
could, why they were having so many collisions. It appeared that 
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the commanding officer had taken every reasonable precaution against 
collisions. He ·had prescribed rules of the air which, if followed by 
the pilots, would have eliminated collisions. Even that did not stop 
collisions, however, and he went so far as to keep all machines on 
the ground except two. He started them out at opposite ends of 
the field and told them both to go around in the same direction and 
to fly at different altitudes, and these two men, being the only two 
in the air, he thought could not possibly collide, and yet they did 
so and both of them were killed. If the pilots will not look around 
to see where they are going and to see if there are other machines 
in the way they will collide, just the same way that automobiles 
collide on the street. You can not make a man think. You cim give 
him instructions, but you can not make him carry them out. 

The CHAIRMAN. You think that a principal factor is the thought
lessness or inattention of the pupil? 

Col. ARNoLD. I am positive.that it is, because the old pilots never 
get into collisions. I know of no case on record in our country 
where an old pilot has been in a collision. · 

The CHAIRMAN. Are the students in all the fields given explicit 
instructions regarding the method of procedure in the air and warn
ing as to the dangers of collision 1 

Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir; they are given special rules of the air and 
made to memorize them and understand them thoroughly before they 
are allowed to go into the air. 

The CHAIRMAN. What have you ascertained with regard to the 
existence of inherent defects in machines causing accidents, either 
as to a poor quality of material or poor workmanship ·upon the same 1 

Col. ARNOLD. Our records show only three accidents caused by 
machines collapsing in the air. One of these accidents happened at 
Fort Sill and killed two out of three men. In this case it was believed 
by everyone who saw it that the machine must have been hit by an 
artillery shell, for the machine was observing artillery practice at 
the time and no other cause could be given which would account for 
this accident. In the other case, the probabilities are that there was 
a weak spot in the machine which caused it -to collapse in the air. 
The proportion, however, of collapses in the air is very small con
sidering the fact that we are now flying approximately 3,000 hours 
per day and have approximately 2,400 machines flying every day. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is the tendency toward increase or decrease in the 
number of accidents 1 

Col. ARNOLD. The number has markedly decreased, as shown by 
our records last winter at Fort Worth. They had one fatality for 
every 757 hours. We took over the school in April and since that 
time have averaged one fatality for every 2,600 hours. 

Senator NEw. Since you took it over from the English 1 
Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir . 
. The CHAIRMAN. Colonel, what is your method of inspection of 

training machines at your training camps 1 How efficient is it, in 
other words~ 

Col. ARNOLD. A new machine arrives on the field and is set up, 
inspected, and flown by the engineer officer whenever possible. In 
case the engineer officer does not fly he has an old pilot fly the ma
chine for him to see that it is set up properly and properly adjusted. 
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After the initial flight and the final adjustments the machine is 
turned over to a working crew. The crew chief inspects the machine 
before and after each flight. 

The CHAIRMAN. He is an officer, is he noU 
Col. ARNOLD. No; he is a noncommissioned officer. The pilot is 

required to inspect the machine before each flight so that there are 
two inspections made of every machine before any flight. 

The CHAIRMAN. How complete are your facilities for repair? 
Col. ARNOLD. Every field is. equipped so that if necessary it ean 

entirely rebuild any machine. 
The CHAIRMAN. What is the quality of your workmen 1 
Col. ARNOLD. Our workmen have 1mproved materially in the last 

few months. Naturally, when we expanded so rapidly to start with 
we had poor workmen, but special emphasis had been put on their 
training so that now they are all doing exceptional work. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is the material tested thoroughly which is used 
for repairing machines? 

Col. ARNOLD. It is inspected very thoroughly before it is ever put 
into the machines. 

The CnAIRMAN. The facilities for repairing and the quality of 
the material are both constantly improving 1 

Col. ARNOLD. Yes, sir; they are. 
Senator NEw. I understan'd that Maj. Jones and Col. Bane have 

been sent a way under orders. When will they be back 1 "When do 
you expect that they will return~ 

Col. ARNOLD. They should be back by to-morrow night. The ob
ject of their trip was to make a final inspection of the Bristol to 
determine just what shall be done with it. TheProduction Division 
has not determined just what to do with the machine. They have 
tried the Liberty engine and the Hispano-Suiza engine in the ma
chine, neither of which has made an entirely successful machine from 
the operating point of view, so that it looks very much as if the 
Bristol will not be put into production at all. 

Senator NEw. Then, if not, it means that there has been a very 
great loss of time and a very considerable loss of m~ney by the ex
perimentation upon the Bristol machine up to this time, does it not 1 

Col. ARNOLD; Yes, sir. Col. Clark designed the Bristol to take the 
Liberty engine. His figures called for-a total weight, including our 
military load,· of about 2,900 pounds, I believe. 'Vhen the machine 
was constructed and turned out ready to fly it weighed 3,600 pounds, 
700 pounds more than it was designed to carry. No other model has 
been made in the Bristol since. · 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Was that increased weight due to radia
tion? 

Col. ARNOLD. The increased weight was due to changes made in the 
Curtiss factory by various people without consulting Col. Clark. 

The CHAIRMAN. About what time was Col. Clark's design of the 
Bristol turned over to the manufacturers 1 

Col. ARNOLD. I do not know exactly, but about the 1st of Novem
ber. Col. Clark turned over to the Curtiss Co. about 860 draw
ings of the Bristol. 

In regard to this diagram, showing that the majority of fatalities 
occur about 3 o'clock in the afternoon, I wish to state that as soon 
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as we got that curve fixed up and found out that the majority of 
casualties occurred about 3 o'clock in the afternoon, Gen. Kenly 
said, "We will cut out flying at 3 o'clock," and so he has stopped all 
flying between the hours of 11 a. m. s:tnd 3 p. m. 

The CHAmMAN. Colonel, we are very much obliged to you for this 
information. 

''-' AR DEPARTMENT, 
DIRECTOR OF MILITARY AERONAUTICS, 

Washington, July 20, 1918. 
l\Iy DEAR SENATOR THOMAS: In reply to your letter of July 15. there is at

tached herewith copy of the cablegrams which led to the cancellation of the 
Spud contract with the Curtiss Co. 

Very sincerely, H. H. ARNOLD, 
Colonel, Sign'll Corps, 

Assistant Director of Military Aeronautics. 
Hon. CHART.ES S. THOMAS, 

United States Sen{tfe, Washington, D . C. 

[Outgoing.] 

Out· 359, ptiragraph 7, dated November 3, 1917: 
"For Bollin!!:: We hnve contract with Wright-Martin Uompany for five hun

dred 150-H. P. Hi,;p11nos and thirty-five hundred 220-H. P. geared Hispnnos. We 
have prncticaJl~· decided to increase the order for 150 H. P. engines to one thou
,;und to be used fm· om· tHinmced training program and ordet· tht·ee thousuud 
:«JJ-H. P. Hispnnos, drawings of which are here. Mr. Chapuis is het·e also. We 
can get production on ·300 H. P . practicnlly us soon as on the 220 gem·ed. The 
tool work has not progt·essed so far 11s to make change impos,;ibie. We under
stand from l\Ir. Chnpuis t1111t the 300 H. P. has passed the fifty-hour test. Ple11se 
cable your recommendation at once." 

[Incoming.) 

State Department eable 2775, paragraph 3. dated November 20. 1917: 
"Your three fifty-nine, parngnrph seven. Your programme, Hispano engines, 

build no two-twenty Hispano for use here whi<"h can not be' delivered here by June 
first next yeat·, except such 11s you desire for United States needs. l't•obable that 
two-twenty Hispano will be followed by five hundred. Reference, three hundred 
Hispano. This engine will require change In airplane. No fully sntisfnctory 
nil-plane yet designed this country, therefore think quantitr delivet·ies here could 
not be made before Jun(' first, nfter which time more thnn three hundred·horse
power will be necessnr~·." 

[Outgoing.] 

Our 461, paragraph 1, 1lnted November 30, 1917: 
" For Bolling: Reference your 2775,. State 273, paragraph 3: Curtiss Compnny 

ha\·e completed dmwings and ordered material for Spad for 220-H. l'. geared 
Hispano. We h11ve cnneeled that order. Tulasne suggests possihillt~· of help
in~ th(' Frenell program hr building Spnd planes here to be equipped with 220-
li. P . gem·ed Hispnno engines built In France. We could get production In Feb
l'U!lry without matel'iaJJ~· affecting output of two-place fighters. We are not urg
ing this because of the fact that we have ordered material which can be utilized 
in other mnchlnes, hut if it would help your program, here is n qui.ck sour<.-e for 
these rnnchines." 

[Incoming.] 

Dated December 14, 1917. . .. . . .. . . 
With referenee to paragraph 1, your cablegram 461., do not recommend union

ized production Spad airplanes for France. No such request received fi'OUI 
French here. Believe tiler can produce all these airplanes they need. Think 
our whole efforts should be applied airplanes nnd engines already on our pro
grmn. t:nited States should leave production single-place fighter t" Europe. 

PERSHJNil. 
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STATEMENT OF LIEUT. COL. V. E. CLARK. 

Senator NEw. Please state your name and rank. 
Col. CLARK. Lieut. Col. V. E. Clark, of the Air Service. 
Senator NEw. What is your relation to the Aviation Service~ 
Col. CLARK. At the present time, sir, I am on duty with the Tech-

nical Section in the office of the Director of Military Aeronautics. 
Senator NEW. How long have you been in the service~ 
Col. CLARK. Fifteen years. · 
The CHAIRMAN. Whom do you mean by the Director of Military 

Aeronautics~ 
Col. CLARK. Gen. Kenly. 
Senator NEw. Through what avenue did you go into the military 

service? 
Col. CLARK. I am a graduate of the Naval Academy, sir, of the 

·year 1907. Two and one-half years after graduation I transferred 
as a second lieutenant in the Coast Artillery! and in 1913 I was ap
pointed in the Aviation Section. 

Senator NEw. You are a military aviator? 
Col. CLARK. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Not a junior aviator? 
Col. CLARK. A military aviator. 
Senator NEw. How long have you been flying1 
.Col. CLARK. Five years, sir. 
Senator NEw. Have you had any particular education, training. 

or experience to fit you as an engineer for airplane designs; and if 
so, what? 

Col. CLARK. Before I had an opportunity to start to learn to fly I 
studied the theory of airplane design and the principles of flight as 
much as I could out of such textbooks as there were at that time. 
When I started to learn to fly I attempted to analyze the flights I 
made and the flights that my associates made. In September, 1914, 
I was sent as the only Army officer attending a post graduate course 
in aeronautical engineering, both theory and practice. of airplane 
design, at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and immedi-

. ately after that I was put in charge of the experimental and repair 
department of the Aviation S.ection, which was at San Diego; and · 
since June, 1915, I have been the chief aeronautical engineer in the 
Army. 

Senator NEw. Have you been on duty in Europe since we entered 
the war~ 

Col. CLARK. Yes, sir. I went to Europe-
Senator NEw. In what capacity and what were your services over 

there, please 1 
Col. CLARK. I was selected as the airplane engineer on a commis

sion composed of three officers from the Army, two from the Navy, 
and two civilians. Col. Bolling, then Maj. Bolling, was the chief of 
the commission. We went to England, France, and Italy, and our 
duty was to attempt to negotiate with the foreign Governments 
regarding the production of certain airplanes in the United States 
and the production of certain airplanes in Europe for the use of our 
troops. In addition to that I was assigned the duty. of getting all 
available data concerning the development of airplane design and 
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construction and reporting it back to this country from Italy, France, 
and England. 

Senator NEw. Did you make any report recommending any types 
of airplanes for production by the United States 1 

Col. CLARK. Yes, sir; I was instructed to do so. After I had been 
to all three countries and been through all factories I submitted a 
report by cable, which I confirmed later immediately upon my 
arrival back in the United States in September of last year. 

Senator NEw. 'Vere your recommendations carried out? 
Col. CLARK. No, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Have you a copy of that recommendation 1 
Col. CLARK. 'No, sir; that was in a number of memoranda which I 

turned over to Col. Deeds. I think Col. Waldon should have copies. 
I have not been able to find my retained copies. They should be on 
record in the War Department. 

The CHAIRMAN. That was during the time that Col. Squier was in 
charge of the military branch 1 

Col. CLARK. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. They were official recommendations; and as such 

should be on file at the War Department, I presume 1 
Col. CLARK. Yes, sir; they were turned over to Col. Deeds, who 

was my immediate chief. 
Senator NEw. I suggest that copies of those recommendations be 

requested by the committee for its use, Mr. Chairman. You say 
your recommendations were not carried out. Do you know why not 
or have you any opinions as to why they were not? 

Col. CLARK. I believe, sir, that it was something like this: I made 
my recommendations, and in the main they were accepted, and action 
was started in the way of placing tentative orders for the develop
ment of the various machines at the various factories. It so hap
pened, through no intention on my part, that of the six types that 
I recommended three were British, two French, and one Italian. 
That happened without any intention to divide it among the nations 
on my part, but merely from judging what I took to be the relative 
merits of the airplanes. . 

The CHAIRMAN. That was a mere coincidence~ 
Col. CLARK. A mere coincidence; yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. To get a variety of"planes~ 
Col. CLARK. There were six military types distinct as regards 

military functions, and it so happened that three were British, two 
French, and one Italian. Probably a week or two after action had 
been started on my recommendation the French commission in this 
country, for instance. heard that action had been started and called 
on Col. Deeds and Gen. Squier. This is largely theory, because 
I have gotten it in roundabout ways; I was not present at any of 
the conferences, but I heard about it. The French commission would 
call on Gen. Squier and Col. Deeds and they would say," We under
stand you have ordered three British types. We do not want to . 
start any trouble~ but we believe that the Breguet and the Spad 
and the Le Tord are superior to the corresponding machines that ~ 
the British have, likewise the Italian commission, and so on." It is 
my opinion that the pressure that they brought to bear was suffi-
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cient to bring about more or less of It' vacillation on the part of the 
authorities. · 

The CHAIRMAN. ln other words, they complained that you were 
discriminating against the French and Italian in favor of the British 
machines? 

Col. CLARK. I think they were quite sincere in their belief that the 
French were superior machines. 

Senator NEw. Will you state what the six types of machines were 
which you recommended and the purposes for which each type 
was designed; that is, which were scout planes and which were pur
suit planes and which bombing planes, et cetera~ 

Col. CLARK. For day bombing I recommended the D. H. 9, to 
take the Liberty 12-cylinder, direct-drive engine-redesigned accord
ingly. For observation work-that is, control of artillery fire and 
photography over tactical area, etc.-the so-called Corps or Army ob
servation machine, I recommended the Bristol Fighter redesigned to 
take the Liberty engine. For a single-seater pursuit I recommended 
the Martinsyde to take the Liberty eight-cylinder engine. As a 
single-seater combat I recommended two types, both ·the Spad, one 
with !50-horsepower Gnome engine and the other with 180-horse
power Hispano-Suiza engine, and for night bombing I recommended 
the Caproni triplane. 

The CHAIRMAN. Were those recommendations of yours made with 
the approval of Col. Bolling? 

Col. CLARK. Yes, sir. In fact, they were made in a cablegram 
sent as a result of conferences that we held daily and nightly over in 
France. I was assigned the duty by Col. Bolli'ng to. decide on these 
Yarious types, and he sent through tny recommendatiOns. 

Senator NEw. Have we built any airplanes in this country for 
service at the front¥ 

Col. CLARK. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. What type or types¥ 
Col. CLARK. The D. H. 4 is the only one I know of. 
Senator NEw. Is that type successful, do you think~ 
Col. CLARK. No, sir; except in a very limited sense. 
Senator NEw. Why1 Just give us your ideas now' of the reason 

why it is not. · 
Col. CLARK. The attributes in which it fails or the reasons for 

failing~ 
Senator NEw. Both the attributes in which it fails-and I would 

like to have your opinion as an expert and as a flyer of the D. H. 4, 
and if it has defects that disqualify it in any degree I would like 
to know just what they are. Tell us freely what you think of it. 

Col. CLARK. In the first place, I think that for the military func
tions which it should perform in France the performances are not as 
good as they should be. It is barel,y good enough to cope with the 
situation as it stands to-day, and will certainly not be good enough 
in a few months to stand up and take its part evenly with the Ger
man machines. By performances I mean the ceiling and the high 
speed at high altitudes and the rate of climb. Then, the D. H. 4 is 
a machine that this year hardly fits in any place. It is not a bomber. 
It has not the proper compartments in the fuselage to carry the 
bombs and release them. It is not a fighter. Vision for the pilot 
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is very poor, and the means o:ftcommunication between the pilot and 
observer are very poor. Those two things are absolutely essential 
in a fighter. It is not a good observation machine for the same reason 
that it is not a good fighter. 

The CHAIRMAN. You say it is not suited for observation. That is 
because the seats are too far apart? 

Col. CLARK. That is one contributing factor; yes, sir. That covers 
the performance and the military attributes of the machine. In the 
matter of details, we have not a satisfactory radiator for it. In the 
first plac-e, we found it very difficult to cool the Liberty engine in 
the De Haviland 4. The radiators we have built have been of rather 
poor workmanship. The machines which we have shipped abroad 
have been very unsatisfactory to them over there, aside from other 
reasons, on account of the poor inspection. The workmanship was 
poor. The ailerons and tail surfaces were fitted on very loosely. 
The exerciser cord that serves as a shock absorber for the landing 
gear was wound poorly. 

Senator NEw. You say they have been unsatisfactory in the service. 
over there. How do you know that 1 

Col. CLARK. I have seen two reports, one a cablegram from Col. 
Dodd, who was assigned the duty by Gen. Foulois of investigating 

· the merits and demerits of the De Haviland 4 as we have sent it 
over, and another report I have seen from Capt. Hucks, of the 
British Royal Flying Corps, who was assigned the duty of testing the 
first De Haviland 4 with the Liberty engine which was flown in Eng
land. Both these reports indicate that the machine is very unsatis
factory as it is now built. You asked me to what I attribute the fact 
that the machines are more or less unsatisfactory? 

Senator NEw. Yes. 
Col. CLARK. I believe that in the case of the De Haviland 4 there 

are two primary contributing factors. One is that the engineers 
who were placed in charge. of the redesign and development of the 
machine neither had any knowledge of the fundamentals of air
plane design, either by education or experience, nor did they have 
any knowledge of what the military flyer actually doing service at 
the front needs-what his actual requirements of the machine are. 
I think that no man ought to be assigned to the developing of a serv
ice airplane unless he has had some dealings with fighters at the 
front. · I mean that he ought to get that atmosphere. If they do 
not get the fighter's attitude, they will, for instance, be making fit
tings throughout the machine which are very easy to build, from the 
production standpoint, but which will be just a little bit heavier 
or offer more head resistance to the air. By the time you get through 
you will have practically ruined what was a good machine by 
loading it down and adding this resistance. For instance, in the 
case of the De Haviland 4. That was designed by Capt. De Havi
land, who is a very highly educated aeronautical engineer, and 
he has had years of education and experience, and who-over there 
in England--

Senator NEw. He is an English officed 
Col. CLARK. He has been appointed an English officer. Before 

that he was first in the royal craft factory as an engineer and 
later with the Aircraft Co., which is the company which 'Witt-{ 
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the De Haviland machines. Over in England now he is in a posi
ti.on to be constantly in touch with the flyers at the front. He inter
views every man that comes back who is thoughtful about analyz
ing the conditions at the front. He uses that information in the de
velopment of his machines. The De Haviland 4 and all the De Havi
land machines· are a consequence of that man's labor along that 
direction. Not only that, but the De Haviland 4, as it was turned 
over to us, was a highlY. developed machine. The first De Haviland 4 
built was very poor, hke all other machines-the first experimental 
ones of new types. They found glaring faults, corrected those 
faults and built a sufficient number, until the machine had reached 
a high point of development through eliminating these faults. This 
machine-the acme of refinement----came over here and was turned 
over to men who have not the slightest education in aeronautical 
engineering and have not in the slightest degree the flyers' view
point. 

Senator NEw. The De Haviland machine was sent over here for 
use as a model? 

Col. CLARK. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. To whom was it delivered 1 
Col. CLARK. To the Dayton-Wright Co. As an indication of the 

attitude of the people who have taken that machine and changed it 
from what it was, I cite the case of an officer who not only admits 
but boasts that he has made 3,600 changes in that machine after a 
man like De Haviland has developed it to the point where it was 
when it arrived over here. 

Senator NEw. Who is that officed 
Col. CLARK. Maj. Hall. I believe he is a lieutenant colonel now. 
Senator NEw. Of the Hall-Scott motod 
Col. CLARK. Yes, sir. The same man. 
Senator NEw. Maj. Hall is the designer of motors, but has he had 

any experience as a designer of aircraft? 
Col. CLARK. Absolutely none. Not only that, but he has never 

been in touch with flyers; certainly never with flyers who have been 
actually flying at the front. 

Senator NEw. He has been permitted to make those changes in 
the De Haviland 4 machine 1 

Col. CLARK. Yes, sir. That is, I am not saying that he made them. 
He boasts that he has made them; that he has made 3,600 changes. 

Senator NEw. Tell us, Colonel, what is the essential difference be
tween the De Haviland 4 and the De Haviland 9. 

Col. CLARK. The De Haviland 9 was redesigned by Capt. De 
Haviland, taking the De Haviland 4 as a working basis. It was de
signed to act as a day bomber. He did it by moving back the rear 
seat, called the gun-fighter's seat, about a foot and a half and then 
moving back the pilot's seat until it was directly in front of the rear 
seat and very close to it, giving direct communication between the 
two. Then he left a long space between the front man and the 
engine, long enough to permit not only the necessary fuel for the 
work but also to put in a bomb compartment. The wings are prac
tically the same. The tail is practically the same. He has increased 
the wing surface slightly to take care of the additional load, but the 
•yout of the machine is much the same as the De Haviland 4. 
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Senator NEw. Your recommendation of the De Haviland was for 
the 9 model~ 

Col. CLARK. Yes, sir; not the 4. 
Senator NEW. Colonel, classified according to military function, 

what types of aircraft should we build~ . 
Col. CLARK. First, observation; second, single-seater pursuit; third, 

two-seater fighters; fourth, day bombers; fifth, night bombers, and, 
sixth, what might be called ground-harassment machines. I have 
never heard a standard name for it, but over there it is called the 
machine for groundwork. 

The CHAIRMAN. Something like the Penguin~ . 
Col. CLARK. No, sir. I mean a machine for coming down and rak

ing the trenches and shooting up tram;ports. This is all aside from 
training machines. Of course, we would have primary and advanced 
training machines. 

Senator NEw. I made no references to training planes. I was ask
ing solely about machines for direct military use. Have we a plane 
for army observation 1 

Col. CLARK. We are not building any; no, sir. There was an at-
tempt to redesign one for that purpose, but it is not being built. 

Senator NEw. What plane is that~ 
Col. CLARK. It is a redesigned Bristol fighter. 
Senator NEW. Is it successful or otherwise~ 
Col. CLARK. I am told that it is very unsuccessful, although I have 

no direct knowledge of it. 
Senator NEw. Was the original of that machine satisfactory or is 

our copy of the original not good~ · 
Col. CLARK. The original was eminently satisfactory for that work, 

and I think it is considered not only in England but by the French
men that the best machine from the standpoint of vtsion and all
round work of observation is the Bristol fighter. 

Senator NEw. To what do you attribute that lack of success in re
producing the Bristol machine~ 

Col. CLARK. I think it is much the same there as in the case of the 
De Haviland 4 except I think that one additional factor has come 
in there. As I say, it is, first, lack of knowledge on the part of the 
engineers and the lack of appreciation of the flyer's viewpoint; and·, 
second, I think that in the case of the Bristol fighter-! firmly be
lieve that in the case of the Bristol fighter a large part of the failure 
is due to antipathy of the Curtiss Co. toward the Bristol de
sign. I think this is due to the fact that they have a very deep-rooted 
belief that Curtiss designs are better than Bristol designs, and I be
lieve that as long as they have that attitude they could not turn out 
the machine as it should have been turned out. 

Senator NEw. That is a pretty serious reflection. 
Col. CLARK. Yes, sir; but I believe that. 
The _CHAIRMAN. Has the weight of the Liberty motor, as com

. pared with the weight of the Rolls-Royce as it was originally de
signed, anythjng to do with it~ 

Col. CLARK. The Liberty 12 is not an ideal engine for that ma
chine to do that work, but I believe that had the design been up to 
average all the way through that a really satisfactory machine would 
have developed. 
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The CnAIRMAx. Yon designed a Bristol of the English models, 
did you not~ 

Col. CLARK. Yes, sir; I started that design. 
The CHAIRMAX. Did you complete it? 
Col. CLARK. I ~ompleted it except for a few details that were not 

susceptible of completion at that time. I mean the addition of 
throttle, and so forth. controls, which would necessarily come after 
the first rough model had been built. 

The CHAIRMAN . .At whose direction did you do that? . 
Col. CLARK. Col. Deeds. 
The CHAIRMA:s. To whom did you deliver the plans of the design~ 
Col. CLARK. To the Curtiss Co. 
The CHAIRMA:s. Is that the original of their own plans for pro

duction? 
Col. CLARK. That I do not know. sir. From the time that I de

livered those drawings to them last November. I have never been 
allowed to keep in touch in the slightest way with the Curtiss factory. 

The CHAIRMAN. Yon were never consulted? 
Col. CLARK'. Not in the slightest. 
The CHAIRl\IAN. Neither by the authorities in 'Vashington or by 

the Curtiss people? 
Col. CLARK. By neither. 
The CHAIRMAN. Both knew that yon made the designs? 
Col. CLARK. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRl\IA:s. Do yon know wh~· that was? 'Vas any reason 

ever assigned to yon for it? • · 
Col. CLARK. No, sir ; no one has ever told me why. I have some

thing here that may be of interest in that connection. Mr. J . G. 
Perrin was employed and assigned to assist in the preliminary de
sign that I made. Then. after that design was completed, he was 
assigned by Col. Deeds to work at the Curtiss factory with the 
Curtiss engineering force as the authorized Government engineering 
representative, to advise them and instruct them as things came up. 

The CHAIRMA:S. Who is Mr. Perrin? 
Col. CLARK. He was an automobile engineer. He was chief engi-

neer, I believe, at one time, of the Lozier Automobile Co. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did he know anything about flying? 
Col. CLARK. No, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know why he was assigned to keep in 

touch with the development of the machine at the Curtiss plant 
instead of you ? 

Col. CLARK. Yes, sir; I think I do. I was assigned to command 
McCook Field during its course of construction, which was just 
about that time and during the first part of its operation, and I be
lieve it may have been that the authorities considered McCook Field 
more important. 

The CHAIRMAN. You were about to refer to some document when I 
interrupted you. What is that document~ 

Col. CLARK. Here are exact extracts from a diary that Mr. Perrin 
kept, and there are some items in. this that I think are very signifi
eant. 

The CHAIRMAN. Are you at liberty to use these f 
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Col. CLARK. Mr. Perrin turned that over to me and I think they 
are of record in the War Department. The diary and report were 
turned over to Ma.j. Gray. 

The CHAIRMAN. Where is Mr. Perrin now~ 
Col. CLARK. Mr. Perrin, I believe, is in Washington. He was in 

W.ashington a week ago. I did not finish in regard to the contrib
utrng causes to what I consider to be the failure in the Bristol, an(l 
I think the same thing applies to the De Haviland 4. The third 
big reason, I believe, for the failure of both the De Haviland 4 and 
the Bristol fighter was the lack of coordination on the part of the 
authorities over the production engineering in Washington. That 
_is, there was not coordination between the heads ·of the various de
partments. For instance, one man was responsible :for the installa
tion of armament, another was responsible for the camera, another 
for the radio outfit, and another for bombs and bomb sights . . There 
was no head and no coordination between those various depart
ments, with the result that any Tom, Dick, and Harry could go to 
the Curtiss factory where the Bristol fighter was berng developed 
or the Dayton-Wright factory where the De Haviland 4 was be
ing developed, and he would say with evidently full authority, "I 
want the camera put in here," and that would necessitate changes in 
the drawings and specifications in the machine. Another man would 
want a bomb sight here and another man would say that the ma
chine-gun sight was not on right, each one going up there apparently 
with full authority. I do not believe any engineering organization 
could go ahead in that way. I believe that the Curtiss Co., with 
the best intentions and the best ability in the world, could not have 
done anything with the machine. 

Senator NEw. Have you developed or copied a successful single
seater machine for flying~ 

Col. CLARK. No, sir. 
Senator NEW. What was your recommendation regarding this 

type, if you made one~ 
Col. CLARK. I recommended for a single-seater combat plane the 

Spad, and for a single-seater pursuit the Martinsyde. Neither was 
ever built. I understand now, one year after my recommendation, 
they are considering starting in on the Martinsyde. 

Senator NEw. Why was not your recommendation carried out; 
do you know~ 

Col. CLARK. I think it was purely a lack of confidence in me, es
pecially when they had foreign commissions calling on them who had 
been through the war, and flyers who had flown at the front. I think 
they allowed their opiniqns to have more weight than mine. How
ever, their opinions always conflicted; that is, the British would 
conflict with the French and the opinions between the different flyers 
would conflict. When I went over there I found that the only way to 
get reliable, sound dope was to go right up to the front or right down 
to the factories, or interview not only one or two flyers from the 
front, but hundreds of them. Many of them were prejudiced, and it 
took interviews with dozens of them to come to any sound analysis. 

Senator NEw. How about the two-seater fighted 
Col. CLARK. We have none, sir. The most promising development 

we have in that line is the two-seater fighter that Capt. Le Pere, of 
~-
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the French Army, who was allowed to come over by the French 
Government, has designed and built as an experimental job at the 
Packard factory. I, myself, designed a machine for this work, but" 
it certainly is not a success as it stands now. It has been built and 
flown. 

Senator NEw. Then, we are doing nothing to produce a two-seater 
fighter? 

Col. CLARK. No, sir; I would not say that. . I think that the 
Le Pere development is very promising. 

Senator NEw. But there are none in production. 
Col. CLARK. Not within a year or so. . 
Senator NEw. The LePere model has not been accepted? 
Col. CLARK. Not to the best of my knowledge; no, sir. 
Senator NEw. How about the day bombed · 
Col. CLARK. Nothing has been done on that. There have been 

drawings made of the De Haviland 9, and I believe that McCook 
Field has gone ahead with a modification of the De Haviland 9, 
which is called the U. S. D-9, but nothing as far as production is 
concerned has been done. 

Senator NEw. No other production in regard to machines of that 
type? . 

Col. CLARK. Nothing that I can think of. 
Senator NEw. How about the night bombers, the big fellows in-

tended for long-range attacks? • · 
Col. CLARK. When I returned, and by cable before I returned, I 

recommended the Caproni triplane to be built to use three Liberty 12-
geared motors. A geared motor is, in my opinion, an absolute neces
sity for that slow-speed work. I said that, in my opinion, if the 
Handley-Page could be put in production much more quickly than 
the Caproni triplane, the Handley-Page should be built. There is 
not a great deal of choice between the two. The Caproni I consider 
the better, but not enough to warrant any delay in production. As 
far as I know, nothing has been done about any of them. 

Senator NEW. Yon recommended those machines a full year ago? 
Col. CLARK. Yes, sir; I recommended one or the other, but I cer

tainly did not recommend both; and it will be fatal if we attempt to 
build both and send them to the other side. The matter of handling 

. spare parts for the two machines over on the other side is a serious 
matter. I believe that our men on the other side will agree with me 
on that-that it is a fatal error to attempt to build both machines, 
both the Handley-Page and the Caproni; and I believe, from what 
I hear, that they are now planning, to build them both. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Planning to build the Caproni biplane? 
Col. CLARK. No, sir. But it means two machines for the same 

work, and it means lack of interchangeability for parts. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. How does the Caproni biplane compare 

with the Caproni trip lane in effectiveness? 
Col. CLARK. The Caproni biplane is considerably better for the 

type of work that the Italians perform; that is, bombing by day. I 
saw a squadron of 10 Caproni biplanes go over the lines near Trieste 
and attempt to bomb a railway station in broad daylight, with no 
Austrian airplanes going after them, through the barrage, and re
turn safely. I:f you are operating under conditions like the Italians 
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have been operating under, a biplane is better; but for our work on 
the western front, where you can not go out in the daytime with a 
clumsy machine, the triplane is certainly better, in my opinion, be
cause it carries three times the number of bombs. That is, if it goes 
out 100 or 150 or 235 miles, as it is to Essen, you can send out three 
times as many bombs per one pilot and one bomber; and, in view of 
the fact that it is pretty precarious whether they are going to get 
back or not, it is well to drop as many bombs as possible for eaeh 
man out. 

Senator NEw. You believe in night bombing, do you~ 
Col. CLARK. Yes, sir; I certainly do. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Do you know, from your knowledge, 

whether the Government contemplates building any of the Caproni 
triplanes~ 

Col. CLARK. I have no knowledge of those things. I have been 
completely out of touch with them for six months, but I understand 
that they are not going to build any triplanes, but are considering 
building both the Caproni biplanes and the Handley-Page. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Did you observe the flying of the Hand-
ley-Page at Elizabeth~ · 

Col. CLARK. No, sir; I did not see that in flig,ht. I have flown in 
one in England. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Have you heard any reports of that test~ 
Col. CLARK. I have heard nothiflg of any official tests. All I 

know is what I saw in the paper. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. You are familiar with the machine~ 
Col. CLARK. Yes, sir. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Were those geared Liberty motors~ 
Col. CLARK. I think they are using the low-compression direct

drive type, not geared. They should be geared for that type, but 
they are not. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Do you believe that is sufficient power 
for the Handley-Page? 

Col. CLARK. Yes, sir; I believe that if they use two geared motors 
they can get sufficient power, but they can not do a thing with two 
direct-drive motors. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Did you observe the trial flights of the 
Caproni, which was built under the direction of Capt. D'Annunzio 
at the Standard plant and assembled at Mineola~ 

Col. CLARK. No, sir. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Carrying three Liberty motors? 
Col. CLARK. No, sir. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. You have seen no report of that~ 
Col. CLARK. No, sir. 
Senator NEW. Has our Army designed any service machine? 
Col. CLARK. The only attempt I know of was an attempt I made 

at the McCook Field to design a two-seater fighter to mount five 
machine guns. I designed it around a straight spur-geared Liberty 
12-cy Iinder engine. 

Senator NEw. Was it successful? 
Col. CLARK. No, sir; it certainly was not successful as first flown, 

although it had a very good performance. I was never permitted 
to do any development work on it whatsoever. It wa!:) flown, and 
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they said that the engine was no good, arid that they would not build 
any more engines. I was not allowed to remain back there, and all 
development was stopped. I think that I can say that never in his
tor_y has the first experimental machine of a new type been any good. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. What do you mean by a service machine? 
Col. CLARK. A machine designed for some one of the five or six 

military functions at the front. I have here a technical report by 
Alexander Klemens, who had the chair in aeronautical engineering 
at the Massachusetts Institute pf Technology, on the C-1. It is a 
report to Lieut. Col. Horner from Alexander Klemens. I might say 
that the first time this machine left the ground it climbed 10,000 feet 
in less time than any two-seater machine has ever climbed to that 
altitude, with the motor turning out 150 horsepower shy of what 
was promised on the motor. The report is as follows: 
From : Alexander Klemln. 
To: IAeut. Col. Horner. 
Subject: U. S. A. C--1 two-seater fighter airplane. 

1. Iri compliance with Instructions from you I submit the following report 
concerning this airplane: 

Military charactl'risticR and 'l"ision.-Th~ machine has been flown and landed 
with full military load, which comprises two forward guns, two rear cockpit 
~mns, and one gun firing through the floor, with full ammunition. The gun 
firing through the floor is particularly valunble for t~s type of machine. The 
firing angles are good and there should be almost no blind spots. The vision Is 
exceptionally good, both front, up and down, and rear. 

Longitudinal stability and controllability.-\'\'hen flown initially with full 
military loatl the machine was slightly tnil heavy, but with a positive adjust
ment of the stabilizer, 1\Ir. Johnson, who has pilllted the machine several times, 
flmls excellent longitudinal balanee and controllability. 

La.teml stability and controllability.-The first rutlder employed was a little 
blanketed b~· the fuselage, and the ailerons wen• stlft'. With a larger, higher 
rudder. and two hinge supports for the .ailerons, the machine responds well to 
all lateral controls. but its lateral stability Is only fair. 

lAmding and starting.-The machine makes n good get-.away and lands well. 
Strucfttre.--The renr upper wing spar Is of too small a section and requh·es 

reinfor<'ement . The opening through the floor wenkens the fuselage somewhat, 
and requires a veneet· gusset plate around it. ~o undue vibration or weakness 
has been exhibited in flight, but structure may need experimental revision. 

Rtreatn line.-The gap between the fuselage and lowe•· wing Is somewhat 
wasteful of reslstnnce. Other parts of the mnchine require clennlng up from 
an aerodynamical point of view. 

·weight and perjormance.-With complete military load, Including fuel for 
31 hours ( 400 horsepower near the ground) and the 5 guns, the weight Is about 
3,900 to 4,000 pounds. This gives u somewhat hPavy lontllng of 9.3 pounds per 
square foot wing art>a, but the machine being designed for 475-500-horsepower 
motor, would give only about 8.2 pounds per horst>powe1· should 475 horsepower 
be developed. This would compare very favorably with, say, De H. 4 as a 
fighter, which has 3,550 for 400 horsepower, i. e., about 9 pounds per horse
power. 

Radia.tion.--Radtntlon constitutes u serious difficulty for this high power. 
A gap in front of the fuselage, wnsteful of rpslstunce, Jut~-; been used In addi
tion to a forward and underslung radiator. The machine has been flown with 
gnp closed ln. 

(J('n('l'fll ('Onclusions.-With experimental revision, strt>ngthenlng of this struc
ture. and some cleaning up, this machine will he a \'er~· interesting airplane 
design, because of Its good military characteristics and vision. The difficulties 
In the way of successful carry-through are found to be engine and radiator 
prohlems. If it were possible to obtain enough power to give 8.2 pounds per 
horsepower, the machine would have an excellent speed and climb, comparing 
more than favorably with other machines of this t~·pe, but it would be necessary 
to develop In the neighborhood of 475 horsepower. 

2. Tills report Is written entirely from memory. 
ALEXANDER KLEHIN. 

a 2 I .? 
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The CHAIR:&IAN. What machine are you now talking about 9 
Col. CLARK. The C-1, the combat 1. 
The CHAIRMAN. Who built it~ 
Col. CLARK. It was built at the McCook field. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Where is that machine now~ 
Col. CLARK. At the Wilbur Wright field. 
Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. Did it go through the various sand tests! 
Col. CLARK. No, sir; because they only permitted me to build just 

one and that was flown, and it means at least one additional 
structure--

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Who do you mean by" they "9 
Col. CLARK. The production department. 
The CHAIRMAN. When was your machine constructed~ 
Col. CLARK. We started construction in the latter part of De

cember, and I was ordered away from the McCook field in January. 
The CHAIRMAN. Why were you ordered away~ 
Col. CLARK. I do not know. sir. I understand that those in au

thority have made the statement, never to me, however, that my 
work at McCook field was not satisfactory. That statement has 
never been made to me in any form. 

The CHAIRMAN. Who succeeded you there~ 
Col. CLARK. Col. Vincent. 
The CHAIRMAN. Who appointed you there in the first place~ 
Col. CLARK. Col. Deeds. 
The CHAIRMAN. Were you removed by the same authority~ 
Col. CLARK. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. What reason was assigned for removing you~ 
Col. CLARK. Col. Deeds told me that he had a very important 

vosition for me; that he wanted me to come to Washington to sit 
at his right hand and advise him on all matters pertaining to basic 
policy. I was never given any duty in Washington. I was sent 
around from pillar to post. I have not done any useful work since 
January. · 

The CHAIRMAN. You did not sit at his right hand or at his left, 
nor were you consulted in matters of basic policy or otherwise~ 

Col. CLARK. No. sir. 
Senator NEw. Did you recommend any particular types of training 

planes~ 
Col. CLARK. Yes, sir; I recommended the Curtiss JN 4 for primary 

training and the Bristol Scout with the 80 Le-Rhone engine for 
advanced training. · 

Senator NEw. Were your recommendations in reference to those 
machines carried out~ 

Col. CLARK. In the case of the Curtiss JN 4 the machine that I 
recommended was not built as it was then designed, but Col. Waldon 
made several changes in design and the machine was built as he 

. redesi~ned it. Since that date all of the changes that he made at 
that tune have proven unsatisfactory and . the original design has 
been gone back to and the machine is flving to"day. In the case of 
the Bristol Scout-it was decided to build an experimental Thomas
Morse machine in place of the Bristol Scout. I only know of three 
flyers, Maj. B. Q. Jones, Capt. Hammond, of the Royal Flying Corps, 
stationed at McCook Field, and another, Mr. Hambley, who have 
flown t~e two machines, and in the opinion of all ''hree there ~ · 1 
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comparison between the machines. The Bristol Scout is ideal for 
the purpose and has been developed after years of experimentation. 
The Thomas-Morse certainly has been unsatisfactory. 

Senator NEw. Have you ever heard any reflections on the char
acter of the inspections in the Thomas-Morse works? 

Col. CLARK. Not in the case of that work in particular; no, sir. 
Senator NEw. Here is a pretty broad question: ·what has been 

wrong with our system to account for our failure to produce more 
successful service machines? Just go ahead and answer that freely 
in your own way. I want your opinion. 

Col. CLARK. First, I think it was a matter of vacillation on the 
part of those in authority about what to build. They seemed to have 
confidence in no one person or they did not appoint a board whose 
decisions they were willing to abide by, and as a consequence they 
were ruled first by the opinion of one man and then by the opinion 
of the French Commission and then the British Commission and then 
the Italians came in. As a result at the end of two or three months 
of that they were absolutely up in the air and had started on 
nothing-had changed their orders with manufacturers at least two 
or three times in each case. Then, I think that there was, and I 
believe that there still is, a lack of proper organization in the Pro
duction Department. When the equipment division was first or
ganized they sent out and got from the business world and the 
automobile engineering world a great many very CRJ?able and very 
successful men. But they got them without any defimte idea, except 
possibly in one or two cases, of what they were going to do with each 
man as they brought him in. The idea was that they were all to just 
come in and "help." They all arrived-no one man knew what his 
job was and no one could find out what his iob was. A paper would 
come in or a matter would come up for decision and it might be 
referred to any one of half a dozen different officers. That is, there 
was no real organization. I do not believe a system like that is 
sound, and I do not believe we are going to get any place with it. 

Senator NEw. Do you think that condition still prevails~ 
Col. CLARK. I have not been near the Production Department for 

six months, but I have been told by other officers that that is the 
condition. 

Senator NEw. Colonel, as to our engineers, the engineers who are 
responsible for redesigning planes, do you think they have had the 
requisite training or experience to qualify them for the positions 
they now hold? 

Col. CLARK. Senator, of course, I claim to be an engineer for air
plane design, and I realize when I state what I am going to state 
that I take a chance of receiving from you very severe criticism. 
The only thing that is in my mind is whether this committee is will
ing to accept my opinion on the thing. 

Senator NEw. We are after the truth, but we do not want any
body wearing the uniform to make statements which might subject 
them to discipline by their superiors. 

Col. CLARK. I do not fear that, sir; but it is a matter of whether 
the committee is willing to consider my opinion on the thing. I may 
be _prejudiced and I may be jealous. 

Senator NEw. We will try to give it the weight that we think it 
merits. 
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Col. CLARK. I do not believe that until a man· has had consider
able technical education and practical engineering training and has 
had at least three or four years' intimate association with the con
struction and desi~ and repair of airplanes and association of 
three or four years with actual flyers-very close association-! do 
not believe that he will arrive at a state where he ought to be de
pended upon to pass decisions on vital parts in airplane design. I 
can see men who are responsible to-day for the development of our 
experimental jobs making mistakes in absolutely the most funda
mental things, which are at the same time most vital. They are 
vital as far as the military performance of the airplanes go. In 
other words, they are now passing through a stage where they know 
more about airplanes than they ever will again. They have had 
about a year, and it is my experience that at the end of that length 
of time you know more than you ever will again. I mean that, in 
your own opinion, you know more about the thing than you ever will 
again. You can not make very many mistakes on airplanes. 

Senator NEw. You mean that they feel more confident at that stage 
in their experience that they know all about it than when they kno}V 
more. 

Col. CLARK. Yes, sir; they have a certain amount of knowledge. 
At such a stage there is no mystery about it, and the mathematics 
of stability do not amount to anything. After a year thin~ will 
commence' to happen which they can not account for by their knowl
edge, and they will have less and less confidence as the years go by 
in their ability and more and more respect for that of others. · 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Are you familiar with the contract which 
was g-iven to the Curtiss Co. for 3,000 Spad machines? 

Col. CLARK. I am, to some extent; yes, sir. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Was that contract entered into in com

pliance with your suggestion that we build the Spad single-seater 
fighter? 

Col. CLARK. Yes, sir. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. How long after your report was that 

order given? · 
Col. CLARK. My cablegram was sent from France in July. My 

reports-! do not remember the dates of any particular memoranda, 
but I know this, that immediately after I returned to this city, 
about the 2d or 3d day of September, we had nightly conferences -
up to 1 or 2 o'clock every night; that is, Col. Deeds, 'Col. Waldon,
Col. Montgomery, Maj. Horner, Maj. Vincent, and Capt. Marmon and 
myself, and these recommendations were discussed back and forth 
during that period. It is my belief that the placing of the order 
for the Spads took place probably in the middle of September. I 
could not be sure of that, however. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Is the Spad still a goood single-seater 
fighter and in use on the western front? 

Col. CLARK. It is in use on the western front, and it is doing good 
work, although it is not the best in the world to-day. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. It has not become obsolete~ 
Col. CLARK. Not obsolete as compared with the machines that out 

flyers at the front are using to-day. Except in one case, our flyers 
are flying machines that are absolutely obsolete. 
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Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. Do you know why the order for 3,00& 
Spads was canceled? 

Col. CLARK. I was-told that it was due to a cablegram from Franco 
recommending that we build no single seaters in this country. How
ever, I was never able to locate that cablegram, and I know that 
officers who have gone oYer there' have made efforts to locate the 
source of such a cablegram, and they can not find out from where it 
emanated. . . 

Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. Did you make a report on the S. E. 5, an 
English single-seater machine? 

Col. CLARK. Yes, sir; that was included in my reports. However, 
I did not consider the S. E. 5 as good as the Martinsyde. · 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Is the S. E. 5 now being used on the 
western front? 

Col. CLARK. Yes, sir; and I understancl very successful1y. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN . More successfully than the Spad? 
Col. CLARK. I think that is largely a matter of opinion. I do not 

believe that any Frenchman will admit that~ sir. I do not know of 
any American flyers who have flown both machines, so it is very 
difficult to make the comparison. I will say, though, in my opinion, 
after looking at the interior construction of both machines, that the 
S. E. 5 is probably a little superior from a military standpoint, but 
not enough superior to warrant building it in view of the increased 
difficulties in production. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. What are those increased difficulties 
as against the Spad? 

Col. CLARK. The fittings and the wooden parts are harder to 
build. -

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. In other words, if your recommendations 
had been complied with, we would haYe had a large number of Spa.d 
single-seater fighters at the front, whereas we have not now? 

Col. CLARK. Yes, sir; and we would have had Capronis and 
Martinsydes and Bristol fighters and De Haviland 9's. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Where would we have procured the 
engines for the single-seater fighters that you recommended, and for 
the two-seated machines? . 

Col. CLARK. The Spad that I recommended uses the 180-horse
power Hispano-Suiza engine, which was being built at that time 
and is now being built in this country in rather good quantity, I 
tmderstand, at New Brunswick, N. J. · The two-seaters would take 
the Liberty 12; that is, the De Haviland 9 and the Bristol fighter. 
The Liberty 8 would have been better adapted to the De Haviland 
for observation, but we were not able to build them at that time. 
We anticipated enough trouble in turning out one type of engine, 
to say nothing of two. I assumed that . the only chance we had 
of getting engines was the Liberty 12. 

The CHAIRMAN. For the Spad 1 · 
Col. CLARK. No, sir. For that, the 180-horsepower Hispano-Suiza. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Do you know Col. Horned 
Col. CLARK. Yes, sir. · 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Is he an engineer? 
Col. CLARK. No, sir. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. What position does he now occupy~ 
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Col. CLARK. I do not know. The last time I was around the pro
duction section he was a sort of executive to handle routine matters 
for Mr. Potter. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Has he any say in the policy of the 
Aircraft Production Board at the present time~ 

Col. CLARK. That I do not know, sir. 
Senator NEw. Can you offer any suggestion for bettering our sys

tem of airplane production? 
Col. CLARK. Yes, sir; I can make suggestions. In the first place, 

I belie,·e---it will not do any good to make this sug~estion-that the 
business of having one head as a director of•mihtary aeronautics 
·and another head as director of aircraft production, each man to 
all intents and purposes equally powerful, and with no direct hend 
for all the air service onr. the two of them, is fundamentally un
sound. I do not know how it is ever going to work successful1y. 
I do not believe it has ever worked in any organization. In the case 
of a dispute between these two heads, I do not know who is going to 
settle the dispute. That is basic, and I probably should not criticise 
the organization from that standpoint, but even with the organiza
tion as it stands I believe that considerable improvement can he 
made by adopting the system of having under the director of mili
tary aeronautics a board-1 am speaking now purely of construct
ing service aircraft and not about training or operation-having 
under the director of military aeronautics a board of, say, five offi
cers. The president of that board should be perm:ment f•.nd the 
secretary permanent. The president of this bo<trd sh<\llhl he ·l mnn 
picked for his good, general working knowledge of airplanes and 
their use, and should be a man of mature judgment. The .,eer<'tarv 

. should be permanent and should be a qualified, educated, and experi
enced aeronautical en~ineer. 

The other three members of that board should be changed ·lt dif
ferent periods, say, every four months. They should always be 
men who have come directly from the front where they have been 
actually flying. and should be chosen from amongst the flyers r.t the 
front as those whose judgment of the airplane types to 'be ~dected 
would be the best. That board should make the reromnwndarions 
concerning the types selected to be built, and on the military !ipectfi
cations for new types. The recommendations of th:lt board f.hould 
be adhered to to the letter, and should never he changed by the 
production people. That board makes its recommendations to the 
director of mihtarv aeronautics and the director of rnilitarv neJ·o
nautics submits from time to time requests for types to be })uilt, to 
the Bureau of Aircraft Production. In submittmg these requests 
he makes no effort to submit engineering data or design dmwings 
or anything of that character. He merely asks that a machin<' be 
built as nearly as possible to a certain European type which has 
been selected. He shoul~ describe for this machine the military 
characteristics which are essential, such as fields of fire for th<' guns. 
the number of guns, the disposition of the guns, the number of 
rounds of ammunition, the· fields of vision, the factors of safety. the 
high speed at the altitude at which they expect to work, the t•ate of 
climb, the ceiling, and things like that, making no attempt 1o st,lvt:
any engineering problems connected with working out how the de
sired result is to be accomplished. 
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This is turned over to the director of aircra:(t production, and the 
director of military aeronautics ceases to have anything to do with 
it until the director of aircraft production turns back to the director 
of military aeronautics a certain number, say, three experimental 
ma~hines that he has built over here entirely from designs that came 
from the aircraft production board. Then a testing section under 
the director of military aeronautics tests out these machines-makes 
sand-load tests to determine the strength and flies them to test their 
controllability and stability and to ascertain whether or not the 
required attributes-high speed, climb, ceiling, the characteristics of 
vision and gunfire, etc., have been met. If the machine is satisfac
tory, the director of military aeronautics makes requisition on the 
bureau of production for a certain number of machines, and the 
machines built must be exactly like the machines which were sub
mitted. Production is not permitted to make any changes which 
will change the.military attributes of that machine. 

Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. In other words, at the present time there 
are too many cooks, and they spoil the broth. 

Col. CLARK. Yes, sir · there are hundreds of cooks. There is, as I 
am told, scarcely an officer in the production department that is not 
qualified to go out in the field and give an order. 

Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. Do you think it is a wise policy to have 
men in control of production who are interested in the manufac
turing of the product? 

Col. CLARK. I do not believe I am qualified to speak on that point. 
It is beyond my experience, but it seems to me that complications 
certainly might arise that would be pretty bad. 

Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. Might that not be the seat of the trouble~ 
Col. CLARK. Do you mean the seat of the present trouble~ 
Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. Yes. • 
Col. CLARK. I do not believe that it is. I do not know, but I do 

not believe that has anything to do with it. 
The CHAIRMAN. What is your opinion of the SVA machine, the 

Italian fighter? · 
Col. CLARK. I think it is a very good single-seater. There are a 

number of reasons why I would rather see the Sopwith Dolphin or 
the Martinsyde rather than the SVA. There are two primary rea
sons. First, the method of wing trussing is such as to almost pro
hibit the possibility of adjusting the angles of the wings to the wind 
and to each other to correct any slight errors in workmanship or 
due to warped materials. The wing trussing is absolutely rigid; 
there are no wires, and you can not change the distance between any 
two points by means of turnbuckles. What does this mean? ·In the 
first place, our inspection is rotten. Our workmanship is not accu
rate. After only a mediocre inspection our planes are shipped, and 
they wait on the dock where the wood will become more or less 
warped, and they may have to wait in the hold of the ship, and then 
they wait on the other side on the dock, which means that the wood 
in parts may become warped, and then they are absolutely worthless, 
because you can not adjust those distances. Those are the fu!lda
mental reasons why the SVA is not as good for us as for the Itahans. 
It · has not been developed to a sufficient point as regards machine 
~rUns, etc. The machine guns are not now placed so that they can 
be worked from the pilot's seat. 
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The CH.AIRMA:N. Is it not a fact that it is necessary to design planes 
for engines~ 

Col. CLARK Absolutely. 
The CHAIRMA:N. And that one of the developments that we must 

make before the Liberty engine can be used for the latter types of 
machines is the designing of a plane for it~ 

Col. CtlARK. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Apart from your effort in that direetion, do you 

know of any other en~nes that have been attempted~ 
Col. CLARK. Yes, s1r; I spoke of Capt. Le Pere's machine, which 

was very much the same as mine--the same general arrangement as 
mine--and intended for the same military purposes. I consider his 
machine better than mine. ' 

The CHAIRMAN. 'Vere those designs of Capt. Le Pere and your
self made at the direction of the production board or as the result of 
your own voluntary action~ · 

Col. CLARK. They were made by the direction of Col .. Deeds. 
The CHAIRMAN. Were either of them ever accepted~ 
Col. CLARK. Mine certainly ·was not accepted. About Capt. Le 

Pere's I do not know. I believe the machine is still being tested. 
The CHAIRl\IA~. 'Vhere ~ 
Col. CLARK. At either McCook Field or the Wilbur Wright Field. 

I do not know. 
The CHAIRMAN. ·were any others, besides yourself, relieved of 

duty at the McCook Field when you were relieved, or were you the 
only officer relieved at that time~ 

Col. CLARK. As nearly as I can remember, I was the only officer 
who was relieved. I told you that I had heard through round
about channels that the authorities had intimated, if not stated right 
out, that I }vl.d been a failure as commanding officer at the McCook 
Field. I have never been given any chance to defend myself along 
that line, and I believe that if an investi~.ation by the military au
thorities could be made, in which the opimons of the heads of all de
partments then at McCook Field and now at McCook Field could be 
obtained, that I would be more or less vindicated. 

The CHAIRMAN. Was any such reason assigned for your removal 
at the time you were removed~ 

Col. CLARK. No. I have told you of the only reason which was 
given. · 

Senator FRELINOHGYSEN. Did you have any differences with any 
of the officials of the Dayton Wright Co. or any of the other con
cerns manufacturing equipment in Daytop during your term of 
service~ 

Col. CLARK. I started to make some criticisms about what I con
sidered the salient weak points in the construction of the De Havi
land 4 as it was being built at the Dayton-Wright, but I was not per
mitted to make any suggestions after I had made one or two. 

The CHAIRMA~. To whom did you make the one or two sugges
tions? 

Col. CLARK. Mr. Kettering and Mr. Schoonmaker, who were the two 
engineers out there. 

The CKAIRJ\IAN. How soon afterwards were you relieved from duty 
<~Ut there? 
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Col. CLARK. I should say about a month after. 
The CHAmMAN. Colonel, you have shown me a copy of what pur

ports to be extracts from a diary and report concerning the construc
tion of the Bristol fighter, redesigned by yourself for the Liberty 
motor, direct-drive, 12-cylinder ·engine, the diary and report being 
those of Mr. J.D. Perrin, to whom you referred. Have you a copy 
that is free from your notes and interlineations 1 

Col. CLARK. Not with me. 
The CHAmMAN. Can you make a copy without that 1 
Col. CLARK. Yes, sir. 
The CHAmMAN. Will you please add it to your statement 1 
Col. CLARK. Yes, sir. . 
(The document referred to is here printed in :full, as follows:) 

W AB DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF MILITARY AERONAUTICS, 

Washington. 
Extracts from diary and report concerning design and construction of 

Bristol Fighter airplane (U. S. A.~1), redesigned by Lieut. Col. V. E. Clark 
for the Liberty direct-drive, 12-cylinller engine; military function Army or 
<.'Orps observation. Airplane designed for artlllery-fire control, photographic 
over tactical areas, and to have speed and armament such as to be able to take 
care of itself when attacked. · 

Mr. J. G. Perrin, who has kept the record quoted below, knows more about 
the history of the attempt at development of this airplane than any other 
man. He assisted in the preliminary re(lesign by Lieut. Col. Clark, and was 
afterward assigned to live In the Curtiss factory, to advise and assist the Cur
tiss engineering force In the development of this machine. 

Below are exact extracts from Mr. Perrin's notes: 

"NOTES ON BIUSTOL HISTORY. 

"Bristol aeroplane, selected by committee sent abroad to pick the best type 
to produce, arrived In Washington about September 1, 1917. Was placed in 
Airplane Exhibition Building, Smithsonian Institute Grounds, and draftsmen 
of the plane design section, Equipment Division, Lieut. Col. Clark In charge, 
were set to worl{ making drawings of same, assisted by set of British draw· 
ings from factory which produced the machine. 

"The fuselage of this machine was arranged for 190-horsepower Rolls-Royce 
engine, and the American reproduction was to carry a Liberty 12. 

"Due to the increase in weight (800-615=185 pounds) and length of engine 
and carrying forwarll of the center of gravity, the whole engine-supporting 
structure had to be changed, and the wing location and length of chord like
wise, to get Increased wing area and to move the center pressure forward to 
agree with new center of gravity. 

" (a) At first there were only about three or four draftsmen working in the 
Airplane Exhibition Building and about five on fifth fioor of old Southern Rail
road Building, at 119 D Street SE. About October 1 Col. Clark and all his 
draftsmen were concentrated at the Air Exhibition Building and men were 
brought in from Detroit and other places, until there were very near 35 or 40 
men working in copying the Bristol plane. 

"About October 15 the best and only real practical airplane designer (Doug
las) left to join thE! Glenn-Martin Co., of Cleveland, Ohio. It was a mistake 
to lt>t thif! man go, as Col. Clark was away so much In conference that the 
work sufferell considerably from lack of direction by men with expert airplane- • 
design experlen~e. The man In direct charge of redesign (Riche) was not a 
practical designer, although he had a good theoretical education. 

NoTE.-Douglas left because he wl!s unw1lllng to work with Col. VIncent. 

" During October work in tl1is building, which was really only a sheet-iron 
hangar, was seriously handicapped by cold weather, so temporary relief was 
obtained by curtaining off half the building and putting in oil stoves and gas 
beatt>rs. In view of contemplated early move of all this work to Dayton, effort 
was mAde to put up with these unfavorable working conditions for the short 
time remaining. 
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" In the meantime, it had been decided to have the Curtiss Co. manufacture 
the Bristol, and sample machine was shipped to Curtiss Co. by express on a 
special fiat car, November 1, 1917. 

"Before drawings were finished, Col. Clark's department was moved to Day
ton, Ohio (about Nov. 8). 

" (b) Before drawings were finished November 6, Col. Clark's department 
(now known as Airplane Engineering Department) was moved to Dayton, 
Ohio, and took up temporary quarters in the Lindsey BuUding, as McCook 
Field buildings were not yet ready. This move interrupted the work to the 
extent of over a week's delay. 

"Another interruption in the work resulted from the move to McCook Field, 
about three weeks later. 

"(c) November 17 a large batch of prints was sent to Curtiss Co. by special 
messenger (some had been sent by mail previously), with the understanding 
that as soon as enough data was available, a sample machine was to be built, 
to check up the changes that had been made in the original machine, and after 
this had been worked out satisfactorily the Curtiss Co. would put same in pro
duction-2,000 were ordered. 

• • • • • • • 
"Another lar2e batch of orints taken to Curtiss Co.-{Jonference Schwable. 

Weber, Mueller. an<l Perrin. They stated they would put drawings in shop to 
construct sample machine. Their chief draftsman (Hoffman) after looking 
over prints received this date stated they had enough to start sample machine . 

• • • • • • • 
"DECEMBER 7. 

"Maj. Shepler, Mueller, Perrin in conference at Curtiss Co. Wrote Clark 
that Mueller stated would agree to have Bristol sample completed three 
weeks after receiving Liberty engine, as wanted to have engine in shop before 
going too f!lr with drawings . 

• • • • • • • 
"JANUARY 9. 

" Col. Deeds et al. here said Bristol was very successful type we were 
copying. Said Liberty engine production would be ahead of plane production. 

"JANUARY 11. 

"La~t batch of prints (850 in all) ancl complete parts lists brought from 
Dayton. 

" (d) Covering all essential details for a flying model except spark and throttle 
controls and military equipment, which was undecided, but unnecessary for 
flying model. It was understood that the Curtiss Co. would have to finish the 
comparatively few details to complete a flying model and rush the production 
of one to check Signal Corps drawings and from which complete working draw
Ings would be made. Some draftsmen's errors were discovered which were 
made much of by Curtiss Co., but when machines were subsequently started 
from Curtiss drawings just as many mistakes showed up and it required the 
production of- several machines to prove up and correct Curtiss production 
drawings. 

• • • • • • • 
" JANUARY 27. 

" Conference was held by the Government and Curtiss representatives around 
the sample machine, which was complete as far as skeleton structure was con
cerned. Thirty-five changes in construction were approved by Green and Butts, 
many of which were unnecessary and only ga~e Curtiss Co. alibis for delay in 

·getting Into production. 
" FEBRUARY 1. 

" Maj. Shepler designated Mueller chief engineer of Curtiss Co. to take 
charge of Bristol design and other airplane work Curtiss was doing. Confirmed 
by Maj. Grat, February 5. 

• • • • • • • • 
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" FEBRUARY 9. 

" In eight days first three production machines have hardly progressed, due 
to errors in construction and change in engine-supporting structure made by 
Curtiss Co. While it was definitely understood that one of the purposes in 
building sample machine was to check up Signal Corps drawings and to show 
where new drawings were necessary to cover all parts, yet Curtiss Co. managed 
so poorly that complete drawing information was still lacking when 25 machines 
were put into production. 

" FEBRUARY 13. 

"-Col. Walden here stated that Bristol construction and design was very 
satisfactory at front. 

"FEBBUARY 14. 

" Protested to Green of slowness on completion of sample machine and 
repeated previous complaints about not having a concentrated shop or organi
zation to build sample machines. 

• • • • • • • 
" FEBRUARY 27. 

"Changed number of fuselage bracing wires, although Curtiss had checkeu 
up stress analysis January 4 and made what changes they considered necessary. 

" FEBRUARY 28. 

" Fitted wings and tried out engine during night. Had trouble aligning tail 
surfaces due to poor workmanship, although heavier tubing was used than iu 
original Bristol. 

"MARCH 1. 

"Weight flying model in shop. 
"The Bristol machine (U. S. A. 01) as originally released to the 

Curtiss Co. by Col. Clark has a calculated weight of 2,937 pounds 
and included the following equipment: Liberty engine, two men, 
fuel, oil, water, Marlln gun and 800 rounds, Lewis gun and mount 
and 970 rounds------------------------ -------------------------- 2,937 

" Machines as built by the Curtiss Co., with the above equipment, as 
weighed on the floor ready for flight_ _____________________________ 3, 146 

" Difference in weight being due to pos:<ibie errors in calculation of weight 
and to larger radiators and other heavier parts added by Curtiss Co. in change 
of design in details. 

" Bristol as now planned includes the following extra equipment: 
Extra Marlin gun _______ :_ ______________________________ _ 
200 additional rounds------------------------------------Extra Lewis gun ________________________________________ _ 
Additional weight of mounting of two guns and changes 

in construction (estimated)---------------------------
Camera (changes type--10 focus), 8 extm mag and plates; 

total, 72 plates _______________________________________ _ 

Radio __ ·-------------------------------------------------. 
Bombing outfit ( 10 23 each), racl.:s, actuating device _____ _ 
Flares for night landing _________________________________ _ 
Very pistol and cartridges ______________________________ _ 
Oxygen tanks (2) and distribution box ___________________ _ 

23.5 
13. 5 
17 

15 

54 
82 

283 
6 
6 

26 

Additional weight over original design____________________ 525 
3,146 

Total weight as now planned ___________________________________ 3, 671 

" I am confident when the regular Curtiss production comes through a ma
chine with full equipment wlll weigh well over 3,700 pounds. 
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" Took wings off to send machine to field and found two wing beums rulnoo, 
where holes for hinge pins had been drilled off, necessitating whole new wings. 

"MABCH 2. 

" Took machine to flying field. Wings were damaged during trip to field. 
Patched up. 

• • • • • • • 

"MARCH 4. 

"Couldn't get engine to run without much effort. Weather Yery cold. Oil 
leads not right so oil came out of vent. No heat in hangar, no telephone, no 

. spare parts or portable tools ; any drilling had to be done by hand. Flying 
field In ,-ery primitive condition. 

"MARCH 5. 

" :\laj. Smith took machine out, broke tall skid in taking o\·er rough field. 
After this was patched up took another run, and although engine was missing 
badly, due to sooted spark plugs, mnchlne flew about five minutes. Hnd to 
come down account of engine trouble, and In landing, landing gear was broken. 
Tubular struts were too light, but tubing was found to be only 8 point 
carbon. Machine not flown again until l\larch 22--excuses admnced, either 
bad weather, bad field, or no pilots. 

"MARCH 11. 

"l\laj. Hall het·e with apparently full Information regarding equipment to 
finish up the Bristol and the actual equipment itselt. Discarded Capt. For
man's double-gun mount and made other extensive changes and additions. 
Started a model machine to be complete In every particular. At this date 
about 1,402 Curtiss drawi11gs had been released for production. Nine hundred 
and ninety-five Vandykes had been sent to Dayton for spare parts manufacturers, 
balance of drawings being retraced to get better Vandykes. With changes 
l\laj. Hall outlines and change In wing-rub construction wanted by Curtiss, 
about half these drawings will be obsolete and new ones necessary. 

" MARCH 12. 

"Cmilss Co. finally set aside an experimentul job shop for the Bristol which 
should haYe been done t\vo months before. 

"MABCH 22. 

"Bristol given second flight by Lieut. Col. Jones. Flew about 15 minutes 
with a broken blade on propeller caused by picking up mud In getting otf ground. 

" MARCH 24. 

"Bristol flew near an hour-10,000 teet altitmle. Maximum speed on trial 
121!-side wind. 

"MARCH 28. 

"l\lac·hlne at field caught fire and badly damaged. 

"MARCH 30. 

"Maj. Hall gaYe Curtiss Co. go ahead on all changes to bring drawings up to 
model fully equipped machines. Understand this applies to 400 machines. 

"APRIL 5. 

" Took new machine to field to replace burnt machine. This was fitted with 
center-panel radiator, which has taken three months to bring to a point of trial. 
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Flying trials have been so long delnyed, however, that two machines wliJ be 
necessary to work out radiator problem, together with other problems, which It 
would take too long to depend on one flying model. First lot of 25 fuselages 
being changed to conform to l\Iaj. Hall's model. 

"FEATUBES OF DELAY IN CURTISS Co. IN NOT GETTING REsULTS OUT OF 
M . ELI.WOOD FACTORY. 

"Delay and lack of ability In whipping new organization into shape. 
"Elaborate factory system, with enormous overhead. 
"Antipathy to Bristol design and an attitude lending to the suspicion of a 

desire to make the Bristol a fnllm·e, so n Cm·tlss machine would have to be 
resorted to. 

" Lack of speed and concentration in the production of a sample. machine tv 
prepare for straight-ahead production. , 

"Attempting to make sample machine in inunen!le shop instead of a segre
gated and self-contained department. where work could be wntl'hed and rushed 
to better advantage. This wns finally stn1·ted on l\Iurl'h 11, but not fully 
i!QUipped for n month Inter. 

" Constant effort to chnnge from tried-out Hl"i><tol prindples of design and tv 
inject ehunges of eonstrudion to cove1· cnrele><>< worlnnnn><hip m· poor material. 

"Lnck of eooperntion to complete :o;Igunl < 'tli"Jl:< tim wings which were nd· 
mlttedl)· Incomplete, but ln~<tend holding to nn uttlttule of showing up lncorn· 
pleteness of same. 

" Inexeusnble lack of foresight In not urrunglng for n tl)·lng field alongside of 
IH'W fM·tor)·. ~o uttempt made to put the field tlwr luul ( i> miles awny from 
fnetor)·) in ~<hnpe for the te><t flights they should huve fol"e><een would be 
neee><Rar)·. ~o h('ut ln hnngnrs, no telephon(' (until 1\lm·. 12), no light for night 
work, no spm·e parts, no tools, no <·oneentrntetl nnd speclnily trained organlzn
tion, nnd no vnots (until n late date, nnd he wn>< in('xperlence<l on high-speed 
machines). 

"No concent1·atefi, experlene('(l, or lnveutlvt> englneet·lng nhillty In perfecting 
undeYeloped ft>lltllr('s of de!<lgn lncltlental to dmng(' of engine. After four 
months of warning no rndlator has been develo})('(l as satlsfnctory for wide
ride radiators. All changes In design have been very crude." 

The CHAIRMAN. What have been your duties, if anv, since you 
were called from the McCook field and ordered to report here in 
Washington? . 

Col. CLARK. I was ordered first to 'Vashington and then around to 
airplane factories at Elizabeth, Detroit, and so forth. I was sent 
once to Indianapolis, ordered down to Langley field, and then ordered 
on a trip around the country which covered almost all of our schools. 
The published purpose of this trip was to submit reports to Col. 
Deeds embodying constructive criticisms of the supply and ~qu_ip
ment system. Then I was sent down to Camp Morrison, an aviation 
concentration camp down in Virginia, where we have about 5,000 
men and two hundred and eighty some officers. When I had been 
down there a short time I was placed in command of Camp 1\forrison. 
I have been here in Washington for about 10 days. 

The CHAIRMAN. You referred to Langley field in your last answer. 
Are you familiar with that field? 

Col. CLARK. Yes, sir; I am the man who started Langley field. 
The CHAIRUAN. Were you engaged there when the testing equip

ment and activities were transferred from the McCook field? 
Col. CLARK. No, sir; I was here in Washington. I went from 

Washington to McCook field and was there during its construction. 
The CHAIRMAN. From your knowledge of the two fields, the Lang

ley and the McCook fields: which, in your judgment, is better adapted 
to the purpose for which the McCook field is being used? 
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Col. CLARK. For work in war time McCook field is a great deal 
better adapted. For peace-time work Langley field is better. 

The CHAIRMAN. Do you consider the McCook field large enough. 
for the purposes and well suited for them~ 

Col. CLARK. No, sir; I do not think that the field itself is as large 
as might be desirable. However, I think that the controlling factor
in the location of any field like a governmental experiment field, 
&uch as the McCook field is, should be availability to expert labor and 
to material, and for that reason I think you have to be very close to
some manufacturing city such as Dayton. 

The CHAIRMAN. You could find such a city nearer a seaport~ 
Col. CLARK. Yes, sir; and we could have used Cleveland, Indian-

apolis, Buffalo, or Detroit. -
The CHAIRMAN. None of those, except Buffalo, are near a seaport~ 
Col. CLARK. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. Colonel, we are Yery much obliged to you for this 

information. 
Col. CLARK. There is another thing here that I would like to speak 

about. Here is a letter that I believe is on record in the War De
partment, written by Mr. Perrin to Maj. Gray, that touches on cer
tain conditions in the Curtiss factory during the development of the 
Bristol fighter. 

The CHAIRMAN. Who was Maj. Gray~ 
Col. CLARK. He was at one time in charge of production engineer-

ing. He has since resigned, I believe. -
The CHAIRMAN. Colonel, you have just shown me two letters and a. 

telegram which passed between Maj. B. D. Gray and Mr. J. G. Per
rin. Is that the same Mr. Perrin from whose diary and report you 
have made certain extracts, already referred to~ 

Col. CLARK. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Would it be convenient to put those in the record 

as a part of your testimony~ 
Col. CLARK. Yes, sir. 
(Letters and telegram referred to are here printed in full, as 

follows:) 
Bt:FFALO, N. Y., lllarch 1B, 1918. 

Maj. B. D. GRAY, 
Production Engineering Department, 

Dayton, Ohio. 
DEAR Sm: I trust this finds you In Dayton, as I consider the points cove1·ecl 

justify consideration nnd action. 
I wondeP if you know that the Bristol, to my knowle<11w. has not been flown 

again up to Tuesday night since the night you saw the lauding gear broken-
5th. I know of no earthly reason why a new landing gear couhl not have been 
fitted and the machine flown by Thursday, the 7th. There Is no bad-weather 
excuse, us both Thursday and Friday had good flying periods. As regards a 
pilot, the Curtiss Co. should haYe arranged for a Government pilot if their own 
was not available, so that excuse would not puss investigation. Their man 
Rolfs did not show up at the factory until Monday, the 11th. This is a fair 
example of the lack of foresight nnd preparedness the Curtiss Cn. has showu 
throughout this Bristol work. 

Mueller must have known that their flying field would have to do considerable 
cold-weather work, yet there has been no t£'lephone there or any heat or ll~tht 
in their hangars for emergency night work. 

While there have been Government changes in gun mounts, et<'., and some 
Information relating to nccessorles has been late In arriving, yet there Is no 
reason for not going ahead vigorously and testing out the essential flying 
features of the machine just as It Is to see if It Is fundamentally all right 
lndepetldent of the accessories. In my opinion that machine should be kent In 
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the air just as much as possible; there should be two pilots always available 
.and the flying field should immediately be fitted up for doing night work (fit
ting and adjusting), an automobile for towing always available, and quick 
means of communication with the factory for getting supplies and parts. A 
good englneman should be secured who understands the Liberty engine. I cer
tainly believe that the Importance of the work justifies preparation so that this 
t1·lal work Is not held up one minute. 

Maj. HulJ arrived Monday, the 11th, and is changing the double gun mount 
from the way Mueller and Capt. Forman had It made. They have at last ar
ranged for a separate department to do this work, but have taken a room in a 
new building which is not entirely finished, so there will be a few days working 
.at a disudvantage. 

Now that we have practicnlly all the information regarding the military re
QUirements of the Bristol, I have compiled the following data, which leads to 
some disturbing conclusions and, in my opinion, some readjustment In the air
plane program : 

The Bristol machine (U. S. A. 0-1) as originnlly released to the Curtiss 
Co. by Col. Clark had a cultulnted weight of 2,937 pounds, and in
cluded the following equipment : Liberty engine, 2 men, fuel, oil, 
water, Marlin gun and 800 rounds, Lewis gun and mount and 970 
rounds --------------------------------------------------------- 2,937 

Machine as built by the Curtiss Co., with the above equipment, as 
\velghed on the floor ready for flight _____________________________ 3,146 

Difference In weight being due to possible errors in calculation of weight and 
to larger radiators and other heavier parts added by Curtiss Co. In change of 
design in details. 

Bristol as now planned includes the following extra eqUipment: 

Extra Marlin gun ------------------------------------------- 23. 5 
200 additional rounds---------------------------------------- 13. 5 
Extra Lewis gun -------------------------------------------- 17 
Additional weight of mounting of 2 guns and changes in. con-

struction (estimate)--------------------------------------- 15 
Camera (" L" type, 10 focus), 2 extra magazines, and plates, 

total of 72 plates------------------------------------------ 54 
Radio: 

Bombing outfit (1,023 each), racks, actuating device________ 283 
Flares for night landing_________________________________ 6 
Very pistol and cartridges------------------------------- 6 
Oxygen tanks (2) and distributing box____________________ 25 

Additional weight over original design__________________________ 525 
. 3,146 

Total weight as now planned---------------------------------- 3, 671 
I am confident when the regular Curtiss production comes through a ma

chine with full equipment will weigh well over 3,700 pounds. 
And the camera people want the Bristol arranged so it is possible to install 

camera with 20-inch focal length. 
Xow, I assume that It is not planned to use .all this equipment simultaneously, 

but with any probable working combination this machine will be greatly over
loaded to get proper performance and for the carrying capacity of some of the 
structure. The landing gea1· will certainly have to be redesigned. 

The supporting surfuees of the Bristol figm·e out at 450 square feet (wings, 
405.5; ~II surfaces, 45.5) and, with a weight of 3,700 pounds, we have a sur-

face loading of 4~ = 8.25 pounds per square foot. Now, the Spad, which is 

a fast scout machine, only has a surface loading of 7.3, and the original Bristol, 
with a tOO-horsepower RoJls-Royce engine, 6.4, and the British De H. 4 had 6.1. 

Figuring wing areas only, which is sometimes a method of comparison 
3700 we have 405 = 9.2 pounds per square foot. 

I do not have the proportions of the Dayton-W1·ight De H. 4, but I should 
think they must be up against the same problem. 

There may be some angles of the program that I am not posted on, but It 
certainly seems to me the only way to get under way quickly and to simplify 
the production Is to build a machine for a pnrticulnr service and concentrate 
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on that. For Instance, the De H. 4 could be a bomber (the Bristol is certainly 
not adapted for bombing) and the Bristol a fighter and observation plane. Fot· 
photographic work it certainly appears as if the large camera would be more
effective, but a plane would have to be assigned to this special work for struc
tural reasons and the matter of balance. It this has to be .accomplished at the 
sacrifice of Its offensive or defensive ability, such a machine might have to be-
convoyed by fighting planes. . 

You may be already aware of the Bristol situation ns affected by weight of 
equipment, as I huve spoken of it around here, but 1 do not see any decision for 
han<lling the proposition such .as I have outline<l. 

I shouhl have statP~.l above that the machine you saw in flight Tuesday. 
March 5, and which l\laj. Smith judged 0. K. ns regards bnlarwe, ha<l no equip
ment, such as guns or accessories, so that the weight was less than 3,000 
pounds. 

I nm working with ·Lieberman to get the weight per unit of area of the
various coats of finishing material used to pahit the Bristol parts. but It 
will be severn! <lays before this can be completed in the way It would se-em 
necessary it shoul<l be done to incorpot·.ate in specifications. 

I would appreciate an order from you to the Curtiss Co .. llit·ectlng them to 
give me a pass to the flying field and to give me an opportunity to see all that 
is going on in their experimental 1lepartment on Bristol work. 

I believe the above facts reg.urding the Bristol should be given graYe consi<ler-
~~ . 

Sincerely, yours, .J. G. PERRI:\'. 

WAR DEPARTMENT, 
PRODl'CTIO:'\ ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT, 

SIGNAL CORPS, UNITEo STATES ARMY, 
Dayton, Ohio, March 14, 1918. 

li'rom: Production Enginering Department. 
To: Mr. J. G. Perrin, care of Curtiss Aeroplane & Motor Corp., Buffalo, N. Y. 
Subject: Bristol situation. 

1. Your telegram and letter of the 12th, relative to the Bristol situation, has 
be-en received. It is regrettable that nothing has be-en done in the way . of 
flying this machine since I was there on Tuesday, the 5th, but I understand 
from Maj. Hall that the weather has not be-en suitable and, in his judgment, 
the reluctance on the part of the pilots to fly under unfavorable conditions a 
practically untried machine is justifiable. 

2. Certainly this machine should be put in flying condition at the earliest 
possible moment and kept in the air as much as possible. Your suggestions 
relath·e to night work, if this should be necessary, are good. 

3. We have decided to have the D H 4 landing gear applied, with such modifi
cations as may be necessary, and a satisfactory type of tail skid. Maj. Hall is 
arranging for these matters. There will be nothing done to the 20-lnch focal 
length camera for the present. 

4. The question of military equipment is decided to a lnrge degree by the 
requirements abroad and we are obliged to me-et their desires wherever pos
sible. 

5. The figures you are getting nre Yer~· interesting. I think thnt Mr. Green 
should be able to get you a pass to the flying field. If not, Maj. Hall will 
arrange for that. J am turning your letter over to Maj. Hall, with the request 
that he go into the matter more in detail. 

By direction of the Chief Signal Officer of the Army. 

Copy to Maj. Hall. 
(Night letter, prepaid.] 

Maj. GRAY, 
Production Engineering Dept., 

Lindsey Building, Dayton, Ohio. 

B. D. GRAY, 
Majo-r, Sig. R. 0. A. S. 

BUFFALO, ilfarch 13, 1918. 

Mueller has not yet given machine second test. Hear excuses, but no man-size 
reason for delay. Have had plenty of good weather, but raining to-night. If 
field too soft, why not build \VOOden landing platform? Consider inaction and 
inab111ty to cope with situation positively criminal. Also se-e letter mulled this 
Wednesday morning. 

J. G. PEBBIN. 
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(Col. Clark submitted for the record the following repnrt :) . 

Memorandum for Chief Signal Officer of the Army: 
SEPTEMBER 12, 1917. 

I submit the following report on the preeent statue of military airplanee along the 
weetem front. with su~eetione regarding probable future development. The primary 
purpoee of this report IB to eet down the general requirements for military atrplanee 
88 determined by military neceeeity. in such a way that thoee officere held reeponeible 
for the production and supply of airplanee may appreciate clearly the viewpoint of 
the man in the field. It must be expected that two very strong factore. viz.: 1. The 
man operating the field, and 2, inventore and deeignere of aircraft, will continually 
argue toward a great number of typee of machinee. The man in the field will demand 
many typee partly becauee (very naturally. when fighting an efficient foe) he is never 
eatisfied With any equipment except the latest and therefore the best. and partly be· 
cauee he wants, for any particular mieeion, an airplane which h88 been designed espe
cially for such mieeion. He is loathe to accept a machine of obsolescent type, or one 
which is a com:J;>romiee with a view to endeavoring to perform several functions. The 
pilot is usually mexperienced in factory methods, and coneequently is not acquainted 
with the great difficulties in trying to produce machines in large quantities by modem 
factory methode, when the deeign is being continually chan~ed with a view to im
proving the machine. On the other hand it is entirely pOBBible that the man (safe 
on the ground back home) who is endeavoring to J;>roduce machines in large quan
tities is liable, in the stress of work, to forget the VIewpoint of the men in the field, 
who must uee the product in the most stemuous kind of eervice known to history. 

In general, the functions of airplanes in modern warfare along the western front are: 
1. To help the Army on the ground in succeesfully performing its operations. 
2. To prevent enemy aircraft from doing damage in any way. 
3. To mfl.ict direct damase upon the enemy. 
We may call the type which is designated to perform functions under the heading 1. 

Army obeervation airplanes. Theee machines are held reeponeible for the performance 
of the following functions : · 

Fire control and artillery, firing against enemy batteries, against enemy strong 
poin~ near the line, and against enemy infantry in trenches, especially at trench 
)UnCtiOnS. 

Photography of all territory in the vicinity of the line. of the enemy's territory 
beyond the line 88 far as may be required, especial attention being paid to objects 
and eectione of territory of particular military interest. 

Contact patrol for friendly infantry movements, with the view to keeping.grand 
commandere and coverin~ artillery (eepecially barrage) commandere informed of 
the position of the advancmg or retiring line during its movement. 

General tactical reconnaissance by staff officere. 
Rapid transportation of staff officere, and rapid communication of important mes-

sages. - . 
The number of Army obeervation airplanes built and originally supplied will 

depend upon the strength of the Army on the ground, the amount and character of 
the work being performed by friendly artillery and infantry, and the general plan 
of campaign. The number which it will be necessary to supplr for replacement 
will depend UJ;>On the degree of effectiveness of the enemy's activities against our 
Army observation machines, the amount and character of training which our pilots 
will have undergone, the character of the country over which the machines are flown, 
and the reliability of the machine itself, as a complete unit. 

The primarr requirements for this type of airplane in order that it may effectively 
perform its military functions are : 

Provision of effective observation of the ground, by eye and by camera. 
Provision for transmitting messages quickly, reliably, and accurately to friendly 

stations on the ground. 
The performance, armament, and maneuvering ability of the airplane should be 

such that, in the hands of a pilot of ordinary ability, it would stand a good chance in 
fighting any hostile airplanee. 

Two men will be carried. The pilot, who Bite in front , should be the obeerver, and 
should operate the wireless key, or the camera, and must operate the gun that fires 
to the front. The second man sits cloee in rear of the pilot in order that he may 
communicate readily with him, and is held reeponsible for the protection of the 
airplane against attack by hostile aircraft, from above, the rear, or either side. He 
will be provided with one or two machine guns for this purpose . . 

If the machine is sent out for the purpoee of artillery fire control it is equipped With 
a wireless transmitting eet. 
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The military load, which includes two men, armament, instruments, and either 
a wireless set, or a camera, will weigh about 240 kilograms (528 pounds). 

It should be capable of flying continuously at about 90 per_ cent of its maximum 
speed, for a distance of about 530 kilometers (330 miles). 

The wing loading, with full load carried, should not be more than 31.5 kilograms 
per square meter (6.45 pounds per square foot). The weight in kilograms of the 
complete airplane loaded should not be more than 5.5 times the number of horsepower 
developed at 3,000 meters altitude. The ceiling with full military load should not 
be less than 5,500 meters. The factor of safety of the main plane structure should 
be not less than six and one-half for high incidence condition, and four and one-half 
for low incidence condition. 

Starting with full load it should be able to climb to an altitude of 3,000 meters in 
not over 11 minutes, and should have possible horizontal speed of not less than 185 
kilometers per hour at that altitude. 

PROPER POWER PLANT. 

Assuming : Weight of airplane loaded, 31.5 kilograms per square meter; military 
load 240 kilograms; weight of gasoline and oil 0.738 kilograms per horsepower (which 
will permit a flight of about 530 kilometers; weight of power plant, including radiator 
and water : · 

Case I (with no device for maintaining constant power at all altitudes): 1.5 kilograms 
per horsepower at sea level, or 2/.9 kilograms per horsepower at 3,000 meters altitude. 

Case Il (turbine for air intake, or other device for maintaining power constant at 
all altitudes) : 1.6 kilograms per horsepower. 

The ideal power with assumptions as above would be: · 
Case I: 365 to 385 at sea level; 250 to 265 at 3,000 meters altitude. 
Case II : 260 to 280 horsepower. 
Typical airplanes for Army observation are the Bristol Fighter (British), the 

S. I. A.-7B (Italian), and the Brequet-14 (French). 
The German L. V. G., with the 235-horsepower Mercedes engine is typical. 
It is believed that all of the functions required of an airrlane for Army observation 

can be performed by one type, with the possible except10n of special photography 
from a great height, well behind the lines, where a large heavy camera with great 
focal length lens is necessary, in order that details on the ground may be brought 
out satisfactorily. However, it is believed that such special photographic missions 
may be performed by an airplane of the day bomber type, discussed later, modified 
slightly for the purpose after arrival in the field. 

The second grand division under functions is "to prevent enemy aircraft from 
doing damage in any way." 

Airplanes designed for combat and pursuit will be held responsible not only for 
keeping enemy bombing airplanes on the far side of the line, but also for keeping 
enemy army observation airplanes from· effectively performing their functions in 
helping the enemy ground army. From the standpoint of the defensive, the combat 
and the pursuit types must always protect friendly army observation airplanes from 
molestation by enemy aircraft in order that these airplanes may perform their func
tions without interference or interruption. The combat and pursuit airplanes may 
also be called upon to escort day bombers across, and for some distance beyond, the 
line. They must protect kite balloons from attack by hostile aircraft. 

As strictly offensive weapons the broad function of combat and pursuit types is 
to drive all enemy aircraft out of the air, destroying them when possible. 

The number of combat and pursuit machines built and supp1ied depen~ upon: 
I. Should a weak and defensive policy be adopted, through choice or necessity, 

and the enemy granted the balance of power in the air, the number of combat and 
pursuit machines will depend upon the number of friendly army observation air
planes, kite balloons, etc., which must be protected from hostile aJicraft. 

II. On the other hand1 assuming that we determine to obtain and maintain the 
balance of power in the au, and adopt an offensive policy, the number of combat and 
pursuit machines which should be built and supplied will depend upon the total 
number of airplanes built and used by the enemy, as, in this case, the campaign 
will be to drive the enemy out of the air through superiority in numbers of fighting 
airplanes. 

I will differentiate between the combat and the pursuit types as, for the present 
at least, quite different characteristics are demanded. The combat type is the type 
needed for fighting in the air when both sides elect to "stay and fight it out." On 
the other hand, the pursuit trPe is necessary when one side or the other decides, for 
some reason, to "run for it.' It will be shown that quite different characteristics 
for the two types are demanded. 
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For the combat machine the primary requirements, in order that it may effectively 
perform its military functions, are: 

Good climbing ability. 
A high degree of celerity of response to control, in other words, excellent maneuver

ing ability, or "handinetll!." 
Power and reliable armament. · . 
The machine must be capable of climbing well, and maneuvering without 1088 of 

altitude, at great altitudee. There should be Btill a considerable margin of power at 
an altitude of 6,000 meters. 

The Btructural strength of the wing structure, tail structure, etc., must be great 
enough to permit and maneuver necetll!ary in aerial combat. 

The general characteristics of the airplane to fulfill its requirement8 are: 
The fraction-

total weight of airplane 
horsepower available at altitude of 6,000 meters 

must be small. 
The maBiles must be well concentrated, the moments of the inertia small, in order 

that the machine may be handy. 
It will be seen that the general characteril!tics for the pursuit type are practically 

incompatible \\ith these . 
The primary requirements of the pursuit type are: 
High speed while going "down hill." This applies to any angle of flight path from 

the horizontal to the vertical, as in ll dive. 
Powerful and reliable armament. 
The·pOBBible horizontal high speed must be great at an altitude of 6,000 meters. 
The structural strength must be ~eat enough to permit a long dive and recovery. 
The primary general characteril!ttCB of the airplane, in order that it may fulfill its 

requirements, are: 

Th fra t• total resistance in low incidence condition t b ll 
a. e c ton total weight of airplane - - --- mus e sma · 

. b. The fraction total resis~~~ ~der - ~o~_i~<j<!_e~~e condition must be small. 
power avatlable at 6,000 meters altttude 

It is readily seen that this machine is quite different from the combat machine. 
For instance, it would be fatal for a machine of the handy, strons- climbing, fighting 

type, to endeavor to run away from a machine of the fast pursmt type in case of a 
machine gup jamming or ammunition being exhausted . It would be overtaken and 
brought down invariably. Again, it could not hope to catch a machine of the pursuit 
type should the latter decide to run away. On the other hand, the pursmt type 
could not hope successfully to stand up and fight against the machine of the handy, 
climbing, combat type. I might suggE-st here that the abandonment of the fighting 
type in favor of the fast type by the Germans indicates the tendency in their aerial 
tactics. I mean that Germany has eventually to adopt the rule of running away 
unleBB they have great superiority in numbers of airplanes in any particular encounter. 

At present the usuai practice 11! for both types to be single seaters. 
DiscUillling the combat type again, the best armament to date appears to be eother 

three machine guns, t" o firing to the front through the propeller disk, and one flexible 
in a vertical plane llith field of fire overhead; or one 37-millimeter or 47-millmeter 
cannon firin~ shrapnel filled with very large buckshot set to explode at a range of about 
75 yards, finng thro~h the propeller hub, and, ]>Oilllibly, in addition, one machine 
gun, flexible in a vertical plane, with field overhead . 
. The weight in kilograms of the complete airplane .loaded should not be more than 

4.5 times the number of horsepower developed at 6,000 meters altitude . The ceiling 
with full military load should not be less than 7,500 meters. The factor of safety of 
the main plane structure should be not leBB than 7 for high incidence condition and 
5 for low mcidence condition. Starting with full load, the combat machine should 
be able to climb to an altitude of 5,000 meters in 12 minutes, and should have p088ible 
horizontal speed of not less than 200 kilometers per hour at that altitude. 

The wing loading should not be more than 30 kilograms per sguare meter (6.14 
pounds per square foot). The military load, including three machme guns, is about 
130 kilograms (287 pounds). A flight of about 360 kilometers (225 miles) at practically 
full power should be p088ible. . 

PROPER POWER. 

With the above assumptions, and &BBuming a rotary air-cooled engine (in order to 
concentrate the m&Biles) weighing 1.64 kilograms per horsepower at 6,000 meters alti
tude (0.77 kilograms per horsepower at sea level). 
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Weight of fuel and oil 0.66 kilograms per horsepower (1.45 p;>Unds per horsepower), 
which will permit the flight duration above. 

The ideal power should be from 160 to 180 horsepower at an altitude of 6,000 meters, 
or 345 to 375 horsepower at sea level. 

On the basis of total loaded weight of airplane per horsepower available, the lates• 
Gnome monosoupape, which develops about 77 horsepower at 6,000 meters (165 horse
power at sea level), is only 87 per cent as efficient for the purpOfle as the ideal engine. 
However, largely on account of the great handineBB pOBBible with this engine, it appears 
to be the best to date. 

It must be remembered, however, that should some device, such as a turbine to 
give more air at the carbureter intake at high altitudes, be succeBBfully developed, 
the rotary engine will be eliminated completely immediately, unleBB the device be 
of such character as to rermit use with this type of engine. Any engine of fixed 
cylinder type which wil weigh considerably leBB than 0.16 kilogram per horsepower 
developed at 6,000 meters' altitude will, of course, be better for the purpose. 

Typical modern airplanes of the single seater fighting tvpe are the latest Spad, with 
165 horsepower Gnome, and the latest Sopwith, with the same engine. The Sop
with camel with the AR-1, !50-horsepower engine and the Nieuport with the Le 
Rhone 120 horsepower have given good service. Italy has no machine of this tvpe. 
To the best of mv knowledge Germany has abandoned this type of handy single
seater fighter. The last effort known was the old Fokker with the 100-horsepower 
Obemrsel engine. 

While I believe that at the present time it is necessary for us to build machines of 
the short-coupled, handy, single-seater fighter type, I believe bat, owing to the 
inevitable necessity for abandoning the plan of independent ma<'hines (except. those 
for Army observation and night bombing purposes) operating in the air, this type will 
soon be eliminated. I believe that very soon all fighting and day bombing excursions 
'\\ill be performed with a number of machines (probably in groups of 5 and multiples 
thereof) in formation. The effectiveneBB of the excursions will depend entirely upon 
the formation being preserved intac:t during all maneuvers. This will miljtate at 
once against the handy type as compared to the high7speed type. Of course, should 
the "constant power at altitude'' device eliminate the rotary engine, this will be 
another cause for abandoning the handy type in favor of the high-speed type. 

Taking up again the single-seater pursuit type : 
At present this machine carries two machine guns, both firing through the propel

ler disk, or one cannon, as described above, firing through the propeller hub. 
The military load is about 130 kilograms (287 pounds\. The pursuit machine should 

be capable of flying continuously at little leBB than its maximum power for a distance of 
about 480 milometers (300 miles). The wing loading with full load should not be more 
than 38.5 kilograms per square meter (7 .88 pounds per square foot). The weight in kilo
grams of the complete airplane loaded should not be more than 5.5 times the number 
of horsepower developed at 6,000 meters' altitude. The ceiling, with full military 
load, should not be leBB than 7,500 meters. The factor of safety of the main plane 
structure should not be leBB than 6! for high incidence condition and 5! for low inci
dence condition. 

Starting with full load it should be able to climb to an altitude of 5,000 meters in 
not over 16 minutes, and should have pOEsi.ble horizontal speed of not leBB than 220 
kikmeters per hour at that altitude. · 

With the above aesumptions for the pursuit machine, and assuming: Weight of 
gasoline and oil 0.57 kilograms per horsepo~r(l.25 pounds per horsepower) which will 
perlnit the above flight iadius; weight of power plant, including radiator and water: 

Case I (no device for maintaining power constant at all altitudes). 2.88 kilograms 
per horsepower at 6,000 meters altitude (1.35 kilograms per horeepower at sea level). 

Case II (turbine for air intake, or other device for maintainmg power constant 
with change in altitude) . 1.45 kilograms (3.2 pounds) per horsepower. 

The ideal power would be: 
Case I. 150 to 170 horsepower at 6,000 meters(325 to 350 horsepower at sea level). 
Case II. 160 to 180 horsepower. 
This indicates that, under the conditions assumed, the Hispano-Suiza 170 horse

~wer (at 1,630 revolutions per minute, high compreBBion, direct drive) would be an 
1deal engine for the single seater pursuit if a devise were instafied to keep the 'power 
co 1stant at r.'l altitudcJ uj> to 6,000 meters. The high speed of propeller revolution, 
while a decided disadvantage, Inight be borne. 

It is qui .e evident that this engine, with the constant power device installed, 
woald be superior to the 165 horsepower Gnome, for all single-seater machines. If 
the constant power device were developed it would mean one less type of airplane 
necessary to build. A design would be required which constitute a compromise 
between the single-seater fighter and the single-seater pursuit. 
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Typical airplanes of the single-seater pursuit class are· the Martinsyde (British) 
-with the 275 horsepower Rolls-Royce, the S. V. A. (Italian) with the S. P. A. 210 
horsepower engine, and the Spad (French) with the 220 horsepower Hispano-Suiza. 
The Gennan Halberstadt, with the 120 horsepower Argus, and the Albatros III, are 
successful machines of this type. 

I believe that, should a device be successfully developed to maintain power con
stant with changes in altitude (and I believe that the development of sucn a device 
is by far the most important problem connected with aviation material) this will 
mean an inevitable abandoning of all single seater military airplanes. I say this 
because, immediately the radial engine is abandoned, extreme haD.diness is lost, and 
the percentage of increase in longitudinal moment of inertia brought about by the 
addition of one more man will be comparatively small. Again, the ideal power, and 
hence the weight of the power plant, lB so ~t that the percentage increase in total 
load weight of airplane caused by the add1tion on one man, becomes comparatively 
small. Again these increases. in longitudinal moments of inertia and we1ght, must 
be considered the great advantage in having one more man to operate against the 
enemy to the sides and to the rear, and in reducing the number of types of airplanes 
which must be built at home and repaired in the field. As I have said, the tendency 
in aerial warfare is coming to be to fight in formation rather than by independent 
machines, and this tendency will eventually bring about the replacement of the 
single-seater type by the two seater. 

IDEAL POWER FOR THE TWO BEATER PURSUIT TYPE. 

Assumptions: Weight of airplane loaded, 38.5 kilograms per square meter (7.88 
lbs. per square foot). · 

Military load, 225 kilograms (495 pounds). 
Weight of gasoline and oil, 0.682 kilograms per hoerepower (1.5 r,ounds per horse

power), which will permit a fl~ht of about 564 kilometers (350 miles). 
Weight of power plant includm~ radiator and water: 
Case I (no device for mairitainmg power constant with change in altitude). 2.53 

kilograms per horsepower at 5,000 meters altitude (1.35 kilograms per horsepower at 
aea level). 

Case II (turbine for air intake, or other device, for maintaining power constant at 
all altitudes). 1.45 kilograms per horsepower (3.2 pounds per. horsepower). 

The ideal case would be: 
Case I. 220 to 235 horsepower at 5,000 meters, or 425 horsepower at sea level. 
Case II. 2'50 to 260 horsepower. 
If it should be considered, by the man at the front, practicable to use the same air

plane for Army observation work and for all fighting the machine which would be the 
result of a compromise would be somewhat as follows: The wing loading, with full 
load carried, should not be more than 35 kilograms per square meter. The military 
load will be about 235 kilograms. ABBUining a water cooled engine with a successful 
device installed for maintaining power practically constant up to altitudes of 6,000 
meters the ideal J?OWer would be about 260. 

The third divisiOn under functions is to "inflict direct damage upon the enemy." 
By this is meant bombing operations. These comprise practically all the real damage 
that it is, at the present time, possible for an airplane to inflict upon the enemy. In 
comparison to these the slight damage caused by bringing down his airplanes, each 
containing one or two men only, or shooting U:{> his tranche~~ or truck trains, is negligible. 

Under bombing operations, two essential d1visions are bombing by day, and bombing 
by night. Under c9nditions as they exist in the air at the present along the western 
front the material damage must be done by night bombers, day bombers being used 
largely for moral effect, "to give the enemy no rest," except for few special cases 
where enemy strong points are difficult to locate at night, or when the enemy strong 
point must be destroyed quickly during the new moon season. 

I will discuss the'day bomber first. 
The primary military functions of the day bomber are: 
To bomb important points, such as small objects difficult to find by night, such as 

headquarters, small ammunition "dumps," small storehouses contaming munitions . 
or supplies, small railway junctions, small aerodomes. Also to bomb such communi
ties as it is considered desirable, on account of the moral effect, with the idea of giving 
the enemy no rest, by day or night. The usual practice will be for a number, say, 
25, to fly in regular· and rather erose formation during day bombing raids. 

This airplane will also probably be used to conduct long range reconnaissance 
strategical reconnai.saance, reconnaissance by staff officer, or with camera. 
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This machine may be UBed for special photographic work so far beyond the lines 
as to necessitate great altitude, demanding a camera of great focal strength and there-
fore great size and weight. · 

The number of this type, assuming that the enemy has been driven completely 
out of the air by fighting airplanes, should depend UJ><>n-

The amount of such work that it is considered destrable to perform. 
The number of pilots trained and available for this work. 
The primary requirements for this airplane in order that it may effectively perform 

its mihtary functions are: 
It must be able to protect itself effectivelY. against all hostile aircraft, which demands 

good speed at altitude, strong climbing ability, powerful and reliable armament, and 
a satisfactory degree of "handineBB." 

Reliable power plant. · . 
Power plant with good fuel efficiency. 
Capacity for as many bombs as will not prohibit satisfactory provisions for protect

ing itself against enemy aircraft as discUBBed above. I believe that, at the present 
time, it is not an economical proposition to send a trained pilot and a trained ''bomb
ardier'' .a great distance beyond the enemy'eline unleBS at least 275 kilograms of bombs 
are earned. 

Effective provision for accurate sighting for, and dropping, bombs. · 
Ceiling should be high enough eo that the machine stands a good chance of escaping 

detection as it crOBBes the line. 
A muffier for the exhaust, capable of being cut on and off at the will of the pilot, is 

desirable. 
Two men are carried. 
Two or three machine guns, one firing through the propeller disk, and one or two 

with all around fire, with good field to the rear. A reliable compass ie neceBBary. 
The ceiling with full bomb load and full fuel load, should be not lese than 7,000 

meters. The possible horizontal speed at an altitude of 5,000 meters should be not 
lese than 200 kilometers per hour. Starting with full load the airplane should be 
capable of climbing to an altitude of 5,000 meters in not more than 20 minutes. The 
factor of safety of the main plane structure, for full load, will not be leBB than six for 
the high incidence conditione and four for the low incidence condition. 

IDEAL POWER. 

ABSuming: Wing loading (with full load) 37.5 kilograms per square !Jleter (7.68 
pounds per square h>t); military load (including 275 kilograms of bombs), 500 kilo
grams; weight of fuel and oil, 1.31 kilograms per horsepower (2.88 pounds per horse
pJwer) which will permit a flight of about 470 kilometers (292 miles) beyood the 
lines and return; weight of power plant (including radiator and water): • 

Case I (no device for maintaining constant power at all altitudes). 2.44 kilograms 
per horsepower at 5,000 meters altitude), 1.3 kilograms per horse power at sea level. 

Case H (turbine for air intake, or other device for maintaining power constant at 
altitudes). 1.4 kilograms per horsepower (3.09 pounds per horsepower). 

The ideal power would be: · 
Case I. 495 horsepower at 5,000 meters (930 horsepower at sea level). 
Case II. 520 horsepower. 
An engine developing 363 horsepower at 5,000 meters and weighing (complete with 

radiator and water and constant power device) 510 kilograms (1,120 pounds) would 
be the ideal engine under the conditione &BBumed above for a day bomber, with any 
of the following characteristics: 

Distance of objective beyond the lines. Weight ofbombe. 

388 ktlometers (241 miles)................ . ........... . ................. 136 kilograms (300 pounds). 
340 kilometers (211 miles) . . ............... . ..................... . ... ... 182 kilograms (400 pounds). 
m kilometers (181 miles).................. . .... . . .. ... . . . . . ........... 'J3l kilograms (liOO pounds). 

For every 30 miles farther increase in radius to reach the objective, 100 pounds of 
bombs are sacrificed. 

Typical airplanes of the day bomber type are the De Haviland-9 (British), with 
300-horsepower Fiat engine, the S. I. A.-7B (Italian) with 200-horeepower Fiat engine, 
the S. I. A.-9B !Italian), with 600-horeepower Fiat engine, and the Brequet (French) 
14-B2, with the 300 horsepower Renault engine. . 
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The German Gotha twin motor machine (2-260 horsepower Mercedes engines while 
rather too slow and too unhandy for the purpose, has done some service bombing by 
day over London. 

The fourth and last general class is the type designed for bombing by ni~ht . This 
is the type which in my opinion mu9t be depended upon to inflict real matenal dam~e 
upon the enemy. I believe that the consistent employment of these machines m 
large numbers on every good night in bombing Germany's munitions factories, factory 
towns, important railway junctions, large munition depots, the bridges across the 
Rhine, the Kiel Canal1 important docks, submarine bases, and certain cities, would, 
in a shorter period of time than is yossible by any other means, end the war. 

Let us suppose that, only for hal the time, it will be pOBBible to find a considerable 
period during some part of the night in which there is clear bright moonlight. Sup
pose that every time such conditions occur, fleets of several hundreds of night bombing 
airplanes, each airplane carrying a ton and a half of bombs, start out from large aero
dromes located, say, 25 miles in the rear of the lines, and penetrate to Esson, for 
instance, or Zeebrugge. Each machine locates its objective and drops, say, ten 
160-pound bombs of the high explosive type on the factories themselves, and forty 
25-pound bombs filled with poisonous gas, and twenty-four 25-pound bombs of the 
incendiary type throughout the factory town, and returns to its objective. 

In the eltlllting phase of the present war, were our night bombing airplanes of 
sufficient numerical strength, it would be no longer a matter of individual and isolated 
raids on selected places at which the maximum of injury could be inflicted, but rather 
a continuous and unrelenting attack on each and every point of strategical importance. 
Depots of every kind in the rear of the enemy's lines would cease to exist; rolling stock 
and mechanical transport would be destroyed; no brid~e would be allowed to stand 
for 24 hours; railway junctions would be subject to continuous bombardment, ar:d the 
lines of railway and the roads themselves broken up nightly by giant bombs to such 
an extent as to baffle all attem:{>ts to maintain or restore communication. 

In this manner a virtually 1mp088ible zone would be located in the rear of the 
enemy's defenses, a zone varying from 100 to 200 miles in width. As soon &a this 
condition has been brought about, the position of the defending force must be c:>n· 
sidered as precarious and, eventually impOBBible, not only will the defense be strangled 
from the uncertainty and lack of supplies of all kindsi but ultimately retreat will 
become impoeeible. The defending force will find itse f literally in a state of siege 
under the worst pOBBible conditions, for the position will be one in the fonn of an 
extended line along which the forces of all arms Will be definitely immobile, for the 
lateral communications will suffer no less than the lines from the rear. In short, a 
vertiable reign of terror would exist. Such a condition presents all the elements 
conducive to complete and irreparable disaster. 

I can not help believing that such methods would put an end to the war far more 
quickly than sending one or two million men to line the trenches, with no poesible 
liope of _gaining at the very best more than a couple of miles a month. 

In this connection it must be remembered that the Gennan forces, when driven 
slowly back, have, during the process, tremendous advantages because of being on 
the defensive. Troops advancing upright over open ~und, exerting themselves so 
that their aim will be inaccurate, suffer in loss of men Infinitely more than the troops 
protected in the trenches, under good control, with Jrood rests for aiming their riftes. 
Barb-wire entanglements, and other obstacles, give tbe defenders a very great advan
tage over the advancing troops. These are laid so as to subject the advancing troops 
to neavy enfilading fire from machine guns and riftes in the trenches. The retreating 
troops can retire at will through well covered communication trenches. In every 
case where they retire slightly at some point they will have previously at their leisure 
chosen carefully, and fortified strongly, advantageous new lines for their trenches. 
They will have prepared carefully the terrain in front of their new lines so as to leave 
it clear for deadly fire against our troops advancing. They will have measured and 
recorded the ranges to certain :{>ermanent landmarks in this region so as to make their 
fire against our troops, advancmg over unknown ground , more effective. They will 
have measured carefully the range from their artillery batteries to the trenches from 
which they retire, and which will be occupied by our men, in order that they may 
slaughter our men by shell fire before they can ''dig in.'' 

On clear moonlight nights it is not difficult, if the map be studied carefully, and 
good judgment used, for the pilot of an airplane to find h1s way and locate the objec
tive. ImJ><>rtant factories and depots must necessarily be alongside railroads, and b7 followmg railroads it should always be pOBBible to arrive at any given objective. 
I the pilot should lose the railroads he can alwar,s bear west until he comes to the 
sllore lme, which, on a good night, is always readily discernible because of the surf, 
and follow this to the northeast until he co:nes to some mark which he recognizes and 
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which will relocate him on his map and give him a fresh start. Zeebrugge and other 
towns on the coast are esily found. Essen may be found by followin~ the Rhine. 

It is impossible to defend effectively against airplane bombing by mght, especially 
if there be bright moonlight. Suppose an altitude of 9,000 or 10,000 feet be obtained 
before crossing the line, and maintained until nearing the objective. Mufflers for the 
engine exhaust should help escape detection or, at any rate, definite location from 
the ground. Upon nea~ the objective the airplane descends to, say, 6,000 feet 
altitude, and maintains this altitude until after the bombs have been dropped. If 
there be good moonlight, and the pilot keeps the moon at a certain location with 
respect to his position and that of the objective, it is absolutely impossible to see the 
airplane from the ground. 

Even if a powerful battery of searchlights, manned by very expert crews, be em
ployed, it is next to impossible to pick up the airplane at this altitude. Even should 
1t be picked up and held in the beams of searchlights, the chances are very small that 
the auplane will be brought down by antiaircraft gunfire . Defensive airplanes are, 
at the best, next to useless at night. It may be that the bombin~ airJ?lanes can get 
through and arrive at their objective without sufficient warnin~ bemg gtven to permit 
defensive airplanes taking the air and obtaining sufficient altitude to engage before 
the bombing airplanes have dropped their bombs. Assuming, however, that suffi
cient warning has been given, ai~lanes of the fast-fighter type can not be employed 
.at night on account of the very hiih speed necessary on landing except by very few 
of the most expert pilots. Even could these be employed, the chances are very small 
that they will be able to find the bombing machine in the air, and, again, should they 
by some chance find the bombing machine, it is quite probable that the defending 
auplanes will not recognize the bomber as being an enemy if they, the defenders, 
know that the air is filled with defending machines. Small searchlights are used on 
defensive machines, but, while they do prevent many collisions between defending 
airplanes wandering aimlessly through the air, they also afford an excellent target 
for gunfire from the bombing machine, should the latter choose to allow a defender, 
from whom he can easily see, to come near him. There is no need for the bombing 
airplane, unless he chooses to deceive the defenders by using the Banie system of· 
lights as the defending airplanes adopt, to carry any lights whatever. His purpose 
involves merely flying, in regular course, once across above the objective, then turn
ing, and steering wide of all defenders, returning home by the quickest and safest 
route. As soon as the heavy bomb load has been released the airplane will quickly 
rise to an altitude of 12,000 to 14,000 feet, where it will be comparatively safe. 

If a great number of airplanes be sent over one given objective, it is best to assign 
one route for the airplanes traveling at, say, seven or e1ght minute intervals, to 
pursue while goin~ out, and another route while returning. Pilots should also be in
structed to fly at different altitudes, for iustance, A machine at 7,000 feet, B machine 
at 8,000 feet, C machine at 9,000 feet, D machine at 7,500 feet, E machine at 8,500 feet, 
F machine at 9,500 feet, G machine at 7,000 feet, etc. By these methods collisions 
between bombing airplanes would be avoided . 

In cases where it is of particular importance to pick out one building from a group 
that is of special value to the enemy, or when the light conditions during the night 
are not very good, it is entirely practical to send out the bombers, leaving the aerodrome 
at such time that they will arrive at the objective exactly at the •· crack of'dawn." 
In this way they will be able to drop their bombs before the enemy pursuit airplanes 
will have been able to take the air and gain sufficient altitude to engage. It is prob
able that the day bomber would be used for this work on account of its great speed 
in returning home. 

The number of night-bombing airplanes built and supplied should depend solely 
upon the number of pilots available for this w-ork. 

A far lower degree of expertness is required to pilot a large slow night bomber than 
for a fast fighting machine. 

As a matter of fact , the number built and supplied will, in all probability, depend 
upon steamship space for trans-Atlantic transportation, hangar space at the aerodromes 
in France, and, even, possibly, upon the appropriation available. 

The primary requirements ft>r these machines in order that they may effectively 
perform their functions are: 

Great bomb capacity. 
Reliable power plant. · 
Power plant with good fuel efficiency. 
Proper de~ee of stability alld controllability to permit a pilot of ordinary ability, 

and a very hprited amount of training, flying and landing at night. · 
Effective provision for accurate sighting for, and dropping, bombs. 
Accurate compass and other instruments necessary for navigation by night, \1 ith 

provision for reading conveniently at night. 
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. Two to five men may be carried. Probably the best practice is a crew of three, a 
chief pilot, a "bombardier," and one man to man a gun forward or to the rear, as may 
be necessary, an.d to act as relief pilot. 

The load of bombs which may be carried will depend upon the total :power available 
at an altitude of 3,000 meters, and upon the distance of the objective (which will 
r~ulate the initial fuel supply) . The ratio of total weight of airplane, with full 
imt.ialload, to the total power available, should be small enough to permit a ceiling 
of at least 3,500 meters, starting with full load. The :pQwer plant will be divided 
into two, or possibly three, units. Suppose that two Umted States Army 12-cylinder 
engines be installed, if no device is incorporated to maintain the power constant with 
change in altitude, the total power available at 3,000 meters altitude should be about 
450 horsepower. Suppose that the objective lies 250 kilometers beyond the lines, a 
bomb load of between 900 and 1,200 kilograms may be carried, and the necessary 
initial ceiling obtained, provided the general design of the a~lane be good. 

The total weight of the airplane in kilograms with full inttail load should not be 
more than 10 times the number of horsepower available at 3,000 meters. The total 
weight of airplane, with full initial load, should not be more than 27.5 kilograms per 
square meter. The machine should have possible horizontal speed, at an altitude of 
3,000 meters, of not less than 137 kilometers (85 miles) per hour. Starting with full 
load the airplane should be capable of climbing to an altitude of 3,000 meters in not 
more than 27 minutes. 

For every 26 kilometers (16 miles) increase in radius necessary to reach the objectivt>, 
45 kilograms (100 pounds) of bombs is sacrificed. 

Typical airplanes of the night-bomber type are the Caproni triplane (Italian), with 
thrt>e 273-horsepower Isotta-Fraschini engmes, the Handley-Page (BritlBh), with h o 
320-horaepower Sunbeam engines; and the Caproni biplane, with three 210-horse
power S. P. A. engines. The German Gotha, with two 260-horsepower Mercedes 
engines, is typical. · 

SPECIAL TYPES. 

One of the special types which may be demanded by the men at the front will be a 
type designed to rake the trenches, troops marching in column, truck trains, etc., 
with macliine-gun fire. Such an air plane would be armed with three or four machine 
guns pointed downward at an angle of about 25 or 30 degrees to the propeller axis, 
probably firing under the propeller disk. Two men would be carried, both ~;>rotected 
from rifle fire from underneath by armor. The gasoline tanks, radiator, engine, etc., 
would also probably be armored a.;,oainst rifle fire. 

Another type, which I believe 18 an inevitable development owing to the future 
tactics in fighting with machines in regular and close formation, is a type which will 
man one or more large cannon, effective at a range up to 1,000 yards. This machine 
will probably be called a battle plane. Shrapnel containing very heavy buckshot 
will be used, the muzzle velocitv being well over 1,000 feet per second. The prob
lem of controlling the recoil of the gun without racking the fuselage structure of the 
air plane will be a most difficult one. This has not yet been satisfactorily solved. 
The Davis gun, in which there is very little recoil owing to the charges being fired in 
opposite directions, is very unpopular among men who have tried to use it, and will 
probablv never be satisfactory because of the necessarily very limited range in eleva
tion. Squadrons of battle planes flying in formation may reduce the tactics for fighting 
in the air to a verv similar scheme as that used in naval fleet tactics. 

The greatest influence on the development of types of air planes in Europe during 
the war has been the endeavor t:> counteract the development of the enemy. I 
believe that the records will show a great number of cases in which the development 
of a verY excellent and advanced design hae been summarily stopped because the 
designer was suddenly called upon to get out a machine the sole purpose of which 
was to meet a new type just produced by the enemy. Although neceBSity is the 
mother of invention, the exigencies of this war have driven the designers of aircraft 
and engines in Eurpoe tn produce equipment far in advance of anything which hae 
been produced in tlie United States. I believe that it is quite probable that, had the 
engineers and research men in England, France, and Italy, been given more time, 
their investigations might have been much more thorough, and productive of better 
final results. Such a thing as real thorough experimentation has been imp<lBBible in 
England and France during the war. 

In order to minimize the number of spare parts supplied to the repair stations in 
the field and the air-plane depots in Franee, it will be necessary to reduce the number 
of types of air planes built and supplied to the five types described abov~. It is 
entirely _Possible that the number may be further redu<'ed, in the very_ near future, 
to four, 1. e., 1, Army observation; 2, fighter; 3, dav bomber; and 1, mght bomber. 
The pilot actually doing the work in the field would like to have many special types 
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available,' each designed for one particular fun~tion : Good to defend, 1o attack by 
speed, to attack by climbing and maneuvering, to attack at long range with a cannon, 
to reconnoiter, to photograph, to control artillery, to bomb during the day, to bomb 
at night, etc. Then again certain pilots will prefer, or the pursuit type, the Mar
tinsyde, others the Spad, and others the S. V. A., etc. 

I believe that probably the most important influence on the conduct of war is the 
group of men held responsible for deciding upon the tvpes which will be built and 
supplied to the forces m the field. Such a group shoufd ~omprise members who are 
acquainted thoroughly, through real expenence, with the practical difficulties in 
actual service at the front, members expenenced in field repair of air planes, members 
acquainted with the theory and practice in the design of air planes, members acquainted 
with the theory and practice in the design of engines, and members thoroughly 
experienced in the manufacture of air planes and engines and factory methods em
ployed. They must, above all, be men of good common sense and the leader of the 
group should be the broadest gauge, soundest, and most progressive man available. 

v. E. CLARK, 
Lie-utenant Colonel, Sign{ll Corps . 

· STATEMENT OF MR. GLENN M. TAIT. 

Senator NEw. Where have you recently been employed and in 
what capacity 1 

Mr. TAIT. 'At the Thomas-Morse Aircraft Corporation at Ithaca, 
N.Y. 

Senator NEw. In what capacity 1 
Mr. TAIT. I was in charge of the final assembly, final wing and 

fuselage assembly, and also in charge of the shipping department. 
. Senator NEw. You spoke of the final asssembly. What is made 
at the Thomas-Morse works 1 

Mr. TAIT. It is an advanced training machine, a speed scout, a. 
single seater. 

Senator NEw. And you have been in the employ of the Govern
ment; xou have been there as an United States inspector? 

Mr. TAIT. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. As such inspector have you had occasion to report 

any_ defective parts of that machine 1 . 
Mr. TAIT. Who do you refer to 1 
Senator NEw. Have you had any occasion to report to your 

superiors any defective parts in the machine being made there 1 
Mr. TAIT. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Can you give us any particular instances of that 1 
Mr. TAIT. Do you mean Signal Corps numbers on the machines or 

special machines. 
The CHAIRMAN. Anything. 
Mr. TAIT. Up to a short time ago I had char<Ye of about eight men 

and there were lots of instances of parts going through that \\-ere not 
right, but I could not tell the number of machines. 

The CHAIRMAN. You can tell us what the parts were and the 
reports you made concerning them. 

Mr. TAIT. The reports were made to my senior inspector and were 
verbal. 

The CHAIRMAN. What was his name 1 
Mr. TAIT. Otto H. Hamm, stationed at Ithaca, N. Y. Being a. 

training scout it is very light, and the motor is supported by ash 
struts in the front of the fuselage. Several times those struts have 
been bored wrong and they have been allowed to plug them and 
reset the motor and also the longerons of the machine have been 
bored wrong, and were allowed to be passed. 
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The CHAIRMAN. When you say they have been allowed to pass, do 
you mean that they have been allowed to be passed by the--

Mr. TAIT. By the Government inspectors. The company inspectors 
at the Thomas-Morse plant are simply there to fulfill the Govern
ment contract. They have not in the last two months; it is in the 
contract, I believe, that the Thomas-Morse Co. are to supply factory 
inspections and there have been several instances lately where they 
have passed things to me and I have made an accurate note of them 
that they said were all right that were wrong, and they knew they 
were wrong when they put them up to us. 

The CHAIRMAN. Have you those notes with y~u? 
Mr. TAIT. I have not. I did not come to Washington with this 

idea in view, and then a friend of mine told me that he considered it 
to be my duty to come and see Senator New, and for that reason I am 
here. 

The CHAIRMAN. Are you still employed aa an inspector¥ 
Mr. TAIT. No, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. When were you ~issed or discharged ? 
Mr. TAIT. I put in my resignation on the ninth. · 
The CHAIRMAN. You resigned 1 
Mr. TAIT. Yes, sir ; but it was requested. 
The CHAIRMAN. By whom 1 
Mr. TAIT. By Capt. Weller, of Buffalo. 
The CHAIRMAN. Is he a Government inspector1 
Mr. TAIT. He is the officer in charge of the Buffalo district of 

inspection. 
The CHAIRMAN. What reason did he assign to{ou 1 
Mr. TAIT. He did not give me any reason. understood it was 

because I was holding up production. 
The CHAIRMAN. From whom did you understand that 1 
Mr. TAIT. It is a rumor. 
The CHAIRMAN. Was your resignation requested without any 

previous notice or advisal of the fact~ . 
Mr. TAIT. What led up to it was for the last two months they have 

been gradually trying to rush production at the expense of quality, and 
I have been a fly~r and have had two or three years' experience, and 
then also I was in the aviation game before the war started. I was 
working in the assembl:r at the Curtiss plant and was a foreman 
in the Thomas-Morse plant, and I felt probably more plainly the 
need ·of strength in certain parts than tlie average inspector would 
feel, and when these things began to rush through I oegan to feel 
bad about it. I really did not have full authority on assembly. 
I did all I could do to stop them. 

Senator NEw. You say you were a flyer. Where did you learn 
to fly~ 

Mr. TAIT. At the Curtiss school at Hammondsport. 
· Senator NEw. Have you a pilot's license~ 

Mr. TAIT. Yes, sir. 
Sena.tor NEW. How long have you had that license 1 
Mr. TAIT. Ever since 1912. 
Senator NEw. Have you continued your flying from the time that 

you got your license up to the present 1 
Mr. TAIT. No sir; I was in the exhibition game, and that was the 

only thing which was supporting aviation at that time, and as soon 
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as it became a common thing I dropped back into the automobile 
business. 

Senator NEW. Where is your home 1 
Mr. TAIT. At Middletown, Ind. That is my address . 

. Senator NEw. How did you happen to get into the Government 
em~loy as an inspector 1 

Mr. TAIT. I went to the plant at Ithaca with the intention of learn
ing the depth control. I was a Curtiss pilot, and I wanted the new 
type of control, and at that time Mr. Thomas told me that he thought 
the chances were better in the manufacturing end of it, and I did 
not take it up, and I accepted a foreman's position in the Thomas 
factory, and that was, I think, in April, 1917, and I continued in the 
Thomas Co.'s employ until the last of November of last year, and 
then I put in my application for the aviation school, or was intending 
to, but was thrown out on physical examination, and I think it 
offended the Thomas Co. because I did so, so I left the Thomas Co . . 
and went into the Government employ, and that is how I happened 
to be in the Government servi• 

Senator REED. You say that inspection is sacrificed to production 1 
Mr. TAIT. Yes, sir. · 
Senator REED. At the Thomas-Morse plant. Just what do you 

mean by that 1 
Mr. TAIT. I mean that concessions are given beyond the specifica

tions to allow production, and sometimes those concessions are given 
by men that nave not had experience in aeronautics and I consider 
they are a dangerous thing when they are given in that way, and I 
think that they ought to oe given by a man that understands thor
oughly what strength is required and what it means to have a certain 
part break. I understand that foreign inspection, English and French 
Inspection, is given the predominant power instead of production, 
and on this side I understand that production has the ~ower over 
inspection. I have talked with Army officers and .they t~ll ~e that. 

Senator NEw. In other words, your general complamt ·Is that 
quality here is sacrificed to quantity 1 

Mr. TAIT. Yes, sir. . 
Senator NEw. To an 'extent that you think is dangerous. Is that 

right? 
Mr. TAIT. Yes, sir; I think it is in some cases. 
The CHAIRMAN. What defects, other than those you have pre

viously mentioned, have you discovered there in the material1 · 
Mr. TAIT. I think it 1s a general reluctance on the part of the 

inspection, and the inspection is not any too good to start with 
because the average inspector has not had airplane experience. 

The CHAIRMAN. When you were there you d1d your duty and you 
discovered some defects. You have mentioned some of them. Are 
there an~ others that you ·yourself discovered 1 

Mr. 1AIT. Yes, sir; such as cracked terminating struts, loose 
fuselage clips, things that have been rewelded after being made 
wrong, and at this time on the machine being built there the wing 
ties are of such a design that they can not be welded and stand 
heat treatment, and they are going through an operation called 
dip brazing. In this dip brazing they dip the whole entire fitting 
into the brazing compound, and I have found several of those-fitt~ngs 
when sawed through, and I would see cracks underneath the brazmg; 
that is something that can not be found out by outside inspection. 
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The CHAIRMAN. Is this brazing a veneer or covering of some sort~ 
Mr. TAI~. It is steel parts brazed togethe_r with brass spelter. 
The Chairman. Were these defects of which you have Just SJ?Okeii 

typical or the exception occurring here and there in a partiCular 
machine? 

Mr. TAIT. Probably here and there. 
The CHAIRMAN. You would report these things verbally to your 

superior? 
Mr. TAIT. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know what he did with them 1 
Mr. TAIT. Some were passed. . . 
The CHAIJ:tMAN. You mean that notwithstanding your complaint 

they were permitted to go into production~ 
Mr. TAIT. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. In every instance~ 
Mr. TAIT. Not in every mstance. 
The CHAIRMAN. Some of the parts were rejected and others were 

not? 
Mr. TAIT. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did Mr. Hamm ever consult you or speak with 

you about these inspection reports 1 
Mr. TAIT. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. What comments did he make upon them~ 
Mr. TAIT. He said that he could not hold them too close or he 

would not have production. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did he say that more than once? 
Mr. TAIT. Yes, sir; several times. 
The CHAIRMAN. What was his business prior to his appointment 1 
Mr. TAIT. lie was a graduate of Corneli, an M. E. of last year. 
The CHAIRMAN. A mining engineer~ 
Mr. TAIT. A mechanical engineer. 
The CHAIRMAN. A graduate of last year 1 
Mr. TAIT. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. A man, then, of little practical experience 1 
Mr. TAIT. I think he is about 22 years old. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did he go from Cornell practically into this 

factory? 
Mr. TAIT. Directly; yes, sir. 
l'he CHAIRMAN. He is a resident of Ithaca 1 
Mr. TAIT. No, sir; I think he is a resident of Baltimore. 
The CHAIRMAN. When was your resignation requested 1 
Mr. TAIT. July 3; but the request was not made known to me 

until the 9th. 
The CHAIRMAN. Who made it known to you? 
Mr. TAIT. Mr. Hamm. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did you ask Mr. Hamm what it was based upon t 
Mr. TAIT. I think he knew. What he thought and what I thought 

'Was that it was on the complaint of the Government productiOn 
man at Ithaca. 

The CHAIRMAN. Who is the Government production man there 1 
Mr. TAIT. Mr. Robbins. 
The CHAIRMAN. What was his business before he entered the Gov

ernment employ? 
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Mr. TAIT. I do not know, When he came he did not know any-
thing about airplane construction. 

The CHAIRMAN. When did he come there, about' · 
Mr. TAIT. About six or eight weeks. 
The CHAIRMAN. Before or after you came t 
Mr. TAIT. Afterwards. 
The CHAIRMAN. How old a man is he~ 
Mr. TAIT. I imagine about 28 or 29 years old. 
The CHAIRMAN. A young man~ · 
Mr. TAIT. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. What is their present weekly production of 

machines, about~ · 
Mr. TAIT. They have no regular production. It has gone as high 

as 18 and as low as 2. · 
The CHAIRMAN. With what engine is the plane equipped~ 
Mr. TAIT. Up until a short time ago we used a 100-horsepower 

Gnome; a rotary engine. . 
The CHAIRMAN. What have you been using since~ 
Mr. TAIT. An SO-horsepower Le Rhone. • 
The CHAIRMAN. You used a rotary type of engine in each instance~ 
Mr. TAIT. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know where those planes were shipped to~ 
Mr. TAIT. All over the country. I think a large amount of them 

went to Lake Charles. I think they are the only training scout at 
Lake Charles, or th_ey were the last time I knew about it. 

The CHAIRMAN. Would you have given this information, Mr. Tait, 
had you not been relieved of your position ~ 

Mr. TAIT. No, sir. I am glad you asked it, because it gives me an 
op})ortunity. I could not reach anyone, or thought I could not, 
under the rules of the Signal Corps, and so in May, in the middle of 
Ma.y, I joined the A. P. L. 

The CHAIRMAN. What is the A. P. L. ~ 
Mr. TAIT. The American Protective League, and through it I hoped 

to get this news to somebody higher up. Instead of that the reports 
went into the Department of Justice, and the Department of Justice 
evidently referred it back to the Buffalo office of tlie Signal Corps, and 
they sent two men down, supposedly secret service men, or military 
intelligence men, and those two men, or somebody that they in
formed, told of all my information, and they told it, and so they put 
me in a very embarrassing _P.Osition. My only reason for joining the 
A. P. L. was to get an outside--

The CHAIRMAN. A medium of communication~ 
Mr. TAIT. A medium of communication, as everything that goes 

from an inspector to the district office passes through the senior 
inspector, and everything that goes from the district office passes 
through the district office manager's hands, and if either of those 
gentlemen see fit to kill anything they can stop it. That is, the 
underinspectors have no right to appeal to any one--

The CIIAIRMAN. You can not go over the head of anybody~ 
Mr. TAIT. Yes, sir. I think that while Mr. Hamm, I suppose, re

sented it a little bit, still he was very nice about it, and was very sorry 
to see me go. In fact, when the request for resignation came on July 
3, he held 1t six days because he knew that I woUld resign as soon as 
I got i~, and then he WTote a letter to me without my requesting it, 
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stating that my services had been 0 . K . and everything was all right. 
The way that this request for transfer came about was that I saw no 
way to bring it to the district office except by a request for a transfer. 

The CHAmMAN. Why did you want to be transferred~ 
Mr. TAIT. I did not care to be transferred, but when you do that 

you get a chance to give a reason for your request. 
Tne CHAIRMAN. Your purpose, then, was to use that as another 

method of giving information to those higher up regarding the un
satisfactory conditions of inspection~ 

Mr. TAIT. Yes, sir. . 
The CHAIRMAN. I will read this letter, addressed to Capt. Clark, 

district manager: . 
A request for transfer. The writer hereby makes request to be transferred . Would 

prefer location in the Middle West if possible . The reason for this request is that sur
roundings make it impossible for writer to discharge what he considers to be his duty. 
For further information the writer refers you to Capt . Whitman. 

Mr. TAIT. That letter was not sent to the Buffalo office. It was 
kept at Ithaca. 

The CHAIRMAN. Was it your fault that it was not sent~ 
Mr. TAIT. No, sir; I delivered it to the senior inspector. Seeing 

it on the files, I wrote this letter with a postscript. 
The CHAIRMAN. The second letter you hand me is a . copy of the 

first with a postscript reading that ''this is a copy of the original 
handed to Mr. Hamm last Monday, to go through regular channels. 
It has not been sent to you." Did you send that to C'apt. Clark~ 

Mr. TAIT. I sent that directly. 
The CHAmMAN. About how soon was that before you were re-

quested to resign~ • 
Mr. TAIT. Two or three days, I think. This is the letter request

ing the resignation. . 
The CHAIRMAN. The letter requesting the resignation, directed to 

Mr. Hamm, is entitled, "Transfer of Mr. Glenn M. Tait," and reads 
as follows: 

This office is in receipt of a copy of letter from the above-mentioned gentleman re
. questing transfer. It is regretted that this office has no authority to transfer a man 
from one district to another. 

2. It is requested that you immediately re9.uest the resignation of Mr. Tait. It is 
believed that he will have no difficulty in findmg a position elsewhere. 

By direction of the district manager. 
JOSEPH F . WELLER. 

The CHAIRMAN. You requested a transfer and got a discharge ~ 
Mr. TAIT. I knew that they could not give me a transf.er out of the · 

'district, which is the reason I requested a transfer. · 
The CHAIRMAN. As soon as you were informed of the contents of the 

letter last read you presented your resignation~ 
Mr. TAIT. Yes. 
The CHAmMAN. To take effect immediately-on July lOth~ 
Mr. TAIT. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Where have you been since 1 

·Mr. TAIT. I spent two days in Ithaca, N.Y. 
The CHAIRMAN. You now show me a letter from Mr. Hanim to 

yourself which you say was given you without consultation: 
To whom it 1111lY concern: 

Be it known that Mr. Glenn M. Tait has been employed by the Signal Corps of the • 
United States Army for a period of seven months with the duties of inspector of air-
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planes at this station, under the supervision of the writer, and has proved to be a con
scientious, capable, and direct-spoken man and an exceptionallY. good mechanic. 
Mr. Tait has left the employ of the Signal Corps of his own free will, and it is likely 
that he is seeking other connections. 

0 . H. HAHM, Inapector. 

The CHAIRMAN. We are very much obliged to you, Mr. Tait, for 
your information. 

(Whereupon, at 5 o'clock p. m. the subcommittee adjourned until 
10.30 a.m., July 17, 1918.) 
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WEDNESDAY, JULY 17, 1918. 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON MILITARY AFFAIRS, 

lVashington, D. C. 
The subcommittee met at 10.30 o'clock a. m. pursuant to adjourn

ment, in the committee room, Capitol Building, Hon. Charles S. 
Thomas presiding. 

Present: Senators Thomas (chairman), Frelinghuysen, Reed, and 
Xew. 

Also present: Mr. ,John A. Jordan, Mr. A. A. D. Lang, and Mr. 
W. F. Ardis. 

STATEliENT OF lm. 10HN A. 10RDAN-B.eaumed. 

The CHAIRMAN. Tell the committee whnt interferences were met 
with in th~ procuring of raw materials. and what the quality of the 
raw materials procured was? · 

Mr. JoRDAN. In order to answer that question fully and intelli
gently-if I had that correspondence here which yon have subprenaed 
from Sacramento, Cal., it would tell the whole story. 

The CHAIRMAN. It is on the wav. 
Mr. JoRDAN. That will not only' jog my memory but also check my 

statements. 
The CHAIRMAN. What promises, if any, did yon haYe from the 

Curtiss people for plans or materials made prior to your refusal to 
sign the cross-licensing agreement, nnd how were those promises -
afterwards performed~ 
· Mr. JoRDAN. I saw Mr. Glenn Curtiss in Buffalo before I refused 
to sign the cross-licensing agreement, and I asked him if he would 
help us out to the extent of gxving us a fair start with the small metal 
parts which there was some difficulty in obtaining at that time; if 
he could give us a start on 20 or 25 machines so that we might go 
ahead with the order, and that would give us a breathing spell in 
which to bring in the parts from other manufacturers in case he 
could not contmue to supply them. He said, " We will do that all 
right, and we want to cooperate with you in every way we can." 
There was some more conversation, but that is the meat of it. So I 
came back to Washington and got my contract with orders to go to 
Buffalo nnd get the blue prints and the specifications, and in Buffalo 
Mr. Guy and Mr. Morgan took me in their private office and said, 
"Mr. Jordan, you understand this association matter? " I said, 
"No; I do not know much about it," and Mr. Guy seemed to do most 
of the talking, although Mr. Morgan would chip in once in a while, 
and Mr. Guy said, "As a preliminary to our giving you any plans 
and specifications, we will expect you to pay a royalty of $24:0 "-or 
whatever the figure was-and he went on to explain to me how that 
was divided between the Curtiss concern and the Wright-Martin 
concern; that each one would get a part of it, and I said,-" You fel-
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lows seem to be getting the worst of it." They were getting about 
$40 and the Wright people about $200, and he said that the Wright 
patentl' expire so much earlier than ours that they will be shut off 
earlier than we will be. They said, "Anyhow, you have to pay this 
before we will give you the rlans and specifications.'' I said. "How 
much of a holdup is this?' And he said, "You bring in here 10 
per cent of 1 per cent of your contract and we will let you have the 
plans and specifications if you will agree to give us the balance when 
you get back to Sacramento,'" and I told him, " I do not propose to 
do any such thing. There is nothing in ·my contract that calls for 
the payment of substantially $75~000 to you under any circumstances." 

Senator REED. Was that what the royalty or charge would have 
amounted to on your contract 1 

Mr. JoRDA~. Yes~9~ir. 
The CHAIRllAN. what position did Mr. Glenn Curtiss hold in the 

company? 
Mr. JoRDA:l'<. ,Just about that time there came some shift in the 

company and Mr. Curtiss seemed to lose his authority. He even
tually left the companv. 

The CHAIRMAN. When you had your talk with Mr. Curtiss was he 
in authority there 1 

Mr. JoRDAN. Yes, sir; I think he was president at that time. 
Senator NEw. ·I understand that this talk which you have just de

scribed was between Mr. Morgan and Mr. Guy. 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes. Mr. Curtiss in the meantime had been elimi

nated. 
Senator NEw. You have not yet answered Senator Thomas' ques

tion, which was to tell about the interferences that you encountered, 
except that. you have told us they declined to give you the blue 
prints until you signed the agreement. What happened, if anything, 
to.you with reference to their refusal to give you the parts which they 
said they would give you 1 

Mr. JoRDAN. I took it up with Mr. Morgan and he said." We will 
help you out on that." He said," We will give you the angles and 
bending of the. plates which can not be shown on a blue print, and I 
will do that anyhow, and I will send them down to the hotel to you." 

Senator REED. Was that before or after you had had the talk about 
the license 1 

Mr. JoRDAN. That was before. There was very little talk after I 
got back to Buffalo and got the blue prints. 

The CHAIRMAN. Did he ever furnish you with those parts 1 
Mr. JoRDAN. He never furnished me with anything. He after

wards sent out to Sacremento some alleged samples of the parts, 
but they were useless and did not fit. They were not the correct 
material and were not in the right shape .. 

Senator REED. You came to Washington and you arrived at an 
understanding with the authorities that you would be given con
tracts, but before your contracts had actually been signed or delivered 
to you, you were told by the Washington authorities with whom you 
were dealing that you would get your blue prints, etc., from the Cur-
tiss Airplane Co.1 . 

Mr. JoRDAN. No, sir· I understood that the Aircraft Board would 
give me all" necessary biue prints, specifications, and data to carry out 
my contract. That is the invariable practice in all Government 
contracts. 
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Senator REED. The next step was that you saw Mr. Glenn Curtiss at 
Buffalo, and you told Mr. Curtiss that you would want the blue prints, 
and that you would also want certain small metal parts furnished to 

·you until at least you could arrange for the manufacture of them 
for yourself, and that, in any event, you would want enough of those 
parts to constitute samples~ so that you could get the exact curvatures, 
which could not be well shown in the blue prints, and Mr. Curtiss 
assured you that you could have those parts. Did he tell you at that 
time that you could have enough parts to make some few of these 
machines to begin with or simply say he would furnish you samples~ 

Mr. JoRDAN. No. He said," We will help you out." I know Mr. 
Curtiss personally. My talk with Curtiss was several weeks before 
I got the contract. 

Senator REED. After you had talked to Mr. Curtiss was it on the 
same visit that you saw Mr. Morgan and Mr. Guy~ 

Mr. JoRDAN. No; I saw Mr. Curtiss but once. 
Senator REED. Was it after you saw Mr. Curtiss that you saw Mr. 

Guy and Mr. Morgan? 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. How long afterwards? On the same trip~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. No, no; on another trip. 
Senator REED. Some days had elapsed. 
Mr. JoRDAN. Five or six weeks. 
Senator REED. And in the meantime you had come back to Wash

i~on and closed yo~r contract~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes, s1r. 
Senator REED. And after you had closed your contract you went 

back to the Curtiss aeroplane factory to get your blue prints, and you 
secured these parts. Is that right~ 

Mr. JoRDAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. And you saw Mr. Morgan and Mr. Guy~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. First, Mr. Morgan. 
Senator REED. First, Mr. M~rgan. And you told him that you 

had come after the blue prints~ and that you would want these metal 
parts. Is that correct? 

Mr. JoRDAN. That is correct. 
Senator REED. Did you tell him that you wanted parts for a num

ber of machines or simply samples? 
Mr. JoRDAN. I asked him for all the parts that he could possibly 

furnish. He had the dies and machinery to turn out a greater num
bE-r of parts than he could possibly use. That covered certain parts 
which were very necessary~ and he said: " Yes; we can bang those out 
for you," and I said, "All righti we will take all you can ship me up 
to about 300 machines parts if It is necessary," and he said, "I will 
not promise to give you any definite amount but will give you what-
ever I can out of my surplus." . 

He sent me through the shops with one of his junior engineers to 
see the working of the shops. 

Senator REED. Did you go through the shops with the engineer? 
Mr. JoRDAN. I did; and he showed me all of the machinery, and I 

was very much interested. 
Senator .REED. Do you know that engineer's name? 
Mr. JoRDAN. No; but I could locate him there. 
The CHAIRMAN. Was that before you refused to sign the agreement 9 
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Mr. JoRDAN. Yes; the young fellow showed me all the methods of 
their spot welding and heat treating, etc. I spent two days there, 
and everything was very friendly. 

Senator REED. Did you talk at the same time about the blue prints~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes. 
Senator REED. What was said about the blue prints~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. They showed me th~ • 
Senator REED. What was said about whether or not they would 

give you those blue prints? I am trying to get at the chronology of 
this thing. You went there and told them that you would want the 
metal parts, and they sent a man through the factory with you. Up 
to that time you had not discussed the question of the cross-licensing 
agreement, had you? 

Mr. JoRDAN. No, sir. 
Senator REED. Before you did 'discuss the question of the cross

licensing agreement, was any reference made to the blue prints~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. No; the only reference was the fact that they were 

digging them out. 
Senator REED. Before anything was said about the cross-licensing 

agreement between you and Mr. Morgan, what was said about the 
blue prints~ 

Mr. JoRDAN. The cross-licensing agreement was in Mr. Guy's 
hands. Mr. Guy was handling that end of it, and there had been 
nothing said about that until Mr. Guy came upon the scene. 

Senator REED. I want to know what had been said about the blue 
~rint~ before anything was said by any one to you about a cross
hcensmg agreement. 

Mr. JoRDAN. I gave my letter to Mr. Morgan. You have the let
ter here. It was an order for the blue prints, and he turned it over 

. to the engineering department, with an order to get the blue prints 
out. I was in Buffalo four or five days and visited the plant daily, 
and about the second day after I got the blue prints checked-noth
ing was said about. the cross-licensing agreement until I ~ot them 
checked, and then they took me in the office and Mr. Guy sa1d, " You 
understand what is required here before you take those blue prints~ " 
And I said, " Y e.-,; I know partly about it." 

Senator REED. What did he say was required? . 
Mr. JoRDAN. He explained that I would have to pay to the Curtiss 

Co. 1 per cent direct for the ns~ of the blue prints and the flat sum of 
$240, as I remember it-the contract is here that he .offered me-I 
was to pay that on each airplane which we sold, but the flat sum 
of 1 per cent on the entire contract would have to be paid direct 
before we took the blue prints and before I went to Sacramento. 

Senator REED. You declined, as yon have already said, to be held 
up, or to pay this $75,000? 

Mr. JoRDAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. What was the next step which was taken~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. I returned to Washington. 
Senator RF..ED. Yon did not get the blue prints? 
Mr. JoRDAN. I did not. 
Senator REED. And you did not get any metal parts~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. I got nothing, and I returned to Washington and 

laid the matter before Mr. Coffin, and he said, " That is too bad. I do 
not see anY. necessity for paying those fellows anything," and he 
said, " I will see that you get the blue prints, and you go over and . 
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see Montgomery," and Montgomery sent his brother with me to 
Buffalo. 

Senator REED. Mr. Montgomery held what position~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. He was Col. Montgomery in charge of the contract 

department. · 
Senator REED. Did his brother hold any position~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. He was the attorney of the board. 
Senator REED. And the attorney of the board went with you to 

Buffalo and demanded the blue prints, and you got them~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes. 
Senator REED. Who did he demand the blue prints from~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. I do not know. They arranged that in the officP. I 

was not present. 
Senator REED. Do you know Mr. Montgomery's initials? 
Mr. JoRDAN. W. W. Montgomery. 
Senator REED. Do you know whether he is still in Washington? 
Mr. JoRDAN. I do not. 
Senator REED. When you got the blue prints. were they not com-

plete~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. They were not complete. 
Senator REED. When did you discover that they were not complete? 
Mr. JoRDAN. While I sat there checking them. The first set of 

blue prints I checked and put them in a bundle, and when I went 
back the second time I could not get that set, and I had to check a 
new set. They were very incomplete and badly drawn, and the de
tails would not fit the general plan. 

Senator REED. Would it be possible from those blue prints to build 
the plane you had contracted to build~ 

Mr. JoRDAN. Absolutely impossible. 
Senator REED. What occurred in reference to these blue prints¥ 
Mr. JoRDAN. I said to Mr. Morgan, "I have not any general

assembly plan." That is, the general-assembly plan of the machine 
complete. From that general-assembly plan we draw oft' a detail of 
the various parts, like the clips and other parts, and when they come 
together they must all fit in the general-assembly plan in their re 
spective places. That shows where each part goes. I said, " I wam. 
this general-assembly plan, and I want it right now." And he said, 
"I will have that in your hands as soon as you reach Sacramento," 
and it did not reach me until December. 

Senator REED. When were you there? 
Mr. JoRDAN. About September 30. 
Senator REED. You lost two months? 
Mr. JoRDAN. Two good, long months. I was also short nose-plate 

plans, which is a. vital part of the machine. 
Senator REED. You were also short of plans for them~ 
Mr. Jo:~tDAN. Yes; and those parts are the foundation of the en

gine, substantially. You could not build the .machine without tlwm. 
They did not reach me until some time in January. 

Senator REED. The plans, you mean? 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes. I wrote to everybody in the department that 

I knew of-Montgomery, Shepler, and Farwell and to Mr. Curtiss..,
urging him to send on these blue prints to me, and I could not get 
them until January. It took us three months to redraw the blue 
prints which we already had. 
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Senator REED. What transpired about the metal parts which had 
been promised to you~ 

Mr. JoRDAN. I called Mr. Guy on the telephone. 
Senator REED. From where~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. From the Iroquois Hotel in Buffalo, and Mr. Guy 

said, " It is all a mistake. We can not give you any metal parts." 
Senator REED. What did he say that in reply to~ 
Mr. JoimAN. To my question to him. I said, "You promised to 

send me some metal parts to the hotel and also to ship some to Sacra
mento," and then he said," It is all a mistake~ and you can not have 
any metal parts," and in this correspondence which is coming you 
will find letters pertaining to the same thing, and I wrote to Buffalo 
appealin~ to Mr. Morgan on my arrival at Sacramento. I reminded 
him of his promise to give me samples. · 

Senator REED. You were in Buffalo and talking to Mr. Guy over 
the telephone~ 

Mr. JoRDAN. Yes. 
Senator REED. And you were in the Iroquois Hotel and he was at 

the factory¥ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes. 
Senator REED. ·when was that 1 
Mr. JoRDAN. In the first part of October. I have not the exact 

date. 
Senator REED. You have given that whole conversation, have you? 
Mr. JoRDAN. Substantially; yes. 
Senator REED .. Did you not appeal to him~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes; I argued with him and he said it did not make 

any difference. I asked him if Mr. Morgan was in authority and he 
said said that he [Guy] was in authority. 

Senator REED. Did you tell him that Mr. Curtiss had promised to 
make those for you~ 

Mr. JoRDAN. I did, and he said that he would assume the respon
sibility for refusing me. 

Senator REED. Did you tell him that Mr. Morgan had promised 
these metal parts? 

Mr. JoRDAN. I did, and he said that he would assume the responsi-
bilitv for the refusal. . · 

Senator REED. Did you finally ask him to give you mere samples~ 
Mr. ,JoRDAN, I did, and he saia-'it was not their practice to give out 

samples. . · 
Senator REED. Did you or not tell him that you could not, from the 

blue prints, make the metal parts without great difficulty. because 
of the angles and curvatures, which were difficult to reproduce from 
the blue prints 1 • 

Mr. JoRDAN. Yes; I told him that, and he said." Yon will have to 
tlo as "·e did. and everybody else has to do, and make them fit. 

Senator REED. Did you tell him of the fact that Mr. Morgan had 
sent vou out through the factory and shown how these plates were 
mad~ and fitted up with dies to make the parts 1 

Mr. JoRDAN. Not to Mr. Guy; no. . 
Senator REED. In gent>ral. you did !{O through the situation with 

him and you reviewed the historv of it. and he insisted upon his 
declination and he would not let you have these parts? 
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}fr. JoRDAN. Yes, sir; absolutely. I saidh" Does Mr. Morgan's, 
the president's, word go~" And pe said t at he himself was in 
authority. 

Senator REED. This occurred after you had decli.Iied to sign the 
cross-license agreement~ 

Mr. JoRDAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. How long afterwards-on the same visit 1 
Mr. JoRDAN. On the same ·visit on which I got the plans, a day or 

two afterwards. 
Senator REED. You got the plans after you had gotten the lawyer 

of the board and he had gone up with you and they had been practi
cally compelled in this way to turn over the plans, and it was on this 
sa.me visit to Buffalo, a day or two later, that you had this conversa
tion, and they refused to give you the parts~ 

Mr. JoRDAN. Yes. 
Senator REED. And the first refusal you had for these parts WhS 

after you had refused to sign the contract for $75,000 ~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes; all the row occurred after that ~efusal. Up to 

that time I guess I could have had the factory. 
Senator REED. Do· you mean 'by that statement that everything 

appeared as though they wanted to be accommodating~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Very. · 
Senator REED. And they were willing to give you practically every-

thing that you needed~ · 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes. . 
Senator REED. And to facilitate the carrying out of your contract 1 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes, sir. 
Sen~ttor REED. But after ·you refused to sign the agreement they 

refused . to deliver you anything-the blue prints, the metal parts, 
or anything else~ 

Mr. JoRDAN. Yes. 
Senator REED. And they finally did deliver the blue prints after 

you had made a trip to Washington and gone up there with an attor
ney of the board~ 

Mr. JoRDAN. Yes, sir. I was just going to say that Mr. Morgan said 
to me in an offhand way, "Mr. Jordan, why don't you be a ~ood 
do ~" 
~nator REED. What did he say that in connection with? 
Mr. JoRDAN. After I refused to sign. That means _in the contract

ing business--
The CHAIRMAN. Did you sever your connection with the Liberty 

Iron Works, in San Francisco, as a result of any differences or con
troversies¥ 

Mr. JoRDAN. There was no material controversy, only they thought 
I was not getting along fast enough as manager of the thing. 

The CuAmMAN. There was no friction there which has impelled 
you to sever your connection with the company~ 

Mr. JoRDAN. Not a particle. What brought me to Washington 
more than anything else was not to criticize what was behind us, but. 
what is in front of us; it is because these men are sending out bad 
parts. 

The CHAmMAN. At what flying field¥ 
Mr. JoRDAN. The Mather Flying Field, at Sacramento, Cal. 
The CuAmMAN. Maj. Emmons was the commander of that field 1 
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Mr. JoRDAN. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. When did he tell you that? 
Mr. JoRDAN. About June 25; somewhere along in there. He said 

that "the inspection of planes coming in here is simply rotten." 
The CHAIRMAN. Is he usin2: them at all~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes; but he has been repairing them in his own field, 

and one vital part of the machine is the little bell pull that controls 
the afterrigging and the elevator and the afterpart, and he is re
inforcing that by putting a piece of tubing inside of it. They were 
also soldering up and putting plates on the side of the rocker arm. 

Senator REED. Who was doing that 1 
Mr. JoRDAN. Maj. Emmons's man. 
Senator REED. That did not apply to the Liberty Iron Works only, 

but the other three works out there as well1 
Mr. JoRDAN. The Fowler Co. and the United States Aircraft Co., 

and I have been told that Maj. Emmons shipped back five machines 
to the United States Aircraft Co. 

Senator REID. Where is their factory~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Redwood. 
Senator REED .. Who shipped them back~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Maj. Emmons . 
. Senator REED. What is Maj. Emmons's first name~ 
Mr. JoRDAN. Delas Emmons, at the Mather Field. He not only 

made that statement to me, but also to Mr. Edgar Williams, the 
chairman of the Civil Service Commission of the State of California. 
Here is a telegram from Mr. Williams, in which he says: 

1\laj. Emmons, commandant of Mather Field, tells me Inspection Is rotten 
and they have discovered many glaring defects. 

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will now take a recess. 
(Subsequently the chairman wired for additional information on 

this matter, whieh is here printed in full, as follows:) 
WASHINGTON, D. C., July 17, 1918. 

Maj. D. C. EMMONS, 
Commanding Mather Jt'Iying Field, Sacramento, Cal.: 

Mr. Jordan, of Sacramento. testified this morning before the Senate Subcom
mittee on Military Affairs that you said to him In substance about June 25 that 
training planes coming In were rotten ; that you had been repairing them in 
your own field ; that a vital part of the machine Is the little belt pull control
ling the after rigging, the elevator, and the after part, which you had to reen
force by placing tubing Inside of same; also that you soldered up and put 
plates on the side of the rocker arms; also that you returned to the United 
States Aircraft Co. at Redlands five machines delivered to your field. Please 
forward copy of your record regarding this subject, together with statement 
covering the subject fully and oblige Senate Subcommittee on Mllltary Affairs. 

C. S. THOMAS, Chairman. 
--·-

W AB DEPARTMENT, 
SIGNAL COBPS AVIATION SCHOOL, 

MATHER FIELD, 
Sacramento, Cal., July 19, 1918. 

From: Maj. Delos C. Emmons, Air Service, National Army. 
To: Senator C. S. Thomas, chairman of Senate. Subcommittee on Military 

Affairs. 
Subject: Statement concerning conditions of airplanes delivered to Air-Service 

School, Mather Feild, Sacramento, Cal. 
1. In <:ompliance with your telegram dated July 17. 1918, copy attached, I 

am Inclosing herewith a statement covering In detail just what faults were 
discovered with every airplane assembled at this field and Including other faults 
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which were present but not discovered until the airplanes had been flown. 
I hope this statement includes the information desired by the Senate Subcom
mittee on Military Affairs. 

2. The first part of my statement is Intended to correct that part of Mr. 
Jordan's testimony In w,hich I am quoted. The second part is a compilation of 
plane-inspection reports and trouble reports. 

3. In this connection it Is desired to state that flying began at this school on 
June 17, 1918; that approximately 50 different airplanes have flown approxi
mately 150,000 miles without serious injury of any kind to either pilots or 
passengers. 

DELOS C. EMMONS, 
MajO>r, Air Service, National Army. 

WAR DEPARTMENT, 
AIR S~;RYICE TRAINING STATION MATHER FIELD, 

Sacramento, Cal., July 19, 1918. 
1. I hereby certify that .:.\Jr. John A . • Jordan, ex-vice president and general 

manager of the Libert~· 11-on Works of Saerumento, Cal., which company had 
manufactured and delivered to this school 12 airplanes visited my office at 
:Mather Field, Sacramento, Cal., on oi' about .June 25, 1918, and offered his 
nssi><tnnee us 1m ut•t·onautklll engineer; that dUring my conversation with Mr . 
• Tonian I stated to him that some of the airplanes delivered to this field were 
in rotten condition, meaning that they were unsafe to fly. I also stated to Mr. 
Jordan that certain weak or defective parts were being replaced at this school 
JllHl that eertain repait·8 wet·e being made at the Liberty Works of Sacra
mento, Cal. 

I further stated to Mr.· Jordan that on many of the airplanes supplied the 
~levator-eontt·ol assembly, a vital part of the airplane, was. weak and that I 
was having these parts reinforeed before permission would be given to fly the 
.ah1Jlanes. 

I did not state to Mr. Jordan that we were soldering up and puttl.ng plates on 
the side of the rocker arms. However, I did state that, as soon as It could be 
.arranged to do so, rocker arms would be cast at this school which I believe 
would be stronger than those supplied. 
~o uirplane8 have been delivered by the United States Aircraft Co., Redwood, 

Cal., to this sehool. Six surplus airplanes delivered to this school in error were 
returned to the Fowler Aircraft Corporation, San Francisco, Cal. 

2. I fm·ther certify that the attached report, compiled by the Post Engineer 
{)fficer, covering in detail just what faults have been discovered with the air
plane>< assemble() at thi~< ~<<·Iwol. i~< correet to the best of my knowled·ge and 
llf'lief. a~< I haw personallr ohsenetl m11ny of the faults enumerated. 

DEWS C. EMMONS, 
Major, Air Service, National Army, Commandi-ng. 

MATHER FIELD, July 19, 1918. 
l\femo to colllmandin~ officer : 

•1. I submit the following report of trouble and · faults found on ships assem
llled to date. along with sub~<equent faults that developed after flying. 

2. The first in ot·der are the twenty-four hundre:l series airplanes, manufac-
1 ured by the Fowler Airplane Corporation, of San Francisco, Cal., as follows: 

Ship· No. 2405. FuselagE: warped, necessitating realignment; cross 
member safety wire on turnbuckle very loose. 

Ship No. 2406. Fuselage warpetl, necessitating realignment; short 
right-upper elevator control wire; one outer-left flying wire miss
ing; one aileron-control wire not soldered at thimble. 

Ship No. 2407. Fuselage warped, necessitating realignment; . loose 
safety wire on turnbuckles of compression strut brace wires in 
fuselage; axle stream line space bar cracked ; woooen control 
stick loose in socket; wing-struts fittings twisted; elevator and 
aileron-control wires too short ; engine bed ~ross ~eml!er cracked. 
Ends of this cross mep1ber very loose in master strut. Space had 
heen flllt>el with h wooden wedge, which loosened and dropped 
out. 

Ship No. 2408. Fuselage badly warpetl , necessitating realignment. 
Ship No. 2409. Elevator and aileron-control wires too short; one 

end of aileron-control wire was not soldered at the wire wrap
ping below thimble. 
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Ship No. 2410. Elevator control wires corroded so that rust could be 
scraped out from between wires with a pen-knife; rudder control 
wires improperly soldered at thimble so that· wire wrapping at 
thimble was flexible and easily bent; elevator control wires too 
short ; right front brace on landing gear split ; clevis pin was in 
clevis on elevator pylons Instead of bolt, nut, and cotter; cotter pin 
hole in bolts on wing skid sockets improperly drilled, so that cotter 
pins could not be used. 

Ship No. 2413. Fuselage warped, necessitating realignment; no safety 
wire on turn-buckle on Internal brace wire; fuselage clevis pins 
rusted; motor bed cross bearer compression member too small for 
mortised hole in master strut No. 3; then wooden wedge used fill 
space. 

Ship No. 2414. Fuselage warped, necessitating realignment; one dead 
wood wing strut. . 

Ship No. 2416. Wood control stick loose over taper socket; one 
aileron control wire thimble not soldered. 

3. The second in order are the thirty-six hundred series of airplanes, manu
factured by the Curtiss Airplane and Motor Corporation, of Buffalo, N. Y., as 
follows: 

Ship No. 3621. Fu!i!elage warped, necessitating realignment; base ~f 
forward cabane on right wing beveled in wrong direction where It 
fit In socket, necessitating replacement. 

s·htp No. 3626. Hurnbuckle eye on landing-gear brae~ wire Improperly 
threaded, necessitating replacement; left rear landing gear strut 
t Inch short; ailerons not varnished. 

Ship No. 3628. Left front landing gear strut j Inch short; wing strut 
dead wood;· one right lower wing strut fitting too far ahead on 
wing section; brace wire loop between sections &-7, right side of 
fuselage, found broken ; right front landing gear strut ilr inch too 
long. 

Ship No. 3629. One right front flying wire i Inch too long; left rear 
landing gear strut j Inch too long. 

Ship No. 3635. Fuselage warped, necessitating realignment; right 
landing gear strut i inch too long; right aileron warped ; left lower 
wing panel i to ! Inch more camber than right wing panel. 

Ship No. 3637. Fuselage warped, necessitating realignment; Pyrene 
extinguisher empty. 

Ship No. 3644. Fuselage warped, necessitating realignment. 
Ship No. 3652. Rudder badly warped ; was replaced ; fire ex

tinguisher leaking. 
Ship No. 3653. Fuselage warped, necessitating realignment. One 

outer left panel strut n Inch too long; linen torn near leading edge 
on four wing panels, anti on stltbillz~r; ruwhitle guide un elevntor 
control wire torn out of fuselage. 

Ship No. 3655. Right front and right rear lnmllnl{ gear struts il-inch 
too long; horizontal stabilizer warped. 

Ship No. 3656. Left front Inside flying wire 3! inches too long. • 
Ship No. 3657. Aileron control wii·e:s short; holt on reur sent HUll

port broken ; replaced. 
Ship No. 3660. Left aileron wat·ped. 
Ship No. 3661. Four false ribs on trailing etlge of lower . wing hrokt>u, 

necessitatipg •·epairs; fuselage ·wnrped, neces.«itating realignment. 
Ship No. 3663. Loose fittings on lower wing panels throughout; 

left aileron warped. 
~hlp No. 3664. Fu;:elage wnrped, necessitating realignment. 
Ship No. 3668. Fuselage wm·ped, necessitating renllgnment. 
Ship No. 3670. Turnbuckle on right stagger wire. center section, 

missing. 
Ship No. 3671. Stabilizer warped ; pyrene leaking. 
Ship No. 3672. Left aileron !-Inch short; vertical fin warped. 
Ship No. 8674. Right front center section strut too short; left rear 

center section strut too short ; left aileron badly warped. 
Ship No. 3675. Could not obtain proper stagger due to center section 

struts being Improperly beveled at their base, thereby bottoming 
in the socket; left rear center section strut i-lnch short. 
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Ship No. 3678. Right lower wing panel leading edge badly warped~ 
turnbuckle eye or shank undercut, and loose in turnbuckle ;. 
replaced. 

Ship No. 3679. One wing strut warped ; replaced. 
Ship No. 3680. Left aileron warped. 
Ship No. 3681. Wing hinge fitting on upper left wing fitted too high 

on wing section and affected dyhedral and angle of incidence ; one 
front flying wire 12 Inches too long. 

Ship No. 3682. Fuselage warped, necessitating realignment; one 
stagger wire 1 foot and 5 Inches too long. 

Ship No. 3684. Left rear landing gear strut Hnch too long; right 
front landing gear strut i·lnch too long. 

4. The above detail report of troubles in assembling were compiled ut time 
of assembly, and, in many instances, trivial defects are noted, as our men are 
required to check up every part of the ship and report anything unusual. 

5. The third in order are the 10 Liberty planes of the thirty-nine hundred 
series, numbered 3991 to 4000, inclusive, manufactured by the Liberty Iron 
\Vorks, Sacramento, Cal.; these ships were delivered to the field and partially 
assembled by their workmen. 

These were the first ships put In commission, and, owing to the lack of depart
ment organization, defects were not reported by ship number. After the 
r~sume of troubles was taken and was corrected by our medmnics who had 
charge of final inspection, they were placed in flying service. 

The following general defects, however, were noted: 
TM fuselage bolts to the rear of station 6 were not cotter pinned, but the 

prick punching was of higher order than In the Fowler ; control sticks were 
very loose in their sockets, and in some cases bottomed on the toggle joint on 
shtlft nnde.-neath; earhuretor eontrol levers were conne<·ted .in the opposite 
direction from the usual pructtte of a forward motion to open ; clevis yokes 
on aileron and elevator control links were very loose; doping and varnish were 
generally poor on both wink and fuselage, and in ·some cases seemed to have 
but one coat of very thin varnish; wires seemed to be not properly stretched 
or tested by manufacturer ; after first flight, loose landing, flying and drift 
wires develope<l; landing gear wires were connected to struts by means of 
eyebolt through struts at improper angle to correspond with angle of the 
brace wire, causing the eyebolt to bend under the usual stress and strain. 
Fowler and Curtiss planes had no such defect, inasmuch us they employed an 
extended lug bent to the proper angle. 

Common complaints after ships have had flying service: . 
Gasoline tanks.-;-Up to date gasoline tanks in· the following ships, to wit; 

Xos. 3612, 3640, 3657, 3664, and 3677, manufactured by Curtiss Airplane Cor-· 
poration, and Nos. 3993, 3998, and 4000, manufactured by Liberty Iron Works. 
are opening up or cracking along the riveted seam. In every instance this has 
been at the sides about 8 inches up from the bottom. This may be caused by 
grade of metal used, method of riveting, or expansion and contraction of the 
sides of the tank by action of gasoline within. This fracture occurs between 
two lateral felt-lined wooden strips used as spacing members, apparently,' to 
retard this expanding or contracting motion or vibration. Consequently we 
nre makin~J an additional spacing member to prevent the inward and outward 
action of the metal, which may prevent further fractures at this point. How
ever, it is our general opinion that the design is faulty, and we should not rely 
on the stick strip to prevent such action as causes this fracture. . 

Rent a:r.les.-1. Axles on the following ships have bent under the usual shock 
on landing: Ships 2406, 2410, 2415, and 2416 of the Fowler Airplane Corporation 
of San Francisco, Cal. ShipR 3612, 3665, and 3669 of the Curtiss Aeroplane & 
~lotor ConJorutlon of Buffalo, N. Y. .Ships 3996 and 4000 of the Liberty Iron 
Works of Sacramento, Cal. 

2. Some of these axles have been straightened cold and do not appear to be 
of the proper grade of metal, aR they continue to bend. 

3. Samples of uxles are now being examined by Mr. J. H. Howell, chief engi
neeJ· of the San Francisco district, Bureau of Aircraft Production, San Fran
<:IRCo, Cal. 

Wood controt sticks.~Wood control sticks were used in both the Fowler and 
Liberty airships. Are constantly being refitted. They seem to shrink and 
loosen under service. 

Landing gear struts.-1. Of landing gear struts broken to date, eight have been 
foullll dead wood in ships 3996 and 4000 of the Liberty Iron Works. 
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2. As you will note in the " Ship Assembly Report,'1 a great many of these 
landing gear struts are found short. This holds good in all three makes of 
machines at this field. 

Inner plane struts.-A great many of these struts have been found to ue too 
short on all three makes of airplanes. 

Longerons.-1. Fowler ship 2408 turned over and upper ash longeron between 
station No. 6 and No. 7 broke. Sample of wood now in hands of district office, 
Bureau of Aircraft Production, San l<'rnncisco, for examination. 

2. Fowler people have replaced all No. 6 and No. 7 struts on their ships with 
ash at this field. 

3. The breaking of this longeron proved where wood screws were used to 
spread metal senmings in position on longerons. These screws were unneces
sarily large and extreme length. One break took place at a plnee where two 
wood serews were on a line through the cross section undoubtedly weakent:>d 
the member. 

4. No. 6 and No. 7 vertical spruce struts broke and showed evidence of in
sufficient strength at this point. 

5. :Mr. H. A. ·Hamm, district wood engineer, advises us that after investiga
tion it has ueen neeessary to use ash or oak at this station. 

Fuselage a.t statio-n No. 5.-1. It has been found that ordinary tension brought 
upon the landing gear wires which terminate directly under station ~o. 5 
caused twisting of the lower longeron at this point. · 

2. Investigation proved that a compression strut was necessary in addition 
to the ~teel compression member which is located above the longerons, installed 
at the right point to prevent the longerons springing under strain. 

3. l<Jnginee•· Howell, of the district office, Bureau of Aircraft Production, Sun 
Francisco, has agreed upon this point and has ordered the manufacturers of 
this district to provide this extra compression member. 

Wings toa.rping.-1. Internal drift wires were found loose on the following 
ships: 2405, 2407, 2409, 2414, 2415, and 2416 of the Fowler manufacture. 

2. Fabrle ripped o1.en showed wires lay slaek. Mechanics of this tit:>hl aml 
the l<'nwler Aircraft Corporation are adjusting these wires. 

3. W. W. ~orton, senior inspector at the Fowler factory, states: "Internal 
wing wires ha,·e been examined and found still too loose. 

4. "Wings in planes 2415 and 2416 bear the stamp of the California Aviation 
Co. of Los Angeles, by whom they were made. Almost all the Fowler plnnes 
(•arr~· one or two wings made by this concern. 

5. "Uequestetl that Fowler company send men to c<>rrect this fault." Request 
granted. 

Propellers.-1. The Jneuzzi propellers were very poorly varnished and seem
Ingly mnde of a soft wood which is susceptible to injury on contact with earth 
thrown up when warming up motor. 

2. In some instances the laminations have parted and do not stand but very 
little service. Copper tipping would possibly pre,·ent this, but it Is the gene1·al 
opinion that the fault lay In the process of gluing. 

Switches.-1. Motor in ship 3632 went dead at low altitude, causing a forced 
landing, wrecking the plane. 

2. It developed upon investigation that the magneto circuit had become 
grounded. Upon examination of switch It was found that the primary lend 
or live wire from the magneto to the switch wire, attached to the center 
binding post of the switch, had come in contact with a small spiral spring on 
side, this spring being grounded to the body of the switch. The circuit 
traveled along the rod-connecting switch, touching the brace wire where the 
ground connected along the steel-wire electric conduit to motor base. 

3. It Is necessary in order to prevent a recurrence of this trouble to lead 
the ground and dead wire to center terminal, and would suggest that switches 
be more adequately Insulated. 

Fttsel4ge brace wilres.-1. Loops on fuselage brace wh·es on Fowler planes are 
of a different shape than those of Curtiss manufacture and are much narrower 
across the loop. The opinion is that when wire stretches the lower portion 
of loop slides Into the sleeve. However true this may be, many wires were found 
loose ufter short service. 

Control wires.-1. Control wires on Fowler, Curtiss, and Liberty planes have 
been found too short in coupling; turnbuckle wh·es were drawn so tight that 
operation became difficult. 

2. Would suggest that threads In all eyebolts entering turnbuckle be made 
of suftlcient length to accommodate variation of alignment. The end of this 
thread section can then be cut off where they bottomed. 
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Center-secti<m stt·uts.--Center-section struts in both Curtiss and Fowler 
planes have come either too short or too long, causing considerable difficulty 
Jn alignment. 

Ship's 1WBe heavy.-1. Ship 2417, Fowler Corporation, was found nose heavy 
:and could not be corrected by stagger. .. 

2. The Fowler Corporation sent mechanics from Sun Francisco to attempt to 
eorrect fault by moving motor bed but finally gave it up. 

3. Upon investigation we found that station No. 4 was five-sixteenths of an 
inch too far to the rear. Some radical change will have to be made and station 
No. 4 moved to proper place. As yet nothing has been done. 

4. Would recommend that plane be shipped back to Fowler Corporation for 
correction. 

Frayed wires.-1. Nearly all control wires, especially ailerons, become frayed 
inside of 40 hours' service. 

2. This condition required completely changing guides installed to rawhide
lined fittings. 

3. The l<'owler and Liberty concerns are now both changing to rawhide 
guides accordingly. 

Elevator-control assembly.-1. Very poor design and construetion is apparent 
on this member of all three models, Fowler, Curtiss, and Liberty. 

2. This wns one of the most serious defects we found In construction of 
planes. 

3. This member is constructed from thin tubing as a cross member, with a 
(lnuble-lever bell crank on both ends where the wire cables are attached, oper
nting the elevator. This member is back of the rear seat. A center lever is 
employed to connect with the control stick. Considerable force Is brought to 
hear upon this center lever In operating elevators. This lever Is of frail 
eonstrnction. made UJl of thin Rheet steel, terminating with a ball-drop forging. 

4. In the Liberty ships this ball drop forging Is joined to the lever with one 
single rivet In addition to very light spot welding. 

5. The lever Itself Is fastened to the tubing with a single taper pin. Tbis 
lever becomes loose after the first flight on these machines through the taper 
pins loosening and wearing In the thin support from the steel tubing. 

6. This matter was taken up Immediately with the chief engineer of the Liberty 
Iron Works, Mr. McManus, who stated that he had broken the spot welding 
on this part with a sharp blow, not on the lever, but on the tubing adjoining. 

7. We Immediately dismantled all cross levers on the 10 Liberty ships we 
had on this field. The ball joints were replnned and brazed to the lever and 
the lever replnned and brazed to the shaft. In addition a reinforcement of 
extra tubing was inserted inside the original tubing. 

8. Later the thin side plates of which this lever was constructed sprung In 
service, .and this part is also reinforced either by brazing a reinforcement of 
sheet metal or making a hardwood block, bound with linen and taped. 

9. The alteration of this part has been authorized by the district oftl.ce, 
Bureau of Aircraft Production, at San Francisco, Cal. 

I, S. C. Coon, Captain A. S. S. R. C., engineer officer, Mather Field, Sacra
mento, Cal., do hereby certify that the above statement of faults and defects in 
aeroplanes is correct in every detail to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

S.C. CooN, 
Capt. A. S. S. R. C., Engineer Oglcer. 

("Whereupon the committee took a recess until 1.30 o'clock p. m.) 

AFTER RECESS . 

At 1.30 o'clock p. m. the committee reassembled, pursuant to the 
taking of recess. 

STATEMENT OF MR. A. A. D. LANG. 

Senator NEw. Mr. Lang, state your name and address. 
Mr. LANG. A. A. D. Lang, New York City. 
Sana tor NEW. You are engaged in business where ~ 
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Mr. LANG. Jamaica, Long Island, and Whitestone, Long Island, 
N.Y. 

Senator NEw. What line of business~ 
Mr. LANG. Making and designing airplane propellers. 
The CHAmMAN. How long have you been in that business~ 
Mr. LANG. I have been making airplane propellers since 1909. 
The CHAIRMAN. Where did you first begin the work of making 

propellers~ 
Mr. LANG. In England, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. You are a native Englishman, are you~ 
Mr. LANG. I am. I have been in this country only a little over a. 

year. 
The CHAIRMAN. Were you engaged in the making of prop«:>llers in. 

EnCI"land ~ 
Mr. LANG. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. When did you come to this country~ 
Mr. LANG. I arrived in this country on the 12th of May of last year. 
The CHAIRMAN. Under what circumstances did you come here~ · 
Mr. LANG. I was manufacturing airplane prox>ellers in England 

and I had a plant which still bears my name and 1s still manufactur
ing airplane propellers for the British Government. There was a 
slight difference between the people with whom I was associated and 
myself. I started this plant with two men and a boy. In those 
days airplane propellers were not required in quantities and I was 
dQmg experimentiil work, and not manufactunng. The war came 
on and the business grew to about 500 men, and the business was 
then-1 am an engineer and not a business man-and the result was 
I had to just leave it. I was going into the British Army and I was 
advised to see Col. Lassiter, and 1 went to see him and he thought 
it was an extremely good idea for me to come to this country, and I 
went to the Director of War Organizations at the War Office in Lon
don, ~nd he wrote this letter to me. He says: 

The bearer was the founder and original proprietor of the Lang Propeller Works, 
which is now a highly successful enterprise, and is patronized by the Royal Flying 
Corps. He can explain his position. It occurred to me that he might be a good free 
agent in the event of this Government requiring any assistance in this country or 
on the other side. · 

GEN. CHARLTON . 

Col. Lassiter gave me a letter with this inclosing a letter to Gen.· 
Squier. I arrived in Washington on the 28th of May last year, aml 
I endeavored to see Gen. Squier and he was not there, and it was 
simply that I was unfortunate. I did meet Col. Waldon, through a 
personal friend, and altogether spent three days with him. On the 
last day I met Col. Deeds but did not meet Mr. Coffin at that time. 
I produced all these letters, of which I have quite a sheath here, ex
plaining that I am in my way an expert propeller maker and designer, 
and they told me that they had plenty of propellers and did notre
quire any and what did I want~ And I said that I wanted nothing 
in particular but I might be of assistance to them if they would like 
to give me a position of any kind; that I would be very pleased to 

·take it. I could supervise aircraft production. I offered them my 
services for anything they would like to give me as inspector or de
signer or manufacturer under the Aircraft Production Board. 

The CHAIRMAN. As a manufacturer of propellers~ 
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Mr. LANG. Yes, sir; or in any other sphere which had purely to do 
with propellers. They told me very politely· that tliey did not 
require my services, but if they did they would let me know, but 
they did not even take the address. I left W as~ton and went to 
.Canada, and was there given a certain amount of mteresting inter
views with certain people up there. Gen. Horrne gave me an order 
and contract for 200 propellers right away, and those I manufactured 
lor the Canadian Airplanes (Ldt.). 

The Cw.mMAN. Did you·make them in Canada~ 
Mr. LANG. No, sir; in New York, on Long Island. I was training 

men all the time against the time when I imagined the propellers 
would be required. On about the 14th of August-I did not bring 
the papers with me, because I did not know what your committee 
wanted me for-I was sent for by telegraph to see a Maj. Sligh-Maj. 
Chapres R. Sligh. 

senator NEw. By whom were you sent fod 
Mr. LANG. By Ma~ Charles R. Sligh. 
Senator NEW. In Washington ~ . 
Mr. LANG. About the 14tb of August, 1917. 

· Senator NEw. Tell us what Maj. Sligh's duties were. 
Mr. LANG. He was in charge of the J>Urchasing of materials of 

wood for anything apparently made purely of wood, and he was in 
~harge then of propeller purch~ing and production, and he was 
made a major. lie was first of all Mr. Shgh and on or about the 
14th he had received the rank of major. I came down to see him 
:and he said, "Are you prepared to manufacture propellers 1" and I 
said, "Yes, I am." He srud, "Do you need any finance~" I said, 
"No, thank you: I have arranged for finance in New York." And 
he said, "How deeply have _you arranged for this finance~" and I 
said, "It is all arranged. There is nothing to be said about it." 
He said, "That is a pity. If you wish to go to Grand Rapids, Mich., 
there are soine bankers there who would be very glad to meet you.'' 

Mr. W. F. ARDIS (treasurer of the Lang Propeller Co.). Was this a 
propeller concern in Grand Rapids ~ 

Mr. LANG. No; it was purely a woodworking plant that could go 
very easily into the manufacture of propellers. I told him I was 
extremely_sorry, but could not do it. He said I had better think it 
over. "We can quote anything up to a million in capital." "You 
can take a train and arnve tliere in two or three days," he said, 
''and they will be pleased to meet you and show you the place," etc. 
I have since learned, but I can not swear to it, but I believe the 
name of the plant was the Sligh Furniture Co. I told Mr. Sligh that 
I could not go. I told him I could not go because I had already made 
my arrangements in New York. We were already manufacturing 
these propellers. . 

Senator REED. You had learned the fact to your own satisfaction 
but you can not swear to it. Please tell us upon what you base that 
opiruon. Tell us your authority for it. 

Mr. LANG. A lumber dealer named J. 0. Stewart came down to 
our _plant at Jamaica. 

The way the matter came up was this: that the old Sligh Furni
ture Co., of Grand Rapids, had been turned into a propeller plant 
and it had a large order for something like 8,000 propellers. 

Senator REED. You are going to tell us how you got this informa
tion. Somebody came down there~ 
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Mr. LANG. He said, "Have you got many orders here?" I said, 
"No; I have, practically speaking, no work to do at all." I was 
doing, I think, four experimental propellers at the time for the Signal 
Corps and I think that was why he was in the plant. He said, "Other 
plants seem to have plenty of work,' ' and I asked him if he knew the 
names of the plants, and he said that as far as he could gather it was 
the Sligh Furniture Co., and they were getting these large orders. I 
had received no ·orders at all from the Signal Corps at the time. I 
heard nothing more at all from the Signal Corps at the time. I heard 
nothing more at all from Maj. Sligh, I should say, for two months, 
that would be about October or Sey,tember. In the meantime I had 
got some orders for about, probab y not more than a dozen experi
mental propellers for the Navy Department, and I was doing this and 
wanted some lumber, and I had purchased a carload of lumber which 
was coming through from the West, and I was informed that Maj. 
Sligh was the right man to give me assistance to get this carload 
through. His reply was, as I had no contract from the Signal Corps, 
he could not give me any assistance in getting the lumber. But I 
afterwards got it through. 

Senator REED. Did you tell him that you had contracts with the 
Navy~ · 

Mr. LANG. Yes, sir. We had quite a correspondence about it. 
Senator REED. Could you get those letters 1 . 
Mr. LANG. Yes, sir. 
(The matter referred to by Senator Reed was subsequently sub

mitted and is here printed in full, as follows:) 

LANG PBoPELLEB Co., 

COUNCIL OF NATIONAL DEFENSE, 
AIRCRAFT PRoDUCTION BOARD, 

Washington, JuZy 31, 1911. 

280 Madison Aventte, New York City. 
GENTLEMEN : It is possible that this board may desire to contract for pro

pellers independently of aircraft manufacturers. If you" have facilities for 
manufacturing these, we wlll be pleased to have you file with us immediatelY 
a statement of what your facilities are, which should state what your factory 
facilities are and also your financial ability and your experience; how many 
thousand you could manufacture a year and your price for different woods in 
birch, quartered sawed oak, walnut, and mahogany. 

Very truly, yours, 

COUNCII. OF NATIONAL DEFENSE 
(AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION BoARD), 

Washington, D. 0. 

A1:BcJlArr PRoDUCTION BoABD, 
By CHAB. R. SLIGH. 

NEw YORK CITY, August 6, 1917. 

Attention Mr. Charles R. Sligh. 

GENTLEMEN: We thank you for your letter dated July 31 In regard to the 
possible requirements for aeroplane propellers in the near future. 

We have perfected our plans for the manufacture of propellers and· have 
Incorporated under the name of the Lang Propeller Co. of America (Inc.) and 
will commence business with n paid-up capital of $50,000. At the present 
moment we have our works at Southampton, Long Island, which we are using 
largely for experimental purposes and for training workmen for the peculiar 
needs of our business. 

We are investigating the suitability of several localities in or near New York 
which we shall equip with machinery now on order. The size of the plant we 
have in view will depend entirely upon the demand that shall exist :for our 
product. 
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We alreauly have submitted one or two sample propellers to the Canadian 
Go\"emment, who have asked us to be prepared to furnish large quantities of 
propellers to thein for their schools In Canada. If your board is likely to 
require propellers In quantity It will materially affect the plant we propose 
taking over anll our general scheme will have to be slightly reorganized from 
its present lineR. The writer spent three days toward the end of Ma:y In 
Washington and endeavored to discover what the prospect might be for pro
pellers, and your letter of July 31 is the first and only Intimation regarding 
the situation we have had from Washington. 

We are prepared and can Immediately start preparing for whatever produc
tion may be required and can make firm promise for 10,000, 15,000, and up to 
25,000 propellers per annum. Should a greater number than this be required 
we can within a very short time enlarge our manufacturing facilities to meet 
such demand. 

The writer Is the founder and originator of the Lang Propeller (Ltd. ) (of 
England) , which Is probably one of the lar11:est concerns of ~ts kind in the 
'''orlll. and It Is fair to say that upward of 60 per cent of the propellers now 
used In the Royal Flying Corps and the Royal Naval Air Service bear the 
writer's name at the present moment. The writer has letters which he shall 
be please(] to submit to your board from various officials in London that wlll 
establish his status. 

The writer has spent the past seven years exclusively to the design anll . 
mnnnfucture of aeroplane propellers, and until the early part of this year has 
been In full charge of the Lang Propeller plant at Weybridge, England, whlcb 
Is still In operation and bears his name. 

Regarding the price of propellers, It is somewhat difficult at this particular 
moment to quote definite prices, due to the lack of knowledge of Government 
specifications and requirements; also the difficulty in arriving at the best 
timber to adopt, due to the scarcity of mahogany and walnut now prevailing. 
At the moment we are carrying out tests on various grades of American 
timber, which Is abundantly a\·allnble, and will be glad to let your board 
know In detail when we have satisfied ourselves as to the results of these 
tests and what we consider can be used advantageously. We are now endeavor
ing to get prices on walnut and mahogany, but our wide experience In using 
the timber that Is kiln dried and Insufficiently seasoned force us to the con
clusion that It would be lnadvisnble to use any timber that can not be pro
cured in quantity, dry, and alltple to meet the demand for lmmedlute use. 

\Ve might also mention-that the writer has spent considerable time In arriv
ing at satisfactory glues, methods of Inspection, jigs, etc., which will facilitate 
the manufacture of Lang propellers In this country, and no doubt the writer's 
-very wide experience, when called upon, would be of service in his chosen line. 

Awaiting with interest your further communications, 
Yours, faithfully, 

1\lr. A. A. D. LANG, 

LANG PROPELLER Co. OF AMERICA (INC.) , 

\VAR DEPARTMF.NT, 
OFFICE o•· THE CHIEF SIGNAT, OFFICER, 

Washington, Aupu11t fl , Iflli. 

80 East Forty-second Street, New York City. 
DEAR SIR: Yours of the 6th has been received. If possible, I would like to 

bave ~·on come over here and see me personally, as I think I am in position 
where I can put you In touch with the people who have the factory facilities. 
already and will put up anywhere from $100,000 to $150,000, If necessary, In 
engaging vigorously In the manufacture of propellers. 

Please advise ·me by wire lf you are coming and when. I will be In the cit~· 
up to 2 o'clock Saturday and will not be back until Monday morning at 9 
o'clock. but I would prefer to see you to-morrow evening if possible. 

Very truly, yours, 
CHAS. R. SLIGH. 
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NEW YORK CITY, August SO, 1911. 
CoUNCIL OF NATIONAL DEli'ENSE, 

Of!tce of the Chief Signal Of!tcer, Aircraft Production Board, 
washington, D. c. 

Attention of Mr. Charles R. Sligh. 
GENTLEMEN: You wlll probably recall the writer and Mr. Lang vlsltlng you 

some two weeks ago. Slnre then we have arranged for the manufacture of 
propellers In quantity. 

We shall be glad to know the requirements of the United States Government, 
as we are now negotiating a contract with the Canadian Government, and feel 
that the United States should have the first call upon us. 

We understand from our last conversation that the only propellers the United 
States Government is buying at the present time In quantity are for the Curtiss 
type JN machine. 

We await with Interest your early response, and beg to-remain. 
Very truly, yours, -

From : Maj. Chas. R. Sligh. 

LANG PRoPELLER Co. OF AMERICA, 
Per------. 

WAR DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE OF THE CHII!."F SIGNAL OFFICER, 

Washington, SeJJtember 6. 1917. 

To: Lang Propeller Co. of America, 30 East Forty-second Street, New York City. 
Subject : Propellers. 

1. This division has decided that it was advisable to make Its contracts with 
companies who have an organization and an established factory with facilities 
to justify our orders, and all the orders available at present have been disposed 
of this way. 

2. If at any future time you have the facilities for doing this, we will take 
the matter of contract up with you later. 

OKAS. R. SLIGH, 
JlaJor, Slgtta' 00t'f)l. 

NEw YQBK CITY, SeptemiJer 6, 1917.-
{'Ot'NCIT. o~· ~ATJONAL DEFENSE, 

Aircraft Production Board, Washington, D. C. 
Attention of Charles R. Sligh. 

GENTLEMEN: We have issued order for one carload of Philippine muhogany 
to S. S. Spiro, to be shipped from San Francisco to New York City.· 

This mahogany is for aeroplane propellers, both for the Govt>rnment and for 
other manufacturers building aeroplanes for the Government. 

We understand you issue a special order to the railroad to rush shipment 
through to its destination. If possible. would appreciatt> thi,.; orllt>r ut an early 
datt> as convenient. 

Vt>ry truly, yours, 
LANG PROPEJ.LEH Co. o•· Aln:RICA, 

Per, L. T. MORLAND. 

Our ordt>r issued to S. S. Hpiru, 505 Fifth Avenut>, New York Uity. 

From : llaj. Chnrles R. Sligh. 

W AB DEPARTMENT, 
0FFic•; m· THE UHJEF HIGN.\1, O~'FICEit, 

Washington, September 'i, 1917. 

To: Lang Propeller Oo. of America, 30 East l<'orty-second ~treet, ::-;ew York Cit~·. 
Subject: Shipment of mahogany from San Francisco to New York Uity. 

1. We Iun·e your fuvor of the 6th instnnt, in refert>nce to ~>~hipment of maho):
any from Sun l<'rnnclsco to New York City. We are not nwut·e that you ure 
under contract with the United States Government to furnish propellers, ami 
therefore we couhl not consistently put out any orders to fudlltntt> the mo,·e
ment of your particular freight. 

Yours. very truly, 
EQUIPMENT DIVISION, 
f'HAS. R. Sr.toH. 

Ma,jor, Signal Cm·ps. 
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From : :\Inj. Clutrles U. Sligh. 

\V AR DEPARTMENT, 
())'H('E OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER, 

Washington, October li, 1917. 

To: Lung Propellt>r Uo., 30 East Forty-~:~e<:«~nd Street, New York City,~. Y. 
Snbjeet : Purchase re~tuest for four propeller~:~ 

1. We are Issuing to-day through this office purchase re~~uest for four pro
Jlellt-rs; one t>nch from the following drnwlngs : 8-27, 8-29, 8-30, 8-31, of which 
blne prints are nttache~l to tht> order. 'l'hls JlUI'ehnse re~~uest Is Issued nt the 
request of Lieut. Col. V. L. Clurk. 

2. 'l'he above propellers 111·e to be ri~Cht-hnnd s<•rews and to he made in accortl
unce with specifications ~o. 29Z'iUO. As this Is nn emergency order we l'eiJUest 
thnt you proceed lmme~lintely with the numufneture of these propellers· an(} 
thnt you imme~llntel>· t'eltly to us, stntlng your IH'i<'(' for the sumt>. 

Hy direetion of the t 'hlef Hlgnnl Otfket·. 

From: LANG l'RoPELU:R Co. o•· A:au:RH'A (IN!'. ). 
To: Mn.f . Chm·les R. Hllgh, Hi~Cnnl Corps. . 
Suhjeet: Pur(·huSt> re~1nest for four 1•ro1teller>~. 

CHARLES R. SLIGH, 
3lajor, ~ig11al CurpH. 

Hy 0 . E. L . 

()(,'TOBER 19, 1917. 

1. We hnve ymu· <·omnnmlcntlon of O<'toht>r 17 <·ontalnlng purchase re~~uest 
for four propeller>~, l>~sue<l lly <llt·e<·tl«~n of tlw t 'hlt>f Hlgnnl Officer nt the 
im•tance of Lieut. Col. V. L. Clnrk. 

:!. We rest~t>Ctfully Invite your nttentlon to om· <~mununi<'lltion of AuguMt !Ul 
to you and your reply thereto of St>ptember 6: nlso to our <'ommunlcntlon of 
Xt>ptt>mher 6 to you nnd your reply thert>to under dnte of St>ptemher 7. 

3. In the Interim Wt> hnvt> clo>~ed nddltionnl <'Ontt·ttets with tht> British and 
the Cttnadlan Oovt-rnnwnts 1tn<l vurlous mnnufn<'turet·s who are building planes 
for the l:nlted Htutt>s Oovt>rnment. 

4. Therefot·e, mudt us it would <lellght us to t•omply with 11 1mrchase re~~uest 
is.qued hy dlreetlon of the <'hlef ~lgnul Otflcpr at the lnstanee of Lieut. Col. 
\' , L. ('hu·k. we nre oblige<! to <lt>dhtt> tlti>~ pm·chnRe requt>st transmitted by 
you und ~<hull rt-turn the formnl ordt>r if nnd when received. 

~'rom: LA:'I'G PROPELU:R ('o. m· AMERH'A (IN!'.). 
To: Cupt. ·A. C. Downey, Signal Corps. 
Suhjeet : Order for four 4-hlndt> propellers. 

OE:SEB..I.L .MANAGER. 

0!'TOBER 24, 1917. 

1. Wt> respectfully Invite your nttt>ntlon to our <'ommunlcutlon of Octobet• 
17, 1917, nthlressed to :\Iaj. Chm·le!< H. Rllgb. 

:.!. We al!W.> Invite your nttentlon to tht> fourth pnrngraph of the above-men
tione~l communication, and in nccordanee thert>wlth we are returning under 
sepurnte cover your ()epartment ordet• for tour 4-blade propellers, ~o. L20145, 
with blue prints attuched. 

From: J,ANG PROPELU:R Cu. OF AMEKI<' A (I :'I'<'.). 
To: Lieut. Col. V. L. Clark., 
~ubject: Specially designed propellers. 

GE:SEB..I.J. :\IANAGEB. 

OCTOBER 27, 1917. 

1. This office Is In receipt of your communlcntlon addre:;se~l to Mr. Dashwoo<l 
Lang of October 26 regnrdlng the designing nnd bullding of some propellers 
for tht> l:nite~l States 12-cyllnder 400-horsepowt>r engine, to be mounte~l In the 
D. H. 9 Bt·lstol fighter. 

2. It wlll give this company great pleasure to be of any asslstnnce to you In 
the design nnd development of a suitable propellt>r for the 12-cyllnder motor 
mounted in the D. H. 9 machine. 

3. We re~~uest that you fill out tht> lnclo.-ed Inquiry blank, upon receipt of 
Whkh we will expedite manufacture and shipment with the least possible 
delay. 

GE:-IERAL 1\h:-iAGER. 

68424-18-VOL 2-9 
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From: Office Chief Signal :officer. 

WAR DEPARTMENT, 
0~'FICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER, 

Washington, October 26, 1917. 

To: Lang Propeller Co .. 30 East Forty-second Street, New York City. 
Subject: Cancellation of order No. 20145. 

1. With reference to your letter of October 24, 1917, and your letter of 
October 17, 1917, addressed to Maj. Charles R. Sligh, setting forth your in
ability to undertake work for the Signal Corps at this time, you are aclvised 
that order No. 20145 is hereby canceled. 

By direction of the Chief Signal Officer. 

From : Qffice Chief Signal Officer. 

A. C. W ALBER, 
First Lieutenant, Signal Corps, U. S. R. 

WAR DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER, 

Washington, October 26, 1911. 

To: Mr. Dashwood Lang, care of Lang Propeller Co., 30 East Forty-second 
Street, New York, N. Y. 

Subject : Propellers. 
1. This office would be interested In a proposition relating to your de!<igning 

and making up several propellers for the U. S. 12-cyllnder 400-horsepower 
engine as mounted In the D. H. 9, and in the Bristol fighter. 

2. It Is suggested that a sntlsfactory arrangement might be for this office 
to purchase two pro~llers of each of several designs, the purchase price of 
the two propellers being sufficient to cover the expense incurred in the design 
in each case. 

3. It is requested that you communicate with the undersigned at the aero
nautical experimental station. Signal Corps, McCook field, Dayton, Ohio. 

By direetion of the Chief Signal Officer. , v. E. CLARK, 
Lieutenant Colonel, Signal Corps. 

Mr. LANG. l have done qujte a gi:eat deal of experimental work. 
I have made quite a number of propellers, both for the Army and the 
Navy Departments, and now I have a pure cost-plus plant working 
enti:r;_ely.for the N_avy, an1 the Jamaic~ plant is to-day ou~ of work, 
and 1t 1s on the pomt of bemg shut up wtth 100 extremely skilled men·, 
and I have reason to believe that our work is as good or better than 
others in this country. 

Senator REED. Have you told us all the reasons that you have to 
think that this Sligh concern was the one which was being referred 
to by Maj. Sligh~ 

Mr. LANG. It has been mentioned so many times to me by so 
many people that it ~as so. It was small talk b~t I _attached that 
much·unportance to tt; I had every reason to beheve 1t was so. 

Senator NEW. Did you receive any orders. from the Signal Corps 
since Maj. Slig!J. was connected with the service~ 

Mr. LANG. Not through Maj . Sligh. I received, I think, an experi
mental order for three propellers through a major or captain who is 
doing experimental work that did not come through Maj. Sligh's 
bureau. 

Senator REED. Do you remember that man's name~ 
Mr. LANG. I think it was Capt. V. E. Clark, probably he is now 

Gen. Clark. That was just for one or two experimental propellers. 
Senator REED. Has there been any complaint about the character 

of the work you have done~ · 
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Mr. LANG. One propeller we made burst at Pensacola back in 
March I think it was. That situation has been cleared up, and I aru 
not heid criminally negligent by the Navy in any way for the work
manship. I went down to Pensacola last week and straightened up 
the work there. This is the only time anybody can criticise any of 
our work. · 

Senator REED. What was the story of that 1 
Mr. LANq,. The Navy Department has a number of flying boats 

coming out, and had no propellers for them and called upon us to 
do the experimental desigliing upon these propellers, which we 
did do. B~fore we could test anr. propeller at all I was given, of 
course, the power curve of the L1 berty motor to work to, and the 
power curve of the Liberty motor in December and Januarv was 
one day at one place and at a different place the next· day . 
It was still in its experimental stages and the motor was varying 
very much in power. It was 300 horsepower at 1,600 revolutions 
and 300-horsepower at 1,800 revolutions, and this propeller went 
down to Pensacola, and whether or not the motor had any more 
power tha'l the power curves showed I do not know, but the propeller 
went up to 1,856 revolutions and the propeller burst. All those 
designs have been since Iectified, and I am m very ('lose touch with 
the Bureau of Steam Engineering. No work I have ever done for 
the Armv can he criticized adversely. 

Senator REED. As I understand your statement in regard to the 
propeller you made in the first place, you were required to make an 
experimental _l)ropep.er 1 

Mr. LANG. Yes, su-. 
Senator REED. I suppose that in making that experiment the 

idea of the designer is to get a propeller that will take a hold of the 
maximum amount of air on a revolution and yet. have the propeller 
·stand the strain. 

Mr. LANG. Exactly. 
Senator REED. You get the factor of safety reduced pretty low. 

You do not have a very large factor of safety 1 · 
Mr. LANG. No, sir. 
Senator REED. Because, like building an engine or anything else 

about an airplane the question of weight and all those things have 
to be considered. Now, the engine on which this experimental pro
peller was to be employed was likewise in an experimental stage 1 

Mr. LANG. Exactly. . 
Senator REED. And they would constantly get greater power 

out of it 1 · 
Mr. LANG. Yes, sir; all the time. 
Senator REED. And since certain parts of that engine broke down 

when they got additional power it may be that that was the reason 
and you think it is the reason that your propeller ~ave out 1 

;Mi. LANG. That is exactl_y what happened, anrl It was probably 
partly due to my design. The design may not have been exact at 
the time. Propeller designing is very, very difficult to do, though 
with all the text books that we have to-day it is mostlv still a matter 
of rule of thumb, and the rules to-day are not necessarily the same 
rules as were in existence six months ago. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Was that a solid or laminated propeller 1 
Mr. LANG. Laminated, sir. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. There was a weakness in the lamination 1 
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Mr. LANG. The burst took place at the hub where the plates join 
into the hub of the propeller where they are joined to the motor, 
and that is where all the stresses are concentrated due to centrifugal 
forces. That is generally where the propeller will burst if it bursts 
at all. . 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN.· Were there any fatalities at all~ 
Mr. LANG. No, sir. I went down and shook hands with the officers 

wh~ were in the boat when the propeJler burst, and so we are friends 
agam. . 

The CHAIRMAN. How many propellers could you turn out a month 
if you had an order at your Jamaica plant~ 

Mr. LANG. We have been doing about 100 propellers a week since 
about the 1st of February. 

Senator NEw. That is, 100 propellers at the Jamaica plant~ 
Mr. LANG. Yes, alone. . 
Senator NEw. What is the average number of propellers required 

for a single-propeller machine, including spares~ · 
Mr. LANG. It should be generally three, including spares. 
The CHAIRMAN. That is a minimum number~ 
Mr. LANG. That is the minimum number for the machine in use in 

this country. When they are going across the water they can not 
use anything in them but the best article, and a J>ropeller with a slight 
blemish which could be used on a training machine would be taken 
out, so it frequently goes up to five or six. • 

The CHAIRMAN. But the minimum number is three~ 
Mr. LANG. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Does that hold good with the large machines 

which are fitted. with more than one engine~ 
Mr. LANG. You generally reckon on three spare propellers for each 

motor or each power unit. . 
The CHAIRMAN. So that the number of propellers required is as 

300 per cent as compared to the number of planes~ 
Mr. LANG. YeJ, sll'; if I might make one criticism. I do not wish 

to quote matters from the other side, but everybody has to walk 
before they can run. The whole matter is as I see it, the matter of 
propeller mspection and production to-day in this country after 
having been m the same sttuation. exactly on the other side is this: 
It is not only the same with propellers but with motors and every
thing else. The inspection is the most vital part of their organiza
tion. The inspection in this country at the moment is extremely 
lax. It is not their fault. It is due to the fact that probably the 
flying men of to-day-we will say there are 100 flying men and 100 
flying machines 18 months ago. They are now numbered in thou
sands. Each department has to expand, and the inspection depart
ment is being equipped to-day and 1s being gradually got into being, 
but in the inter1m we are domg work that 1 would be most glad to 
have any criticism on at any time. It has been the policy of the 
department who are purchasing such things as propellers and air
planes to go out broadcast and take anyone in who has ever seen a 
piece of wood. , 

The gentleman who makes this table may make 10 tables and it 
does not matter to him a bit if those tables vary one-tenth of an 
inch~ The man who is making propellera to-day in this country, 
most of them, are the men wlio have been making furniture and 
many other things which are not as good as furniture. All sorts of 
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people are making propellel'S and are making them cheaply and they 
wotild not stand mspection. If this matter is p,ut up to the Signal 
Corps or any other department they will say, ' Yes, but Lang Co.'s 
prices are very high.' I contend that the propeller is an article 
which is subject to enormous stresses and can not be too well made 
and should not be put out too cheaply. A blue print is handed to 
10 different men. They would say, "There is not much in a pro
peller. It is just glued together, and we can make it for, say· $55, 
and make a handsome profit." They have gotten those propellerd 
for $55. They can not get a propeller which 1s an efficient J>ropeller 
made efficiently and safely at that price. That is probaoly what 
will happen if mquiries are ever made as to why we do not get any 
work. The Thomas-Morse Aircraft Corporation buy all their pro-
pellers from us, and have never questioned our price. -

The CHAIRMAN. That establishment is at Ithaca~ 
Mr. LANG.. Ye3, Ithaca, N.Y. It is an extremely good firm and it 

is extremely pleasant to do business with a firm of that type, and 
they give us all their experimental work and they say, ~'We are pro
ducing a machine and we. want you to turn out three propeller.:>," 
and they get the best material in tho3e three propeller.> and they 
say, "What is your price on 300~" And we!ive them a price, and 
then they say, "Go on with the work," an they say, "We have 
never seen al!Y better work." We are not making a million dollars 
out of it. We are very nearly broke. to-day, to show that we are 
not profiteers. 

The CHAIRMAN. What is the character of the wood that you use? 
Mr. LANG. I will go back five years ago and say that all propellers 

were made of black American walnut. It is extremely tough and 
the tensile strength, is higher for its weight than any other wood 
known. It has many other excellent qualities. It glued very well, 
due to the construction of the fiber of the wood and we used nothing 
but black American walnut. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is it used abroad 1 
Mr. LANG. It was used exclusively in England and France until in 

1915 they discovered that the call for this other material had grown 
out of bounds, and we looked around for lumber. The air board in 
London consulted me and I tried out many kinds of material and we 
decided that Honduras mahogany or true Mexican mahogany would 
serve the purpose with almost as good results, although we had to 
alter the des~n s~htly. Honduras mahog~ny was easy to procure 
in 1915 on tlie oth.er side before the stock of Honduras mahogany 
being bought for furniture was limited, and the stock had gone away. 
The British Government has depleted the stock of Honduras mahogany 
very seriously, and the consequence is we have now to use green 
wood and dry it. We season it, kiln it. It is extremely difficUlt to 
get it kilned. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is that Me:l):ican mahogany green mahogany~ 
Mr. LANG. Green mahogany. Back in October I saw the difficulty 

of being able to procure enormous stocks at that time of Honduras 
mahogany. Now, my firm alone is using about 3,000 feet a day 
alone. So with 100 .British firms there is an enormous drain on raw 
material. I came to this country as a stranger and I learned of a 
~ood called Tanguile mahogany from .. the Philippines, and I tested 
It and found that the tensile strength was gooa and that it was 
extremely uniform in density, so I had an order for a number of 
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propellers of tan~ile mahogany and they threw up their hands in 
fear and said the thing was impossible and that it could not be done, 
and that the prop~llers would not be accepted. . 

Senator NEw. You say that you did that with the Signal Corps. 
With whom was that correspondence~ 

Mr. LANG. That correspondence finally filtered through to a Maj. 
Rose. I think he is at Dayton. Most of that was done with Lieut. 
Ryerson here in the Southern Railway Building. · 

Senator REED. What became of that~ 
Mr. LANG. I pleaded with them to use this lumber and said there 

are enormous stocks of this tanguile mahogany. I suggested that 
we use it for propellers of 200 horsepower or 150 horsepower, and they 
said it was perfectly preposterous, and it could not be done, and in the 
m~antime they consulted with their lumber expert in Washington, 
whose name I think is Williams, and I began to find out that it was 
extremely difficult to make any headway regarding the mahogany. 
But the Bureau of Steam Engineering of the Navy said, "We are 
delighted to hear of it." 

Ill the meantime Ensign Monteith, at the Bureau of Steam Engi
neering, was extremely glad to do everything he could to help us. 
We made two proP.ellers out of ta.nguile mahogany designed for the 
Liberty motor simtlar to the pro_pellers we had made from HondurtiB 
mahogany. There is a. copy of a rel?ort in the Bureau of -Steam 
Engineermg to the effect that we destgned a. propeller with a. 30o
horsepower with a 37 per cent overload for 10 hours, and it showed 
no signs of fracture or of fatigue. Now, I pleaded for the use of this 
Philippine mahogany; I am accounted an expert. I designed the 
propeller, and I should be given more or less consideration in the 
matter of what to make them' ~ut of. I have now, I think, two days 
ago or three days ago-we got permission on the strength of that · 
spinning test that took place at the Westingholise Co. to use ta.nguile 
mahogany in our Liberty motors. The whole matter seems to be 
this; it is a. pity, I must say. I have a certain amount of knowledge 
on this subject-to be treated as a. naughty boy all the time and told 
that I do not know anything about it when the so-and-so furniture 
company can make propellers for $50 that I can not make them 
without loss. · 

The CHAIRMAN. Do you know whether the British and French use 
tnis tanguile mahogany~ . 

Mr. LANG. I think they have not even heard of it. It has not to 
my knowledge ever come to Britain or France. 

Senator REED. Of course, if you have really discovered the wood 
which will do this work, it is a. highly important thing. It is a. thing, 
at least, which would seem to me in the present situation that the 
mere suggestion by a man who has any decent claim to being a!! 
ex_pert ought to have been acted on instantly because of its possi
bilities. 

Mr. W. F. ARDIS. In February the word was in the air that .our 
propeller requirements for the 1918 program would require at least 
50,000,000 feet of Honduras mahogany. 

The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean the American program ~ 
Mr. ARDIS. Yes, sir; for propellers alone. We canvassed . the 

market and situation and found that there was possibly availa~le 
5,000,000 feet against this 50,000,000. It was Mr. Lang's contentiOn 
that every foot of Honduras mahogany which was available in the 
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country should be conserved for combat machines. At that time 
we were only making training machines in this country. They were 
not organized as far as the proJ>eller is concerned, and it was to the 
end of the conservation of this Honduras mahogany for the combat 
machines and for the heavier machines in this kind of work that Mr. 
Lang looked around to find something which would be perfectly 
suitable for training propeller work, and he put h~ attention to the 
making not of combat propellers but of trainmg propellers, for which 
this tanguile mahogany which he did find was a suitable wood. 

The CIIAmMAN. Let me ask about the date of the test of these 
two propellers which you speak of. 

Mr .. Amns. It was Saturday and Sunday three weeks ago. 
The CHAIRMAN. Where~ 
Mr. ARms. At. the Westinghouse Co. I was not there. It was 

done under Navy and Signal Corps observation. 
Senator NEw. Are you connected with the Lang Propeller Co.~ 
Mr. ARms. Ye.s, sir. I am the treasurer of the company. 
Senator NEw. You spoke of Mr. Williams here as an inspector in 

Washington. 
Mr. LANG. He is an inspector really, I believe. He is an inspector 

as much as he is anything else. He say-s this is to be used ana that 
is to be used. 

Senator NEw. You spoke of him as an inspector a few moments 
agoW • 

Mr. LANG. He is H. K. F. Williams, I think. 
Senator NEW. Where does he come from~ 
Mr. ARms. He is head of the Mahogany Bureau for the Signal 

Corps. 
senator NEW. Do you know what his business was before he came 

to Washington ~ 
Mr. LANG. Yes, sir; he is an ex-partner of Ichabod T. WilliaiDS, of 

NewYork. · 
The CHAIRMAN. What was his business ~ 
Mr. ARDis. Hardwoods. They virtually control the Honduras 

mahogany. · . 
Senator NEW. Do you know from what source the Signal Corps 

has accepted the lumber that it has approved for use in the maki.D.g 
of propellers ~ 

Mr. LANG. They have approved a number of woods. They have 
approved walnut, true Honduras mahogany, white oak, beech, 
poplar, oak, and cherry. They have suggested that we make pro.:. 
pellers from time to time out of cherry., poplar, and beech. They 
said if your price is high you can reduce your price by using cheaper 
!umber. I do not consider it the right thing to use this lumoer. 
Beech, poplar, and cherry are all three timbers which are grown in 
vario11s different localities. Some grow on top of the hills, some in 
the valleys, and some on the side of the hills. They g:I"OW all over 
the whole country and lou can buy them all over the country. 
You take a piece of woo from a tree grown in northern Maine and 
a similar one from a tree grown in the South. Simply because their 
names are cherry, chestnut or beech does not indicate that they 
are the same lumber. 

Senator REED. The fibre is affected by climatic conditions and by 
altitudes~ 
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Mr. LANG. Exactly and as to whether the ground is swampy. I 
will even say it is possible to determine quite easily with a magnifying 
glass which side of a tree a piece of lumber has been cut from, whether 
from the north or from the south side of a tree. The reason I have 
been fighting or contesting this mahogany use has been largely this; 
the mahogany tree is a very large tree. The density variation IS very 
slight; that is to say, if you take the butt of the tree the density of the 
wood at the bottom near the ground is very much higher than the 
density is higher up. That is due to the way that the trees grow, of 
course. In the mahogany tree you will get 20 feet of clear run before 
the branches break out. That means tliis, that you can take a clean 
plank of lumber 20 feet long and the density variation per foot is very 
much less than if you have to spread that variation oeyond 20 feet. 
The difficulty is in balancing your propeller, so you ·do not want great 
variation in the density of the material you are using. Also the 
mahogany tree is very large with a bell, 45, 50 or 60 inches, whereas 
you take ·the birch trees, and they are not very large. Cherry trees 
have many knots and limbs growing out on them and that is one of 
the reasons I have stuck to my guns in the mahogany situation. 

The CIIAIRMAN. What are your facilities for getting it~ 
Mr. LANG. I believe the facilities to-day for getting Honduras 

mahogany are limited. 
The CHAIRMAN. I mean Tanguile mahogany. 
Mr. LANG. I believe Tanguile mahogany is being piled up in the 

Philippines at about 100,000 feet a week. · 
Th.e CHAIRMAN. What are yom facilities for getting it fro in the 

Philippines to America ~ 
Mi. LANG. Since this test has been made I think the Navy Depart

ment will now make it their business to see that this matenal is 
brought over from the Phili_ppines. 

The CHAIRMAN. They will bring it over if it is determined that it is 
the right wood to use for this purpose. 

Mr. LANG. Yes. 
Senator NEw. You say it is being piled up in the Philippines at 

the rate of 100,000 feet a week 1 
Mr. LANG. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. That is not any too much. 
Mr. LANG. That is being done with no market. It is simply to 

keep their mills running. They are prepared directly they get the 
word from the Navy Department they can develop it. 

Senator REED. Do you understand that the man really in control 
here for the Government in the choice of materials to go into the 
propellers is the partner in a concern which controls Honduras 
mahogany1 

Mr. LANG. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. And you have found some difficulty in convincing 

him that Tanguile mahogany might supersede the Honduras ma
hogany1 

Mr. LANG. Yes, sir. I have never seen Mr. Williams personally 
on the subject because he has simply given me his edict when I came 
to see Lieut. Ryerson, or whoever it was. He would say, "There is 
what you can use. Take it or leave it." 

Senator REED. Did he give you any answer~ 
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Mr. LANG. The reason was that it was not satisfactory material· 
That is all I could ever get. All I got was verbally from Lieut. 
Ryerson. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. It is natural to assume it was Mr. 
Williams, is it not~ 

Mr. LANG. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. If at the present .time the Honduras mahogany is 

commanding a very hi~h prlce-
Mr. LANG. A very high price. 
Senator REED. About how much is it bringing1 
Mr. LANG. About 35 cents a foot super. 
Senator REED. How thick~ 
Mr. LANG. One inch thick. 
Senator REED. A square foot '~ 
Mr. LANG. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. That is $350 for a thousand feet . 
Mr. LANG. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. What can Tanguile mahogany be procured for~ 
Mr. ARDIS. About $250-that is, under the same classifications. 

The propeller classification is 8 inches and up in width and 1 inch 
thick and that same classification applies in propeller stock. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. What s1zes do you liave to use to veneer 
a propeller~ What is the length, width1 and thickness~ 

Mr. LANG. That varies from 8 inches m width and 6 feet in length 
up to 14 inches in width and 10 feet in length. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. How thick~ 
Mr. LANG. One inch at the least. 
Senator REED. Don't you cut these pieces into thinner parts than 

an inch~ 
Mr. LANG. When I say an inch I should say that it comes slightly 

under an inch, but roughly speaking you can call it an inch. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. The edges are tapered off in the curve of 

the propeller. · Can you procure any old woods from furniture, 
second liand, that you can use in making propellers~ 

Mr. LANG. It is extremely difficult. 
Senator REED. How soon are you going to use steel1 
Mr. ARDIS. That has been tried. · 
Senator REED. It has not worked~ 
Mr. ARms. It has not stood the test. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Has maple ever been approved .by the 

Signal Corps ? . 
Mr. ARms. I am not sure. I have an idea it is not to-day on the 

list. The great difficulty being with these northern lumbers we have 
been ta1king about is that you can make propellers out of them, 
their strength is thoroughly satisfactory, but the tendency of the 
wood is very much to w_arp after the blade has been finished. 

STATEMENT OF LIEUT. COL. T. H. BANE, SIGNAL CORPS. 

Senator NEW. Col. Bane, you are an officer of the Signal Corps 1 
Col. BANE. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. How long have you been connected with it, and by 

what avenue did you enter the Army~ 
Col. BANE. I gt'aduated from West Point in 1907. 
Senator NEw. In 1907 ~ 
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C'ol. BANE. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. And you have been in the Anny ever since~ 
Col. BANE. I have. 
Senator NEw. When did you become connected with the Signal 

Corps, or the aeronautical deJ>artment ¥ 
Col. BANE. I went to San Diego in October, 1916, to learn to fly. 

I was detailed with the Signal Corps then. 
Senator NEW. You are a practical fiver~ 
Col. BANE. Yes, sir. · 
Senator NEw. I would like you to .give your opinion, in your own 

way, of some of the reasons for the present situation of our aircraft 
production. 

Col. BANE. I believe the main and probably t.he most important 
reason is a lack of organization in the handling of such a big under
taking. Secondly, there is a lack of proper aeronautical engineering 
ability, or, at least, there is the fact that such aeronautical ability 
as exists has not been used to the best advantage. · It is a question 
of automobile engineerR assuming that they can manufacture air
planes without reference to men who are practical flyers and aero
nautical engineers. 

Senator NEw. Have we availed ourselves of such aeronautical 
·engineering talent as we have in this ·country¥ 

Col. BANE. I think not, sir. 
Senator NEw. Would it not have been possible also for us to have 

.availed ourselves of that kind of talent from our allies~ 
Col. BANE. Yes, sir. I am sure that we could have obtained 

aeronautical engineers had we asked for them from England, for 
-example . 
. Senator NEw. Bttt you think, as I understand you, then, that one 

·of our mistakes has been that we have relied upon automobile engi-
neers t ather than upon aeronautical engineers¥ · 

Col. BANE. Yes, sir; automobile arid other kindred trades. Me
-chanical engineers with no knowledge whatever of aircraft have been 
allowed to pass upon the same. 

Senator NEw. If there are· defects in our organization, will you 
state just what you think those defects are¥ 

Col. BANE. Our present organization is as follows: Gen. Kenly is 
in charge of the department of military aeronautics, which has charge 
of all the training of aviators and the operation of aircraft. Mr. 
Ryan is charged with production. The original agreement left the 
engineering question in the air and made no one responsible. 

The CHAIRMAN. You say the original agreement. What do you 
mean¥ 

C'-ol. BANE. I should have said the proclamation of the President. 
That leaves the question of engineering in the air. The J?roduction 
people feel that they should control entirely the engineenng end of 
the game, and thev have been doing so. There is no head or chief 
of tlie air service. ·A single head to the two divisions could quickly, 
by the use of common sense, settle many questions that now remam 
unsettled or must be carried to the Secretary of War. The result ~s 
that we get nowhere. We are unable to get anywhere. No one IS 

running us. We feel that is vitally wrong and that there should 
be a common head to go to and force the other men to listen to reason. 

Senator NEw. Who, in your opinion, should he responsible for the 
.design of aircraft? · 
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Col. BANE. The men who must fly the machines and use them, by 
all means. In my opinion the military use of aircraft is too closelv 
related to the design of same tD allow a commercial and nonmilitary 
Qrganization to control the design, armament of aircraft, and equip-
ment. · 

Senator NEw. As a matter of fact, by whom is the greater part of 
Qur designing being done now ~ . 

Col. BANE. By the Bureau of Production, sir. 
Senator NEw. By the Bureau of Production~ 
Col. BANE. Yes, sir. It is under their control. Of course, we are 

practically doing nothing but copying designs. We have originated 
practically nothing. 

Senator NEw. You say the Bureau of Production. Now, some one 
in the Bureau of Production does that for them. 

Col. BANE. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Are the different plants and companies that are 

Qperating under the Bureau of Production allowed a great deal of 
latitude m that respect 1 • 

Col. BANE. I can only answer from my personal observation. I 
feel that they are given full latitude to make changes. As an instance 
I may cite the case of the Bristol fighter. It was "turned over by 
what was then the aircraft engineering section of the Signal Corps, 
in charge of Lieut. Col. Clark, It was sent to the Curtiss Co. with a 
wing loading of 7.1 pounds per square foot. It now has a wing load
ing of 9.2 pounds per square foot . Col. Clark has never been con
sulted, nor has he ever seen the machine since, and has never been 
to the Curtiss Co. since the original drawings were sent there. 

Senator REED. He is a practical flyer~ 
Col. BANE. He has not been flying recently. He has been in the 

designing game. He did. fly up -to the time he left McCook Field, 
about four months ago. 

Senator NEW. You are speaking of Col. Clark~ 
Col. BANE. Yes, sir. He is a practical flyer. · 
Senator NEW. He designed tlie Bristol fighter for a wing load of 

7.1 pounds per square foot, and that has been changed at the Curtiss 
works so that the wing loading is now 9.2; is that correct 1 

Col BANE. The figures from which I determined that its present 
loading is 9.2 pounds were given me yesterday at the Curtiss plant. 
They indicated 9.2. I will say that the machine has been recently 
changed in many respects. The late weights were not available. 
They are being made to-day. We will have them to-morrow, I think. 

Senator REED. The Bristol fighter has been the occasion of many 
fatal accidents, has it not 1 

Col. BANE. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. The wings, we are told, give out. In your opinion, 

has this load which was put upon the plane, this additional load, 
anything to do with that 1 . 

Col. BANE. Yes, sir. That is the cause for the present situation, I 
think. The difficulty has been that the fabric comes off. You can 
not point to the wing loading and say that that is entirely respon
sible, because there are other things to point out. For example, the 
fabric was not properly doped . We also thought that the rib spacing 
<>n the Bristol was too great. It has been changed now from 15 
inches to n-. Then there is the question of spacing of stitching. 
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That was 6 inches, and that has been lowered to 4 inches. Then they 
have added recently a cotton fabric weighing 8 ounces per square foot. 

Senator REED. The extra heavy we~ght aggravated all the more 
the deficiencies in construction 1 ' 

Col. BANE. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. And one of the principal causes of accidents is tht> 

extra heavy load? 
Col. BANE. I think so; yes, sir. 
Senator REED. That extra heavy load might perhaps be carrit>d 

if there was better construction 1 
Col. BANE. It affects the maneuverability of the airplane. . Planes 

are not ordinarily loaded as high as 9.2 per sguare foot, no matter how 
small. You do not load that heavily. Wtth such a heavy loading 
there is a decided tendency to stall quickly, when the power fails 
and conse<J!lently to spin. · 

Senator REED. What you mean is this : There has been an over
loading of the wings, and that overloading of the wings itself would 
constitute a great element of danger 1 
· Col. BANE. Yes, sir. · 

Senator REED. And in addition to that you have had improper 
construction 1 

Col. BANE. Absolutely. 
Senator REED. And even if the construction is of the best, you still 

think that the excessive load on the wings makes the plane a very 
dangerous thing ? 

Col. BANE. Yes, sir. I have figures on foreign planes and Ainerican 
planes. Running down the column, I see that none of them are 
loaded that heavily. I have before m~ a table of performances of 
service airplanes. 

Senator NEw. I think we have that table. 
Senator REED. What is the wing load 1 
Col. BANE. The wing load, taking the English Bristol fighter, is 6.5. 
Senator REED. Give us the wing loads of the different machines. 
Col. BANE. The Armstrong-Whttworth is 5.6. The BE 2-C is 5.8. 

The BE 2-D is 5.3. Suppose, Senator, I would just state they range 
from 5.6 to 8.4. 

Senator REED. Without giving the names of the machines, can't 
you give the wing load of each of them 1 

Col. BANE. Yes. They are as follows : 5.6, 5.8, 5.3, 5.9, 5.7, 6.9, 
6.5, 9.6 ; the figure 9.6 is a monoplane ; 7.4, 7.4, 7.5, 8.4, 7.7, 7.6, 8; 
8, 7.1, 7.7, 8.2, 7.5, 8.4, 8.2, 6.2, 7.5, 6, 7, 6.9, 7.6, 8, 7.9, 6.7, 6.2, 6.3, 
6.4, 6.5, 7.3, 4.8, 5.2, 6.4, 6, 8.2, 7, 7.4, 7.6. 

Senator NEw. So that it would appear from this table that no 
biplane carries a wing load of more than 8.4. 

Col. BANE. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Now, how does it happen that the monoplane can 

have a _greater weight upon it and yet sustain it 1 
Col. BANE. The monoplane must necessarily have a load that is 

heavier, because it has only one surface. 
Senator REED. A monoplane is of heavier · construction than is 

employed in a biplane 1 
Col. BANE. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. So that the fact that the monoelane carries 9.6 

pounds per square foot affords no reason why a simtlar weight could 
be carried by a biplane properly built 1 
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Col. BANE. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. Col. Bane, have you had occasion to make any 

recent investigation of the Bristol fighter~ 
Col. BANE. Yes , sir. I returned this morning from Buffalo, where 

Col. B. Q. Jones, Maj. H. S. Martin, and myself were called in a con
ference with Mr. Landon, of the Production Bureau, with regard to 
the Bristol fighter . · 

Senator NEw. What was the ~ccasion for them calling you to 
Buffalo 1 

Col. BANE. There was recently aft accident in which a man named 
Hale was killed and a pilot named Sharpe was severely injured, due 
to the wreck of a Bristol fighter at Buffalo. 

Senator NEw. Hadn't there been a similar accident a short time 
ago, on the lOth of June, in which Pilot Rader and an observer lost 
their lives in a plane of the same type ~ 

Col. BANE. Yes, sir. There were two previous accidents, one at 
the Wilbur Wri~ht field, in which Pilot Doolittle was severely injured, 
due to the fabric coming off the left wing. The other accident was 
at Dayton, in which Rader and Connors were killed, due to the same 
defect-the fabric coming off the wing. 

Senator NEw. What was the result of the investigation that you 
officer-~ made yesterday of the Bristol1 

Col. BANE. We decided to recommend that they stop production 
at once of the Bristol fighter, and that the disposition of the Bristol 
fightera now practically completed be takf:'n up and settled at a 
conference at Washington on Thursday of this week between the 
Production Division and the department of military aeronautics. 

Senator NEw. Can you tell us how many of those machines there 
are '? 

Col. BANE. We were told that 200 were practically completed and 
about 400 others were in various stages of completion. 

Senator NEw. So that there are 600 of those machines that are now 
to be put into the discard¥ 

Col. BANE. As far as the figures go, that is approximately correct. 
I do not know the exact figure, however. 

Senator REED. Before we leave this question of the weight of the 
wings, I would like to ask something more about that. That Bristol 
fighter is really, in its general lines, a copy of the English Bristol 
fighter, is it not~ 

Col. BANE. There have been so many changes that I would hardly 
say it would be recognized as a co})y of the English Bristol fighter. 

Senator REED. 'They started with the English Bristol fighter~ 
Col. BANE. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Who made those changes ~ Did the Production 

Department or the manufacturer or the flyer make them 1 
Col. BANE. The aviators have had nothing whatever to do with it. 
Senator REED. Do you know whether the spread of the wing sur

face of the present American Bristol fighter is substantially the 
equivalent of the English Bristol fighter 1 

Col. BANE. Exactly the same. 
. Senator REED Tell us the weight of the engine that was employed 
m the English Bristol fighter, or of the two engines, and also tell us 
what the character of th.e engine was. 

Col. BANE. May I refer to my table 1 
Senator REED. Certainly. That is just exa~tly what we want. 
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Col. BANE. Seven hundred and ten pounds is the weight of the 
Rolls-Royce engine in the Bristol fighter. . 

Senator NEW. Seven hundred ana ten pounds. The weight of the 
Liberty 12 is what~ 

Col. BANE~ Eight hundred and twenty-five pounds. 
Senator NEw. So that there is an increase of 115 pounds, at least, 

in the matter of the engine 1 . · 
Col. BANE. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. You have given' the weight of the Rolls-Royce. 

What oth~r engines were used in tbe Bristol fighter~ 
Col. BANE. The 200 Hispano-Suiza. 
Senator NEw. What was the weight of that~ 
Col. BANE. Five hundred and fifteen pounds for the 200 horsepower 

Hispano-Suiza engine. 
senator REED. What other type of engine was used in the Bristol 

fighter~ 
Col. BANE. There are several others. I can not tell/ou offhand. 
Senator REED. All those machines that they have ha accidents in 

that you have referred to have been equipped with the Liberty 
motors~ 

Col. BANE. Yes, sir; all of them. I have not the figures showing 
what other engines have been used in the Bristol fighter. 

Senator REED. But the ones ~enerally used have been the Rolls-
Royce and the Hispano-Suiza; 1s that correct 1 · 

Col. BANE. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. The difference in the weight of the engines you 

have given accounts in part for the difference in the load, but what 
else have they done to increase the load of the Bristol fighter besides 
putting_ in a Liberty 12 engine 1 

Col. BANE. The Bristol machine, as originally released to the Cur- · 
tiss Co. by Col. Clark, had a calculated weight of 2,937 pounds. 
This included the following equipment: Liberty engine, twQ men, 
fuel, oil, water, one Martin gun, 800 rounds, one Lewis gun, scarf 
mount, 970 rounds. The machine as produced by the Curtiss Co. 
with the above equipment, weighed 3,146 _pounds. The Bristol has 
since had the following equipment added: One extra Marlin gun, 23.5 
pounds; 200 additionai rounds, 13.5 pounds; one extra Lewis gun, 
17 pounds; additional weight of mounting of two guns and changes 
in constrm;tion, 15 pounds; camera, L type, 10-inch focus, 2 extra 
magazine plates, etc., 54 pounds; radto apparatus, 82 pounds; 
bombing outfit, 283 pounds; flares for night hghting, 6 pounds; J?is
tols and cartridges, 6 pounds; oxygen tanks, two, 25 pounds; making 
a total additional weight over the original design of 525 pounds. 
This resulted in a total weight of 3,671 pounds. However, in the 
process of construction of the machine it has been decided to leave 
off the bombing equipment, weighing 283 pounds, but the machine 
still weighs approximately 3,700 pounds. I have not the exact 
weight, They gave me two figures, out it is close to 3,700 pounds. 

Senator REED. Before your testimony is printed you will perhaps 
get the exact weight. 

Col. BANE. I will change that to say that the machine now weighs 
3,662 pounds. That is the figure they gave me. I am certain that is 
correct. 

Senator REED. You said thttt when Col. Clark released the machine 
with the Liberty motor it weighed 2,937 pounds. 
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Col. BANE. On )!&.per-engineer's calculation. 
Senator REED.•But the Liberty motor itself was an increase in 

weight over the English motor that had been previously employed 
in this character of machine. 

Col. BANE. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. So that even as originally released there was an 

increase of something like 115 pounds over the Rolls-Royce engine, 
and something like 400 pounds over the machine when equipped 
with the Hispano-Suiza engine. 

Col. BANE. That is approximately correct. 
Senator REED.· The Hispano-Suiza engine was being manufactured 

in this country before this, was it not~ 
Col. BANE. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. And has been manufactured since~ 
Col. BANE. The 150 and the 180; yes, sir. 
Senator REED. And yet they never secured that engine for use in 

this Bristol fighter~ 
Col. BANE. No, sir; no attempt has been made to secure it. 
Senator REED. And vet that Is an engine that would weigh nearly 

400 pounds less than tlie Liberty engine. 
Col. BANE. It was thought it would not develop enough horse

power. 
Senator REED .. But they are making a larger one that weighs con

siderably less than the Liberty and does develop sufficient horse
power~ 

Col. BANE. The 300-horsepower Hispano-Suiza; yes; but that is. 
still in an experimental state. 

Senator REED. You said that it was thou~ht it did not have 
power enough, but the British were using it r1ght along, were they 
not1 

Col. BANE. Yes, sir; but they wanted more power; they preferred 
more power. It was also thought that the British would put some 
more power!ul engine into it before we could get it into production. 
The Liberty was the only powerful engine ~hen available, so it was 
used. . 

Senator REED .. Would a skilled aeronautical engineer have weighted 
this Bristol fighter with its present constructiOn as it has been 
weighted~ · . 

Col. BANE. No, sir; certainlY. not. . 
Senator REED. ·would a skilled aeronautical engineer have per

mitted the character of construction which is now being employed on 
the Bristol fighter~ 

Col. BANE. No, sir; he would not have. 
The CBAmMAN. What particular individual. made these changes 

which resulted in such an increase of weight 1 
Col. BANE. I understand that Col. E. J. Hall and Mr. Mueller, of 

the Curtiss Aircraft Corporation, ~ade these changes. I know that 
no reference was ever made to the original designers, Col. Clark and 
his force, at McCook field . . 

Senator REED. Is Col. H~ a flyer~ 
Col BANE. He is not. 
Senator REED. Is he an aeronautical engineer~ 
Col. BANE. He is not. 
Senator REED. Is he an automobile engineer~ 
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Col. BANE. A manufacturer of aeronautical mot9rs, of the Hall-
Scott Co. 

Senator REED. What about Mr. Mueller; is he a fiyed 
Col. BANE. No, sir. 
Senator REED. An aeronautical engineer~ 
Col. BANE. No, sir. 
Senator REED. What was his occupation 1 
Col. BANE. He is a mechanical engineer, sir, and a very successful 

one, I understand. I do not know exactly what line. . · 
The CHAIRMAN. Is he the general manager of the Curtiss Co. ~ 
Col. BANE. I think not. 
Senator NEw. He is the chief engineer of the Curtiss Co. 
The CHAIRMAN. That is what I meant to say. · 
Senator REED. If I understand you correctly, all of these machines 

which have been completed will probably be condemned. Would it 
not be possible to use those machines for flying with safety if they 
took away from them all of this military load that has been added to 
them1 

Col. BANE. That is a question that is going to be decided to-morrow, 
whether we can take that machine and strip it and uae it for some one 
purpose. . 

Senator REED. For training, for instance 1 
Col. BANE. Training, for instance. 
Senator REED. We have got plenty of training planes, have we not 1 
Col. BANE. But we require the service type of machine. 
The CHAIRMAN. Would it be J?Ossible to strip the machines of 

the added weight, the weight which has been superimposed by Mr. 
Hall and Mr. Mueller, and then use them with the Hispano-Suiza 
engines~ 

Col. BANE. That question will be taken up. The Hispano-Suiza 
engine is now being t_ested in the English-built Bristol fi.gh.ter. 

The CHAIRMAN. What type~ 
Col. BANE. The 300-horsepower Hispano-Suiza. Of eourse, the 

machine built for the Liberty engine has been changed so that it is 
not the English machine any longer. 

Senator REED. I want now, if you please, to ask a little more in 
detail about the parts and the construction of the wings which you 
spoke about some time ago. You said something about the stays 
being far apart, I believe. 

Col. BANE. The ribs. 
Senator REED. Those ribs are very light, are they not 1 
Col. BANE. Yes, sir; they are very light. They are thin wood 

with lighting holes in them. 
Senator REED. Was the defect you have referred to one which an 

aeronautical engineer would have readily discovered and known 1 
Col. BANE. Well--
Senator REED. I will put the question in a different way. Would 

a skilled aeronautical engineer have built these planes with the ribs 
15 inches about 1 . 

Col. BANE. I think not, sir. That is a question, I guess, about 
which the engineers might differ. It is a question, however, of load 
to be carried. 

Senator REED. Would he have done it when he knew he was 
going to put the load on that has been put on this machine 1 

Col. BANE. No, sir. 
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The CHAIRMAN. Isn't that en~irely an impracticable load for a 

machine of that type~ · 
Col. BANE. Yes, sir; it is absolutely so, sir. . 
Senator NEw. What about the Liberty motor for the Bristol 

plane~ .Is it adapted to it, in your judgment~ Is the Liberty ~2 
engine adapted for use in the Bnstol plane~ 

Col. BANE. Whenever you change the engine for which the plane 
was built you practically have to redesign the entire plane. It is 
possible that you could make a machjne along the lines or similar 
to the English Bristol with the Liberty 12, but to take the English 
Bristol and merely make some slight modifications so as to put the 
Liberty 12 in is not right and it should not be done. It is a patched 
up and botched-up j~~ and could not be made successful, in my 
opinion. One more · culty is that the Liberty cylinders are placed 
at 45 °. They are very high and you can not see out over the machine. 
Your visibility is ruined in the Bristol fighter due to the shape of the 
engine. · 

Senator NEW. I would take up the subject of the De Haviland 4. 
The CHAIRMAN. I would like, Senator New, before you do that, to 

ask one or two questions with regard to the accident. 
Senator NEW. All right. 
The CHAIRMAN. Col. Bane, what, in your judgment, was the cause 

of the accident to the Bristol plane last Monday~ 
Col. BAN·E. The fact that it was too heavily loaded. When the 

engine stopped the pilot attempted to turn to get back into the field. 
Due to its heavy loading, it almost immediately stalled and went 
into a spin. Of course, the [ilot turned too flat; he should have 
banked up steeply and nose the machine downward. Or better 
still, he should have landed straight away. The plane did not have 
the gliding capacity that a light machine would have. 

The CHAIRMAN. Was this a private test ? 
Col. B~NE. I can not say. I think it was merely a flight to test 

some equipment on the plane. 
The CHAIRMAN. Was the pilot a Government pilot~ 
Col. BANE. I do not know that. , 
Senator REED. What made the engine stop; does anybody know? 
Col. BANE. They were not able to determine. They think 

perhaps the gravity tank, which contains but a few gallons of gas, 
was used to get off the field, and that the pressure tank was not put 
in. He may have run out of gasoline. The thing was so thoroughly 
wrecked that they were really not able to determine the cause. 

Senator REED. But the engine stopped~ 
Col. BANE. It did stop. The cocks were closed on the main tank. 

It is possible that he closed them. All pilots are afraid of fire, and 
when they know they must make a forced landing they shut off the 
main gasoline tank. The pilot himself was not killed. 

Senator NEw. We are also making in this country the De Haviland 
4, are we not 1 

Col. BANE. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. What was the De Haviland 4 originally? 
Col. BANE. It is a day bomber and a long-distance reconnaisance 

machine. 
Senator NEW. A British machine 1 
Col. BANE. Yes, sir; equipped with the Rolls-Royce engine. 
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Senator NEw. We have undertaken to make them in this country~ 
Col. BANE. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Do they make it exactly like the British model, or 

have we made changes in the model? 
Col. BANE. Very few, and only minor changes. The machine is 

almost an identical copy of the British DH-4. 
Senator NEw. Is tlie DH-4, in your estimation, an entirely satis

factory airplane 1 
Col. BANE. No, sir; it is not. The performance of the DH-4 is 

not as high or as good as the performance of the British DH-4. 
Senator NEw .. What is the reason for thaU 
Col. BANE. It may be the motor; it may be the propeller. It 

certainly is, to a great extent, the radiator. 
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think the position of the carburetor on 

the machine has anything to do with it 1 
Col. BANE. Yes, sir. The tests made by Capt. Lepere indicate that 

you can get more horsepower with the Liberty by taking the carbu
retor out of the V and putting it down. 

Senator REED. Puttmg it down where 1 · 
Col. BANE. Taking it out of the V. You can put two on each side, 

or put them on the end. 
Senator REED. Why does that mere shifting make this difference 1 
Col. BANE. The cylinders are set on an angle of 45°. This is a big, 

duplex, zenith carburetor, and it takes up the entire space in that V, 
making a poor manifold, full of angles, and the gas passages in the 
cylinders are very bad, as a result. If you have a straight passage 
it is better. By putting the carburetor m the rear, you liave a. long, 
straight passage without a lot of angles, and it is much more satis
factory. They will come to that later on. 

Senator NEW. You said, I believe, that you thought one reason 
why the American-built De Haviland 4 was less satisfactory than 
the British machine of the same type was owing to a change in the 
motor. 

Col. BANE. Yes, sir. We use a different motor. 
Senator NEW. What motor is used in that machine by the British~ 
Col. BANE. The Rolls-Royce 360-horsep()Wer. 
Senator NEW. And what motor by the United States 1 
Col. BANE. The Liberty 12. 
The CHAIRMAN. Is the Rolls 360 a 12-cylinder machine 1 
Col. BANE. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Then you think the Rolls-Royce is better adapted 

to a plane of that design than the Liberty motor; is that correct 1 
Col. BANE. I would like to put it differently. 
The CHAIRMAN. Which ever way you please. What we want to 

get is your explanation of the matter. 
Col. BANE. The Rolls-Royce is rated at 360, and it turns up always 

360. The Liberty, on the other hand, is rated at various horsepowers, 
from 400 to 452. I have before me the fifty-sixth report of the 
comptroller of the technical department of England, in which they 
have a test of the Liberty 12. • 

The CHAIRMAN. Is this a. British report 1 
Col. BANE. Yes. They say the power of the Liberty 12, full 

power is 375, at 1,657 revolutions per minute. At nine-tenths full 
power, which is normal, it is 350, at 1,610 revolutions per minute. In 
other words, I feel that the Liberty does not cop.stantly turn up as 
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~h a horsepower as the Rolls-Royce. I believe that this can be and 
will be corrected. There are a great many things that are being 
worked upon. The radiation, for instance, is not satisfactory, and 
the intake manifold, already mentioned, is not satisfactory. .The 
intake passages into the cylinder from the manifold to the valve 
proper are full of angles and pockets that are now being worked upon. 
All these points will increase the efficiency of the Liberty motor so 
that at a 18.ter date it will probably be a more powerful engine. 

Senator NEw. But as matters stand to-day, is it less satisfactory 
than the Rolls-Royce~ 

Col. BANE. Yes, sir. That, of course, is my own opinion. 
Senator NEw. You say that the DH-4 is not an entirely satis

factory airplane. You have also said, I believe·, that its primary 
purpose was for use as a day bomber. 

Gol. BANE. A day bomber and a long-distance reconnoissance 
machine. 

Senator NEW. And a long-distance reconnoissance machine. What 
radius of operation has the DH-4 ~ 

Col. BANE. I ·have a recent test which was made at the Wilbur 
Wright Field. The radius at full throttle was given as 1 hour and 
53 minutes. 

The CHAIRMAN. Was that test made last May 1 
Col. BANE. The latter part of Mav or the first of June. 
The CHAIRMAN. That 1s very low: is it not 1 
Col. BANE. That is very low. 
Senator NEw. I want to digress just one moment to bring out one 

point. What is the gasoline capacity of the DH-4 as made in this 
country 1 . Is it the same at all places of manufacture 1 

Col. BANE. It is not. At the Dayton-Wright plant, as it is being 
produced, it now has a capacity of 66 gallons. At the Fisher Body 
Corporation, it has a capacity of 88 gallons. 

Senator NEw. You mean the carrying capacity~ 
Col. BANE. The tanks hold that much. 
Senator NEw. One holds 66 gallons of gasoline and the other 

88 gallons of gasoline; is that correct 1 
Col. BANE. Yes, sir. · 
Senator NEw. Is there al!Y reason for that; and if so, what is it 1 
Col. BANE. The Dayton-Wright plant got into production first on 

DH-4 machines with the 66-gallon tank. By. this time it had been 
determined that the Liberty motor consumed at full throttle approxi
mately 36 gallons of gas per hour, so that the Fisher Body people 
saw the necessity, as everyone saw it, of increasing, if possible, the 
gasoline capacity, so they built and put in a tank holding 88 gallons. 
That is, the combined capacity of the two tanks is 88 gallons. 

The CHAIRMAN. With that consumption it would be impossible, 
whatever the endurance of the engine might be, to run two. hours 
with only-66 gallons of gas and a consumption of 36 gallons per hour. 

Col. BANE. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. I desire now to ask a question which refers to the 

military aspect of this matter. What disadvantage would it be to 
the commander of a squadron to have his planes carrying different 
loads of ~asoline ~ In other words, would it place him at a disad.: 
vantage if he had a squadron of airplanes turned over to him with 
which to make a raid and part of them carried 66 gallons of gasoline 
while the rest carried 88 gallons of gasoline ~ 
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Col. BANE. Yes, sir. He would be in the "position of a cavalry 
commander with lame horses. He would have to take the gait of 
the poorer horses. In other wo.rds, he can only go as far as the 
small ca,pacity will carry him. 

The CHAffiMAN. It is something like a convoy with a fleet of 
transports, where there is a difference in capacity of knots per hour. 

Col. BANE. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. With the 66 gallons of gasoline, a De Haviland 

plane has a cai>acity of 1 hour and 40 minutes in the air .. 
Col. BANE. That is ai>proximately correct. 
Senator NEw. And all the machines that are made at the Dayton

Wright factory carry the 66-gallon tanks~ Is· that true~ 
Col. BANE. I nave that data from Mr. McClellan, dated July 3. 

All tanks will be frovided with electrically driven tanks and they 
will be bullet proo tanks at a later date. . 

The CHAmMAN. No change in the capacity~ · 
Col. BANE. I do not understand they Will change the capacity, 

but they will have an electrical feed instead of the pressure feed. 
That is all the data I have. 

The CHAmMAN. Would the electrical feed be substituted for the 
pressure feed, or do they co-exist~ 

Col. BANE. No, sir; there would be a substitution. The pressure 
feed is unsatisfactory on account of the fire danger. 

The CHAmMAN. In your judgment, can the consumJ>tion of gas 
per hour be reduced Without impairing the efficiency of the plane~ 

Col. BANE. That is hard to tell. I am not enough of an engine 
expert to know. I should think that is pretty high. 

In this connection I would like to state that this condition should 
not hold. If the Fisher Body Corporation can get 88 gallon tanks 
in the machine they can do it at the Dayton-Wright-Co. The reason 
it is not done is tliat the production people want to ship the planes 
overseas. . 

The CHAmMAN. I suppose that is due to the public clamor for 
shipments. 

Col. BANE. It is too bad they are not shipped standard-that is, 
all alike. 

Senator NEw. Is the DeHaviland 4 suitable for use as an observa
tion f.lane ~ 

Co . BANE. Yes, sir; it can be used. In fact, that is about the 
only use to which it can be put due to its limitations as to radius. 
It can be throttled down and used satisfactorily as an observation 
plane. · 

Senator NEw. As a matter of fact, you state that that is about the 
onl~ use to which it can be put to best advantage~ 

Col. BANE. Yes, sir. Of course it can be used for short distance 
reconnaisance and photographic work, but it can not go long dis
tances. It can not do much bombing work. 

Senator NEw. The radiu~ is limited to that of an observation plane. 
Col. BANE. Yes~ sir. 
Senator NEw. What steps are being taken, if any, to manufacture 

fighting planes of other designs 1 Of course, I have no reference to 
· training planes. 

Col. BANE. We have the English Bristol with the 300 Hispano
Suiza. We are now experimenting with it. Capt. LePere has turned 
out a large machine with the Liberty 1~, which has been tested, but 
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it is not entirely satisfactory, due to propeller and radiator difficulty. 
He is now experimenting with a second machine on whi~h I have 
no report. Then we have the Caproni and the Handley Page, and 
we have the USD-9, which is a copy of the DH9, which is almost 
the same as the DH-4, with 50 square feet of additional wing spread. 
Three of these are being built at McCook Field and will be turned 
over to the Department of Military Aeronautics for test very shortly. 

Senator REED. That is, single machines are being built experi
mentally~ 

Col. BANE. That is all; yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Nothing is yet known as to whether the designs 

will be approved or not ~ 
Col. BANE. No. 
The CHAIRMAN. What about the SE-5 ~ 
Col. BANE. That is going into production. I believe they have the 

drawings completed and will start shortly. It is a single seater 
machine. 

Senator NEw. What are the prospects for improvement in the 
general situation with reference to aircraft production, if there are 
any prospects ~ 

Col. BANE. We feel that there are not mariy prospects. The whole 
situation is very discouraging. We feel that if the bureau of pro
duction would confine themselves entirely to producing something 
that the military people approve of and want, a great deal more 
progress could be made. A ~eat deal of time is now being devoted 
to testing freak models of atrplanes and producing such machines, 
without consulting people who could almost at a glance state that 
such a machine has no part in the military program. 

The CHAIRMAN .. Don't you think it is a good idea to test new 
t}pes of machines~ 

Col. BANE. Yes, sir; on paper. You can eliminate two-thirds of 
them on paper by standards that everyone knows about, except the 
production division. 

The CHAIRMAN. You mean it is known by men o..f experience in 
aeronautics ~ 

Col. BANE. Yes, sir. I have in my office men everv day with 
models. After a great deal of persuasion I am able to convince 
most o.f them that they have no military value. There is nothing 
mysterious about the construction of aircraft. It is perfectly stand
ard: It is not at all mysterious. The British are probably head 
and shoulders ahead of the rest of the wor1d, and we couM not go 
far wrong in following in their footsteps in view of the fact that we 
are so young at this game.· . · 

Senator NEW. Having asked you a P.revious question and having 
elicited the answer which you gave, I wtll ask you what, in your judg
ment, ought to be done here to improve this situation~ 

Col. BANE. I believe that there should be one head of the Air 
Service. I believe that the engineering features.:......the organization
should include in its personnel military aviators with a knowle<h!:e of 
the use of military aircraft so as to, if possible, avoid some of the 
glaring mistakes that have been made in the past. In this connec
tion I would like to add that I believe it would not do any good to 
turn over to the bureau of aircraft production military aviators with 
a knowledge of aero dynamics for the reason that they have had in 
the past such men and they failed to use them or to . take their advice. 
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I believe that the engineering problem could· be controlled by the 
man who controls the operation of aircraft. 

The CHAIRMAN. Why could not an engineering organization be 
made to ·bridge over any difference between the present dual organi
zation 1 In other words, why pouldn't the engineers consist, as you 
say, of men in and out of the military service, without having full 
control over the type for production~ 

Col. BANE. If you can get an organization that would not be under 
the control of production, I should think it would be satisfactory. 

The CHAIRMAN. Say, for instance, under the joint control of Ryan 
and Kenly. 

Col. BANE. I do not believe that a man can have two masters and 
satisfy both of them. 

The CHAIRMAN. That is absolutely axiomatic if the two masters 
are pulling in different directions, but if the men could act as part
ners-and. they should be partners in a matter of this sort-why 
couldn't some such arrangement be made~ 

Col. BANE. I think that basically such a thing is impossible for the 
reason that the man who wants to use the plane and wants to make a 
modification--

The C:"AIRMAN. What such a man says ought to go. 
Col. BANE. That is the reason I say he should control'the matter. 
The CHAIRMAN. You may be right. I wanted to get your view of 

the situation. 
Senator NEw. You spoke a while ago of our following the British 

. system. I would like to ask you with reference to the British system 
for directing changes in their machines as the occasion for changes 
manifests itself. 

Col. BANE. The British have the following system: They have 
what they call three classes of changes. A class 1 change means that 
all people operating that plane or manufacturing that plane will im
mediately incol'porate the chan~e in the plane before it goes again 
into the air. In other words, It is a vital change that affects the 
safety of .the machine, we will say. . 

Senator NEw. And the safety of the man in it~ 
Col. BANE. And the safety of the man in it; yes, sir. That is 

class 1. A class 2 change· is a change that is made, or should be made, 
in the field, or at the different stations, as soon as possible, but it is 
not vitally important. A class 3 change is a change that will be yut 
into future production. It need not be incorporated into machmes 
already in service. 

· The CHAIRMAN. They act in future. 
Col. BANE. Y es1 ~ir. This system is used by the British very satis-

factorily, and in tnis way the entire service is kept informed as to the ( 
status of the machines. When a machine fails, they know whether 
it fails as a result of some defect that is being corrected, or not. In I 
this country we have no such arrangement. I wrote a memorandum 
to the Production Division telling of this British system. I received 
in reply a statement to the effect that it was very interesting. 

Th.e CHAIRMAN. When was that~ 
Col. BANE. That was during the month of June. 
The CHAIRMAN. What particular individual replied~ 
Col. BANE. The memorandum was answered by Mr. Kellogg. 

That did not help me a great deal. The fact that it is interestmg 
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does not help. Those things should be done; they are vitally im
portant. Tne British have found it necessary. We are constantly 
placed in this position: A plane is flown at Mineola. The crank shaft 
breaks. We do not know if it is a new one or an old one. I have 
never been informed what numbered motor this crank shaft was in. 
I write a memorandum to Mr. Potter. He does not know. He 
writes to the factor7 to find out. In 10 days, possibly, we find out 
that this was one o the old crank shafts. 

The CHAIRMAN. Couldn't you find out directly from the com
mander of the Mineola field 1 

Col. BANE. The commander at the field would only know by taking 
measure:ments. The commander of the field does not laiow the 
dimensions of the interior parts of the motor. The only way he 
could find out would be to measure and compare with the drawmgs. 

The CHAIRMAN. The machines are numbered 1 
Col. BANE. Yes, sir; that would be a direct check. If we knew in 

which serial number this change was incorporated we would know if 
there was an old crank shaft tn the motor or a new one. 

The CHAIRMAN. And if the old crank shaft would break, na"Lurally 
it should not be used at all . . 

Col. BANE. That woul.d be our idea, but that woul<J stop production. 
The CHAIRMAN. When you consider that lives are lost as a result, 

that should be the ruling consideration. 
Col. BANE. I could give you another·sampl.e. The British people 

found out that it was necessary to put a stream line steel tube from 
the leading edge or main spar or front spar of the stabilizer to the 
lower longerons. 

Senator NEw. In what machine~ 
Col. BANE. The DH4. Away back last May I asked Col. Vincent, 

at McCook Field, why they did not incorporate such a change in this 
machine. In my o:pmion, the tail was not safe, and the British had 
found it so. He said he was then arranging to have it done. That 
was May 5. Col. Sem~ille arrived recently from overseas with 
drawings showing this change. I have asked recently that these 
machines be held up, stating t-hat I considered this of vital importance. 
They assured me that the change has not been made yet, but they 
are trying to obtain the steel tubing in order to ship it overseas and 
have it put in over there. They do not want to hold up production 
for anything. 

Senator NEw. I was about to ask you, Colonel, one final question, 
and that was if you think that steps are being taken to correct the 
deficiencies in the DH-4 machine 1 Your last answer, however, seems 
to indicate that you do not think so. 

Col. BANE. I think they have these things in mind. They are -
working on them slowly and perhaps eventually they will be cor
rected. They are not getting out their drawings and they are not 
notifying us when they make the changes. 

Tlie CHAIRMAN. Is not the separation of the aviation from the 
Signal Corys, and the establishnient of a separate military bureau 
a very desrrable and beneficial change ~ 
. Col. BANE. It should be so, sir; theoretically. The air service 
having grown to such an extent at the present time, I should say that 
it wollld be very desirable. At present, however, I think we are 
worse off than we were six monthS ago. 
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The CHAIRMAN. You mean the military service 1 
Col. BANE. Not so much the military service. 
The CHAIRMAN. I am talking about the production side. 
Col. BANE. We have our difficulties, also. We are not exactly on 

Easy Street. We have our faults as well as the bureau of produc
tion. 

The CHAIRMAN. Perhaps I did not make m_yself clear . .The matter 
of aviation in the Army_ was identified with the Signal Corps. It was 
all under one head. Now, under the President's order appointing 
Gen. Kenly, aviation has been separated entirely from the Signal 
Corps. . 

Col. BANE. That is a great advantage; yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, that does not solve the problem. 
Col. BANE. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. I think that is all, Col. Bane. We thank you very 

much for coming. 

STA.TEJtiENT OF JtiAJ. B. Q. JONES. 

Senator NEw. Maj. Jones, you are connected with the Signal Corps 
and the aviation department, I believe. 

Maj . JoNES. Y e~, sir. · 
Senator NEw. In what capacity 1 
Maj. JoNES. At the present.time I am assigned to the department 

of military aeronautics. 
Senato.r NEW. You are assigned to the department of military 

aeronautics 1 
Maj. JONES. Yes, sir; and am awaiting transfer from the Production 

DivisiOn. 
Senator NEw. Are you a graduate of the Military Academy? 
Maj. JoNES. Y~, sir. 
Senator NEw. What year1 
Maj. JoNES. 1912. 
Senator NEw. How long have you been connected with the 

Aviation Department 1 
Maj. JoNES. Since December, 1913. 
Senator NEw. Are you a practical flyed 
Maj. JoNEs. Yes, srr. 
Senator NEw. What experience have you had as a flyer in the 

service of the Army 1 
Maj. JoNES. I have been flying since the end of 1913 almost 

continuously, except for the winter of 1915-16, when I took a course 
in aeronautical engineering at Boston Tech. 

Senator NEw. What has been your association with the Production 
Division lately 1 

Maj. JoNES. I was loaned over there temporarily with the idea 
that I would be used in the airplane productiOn engineering depart
ment, but they did not use me, so I asked Gen. Kenly to take me back, 
which he has. I am now awaiting transfer. 

Senator REED. Where were you loaned 1 
Maj. JoNES. To the ProductiOn Division. 
Senator REED. Where did they keep you. 
Maj. JoNEs. They had me in the production engineering depart

ment. 
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Senator REED. But where~ 
Maj. JoNES. In the office here in Washington. 
Senator REED. You were not out with the manufacturers here. 
Maj. JoNES. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. What types of planes have we for training J>urposes ~ 
Mjtj. JoNES. The JN4D, which is a preliminary training plane; the 

JN4H, which is the same machine with a 150 Hispano-Suiza motor. 
It is being used because it has more horsepower and can thereby 
carry more of .a load, which is necessary for training. It is simply_ a 
makeshift until we can get service tyJ>es to finish up training. We 
also have the Thomas-Morse, which is a machine to be used for 
training in pursuit work. It was also a machine that was adopted 
and put into, production against the recommendations of the flyers. 
The Bristol scout, which r flew when I was in Europe, is certainly 
a much better machine. This, I believe, was recommended as the 
single-seater pursuit machine for training, but was not put into pro- • 
duction. We also have the Standard J-1, of which. 1,600 were 
ordered against the recommendations of the flyers, and I believe just 
lately these have been ordered not flown. 

Until quite recently I was chief of training, but upon my return 
from abroad I was relieved, so I do not know so much about the 
matter. I am not strictly pp to date on training matters, in other 
words. 

Senator NEw. You say these machines were ordered against the 
advice of the flyers~ 

Maj. JoNEs. Yes, sir; both the Thomas-Morse and the Standard J-1. 
Senator REED. What flyers do yo'u mean ~ 
Maj. ~ONES. I mean flyers associated with what was then known 

as the Equipment Division. 
Senator REED. Who are they ~ 
Maj. JoNES. Maj. Martin I know was one of them. He was most 

intimately associated with that division. Col. Clark was also one of 
them. He was more or less in and o)Jt of town. He was sent abroad 
to _pick types. · 

The CHAIRMAN. What types did the flyers recommend~ 
Maj. JoNES. We wanted the JN4D, and tQ.e Bristol scout, which is. 

a copy of one of the best little scout machines that has been developed 
abroad for the SO-horsepower LeRhone motor or the 100-horsepower 
Gnome. · 

Senator NEw. Why were so many types of planes built~ 
Maj. JoNES. The excuse given for the Standard J-1 was that they 

could not get enough Curtiss motors, as I remember it.now. There
fore they liad to use the Hall-Scott. 

Senator NEw. And the Hall-Scott was adopted~ 
Maj. JoNES. It has never been a satisfactory m-Jtor. I had con

siderable experience with it at San Diego, Cal., when I had charge of 
~he aero repair shop out there. At tliat time I was not connected 
wit.h the Washington office, so my personal recommendations were 
not asked for. Because there was so much trouble getting satis
factory Thomas-Morse machines, the Standard Co. bad developed 
what they called, for a trade name, the M Defense machine, which I 
flew. It was very satisfactory. In order to get something for 
training, I recommended that they put 'them into production. The 
trouble with the Thomas-Morse machines was in diving. The whole 
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tail would vibrate very badly, making it very dangerous to fly. There 
was considerable trouble m eliminating that vibration. we had 

• trouble with that machine right along, as can be expected from any 
new machine. I had gotten disgusted with it and wanted them to 
put into production something that we could get and that would be 
as satisfactory as could be expected. The wliole thing would have 
been settled had they put into production the Bristol scout brought 
over here for that purpose, which I flew when I was abroad in order 
to verify reports I had heard of it. It is a very nice, strong machine. 

Senator NEw. What types are they using for training purposes~ 
Maj.JoNES. TheJN4D andJN4H. They are building the Thomas

Morse. I know some of the M Defense machines are being built, 
but there is quite a wrangle on now about those machines. 

The CHAIRMAN. Which machine 1 
.. Maj . Jo!'JES. TheM Defense machine. 

The CHAIRMAN . That is the machine that is being constructed at 
Plainfield, N. J. 1 

Maj . JoNES. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. What is the :9e Haviland 4 used for~ 
Maj . JoNES. It is primarily ysed for long-distance day bombing 

work. It is being abandoned, however, for the De Haviland 9. 
The reason is to get the pilot and the passenger together for com
munication in the air. 

Senator REED. Is that a pretty good machine 1 
Maj. JoNES. The De Haviland is really a marvelous machine as 

designed by the British. At first the De Haviland was flown with a 
motor rated at about 220 horsepower. It permitted of a tremendous 
range in new power plants. They are now using the Eagle rolls, 
which is rated at 375, without affecting any material change in the 
design. It is quite a feat to be able to shift power plants. 

Senator NEW. You mean to use different motora ~ 
Maj . JoNEs. Yes. They have shifted up and up without inter

fering with production. 
Senator NEw. Who determines the types of planes that are to be 

·built~ 
Maj . JoNES. Until recently the·Production Division not only deter

mined that, but determined how they were to be built, where they 
were to be built, in what quantities they were to be built, and, from 
my experience in training,· they also determined where they would 
be sent, because ever since last December I tried to get a service type 
machine for training, guns, and ammunition, but was unable to get 
them. Although we wanted them very much, we were unable to get 
them because they were shipped overseas. They seemed to be more 
anxious to ship the stuff overseas than they were to have training 
satisfactorily carried on in this country. Last March a statement 
came out in the newspapers to the effect that they were shipping 
machines overseas faster than they were able to train the personnel. 
Of course, they were, because we could not get the equipment with 
which to train the personnel. 

Senator NEw. What is the present working arrangement between 
the Production Division and the Division of Military Aeronautics~ 

Maj. JoNES. I can tell you what the working arrangement is sup
posed to be, but what it actually is, is another matter entirely. DUe 
to a hundred and one different matters, it does not work out. 
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The Division of Military Aeronautics, upon conference with the 
Production Division, determines what machines shall be put into pro
duction. The Bureau of Production builds the machines. The 
Bureau of Production informs the Department of Military Aeronau
tics of any strength tests, or other tests, in which the Department of 
Military Aeronautics would he interested, and the Department of 
Military Aeronautics has representatives present. Mter the planes 
are completed they are supposed to be presented to the Department 
of Military Aeronautics, which decides whether they shall be accepted 
and turned out for operation by the service. No mention is really 
made as to who shall decide technically on engineering matters. The 
inference that I gather is that production shall be responsible for 
such matters. On the other hand, it turns around, and one infers 
that in ?rder for the Department ?f Military. Aeronautics to. pass on 
these thing.; they must have a tramed technical staff. I think that 
technical and engineering mattera were not left out purposely, but 
were left out because whoever drew up the agreement did not realize 
the importance of it, or it never occurred to them. • 

The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean the order of the President 1 
Maj. JoNEs. No, sir. It is a joint agreement between Gen. Kenly 

and Mr. Ry!Ln, ap_proved by the Chief of Staff. · 
Senator NEw. How do you· think that agreement really works 1 
Maj. JoNES. Well, it does not work. It never will work as long 

as a production man who knows nothing of either the active service 
end or the real airplane engineering is allowed to control. It is 
impossible for a man, whose whole record of success depends entirely 
upon statistics of production, to pay much attention to other features, 
especially if it is a matter with which he is unfamiliar. 

Senator REED. Pay much attention to what other feature 1 
Maj. JoNES. To the service end. 
Senator NEw. What is the trouble in production now, and what 

is the remedy for it, in your judgment 1 
Maj. JONES. The trouble, as I see it, in production, starts with 

entire ignorance-not entire ignorance, but almost entire ignorance
with regard to proJrer aviation and engineering, and a lack of adequate 
personnel throughout the Production Department, starting right 
from the Production Division itself and extending out through all 
the factories. There is a lack of proper organizatiOn. The remedy 
for it, as I see it, is to give to the so-called youngster aviators some 
responsibility. It is because they are youngsters that they will not 
give it to them. They simply have no power. They do not pay 
attention to the young aviators. Give them responsibility, or at 
least recognize, or attempt to recognize, the aviation end and the 
engineering end. Then develop an organization and be willing to 
let the organization function. It is removing from the central 
heads the control of a lot of matter which, in a proper organization, 
should never have passed through their hands. 

Senator REED. Let me put that in different language. You mean, 
in other words, to put some competent men in charge of production, 
or some people who know something about flying and something 
about aviation engineering 1 

Maj. JoNES. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. And not leave it to a lot of people who know 

nothing about it, except as they have picked it up from books or from 
a study on the ground. 
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Maj . JoN~:s. That is it. 
Senator REED. You think that some men who has been in the ail" 

ought to have something to say about the machines that are going 
into the air~ 

Maj. JoNES. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Is there any parallel organization that our service 

might follow~ · 
Maj . JoNES. Yes, sir: the British. 
Senator NEw. Describe that to us. Tell us how it works. 
Maj. JoNES. Briefly, the whole technical o.r engineering end is 

actually ·controlled by the service people, and the production people 
build what they are told to build. That is what it is, briefly. You 
can get an idea of the whole organization and the whole system of 
workmg in detail of the royal air force from the board, consisting of 
Gen. Brancker, Col. Sempille, and Sir Henry Fowler, that was sent 
over here on this one matter, I believe. · 

Senator REED. Are they flyer;;1 
Maj. JoNES. Gen. Brancker and Col. Sempille are flyera . They 

are flying all the time. 
The CHAIRMAN. They came over at different timea, did they not 1 
Maj . JoNES. No, sir. The;r came over at the same time. They 

came over particularly on thts job, I believe. 
The CHAIRMAN. That was recently~ · 
Maj . JoNES. Yea, sir. They landed here the 12th of June. 
The CHAIRMAN. I would now like to ask something about the 

accident to the Bristol fighter last Monday. You went up there 
didn 't you~ 

Maj. JoNES. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. What, in your judgment, was the primary cause 

of that accident, or what were the causes~ 
Maj. JoNES. The primary cause was that the machine requires more 

than average ability to fly it. The secondary cause was the pilot was 
a flyer who did not have this ability. 

The CHAIRMAN. Was the machine, in your judgment, overloaded~ 
Maj . JoNES. Any machine that is loaded beyond 9.1, as that was, 

is an overloaded machine. 
Senator REED. You say "beyond" that. Do you mean beyond 

that or loaded to that~ _ 
. Maj. JoNES. Loaded to that. With such heavy loading you get 
into the scout class, i.e., machines deaigned especially for speed. To 
get speed you must have small wing surfaces, which gives heavy load
ing. That means that it will land fast and is tricky. I know of no 
machine other than the Moranne paraaol or the Bristol monoplane 
that will load above that. 

The CHAJRMAN. Do I under;;tand you to say the smaller the machine 
the heavier the load? 

Maj . JoNES. Not neceasarily. It depends upon the purpose for 
which the machine is designed. . 

The CHAIRMAN. The scout machine would carry a heavier load, 
because it had smaller wings~ 

Maj. JoNES. No, sir. 
Senator REED. Heavier in proportion, he means. 
M!tj. JoNES. This machine loading is that of the scout class. It 

was really de3igned for artillery observation. It can not be loaded 
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to that extent. The British load is about 6.5. The more lightly 
loaded a machine is, the less tendency it has to stall. . · 

Senator REED. This machine we are now speaking of stopped, did 
it not 1 

Maj. JoNEs. Yes, sir; it was heavily loaded, and consequently 
tricky. When the en9ine stops suddenly, the machine stalls very 
-quickly and will "spin ' easily. 

Senator REED. If it had not been so heavily loaded, the man could 
have gotten out~ 

MaJ. JoNES. If it had not been so heavily loaded, he would not 
have gotten into the spin, although any machine above 7.5 pounds 
is tricky. If you lose any power at all, the machine stalls very fast. 
It takes more than the average pilot to fly them. If we were to 
turn them qut now we would have a lot of fatalities. 

Senator NEW. Have we built airplanes in this country for service 
.at the front~ 

Maj. JoNES. The D H-4 is to be completed and sent over there . . 
Senator NEw. Do you know how many of them have been com-

pleted~ 
Maj. JoNES. No, sir; I have not the figures on that. 
Senator NEw. Nor how many have been sent abroad~ 
Maj. JoNES. No, sir; I have not the figures on that. 
Senator NEw. That is one type of so-called combat plane that we 

have made in this country for use on the front in France, is that 
eorrect1 

Maj. JoNEs. That is one t~e of plane that we have made and 
completed and sent. I was niformed, not officially, that they are 
sending parts o'f the Handley-Page. That has not been officially 
sand-tested or given an official trial. 

Senator N:Ew. Have you tried the Handley-Page abroad~ 
Maj. JoNEs. No, sir. . • 
Senator NEW. You said that you were over on the other side~ 
Maj. JoN:ES. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Were you sent over by this Government~ 
Maj. JoNEs. Yes, sir. I was sent over to go into training methods. 
Senator NEw. That was the purpose~ 
Maj. JoNES. Yes, sir; to learn all I could about training. 
Senator REED. When was that 1 
Maj. JoNES. I left in the middle of April and got back in the middle 

of June. 
Senator REED. Of this year 1 
Maj. JoNES. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. After that they displaced you as chief of the flying 

squadron 1 
Maj. JoNES. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Who did that 1 
Maj. JoNES. The Chief of Aeronautics. 
Senator REED. Who is he 1 
Maj. JoNES. Gen. Kenly, I guess. It came in an order. I do not 

know who was responsible. 
Senator REED. You do not know the reason for it~ 
Maj. JoNEs. Officially, I do not. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. Do you regard the DH-4 as a satisfactory machine 1 

Just give us your impressions, as a practical aviator, of the DH-4 
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machine. Tell us for what purpose it is suited, for what purpose it is 
unsuited, an<} give us your estimate of the DH-4 as made in this 
country, in your own way. 

Maj. JoNES. Any statement I may make on the DH-4 must be 
affected by what I know the conditions are in our squadron on the 
front. 

Knowing what I do know, I will say that this machine can be used 
for anythin~ except pursuit work-the single seater-because I know 
they are usmg antiquated machines purchased from the French that 
were discarded by them a year and a half ago. They are using the 
So:pwith, 1! strutter. It has been declared unsafe by the French and 
Bntish for observation work. They are using the AR equipped with 
the Renault 220, which has a ceiling of only 10,000 feet. They use 
the Spad two-seater, which is unreliable and unsatisfactory. The 
220-horsepower Hispano Suiza was so unreliable and so unsatisfactory 
that a standing order not to fly the machine more than 6 kilometers 
behind the Hun lines was issued. They were usinO" a few French 
Braguet machines and the Sampson, which is a Fren<ili. machine. In 
comparison with those the DH-4, provided it is satisfactory as de
termined by service usaue, would be a much better machine in my 
opinion, because it woula' have a better performance in climbing and 
in speed. I know that the Liberty is more reliable than the Hispano 

· Suiza 220. On the other hand, no type of mahine can be declared 
satisfactory until service has proved it•to be so, not only as regards 
general construction but also as to all the equipment and accessories 
that are installed. I know that the British liave- really developed but 
few machines that have stood up under service conditiOns. The Sop
with Dolphin, I was informed, was about to be changed because of 
structural weaknesses that had developed after long-continued use. 
This machine was very popular with the British as a single-seater 

·pursuit machine. . 
Senator REED. Was that equipped with the Hispano Suiza eng!ne '? 
Maj. JoNES. They have about half a dozen different types of His

pano Suiza engines. Any geared Hispano of the lower horsepower 
IS unsatisfactory. 

Senator REED. How about the ungeared ~ 
Maj. JoNES. They are quite unsatisfactory, but they h~~:ve built 

what they call the Hispano Suiza Vyser, that develops something 
like 200 horsepower or over. I flew a Sopwith Dolphin with one of 
those. 

Senator REED •. I notice in this official table which we have been 
furnished that the Dolphin with the Hispano Suiza engine is given a 
credit for a ceilin_g of 23,500 feet. 

Maj. JoNES. Yes, sir. It is a high-altitude machine. 
As an illustration how machines are sometimes proved not en

tirely satisfactory until long after they have been in service, we 
can take this particular Sopwith-Dolphin. British fliers informed 
me while I was abroad that the wings of this machine were failing, 
due to the fact the machine did not ''follow thru '' in coming out of 
a dive. By that I mean if the elevator control is used too suddenly, 
instead of coming out of the dive in a proper flight path, the machine 
rotates about its lateral axis, the a1r strikes the planes at a very 
high angle of incidence at a very high speed, causing a terrific 
stress on the winf!<' 
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Senator REED. Of course, these gestures you have made can not 
go into the record. I wish you would translate them into words 
later on when this record comes to you for revision. That is not a. 
criticism, you understand. 

Maj. JoNES. Yes. 
Senator REED. We are simply trying to get this record in such 

shape that others who read it may understand it. 
Maj. JoNES. The reason I spoke of those things was to show how 

long 1t takes to develop a type. To say that the DH4 is satis
factory is going too far. I would not say that it is. These things 
take t1me to correct. The present machine, as compared to the ·one 
to be used in a. year from now, will probably be ridiculous. 

There is another thing that I do not like about this. They put 
everything in it. Instead of using it as a. day bomber in which you 
can carry bombs and guns for protection. they have also made pro
vision for a camera. That is for high altitude photographic work. 
They are also using it for a night bomber, and that seems to me to 
be ridiculous. It is too fast. Thoy will crash. 

Senator REED. In other words, they are trying to use it as a family 
horse-a horse with which they may go to town, plow, and do various 
other things. 

Maj. JoNES. Yes, sir; that is it. 
Senator REED. What do our troops need over there now 1 
Maj. JoNES. Anything that will fly. · 
Senator REED. 1 mean what should they have 1 . 
Maj. JoNEs. They ought to have the Bristol fighter; they ought 

to have the DH9; they ought to have the SE5; they ought to have 
the Sopwith Camel. 

Senator REED. How about the Spad 1 Is that a. good machine 1 
Maj. JONES. It is not as good as the SE5. 
Senator REED. What ought they to have in the way of bombing 

machines 1 
Maj. JoNES. The D H 9. 
Senator REED. Is that heavy enough for long-distance bombing 1 
Maj. JoNES. That is what the British are using it for. 
Senator REED. What about the Caproni and the Handley-Page 1 
Maj. JoNES. They ought to have the.big night bomber, the _pusher 

type, but personally I am adverse to the super-Handley with the four 
motors, because the effective circling is not as high as a. dirigible. 
The dirigible can be shot down because it is not a high alt1tude 
machine and because it is not maneuverable. If they can be shot 
down at an altitude of 14,000 feet I should see no reason why the 
super-Handley-Page can not be shot down. I would advocate a 
smaller bombing machine, never with a crew of more than three. 

The CHAIRMAN. Your criticism of the Handley-Page has reference 
. to the type which has been produced across the seas, and which was 
destroyed the other day 1 

Maj. JoNES . .Yes, sir; that is the one. It costs a tremendous 
amount to build it, and the shipping facilities are such that the 
question should be considered very carefully. 

Senator REED. Do you think there woUld be much danger of 
hittin~ a Handley-Page from the ground at an altitude of 10,000 feet~ 

MaJ. JoNES. Day or night~ 
Senator REED. Either one. 
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Maj. JoNES. Very much danger in the day and considerable at 
night. That is the super-Handley. By that I mean the big four
motor machine. I was in Paris on two bombing raids and I was in 
London on one bombing raid. The barrages were so effective that 
the planes never really got over their objectives. The night defense 
tactics of the pursuit squadrons are becoming effective. When I 
was in London they shot down seven planes.· That was at night, too. 

Senator REED. I can understand, of course, how you can get these 
large planes with another airplane up in the air. 

MaJ. JoNES. But it is very difficult .. It is practically impossible 
to see anything when you are flying at night. You can fly almost 
next to a plane without seeing it. 

Senator REED. I mean that I can understand how they can be 
struck if you can see them, but as to this barrage, if they are struck 
during it, it is merely due to the fact that they have the air so filled 
with missiles that these planes simply come m contact with them, 
and it ic;; not due to the aim of a single machine. 

Maj. JoNES. That is true. Most of the German machines have a 
crew of three. · 

Senator NEw. How is the German Gotha compared to the Caproni, 
for instance~ · 

Maj. JoNES. I think it has about the same capacity. I haven't 
the e:JCact figures. I cari get them for you if you WISh. The Caproni, 
the Handley-Page, and the Gotha are all about in the same class, as 
well as I can remember. According to these figures, the largest 
Caproni weighs 13,755. 

Senator REED. Is that the triplane ~ 
Maj. JoNES. I think so. The one that the Standard built js 76 

feet. That is a shorter one. The gross weight is 10,000 pounds. ' 
Senator REED. The Handley-Page~ 
Maj. JoNES. The Handley-Page i.'l about the same-14,000 

pounds; that is, the biplane. The Handley-Page has two m6tors as 
against tluee in the Cap10ni. The gross weight of the Gotha is about 
8,600 pounds. The Caproni that we are now making is 10,000 pounds, 
and the Handley-Page, as we make it, is 14,000 pounds. As the 
British make it, it is 12,230. 

Senator REED. Is what they call the super Caproni the triplane ~ 
Maj. JoNES. That is the super. 
Senator REED. Have you seen that~ 
Maj. JoNES. No, sir. 
Senator REED. That is the kind they are building for England~ 
Maj. JoNES. I do not believe they are building any for us. 
Senator REED. But they are not building it~ 
Maj. JoNES. No, sir; I do not think they are. It is 8,600 for the 

Gotha against 9,918 for the Caproniand 12,230 for the Handley Page, 
foreign make. The French Caproni weighs 8, 752 -pounds. 

Senator REED. Then it appears that Great Britain, France, and 
Italy are using the Caproni to some extent 1 

Maj. JoNES. I did not know that the British were. . 
Senator REED. I am stating that on other information. I have 

seen pictures of the super Caproni. It was said that the British had 
purchased it. What their motives and reasons were I do not know, 
of course. 
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The CHAmMAN. What is your opinion of the Italian SVA scout 
plane 1 

Maj. JoNEs. I have just seen it. I have.not flown it. I have not · 
seen it since I have been here. Offhand I would not give an opinion 
without knowing more about it. 

The ClumMAN. You are not sufficiently acquainted with it1 
Maj. JoNEs. I have not had any experience with it. 
The ClumMAN. How long were you at the front, Majod 
Maj. JoNES. I was in France for one week, but I flew everywhere, 

so that I got around and covered a great deal of ground that people 
who were there longer did not cover. 

The CHAIRMAN. While you were in France how many American 
squadrons were flying 1 

Maj . JoNES. When I was in France there were five squadrons 
actually operating on that front , one pursuit at Dunkirk, two pursuit 
at Toul, and two observation squadrons at Ourche. This was the 
iatter part of May-the 26th and 27th. 

The CHAIRMAN. You mentioned five squadrons. Were they the 
only ones 1 , 

Maj . JoNES. At that time that was all. At Amanty there were 
three or four squadrons waiting for equipment in order to go on the 
front. At Colombey Les Belles there were more to go. There were 
in actual operation only five squadrons. 

The CHAIRMAN. How many machines were they equipped with 1 
Maj. JoNES. The two pursuit squadrons were equipped with the 

Nieuport type 28, with !50-horsepower Gnome motors. 
The CHAIRMAN. How many machines 1 
Maj. JoNES. They were about to receive a full complement. 
The CHAIRMAN. What is a futl complement~ 
Maj. JoNES. Eig_f!teen planes per squadron. 
Senator REED. How many did they have at that time 1 
Maj. JoNEs. I do not remember exactly what they had. The 

observation squadrons were supposed to have an initial complement 
of 18 planes per squadron, and a replacement of 50 per· cent the first 
montli, and thereafter it ·was to be at the rate of 331 per cent. Up to 
the time I left, which was May 26, the squadron had received one 
plane for replacement, as I remember it. Of the planes in the first 
squadron, they only had four machines in commission. · 

The CHAIRMAN. How about the second squadron 1 
Maj. JoNES. The second squadron was equipped with the French 

AR. . I do not know how many machines they had. I know that 
the first squadron had not received an;ything but one replacement. 
They had been on the front since April 4. 

The ClumMAN. It is a fact that the lino occupied by the American 
troops is protected by allied flyers as well as our own 1 

Maj. JoNES. Our troops are scattered and mixed up with the French 
and British all the way up and down the front. 

The CHAmMAN. Then that would follow, as a matter of fact. 
Maj . JoNES. That would follow, as a matter of fact. The only 

sectors in which our planes were actually operating were in the Toul 
sector, and one squadron at Dunkirk. 

The CHAmMAN. That was the 27th of May1 
Maj . JoNES. That was the 27th of May. 
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Senator REED. How many should we have for an Army of 1,000,000 
men over there~ What would be the proportion~ 

Maj . JoNEs. The organization has changed so much and it is so 
uncertain that I can not do other than by giving you an approxima
tion of what I know to be the British. Otherwise I can not say. 
. Senator REED. Give us that approximation. . 

Maj. JoNES. I do not like to be quoted. This is from memory. I 
can give it exactly later on. 

Senator REED. Do that, please. Supply that information later on . 
. Maj. JoNES. Yes, I can gtve it exactly. I can gather the informa

tiOn that you want. 
Senator REED. I want to ~ow what flying corps we should have 

for an army of 1,000,000 men. 
Maj. JoNES. For army of 20 fighting a~d 10 replacement (base and 

training) divisions plus corps, army, general headquarters, quarters, 
and line of communicd.tion troops, total, about 1,300,000 men, the 
American Expeditionary Force program of September 18, 1917. 
called for 386 service squadrons, 264 park squadrons, and 69 balloon . . 
compames. · 

(Thereupon, at 4 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned until 
Thursday, July 18, 1918, at 2 o'clock p. m.) 
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TRURSDAY, JULY 18, 1918. 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
SuBCOMMITTEE ON MILITARY AFFAIRs, 

Washington, D. C. 
The subcommittee met at 2 o'clock p.m., pursuant to adjournment, 

in the committee room, Capitol Building, Hon. Charles S. Thomas 
presiding. 

Present: Senators Thomas (chairman), Reed, and New. 

STATEM:ENT OF JlU, HAROLD S. M:AB.TIN. 

Senator NEw. Maj. Martin, with what branch of the military service 
are you connected 1 

Maj. MARTIN. I am in the Department'of Military Aeronautics. 
Senator NEw. With the rank of major, I see by your insignia 1 
Maj. MARTIN. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. By what avenue did you enter the Army 1 Are 

a graduate of the Military Academy 1 
Maj. MARTIN. I graduated from the Military Academy in 1913 and 

spent two years with the Infantry, and since then I have been in the 
Aviation Section. 

Senator NEw. Have/ou been abroad-that is, have you been in 
France since the Unite States entered the war 1 · 

Maj. MARTIN. I was in France and England from January until 
May. · 

Senator NEw·. In 19181 
Maj. MARTIN. Yes, sir. · 
Senator NEw. How did you happen to go abroad 1 
Maj. MARTIN. It was requested by the chief of the air service, 

American Expeditionary Forces, that I be sent to France for the pur
pose of looking into the design of aeroplanes. 

Senator NEw. Into the designing' of aeroplanes 1 
Maj. MARTIN. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEW. Did you make any recommendation with reference 

to that subject on your return to this country 1 
Maj. MARTIN. I was a member of a board appointed by the chief 

of the air service with three other officers for the purpose of deter
mining what types of airplanes should be produced m the United 
States for the year 1919. 

Senator NEW. Who was the chief of the air service at that time 1 
Maj. MARTIN. Brig. Gen. B. D. Foulois. 
Senator NEw. Gen. Foulois was then in France1 
Maj. MARTIN. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. And the request for you came from Gen. Foulois ¥ 
Maj. MARTIN. Yes, sir. 
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Senator NE.W. Who were the other members of the board~ 
Maj. MARTIN. Lieut. Col. Dodd, Lieut. Col. Harms, Maj. Harmon, 

and myself. 
Senator NEw. Did that board make any recommendations, either 

while abroad or following its return to this country~ 
Maj. MARTIN. I brought back the proceedings of the. board when I 

returned to the United States the last of May. Later a cablefam 
was received from Gen. Pershing stating that the proceedings o the 
board were approved in principle. 

Senator NEw. Gen. Pershing said they were approved in principle1 
Maj. MARTIN. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. What can you tell us about the recommendations of 

that board~ 
Maj. MARTIN. Do you want me to go into details~ It is quite a 

long thing. We recommended nine types of machines. 
Senator NEw. I would like to know what types of machines W!-\re 

recommended bv the board. 
Maj. MARTIN.· The board reco.mmended nine types of machines 

to be built in the United· States. One was a single seater machine, 
either a Martinsyde or Sopwith-Dolphin, with the 300 horsepower 
Hispano-Suiza motor. 

Senator NEw. With the 300-horsepower Hispano-Suiza motod 
Maj. MARTIN. Yes. The second was a single-seater machine 

using the 320 A B C Dragon Fly engine. The exact machine was not 
definitely determined '!POD by the board, because three machines 
are now being built in England and will be tested, and the best one 
of the three Will be the one selected. Another was a single-seater 
machine using the 170 A B C Wasp engine. The same remark 
apply to this machine as aJ?plied to the other A B C engine. A 
thrrd was a two-seater pursmt machine using the 300 Hispano-Suiza 
motor. The machine selected was to be (1) Bristol fighter, (2) an 
experimental machine with the 320 A B C Dragon Fly. 

The CHAIRMAN. was this report in writing~ 
. Maj. MARTIN. Yes, sir. I was going to suggest that you might 
have the report in writing. 

The CHAIRMAN. Then I suggest that you just put in that report. 
Maj. MARTIN. All right, sir. · 
Senator NEW. We will have it understood then that the report 

will be made a part of your testimony. 
Let me ask you this question : 1 note that in recommending the 

Bristol, your recommendation was for a Hispano-Suiza motor to 
be used~ 

Maj. MARTIN. Yes; the 300-horsepower Hispano-Suiza. 
Senator NEW. The 300-horsepower Hispano~uiza motor 1 
Maj. MARTIN. Yes, sir. · 
Senator NEw·. You did not contemplate using the Bristol with the 

12-cylinder Liberty~ 
Maj. MARTIN. No, sir. 
Senator NEW. Were the recommendations of your board followed, 

and if so, to what extent were they followed 1 
Ma,j. MARTIN. The proceedings of this board were for the produc

tion of machines in the year 1919. The only steps that have been 
taken so far have been to send a commission abroad to get the 
d~ a wings and samples of these machines, and up-to-date information 
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on them. I left England just at the time when most of these 
machines were about to be tested. 

Senator NEW. What types of planes are now being built in this 
country~ · 

Maj. MARTIN. For training machine&, first, the Curtiss J. N.-4D. 
Senator NEW. Independently of traini?g machines, I mean. 
The CH.AmMAN. Planes other than trainmg planes. 
Senator NEW. Yes: What planes other than training planes are 

being built in this country~ 
Maj. MARTIN. There is only one machine being made in any num

bers m the United States at the present time, and that is the De 
Haviland 4. One or more of the follow!ng machines are being built: 
Handley-Page, Caproni, Byplane U. S. D. 9, which is a modification 
of the EngliSh De Haviland 9A, and the S. E. 5. Of course, orders 
exist for large numbers of these machines, but outside of the one 
or two none have "heen built. 

Senator NEW. You mean, then, that one or two specimen machines 
are being built for test~ 

Maj. MARTIN. Yes, sir; and the Bristol Fighter is also being 
constructed. 

Senator NEw. What do you know about the Bristol Fighter having 
been abandoned 1 

Mal·. MARTIN. I was one of the three officers who lately went to 
Buffa o to determine exactly what should be done in the case of the 
Bristol Fighter. ·we agreed unanimously that production should be 
immediately stopped on this machine, as it is unsuitable for the pur
pose for which it 1s intended, or for any other purpose. 

Senator NEW. What were the reasons~ Just state briefly the 
reasons for the recommendation of your board that the Bristol 
machine be discar9ed. 

Maj. MARTIN. We believed that the Bristol is unsafe; that it will 
serve no military ~urpose, and at best will only do what the present 
De Haviland 4 will do. There seems therefore to be no object in 
having two. entirely different machines which are supposed to do 
the same tb;ing. · 

Senator NEW. I understood that this recommendation of your 
board was to be considered by the production department this 
morning1 • 

Maj. MARTIN. Yes, &ir. 
Senator NEw. Do you know whether or not it was considered~ 
Maj. MARTIN. No, sir; I do not know. 
Senator NEw. You do not know whether any action was taken on 

it or not~ 
Maj. MARTIN. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. Let me ask you this: Was the De Haviland 4 in

cluded in the list of machines that you recommended for 1919 pro
duction~ 

Maj. MARTIN. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. It was not. 
Maj. MARTIN. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. Why not~ 
Maj. MARTIN. The English are substituting the De Haviland 9 and 

9-A for the De Haviland 4, and both of tliese machines are better 
than the De Haviland 4. 
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Senator NEw. In other words, the De Haviland 4, you think, is 
antiquated~ . · 

Maj. MARTIN. I think we may say that it is a little behind the times, 
outside of the criticisms of the machine itself. 

Senator NEw. I do not quite understand that. 
Maj . MARTIN. I mean there are faults with the De·Haviland that 

we are making that the English De Haviland has not; that there are 
certain faults m our De Haviland that are not met with in the Eng
lish De Haviland. 

Senator NEw. Can you tell us briefly what they are~ Are they 
structural faults~ 

Maj. MARTIN. There are certain structural faults which have not 
yet been corrected. That is the main idea. 

Senator NEw. Is anything being done to correct those faults~ 
Maj. MARTIN. The Department of Military Aeronautics has re

peatedly tried to get this information from the•production depart
ment, but in most cases only general replies have been received, and 
these replies are often contradictory. 

Senator NEw. You mean that you can not get any satisfactory 
information now from the production department~ . 

· Maj. MARTIN. ,I mean that very often we cari not get any infor
mation, and from past experience we view most of the information 
received with suspicion. 

Senator NEw. Just what do you mean by that~ 
Maj. MARTIN. I mean that we get r-eports as to performance 01 

machines, and when later on we test the machines ourselves there 
is a big falli'ng off in the reported performances. 

The CHAIRMAN. As to speed ~ 
Maj . MARTIN. As to speed and climb. 
The CHAIRMAN. And endurance? 
Maj. MARTIN. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Where are these tests made on which the reports of 

which you complain are based~ 
Maj . MARTIN. The tests are made at McCook field, Dayton, Ohio. 
Senator NEw. From whom, particularly, do these reports come~ I 

know that they come from the production department, but what 
individuals, if you can name them~ 

Maj . MARTIN. We get most of our information of this nature from 
Mr. Potter, from Mr. Kellogg, and Col. Vincent. 

Senat.or NEw. Col. Vincent is in charge at the field, is he not~ 
Maj. MARTIN. Col. Vincent is in command of the Airplane Engineer

ing Department and McCook field is really a branch of that depart-
ment. . 

Senator NEw. Then, Col. Vincent would send those reports for
ward to Mr. Kellogg and Mr. Potter, and they would simply again 
forward the reports that he makes to them ; is not that the ordinary 
course of business ? 

Maj . MARTIN. Yes, sir; although they sometimes come direct. 
Senator NEw. You say that subsequent tests made by your de

partment officially have not sustained the reports made by the test
ing officers at the field ? 

Maj. MARTIN. No, sir. 
Senator NEW. What has been the character of that difference? 
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Maj. MARTIN. The reports from McCook field are invariably better 
than those we obtain. 

Senator NEw. They report results, in other words, that you can 
not obtain. Is that correct 1 

Maj MARTIN. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Is that universally true or are there any exceptions 

to that~ 
Maj. MARTIN. No, sir; I do not think so. It is a difficult thing, of 

course, to make a very general rule on it. We have received very 
little from them. 

The CHAIRMAN. Speaking in a general way, that is the rule 1 
Maj. MARTIN. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. What types of planes are now being built for train-

ing purposes~ · 
Maj. MARTIN. The Curtiss JN-4-H, the JN-4-D, and Thomas 

Morse S4C. They are the only machines which are being built for 
training at present. 

Senator NEw. Other types were built until recently, were they not~ 
Maj. MARTIN. Yes, sir. · 
Senator NEW. What were those types1 
Maj. MARTIN. The Standard J-1. A great many Standard J-l's 

were built, the use of which has temporarily, at least, been abandoned. 
·The CHAIRMAN. Why 1 
Maj. MARTIN. They are entirely unsatisfactory for training pur

poses. 
Senator NEw. Can you tell us how many of those machines have 

been abandoned, and where they are 1 
Maj. MARTIN. I have only hearsay testimony, but I believe the 

number is around 1,200 or more. They are now in storage in various 
parts of the United States. . 

Senator NEw. Those are machines for which the United States has 
paid and they are now in storage in various fields, and the use of 
them has been entirely discontinued. Is that correct 1 -

Maj. MARTIN. For the present, at least; yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Can you tell us, approximately, what the cost of 

those machines was, if you have that f4!:ure in mind 1 
Maj. MARTIN. The prices have variea a great deal. The original 

price was $6,500 without the engine, the engine costing in the neigh-
borhood of $2,500. · 

Senator NEw. What was the engine used~ 
Maj. MARTIN. The Hall-Scott 4-cvlinder engine. 
Senator NEW. Have there been any other types of training planes 

abandoned 1 
Maj. MARTIN. There are several types which we used to a certain 

extent, a limited extent, in traming, which are no longer being made; 
but no other types have been abandoned because of being unsatis
factory. 

Senator NEw. I speak of types that have been manufactured in 
quantity and the use of which has been discontinued after large 
numbers of them had been accepted. ' 

Maj. MARTIN. No, sir; no others. 
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you, Major, why these planes were 

unsatisfactory. Is it due to defects in the materials or structure, or 
in the engine, or all of them together 1 
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Maj. MARTIN. The engine of the .$tandard machine is responsible 
for almost all of the trouble met with. · 

The ~IRMAN .. Can they .b~ equipped with other engines and be 
made serviceable, m your opmwn ~ 

Maj. MARTIN. I would not recommend using the J-1 as long as the 
Curtiss JN-4-D was available. 

The CHAIRMAN. I am speaking of the Standard. Is the J-1 'the 
Standard~ 

Maj. MARTIN. Yes, sir. I believe that if the J-1 Standard had a. 
reliable power plant installed, considerable training could be done 
with that machme. 

Senator NEw. What would you regard as a reliable power plant~ 
In other words, what would you regard as a reliable motor~ I pre
sume that is what you me.an. 

Maj. MARTIN. Yes, sir. For a water-cooled engine, the Curtis.~ 
OX-2 and the OX-5 are very reliable engines for training purposes. 

Senator NEw. Can you approximate what the expense of making 
that substitution would be, taking the Hall-Scott engine from the 
J~1 and substituting the Curtiss OX-2 ~ · 

Maj . MARTIN. It would cost approximately $3,000 per aeroplane. 
The CHAIRMAN. Something over $3,500,000 altogether for the 

1,200 planes. 
Senator NEw. You have said, I believe, that you thought the 

machine could be put to some use. 
Maj . MARTIN. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. With that sort of a substitution~ 
Maj. MARTIN. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Would you then regard it as a first-class training 

plane~ 
Maj . MARTIN. No, sir. 
Senator NEW. You would not~ 
Maj . MARTIN. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. What types of training planes do you think should 

be built~ 
Maj. M~RTIN. I believe that training could be satisfactorilv· done 

in thiS country with the following types of machines: • 
(1) Curtiss JN-4-D, for preliminary training. · 
(2) Bristol scout or Nieuport, with SO-horsepower Le Rhone en

gine, for advanced training in /ursuit work, the later training in 
pursuit work to be supplemente by practice with service types. 

(3) The VE-7, for training in observation work. 
(4) The Curtiss R-4, with the Liberty 12, for training in bomb 

drQPping. 
With reference to the Ve-7, the d~ection to it is that it uses a very 

expeD&ive engine, which is rather · cult to maintain. It, however, 
is an existing type and therefox:e is mentioned. 

Senator NEw. Who now determines what types of planes shall be 
built 1 

Maj. MARTIN. It is supposed to be the function of the Department 
of Military Aeronautics. 

Senator NEw. You say it is "supposed to be the function"~ 
Maj. MARTIN. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Do they exercise that function or are they interfered 

with in any way~ 
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Maj. MARTIN. It is only recently that this has been decided to be 
a function of the Department of Military Aeronautics, and therefore 
it is difficult to say whether our recommendations will be concurred 
in. Previously the machines which were produced were determined 
upon largely by the Equipment Division of the Signal Corps, and they 
often decided upon types without reference at all to those who were 
interested. 

With the previous organization, of course Gen. Squier was the 
head, and if he approved of a certain project there was little that could 
be done, and I believe that machines were built and ordered to be 
built without reference to what actua,lly should have been built. In 
other words, I believe it was largely a question of production and not 
a question of getting the airplanes which would fulfill the require
ments. 

The CHAIRMAN. It was quantity instead of quality, in other words~ 
Maj. MARTIN. Yes, 'sir. · 
Senator NEw. Maj. Martin, what is the present working arrange

ment between the production division and the division of military 
aeronautics~ 

Maj. MARTIN. The Department of Military Aeronautics is to advise 
the Bureau of Production what is desired in the way of performance 
for the different types of machines. The production department is 
to build the necessary number of sample machines and then submit 
them to the Department of Military Aeronautics, which will deter
mine whether they are satisfactory or not. 

Senator NEw. Does this arrangement work satisfactorily~ 
Maj. MARTIN. I do not think it can possibly work satisfactorily, 

for the reason that a great deal of money and time will be wasted. 
I do not believe that the Production Department includes in its per
sonnel individuals who are competent to decide what should be built 
and what should not be built. It is, of course, probable that we will 
eventually get some satisfactory machines, but before that is done an 
immense amount of time, labor, and money will be expended. The 
Production Department should include in its personnel officers who 
can definitely decide whether a machine should or should not be 
built, and if built, what changes, if any, should be made. As organ
ized at present, they can not do this. 

Senator NEW. You think that the absence of officers or officials 
possessing these qualifications is one of the troubles with the Pro
duction Division now, do you 1 

Maj. MARTIN. Yes, sir. · · . . 
Senator NEw. Is there any other trouble with it, in your judgment 1 
Maj. MARTIN. I believe that the Production Department is still 

entirely too optimistic as to what will be done. Another objection 
to the present organization is the fact that there is no single head. 

Senator NEw .. I was just going to ask you what the remedy fo.r 
it is. 

Maj. MARTIN. Another fault with the Production Department, I 
believe, to be the fact that they have little organization in their 
department at the present time. It is very difficult to find a man 
who will decide this or that. 

Senator NEw. What do you think the remedy for it is, Major, if 
there is a remedy 1 
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Maj. MARTIN. There should be a single head to the Air Service. 
The only remedy for lack of organization is to get some one who 
will create an organization. 

Senator NEw. Is there any organization anywhere that you know 
of after which we might pattern and whose lines we might follow to 
good effect or with good results~ 

Maj. MARTIN. I do not think there would be any mistake in adopt
ing the British organization. Of course, in our entire service we are 
very short of capable men along the lines of aviation. We have not 
had enough experience as yet. The English organization, from what 
I have seen of it, works very well. It is a little slow. 

· Senator NEw. Can you give us, briefly, an outline of the British 
organization~ 

Maj. MARTIN. The head of the British air organization is the air 
minister. He has a council to .advise him. There is, roughly, only 
one department of the air service in England; that is, they have not 
two separate branches such as we have. The technical department 
is a part of production. However, most of the officers or officials in 
the British air service are men of actual experience in aeronautics, 
and I believe, of course, that organization is largely a question of 
individual ability more than any chart which will indicate the differ
ent functions. I would suggest that there are at present several 
British officers in Washington who could give a much clearer and 
more accurate account· of the organization of the British at the 
present time than I can. 

Senator NEw. I think that is all I have to ask Maj. Martin. 

STATEMENT OF MAJ. FRANK E. SMITH. 

The CHAIRMAN. Maj. Smith, since you last appeared before us, 
the committee has determined to call you for the purpose of asking, 
briefly, a few questions regarding the various aviation fields m 
Dayton. The committee has heard of three fields in Dayton, the 
Wilbur Wright, the McCook, and the Dayton-Wright Fields. Do you 
know of any other training field or aviation field at Dayton~ 

Maj. SMITH. There has been another field authorized, based on a 
recommendation made by Gen. Squier, on March 28, 1918, at which 
time he requested of The Adjutant General of The Army that in view 
of the fact that production was then upon them in aeroplanes every 
machine should be tested, and that these tests should be made in 
fields to be acquired at Dayton, Ohio, Buffalo, N. Y., Detroit, Mich., 
and Elizabeth, N. J., and asked that $1,047,000 be appropriated 
for that purpose. 

The CHAIRMAN. He asked that of the production board? 
Maj. SMITH. No, of The Adjutant General, and that was approved 

by The Adjutant General and made effective on the 11th aay of 
April, 1918. 

The CHAIRMAN. At that time the Government had secured the 
Wilbur Wright and the McCook Fields, had it not~ 

Maj. SMITH. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. While the Dayton-Wright people were using the 

Dayton-Wright Field for their own purposes? 
Maj. SMITH. Yes, sir; at the expense of the Government, however. 
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The Cru.IRMAN. The Dayton-Wright Field, then, is used by the 
Dayton-Wright Co., but the Government pays the expense by way 
-of rental for that field. 

Maj. SMITH. As I understand the situation out there, the experi
mental field, which is known as the South Morrain Field, is a property 
which belongs to practically the same people who own the Dayton
Wright factory, but the expense incidental to the buildings and to 
the experiments that are carried on on that field come under the 
-experimental contract with the Dayton-Wright factory, for which 
the Government reimburses them. 

The Cru.IRMAN. Acting upon the recommendation of Gen. Squier 
.and the approval of The Adjutant General, what other field was 

. acquired 1 
Maj. SMITH. Another field closely adjoining the plant of the Dayton

Wright factory was leased, or a lease was drafted for execution, bv 
the Dayton-Wright Co. The :Rroperty in question belongs to what 
was known as the Morain Development Co. 

The Cru.IRMAN. Who constitute the Morain Co.~ 
• Maj. SMITH. In the course of the negotiations in connection with 

the lease our approval officer in Dayton was asked to pass upon it, 
and it develoRed that Col. Deeds was a stockholder in the Morain 
DeveloRment Co. • 

The CHAIRMAN. Were Mr. Talbott and Mr. Kettering also stock
holders~ 

Maj. SMITH. Not so far as I know, but I am not informed on that 
subject. I think not. It was the Schantz estate, as far as we could 
ascertain. So far as we could find out the balance of the stock in 
the Morain Development Co. belonged to the Schantz estate. 

The CHAIRMAN. That is, exclusive of what Deeds owned~ 
Maj. SMITH. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. What proportion of the stock did Deeds own 1 
Maj. SMITH. We ascertained this from Col. Deeds himself. After 

this matter wa."l referred down to me, I referred it to Mr. Potter, then 
.assistant chief of the Bureau of Aircraft Production. He referred 
it back and asked me to· go to see Col. Deeds, which I did. 

The Cru.IRMAN. That is, after you ascertained from the authorities 
-out there that Col. Deeds was interested that fact was reported to 
Mr. Potter1 

Maj. SMITH. Yes; reported by myself. 
The CHAIRMAN. And Mr. Potter requested you to see Col. Dedes1 
Maj. SMITH. Yes, sir. Col. Deeds stated that he was the owner of 

approximately 25 per cent of the stock, that he was not concerned 
in securing profits for himself on that particular stock, and if there 
was any way of doing it he would be very glad to see that the profits 
were turned back to the Government in the event of the execution 
of the lease. 

The CHAIRMAN. You said, I think, that the lease was made 'out 
and sent on here 1 

Maj. SMITH. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. That lease was drawn from the Morain Develop

ment Co. to whom 1 
Maj. SMITH. To the Dayton-Wright Aeroplane Co. 
The Cru.IRMAN. Why was the lease made in that form 1 
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Maj . SMITH. The least apparently was made in that form in order 
that the Dayton-Wright people might profit not only by the lease 
but by the expenses in connection with the lease. 

The CHAIRMAN. In what respect~ 
Maj. SMITH. To the extent of 15 per cent, which is the same per

centage as they receive under the cost-plus contract. 
The CHAIRMAN. That is to say, that the lease as drawn would have 

resulted in 15 per cent profit plus cost j 
Maj. SMITH. Yes, sir. In explanation of that I may say that the 

Dayton-Wright people proposed that this lease and J>ayments of 
rental and all expenses in connection with that new field would be 
considered by them as an element of cost under theil' cost-plus con
tract by which the Government would have been obliged to pay 
them cost plus 15 per cent. 

The CHAIRMAN. On that additional expense~ · 
Maj . SMITH. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. That is, pay them 15 per cent additional on ex

pense account for the manufacture of machines~ 
Maj. SMITH. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. To state it differently, that means that having had 

a contract for the manufacture of certain machines on which thev 
were entitled to 15'per cent profit on the moneys paid out and ex
pended by them, they proposed to treat this land and the im{>rove
ments which were to be made upon the land exactly as though It was 
money expended in the manufacture of machines. 

Maj. SMITH. That is true. -
Senator REED. And collect for the mere purchase of that land 15 

per cent, or the mere rental of the land, 15 per cent upon the money 
paid for the rental~ 

Maj. SMITH. That is correct. . 
Senator REED. And for the buildings upon the land 15 per cent~ 
Maj . SMITH. That is correct. 
Senator REED. And for the grading 15 per cent, etc . ~ 
Maj . SMITH. Yes, sir. 
(Informal discussion followed) . 
The CHAIRMAN. Did you at any time prior to the making of the 

South Morain lease make any recommendation to Mr. Potter regard
ing t~e general subje<;t of leases to the Aviation Department~ 

MaJ. SMITH. Yes, srr. 
The CHAIRMAN. About what date was that~ 
Maj . SMITH. April13, 1918. 
The CHAIRMAN. What form did that recommendation take~ 
Maj . SMITH. It took the form of a letter or memorandum to Mr. 

Potter. 
The CHAIRMAN. Can you furnish the committee with a copy of that 

letter~ 
Maj . SMITH. Yes, sir; I have a copy here. 

Memorandum for Mr. W. C. Potter. 
APRIL 13, 1918. 

1. Referring to Gen. Squier's letter of March 2.8, by Col. Deeds, in connection with 
development of flying test fields, at Dayton, Ohio: Buffalo, N.Y. ; Detroit, Mich., 
and Ehzabeth, N. J ., which was authorized by the Adjutant General, Roy D. Harper, 
on April 11, and referring more particularly to Col. Deeds'sletter to you of Aprif 12, 
and letter from the Dayton-Wright Airplane Co., by H. E. Talbott, of Aprilll, would 
advise as follows : 
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2. It is the opinion of this office that allleasee of land made for the purpoee of these 
test fields should be made by the Government, and in the name of the Government, 
with option of purchase by the Government at a later date, if it is deemed advisable 
by officials of the Government to do eo. These leases should be made by some one 
delegated from the Construction Division in ch~e of Col. Edgar. 

3. It is the opinion of this office that alllevehng, grading, seeding, fencing, con
struction of hangars, shops, or, in fact, any work in connection with these fields, should 
be conducted by the Construction DivisiOn under direction of Col. Edgar. 

4 . In our judgment contractors should not be permitted"to burden cost-plus con
tracts, or experimental work, supplementary contracts, with any work in·connection 
with these experimental fields, as the Government has the Construction Division, 
which is competent to take in hand both the leasing of the :{>roperty and the building 
of the fields, thereby saving the profit which would otherwise accrue to the cost-plus 
contractor if the latter is allowed to handle the situation on his own account. 

5. The saving involved by having the Construction Division handle this work for 
W!, and assuming that they will make just as good bargains as the contractors could, will· 
be approximately 15 per cent of$1,047,000, or $157,000. . 

6. All papers, including map of the proposed pur<'hase of land for the Dayton field, 
are returned herewith. 

FRANK E. SMITH 
Major, Signal Carp~ . 

The CHAIRMAN. What prompted you to send to Mr. Potter the 
memorandum of April 13 ~ 

Maj. SMITH. Mr. Potter was absent from the city. A letter came 
in from Mr. Talbott, at Dayton, dated, I believe, Aprilll, regarding 
their going ahead with this field. Mr. Potter's secretary brought the 
originftl papers to me. He asked my judgment in connection with 
the matter on the . general proposition. 

Senator REED. Which field was this 1 
Maj. SMITH. The proposed new field at Dayton, commonly called 

the SOuth Morain Fwld, and also pertaining to the other fields that 
Gen. Squier had asked for. 

The CHAIRMAN. Can you furnish the committee with a copy of that 
letter of Talbott to the department~ 

Maj. SMITH. Yes,.sir. 

~Ir . W. C. PoTrER, 

THE DAYTON WRIGHT AIRPLANE <'o., 
Dayton, Ohio, April11, 1918. 

Office Chief Signal Officer, Washington, D. C. 
DEAR SIR: Your telegram of the 5th instant regarding flying field . 
We have to say that this field has been definitely located as set forth in the accom

panying map. It consists of approximately 180 acres. We are having engineers 
stake out the field for ~g and will proceed at once to put it in shape for flyin~. 
As a large part of the 1Ield is now in condition for flying, no delay will occur in thJS 
regard . This work will be rushed to completion. 

We understand the hangars for this field will be the standard steel and corrugated 
iron hangar adopted by the Signal Corps, and will be sent to us to be erected by us. 
The Dayton W~ht Airpalne Uo. are leasing this ground at a flat rate per annum, but 
on account of the comp1ications liable to ensue in reference to roads, telephone and 
telegraph lines, etc., the expense of changing these, if necessary, together with all 
taxes, must be carried as an expense by the Day_ton Wright Airplane Uo. in addition 
to the flat rental. I know this method is contrary to the desire of the Signal Corps, 
but in this particular instance the owners insist upon these conditions and we have 
no other recourse than to accept. 

It occurs to us that all of this expense can be covered, this work done, and the opera
tions carried on under our expenmental contract No. 2713. Please advise if this is 
e~tisfactory. 

Yours, very truly, 
H. E. TALBOTT, 

Chairman of the Board. 
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The CHAIRMAN. In Mr. Talbott's letter I find this statement. 
The Dayton-Wright Airplane Co. are leasing this ground at a flat rate per annum, but 

on account of the complications liable to ensue in reference to roads, telephone and tele
graph lines, etc., the expense of charging these is neceesary, together with all taxes. 
must be carried as an expense by the Dayton-Wright Co. added to the flat rental. I 
know this method is contrary to the desire of the Signal Corps, but in this particular 
instance the owners insist upon these conditione and we have no other recoul'l!le than 

. to accept. , 
It occurs to us that all of this expense can be covered, this work done, and the 

operations c9.rried on under our experimental contract No. 2713. Please advise if 
this is satisfactory. 

Is the contract there referred to one under which the Dayton
Wright Aeroplane Co.· is permitted to carry a similar expense under 
its cost plus arrangement~ 

Maj . SMITH. It is a separate contract, Senator, for experimental 
work at their South fiel<l. It is separate from their regular plus 
contract. 

The CHAIRMAN. But is the expense which the Government incurred 
in securing that South field under the special contract a basis for cost
plus compensation to the Dayton-Wright Co.~ 

Maj. SMITH. The basis of the experimental contract No. 2713, as 
I recall it, is a profit of 12! per cent. 

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, there is the same arrangement, 
but a different percentage~ 

Maj . SMITH. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Upon receiving this letter from Mr. Talbott, of 

April 11, you made this recommendation to Mr. Potter, under date 
of April 13 ~ 

Maj. SMITH. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Is that statement that you make in the letter that 

the Government had an organization and equipment so that it could 
transact this business and do this work an accurate statement of facts~ 

Maj. SMITH. Yes, sir; so far as I know. 
The CHAIRMAN. What was the result of that suggestion to Mr. 

Potter1 
Maj. SMITH. The final result has been that Mr. Potter has instructed 

that all leases for these experimental test fields at the points of 
Dayton Detroit, Buffalo, and Elizabeth shall be made in the name 
of the Government, and that the construction work shall be under
taken and carried on by the construction division, or the name of 
the division that may take its place in the Government service, thus 
relieving the contractor of sucli expenditure and saving the Govern
ment the profit that would otherwise accrue. 

The CHAIRMAN. Was it also determined to take options for the 
purchase of the land by the Government~ 

Maj. SMITH. Not in our conver8ation. He may have issued detailed 
instructions. 

The CHAIRMAN. But not to you ~ 
Maj. SMITH. No, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Acting upon that instruction, was the lease from 

the South Morain Co. to the Dayton-Wright Co. approved~ -
Maj. SMITH. The new field was to be known as the Acceptance 

Field, named by the Dayton Wright people. Mr. Potter instructed 
Mt. W. W. Montgomery to draft a proper lease and to submit it to 
the General Staff with a notation tliat Col. Deeds was an interested 
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party, and ask them to arrange in some manner that the Government· 
might be protected and that tlie lease might be in accordance with 
law, as it was necessary, in his opinion, that we have that particular 
land. 

The CHAIRMAN .. What action did the General Staff take on Mr. 
Potter's recommendation~ 

Maj. SMITH. None as yet. 
The CHAmMAN. None as yet~ 
Maj. SMITH. No, sir; we have had it up in the last 24 hours . 
The CHAIRMAN. As a matter of fact, it has not been completed~ 
Maj. SMITH. No, sir. 
Senator REED. When was this reference made that you speak of~ 
Maj. SMITH. Starting April 13. 
Senator REED. When was it they took the field~ , 
Maj. SMITH. Thereabouts. 
Senator REED. That is a field that they have acquired since we 

went out there~ 
The CHAIRMAN. It was in process of acquirement then, but nothing 

was said to ua about it. 
Ha.~ the Government taken possession of the field or tlie Dayton 

Wright people~ 
Maj. SMITH. Not officially. 
The CHAIRMAN. Have they actually 1 
Maj. SMITH. No, sir; I think not. 
The CHAIRMAN. Has the Government expended any money upon it~ 
Maj. SMITH. The Government has spent no money itself. 
The CHAffiMAN. Now, Major,·to which of the other fields at Dayton 

was the lease inade to the Dayton Metal Products Co.~ 
Maj. SMITH. The McCook Field. 
The CHAIRMAN. Does it still stand that way~ 
Maj. SMITH. The original lease was dated November 16, 1917, 

and was to run until July 1, 1918, at which time it was to be extended 
for such period as the Government might desire. I have no informa
tion as to what has been done since July 1, 1918. 

The CHAIRMAN. Then, so far as you know, that lease. is a lease 
from the owner of the ground to the Dayton Metal Products Co.~ 

Maj. SMITH. Yes, sir. The Government paid the Dayton Metal 
Products Co. something over $9,500 for six months' use of the field, 
from January 1 to July 1, 1918. 

The CHAIRMAN. Do you know whether the expense to which the 
Government has gone in preparing that field for the purpose for 
which it was secured is used as a basis for profit to the Dayton Metal 
Products Co. 1 

Maj. SMITH. No, sir; ·that was not true. The expenditure on the 
land and the erection of buildings was all performed by the Govern
ment at the Government's expense. · 

The CHAIRMAN. And with which the lessee has nothing to do~ 
Maj. SMITH. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Can you give the committee a statement as to the 

amount of money expended up to date by the Government upon 
McCook field 1 

Maj. SMITH. Up to the 1st of July there had been expended at 
McCook field for land and buildings-that includes rental of the 
land, grading of the land, a~d the buildings placed thereupon-
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$750,000. There had been expended in upkeep and the maintenance 
of McCook field, $2,040,000, or a total of $2,790,000. 

The CHAIRMAN. Of what does that consist? 
Maj. SMITH. I have not the details. 
The CHAIRMAN. I mean, generally speaking. 
Maj. SMITH. It will include testings that are carried on there, the 

pay roll, and miscellaneous supplies. · 
Senator REED. Those things ought not to be put into the price of 

the field because that is really a matter of expense incident to the 
war? 

The CHAIRMAN, Yes; that is my reason for asking the question. 
That is an unavoidable expense, perhaps. But, so are they all. 

Now, tell us about the Wilbur Wright field. 
Maj. SMITH. The total expenditure at the Wilbur Wright field, for 

which I have not the buildings separately, is $2,800,000, or approx
imately the same as at McCook field. 

The CHAIRMAN. Does that include the ·large warehouse which 
adjoins the Wilbur Wright field? . 
· Maj. SMITH. It does not include the large warehouse, which is 
entirely separate from building construction. 

The CHAIRMAN. Have you the figures on that? 
Maj. SMITH. I can put them in the record later. I might add 

that at the Wilbur Wright field there is a gunnery school that had 
expended up to ~uly 1 a total of $2,087,000. 

Senator REE..>. That was not included in the figures which you 
gave? 

Maj. SMITH. No, sir. That makes a total expenditure at the Wil-
bur Wright Field of $4,887,000 up to July 1. . 

Senator REED. When you get those fiO'ures straightened out so 
that we will know what is in the nature or the creation and mainte
nance of the field proper, I would like to have them in the record. 

The CirAIRMAN. In other words, Senator, you want it itemized? 
Senator REED. I want to know the cost of the field, not what has 

gone Uf>On the field. 
The CHAIRMAN. You can add that later on? . 
Maj. SMITH. As near as I can get at it now, the cost of the building:; 

and land at McCook Field was $750,000 on July 1. · 
Senator REED. How many acres of ground 1 . 
Maj. SMITH. Two hundred. 
Senator REED. Have we a contract for the purchase of that ground? 
Maj. SMITH. I have a copy of the lease here. There is no mention 

made of the Government's right to acquire this property under the 
lease. 

Senator REED. Do you know of any separate contract giving that 
right? · · 

Maj. SMITH. No, sir; but the lease in question expired July 1, 1918. 
I am not familiar with the renewal, although there are renewal clauses 
in here for the next shree years. 

Senator REED. That is the Wright Field? 
Maj. SM,nH. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did you have similar experiences with the loca

tions of the new fields provided for in the order of last March at 
Buffalo, Detroit, and Elizabeth? 

Maj. SMITH. No, sir. 
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The CHAIRMAN. No such suggestions were made with regard to 
them? 

Maj. SMITH. No, sir. 
The CJIAIBMAN. Is there any purchase privilege in the Wilbur 

Wright Field contract~ 
Maj. SMITH. Our file copy of the lease at the present time is in the 

hands of the Department of Justice. It is not available to me just 
now, and I can not answer that question. 

The CHAIRMAN. That is to say, Mr. Hughes has that leas~~ 
Maj. SMITH. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Maj. Smith, can you tell us how much money has 

been expended on the production of the Liberty motor? 
Maj. SMITH. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. I will thank you if you will give us that statement 

later on. 
Maj. SMITH. I will see that a statement of that sort is submitted 

to you 

STATEMENT OF SERGT. ALEXANDER KLEXIN, X. S. E., 
EIGHT HUNDRED AND . SEVENTH AERO SQUADRON, XcCOOK 
FIELD, DAYTON, OHIO. 

Senator NEw. State your name to the stenographer, please. 
Sergt. KLEMIN. Alexander Klemin. 
Senator NEw. You are a sergeant in the Aviation Section~ 
Sergt. KLEMIN. Yes; o the Signal Corps. That is what I am 

enlisted· as. I am in the Air Service now. 
Senator NEw. Stationed at what point~ 
Sergt. KLEMIN. McCook Field. 
Senator NEw. In what capacity1 
Sergt. KLEMIN. I am in charge of the aeronautical research depart-

ment, M. S. E . . 
Senator NEw. What experience have you had that qualifies you 

for that position? . · 
Sergt. XLEMIN. I was in charge of the department of· aeronautical 

engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and was 
consulting engineer to a number of companies. 

Senator NEw. Name some of them 1 
Sergt. KLEMIN. The L. W. F. Engineering Co., the Connecticut 

Aircr8:ft Co., and I did some work for the Standard Aeroplane Cor
poration and a number of other companies. I did work for them at 
different times. 

Senator NEw. I want to ask you if you will please state the relation 
of engineering to J>roduction. . 

Sergt. KLEMIN. Do you mean the aeroplane engineering department 
as it now stands? 

Senator NEw. Yes, sir. . 
Sergt. KLEMIN. The main work at the field is getting the English 

design and turning it into an American propositwn, so that we get 
all the E11glish drawings with the Englisl:i. motor, and we adapt that 
to the Liberty 12, or whatever motor we intend putting in. We 
build three of these ships at McCook Field while working out the 
drawings, or as soon as we finish the drawings, and if the ship turns 
out satiSfactorily, and so on, why, the drawmgs will be turned over 
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to the Director of Aircraft Production, and I suppose from there 
they will go to the produc~ion engineering people, but I have no 
official knowledge of that. I know what we do. We get these 
machines ready for production. • 

Senator NEw. If your effort with your initial machine is satis
factory, then the drawings are turned over to the production depart
ment upon which they are to proceed in order to get production in 
quantity~ · 

Sergt. KLEMIN. I presume so. I have no knowledge of procedure, 
because I am interested in purely technical work. · 

Senator NEw. What use has been made of such aircraft talent as we 
have in this country in the designing and production of aircraft here t 

Sergt. KLEMIN. I now speak mainly from hearsay, sir, because the 
original attempts to secure aircraft talent in this country occurred 
before I joined the service, and I was not much concerned with what 
the Government did in that sort of thing. As far as I know, they 
tried to get man like Charles Day, of the Standard Corporation, to 
take commissions. Those men, earning, say, $10,000 a year as chief 
engineers-and Mr. Day's case is a concrete case-and probably 
earning just as much from their shares of their stock, and so on, were 
not altogether anxious to enter into the Government service. That 
is one concrete case that I know. The same thing happened with one 
of Mr. Day's assistants. They did, however, take in as many as they 
could, but there are very few men in the country who know anything 
about aeronautics. 

Senator NEw. What do you know, if anything, about the replace
ment of the people who did know something of aviation engineering 
by automobile engineers and others like them, who have had no 
experience with aviation matters~ 

Sergt. KLEMIN. I think there was a tendency amongst automobile 
engineers who, in some ways, were well qualified to enter the industry, 
to underrate the difficulties of building an aeroplane, and who thought 
that if they started in and got an English drawing and so o.n, they 
could probably turn out as good a machine as the airplane engineers . 

. Senator NEW. Has that oelief on their part been borne out by the 
facts~ 

Senator KLEMIN. Well, I thinkpossibly that the air-plane engineers 
might have made a quicker job of certain things. 

Senator NEw. Will you tell us why it was that Lieut. Col. v .. E. 
Clark was blamed for the defects in the Bristol fighter~ 

Sergt. KLEMIN. I have no information that is accurate ·enough to 
answer that question. I was not in Col. Clark's office at the time. 
Since I have been at the field we have had nothing to do with the 
Curtiss Bristol. fighter. The only Bristol fighter we have been inter
ested in is the Bnstol fighter with the Hispano-Suiza engine. 

Senator NEw. Do you· know anything of the special difficulties 
under which Lieut. Col. Clark labored in that matter, with reference 
to the development of the Bristol fighter~ _ 

Sergt. KLEMIN. No, sir; I have not any knowledge of that. 
Senator NEw. I thought, Mr. Chairman, that the sergeant· had 

special knowledge on this particular point, and that was tqe principal 
reason I summoned him here. 

Senator REED. You sa;y you have had to do with the Bristol fighter 
that uses the Hispano-Smza engine. 
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Sergt. Kr.EMIN. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. To what extent have you had experience of that 

kind 1 
Sergt. Kr.EMIN. We have had the English Bristol :fighter out on the 

field, sir, and I helped to run the performance test of that machine, 
and I also helped in designing that ship for American production. 

Senator REED. Did the machine that you got from England with 
the Hisptino-Suiza engine in it do good work~ 

Sergt. Kr.EMIN. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. You then made the machines from that 1 
Sergt. KLEMIN. We are now making them. 
Senator REED. Did you ever make one and complete it and use it~ 
Sergt. Kr.EMIN. No, sir. That will be done in a couple of months' 

time. 
Senator REED. You find the English Bristol :fu!hter equipped with 

the Hispano-Suiza engine a satisfactory machine f 
Sergt. KLEMIN. Yes, sir. It is no faster than the DH4, but it is 

more maneuverable, and I think it is a good combat machine. 
Senator REED. Do you think you are going to have difficulty in 

reproducing that flying machine in this country,or do you think you 
can put the Hispano-Suiza engine in it and make it all right. 

&lrgt. Kr.EMIN. I do not think we are going to have the slightest 
difficulty. · 

Senator REED. You are not going to put in the Liberty 121 
Sergt. Kr.EMIN. I think the Bristol fiihter w&s not built originally 

to take such a big motor. It was built for a motor of about 200 
horsepower of 300 horsepower. They fit very well, but if you start 
to l>ut in a 400-horsepower engine into a plane which was originally 
desiglled to take a 200-horsepower engine you are going to get into 
difficulties right off the bat; that is to say, whoever decided to do 
that made a radical mistake. 

Senator REED. What does that mistake consist in~ 
Sergt. KLEMIN. For a certain size plane and a certain size of area 

of wings, you can have an engine of so much horseppwer and no 
more. For instance, if somebody had brought out an 800-horse
power engine and told me to put it in a DH-4, I would say it was 
Impossible. · 

Senator REED. It would be impossible because it would have 
what effect 1 

Sergt. KLEMIN. There is a vicious circle. If you put too heavy 
an engine into the plane you have first the extra weight of the engine, 
and of course the whole plane weighs more. Then you ought to 
have more wing area. · 

Senator REED. And if you do not, what happens~ 
Sergt. Kr.EMIN. She is overloaded. 
Senator REED. And the pressure is too great 1 
Sergt. KLEMIN. The landing speed is too great. You may get 

through the air all right, but you land at too high speed. If you 
take an engine that is too heavy and do not make proper allowance 
for wing area and the size of the plane you have this vicious circle, 
and you end by making a mess of the whole thing. 

The CHAIRMAN. Then there is the increase of the propeller blast, 
too. 

Sergt. KLEMIN. That might be taken care of. 
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Senator NEw. Is it not true that the increased strain put upon a 
machine by puttin~ in it a motor of much heavier horsepower than 
the one for which It was originally designed is apt to make it a dan
gerous proposition 1 

Sergt. KLEMIN. Yes, sir; it is. 
. Senator REED. Would it not be likely, if lou put in a motor 

· heavier than the machine was designed for, an also more powerful, 
to wreck the wings or tear the canvas off, and make some of the 
parts give way ~ 

Sergt. KLEMIN. It might very well do that. You would have to 
study the whole thing afresh. You would have to examine every 
spar and strut in the machine afresh to see whether you had reached 
the limit. Although I have never made a stress diagram of the 
Bristol fighter myself, I can imagine that if you take a 400-horse
power engine and put it in it, you will make it unsafe. I am not 
making that argument based on that particular machine, but just on 
general principles which are true in tlie case of any machine. 

Senator NEw. Do you know why the Bristol scout was not built~ 
Sergt. KLEMIN. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. Do you know why the Martinsyde was not built? 
Sergt. KLEMIN. No. sir. · 
Senator REED. Now, as a matter of fact, is it not true that the 

men who have had experience in flying have had very little to do 
with production 1 · 

Sergt. KLEMIN. Col. Clark had some experience. Do you mean 
production or designing 1 . 

Senator REED. I mean in the production of the machine and the 
inspection of the work of getting It produced. 

Sergt. KLEMI~. Yes. I think on the whole they have had little 
to do with it. The difficulty is that the flyers and engineers are 
generally two different types of men and the best flyer is not always 
the best production man. You can not utilize him in production, 
although he thinks he can run a factory. 

Senator REED. But an engineer who understands the stress and the 
strain that have to come on the machine, the balancing of the parts, 
and all that, ought to be given a very large part in tlie production, 
ou~ht he not 1 

Sergt. KLEMIN. He ought to be given a very large share of t.he 
work of designing the machine and the getting out of the drawings, 
and then he ought to be able to go through with the tests. 

Senator REED. The inspection ought to be supervised by a man of 
that type. 

Sergt. KLEMIN. He ought to take a general interest in the inspec
tion, but it is too big .a JOb to design a plane and carry on produc
tion and inspection at the same time. 

Senator NEw. I think it was rather with reference to designing 
than production that you asked the question. 

Senator REED. Yes. 
&rgt. KLEMIN. In designing· it is almost impossible to find a man 

who lias all the various matters which have to be considered at his 
fingers' tips. They are men whose temperaments differ. There are 
men of certain temperament who are best fitted for one part of the 
job and one man can hardly take care of the whole mar,ter. Yo~ 
ought to give the designer large scope and then let the flyer give his 
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opinion of it. The flyer/ by the way, should be as highly trained a. 
man a's you can get. I an ordinary: amomobile flyer goes up and 
then comes down. he tells you things that are of no value to you at all. 
If, on the other hand, you get a flyer with a technical education, or 
some kind of a.n Army officer with large experience in the air, and 
also a technical educ~tion, to start with~.,.Talthough he may not be a 
good designer, his opinion is valuable. .tie can talk to you in more 
technical language and understand you better than the pilot who is 
sim_ply a pilot. 

The CiiAmMAN. When did you first enter the Government service 1 
Sergt. KLEMIN . I enlisted on November 27 , 1917. 
The CHAIRMAN. You enlisted in the Aviation Service~ 
S~t. Kl.EMIN. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. From what State~ 
Sergt. KLEMIN. I enlisted in Washington. 
The CHAIRMAN. Here~ 
Sergt. KLEMIN . Yes, sir. 
The CHAJ:IU.IAN. Were you employed in Washington in the Avia

tion Service before-
Sergt. KLEMIN. Before going into the service proper, sir, I was 

pl~ed by the Navy as an expert. I used to CC?me up to Washington. 
The CHAIRMAN. Where did you live at that time~ 
Sergt. KLEMIN. Boston. 
The CHAIRMAN. How long have you lived in Bost<tn ~ 
Sergt. Ki.EMIN. Three years. 
The CHAIRMAN. When did you take your course at the Boston 

Technological School~ ' 
Sergt. KLEMIN. I graduated in 1915 . . I mean I took ·the post 

graduate ccrorse in 1915. That is the only one that concerns aero-
nautics. . . 

The CHAIRMAN. Where were you when the war broke ouU 
Sergt. KLEMIN. In England. 
The CHAIRMAN. When the war broke out between England and 

Germany, I mean~ 
Sergt. KLEMIN. I was in England, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. How long had _you been in England at that time* 
Sergt. KLEMIN. I had been in England for about 15 years. 
The CHAIRMAN. What wa.s your business over there 1 
Sergt. KLEMIN. I was teacliing and consulting engineer. 
The CHAIRMAN • . Then you came over after the war began and took 

the course in technology 1 
Sergt. Ki.EMIN. Yes, sir. I had made all arrangements to come 

over liere. 
The CHAIRMAN. You had made arrangements before the outbreak · 

of the war to come over~ · 
Sergt. KLEMIN. Yes, sir. · 
The CHAIRMAN. How long had you been engaged in aviation in 

Great Britain ~ · · 
Sergt. KLEMIN. I was engaged in it but not in a. direct way. I 

was engaged in this way, tliat people would come in to see me. I 
had a sm8Jl consulting practice, and people would come in to ask 
me to help them out in the·reports that came out. 

The CHAIRMAN. Are you a native of England~ . 
Sergt. KLEMIN. No, sir; Russia. 
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The CHAIRMAN. What is your age~ 
Sergt. KLEMIN. Thirty. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did you go to Germany or to Austria between 

the declaration of war and the time you came over here~ 
Sergt. KLEMIN. No, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Have _you ever been in that .country~ 
Sergt. KLEMIN . I think I have been one day in Strassburg. 
The CHAIRMAN. Just one day? 
Sergt. KLEMIN. Yes, sir. 

·The CHAIRMAN. Was that before the declaration of wad 
Sergt. KLEMIN. Yes, sir. That was when I was a boy. 
The CHAIRMAN. When did you leave Russia 1 
Sergt. KLEMIN. I do not know. It was at the age of 3 or 4 years. 
The CHAIRMAN. And you came to America? 
Sergt. KLEMIN. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Have you been naturalized~ 
Sergt. KLEMIN. Yes, sir; three months ago. 
The CHAIRMAN . When did you declare your intention to take out 

papers 1 
Sergt. KLEMIN. I suppose it was three and a half odour years ago. 
The CHAIRMAN. That was while you were staying in Great Britain~ 
Sergt. KLEMIN . No, sir; while I was here. 
The CHAIRMAN. While at the Boston Technological School~ 
Sergt. KLEMIN. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN . Where did you make your declaration ~ 
Sergt. KLEMIN. At Boston. 
The CHAIRMAN. Was it your intention to become a citizen of the 

United States before the war broke out 1 · 
Sergt. Ki.EMIN . I had always intended to come to the States, 

sooner or later, to live. 
The CHAIRMAN . When you and your parerits left Russia, you left 

with no intention of returning~ 
Sergt. KLEMIN. No, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Your parents came with you 1 
Sergt. KLEMIN . Yes, srr. . 
The CHAIRMAN. Did your father take out naturalization papers 1 
Sergt. KLEMIN. No, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Where did he live in America? 
Sergt. KLEMIN. In San Francisco. 
The CHAIRMAN. And were you educated in San Francisco ~ 
Sergt. KLEMIN. No, Sir; in England. 
The CHAIRMAN. How old were you when you left your father's 

domicile1 
Sergt. KLEMIN. He is over in England now. 
The CHAIRMAN. Your father is still living~ 
Sergt. KLEMIN. Yes, sir. . 
The CHAIRMAN. How long since you have been a member of his 

household~ 
Sergt. KLEMIN . I do not know. 
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, when did you go to work for 

yourself; that is what I mean. 
Sergt. KLEMIN. Ten years ago, I suppose. 
The CHAIRMAN. You are now 30 years of age~ 
Sergt. KLEMIN. Yes, sir. 
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The CHAIRMAN. Did you have anything~to do while in the service 
()f the Navy or the naval department ()f aviation, or the Army 
down here, with the drafting of designs~ 

Sergt. KLEMIN. While I was at Bost9n I was in charge of the wind 
tunnel. Dr. Hunsacker found that he wanted somebody with my 
training t() help him out on certain dynamical problems and so he 
made an arrangement by which I should come to Washington to 
help him out. 

The CHAIRMAN. That is the extent of your experience here in the 
matter of designing for the Government 1 

Sergt. KLEMIN. Yes, sir. Previ()us to that I designed machines for 
private firms. 

The CHAIRMAN. How long have you been at Dayton 1 
Sergt. KLEMIN. I have been at Dayton since December. 
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know Commander Barry 1 
Sergt. KLEMIN. No, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know an aeronautical engineer by the name 

()f Crane~ 
Sergt. KLEMIN. Of the Simplex Co. 1 
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, I believe so . 
Sergt. KLEMIN. I have met him several times. I can not .say 

that I know him very well. I have met him. 
The CHAIB.MAN. Do you know a man by the name of White 1 
Sergt. KLEMIN. No, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Have you heard anything about the recent estab

lishment of a board of purely aeronautical engineers for the purpose 
of passing upon these various planes that are being made and making 
su~gestions with regard to improved designs~ 

Sergt. KLEMIN. No, sir. 
1'he CHAIRMAN. I think that is all. 
Senator REED. You are now drawing a sergeant's pay 1 
Sergt. KLEMIN. Yes, sir. 
Senator R'EED. You made very- much more than that before you 

enlisted 1 
Sergt. KLEMIN. Yes, sir. I was making-about $9,000 a year, but 

I got worried. 
·fhe CHAIRMAN. Are you a man of family 1 
Sergt. KLEMIN. No. 
Senator REED. You mean you wanted to get into the service 1 
Sergt. KLEMIN. I was trying to work for the, institute and the Navy 

and was running two schools, and I made a mess of it. 
The CHAIRMAN. I think that is all. 
(Whereupon, at 4 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned until 

Friday, Jufy 19, 1918, at 2.30 o'clock p. m.) . · 

Ron. C. S. TsoMAs, 

WrrrEMANN-LEwis AIRCRAFT Co. (INc.), 
Newark, N . J ., July 29, 1918. 

Chairman Subcommittee Committee on .Vilila!!f Affairs, 
· United States Senate. 

MY DEAR SENATOR THOMAs: Herewith find copy of letter to Hon. John D. Ryan, 
chairman Aircraft Production Board, Washington, D. C., delivered by us to his 
secretary July 17, 1918, in accordance with the conversation our secretary had v.ith 
Mr. Ryan on July 12, 1918, which we herewith request be made a part of our testimony, 
attached to the <:opy of the testimony of l.fr. MoiB H. Av:ram, dated Friday, July 19, 
1918. . 
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This letter covers th~ n~otiatione our secretary had, representing u,s, ~th Mr. 
Ryan, Mr. W. C. Potters 8881Btante, Mr. M. W. Kellogg, and Mr. Kellogg s IU!Ilistants, 
L1eut. Col. Bane, Maj . H . S. Martin, and Lieut. W. W. King, Military Aeronautics 
Division, United States Army. 

This letter was written with Mr. Ryan 's concurrence, after Mr. Ryan had stated that 
the reason th1l Wittemann-Lewie Aucraft Co. did not secure a contract in the past 
from the aircraft authorities of the Government was due to the belief that the Wltte
mann-Lewis C<>. was a small company, with a small organization, which did not have 
the facilities to manufacture planes in a large way. The statement of Mr. Ryan above 
quoted was a conclusion which he formed after our secretary's original interview 
with hin on June 17, 1918. At that time Mr. Ryan said to our secretary : 

"This is the first time I have ever heard of the Wittemann-Lewie C.o., therefore, of 
course, I do not know anything about it. I shall see Mr. Potter at noon, and we will 
go to the bottom of this and get all the facts, and see why this company did not get a 
contract. We shall see if there is any good reason ." 

Also find herewith copy of the testimony of :M:r. M. H . A vram and Mr. Paul Witte
mann, which we return, according to your instructions, with corrections and additions 
attached thereto. 

Yours, very respectfully, 

Hon. JoHN D. RYAN , 

THE WrrrEMANN-LEwrs AIRCRAFT Co. , 
By REDMOND F . KERNAN, Secretary. 

WrrrEMANN-LEWIB AmcuFT Co. (INc.), 
Newark, N. J. , July 17, 1918. 

Chairman Aircraft Production Board, 
Washington , D. C. . 

MY DEAR MR. RYAN : I am indebted to you for the interviews I have had in con
nection with the interests of the company that I represent. On July 12, after our 
conversation, you expressed a willingness to receive a communication from me in 
review of statements I had previously made. I am furnishing it in what follows. 

The distinctive factors of our company, together with the features of its product 
that we rely upon for recognition by the Aircraft Production Board, are as follows: 

1. The Wittemann brotliers have had experience in flying airplanes from boyhood. 
2. We have been manufacturing ~lanes for 12 years. 
3. These airplanes have had recogmtion from the Aeronautical Society and have 

been flown by flyers of unquestioned reputation, such as Allan Adams, formerly chief 
instructor at Mineola; Edward Stinson, chief tester for Curtiss Aeroplane Co.; Capt. 
Thomas S. Baldwin, United States Army; Eneign Clinton D. Backus; Leonard W. 
Bonney; John Petrie ; Bud Mars; George W. Beatty ; Sergt.-Pilot Dean; Ivan Lamb. 
R. F . C. 

4. Mr. Lewis, of our corporation. has been an instructor in flying in this country 
and in Europe. 

5. Since 1917., as an integral part of our management and in production, Mr. A vram, 
of Slocum, Avram & Slocum, lias had daily active connection with the company. 

6. The completed organization of our company has been made ready to meet the 
requirements of quantity production under Government contracts, accompanied 
with the usual specifications of the Aircraft Production Board. 

7. This corporation is exclusively engaged in the production of aircraft; it has · 
never had any other kind of business and desires none other. 

8. Its planes have met the teste of ·practical flyers and Government experts. 
9. "Quality" and "Safe~y ~"have been our watc~words. 
10. The \1httemann-LeW1B Aircraft Co. has no caswalty hat; there has been no death 

nor serious accident to a flyer of any of its planes. 
11. The combined talent of the Wittemann-Lewie Aircraft Co. and Slocum, Avram & 

Slocum, enables the former to build any type of aircraft, 'to furnish ample resources, 
and to perform and dispatch its work to meet emergency requirements of the Gov
ernment . 
. For the purpose of ~rrectin~ ~me wrong impr~iO!J.S a!><Jut the company, a~1d ~

tlcularly the 1mpresB1on that It IB a small orgamzatloil Incapable of producm~ all
planes according to the specifications of the Aircraft Production Board on an eqmtable 
contract, or in any other manner the Government desires its aid in winning the war, 
l make the following running comment for your information, with copies of some 
letters and other documents. · • 
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Covering a period of over two years, this corporation has, at no inconsiderable
expense, done everything within their power to acquaint the Government with their 
experience and knowledge of the aircraft art, their exceptional manufacturing ability, 
and their strong desire to aid the Government in building competent airplanes to help 
win the war. 

The record of the negotiations to date would seem to show conclusively upon its 
face a lack of continuity in reaching a proper estimate of the merits of the company, 
largely due to shifting its consideration from one representative of the Government 

• to another. With no desire whatever to· make animadversion, it will be necessary 
to speak of persons as I go along. In a conversation I recently had with Mr . .Morrie W. 
Kellogg, assistant production manager of the Aircraft Production Board, in reply to 
my question as to why the Wittemann-Lewis Aircraft Co. was not given a contract, he
wd, "I do not know." When I asked him what this opinion of the matter·was, he 
said, "Personally, I think it is a damned shame-a damned outrage that they didn't 
get a contract." 

Similar expreseione of opinion have been heard from other patriotic men who have 
endeavored for months past to secure governmental recognition of the aircraft manu
facturin~ ability of the Wittemann-Lewis organization, combined with the mechanical 
engineenng and J?roductive power of Slocum. Avram and Slocum. 

Capt. J . K. Wh1te, head of the Legal Department, Aircraft Production Board. who 
conducted the investigation inaugurated as a consequence of the chargee preferred 
by Mr. Mo'ie H. Avram in hie letter to Mr. Howard E. Coffin, cbairmaq. the Aircraft 
Board, April 17, 1918, made a favorable report on the ability of the Wittemann
Lewis AirCraft Co. Capt. White stated to me that in his opinion the Wittemanne did 
not receive a contract because the impression was conveyed to the members of the 
Aircraft Board that the Wittemanne were seeking to secure the consent of the Govern
ment to adopt their own particular designs of aircraft. and not that they sought a 
contract with the Government to manufacture aircraft according to the plans and 
specifications of the Aircraft Board. · 

As a result of the above investigation and the facts brought out, Mr. W. C. Potter, 
production manager, Aircraft Production Board, believed so strongly in the ability 
of the Wittemann-Lewis Aircraft Co. to produce air craft satisfactorily to the Aircraft 
Production Board that he promised Charles R. and Paul W. Witt.emann that he would 
allow them to figure on some drawings of aircraft which be expected to receive by May 
15. In order to confirm this detail of his conversation with the Wittemanns, Mr. Pot
ter called in his secretary and dictated a memorandum, the substance of which is about 
ae follows: 

"The Wittemann-Lewis Aircraft Co. is to receive drawings of either the Bristol or 
De Haviland machine to figure on from 250 to 500; or else the Handley-Page or CaP.roni 
machines, to figure on as many as they will have capacity for. These drawings will be 
sent to them immediately upon completion May 15." 

Mr. Potter promised to mail the Wittemanns a copy of this memorandum. We have
!lOt received 1t up to date. The drawings referred to were never received. The prom-
18e8 were not fulfilled. 

In reference to the statement that the Wittemann machine was not acceptable to the 
military aeronautics division, the following are the facts as we undertend them: 
The completed report has been made in secret, and a copy of same has been denied us . 
Capt. Grant, Mr. Kellogg's 888istant, said that the blue prints of the Vought training 
machine, which were promised to be delivered to us to figure on June 15, would not be 
ready for delivery until about July 15, and that the reason for this delay was because 
Mr. Vought, the inventor, was suffering from an attaek of ap{>endicitis. 

I told Capt. Grant that from what Charles R. Wittemann (whom I considered one of 
the best aircraft engi.Deers in the country) had stated to me, I believed the large 
number of deaths occurring daily among aviators in the Army service was due in .part 
to the lack of perfection in design and manufacture of some of the training machines 
they were compelled to use. Capt. Grant demurred to this, and said in addition that 
the Vought blue prints they were waiting for were believed to be improvements on the 
machines they were now using, and, further, that improvements were constantly 
being made in all machines used in training. Following my statement that we bad 
three new training machines in our factory, which we considered superior to the 
trainin~ machines now in use, and that it was a strange system which would not con
sider g~ving them a trial to demonstrate their efficiency because of the illness of the 
inventor whoee blue prints had been accepted in secret, Capt. Grant suggested that we
send our machine to McCook Field, Dayton, Ohio, for tnal. We agreed to do this. 
Before we could go on with the matter our plane had to be inspected at our factory. 
On June~ Mr. Kellogg ordered this plane mspected. The matter then p888ed from 
the jurisdiction of the Aircraft Production Board to the Military Aeronauti<'s Division. 
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Lieut.. W. W. King made the inspection July 2. Our factory report shows that he 
~efully inspected the machine and spoke favorably of its strong and efficient con
atruction, and particularly of our plans for production. He made no unfavorable 
criticism. He asked for drawings showing the wing fittings connecting the wings 
to the fuselage, for filing purposes and also for checking. He stated that he would 
recommend. an Hispano-Suiza motor. believing the machine would be an excellent 
one for advanced training, with that make of motor. Lieut. King had ftown our 
original machine at Mineola, L. I., when he was in training at that 11tation and was 
well acquainted with our workmanship. He was satisfied with that machine and 
stated that he always said we manufactured a good machine. He also examined 
several other machines and flying boats we had at the factory. His only criticism 
of the particular training machine which he was detailed to inspect was that he thou~ht 
it might be nece81lal')' to install "stick" control instead of Deperdussin control, which 
was only a minor change that could be installed quickly ; and he also thought the 
direction rudder appeared to be a little large. Upon leaving, Lieut. King said he 
wou)d like to have an opportunity to try out this particular machine, and, if poeeible, 
fly it to Dayton, saying he believed it would be a very easy trip for it .to make and 
that he felt it would prove up in every respect. These statements of Lieut. Ki.ng 
show clearly that the machine had passed his inspection and that his report would. 
be a favorable one. It was a favorable report. · 

Lieut. King 's written official report was made to Maj . H . S. Martin. On July 12, 1918, 
Maj . Martin personally told me Lieut. King 's report was favorable and that his own 
report was unfavorable, and that in making his (Martin's) report he had in mind 
also his " personal inspection of the same machine last year at the Mineola flying 
field , and that his rej:>ort at that time was an unfavorable one." Maj . Martin also 
said that his own report stated they had enough types of training machines now and 
that they did not want another. 

I told Maj . Martin that the machine which Lieut. King inspected and reported 
favorably upon was not the same machine which he had personally inspected last 
year, but was an improvement upon that machine ; that the machine which he had 
mapected last year and had reported unfavorably had, however, since that inspection 
made over 300 flights. had never killed anyone, never had an accident, and that 
there had not been an expenditure of a single cent for repairs on this machine. I 
said that this was eloquent testimony to the engineering and manufacturing ability 
of the Wittemann Bros., and especially of their knowled~e of this modern day art. 

I have the most absolute confidence m the honesty and mtegrity of Regular Army 
officers, I do not believe there was any malicious prejudice in the mind of Maj. Martin 
when he put his unfavorable report against the favorable report of Lieut. King, but 
I do believe there was in his mind a subconscious prejudice against our machine and 
in favor of a machine the blueprints of which are not at this writing completed, a 
if accepted is to take the place of the training machines now in use. His personally 
knowing the inventor of the other machine, and his intimate acquaintance with that 
machine has no doubt affected his judgment. Is not the system which admits of 
such a condition wrong? Is it not unfair to Maj. Martin and ourselves? Words fail 
me when I see that its results put at risk unnecessarily the lives of so many of our 
young aviators now in training. Look at the list of deaths daily, from the use of the 

· present type of training machines, and then think that the system under which these 
machines are used may leave the decision as to the proper type to any one man . 

. The thought to me is appauling. 
This decision should be mude by a board composed of the greatest aeronautical engi· 

neers in the world . The men who decide on the production of machines by experi· 
mental manufacturers should by law be compelled to personally fly in the type of 
machine they order for our soldiers to fly and risk their lives in. 

The millions of American citizens, whose sons are now in, or about to join our Army, 
would favor such a law, and condemn one inexperienced man's OJ?inion as the court 
of last resort in the selection of a particular type of training machine. 

That we are new and inexperienced in war, is a lame, inefficient excuse for this one-
man system. · 

When the righteous wrath of American fathers and mothers is aroused over the short· 
comings of this system, no man or set of men in our Government can stand up and hide 
behind the words, "I did not know.!' 

The American people may stand now for a waste of material and money. They 
will never stand for the waste of the lives of the young and innocent men and boys 
who are cheerfully giving up their lives so that the world may live. 
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As against the report of Maj. Martin, read copy of a letter written bv Sergt.-Pilot D. I. 
Lamb, Royal Flying Corps, who was a stranger to our company, and its encineers and 
builders, when this letter was written: ' 

WrrrEMANN-LEWIR AIRCRAF'r <Jo. (INc.), Newark, N. J. 
NEw YoRK, June 6, 1918. 

GENTI.EMEN: It gives me great pleasure to give you ·my opinion of your machine that 
I flew over the city of Newark dropping Liberty Loan literature. · 

It is the easiest machine to handle eitlier in the air or on the ground that I have ever ' 
flown~d I have flown more than 40 types. 

I do not believe it pOBBible to build an easier machine to land as it is very stable 
and has an extraordinary slow landing speed. 

The machine 'flew itself while I was dropping literature \Vith both hands although 
there was a very bumpy wind. The only control I used while circling over the city 
was the rudder and found the machine would take the correct bank on turns without 
any other effort on my part. 

Both the climbing and glidin~ angles were excellent and the machine showed verv 
high speed considering the engme power and the load carried. • 

The desigrt, workmanship, and reliability leaves nothing to be desired for any pur
pose, even war, if a larger power plant were installed. 

Thanking you again for the pleasure of flying your machine and other courtesies, 
I remain, · 

Very sincerely, yours, 
D. I. LAMB, 

Sergeant·Pilot, Royal Flying Corps. 

How consistently this letter agrees with Lieut. King's report as to the qualifications 
of an up-to-date flying machine. We could produce many more similar letters from 
actual flyers, who know nothing about the intricacies of finances, piano or automobile 
manufacturing, or their connections with aircraft production as a power for winning 
the war. 

In December, 1~17, Lieut. Ridlon made an investigation and report on the ability 
of the Wittemann-Lewis Aircraft Co. to produce machines according to Government 
specifications. We understand that his report was a favorable report, and that he 
recommended that this company be given a contract. This proves the Aircraft Pro
duction Board's belief in our ability . No action was ever taken by the Aircraft 
Production Board subsequent to Lieut. Ridlon's report. 

As further proof that the Aircraft Production Board believed we were large enough 
and had an efficient orsanization we submit the following evidence of record between 
our company, the CurtlBB Aeroplane & Motor Co~ration, and Senator Frelinghuvsen. 
This shows a contract was offered us by the All'craft Production Board, which we 
could not consistently accept because of the stand of the Curtiss Aeroplane & Motor 
Corporation. This took place before Slocum, Avram, and Slocum were made pro
duction managers: 

WrrrEMANN-LEWIS AIRCRAFT Co., 
Newark, N. J. 

BUFFALO, September 20, 1917. 

DEAR Sms: This is to advise you that the blue prints and specifications covering 
the parts for the JN4 .machines which you intend to manufacture, have been com
pleted and are ready for delivery to you. 

We inclose hereWith form of agreement, in duJ?licate, which we would ask that you 
execute, returning both copies to us, together With your check for $500 as provided in 
the said agreement. 

Upon receipt of this agreement, duly executed by you, together with the check, 
we will execute and return one copy of the agreement for your files and deliver to your 
representative the blue prints and specifications hereinbefore mentioned so that he 
may check same and give us a receipt therefor. · 

Yours, very truly, 
CURTISS AEROPLANE & MoTOR CORPORATION, 
B. A. Guv, Secretary and Treasurer . 

This agreement, made this day of September, 1917, by and between the Curtiss 
Aeroplane Co., a corporation of the State of New York, having its J?rincipal office at 
Buffalo, N. Y., party of the first part, and the Wittemann-Lewis AU'Craft Co., a cor
poration of the State of New Jersey, having its principal office in the city of Newark, 
party of the second part. 
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In consideration of the promises and agreements hereinafter contained the party of 
the first part hereby promises and agrees to deliver to the party of the second part a set 
of drawing~. designs, specifications, and bills of material covering aeroplane model 
known as JN military tractor, and designed and built by the party of the first part. 

The party of the second part, in consideration thereof, promises and agrees to pay 
. to the party ot the first part one per cent of the selling price of all aeroplanes or parts 

thereof manufactured by the party of the second part according to said drawings and 
designs and upon which the said party of the first part hold good and valid patents, 
and also to pay to the party of the first part the sum of two hundred dollars for each 
and every aeroplane known as the military tractor so manufactured, all such pay
ments to be made to the party of the first part not later than the tenth day of each 
month for all aeroplanes or parts thereof manufactured during the preceding month. 

The party of the second part has this day paid to the party of the fil'llt part the sum 
of five hundred dollars in payment of one per cent charge on the first fifty thousand 
dollars of aeroplanes or parts thereof which shall be manufactured by the party of the 
second part, it being expressly understood and agreed that said payment of five hun
dred dollars shall remain the rroperty of the party of the first part, even though the 
party of the second p!\l't shal not manufacture and sell aeroplanes or parts thereof • 
eq1,1aling the sum of fifty thousand dollars. • 

The p:uty of the second part further agrees that it will not permit or allow such 
drawinga, de3igns, and specifications to be read, copied, photographed, or otherwise 
used by any persons other than the employees of the party of the second part, anJ 
that the party of the second part will return the same to the party of the firSt part in 
the event of the dissolution or termination of the business of the party of the second 
p!\l't for any reason whatsoever, it being understood that such drawings, desi~ru.. and 
specific'ltions are merely le'lBed to the party of the second part during such time as it 
shall de3ire to make aeroplanes according to such dra~. designs, and specifications. 

In witne3d whereof the partie3 hereto have caused this agreement to be signed by 
their re3pective duly authorized officers and their respective seals to be hereunto 
affixed the day and year first above. 

The WITTEMANN-LEwis AIRCRAFT Co., 
· Newark, N. J. 

CURTISS AEROPLANE Co., 
By------, 

Secr-etary and Troo.8Urer. 
WITTEMAN-LEWIS AIRCRAFT Co. 

By----. 

BuFFALO, November 6, 1911 . 

DEAR SIRS: Replying to your letter of October 30: In r~rd to the first change 
you desire in the agreement we sent you, I do not think 1t advisable to make the 
change suggested by you, as the fee mentioned in the third paragraph on the first 
page of the agreement applies only to our aeroplane model known as the Jn military 
tractor and does not cover any machines that may be manufactured according to your 
own designs. 

In regard to the second change which you desire in place of the fourth {>aragr&ph 
on page 1 of the agreement, where we ask a deposit of $500, we feel that thlB request 
is only fair to cover the expense of furnishing a set of drawings and changes which 
may occur from time to time, thi~ deposit to be credited against the 1 per cent license 
fee as it accrues, and a further p~yment to be made when the accruals exceed $500. 
We do not feel that under the circumstances we should be asked to furnish information 
pending your receipt of order from the Government without such payment, and be
lieve that in furnishing this information we are helping you to obtain such an order, 
and we should be reimbursed accordingly. · . 

Yours, very truly, · 
CURTISS AEROPLANE & MOTOR CORPORATION, 
B. A. GuY, 

Secr-etary and Trell8UTer. 
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MARCH 6, 1918. 
Hon. J. S. FRELINGHUYSEN, 

United States Senate. 
DEAR SrR: This is in reply to your communication of the 28th asking us to furnish 

you with information with reference to Col. Homer's statement that we had been 
offered a contract for 300 spares, etc. 

About September 1,'1917, Mr. S.D. Waldon (now ('ol. Waldon) offered to permit us 
to submit figures on spare parts to be manufactured from designs of the Curtiss Aero
plane Co., and instructed Mr. Hutchison Scott, who was then second vice-president of 
our company, to call on Maj. P. L. Shepler in Buffalo, stating that he would instruct 
Maj . Shepler to give us an order for the 300 parts. Lieut. Farwell then stated that the 
order would be ready the following day, whereupon Mr. Scott summoned our Mr. {', 
R. Wittemann to Washington . Lieut. Farwell gave them a list of parts with a sealed 
letter to Maj. Shepler and instructed them to go to the Uurtiss factory. On arrival 
at that factory at Buffalo, they were refused the blue prints, but Maj . Shepler said he 
would take the matter up with the Curtiss officials. Finally, Messrs. Wittemann 
and Scott were taken to the office of Mr. B. A. Guy, the secretary and treasurer of the 
Curtiss Co., who stated that we would have to enter into an agreement with the Curtiss 
Co. and that the form of agreement would be forwarded for execution in about 10 days' 
time. 

On September 20 the Curtiss Co. sent us a letter and form of contract (copies in
closed). From this you will notice that in order to manufacture the parts it would be 
neceeeary for us to pay to the Curtiss Co. 1 per cent of the selling price of the parts 
plus the sum of $200 on each plane. Likewll!e, that we pay them the sum of $500 in 
advance, being 1 per cent on a possible order of $50,000. 

We sought the advice of our counsel, Mr. Loren N. Wood, who suggested that under 
the circumstances he thought the Curtiss Co. would be willing to modify the agree
ment, at least in two particulars, and we thereafter wrote the Curtiss Co. a letter 
dated October 30, a copy of which is inclosed. To that we have received a reply 
dated November 6 (copy inclosed). We did not feel that, in order to bid upon Gov
ernment work we should be compelled to pay the Curtiss Co. $500 in advance, although 
we were quite willing to pay for the expense in having the necessary blue prints made 
upon which our bid was to be based. 

On February 28, at our request, we were granted an interview with Col. Horner, 
at which time he · referred to an interview he had had with you and asked why we 
had not accepted an order for 300 spare parte. He was then informed of the agree
ment which the Curtiss Co. requjred and especially of the causes to which we have 
above referred. He was also advised of our plant, organization, and that we had been 
in busineee for 12 years, during which period we have built approximately 300 aero
planes for some of the beet known aviators and which have been flown all over this 
country as well as in foreign countries. He was also advised of the report made by 
MeBI!l'8. Slocum, Avram & Slocum submitted on Decemper 2, 1917, a copy of which 
we are sending you under separate cover. Col. Homer stated that he did not know of 
these facts nor of the report. 

We are able to contract for and deliver 600 machines in the first 12 months and 100 
machmes per month thereafter. We believe that we are in an exceptional position, 
with an established plant, equipment, and an organization of experienced men. We 
are desirous of serving our country in the manufacture and production of aeroplanes 
and we can not understand why we, who are one of the oldest manufacturers of air
craft in this country, have not been given an opportunity. 

Respectfully, yours, 
WrrrEMANN-LEwrs AIRCRAll'l' Co. (INc.), 

By C. R. WrrrEMANN, Preaident. 

There is a long record coveri~ a period of over two years which proves conclusively 
that Government aircraft authonties believed thoroughly in our competency to manu
facture aeroplanes. Its recital here would only accentuate the Government's policy 
of promise and nonperformance eo far as we were concerned. 

From its beginning our company has been engaged exclusively and continuously in 
the manpiacture of progressive aircraft and its accessories. It has a record of 300 
complete machines. Every machine manufactured has been flown succeSBfully. 

There has never been a fatal accident or death due to the use of these machines. 
Our present plant at Newark, N. J ., contains 12,000 square feet of floor space. It 

is fully equipped with all necessary machinery. We can turn out now one complete 
machfue of our type, or one of similar proportions according to Aircraft Production 
Board specifications, each week. We could put into use immediately available addi-
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tional floor space on these premises that would increase this production 100 to 200 
per cent. 

Should the emergency demand, we are in a position to commence immediately the 
erection of our large factories on our recently acquired property with an approach to 
the Hackensack River. This location was selected by a board of engineers as the 
best Bite in the Greater New York for an aeroplane manufacturing establishment. 
flying field, waterway for demonstrating flying boats, and as a possible Government 
IUJ'craft base. . 

It would not require over 10 weeks to erect the first units of our plant . At that time 
the first machinery would be installed and would be ready for operation. 

As I stated to you, our plan of production will be under the combined forces of 
Slocum, Avram & Slocum (Inc.), and the Wittemann-Lewis Aircraft Co. The guiding 
mind of the entire production program will be Mr. Mois H. Avram, president and 
chief engineer, Slocum, Avram & Slocum (Inc.), New York, and Newark, N.J. Mr. 
A vram is now superintending the production of several millions of dollars of the most 
intricate and difficult material for the Procurement Division, Artillery Section, Ord· 
nance Department, United States Army. He is a member of the American Society 
of Mechanical Engineers, the American Society for the Advancement of Science, the 
Aeronautical Society of America, the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Edu· 
cation, and is a lecturer on industrial engineering at New York University. . 

He is the organizer of the campaign to raise $4,500,000 for New York Umversity. 
He is chairman of the New York University engineering fund committee, of which 

Mr. Finley J . Shepard, Mr. Howard C. Seaman (treasurer of the E .. W. Bliss Co.\, 
Prof. Colhns P . Bliss, and Dean Charles H. Snow, are members. 

He is the organizer of the endowment plan which has been adopted by the New 
York University in connection with its school of applied science. The basic thought 
in this plan is to develop the engineering capacity of America to meet the unusual 
requirements of such conditions as are involved irfthe problema of the world's war, 
and is certain to have a tremendous influence in helping this Nation to win the world 's 
war. 

Mr. Avram's attainments are of such high order that the Ordnance Department, 
United States Army, upon learning of them, gave his corporation, Slocum, Avram 
& Slocum, contracts to the extent of several millions of dollars for the manufacture 
of gun Bights, range finders, and other difficult and intricate ordnance materiel which 
the Govermnent required quickly. 

Mr. A vram is a prOduction director who works along scientific lines, with a practical 
working vision to always anticipate mechanical manufact~ requirements and to 
have tlie men and the machinery on hand to meet tneee requirements at the moment 
they are needed. 

Our location ~vee us the benefit of the greatest labor market in the world. Mr. 
Avram's qualities of production leadership are based in part upon his remarkable 
ability to seek and find the highest type of mechanical engineers, and expert and 
thoroughly efficient machiniSts, and no man knows this particular market better than 
he does. His human sympathy, tact, and practical attainments in directing men 
enables him to establish an esprit de corps throughout an organization which is a 
prime necessity in these days to facilitate ~triotic production. 

Under Mr. Avram's direction, our establishment, when completed as stated above, 
will ~ve us a capacity of four machines every day by th11 seventh month of operation, 
making the first delivery toward the end of the fourth month. This production can 
be increased to 20,000 machines of the scout machine type or similar proportions, 
within a period of 12 months after our production has reached four machines a day. 

It takes longer and it is more difficult to create a strong and proper t>roduction 
organization than to build a large plant. Now if it is a question of speed lD order to 
win the war, which one of the two should our country choose, to use the existing 
organization or the existing plants without organization? 

Inclosed herewith find copy of letter dated May 2, 1918, written by Mr. Avram to 
the New York Times, which contained many va1uable suggestions to the Government 
regarding the proper manner in which to handle the aircraft situation for the purpose 
of quick and efficient production, and by this to help win the war. Since this 
letter was written, the Aircraft Production Board has incorporated many of .the sug
gestions set forth, and is on the way to adopt others. 

That letter is but one of Mr. Avram's tlDlely contributions to aid in winning the 
war, which is always his dominant thought. 

When the President and Congress organized the Aircraft Board and gave it 
$1,000,000,000 to carry out it9 program, the ba9ic thought was to make aircraft to win 
the war quickly . That was the patriotic duty of that board to America and to the 
world . 
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There was no thought to subsidize or protect financial interests involved in the· 
automobile, piano, or other similar industries from loBB by the natural operation of 
the world war. . 

The statement of Capt. Clarke, plant facilities division, Aircraft Production Board, 
was made to Mr. Avra.n and myself July 10, 1918, that the output of the automobile 
industry had been reduced by the. Government authorities to 20 per cent and would 
in all probability be completely wiped out in 60 days; that therefore, in view of this 
calarmty, he believed it would be the policy of the Aircraft Production Board to 
adjust its placing of all orders for coll8truction so as to meet this deficiency and thus 
protect the automobile industry. · 

The statement made by Mr. W. C. Potter, April20, 1918,. to the Wittemann brothers_,. 
that the placing of orders to manufacture aeroplanes by the Aircraft Production Boara 
would have to take into consideration the requirements of the piano industry, show8 the 
same line of thought. 

We know that you will ~e with us that the intent and purpose of the President 
and CongreBB, and we beheve it is your intent and rur~, was to manufacture 
aeroplanes quickly and thus J?Ut forward all the power o thJB Nation to win the war at 
the earliest day. We know It was not their intent and puryose to _protect from lOBB 
and bankruptcy any interest or industry, and we do not beheve it JB yours. 

Any other policy than thls would wreck the chances of America and our allies in 
our God-given task of winning the world's war. Any other policy would aid His 
Imperial Majesty, William the Hun, the ull8peakable, heir presumptive to the throne 
of hell. 

Yours, very respectfully, 
WrrrEMANN-LEwis AIRCRAFT Co., 

By REDMOND F . KERNAN, 
Secretary and Sales Manager . 

COPY OF LETI'ER WRITI'EN TO NEW YORK TIMES MAY 2, 1918, BY .MR. MOIS H. A VRAM • 

MAY 2, 1918. 
After so much has been said that is not at all favorable to the Aircraft Production 

Board, one would expect that the silence of the members of such a bOa.rd presages a 
good omen, that a surprise is in store for this patient and liberal Nation. 

The two Senate committee reports, and tht! Marshall committee's report, however, 
are all in agreement that a revolutionary reorganization of this vital branch of the 
Government's war program is necessary if it is to be a succeBB and with the Germans 
hammering away toward the North Sea, there must be, there will be, no "if." 

Of course, "first-aid" legislation was sure to be introduced in the two Houses and as 
eoon as some of these bills become law our President can set the reform machinery in 
action. We have indeed read the most bombastic forms of criticisms of those accused 
of failing in the air program, . but no direct or carefully balanced criticism has yet. 
come from the industrial engineer. He is the one _person who, realizing the task of 
accomplishing vast engineering feats, is not so qwck or ready to advance theories 
unleBB they are the vanguard of preconceived plans resulting from an investigation or 
previous experience. 

Politicia.ns and critics of the administration have had a deal to say about this engi
neeringproblem, but the affair is altogether too serious for us, as aN atlon, to be satisfied 
ynth balanced phrases. Engineering SUCCeBB is dependent on the efficient assembling 
of scientific truths which have done duty, over and over again, in ''·overalls." 

In planning so vast a problem as the aircraft must have proved to be, "the truths 
which have done duty'' may not have been either selected as a premise to work from 
or if they were, they might not have been used rightly. This is due in a large measure 
because we as a Nation have been apathetic for years to tlie subject, took no practical 
~in aircraft until war darkened the earth, and perhaps we have a guilty coiiBcience 
m the matter so that those who have been aBBigned to this task, so filled with thrilling 
responsibilities, have for the moment forgotten that, in dealing with so large and 
urgent a demand 'for airplanes, they were just lifting a child from its cradle whose 
treatment for its proper development was not that accorded to a child but that to a 
full-grown adult. The airplane enterprise of the United States prior to our entering 
the war was as yet it seems to be, as this undeveloped child. The allies alone pos
BeBBed the ;;:dult which we seem to have neglected as a measure of precaution and quick 
action. 

Enough has been said regarding what would have been best for the Aircraft Board 
to have done. It should have selected the best allied plane and motor and built 
these in quantities in this countrv. It is all true but COI18tantly hammering on the 
point '?thout suggesting somethlng coll8tructive as a plan around which the air 
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p~ can be quickly rebuilt, will do nothing but further embarrass the Admin
lBtratlon. 

We have al80 read 80 often in our newspapers that separating the Aircraft Board 
from the Signal Corps or creating a minister or secretary of aircraft reBJ?Onsible to the 
President would immediately cure the ~tuation. All these suggestions point out 
one si.J;lgle t~-that the aircraft proble~ stands quite by itself and it c.al~s for.the 
most sunple and rea80nable form of operat10n rather than a web of many ramificat1ous 
where it is hardly posr.ible to understand or find who has really the final word. It 
has heen shown by experience that in the mess of the aircraft operation at Washing
ton it usually takes one a few days to find out whom he is to see regarding a particular 
.question; when he finally discovers his place it takes a few days more to get an inter
view, only to meet a youngster perhaps who has been given the responsibility to 
plaee large orders and decree the fate of manv anxious airplane men. If an attempt 
lB made to reach the men presumed to be atop, it is again found that they are many, 
and if any is reached, it may not take long to face the "youngstRr1' again with the 
same result. 

If a private enterprise were placed in the same position, two things would happen: 
(l) There would be a single head to whom dissatisfied claimants could come freely 

as a last resort and from whom fair treatment of the question could be obtained. 
(2) This head would e~yloy competent men to take charge of respective depart

ments who would be fired 1 they lacked concern for the success of theu departments. 
The success of the busineBB demands such a procedure. If responsibility in the 

operation of an enterprise of any type were not left to the judgment of one single 
head, it would be almost impOBBible to place the guilt in case of mismanagement. 
Therefore, concentrating the powers now distributed among many in connection with 
the aircraft program in the hands of one sin~le man delegated to reorganize what 
we now po8Be88 m tne shape of aircraft matenal, or even to start anew to plan for a 
program that will supply liB with machines of all types as soon as is consistent with 
the needs of our Army. 

Two of the chief requisites in the production of war material are--
(1) The country's ability to concentrate large amounts of material 80 that it can be 

obtained and operated upon quickly. 
(2) Concentrated brain power, so that the findings and experience of a set of men can 

be used for uniform production at one point as much as pcBBible, for in the art of air
eraft, which has not yet paBBed into the realm of science, it is almost impoBBible to 
conceive that, let us say, 100 manufactarers of automobiles or pianos, or men merely 
po8Be88ingn nerve, could organize and produce the required airplanes. The aircraft 
brain power did not and does not exist m many of the airplane companies that have 
been organized for this very special field of industry. 

For this very reason this minister of aircraft or all-intn!Bted head, or, better still, 
"director general" (as proper an appellation as that of Mr. Schwab's with the Emer
gency Fleet Corporation), should have vested in him the authority to organize, equip, 
and construct an aircraft arsenal, or a number of such arsenals; which should concern 
themselves with and be responsible for the production of airplanes of the best standard 
types now actually in use at the various war fronts, and al80 for the production of the 
best types of motors of proved success used abroad and here, or, better still, in order 
to give such a large production plant the proper and a greater impetus, strengthen it 
with the incentive usually exlBting when private interests operate such a plant, 
which should have the same form of organization as proposed for the Government 
arsenal. 

As a part of this-aircraft arsenal there might be a lar~e experimental laboratory to 
develop American engines and planes, and where the 1deas of all inventors may be 
weighed and appraised and not only a verdict rendered on their merits but also 
developed most diligently, and while it is my personal belief that as a rule an invention 
is more successfully developed by private interests, I believe that an experimental 
laboratory should be part of the aircraft arsenal, purely as a war measure, so that 
carefully selected boards can make studies of such inventions, and being equipped 
with thorough data and facts on which to base comparisons, these experts will be able 
to make quick tests and carry them out into being either with or without an inventor's 
assistance. 

Of course, the present board should complete as much of its program as it can and 
the unexpended balance should be turned over to the new head who will also be pro
tected against a repetition of the board's errors by being in posseBBion of its complete 
records. If the present board should become short of funds to carry out its program, 
the entire work in progreBB should be transferred to the appointed "Director General,'· 
whose powers should extend so as to permit him to bring into his plan of organization 
only such men of the present board as he would need or consider competent, pennitting 
many to serve with other departments more suited to their worth and ability, while 
.others would serve in the Regular Army. • 
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For many months, now we have been expecting an airplane miracle from automobile 
methods and experience. The mathematics of the air are as yet a little uncertain, 
still are in nee<!. of a Euclid. It was natural enough that the Aircraft Board should 
align ita administration with men identified with the automobile industry, for none 
other contains so many of acknowledged ability, but these men are not magicians. 
The o1:1tput of automobile concerns under the leadership of known production engi
neers 1B not the work of a da.y, nor a. year. We look upon theae mammoth plants 
running day and night, with amazement, not considering that these are the results 
of 10 or 15 years planning a.nd developing. · 

Nor should aircraft engineering be confused with automobile engineering. The 
principle involved in quantity production i~ not the same, for while automobile 
engineering is dependent on the exact science of engineering, the mathematics of 
aircraft engineering are most incomplete, nor have they yet been properly applied 
to the production of airplanes. Aircraft engineers have become such through years 
of hard experiment, a.nd their usefulness in connection with aircraft production can 
come only through actual knowledge of aircraft. 

Neither automobile production engineers nor aircraft e~neers alone can be ex
pected to put through the requisite quantity production of auplanes. One is needed 
to provide quantity product10n-the other to see that the production is right. 

Irrespective of what seems to have been a grave oversight i1;1 not associating aircraft 
and production engineers to a greater extent than was done, what perhaps contributed 
to retarding production was the spreading of the airplane contracts all over the country. 
To my mind it is quite as important to merge all the airplane factories as it is to merge 
the control of airplane production in one head, whose powers as already indicated 
shall be impregnable, for the principal reason that such centered authority can only 
become efficient without interference, as the inefficiency of a single head can more 
quickly be noted and consequent change rapi<Jly made than would be the case if a 
body of men-no matter how able they separately may be-were to jointly head an 
enterprise, for it is difficult to place responsibility on any but a single individual. 

Ordinary private enterprises to-day, many of which due to the war became very 
large ordnance corporations, are guided by the hand of one man whose vision is not 
obetructed by the bigness of the job. Behind this man is the "organized brain power'' 
of perhaps a few men, about whom a vast organization can easily be built. It is the 
Qrganization po.wer back of the mills that keeps them running, and not the extent of 
plant or equipment. 

The whole situation, sensed a little more clearly from newspaper fragments of the 
two Senate reports, indicates a pressing neceBSity for an aircraft arsenal which shall 
house the joint efforts of the production and the aircraft engineers under the forceful 
guidance of the "director general." With such an arsenal under proper direction, 
the chances of producing large quantities of airplanes of one type would be greatly 
increased. An aircraft arsenal need be nothing more nor leBB than an enlarged repro
duction of a smaller plant (with the addition of a laboratory as mentioned above). 
Where an airplane plant turning out 500 machines calls for 30 distinct departments, 
a sufficient area properlv located might be provided for the aircraft arsenal to accom
modate 30 buildmgs, Uiider the roof of each, a certain part or parts to be made as pre
viously assigned to it. A large building for assembling the machines would be neces
sar.v, of course. 

One of the weak tendencies of the Aircraft Board, in my opinion, was in its adher
ence to the theory that it is cheaper and quicker to taka over various build~s, pro
vided only they are large enough-buildings originally planned for quite a dtfferent 
object and try to accommodate them to aircraft production. It is more efficient, and 
certainly leBB difficult to plan out special buildings than it is to fit airplane construe-

D to wrong buildings. This is being proved all the time, as old buildings which 
should long ago have been turning out planes have been until recently in a proceBB of 
alteration. 

Such a national aircraft arsenal should draw together the best production engineers
many of whom are not now in the Government service-and out of the 50 aircraft 
en~neers it is claimed we have in this country, five of the very best be appointed 
8.A818tants to the director ·general and those departments requiring it, put under the 
direction of a production of an aircraft engineer, or both, subJect to duties outlined in 
advance. • 

In my opinion, this would guarantee the production of reliable planes in sufficient 
quantities to help win the war. It is obv10us that concentrated effort has greater 
advantages than effort distributed all over the map; especially does it hold true in 
connection witll those types of airplanes needed to win the war-nor do my remarks 
ap~,>lY to other type3 if the Aircraft Board ha.EO made considerable advance with them. 
This same deduction, as to concentrating production, applies to the production of 
airplanes much more r3adily than to ordnance. · 
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When dealing with metal production one has something definite to work with, but 
it ~s hardly so with materials used in the production of airplanes. Irrespective of 
this, even in ordnance, everyone can see and understand why such large ordnance 
private corporations as the Bethlehem, E. W. BliEs Co., and others have made so great 
a success-the relll!Ons being that each one had its "director general." 

It is neither impOBI'ible nor very difficult to establish such ar~enals, out of which 
twelve, twenty, or even twenty-five thousand J?lanes could be turned out, for unlike 
shipbuilding wharfage, space and docking facllities are not necessary. The actual 
manufacture of a plane preeents no difficulties, but it is essential that the aircraft 
minister be guided by a working plan, fully laid out, and which can be deviated from 
only in the smaller details. 

The plan of concentrating such a large output might be criticized by some who 
believe that the divioion of a la~e production order mto small units throughout the 
country might prevent the repetttion of mechanical errors. The time for discusEing 
this is past, as is shown by the breakdown of the Aircraft Production Board which oper
ated under such a prejudice. 

In any event a wholesale "speeding-up" ofthe Nation's aircraft program is tugently 
needed and planes, equipped. with motors must be turned out by the thousands tn 
place of the endless stream of changing plans and specifications that have been circu
lating back and forth among the various bureaus of the Signal Corps headquarters. 
But then the management of the whole board has perhaps erred in the direction of 
discretion. Valor is needed for the mastery of the air and 'tis youth that wants to 
climb, higher still and higher. The blue sky, forever young, confounds the doubts of 
age, and when the air produces its Napoleon, he will be no graybeard, but a flashing
eyed youth. I am not pleading for any amateur performance or program, but trying to 
indicate the direction where speed is. Conservatism drops automatically with flights 
from the earth. , 

The ideals which the Aircraft Board was so concerned about have brou~ht upon its 
head the criticism that it was concerned only with "tinkering" and that 1ts directors 
were "swivel-chair" theorists. This is unfortunate. This "tinkering" must con
tinue, but not by the Production Board, for as the "Science of Aeronautics is in a 
state of constant and rapid development," the British cabinet says, .. Improvements in 
engines and planes are being constantly worked out." 

For this reason we must all rise to the need of preJ?aration by calling for all our 
technical schools to get ready for a complete course m aircraft engineering. As a 
lecturer in industrial engineering in the schools of apflied science of New York Uni
versity, I hope it will see the light in this matter. believe it is up to the varioUB 
societies of aeronautics to set to work to form a committee of the foremost aircraft 
engineers who can cooperate and collaborate with teachers of engineering, the object 
bemg to work out a complete, carefully planned course of aircraft engineering, which 
should be offered free to all engineering schools. 

We must work on the premise that airplane production will be one of the great 
industries of the future, both for pleasure flying and as a common carrier, as well as 
the ~reat means of our country's defense. We must therefore not delay to create the 
facihties needed for the proper development of aircraft. 

It is important to bear in mind that whatever the delay in delivering airplanes, 
the tasks of our present administration are stupendous and can not be compared ~ith 
any other phase of earthly problems requiring BlOCh a change in the governmental 
organization. Those who stay at home and read the newspapers must realize very 
quickly that a 12-month period is indeed small to expect to accomplish in it what has 
so far been done. If the Aircraft Board has failed to do all it promised there are other 
departments of the Government that have done better than expected. A spirited 
reorganization and persistent action will rapidly raise the aircraft to the level of all 
expectations and the greatness of its results may yet exalt us in admiration of ita 
work at the front. · 

Yours, very truly, 
:M. H. AVJU.M • 

• 
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FRIDAY, JULY 19, 1918. 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON MILITARY AFFAIRS, 

Washingtlon, D. 0 . 
. The comm.ittee met pursu!l-nt to ~djoumment at 2.30 o'clock p. m., 
m t~e _committee room, Capitol Buildmg, Senator Thomas (chairman) 
presidmg. 

STATEMENT OF liB. liOIS H. AVRAll. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Avram, where do you live 1 
Mr. AvRAM. New York City, at 66 Fort Washington Avenue. 
The CHAIRMAN. What is your business 1 
Mr. AvRAM. Industrial production engineer. 
The C!IAIRMAN. How long have you followed that occupation 1 
Mr. AvRAM. Over 10 years. I have been a lecturer on industrial 

engineering at the New York University. 
The CHAIRMAN. Are you acquainted with the Wittemann-Lewis 

Aircraft Co. 1 
Mr. AvRAM. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. They are located in Newark, N. J.1 
Mr. AvRAM. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. How long have you known of that enterprise 1 
Mr. AvRAM. I have known them since the beginning of 1917. 
The CHAIRMAN. What is the business of that corporation 1 
Mr. AvRAM. Aircraft production and the manufacture of airplanes. 
The CHAIRMAN. Have you any personal knowledge as to how long 

it had been in that business before you became acquainted with it 1 
Mr. A VRAM. That is really covered by. my report. As I under

stand it, they were in business over 12 years there. They have never 
been in any other business. 

The CHAIRMAN. If I understand you, this corporation was engaged 
in the manufacture of aircraft for 12 years prior to the declaration of 
war by this country against Germany 1 · 

Mr. AvRAM. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. About 12 years. 
Mr. AvRAM. Yes, sir. 
The CI!AIRMAN. Where are their factories located; that is, in what 

city and what State 1 
Mr. AVRAM. Newark, N.J., on the Lincoln. Highway. 
The CI!AIRMAN. Have you any personal knowledge of any efforts 

or negotiations between the company and the Aviation Production 
Board or other representatives of the aviation program in Washing
ton1 
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Mr. AvRAM. The efforts were constant without any cessation at all. 
The CHAIRMAN. About when did they begin 1 When I ask these 

questions I want you to understand, of course, that I do not expect 
the act date in all cases. 

Mr. AvRAM. They began, I think, immediately after war was 
declared. 

The CHAIRMAN. That was immediatelv after the 6th of April, 1917 ~ 
Mr. AvRAM. Yes, sir. • · 
The CHAIRMAN. What did you have to do with those negotiations~ 
Mr. AvRAM. We were called. in. · 
The CHAIRMAN. When you say "we," you mean the firm~ 

. Mr. ~VRAM .. I represent my firm, ~locum,. Avra~ & Slocum (Inc.), 
mdustnal engmeers, our busmess bemg to mvest1gate and report to 
financial men on production and otherwise. We do that ri~ht along. 
We were called in in connection with Wittemann and Lewis, and we 
made an elaborate repol't for the Production Board after they had 
failed to get anywhere with the Aircraft Production Board. 

The CHAIRMAN. That report is a very elaborate one, is it not~ 
Mr. AvRAM. Quite.so; and we stand on it. 
The CHAIRMAN. It covei"s all the history and potential conditions 

and capacity for production, etc., of this company 1 
Mr. AVRAM. Yes, sir. 
The CIIAIRMAN. Was a copy of that report given to the public 

authorities here~ 
Mr. AvRAM. It was submitted. I submitted it to Mr. Deeds per

sonally, in December. 
The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean Mr. E. A. Deeds, afterwards Col. 

Deeds 1 
Mr. AvRAM. At that time the head of the Aircraft Production 

Board. 
The CHAIRMAN. You submitted it, when 1 
Mr. AvRAM. December 6, 1917. I would like permission to 

explain. 
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; go ahead. 
Mr. AvRAM. When we prepared this report it was understood that 

we did not come in any mvestigation of that sort where we have to 
help to get the contracts; that is not our business, but Wittemann
Lewis could not deliver it to any officials of importance. 

The CHAIRMAN. Why1 
Mr. AvRAM. They could not get interviews. I smiled. I knew 

that it should not be difficult to get interviews with anybody on the 
question of preparation for war. I offered my services. I offered 
to deliver it myself and it took me three days to deliver it, and the 
only way I could deliver it was to wait in the hall until I thought I 
recognized Mr. Deeds. I took a chance. I delivered the report into 
his hands. He said, "I will look into this and deliver it to M:r. 
Shepler." That is all I could do. I did not do any more. I wanted 
to deliver the report that they could not deliver. 

The CHAIRMAN. You say you were here for a period of three days 
which was spent .in an effort to deliver to some properly constituted 
authority this report 1 · 

Mr. AvRAM. I only wanted to deliver it to Mr. Deeds. 
The CHAIRMAN. What effort, during those three days, did you 

make to have a conference or a meeting with Mr. Deeds~ 
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Mr. AvRA.M. The only man I could see or could reac"h was his sec-
• retary, a young Lieut. Harvey. I am not sure of his name. I think 

that is right. He insisted that I could not see Mr. Deeds. He said 
he had conferences. There was conference after conference. He 
said that he would leave that particular day or that he was in a 
meeting. While I do not want to say that that was not so, the fact 
remains that I could not see him for that length of time. I met 
him the way I explained before. 

The CHAIRMAN. You tried to see him on each of those throe davs ~ 
Mr. AvRAM. Yes, sir. I had nothipg else to do. I came to dehver 

that report. . 
The CHAIRMAN. How long before had that report been completed~ 
Mr. A VRAM. How long did it take to prepare it 1 
The CHAIRMAN. No. You had completed the report before the 

6th of December. \\'non did you finish that report 1 
Mr. AvRAM. We finished on December 1. 
The CHAiRMAN. It was delivered to )lr. Deeds five days after

wards 1 
Mr. AvRAM. Five or six days afterwards; yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did you have anything to do with <>fforts made 

previous to the deli very of that report on bt>half of this corporation 
to secure work 1 

.Mr. AvRAM. No. 
The CHAIRMAN. You did not 1 
Mr. A VRAM. No. 
The CHAIRMAN. Subsequ<>nt t.o that time, didyou 1 
Mr. AvRAM. I interviewed Lieut. Farwell. He was assistant to 

Mr. Shepler. 
The CIIAIRMA:-; . Where was Shepler's office 1 
Mr. AvRAM. At 119 D Stret>f. 
The CHAIRMAN. Now, tell as briefly as you can what took place 

between you and Lieut. Farwell. 
Mr. AvRAM. Lieut. Farwell, the minute I mentioned the name 

Wittemann, said, "That is a lemon." 
The CHAIRMAN. That was his reply 1 
Mr. AvRAM. Yes, sir. llooked a., him in disgust and disappoint

ment, because an ordinary business man woUld not do that. I 
asked him why he thought so. Then I explained to him that we 
had not known much about Wittemann for very long, but that we 
had gone into it exhaustively. I said that with what they have and 
what is planned for them to have they have more than any concern 
that had nothing and was not in the aircraft business before. 

The CHAIRMAN. About what date was that 1 
Mr. AvRAM. 1t was December 19. 
The CHAIRMAN. This was after you delivered tht> report 1 
Mr. AvRAM. Yes, sir. • . 
The CHAIRMAN. My question had reference to what, if anything, 

had occurred, of which you had knowledge before that report. 
Did you see any of the people before that 1 

Mr. AvRAM. No, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Then this interview with Lieut. Farwell, in which 

he characterized this enterprise as a "lemon," took place in the 
middle of December after you had delivered to Dl:'eds a copy of thali 
report 1 
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Mr. AVRAM. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Now proceed. 
Mr. AvRAM. I started to analyze briefly the whole situation of 

the Wittemann-Lewis affair, arguing along the lines of the report, 
and I finally succeeded in getting from him a promise that he would 
send an inspector to the plant. Inspector Ridlon arrived at the 
plant on December 22, and remained two days in New York. 

The CHAIRMAN. In New York 1 
Mr. AvRAM. In New York and Newark. 
He went into it thoroughly and interviewed the people. He 

asked us to investigate Wittemann and Lewis, the people whom it 
was proposed to finance, and looked over their plant at Newark, 
and went to the new property at Hasbrook Heights, the flying field 
which the Wittemann-Lewis Company arranged for and purchased 
with a view to developing a large plant over there. As far as I am 
concerned personally, I never have heard anything as to what became 
of the report. Nothing came of it. Lieutenant Ridlon evidently 
submitted the report. 

The CHAIRMAN. Did he give you a copy of it~ 
Mr. AvRAM. No, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did he tell you what it would contain~ 
Mr. AvRAM. Before he left he indicated that he was fully satisfied 

as to the situation, but we did not know the contents of the reJ?ort. 
The CHAIRMAN. Who were the people in New York to whom Lieut. 

Ridlon was referred as willing to finance the Wittemann-Lewis Co. 1 
Mr. AvRAM. I have not asked permission to mention the name. 

Is it necessary for me to answed Personally, I have no objection. 
I would have been glad to answer the question if I had known it was 
going to come up and could have been prepared. I did not know it 
would come up. I know that I would have received permission to 
give that information. It is one man and his associate. 

The CHAIRMAN. One of the representatives of the company is in 
the room, and I imagine that it Is for him to say whether you shall 
WL . 

Mr. AvRAM. The men interested financially, or who were at that 
time to become interested financially--

The CHAIRMAN. I am asking about now. 
Mr. AvRAM. He is an outsider. I do not think Mr. Wittemann 

would tell. I think he would be in the same position. 
. The CHAIRMAN. Well, whoever it was did tlie lieutenant express to 
you any opinion regarding his financial ability and the intention to 
finance this enterprise ~ 

Mr. AvRAM. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. He did ~ 
Mr. A VRAM. Yes. If I were to mention his name, you would be 

able to tell that he is able to do it. 
The CHAIRMAN. I do not want you to betray any professional con

fidences, or what you think should be so construed. 
Mr. AvRAM. I can write the name, if you wish it, the minute I get· 

to New York. 
The CHAIR~IAN. You say that you have never seen a copv of that 

report~ 
Mr. AvRAM. No. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did you have any further conferences down here 

with any of the production authorities.~ 
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Mr. AVRAM. I recall one. That was the last of my working con
nection with them. That was Mr. Lowry, representative of 
Wittemann-Lewis, and Lieut. Farwell, in Shepler's office. 

The CHAIRMAN. What was the date~ · 
Mr. AVRAM. January 18. 
The CHAIRMAN. Of this vead 
Mr. AvRAM. Yes, sir. · 
The CHAIRMAN. What occurred 1 
Mr. AvRAM. I recall that Lieut. Farwell stated that the report was 

satisfactory and that an order should be forthcoming. 
The CHAIRMAN. Was that stated in the presence of-
Mr. AvRAM (interposing). Col. Shepler and Mr. Lowry. 
The CHAIRMAN. That then, terminates your identification with this 

question 1 
Mr. AvRAM. Yes; at that time. 
The CHAIRMAN. After which time you have not been directly con

nected with it 1 
Mr. AVRAM. No. 
The CHAIRMAN. You have not been connected with their efforts 

to secure work 1 
Mr. AVRAM. Except that we remained thereafter as their pro

duction engineers, in connection with plant develo{>ment and guan
tity production for them, but not anything regardmg knowledge of 
aircraft, because.that is not our business. That is the1r business. 

The CHAIRMAN. I understand that. · 
Mr. ~VR~M. We felt rig~t along and we advised the banker:s that 

a combmat10n of productwn engmeers and men who knew a1rcnift 
would give results. 

The CHAIRMAN. You were employed, if I understand the situation, 
by the Wittemann-Lewis Co. in your capacity as industrial engineer 
to make a report regarding all phases of the company's business and 
their capacity for productiOn for the satisfaction of the Government, 
and also for the satisfaction of those who might be called upon to 
finance it for them. 

Mr. AvRAM. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. And your report was delivered in both directions 1 
Mr. AvRAM. We made a favorable report to the financial men. 
The CHAIRMAN. How long a time did you spend in making that 

report and in making your mvestigations, etc.~ 
Mr. AvRAM. I think we S{>ent two months. We employed anum

ber of engineers in various lines. We have a large staff of engineers. 
The CHAIRMAN. With this end in view 1 
Mr. AvRAM. Yes, flir. You might ask some bankers in New York 

as to our engineering ability to handle production. 
The CHAIRMAN. No. Your capacity is presumed until somebody 

else guestions it. 
(N. B.-Mr. Wittemann's testimony follows:) 

Hon. C. S. THOHAB, 

WITI'EHANN-LEWIB AmcRAFT Co. (INc.), 
Newarlt, N. J., July 81, 1918. · 

Chairman Subcommittee Military Affairs Committee, · 
· United States Senate, Washington, D. C. 

HoNORABLE SIR: I am herewith inclosing a copy, corrected, with the ineertions 
of the various .letters and memorandums requested for h~~ records. 

Also a copy of conferences, etc., in which Mr. Hutc · n Scott, at that time eec
ond vice president of this company, took prominent part, particularly to an informal 
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inspection of our machine at Mineola with the various dates in the left-hand 
column. 

I believe that the contents of this will be interesting data to include in my testi
mony, particularly since this same Capt. Martin , now Maj . Martin, has again taken 
it upon himself to contradict Lieut. W. W. King's report on our later model, recently. 

Thanking you for your many courtesies, in this matter, I am, 
Respectfully, yours, · 

(Outline Wl'itten by Mr. Hutchinson Scott. 
the testimony of PaUl W. Wittemann.) 

PAUL W. WITTEMANN . 

Submitted as part of 

In reference to the Wittemann-Lewis military tractor biplane: 
Me38rs. Ch<.1.rle1 R. Wittemann, S. C. Lewis, and Hutchinson Scott proceeded to 

Washington with the idea of a'lCertaining why the Wittema.nn-Lewis Aircraft Co. bad 
not been given a contract for aeroplane.3, the Wittemann.~ being the oldest aircraft 
builders in the country . They had filed their propo3al for machines under the proper 
scbedule3 and the bid was regular in every respect and put in by a. company actually 
engaged in such manufacture, contracts haVIng been awarded all other bidders of 
good st<J.nding except the Wittemann Co. 

Col. Thomas Cruse, now Gen. Cruse, had the kindness to eacort these gentlemen to 
the aeromutical division of the Army and personally introduced them to Maj. Mitchell, 
Col., now Gen. Squires being absent. After a short converCl&tion MaJ. Mitchell 
informed the3e gentlemen that as fast as they could build and deliver machines of 
the training type at the station at Mineola. they would be accepted and paid for, if 
they came anywhere near the specifications or could meet the requirements incident 
to such service. Owing to work on hand it became necessary for the Wittemann Co. 
to have additional quarters, and they consequently lea~ed a building in Newark, 
N. J ., and as soon as the nece..-ry machinery could be installed began and com-
pleted a training type Army biplane. . · 

This machine when completed was delayed for a. period of six weeks owing to the 
fact that all good a.viatora had joined the Army and the services could not be secured. 
Where they were at leisure the weather was so inclement that flight was impossible. 

The machine was, after one short flight, flown directly from the factory to Mineola. 
The aviator was Mr. Allan Adams, United States civilian instructor at Mineola, who 
has the American reputation of being the be3t there is in the United States or in 
Can.ada. 

Mr. Adams was to make a trial flight, but finding the machine to be so perfect he 
did not return to the factory, but continued his flight and landed on Governors Island, 
where be closely inspected the English Vickin m~hine at that place. The flight 
to Mineola was then resumed and he was so plel.qed with the machine he took quite 
an extended tour, te3ting out its stability and ability thoroughly ; the wind during 
portion of the flight was southwest, puffy, and blowing from 25 to 35 miles per hour. 

The machine was landed on the field at the Unitecl Stated Army aviation station at 
Mineola Sunday. The commanding officer of that station on Monday issued orders 
that no marbine except Government machine3 be allowed to land on that station. 

On the request of Mr. Scott to test the machine in any manner deemed best, the 
commanding officer declined unle~s he received po3itive instructions from Washington 
to do so. Mr. Scott and Mr. Wittema.nn proceeded to Washington and had an inter
view with Col. Saltzman who stated they wanted all the ~ood machines they could 
obtain but it would be proper to take the matter up with Col. Bennett's department 
as such matters came directly under his charge. They proceeded to the Mills Building 
and M Col. Bennett and a'!Sistant were at that time m Canada., they were referred to 
Capt. Harms. Capt. Harms appeared to be a young gentleman who had just taken up 
aeronautics and had a superficial knowledge of the subject. After quite a discUBBion 
on the subject, he stated he would instruct the commanding officer at Mineola to test 
the machine. A few days after this Mr. C. R. Wittema.nn and Mr. Scott saw the com
manding officer, Capt. Kilner, who stated that he had not received the proper au
thority. A week elapsed and no test being made, Mr. Wittemann and Mr. Scott were 
informed by employee3 of the station that the machine had been most carefully 
scrutinized, photographed and inspected by the officers and the Curtiss expert. As 
no authority or test bad been made after expiration of t.wo weeks, MeSBrs. Wittemann 
and Scott proceeded to Washington to ascertain the difficulty. 

They proceeded to the Mills Building, and C'alled on Col. Bennett who had just 
left for the Munsey Building. They proceeded to the ~iunsey Building and Mr. Scott 
saw Col. Bennett and outlinej the situation as clearly as possible. Col. Bennett 
informed Mr. Scott that Mineola was no longer an experimental or teJt station. When 
Mr. Scott asked Col. Bennett what he should do in the matter, Col. Bennett said he 
hadn't the faintest idea. Messrs. Witteman and Scott proceeded to War Department 
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and saw Col. Saltwell who most kindly telephoned to Capt. Harms in reference to all 
papers in this matter. Capt. Harms stated they had been sent to Capt. Clark in the 
Munsey Building and the matter was in his charge. Messrs. \Vittemann and Scott 
proceeded to Capt. Clark's office and briefly stated the case to Capt. Clark and Capt. 
Clark said he knew nothing whatever about the matter and it did not come under 
him. Messrs. Wittemann and Scott returned to War Department and saw Col. Saltwell 
who telephoned to Capt. Harms. Capt. Harms's conversation was not heard, but 
9o1. Saltwell said, "I distinctly understood you to say Capt. Clark had this matter 
m charge." . 

Capt. Harms reply was not heard and Col. Saltwell hung up the phone and stated 
''I understand the machine you refer to has been condemned by the officials at Mineola.'' 
Messrs. Wittemann and Scott then proceeded to the Munsey Building to see Mr. 
Waldron, who declined to see them as he was entirely too busy. but received other 
visitors, civilians, during their stay in the office. They, however, met Maj . Hutton, 
who knew nothing of aeronautica. They asked him what can the department guaran
tee in shape of contract covering a ~riod of three years if sufficient money 18 utilized 
to put up a modem large factory Wlth l~e output. training school, and capability of 
manufacturing every portion except covenng and wire. He replied that no statement 
will be made until after passing of appropriation. Messrs. Wittemann and Scott 
called on Capt. Clark and asked him what type of machine did they desire, and would 
he kindly give drawings and specifications to ·work on. 

He replied that the manufacturer must submit drawings and details of construction 
and it aP.peared they would be given an order .. Mr. Wittemann returned to the 
Mille Building and saw Col. Bennett, who, while extremely busy. received him and 
dictated a letter in their presence, to the commanding officer stationed at Mineola, 
ordering him to inform the department as to whether the officials at Mineola could 
spare or have time to test the Wittemann-Lewis plane. Mr. Scott tried to have 
Col. Bennett include the order .that if they did or when they could find time to make 
such test and report to Washington, but this was refused. Me88l8. Scott and Witte
mann returned to New York and on May 2 proceeded to Mineola. Capt. Kilner being 
busy, they took up the matter with Capt. Bretts, the adjutant of the post, who referred 
them to Capt. Martin . In an interview with Capt. Martin, they referred to the fact 
that their machine had been condemned by Mineola without any test. Capt. Martin 
stated that he had examined the machine and found many faults that made it unfit 
for service, and he would recommend that it was not purchased. After a little time, 
Capt. Martin produced a copy of the letter which condemned the machine and verbally 
stated the main objections. These objections were listened to by Me88l8. Witte
mann and Scott with utmost courtesy and interest. They consisted of trivialities 
that were absurdities, but they refrained from any but courteous comment and did 
not even smile. They avoided hurting the young man's dignity, or his wonderful 
confidence in his knowledge of aeronautical matters, being superior to that poaaeaaed 
by any one else in this country. 

The objections to the machine were somewhat as follows : Bolts joining landing gear 
to body were not straight. The curve at this point necessitated a curved bolt. The 
landing gear, being of a new type, was condemned, although of the most modern, 
simple, and effective known. The exhaust, bein~ overhead, was condemned, although 
this is now considered the best practice abroad; It avoids pouring noxious gases, oils, 
etc., in face of pilot and observer and obscuring their vision. He objected to some of 
the wires being heavier or stronger than the standard turnbuckle. He objected to the 
tail landing skid, although of latest and best approved pattern. He objected to the 
lightness of some wires, although stronger than actually required . He objected to 
the heavy wires on each side of the observer's seat, as that person could not leave with 
rapidity. he deemed essential. He objected to the color of the machine. It is painted 
a battleship gray to reduce visibility. He objected to a small amount of play in the 
control, this bemg similar to the wheel of an automobile. He objected to the fact 
that the Curtiss shoulder control was not installed, and that the Depp control has been 
discarded for a long time, and all modern machines are equipped with the Depp 
control. He objected to the exhaust, as it was cracked. The crack was a surface 
crack in the metal . We may have overlooked some of the more ridiculous objections, 
but the main are given and the full details are on file in the department, embodied 
in his letter. This young man condemns the machine and bases such condemnation 
on the abOve-mentioned rounds. After he had looked over the machine, he was 
encouraged to expand an , under general influence of admiring audience, who hung 
on his words, he stated that he could not understand how anyone that had ever built 
a machine could possibly tum out such a mass of blunders. 

From his conversation I gathered that he was educated in the Curtiss factory and 
had never as yet flown in anything but a Curtiss machine. He confidently stated 
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that the Army would not consider any other machine except the CurtiBB for training 
purpoees, and that nothing but the Curtiss JN type was worthy of consideration. 
Messrs. Wittemann and Scott earnestly thanked Capt. Martin for his courtesy and 
information and left the station. He condescended to say that the Curtiss machine 
was open to improvements and if we followed his advice we might tum out a creditable 
machine. 

The analysis of the above gives the following, which stand out with a distinctness 
that is obvious: 

Capt. Harms misled MeBBrs. Wittemann and Scott when he stated the commanding 
officer at Mineola would be forthwith to test the machine. 

Capt. Harms misled Capt. Saltwell when he stated that the matter was in charge of 
Capt. Clark. 

That in conversation with Capt. Clark he stated that manufacturers must submit 
drawings and specifications of this machine. 

Capt. Martin condemns a machine in every point that differs from the Curtiss and 
will not pass any other. 

That Capt. Clark approved of the color and also our proposal to use a new color to 
render the visibility of the machine even less, which if succei!Bful could then be 
adopted for the scout and battle planes. 

Of course, if the officers in charge of reports and tests are so wedded to the CurtiBB 
type that no other will be passed, the aeronautical industry must, as far as the Gov
ernment is concerned, be left entirely in their hands, and the brains, experience, 
tests, capital, and ability of all others be pushed into the background and forced to 
wait a commercial business of sufficient volume to warrant further expenditure of 
capital in enlarging plants to meet a very grave and serious crisis that is of immediate 
and pressing importance. • 

It IS not to be understood, or even thought, when reading the above that any charge 
of bribery or similar matters is intended. It is merely the result of conditions where 
the officials have been brought up to believe either by advertising or by being trained 
in Curtiss school, factory, selling force, and other parts of their organization, that the 
CurtiBB machine is the only one that is worthy of consideration. 

Capt. Martin kindly remarked in his approval of the main strut fittings on the 
Wittemann model: 

Whereas we recognize the fact that the young men who have the inspection of 
machines and on whose recommendation the officials base their final judgment are 
earnest and act according to their understanding, they have been trained by the 
Curtiss Co. We understand from Capt. Martin the fact that he had never flown in 
any other machine. Yet this gentleman's opinion can condemn without a test a ma· 
chiDe built by a company that has been making machines for 11 years, devoting their 
time exclusively to the work, taking advantage of failures of others and improvements 
both here and abroad that show merit. This gentleman uses his immature and un· 
digested information in regard to aeroplanes and condemns a machine without any 
test or trial, a machine that has the approval and admiration of the best practical 
aviators in this country. The letter from Allan Adams, their own civilian instructor, 
is inclosed . 

Owing to the present conditions every manufacturer except Curtiss, no matter what 
their experience may have been, their standing and reputation as a builder, must be 
judged and condemned by such 

STATEMENT OF MR. PAUL W. WITTEM:ANN. 

The CHAIRMAN. Where do you live~ · 
Mr. WITTEMANN. At present I am living at 305 Academy Street, 

Jersey City, N: J. 
The CHAIRMAN. Are you one of the officers of the Wittemann-

Lewis Aircraft CorporatiOn~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Treasurer. 
The CHAIRMAN. Who are the other officers of the company¥ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Charles R. Wittemann, president; Samuel C. 

Lewis, vice president; and Redmond F. Kernan, secretary. 
The CHAutMAN. How long has the Wittemann-Lewis Co. been a 

going concern ¥ 
Mr. W ITTEMANN. Since 1906. 
The CHAIRMAN. What has been its business~ 
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Mr. WrrTEMANN. Manufacturing, designing, and developing of air
eraft and accessories exclusively. 

The CHAIRMAN. To what extent had you conducted that business 
prior to the declaration of war with Germany~ 

Mr. WITIEMANN. At the time of our declaration of war against 
Germany we were about the fourth or fifth largest concern in America. 

The CHAIRMAN. What was your capital at that time~ 
Mr. WI'l'TEMANN. At that time our capital was $75,000, although 

we had a greater assets than that. 
The CHAIRMAN. What was your estimated production capacity at 

that time~ · 
Mr. WITIEMANN. At that time we had an estimated production 

·capacity of one machine per week of the standard type of training 
machine such as we had been building. 

The CHAIRMAN. What machine had you been building~ 
Mr. WITI'EMANN. At that time~ 
The CHAIRMAN. Before the wad 
Mr. WI'l'TEMANN. We built most of our own kind of machines. 
The CHAIRMAN. Well, you can name some of them, can't you~ 
Mr. WITI'EMANN. The monoplanes, biplanes, hydroplanes, and 

seaplanes. · 
The CHAIRMAN. Had you built the JN-H 
Mr. WITI'EMANN. No; aU our own designs. 
The CHAIRMAN. Satisfactory flying planes~ 
Mr. WITIEMANN. Every one, except, of course, the experimental 

machines, some of which were not. 
The CHAIRMAN. How large a force of skilled workmen had you in 

your org_anization ~ 
Mr. WITI'EMANN. We had up to 40 men. 
The CHAIRMAN. After the declaration of war, please state what 

activities, if any, the company exercised in trying to secure orders. 
Mr. WITI'EMANN. Just at the time of the declaration of war we 

had finished the development of training machines in special com
pliance with the specifications of the Aviation Section of the Signal 
Corps. 

The CHAIRMAN. That is before the wad 
Mr. WITI'EMANN. It was completed just after war was declared. 
The CHAmMAN. When did you get the contract for that~ 
Mr. WITI'EMANN. We never got a contract for them. They 

requested us to develop a machine, after which they promised to 
give us business. 

The CHAIRMAN. When did the Signal Corps request you to develop 
that machine ~ 

Mr. WI'l'TEMANN. It was at the conference held in Washington 
between my brother, Charles R. Wittemann, Samuel C. Lewis, and 
Mr. Scott, at that ~,;ime second. vice president. They had a confer-
ence with Maj. William Mitchel. · 
· The CHAIRMAN. Give the date. 

Mr. WITI'EMANN. It was October 16, 1916. 
The CHAIRMAN. And that machine, you say, had just been 

COmj>leted ~ • 
- Mr. WITI'EMANN. After that conference they stated that if we 
could build a machine that could be flown successfully from our 
factory to Mineola, Long Island, they would accept that machine 
and phwe an order for 20 more. 
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The CHAIRMAN. When was this machine ready for test~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. It was ready to get the test on April16. 
The CHAIRMAN. Ten days after our declaration of war~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Was the test successful ~ 
Mr. WrrTEMANN. The machine rose from Newark and flew directl.y 

to Mineola. 
The CHAIRMAN. What engine was used in that machine~ 
Mr. WxTTEMANN. The Hall-Scott 90. 
The CHAIRMAN. Who flew~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Alan Adams, at that time chief instructor at the 

Mineola tra;ning service school. 
The CHAIRMAN. In the Government service~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Not in the service, but a civilian instruotor. 
The CHAntMAN. As a result of that test did you come down to see 

about the contract~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes, sir. That machine was flown to the field, 

and as per our promise a two-hour advance notice·was given them 
that the machine was on the way, so that they might have an op
portunity to do a little reconnoisance work. They sent up probably 
five or six machines to find this machine coming in. Of course, at 
the same time, Mr. Adams attempted to evade them and sucoessfully 
did that. He had the ma0hine on the field tied down in front of 
headquarters 15 minutes before the first man came ba0k. It re
mained on the field 30 days, during which it rained at least once a 
day, and then the sun shone, and it was subject to had treatment. 

The CHAIRMAN. Wasn't it under shelter at all? 
Mr. WITTEMANN. No, sir; it was in the open. 
The CHAIRMAN. Were t"here no hangars there? 
Mr. WITTEMANN. There were, yes, sir; hut they were mostly filled. 

There were a number of other ma0hines standing on the field. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did you attempt to obtain shelter for it~ 
Mr. W ITTEMANN. Yes, sir; hut they said they could not provide 

shelter for it. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did that result in injury to the machine~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. It did not. 
The CHAIRMAN. It stood the weather conditions~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Perfectly. At the expiration of these 30 da.Ys, 

why, we turned the propeller over three times for the sake of primmg 
the motor, and on tlie fourth time it went right away, and the follow
ing morning Mr. A. Adams flew it to the adjoining field. 

The CHAIRMAN. Why didn't you leave it there~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Because they refused to give us a test. 
The CHAIRMAN. What was the reason assigned for that? 
Mr. WITTEMANN. I can give you a more accurate statement from 

this. [Indicating paper.l On the request of Mr. Scott to test the 
machine in any manner deemed best the commanding officer declined 
unless he received :r>ositive instructions from W ashmgton to do so. 
Mr. Scott and Mr. C. R. Wittemann proceeded to Washington and 
had an interview with Col. Saltzman, who stated they wanted all 
the good machines they could obtail)., but it would be proper to take 
the matt~r up with Col. Bennett's department, as such matters came 
directly under his charge. 

The CHAIRMAN. Then you set out to see Bennett~ 
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Mr. WrrTEMANN. Yes, sir. Col Bennett was not there, so they 
were sent to Capt. Harms, and he stated that he would instruct the 
commanding officer at Mineola to test the machine. A few days 
later Mr. C. R. Wittemann and Mr. Scott saw the commanding officer, 
Capt. Kilner, who stated that he had not received the pro:per author
ity. After a week's time had elapsed, during which perwd no test 
was made, they were informed that the machine had been care
fully photographed and inspected by the officers and the Curtiss 
experts. This information was obtained from Army boys that were 
.about the :field. 

The CHAIRMAN. Were these officers told on this occasion of the 
understanding under which this machine had been constructed~ 

Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know what reply was made to that~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Well, at that time they made the reply that 

Mineola was no longer a testing ground, and that it would probably 
have to be removed to Langley :field. Work at Hampton, Va., at 
that time had barely started in order to put it in shape as any kind 
of a testing :field. 

The CHAIRMAN. Who said that~ 
Mr. WHI'ITEMANN. Col. Bennett. 
The CHAIRMAN. Col. Bennett~ 
Mr. WITTEMAN. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Was any offer made to take it to the Langley 

field~ · 
Mr. WrrTEMANN. Yes, sir. That was made toward the middle of 

June. I believe it was June 6. 
The CHAIRMAN. Before we get to June, let us ~et back to the 

Mineola :field. You say that_you flew .the machine from the Mineola 
field to an adjoining field. What field was that~ 

Mr. WriTEMANN. That was where Camp Mills is now. 
The CHAIRMAN. Was that a Government field or a private field~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. The L. W. F. people had a hangar on it, which 

we rented. 
The CHAIRMAN. What tests were made ~ 
;Mr. WITTEMANN. There the machine was kept flying daily, all 

day long. 
The CHAIJtMAN. By some one in your employ ~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Men in our employ, and Army officers, .a Royal 

Flying Corps man, and other civilian aviators. Ope of the severest 
tests was made by Edward Stinson. He was at that time the chief 
tester for the Curtiss Co. 

The CHAIRMAN. He. was sent there to test it~ . 
Mr. WITTEMANN. By a party who was interested in purchasing 

some of the machines, with a view to establishing a private school 
in Oklahoma. It was put through all kinds of tests that you could 
possibly put it through, and through tests which no one believed it 
would stand up under. 

The CHAIRMAN. Why did you discontinue flying there, if you did 
discontin\le ~ 

Mr. WITTEMANN. On July 2, 1917, we discontinued flying there 
through the sale of the machine to this party, in addition to three 
others. The machine was then withdrawn and we started work im
mediately, because it was a rush order. We had to get these rna-
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chines under way quickly, and had the motors ordered. Then the 
Aviation Section denied us the delivery of those motors, whereupon 
the contract, of course, automatically canceled itself. 

The CHAIRMAN. That is, you made a contract to build three of 
those machines for other parties~ 

Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. And as the Government canceled or countermanded 

the order for motors, you were unable to deliver them~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. What became of them ~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. They are still at the plant, with the money tied up. 
The CHAIRMAN. Now, go ahead and tell us, as briefly as you can, 

what efforts, if any, were made by your company to secure Govern
ment work in aeroplane construction~ 

Mr. WITTEMANN. That was started in January, 1915. 
The CHAIRMAN. 1915 ~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. I prefer, unless Senator New objects, that you 

give your experiences after we went into the aviation business, so to 
speak, or after this aviation production board was organized. 

Mr. WITTEMANN. Only after the board was organized~ 
The CHAIRMAN. After the declaration of war. 
Mr. WITTEMANN. I have quite a lot that preceded that. 
The CHAIRMAN. You had got no contracts prior to that time~ 
Mr. W ITTEMANN. No, sir; although we bid on all except one. 
The CHAIRMAN. Your efforts date back to 1915, but without 

success, except as you were ordered to build this one machine~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. In October, 1916. That was a verbal request. 
The CHAIRMAN. After you built that machine and after you flew it 

successfully, tell what took place with regard to manufacturing 
machines. 

Mr. WITTEMANN. There was a. continuous succession of interviews 
held in Washington between my brother, Charles R. Wittema.nn, 
and Mr. Scott. Mr. Scott remained down here permanently all last 
summer, and he was sent from pillar tof.ost, so to speak, interviewihg 
all the officers that he could get hold o , and the chief one was Lieut. 
Farwell, who had made promises and who had written some letters, 
some of which we have liere, in which he recognizes the capabilities 
and facilities of our plant and organization. 

The CHAIRMAN. If you have any letters upon that subject that 
you would like to incorporate in the record, just identify them. 

From: A. D. Farwell. 
WASHINCTON, Auguat 18,1917. 

To: Mr. Hutchinson Scott, care of New Willard Hotel, Washington, D. C. 
Subject: Plant of Wittemann-Lewis Co. 

1. Regarding your request, permit me to say you have presented the facilities of 
the Wittemann-Lewis Aircraft Co. to this division in a very thorough and concrete 
manner, and we are giving it careful consideration. We realize that the Wittemann
Lewis Co. is one of the oldest aeroplane manufacturers in the country, and we are 
giving that fact, together with your facilities, our most careful attention. 

2. Mr. Sheplar, who is in charge of the plane production department, is thoroughly 
acquainted with your facilities, and we wish to assure you that this company has not . 
been turned down. 

3. We were not able to give them an order for training planes, but by far the largest 
part of our program is still ahead of us, and while we can not say definitely at the 
present time whether an order can be placed with them, you can rest assured that they 
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will receive proper attention, and that your efforts in their behalf Will not be neg
lected by this division. Since you are permanently here in Washington, when we 
are ready to negotiate with this company we will get in touch with you at once. 

Very truly, yours, 
EQUIPMENT DIVISION. 

(Signed) By ALBERT D. FARWELL. 

Mr. WnTEMANN. I may say a few more words, then, in regard to 
the testing of the machine at Langley field 1 

The CHAIRMAN. Very weB. Was this machine sent to Langley 
field~ 

Mr. WrrrEMANN. No. They advised us under date of June 7, 
1917, that the plane could be tested as soon as we set the machine 
l1P at the aeronautical experiment station and proving grounds, 
Hampton, Va. The reguest ·was signed by Henry Souther. That 
was June 27, 1917. Now, that was after the machine had been 
severely used and bounced around and subjected to outside weather 
conditions, and it was hardly fit to send out for testing. The motor 
had been considera!>_ly run down after probably 300 flights. 

The CHAIRMAN. What reply did you make. · 
Mr .. WITTEMANN. The reply was that since we had some new 

machines under way would 1t not be more advisable to test one of the 
new machines after they came out. They replied that it would be a 
good deal better to do that. Directly after that reply we received 
mformation from them, on June 21, that absolutely no new types of 
machines would be considered since they had decided upon the JN-4 
Curtiss machine and the Standard machine. 

The CHAIRMAN. What date was it you were notified that your type 
of plane would not be considered because they had selected the 
Standard and the JN-4 ~ What is the otlier one? 

Mr. WITTEMANN. The Standard. I think it was model H. Then 
there was the Curtiss JN-4. 

The CHAIRMAN The Standard and the Curtiss JN-4? 
Mr WITTEMANN. Yes; the Standard and the Curtiss JN-4. 
The CHAIRMAN. About what date was that? 
Mr. WITTEMANN. I believe it was about the first part of July. 
Th& CHAIRMAN. That notification came under the signature of 

what person ? 
Mr. WITTEMANN. It came in a verbal conversation between Lieut. 

Farwell and Mr. Scott, who then stated that they could not consider 
any concern that could not produce at least 500 machines in 12 
months. There was probably no concern that could do that at that 
time. 

The CHAIRMAN. Five hundred in 12 months? 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes, sir. They could not do it without equip

ping for it. We made arrangements for it. Following that, on 
August 6, he made the statement that they could not consider any
thilig less than 1,000 planes in order to come near the program. 
We proceeded to make arrangements. We had already made some 
arrangements. We had made arrangements with the Brill Co. to 
take over the Stevenson plant, which ts now the Standard Co. 

The CHAIRMAN. Did you notify Lieut. Farwell? . 
Mr. WITTEMANN. We notified him. Lieut. Farwell apparently 

told Mr. Curwin and his associates the same thing that he told Mr. 
Avram, whereupon Mr. Curwin thought it more advisable to with-
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draw from tlie association than to go ahead with it thereby causing 
a severe injury. 

The CHAIRMAN. You said a while ago that you had some written 
memorandum. 

Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes, sir. It is a resume of the memorandum of 
Mr. Curwin to the J. J. Brill Co., of June 12. 

The CHAIRMAN. What was the capacity of the Brill Co.~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. The capacity of that plant would have developed 

up into 1,500 machines in 12 months. 
The CHAIRMAN. What was the b}lSiness of the Brill Co. ~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. They were car manufa.cturers. The Stevenson 

plant was owned by them. It was empty. They wanted us to 
manage it while they financed it. 

The CHAIRMAN. If I understand it, you were prepared to meet the 
capacity requirements of the Production Board ~s fast as they in
formed_you of those requirements~ 

Mr. Wri'TEMANN. Exactly. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did you report that to them ~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN . Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. What difference did that make in their action~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. It merely led on to further conversations that 

gradually smothered out again. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did you invoke the intercession of Senator Fre

li.n!zhuy_!>_en at any time ~ 
1ar. WITTEMANN. At one time in a ctmference Mr. Scott suggested 

that it be brought to the attention of Senator Frelinghuysen; that is, 
it was presented to him in a letter dated August 16. 

The CHAIRMAN. I have here a copy of a letter from Senator 
Frelinghuysen, dated August 18, 1917, to S.D. Waldon. 

Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes; that is right. 
The CHAIRMAN. Together with a letter of the 22d of August, 1917, 

from Mr. Waldon to Senator Frelinghuysen. 
Mr. WITTEMANN. That is right. 
The CHAIRMAN. And the Senator's reply upon the 28th of that 

month, which I suppose you have in your possession, too. . 
Mr. WITTEMANN. No; I have not got tnat copy. I had a copy of 

the letter written to Senator Frelinghuysen on August 22, and the 
letter of August 16, written by Mr. Scott to the Senator. 

The CHAIRMAN. I think I have that1 with the exception of page 5, 
which seems to be missing. I think that should go in also. J>age 5 
is not among these papers. 

Mr. WITTEMANN. I have it here. . 
The CHAIRMAN. When this transcript is sent to you for correction, 

I wish you would have that letter inserted. You can make a copy 
of it, and that will not mutilate your files . 

Mr. WITTEMANN. All right. 

Hon. J . 8. FRELINGHUYSEN, 
AuousT 16, 1917. 

Uniud Statu Serw.u, Wa8hington, D. C. 
S1a: The Wittemann-Lewis Aircraft Co., of Newark, N.J., has been interested for 

the past 16 months in the securing of orders for airplanes. To date, it has been un· 
successful, and the undersigned is this day advised that all contracts for airplanes of 
training type have been let and that the entire supply of ~uch machines neceeeary 
for the training of American military aviators is thereby provided for. 
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Following is a statement of the history of the Wittemann-Lewis Co., its standing 
in the airplane world, and a recital of its endeavors to obtain governmental busineBB. 

History.-The Wittemann-Lewis Aircraft Co. is composed of the brothers Charles, 
Paul, and Walter Wittemann, and S. C. Lewis, a flyer of note, who has trained many 
of the French and RllBBian officers. 

The three Wittemann brothers secured their education at as many different schools 
9f technolo~. To this was added practical knowledge through construction of 
gliders and auplanes and through actual flyin~ experience of the principles of aero
dynamics, flight, and internal combustion enpnes. 

They began in 1904 to work in aerodynamics, experimenting with gliders, as did 
the Wright brothers, Voisins, and other famous men of flying history. With the pro
duction of en~ines in any way suitable for airplanes, they began experimentation 
with power-driven machines and were easily succeBBful. 

Reputation.-They became widely known through these experiments and there 
came many orders for experimental and standard-type machines for exhibition and 
other purposes. In the course of time they attained an enviable reputation for sin
cerity, square dealing, ability, and quality of work. At no time were they ever large 
contenders for busineBB, and it ie well known that until the past year there were but 
two o.r three concerns in the entire country which did any volume of busineBB in the 
manufacturing of airplanes. 

Organization of the company and dealings with the Government.-In view of the sud
denly increased demand for aircraft, the \Vittemann-Lewis Aircraft Co. was formed 
with the added services of S. C. Lewis. 

In November, 1916. Gen. Thomas Crouse introduced Mr. Charles R. Wittemann, 
Mr. S. C. Lewis, and Mr. Hutchinson Scott to (then) Maj. Mitchell, aBBistant to (then) 
Col. Squier. 

In the presence of the above-named gentlemen Mr. Mitchell statE-d that he knew 
the Wittemann firm and that the Army needed planes; that just as fast as the Witte
manne could build training type planes and deliver them to the Mineola Fi~>ld, the 
machines would be inspected and accepted and paid for within two weeks if they 
were approved . 

In accordance with these expreBBions of opinion, a factory in N~>wark was acquired 
and as soon as pOBBible a trainmg-ty~e machine was built and exhibited at the aero 
show in February last, where it recetved favorable comment. 

For the first time in American aviation history this machine was flown from factory 
to destination-from the Newark plant to Mineola. The pilot was Allan S. Adams, 
one of the instructors at the Army Aviation School at Mineola. 

The day after the machine was delivered at the field a general order was published 
forbidding any machine except those of the Army landing at this point. Mr. Scott, 

. of the company, requested that a test be made of this machine. It was thereupon 
stated biy the commanding officer that in the absence of instructions to this effect, he 
could make no teet until officially notified. 

Mr. Scott proceeded to Waahington and saw Col. Squier's assistant, who stated they 
desired all training type machines that could be produced that were good and referred 
him to Capt. Harms. . . 

Mr. Harms referred Mr. Scott to a Mr. Walker in the Munsey Building. He, Mr. 
Scott, was then passed to Maj. Hutton, who could do nothing. Maj . Santella could 
not aid. Mr. Waldon was seen and stated that nothing could be done as Mineola was 
no lon~er a testing station .and the machine could not be tested at that point. In the 
meantime, this machine w'as allowed to remain exposed to the elements and it rained 
most of the time for six weeks. The Wittemann-Lewis Co. then obtained the .use of a 
hangar on Hempstead Plains and with its aviator almost gave daily demonstrations 
of this plane's ability. For about two months this machine was handled by many of 
the best known aviators and pronounced to be the best training-type machine they 
had ever handled . 

Attached is record of Mr. Stinson's tests. Within three weeks after these demon
strations began an official order was posted on the hangar notifving the Wittemann
Lewis Co. that only Government machines would be allowed to fly over or in the 
vicinity of Mineola field. At the request of Mr. Scott, permission was later granted 
the company to fly the machine. -

Despite the weeks that the machine was subject to all the elements and to all sorts 
of flying, loopin~, diving, and the like, and the carrying of many p888Cngers, no 
repall"B or alterations were nece888ry and the machine is at present in perfect condi
tion. Durin~. all these flights the machine outcl888ed, in B{>eed, at least, the Army 
machines of higher power. The machine was likewise handler in maneuvering. 

A representative of the Wittemann-Lewis Co. came to Washington and proffered 
all its facilities, and also stated these would be increased and such facilities would be 
placed at the disposal of the Government. 
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· The capacity of the present factory is 600 machines in 12 months and this capacity 
could be increased with utmost rapiditv until a maximum of 15 machines obtamed-
4,500 machines yearly ; 200 machines a ·year could be built with the present facilities. 
The vice president of the campanv was delegated to remain in Washington at the 
disposal of the Aircraft ProductiOn 'Board. 

Mr. Scott for the last two months has called repeatedly on the Aircraft Production 
Board and to date has been unable to see any of the heads of such board. He has 
been able to meet minor officials only. He met Mr. Farwell, Mr. Shinn, Mr. Stokes, 
and a request for an interview with higher officials has been refused . Mr. Stepler 
refused to see him on August 14, although passed up to him by Mr. Shinn. On August 5 
Mr. Scott waited until 5 p. m., and although he sent a letter of introduction from 
Senator Frelinghuyeen to Mr. Waldron, the latter referred him to Mr. Stepler, who 
would not see him. Finally, on August 16, after being turned down by all other 
officials, was granted an interview by Mr. Farwell. Col. Boruff, of California, was 
present during this interview and ha.d hereunto subscribed hie name as verifying 
the facts as stated. 

Mr. Farwell stated: (1) The board was familiar with the Wittemann-Lewis Co.; 
(2) the factory had been inspected, (3) the entire allotment of trainin~ type machines 
had been contracted for, (4) the Wittemann-Lewie Co. had not been included in the 
contract, (5) that amoong ench contracts some had been let to firms that had never 
bdlt an atrplane, (6) they had let contracts to Daytou-Wright Airplane Co. and the 
Fisher Automobile Co., in both of which companies. it is t:nderstood, Mr. A. E . Deeds 
is an officer, while at the sam~ time is an official of th:! Aircraft Production Board and a 
member of one of the board of the Council of National Defense . 

Conclusion .-Tbe statement then results in the fact that the Wittemann-Lewis 
Aircraft Co., composed of men with international reputation, has been unjustly and 
per8istently overlooked and ignored, subjected to t:nwarranted expense, time, and 
trouble, and discriminated against in favor of corporations which have had no expe
rience whatever in this claFs of work. And this at a time when the country requires 
the best and the exertion of every effort. 

The above submitted for vol'r earnest conFideration and whatever action you in 
your judgment may deem to· be for the best interest of the country at large. 

I beg to remain, 
· Yours, sincerely, 

(Signed) HuTCHISON ScoTT. 

The CHAIRMAN. Did you ever get any business from the Production 
Board~ 

Mr. WITTEMANN. We have had several offers, but we never actually 
received any after all these different promises. On August 29 Mr. 
Waldon had promised Mr. Scott that we would be given a contract 
for Monocog ( n body planes. That was a type similar to the L. E. F. 
Co.'s type. They asked for deliveries on the contract to the extent of 
600. 

The CHAIRMAN. With what result~ 
Mr. W ITTEMANN. No result. 
The CHAIRMAN. But you did contract for some spare parts 1 
Mr. WnTEMANN. Following that, on September 11, Mr. Scott had 

another conference with Lieut. Farwell and Mr. Waldon to :find out 
why we did not get anything out of the previously promised con
tracts. Then instructions were issued-! presume this was Maj. 
Shepler; it says Stevens here-to give us a contract for sufficient 
spare parts to keeJ> us busy until they required our facilities. 

The CHAIRMAN. That was ror 300 spares. 
Mr. WITTEMANN. They placed it at 300. There was a variety. 

There was from 30 of one thing to 300 of another thing, etc. On the 
whole it amounted to an order of approximately $300,000. 

The CHAIRMAN. What date was that 1 
Mr. WnTEMANN. That list was given to Mr. Scott and Mr. C. R. 

Wittema.nn on September 12, I believe. 
The CHAIRMAN. They were to be manufacturing the spare parts W 
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Mr. WrTTEMANN. The spare parts. 
The CHAIRMAN. The designs were to be furnished by the Curtiss Co.~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. The designs w.ere to be furnished by the Curtiss 

Co. Then they were to send to the Curtiss Co. to_ get the blue 
prints, as they had no additional sets down there, and Mr. Scott and 
M'f. Wittemann went directly to Buffalo. 

The CHAIRMAN. Let me call attention to a letter rrom Mr. c. R. 
Wittemann to Senator Frelinghuysen, which I think will shorten the 
examination. This fetter is dated March 6, 1918, and reads as follows: 

Hon. J. S. FRELINGHUYSEN, 

Wrl'TEMANN-LEwrs AIRcRAFT Co. (INc.), 
Neu·ark, N. J., March 6, 1918. 

United States Senate, Washington, D. C. 
DEAR SIR: This is in reply to your communication of the 28th, asking us to furnish 

you with information with reference to Col. Horner's statement that we had been 
offered a contract for 300 spares, etc. . 

About September 1, 1917, Mr. S. D. Waldon (now C{)l. Waldon) offered to permit 
us to submit figures on spare parts to be manufactured from designs of the Curtifs 
Aeroplane Co., and instructed Mr. Hutchinson Scott, who was then second vice presi
dent of our company, to call on Maj. P. L. Rhepler in Buffalo, stating that he would 
instruct Maj. Shepler to give us an order for the 300 part.q. Lieut. Farwell then stated 
that the order would be ready the following day, whereupon Mr. Scott summoned 
our Mr. C. R. Wittemenn to Washington. Lieut. Farwell gave them a list of parts 
with a sealed letter to Maj . Shepler and instructed them to go to the Curtiss factory. 
On arrival at that factory at Buffalo, they were refused the blue prints, butMaj. Shepler 
said he would take the matter up with the Curtiss officia)s. Finally Messrs. Witte
mann and Scott were taken to the office of Mr. B. A. Guy, the secretary and treasurer 
of the Curtiss Co., who stated that we would have to enter into an agreement with the 
Curtiss Co. and that the form of agreement would be forwarded for execution in about 
10 days time. 

On Se:ptem ber 20 the Curtiss Co. sent us a letter and form of contract (copies inclosed). 
From this you will notice that in order to manufacture the parts it would be necessary 
for us to pay to the Curtiss Co . 1 per cent of the selling price of the parts plus the sum 
of $200 on each plane. Likewise, that we pay them the sum of $500 in advance, being 
1 per cent on a possible order of $50,000. 

We sought the advice of our counsel, Mr. Loren N. Wood, who suggested that under 
the circumstances he thought the Curtiss Co. would be willing to modify the agree
ment, at least in two particulars, and we thereafter wrote the Curtiss Co. a letter 
dated October 30, a copy of which is inclosed . To that we have received a reply 
dated November 6 (copy inclosed). We did not feel that, in order to bid upon Gov
ernment work :we should be compelled to pay the Curtiss Co. $j00 in advance, although 
we were quite willing to pay for the expense in having the necessary blue prints made 
upon which our bid was to be based. 

On February 28, at our request, we were granted an interview with Col. Horner, 
at which time he referred to an interview he had had with you and asked why we had 
not accepted an order for 300/sare parts. He was then informed of the agreement 
which the Curtiss Co . require and especially of the causes to which we have above 
referred . He was also advised of our plant, organization, and that we had been in 
business for 12 years, during which period we kave built approximately 300 aeroplanes 
for some of the best known aviators and which have been flown all over this country 
as well as in foreiJ;n countries. He was also advised of the report made by Messrs. 
Slocum, Abram & Slocum, submitted on December 2, 1917, a copy of which we are 
sending you under separate cover. Col. Horner stated that he did not know of these 
facts nor of the report. • 

We are able to contract for and deliver 600 machines in the first 12 months and 100 
machines per month thereafter. We believe that we are in an exceptional position, 
with an established plant, equipment, and an organization of experienced men. 
We are desirous of serxing our country in the manufacture and production of aero
planes and we can not understand why we, who are one of the oldest manufacturers 
of aircraft in this country, have not been given an opportunity. 

Respectfully, yours, 
WrM'EMANN-LEwrs AIRcRAFT Co. (INc.), 

By C. R. WITTEMANN, Pre8idcnt . 
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This agreement, made this .... day of September, 1917, by and between the Curtiss 
Aeroplane Co., a corporation of the State of New York, having it~ principal office 
at Buffalo, N. Y., party of the first part, and the Wittemann-Lewis Aircraft Co., a 
corporation of the State of New Jeraey, havip.g its principal office in the city of Newark, 
party of the second part. . 

In consideration of the promises and agreements hereinafter contained the party 
of the first part hereby promises and agrees to deliver to the party of the second part 
a set of drawings, designs, specifications, and bilts of material covering aeroplane 
model known as JN military tractor, as designed and built by the party of the first 
part. 

The party of the second part, in consideration thereof, promises and agrees to pay 
to the party of the first part one per cent (1%) of the selling price of all aeroplanes or 
parts thereof manufactured by the partv of the second part according to said drawings 
and designs, and also to pay to the p:i.rty of the first part the sum of two hundred 
dollars ($200.00) for each and every aeroplane so manufactured, all such payments 
to be made to the party of the first part not later than the lOth day of each month 
for all aeroplanes or parts thereof manufactured during the preceding month. 

The party of the second part haa this day paid to the party of the first part the sum 
of five hundred dollars ($500.00) in payment of the one per cent (1%) charge on the 
first fifty thousand dollars ($50.000.00) of aeroplanes.or parts thereof which shall be 
manufactured by the party of the second part, it being expreasly understood and 
agreed that said payment of five hundred dollars ($500.00) shall remain the property 
of the party of the first part even though the party of the second part shall not manu
facture and sell aeroplanes or parts thereof equaling the sum of fifty thousand dollars 
($50,000.00). 

The party of the second part further agrees that it will not permit or allow such 
drawings, designs, and specifications to be read, copied, photographed, or otherwise 
used, by any persons other than the employees of the party of the second part, and that 
the party of the second part will return the same to the party of the first part in the 
event of the diBBolution or termination of the busineBB of the party of the second part 
for any reason whatsoever. it being understood that such drawmgs. designs, and speci
cations are merely leased to the party of the second part during such time as it shall 
desire to make aeroplanes according to such drawings. designs, and specifications. 

In witnesB"whereof, the parties hereto have caused this agreement to be signed by 
their respective duly authorized officers and their respective corporate seals to be 
hereunto affixed the day and year first above written. 

CuRTiss AEROPLANE Co., 
By ............................... , 

S er:rett:uy and Treasurer. 
WITTEMANN-LEwis AIRCRAFT Co., 

By···································· 

The CHAIRMAN. That is in a:)cordance with your understanding of 
the matter~ 

Mr. WITTEMANN. Exactly. 
The CHAIRMAN. Accompanying this letter I find a copy of an 

agreement dated the-- day of September, 1917. 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes, sir. 

. The CHAIRMAN. That seems to be a proposed agreement between 
the Curtiss Co. and the Wittemann-Lewis Co. I will show this to 
you and ask you if that is a copy of the contract which the Curtiss 
Co. and the Wittemann-Lewis Aircraft Co.--

Mr. WITTEMANN (interpoF~ing). It has the Curtiss seal on it. 
The CHAIRMAN. It has the Curtiss seal upon it 1 
Mr. WITTEMAN!Ir. Yes, sir. 
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The CHAIRMAS. Among these papers which I have in my hand I 
find the following copy of a letter from the Curtiss Co., dated Sep
tember 20, 1917, to the Wittemann-Lewis Co.: 

WrrrEKANN-LEWIS AmcRAPT Co., 
Newark, N. J. 

BuFFALO, U. S. A., September 20, 1917. 

DEAR SIRS: This is to advise you that the blue prints and specifications covering 
the parts for the JN4 machines which you intend to manufacture have been com
pleted and are reldy for delivery to you. 

We inclose herewith form of agreement in duplicate which we would ask that :you 
execute, returning both copies to us together with your check for $500 as provided in 
the said agreement. 

Upon receift of this agreement, duly executed by you, together with the said 
check, we wil execute and return one copy of the agreement for your files, and deliver 
to. your representative the blue prints and specifications hereinabove mentioned so 
tliat he may check same and give us a receipt therefor. 

Yours, very truly, 
CuRTISS AEROPLANE & MoToR CoRPORA1ION, 
B. A. Guv, Secretary and Treasurer. 

The CHAIRMAN. Do you recall receiving that letter? 
Mr. WriTEMANN. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. As accompanying this agreement? 
Mr. WITTEidANN. Yes, sir; they were both together. The other 

copy of the agreement I have here. 
The CHAIRMAN. Among the papers there is also a copy of a letter 

dated October 30, 1917, purporting to be from your company to the 
Curtiss Aeroplane Co .. suggesting changes in the agreement. The 
reasons given are that you do not want to encumber with this fee 
machines or parts that are manufactured in accordance with your 
own designs, and also that the prices indicated by the Government 
are so much below what it will be necessary for you to receive and 
that you have no assurance whatever that you will obtain a contract; 
you do not feel that you are in a position to spend $500 for drawings 
and specifications just to use for making a bid to the Government. 

Do you remember that? · 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. That letter was sent to the Curtiss people~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes, sir; on October 30. · 
The CHAIRMAN. I also find a purported copy of a reply, in which 

the Curtiss Co. declined to permit the amendments which are proposed. 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes, sir. . 
The CHAIRMAN. All of these will go into the record. 

CuRTiss AEROPLANE Co., 
Buffalo, N. Y. 

OCTOBER 30, 1917. 

GENTLEMEN: Referring to the form of agreement which you sent us on September 
20, there are two changes which we would like to have inserted. 

(1) At the end of paragraph 3 on the first page, a clause reading as follows: 
"It is understood by the parties that the party of the second part is now and has 

been designing and manufacturing aeroplanes and parts and it is not intended by this 
agreement that the party of the second part shall by reason of this agreement be obli
gated to pay to the party of the first part any suinB of money for manufacturing aero
planes or parts in accordance with its own drawings, designs, and specifications.'' 

(2) In place of the fourth paragraph on the first page, a paragraph to read as follows : 
"The party of the second part agrees to pay to the party of the first part the sum of 

$500 immediately upon the acceptance of an order for one or more machines or parta 
thereof, to be manufactured in accordance with said drawings and designs vuhich Ehall 
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be in payment of the 1 per cent. charge on the first $50,000 worth of aeroplanes or parts 
thereof which shall be manufactured by the party of the second part, it being ex
preBBly understood and agreed that said payment of $500 shall remain the property 
of the party of the first part even though the party of the second part shall not manu
facture and sell such aeroplanes or parts thereof equalling the sum of $50,000." 

The reason for considenng the first clause is obvious; namely, that we do not want 
to encumber with this fee machines or parts which are manufactured in accordance 
with our own designs. The reason for the second is that the prices indicated by the 
Government are so much below what it will be neceBBary for us to receive that we 
have no aBBurance whatever that we will obtain a contrsct1 and we do not feel that 
we are in a position to spend $500 for drawings and specificatiOns just to use for making 
a bid to the Government. Of course we are quite willing to pay whatever expense 
you have incurred in having this set of blue prints struck off for our use and to have 
you protect yourselves in any way that you deem neceBBary against any use of them at 
this time for any other purpose than preparing a bid. At the time it was suggested 
to us by the Government that we submit a bid under these plans and specifications 
we received the impreBBion that the payment of 1 per cent would only be upon the 
machines or parts manufactured, and that was the liasis of our undertaking to submit. 
a bid 

Kindly advise us if this is agreeable to you. 
Yours, very truly, 

WITrEMANN-LE:wis AIRCRAFT Co. (INc.), 
----, President. 

BuFFALO, U. S. A., November 6, 1917. 
THE WITrEMANN-LEwis AIRcRAFT Co. (INc.) . 

Newark, N. J. 
DEAR SIRs: Replying to your letter of October 30. In regard to the first change 

you desire in the agreement we sent you, I do not think it advisable to make the 
change suggested by you, as the fee mentioned in the third paragraph on the first page 
of the agreement applies only to our aeroplane model known as the JN mihtary 
tractor, and does not cover any machines that may be manufactured according to your 
own designs. 

In regard to the second change which you desire in place of the fourth paragraph 
on page 1 of the agreement where we ask a deposit of $500, we feel that this request is 
only fair to cover the expense of furnishing a set of drawings and changes which may 
occur from time to time, this deposit to be credited against the 1 per cent license fee 
as it accrues, and a further payment to be made when the accruals exceed $500. 

We do not feel that under the circumstances we should be asked to furnish informa
tion pending your receipt of order from the Government without such payment, and 
believe that in furnishing this information we are helping you to obtain such an order, 
and we should be reimblll'!'ed accordingly. · 

Yours, very truly, 
CURTiss AEROPLANE & MoToR CoRPORATION, 
B. A. GuY, Secretary and Treasurer. 

Mr. WITTEMANN. There is one more interesting point. On 
October 30, the same day this letter was written, Mr. W. W. Mont
gomery, head of the legal department, entered into an agreement 
with the Curtiss Co. to call m any such agreements as had been 
made and as were outstanding, and to return any moneys that had 
been collected from any concern entering into such agreement. 

The CHAIRMAN. Can you furnish a copy of that letter when you 
correct your testimony 1 

Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes, sir; I can give you a memorandum. 
· The CHAIRMAN. Let me see that letter, please. 

Mr. WITTEMANN. That was not in a letter. That was at a 
conference. 

The CHAIRMAN. Let me see the statement. 
Did the Curtiss Co. ever modify its demands on you~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. No, sir. They wrote the letter six days after 

they entered into that agreement. They had not any right to do 
that, in the first place. 
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The CHAIRMAN. You have called my attention to the following 
memoranda [indicating], which is dated Tuesday, April24, 1918, and 
which reads as follows: 

Conference with Capt. J . C. White, Mr. W. W. Montgomery, M61!81'8. C. R. and P. '\V . 
Wittemann. Mr. W. W. Montgomery was called in by Capt. White. He stated that 
shortly after October 1, 1917, they first heard of the Curtiss Co. sending out agree
ments similar to the one herewith referred to. It is, however, remembered by Meesrs. 
Wittemann and Scott that while on their visit to the CurtiBB Co. at Buffalo, Mr. Guy, 
in the presence of Maj . Shepler, said thay would have to enter into an agreement (the 
contents of which were not stated), and later Maj . Shepler stated to Meesrs. Whitte
mann and Scott that any fee or overage that would have to be paid to the CurtiBB 
Co. might be added to our contract price. 

Mr. MoNTgomery also stated that he personally, on October 30, 1917, entered into 
an agreement with the CurtiBB Co. purchasing the right to manufacture the CurtiBB 
JN-4 machines in whole or in part at any of the plants the Signal Corps may desig
nate, without any further fee or agreement between the CurtiBB Co. and the manu
facturer. 

The CHAIRMAN. Did you notify the Curtiss Co. of that. 
Mr. WITTEMANN. We did not become acquainted until April 24, 

1918. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did you notify them of that circumstance after 

you became acquainted with it. 
Mr. WITTEMAN. No, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Then, the situation is substantially this : While the 

Government officials suggested a contract for 300 spare parts, they 
referred you to the Curttss Co. for the plans, which company declined 
to give you the plans until you had signed a contract with them (a 
copy of which has been placed in the record) which you declined to do. 

Mr. WITTE.MAN. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did you ever get any other work from the Govern

ment~ 
Mr. WITTEMAN. After the report of Slocum, Avram and Slocum 

was handed in, and Mr. Ridlon made that reJ>ort supposed to have 
been very favorable, as was stated by Maj . Shepler and Lieut. Farwell, 
not to m~, but I have heard it said that he stated to Mr. Avram, 
Mr. Charles R . Wittemann and MJ;". Lowry that Lieut. Ridlon per
sonally stated that he did hand in a favorable report to the effect 
that we were in a very excellent position to take care of any size 
contract that we asked for or contemplated, and both Lieut. Farwell 
and Maj. Shepler agreed to that thought. 

The CHAIRMAN. But you have not got Government work up to 
date~ 

Mr. WITTEMANN . They also stated they would see that we got a 
contract as soon as the new appropriation would come out. 

The CHAIRMAN. When was tliat statement made 1 
Mr. WITTEMANN. That statement was made in the early part of 

January: 
The CHAIRMAN. :Before Mr. Ryan was placed at the head of aviation 

production~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes, sir, just about the time that Mr. Potter 

came in. 
The CHAIRMAN. He came in later than January. 
Mr. WITTEMANN. In February, just a little before. 
The CHAIRMAN. Have you any contracts yet~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. No, sir. 
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The CHAIRMAN. If, in the fall of 1917-the late Rummer or fall of 
1917-the Government had placed with your company contracts for 
the production of machines at the minimum rate of 500 per year, 
could you have turned them out~ 

Mt. WrrrEMANN. Yes, sir; more than that. 
The CHAIRMAN. If you had been informed by Lieut. Farwell that 

the Government would make contracts only with those capable of 
turning out 1,000 machines per year, could you have performed that 
contract~ 

Mt. WITTEMANN. Yes, sit. We would have had the Brill property. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did you inquire as to whether contracts were being 

let in other directions for less than 500 machines~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes, sir. We could not get definite information. 
The CHAIRMAN. Dld you inquire of these officers whether that was 

or was not the fact~ 
Mt. WITTEMANN. They declined to familiarize us with the facts. 
The CHAIRMAN. But did you inquire~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. And received an answer to the effect that they did 

not care to discuss these thinga with you~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. They did not exactly make that statement, but 

th~ always got arou.l!d It through some other channel. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did Mr. Scott leave the employ of your company~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes, sir; they are Mr. w. c .. Teter and his asso

ciates, of New York City. 
The CHAIRMAN. Why? 
Mt. WITTEMANN. A/oint came up at one time as to some flat 

accusations that he ha made of some of the members of the Aircraft 
Board that he was not exactly sufficiently positive of to justify him 
in making them in respect to whether they were true or not. It had 
been suggested to him that it was not good policy and might injure 
us in the future. Thereupon, on his own .accord, he stated that it 
might be better, in ·view of these statements, that he temporarily 
withdraw from the company. 

The CHAIRMAN. You are requested, if consiHtent with business 
conditions, to give the committee the names of such bankers, firms, 
or individuals as were prepared to furnish the necessary financial 
assistance to the company for the execution of its contracts with the 
Government. 

Mt. WITTEMANN. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Please state what, if any, negotiations your com

pany has had with Mr. W. C. Potter regarding Government work. 
Mr. WITTEMANN. There was one conference held with him on 

AJ>ril 20. 
The CHAIRMAN. What occurred 1 
Mt. WrrrEMANN. It was between Mr. C. R. Wittemann, Mr. Potter, 

and myself, at which time we discussed with him the actual conditions 
of the company, with which he was afparently not acquainted. He 
seemed to be acquainted with some o the facts. He took the stand 
that they could not consider giving any more orders to concerns that 
would have to expand. Mter arguing the question with him at con-
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siderable length, he decided to promise us these drawings.· However, 
we have never received them. · 

Hon. C. S. THOMAS, . 
Chairman Subcommittee, Jlilitary Affairs Committee, 

United States Senate, Washmgton, .P. C. 

JULY 30, 1918. 

DEAR SIR: In reference to the conference held between Messrs. W. C. Potter, 
Charles R. Witteman, and ~aul W. Witteman on April 20, 1918, Mr. Potter was first 
given a brief outline of the Witteman-Lewis Aircraft Co., which was prepared at the 
suggestion of Dr. Charles D. Walcott, of the Smithsonian Institute, at a conference 
between him and Messrs. Charles R. and Paul W. Witteman. After Mr. Potter read 
this outline, we discussed the work that this company has done and the efforts that 
had been made to procure a contract. Mr. Potter stated that he was well acquianted 
with our work, but that up to that time they had nothing to give us. We then asked 
him that if there were sufficient contracts to give out to start a number of new plants 
besides those already in existence, there assuredly must have been sufficient work 
to give us a contract, to which he perfectly agreed. Mr. Potter then stated that they 
were not going to consider the expansion of any more plants, as they were contemplat
ing the use of existing piano factories, which, in his belief, were exceptionally well 
equipped for the manufacture of airplanes. 
~o this we told him of sOme inspectidns that we had made of piano factories, where 

we found they were practically equipped for woodworking only, and, as far as machin
ery .was concerned, not enough to properly start work on an airplane in the wood
working line only, constituting about 40 per cent of airplane manufacture. 

After this Mr. Potter stated that they could not afford to let all of these industries 
go under becaUBe of the depression of that business owing to war conditions; and we 
asked him whether he thought it more advisable to let the equipped airplane plants 
go under or the unskilled plants go under1 and whether it was not only essential, but 
highly important to utilize the existing auplane plants, particularly since they have 
put the whole of their life's work into the development of the airplane and gaining 
of the necessary experience to conduct aircraft production. 

To this Mr. Potter emphatically agreed and stated that he expected the completion 
of drawings of several machines by May 15 and at that time would permit us to figure 
on one of them. In order to confirm this, he called in his secretary and dictated a. 
memorandum about as follows : 

"Witteman-Lewis Aircraft Co. ought to receive drawings of either the Bristol or 
De Haviland machines to figure on from 250 to 500, or else the Handley-Page orCa
proni machines to figure on as many as they would have capacity for, and these draw
~ngs will be sent immediately upon their completion, which should be May 15. " 

Before leaving Mr. Potter's office he promised to mail us a copy, which to this day 
bas not been received. 

Very respectfully, yours, 
WriTEMAN-LEWIS • AIRCRAFT Co. 

By----, 
Treasurer. 

The CHAIRMAN. Did anybody see Mr. Potter again in June~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. I attempted to see him once after that, about 

three weeks later, but he was too busy and I could Iiot see him. He 
was going to New York that afternoon. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wittemanp, are you a native American citi-
zen? 

Mr. W ITTEMANN. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. And your brother is? 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes sir. The entire family. 
The CHAIRMAN. The entire family are American citizens~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes. I was born and raised on Staten Island 

and I never moved from that place. 
The CHAIRMAN. And your parents 1 
Mr. WITTEMANN. My mother was born in St. Louis; my father 

was born in Europe and came to this country about 52 years ago. 
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He was naturalized immediately afterwards. You have that in 
that letter [indicating]. 

The CHAIRMAN. My purpose in asking is to meet any possible 
suggestion that that was a reason for. some of these things. 

Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes. That was advanced as a possible theory, 
as having something_ to do with this. 

The CHAIRMAN. The Germanic name borne by some members of 
the company might have something to do .with It. 

Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes, I understand, but could never find trace of 
.it any time. 

The CHAIRMAX. Is there anything else you care to say ~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. I do not think there is anything else that would 

add anything to it. There is a letter here written on April 18, from 
Col. L. S. Horner. Do you wish me to read it~ 

The CHAIRMAN. That' is what date ~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. April 18, 1918. That was received in Newark 

on the day that we were down here. · · 
The CHAIRMAN. To see Mr. Potte1 ~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes, sir. We stayed over until Monday. He 

had merely prepared a so-called report consisting of half a dozen 
sheets or so, in an effort to show that we were not entitled to the 
business. After that I prepared this form and submitted it t·o him. 
Then Capt. J. C. White, who was acting as legal adviser, putting it 
altogether, has practically decided the whole thing in our favor. 

The CHAIRMAN. Did :you or repr~sentatives of the company have 
any_ conferences here with Capt. White~ . 

Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes, sir. . 
The CHAIRMAN. What are his initials~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. J. C. White, I believe. 
The CHAIRMAN. Of the Aviation Production Board1 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Please state about when that was. 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Of the legal department. 
The CHAIRMAN. The-legal department of the Aviation Production 

Board. Please state its purpose and what was said and done 1 
Mr. WITTEMANN. He was preparing this report for Lieut. Col. 

Horner. I believe his initials are L. S. He had gathered together 
just a few sheets which did not seem to bring much weight to any
thing. 

The CHAIRMAN. A £ew sheets of what~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Of memoranda which he had taken from the 

files, and so on. We had them straightened out in a very short 
time. Whatever he thought he could blame on us, we turned over 
and put the blame on them. They took the stand that we were 
prejudiced against the Aircraft Board .. 

The CHAIRMAN. Did he give you any reason why you were preju
diced~ 

Mr. ·wiTTEMANN. He assumed we wer£'. His actual words that he 
used, if I can remember them, were, "Get this grouch out of your 
system." · 

The CHAIRMAN. Was his attitude to the effect that the board 
should not let contracts to competent men who were prejudiced~ 

Mr. WITTEMANN. I am unable to answer that, as to whether that 
was his attitude or not, although it did appear that way. 
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, state his attitude. 
Mr. WriTEMANN. Following that conference Capt. White had asked 

us to prepare the complete report, which we did. 
The CHAIRMAN. Is that the report which Mr. Avram made~ 
Mr. WriTEMANN. No, sir; that is this report, the E>ntire memo

randum of the entire negotiations. 
The CHAIRMAN. The report that you selected, then, was composed 

chiefly of memoranda of mtervicws? 
Mr. WrrTEMANN. Yes, sir; and correspondencE>. 
The CHAIRMAN. Was that submitted to Capt. White1 
Mr. WITTEMANN. That was submitted to Capt. White in the origi-

nal form; yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. When was that? 
Mr. WITTEMANN. On May 8, about. 
The CHAIRMAN. Of what year 1 
Mr. WITTEMA:NN. Of 1918. It was approximately May 8. 
The CHAIRMAN. Have you had any reoly from Caot. White~ 
Mr. WITTEMANN. We came down with it. We brought it down 

with us. 
The CHAIRMAN. Have you had any reply 1 
Mr. WITTEMANN. We spent three days in straightening the whole 

thing out, and he arrived at the conclusion that the whole thing was 
just a misunderstanding on the part of the Aircraft Board, and that 
there was absolutely no reason or plausible excuse why we should not 
get contracts. 

The CHAIRMAN. Did he give you a written statement to that 
effect 1 

Mr. WITTEMANN. No, sir. I asked him for a written statement or 
report that he drew up, but he never did it. . 

The CHAIRMAN. But he verbally acquitted you after this showing 1 
Mr. WITTEMA~N. Absolutely. 
The CHAIRMAN. Of entertaining any prejudice against the board 

or its officers, or of any misconduct which would interfere with a. fair 
deal from the Government 1 

Mr. WITTEMANN. Absolutely, and in addition he stated that there 
was no reason why we should not have a contract, and that there 
was every reason why we should. 

Mr. A VRAM. I understood from the report that they objected to a 
letter which I wrote to Mr. Coffin. 

Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes. That letter I have here. Would you like 
to read that letter 1 That was one of the serious objections the day 
we were in conference with Mr. Potter. Mr. Potter had it on top of 
his file and Mr. Kellggg had it on to:r> of his file. 

The CHAIRMAN. When you had the conference with Mr. Potter in 
April was any reference made to a letter of the 17th of April addressed 
to Mr. H. E. Coffin. 

Mr. WITTEMANN. It ·was right on the top of each man's file. 
The CHAIRMAN. To Mr. Coffin from Mr. Avram 1 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Is the letter which I now hand you a copy of it 1 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes, sir; that is. a copy of it. 
The CHAIRMAN. Will you attach a copy of that letter to your 

testimony when it is sent to you for correctiOn 1 
Mr. WITTEMANN. Yes, sir. 
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APRIL 17' 1918. 
Mr. H. E. CoFFIN, 

Chairman the Aircraft Board, Washington , D . C. 
MY DEAR MR. CoFFIN: Upon my return from Washington, I found your letter of 

April 9 in reference to the Wittemann-Lewis Aircraft Co. 
I trust that my communication of March 12, handed to you by Mr. Bezner, has not 

given you the impression that I considered the Aircraft Board to be an executive body 
dealing with contracts. I know quite well that it is not, which was one of thl} main 
reasons why neither the Wittemann-Lewis people nor our concern has approached your 
board. 

We regret to say, however, that experience has proven that every means was employed 
to properly approach those in charge of the letting of contracts and that very little 
attentiOn has been paid to the fact that this company can be of great service to the 
Government in producing airplanes. 

I have personally arrived at some very definite conclusions-the main one being 
that the power of letting contracts was left in the hands of men who perhaps in their 
previous experience were not placed in as important positions as the ones they now 
occupy with the aircraft situatiOn and who were not fainiliar with the ordinary forms 
of busmess courtesy. I have deduced this from my own experience with the depart
ment, from many people who came in touch with the aircraft order department and 
from the way the Wittemanns were received and treated . 

It seemed at the time of these interviews that the officers having charge of letting 
contracts had set views regarding the Wittemann-Lewis Co. which they had probably 
formulated months or a year before, and that nothing new could move them to recon
sider the Wittemann-Lewis aircraft situation which when presented by us had an 
entirely different aspect than when presented months earlier. 

As a matter of fact, the situation of the Wittemann-Lewis is a simple one. Prior 
to November, 1917, they Came before the Production Board with what at that time 
seemed to be a small plant with a small organization, conducted by known expert 
engineers-for no one can say that the Wittemann brothers are not versed in the 
science of airplane design and construction. During that period it is my contention, 
and that they should have gotten some sort of order, no matter how small-enough 
to give these men incentive to make their ingenuity useful in the future development 
of this field, for if the Production Board has ever contended that they were not pro
duction men, there was something out of the hundreds of millions of dollars of work 
that the Production Board had for this purpose that the Wittemann-Lewis people 
could have done in order to benefit both the country and themselves. 

But they have not received anything, though theY. were offered something verbally, 
which evidence proves it would have been impossible for them to accept, inasmuch 
as it was tied up with conditions brought about by the connection with the Curtiss 
Co., which no sane manufacturer of airplanes would undertake. 

But let us forget the fact that they have been neglected prior to November, 1917, 
for a period of 10 months, during which time many people who have never built air
planes, nor knew a thing about airplanes, have received contracts-and go to the 
period after November, when we were called in by certain bankers of New York to 
mve3tigate the Wittemann-Lewis Aircraft Co. and pass upon their ability to handle 
a Government contract. 

We found them so far as plant and equipment are concerned quite small, not war
ranting a lar~e contract, but we did find them well-versed men in the understanding 
of what an auplane should be. We were therefore retained as production and man
aging engineers and we subsequently wrote a report cove1ing production plannin~ for 
an enlargement of the \\'ittemann-Lewis Aircraft Co. through capital to be proVIded 
by the bankers in question and where the Wittemanns would act as aircraft engineer 
with out concern as production en~neers and managers. This was repeatedly brought 
to the attention of those in operatwn of the procurement department. As a matter of 
fact a similar report to that which had been submitted to the bankers was left with 
this department of the Aircraft Board . But nothing seems to have availed . Two 
things were discovered months thereafter: One that the report was left in the hands 
of a new man who just happened to come into the department for a few weeks, and 
is out belief that that report has never been read by anyone else exceptin~ that new 
man; second, we were told only recently that the report was lost in transit between 
Washington and Cleveland and we were requested for another one. 

With a situation of that sort there is naturally a feeling of great disappointment. 
The small manufacturer is used to expecting the le!IBt for the greatest amount of effort, 
but it is not t10 with those who like ourselves are investigating and managing engi
neers where we come in contact with difficult industrial problems and where 
always a solution is found if the problem is studied, analyzed, and planned _in advance 
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earefully. I wish t:> convev to you this point, when we were brought into the Witte
mann-Lewis Aircraft Co. we never expected to be a party to the getting of a contract, 
but we became intere3ted only after we saw what little chance people of the type of 
Wittemann-Lewis have in obtaining proper treatment. _ 

It hM come to our attention at various times that the contract or production depart-
ment of the Aircraft Board contended- · • 

(1) That the Wittemann-Lewis Aircraft Co. were offered contracts but they have 
not responded . 

(2) That they were too small and were not production engineers. 
We will answer for the benefit of the Production Board that in regard to the first we 

are witnesses that persistent effort has been made to receive attention and that it must 
be denied that any offers were made to them where they have not responded, excepting 
in the case of the original verbal offer which they refused on account of the Curtiss 
interference, as explained to you in the letter to Mr. Bezner, and it was fully and 
repeatedly explained to the same people who have power to let contracts, but Without 
avail. · 

In regard to the second, we have already agreed that they are small, and while they 
are expert designers of airplanes, they have taken the proper course when they en
gaged us to cooperate with them in the problem of large production. As a matter of 
fact, the Government in other departments that I know has considered very seriously 
that it is not really a question of plant or equipment in producing war devices, but 
it is the knowledge of the art, and organization. 

It will take very little investigation to find out how many concerns have been 
financed by the Government because of knowledge and organization, and it is my 
firm belief that the Aircraft Production Board would have made no mistake if the 
Wittemann-Lewis Aircraft Co. had not only been given a contract, but had been also 
financed. 

For five months they offered everything that the Government could wish, but 
nothing has come of .all this. So that when a situation like this arises, it is my belief 
that it is no longer up to those having charge of the letting of contracts to handle the 
matter, but it surely comes up to the man at the head of the Aircraft Board. The 
Wittemann-Lewis situation has been aired so much that I am surprised that it has not 
reached you earlier than this. 

All this goes to prove that this concern has not been treated right. However, at 
no time did we come out to say that such was our view, nor have the Wittemann
Lewis Jleople O{lenly expressed their feelings in the matter. All that has been said 
or heard regardmg the Wittemann-Lewis Co. has come from the indignation of many 
outside disinterested people, who say things as they are, and not from talking. How
ever, when reviewing thtB whole history of the Wittemann-Lewis Aircraft C'o., which 
should have been the one to receive an order, one can not remain quiet nor at peace. 
Our attitude up to this time was rather one of disappointment and silence, for the 
reason that we did not believe in embarrassing so tremendous an .undertaking as the 
one which you are the chairman. · 

Very truly, 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wittemann, were you originally requested 
and did lou originally consent to identify yourself with the organi
zation o what is called the Aircraft Manufacturing Association~ 

Mr. WriTEMANN. We were put on the list. We originally con
sented; yes, sir. We were put on the list subject to the terms and 
conditions and other requirements that may eventually be made 
upon the member. . . 

The CHAIRMAN. Did you continue to occupy that position or did 
you withdraw from the original list~ 

Mr. WI'ITEMAN. We occupied that position until the by-laws had 
been drawn. There is one clause which states that any eligible 
member must J:i;'ave had either $100,000 of business in the past year 
or have that amount of business at the present time. l believe 
those are approximately the terms of it. 

The CHAIRMAN. You could not comply with that provision~ 
Mr. WI'ITEMANN. No, sir. The question was asked as to whether 

or not we would still be eligible. They stated that we were not. 
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The CHAIRMAN. In other words, the little fellows were to be 
excluded 1 

Mr. WITTEMAN. At that time we were one of the big fellows . 
• The CHAIRMAN. At that time was any reference made to this 

letter of.Mr. Avram's by Mr. Potter in AprH, when you caUed upon 
him 1 

Mr. WITTEMANN. Mr. Potter just had it on his desk. Col. Horner 
said that letters such as these might better remain unwritten. 

The CHAIRMAN. Did he exhibit any feeling over that 1 
Mr. WITTEMANN. He was very much disturbed at our attitude. 

and made that statement. 
The CHAIRMAN. What reply did you make to that 1 
Mr. WITTEMANN. After each man had argued it, I said, "If you 

leave the sarcastic part out and take the facts as they are, they are 
correct, are they not 1" He said, "Yes, sir." 

The CHAIRMAN. At any rate, Mr. Potter did not use or refer to 
that letter as any reason why you should not have a contract 1 

Mr. WITTEMANN. No, sir. · 
The CHAIRMAN. I think that is all. · 
(Thereupon, at 4 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned subject 

to the call of the chairman.) 
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SATURDAY, JULY 20, 1918 . 

. UNITED STATES SE:NATE, 

SuBCOMMITTEE oN MILITARY AFFAIRs, 
WashingtO'fl., D. C. 

The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10.30 o'clock 
a. m., in the committee room, Capitol Building, Hon. Charles S. 
Thomas presiding. 

Present: Senators Thomas (chairman), Reed, and :Sew. 

STATEliENT OF MAJ. GEN. WILLIAM L. KENLY. 

The CHAIRMAN. Gen. Kenly, as you know, we have been appointed 
by the Committee on Military Affairs to inquire into the conditions 
regarding aviation, principally as regards production. We have 
heard a great many gentlemen, and we hl!-ve traveled some and had 
first view of some factories and have seen with our own eyes some 
of the facilities for production, and we are just about through. Our 
program contemplated the completion of our investigation and then 
the making of a report in crude form, and before submitting it to 
the committee we thought we would submit it to you and Mr. Ryan 
for the purpose of getting such information from you as we could 
regarding the changed conditions since you have taken hold, as that 
would materially affect the report.. Only yesterday we learned that 
both you and Mr. Ryan are going away and were to be gone for some
thing like three weeks, which explains the reason for our asking you 
to attend to-day and on account of which we are not ready to present 
any report, because we have not formulated one as yet. We would 
like to get from you before you go away a statement as to what has 
been done with regard to matters of inspection, changed conditions 
in training, if any, and other changes that have been instituted since 
you were put in charge of the Bureau of Military Aeronautics. We 
think that you may have anticipated, and probably haYe set in force, 
changes and made recommendations, and it would give our com
mittee pleasure to say that these things have already been done. I 
think that is a brief outline of the reasons we had for asking you to 
attend this meeting. 

Gen. KENLY. First of all, sir, I found the organization turned 
II over to me in Washington rather messed up, and there was really Yery 

little real organization. I think we are beginning to see a little day
light now. I have changed some of the heads of my bureaus and 
have gotten hold of some additional men who are now with me. 
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There is one man in particular, who was sent to Europe and whom 
I have since had sent back, Col. Kenney, whu has been of a tre
mendous amount of service in bringing about a systematic organiza
tion within my own office. That was extremely necessary. Even now 
we have not got things going quite the way we wish. 

Up to the time I took hold there seemed to be _an idea that each 
department was more or less independent. They were acting upon 
that supposition. There was much overlapping, and naturally much 
ignorance in one department about what another department was 
doing. There was considerable authority exercised by subordinates 
who signed ~mportant documents by authority of the Chief Signal 
Officer. Of course it takes some time to discover that many of these 
things have been going on.)... because you would hardly suspect them 
until you run into them. That seemed to be one of the most neces
sary things to do when I started out. 

When I first came .back I took a look around through the Texas 
schools before I had any real idea what they wanted to do with me. 

The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean preliminary schools, like the Prince
ton School? 

Gen. KENLY. That type, including flying schools. I saw all the 
preliminary,· primary training, and pursuit schools and the ~unnery 
schools. I saw the command of the British cooperative traming at" 
Fort Worth, the observers' school at Fort Sill, the balloon school 
at Omaha, and I also saw the Belleville school. In that inspection 
I also saw the ground school at Austin. So I got some idea of how 
things were going on. 

I was quite impressed by the excellent work that was being done 
along certain lines. The primary training and the advanced train
ing, so far as facilities were afforded, were being very well done, 
I thought. 

The construction work at these schools, one and two unit schools
the nctual plant costing something like from $2,000,000 to $5,-
000,000--impressed me as having been especially well done, espe
cially in view of the fact that so much had been accomplished in 
a comparatively short time. However, there was quite a lack of 
coordination. . 

One school would be accentuating one thing and another another 
thing. After they put me in charge I attempted to standardize train
ing and to cut down excessive flying for some schools, and to do 
e,·erything possible to impress on everybody the n~:>cessity of so han
(lling training that accidents would be cut down to a minimum. 

That is a practice which I have tried to follow consistently. Sev
E.>ral weeks ago, when I felt that it could be done, I directed that all 
standard training planes, so called, with the four-cylinder Hall
Scott motor be put out of commission. From my own personal 
knowledge, from what I saw at these schools and from inquiry, I con
sidered this not only an extremely dangerous plane to fly, but also an 
E.>Xtremely uneconomical plane. 

The CHAIRl\IAN. How many were there~ · 
Gen. KENLY. That, sir, I would have to look up; I know the value 

of thos(' was reported to be about $6,000,000. . 
The CHAIRMAN. I think it was stated by Col. Arnold that there 

were about 1,200. 
Gtln. KENLY. Yes. 
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. Senator RF..ED. 'Vas that the value o:f the planes with the engine or 
without the engine~ 

Gen. KENLY. That is the total. I happen to know the money value, 
because that was a feature that I felt that some day might invite 
criticism. I felt that the Hudden discontinuance of the use of about 
$6,000,000 worth of Gov~:>rnment property might be considered a 
cause for criticism. There has been a necessity for the use of the 
planes up to that time, as I saw it.1 because we did not have the Curtiss 
plane of a more reliable and more satisfactory type to really do the 
work, so we had to use this plane. 

Senator REED. 'VJll you please state the reasons why you consid-
ered that plane dangerous and undesirable 1 · 

Gen. KENLY. I considered it dangerous, sir, because wo had not 
only quite a number of accidents, actual crashes and deaths, but it 
had developed imperfections. 

Senator REED. 'V ere the accidents and deaths due to the imperfeq
tions of the machine or the imperfections of the motod 

Gen. KENLY. Due, sir, to the unreliability of the motor, I should 
say. The motor was found to be most uncertain. They were always 
breaking down. They were considered by every flyer with whom I 
discussed this matter to be so uncertain that in their training and in 
their so-called cross-country flights they usually flew round and 
round the field, expecting the motor to go bad, and desiring to be in 
a position where they could rriake a safe landing. 

The thing that particularly forced the issue was that the day be
fore we reached a decision, as I remember it, there were two deaths 
from burnin~ in the air. Altogether, as I remember it, there were 
seven casualties by burning in the air from' this type of plane. The 
one thing that an aviator dreads is fire in the air. If they have no 
-confidence in a plane, that. in itself, is a sort of reason for accidents. 
So I took this rather important step by wire. I wired everybody that 
they should discontinue the use of those planes. I felt I could do it, 
because, due to the slowing down of production according to the 
original program, it occurred to me that we could begin slowing down 
on training, and while I held it up for a while we could secure more 
training planes and more advanced planes, so that the possibility of 
sending pilots overseas would not be interfered with. 

Senator REED. When did this change occur which resulted in the 
slowing down of production~ 

Gen. KENLY. That had all happened in the very beginning, you 
might say~ of our entry into the war. The French contract. practi
cally fell down, as vou know. 'Ve expected to supply a certam num
ber of planes to onr troops in France from contracts with the 
French. I was in France when those contracts were materially al
tered, if not entirely changed. I think the original idea was to 
accept about one-fourth of the contract rather than the total num
ber. It was due to what I consider two reasons. In the first place, 
the contracts with the French were dependent upon a certain 
amount of raw material that was to be furnished by us, and we did 
not live up to our side of the agreement. In the second place, the 
increase in German activities in the air caused a change of program 
in French aviation construction, desirable from their point of view. 
In other words, they had an increased need :for planes which they 
had not contemplated when the contracts were made. Due to this, 
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and perhaps to other and political reasons of which I am ignorant, 
our French contracts fell down so that we became more or less de
pendent upon what could be done on this side. \Vhen I came here 
I found the situation as I have set it forth. 

The CHAIR:\IAX. Coming back to the question of training planest 
do you know whether it would be possible to equip them w1th some 
more satisfactory type of engine? 

Gen. KENLY. That is a question which is being carefully investi
gated at this time. I have an idea that the four-cylinder Hall Scott 
motor can be modified so that it can be used with safety. 

The CHAIRMAN. Or you can use another engine~ • 
Gen. KENLY. I am positive that one or the other of these things 

can be done, so that I consider that a l':>Uspension. 
The CHAIRMAN. Have you noticed whether the discarding of that 

type of planes has had any effect upon the average number of acci
dents? 

Gen KENLY. I can not say that it has. Accidents are due pri
marily to one thing, and that is the carelessness of the flyer. 
You hear practically every day of tail spins, nose dives, and 
side slips. Those things are usually due to the stalling of the 
machine. They are usually due to the stalling of the machine in 
an attempt to climb at too steep an angle, or gliding down at too 
flat an angle~ or making a turn at too flat a slope without sufficient 
power. All of those things are rubbed into the men in training 
from the very bPginning. The moment a man puts himself into 
the cockpit he knows all these things~ and they have been impressed 
upon him before he is turned loose, and is dependent upon himself. 
If a man is careless and does not watch the climbing speed of the 
propeller~ it is a ,.eQ· easy matter to stall his machine. If that stall 
occurs within three or four hundrl.'d feet of the ground it is apt to 
prove dangerous. When the enginl.' stalls flying speed is lost and tfie 
plane drops bv grnYitv. "When it drops it goes into some varietv of 
spin. It is alinost sure not to drop straight. If you get into a spin 
it takes a certain amount of spel.'d and distance in order to enable 
you to make the machine respond to control again. \Vithin several 
hundred feet of the ground that is practicallv impossible. Most of 
our deaths are due to the causes I have mentioned. 

The CHAffiMAN. The most frequent fires in the air, resulting in 
the burning of the aviators, resultPd in that type of machine which 
you have discarded? 

Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. I do not think we have had any fires in the 
air since that, to the best of my recollection, although there are so
called fires because after the machine crashes it is very likely to catch 
on fire, just as an automobile is. · 

The CHAIRMAN. That is generally where it strikes the ground 1 
Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir; where it strikes the ground. We have had 

a number of fires of that kind, due to the crash itself. 
Senator NEw. You spoke a while ago of the failure of the French 

to supply the number of machines that we had expected to get 
from them, or that they had promised. You said that was because 
we did not live up to our side of the contract. 

Gen. KENLY. That was one of the contributing factors, sir. 
Senator NEw. That was one of the contributing factors~ 
Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. 
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Senator :XEw. Just what do you mean by thaH Do you mean that 
we did not supply the raw materials with which the French expected 
to make the planes? 

Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. That was my understanding. That is 
purely my opinion, because at the time this thing occurred I was no 
longer connected with the air service. I picked it up from Col. 
Bolling1 who V\TaB intimately associated with that phase of it in 
connectiOn with the contracts themselves. 

Senator NEw. Much has been said to the effect that we were to 
supply quantities Qf raw materials to the French and that they were 
to supply our needs with the finished planes out of the material 
we were sending, and with the aid of the mechanics whom we were 
sending over there. 

Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. In view of that, your statement that they had failed 

in their program because we did not live up to our side of the 
contract interested me. 

Gen. KENLY. If you will allow me to interrupt you, sir, I think 
that is one of the contributing factors. Here is another factor 
which I did not mention, and on which they laid the greatest 
weight . . They said we have good pilots to fly the planes and we need 
them, and you have not got the pilots; therefore, why should we 
not be permitted to cancel these contracts Y I do not know whether 
they were canceled or whether they were just redrawn for a much 
lower number of planes than the original contracts called for. 

Senator NEw. In answer to that, it has been testified by officers of 
your department in the course of our examinations here that we have 
pilots far in excess of our supply of machines. . 

Gen. KENLY. We have now, sir. 
Senator NEw. We started with a program of pilots that called for 

23,000 machines, that number being about the number originally 
promised for this particular time, July, 1918. Now, the testimony 
given us is that the Army made ready the number of pilots all right, 
but the supply of machines was not forthcoming, and that is the 
reason we have now so many more pilots than can be equipped with 
flying apparatus. 

Gen. KENLY. But you must remember that many of those pilots 
still are only partially trained. They are trained m primary work 
only, because to do advanced work requires advanced machines, 
which even now we are not getting. 

Senator NEw. The fact that they have not finished their courses is 
due to the additional fact that we have not had machines with which 
to finish them~ 

Gen. KENLY. Absolutely; yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. In other words, they have been taken as far as they 

could be taken with the outfit that we have available for their 
training~ 

Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. 
The CHAmMAN. What, if any, changes have been made, or what, 

if any, improvements have been made in the matter of inspection of 
these camps; I mean the inspection of machines1 etc. 9 

Gen. KENLY. Do you mean so far as production goes! 
The CHAmMAN. No. 
Gen. KENLY. You mean so far as training goesl 
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The CHAIRMAN. My question has reference exclusively to the 
camps, keeping them in order, and so on. 

Gen. KENLY. We have attempted, sir, to improve the engineering 
section at all camps. That has been a matter that I have given 
special attention to with a view to coordination, which will make the 
camps standard so far as possible. 

Instructions have always been issued to the effect that no plane 
shalr go into the air that has not been carefully gone over by its 
crew and tested and 0. K.'d by the engineering people who handle 

. that before it is brought out of the shed to fly in the morning. In 
addition to that, every time a man flies a machine he himself is re
quired to make a careful inspection. Of course, it is superficial, but 
it is a careful inspection. He must inspect every joint, every turn
buckle, see that the control works, and that the nuts and bolts are in 
proper shape, and all that sort of thing. That is a part of the regu
lar routine. That has been insisted upon ever since I have known 
about the Aviation Service. Ours, by the way, is the only one that 
does that. Abroad they trust entirely to the mechanics. 

The CHAIRMAN. You mean our Government~ 
Gen. KENLY. I mean this: Take a Frenchman, for instance, he will 

have a mechanic who stays with him. Take Guynimer, he had a 
mechanic in whom he had absolute confidence. If the mechanic said 
that the ship was all right, he would get in it without looking at it. 
On the other hand, our men are required to inspect the planes 
themselves. 

The CHAIRMAN. Are these requirements carried out~ 
Gen. KENLY. They are rigidly carried out. I do not think there 

is any accident that can be attributed to failure of inspection. 
Senator NEw. I would like now to take up another line. General, 

you are at the head of the Aviation Department, I know, but you 
are also a practical flyer, are you not 1 

Gen. KENLY. A very modest one. I have done some flying. I was 
at the school at San Diego, Cal., for six months. I was flying all the 
time, but was only under instructions about three weeks before I came 
away from there, officially. 

I have been flying from that time to this every time I get an oppor-
tunity. . 

Senator NEw. You have given J?articular thought and attention to 
the matter·of aviation for some time before you were made head of 
the department; that is true, is it not 9 

Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir; that is true. 
Senator NEw. I want to ask you what types of airplanes we should 

~ave made in this country; what type should we now put in produc
tion? 

The CHAIRMAN. Just a moment, Senator. You mean fighting or 
training planes, or both 9 

Senator NEw. I am speaking of combat planes. 
Gen. KENLY. I think that is a very difficult thing to answer, Sena

tor, because I do not believe two men in the world would agree on 
that. We are putting, or we started to put into production, what I 
thought were, theoretically, if they had come up to the performance 
of the type they were sufposed to represent, as good planes as you 
could find. The DH 4 o that type, due to its performance abroad, 
seemed to be an excellent machine in every respect, and the head of 
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that type. The Bristol fighter the same way. The same applies to 
the SE 5. The DH 4 is coming along, sir, but it is not yet up to the 
performance of the British DeHaviland 4, in speed or in. various 
other points. As to the SE 5, we have not started to get it into pro
duction at all, but it should be and is, theoretically, an excellent type 
of machine. 

Senator NEw. Now, you are speaking of the DeHaviland 4. Do 
you re~d it, as produced in this country, as a first-class plane~ 

Gen. KENLY. Right at this minute, no, sir; I do not, but I think 
it will be. I think we will make it so. 

Senator NEw. You think we will make it so 1 
Gen. KENLY. I think it is gradually getting so, and it will be gradu

ally gettin~ so without really slowing up production, which is an im
portant pomt to consider. 

Senator NEw. To what particular purpose is the De Haviland 4 
~~~~ . 

Gen. KENLY. It is best adapted to day bombing and reconnoissance 
work. 

Senator NEw. Does it carry as high a load of bombs and explosives 
as other machines of similar type which are now in general use l 

Gen. KENLY. I should say so; yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. How is it as an observation plane¥ 
Gen. KENLY. As an observation plant I think it has more power, 

and therefore it is more expensive than is really necessary. It can be 
used, however, for that purpose. · 

Senator NEw. General, it has come to the notice of this committee 
that a short time ago Gen. Pershing sent a cablegram requesting that 
no more De Haviland 4's be sent over until they had been inspected 
in this country, or, rather, had been tested in this country. 

Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEW. Is that correct¥ 
Gen. KENLY. I remember that cable; yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. There was such a cable¥ 
Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Will you give the committee a description of the 

general character of the cab I~ message 1 
Gen. KENLY. I do not think, sir, that I could give you the details. 

I do not remember whether that was the cable that had a long list of 
defects found in the De Haviland 4. If that is the one you refer to, 
I remember that, in a general way, it went through the De Haviland 
4 plane from top to bottom, finding a great many faults. :Many of 
these, however, had already been corrected, or were being corrected, 
and many of them were really more or less trifling. The cable pro
duced the impression of there being a much more serious condition 
found than really existed, in my mind. There were one or two im
portant things and many very unimportant things. Attempts had 
been made before that to correct all these things, or most of them, 
which had been called to the attention of the production department 
by our department, and they had begun to make alterations along the 
lines suggested long before this cable came. . 

The CHAIRMAN. Is it not a fact that your department preferred to 
withhold for the time first 75 or 100 De Havilands produced for the 
purpose of testing them out here, in order to discover whatever de-
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fects might be revealed, but that, due to the insistence of the authori
ties across the seas, they were sent ove"t as soon as they were built~ 

Gen. KENLY. That is my understanding of it; yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. So that the plan which you wanted to follow here 

would probably have revealed these defects if you had been per
mitted to carry it out~ 

Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Have we built any airplanes in this country for serv

ice at the front other than the De Haviland 4 ~ 
Gen. KENLY. I believe, sir, that I can say safely that none have 

been shipped overseas, if they have been built, but I think none have 
been built. The Bristol fighter, of which they have built quite a 
number, has not been shipped oversells. 

Senator NEw. The United States Government did adopt the Bris
tol fighter as one of its machines for production, I believe~ 

Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. That was being made at the Curtiss plant in Buffalo; 

isn't that the fact~ 
Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. General, is it true that a board of officers from the 

Signal Corps went by official direction to Buffalo within the last 
week to inspect and report on the conditions with reference to the 

• -,. Bristol fighter? 
Gen. KENLY. That is true. There was a board sent by me, at the 

request of Mr. Ryan, and they have been back a week. 
Senator NEw. Did it make such a report~ 
Gen. KENLY. I have never seen an official report, but Maj. Jones, 

who was a member of that board, told me upon his return that the 
board had recommended the discontinuance of the product4m of the 
Bristol fighter. 

Mr. Potter, I think it was, told me that he had informed the Secre
tary of War, and I believe yesterday, due to the report of this board, 
they had decided absolutely to discontinue further production of the 
Bristol fighter. 

Senator NEw. To what do you attribute our lack of success in 
cor>ying the Bristol fighter? 

Gen. KENLY. I think, sir, that it is the result of the desire of the 
production people to turn out something which they thought would 
fly, without consulting experienced aeronautical engineers who could 
haYe told them that it was an impossible situation. 

Senator NEw. In other words, the designers of that machine and 
those who were familiar with it were not consulted about the changes 
that were made at the factories; is that the· truth? 

Gen. KENLY. That would be the only reasonable deduction I could 
make, sir. 

Senator NEw. I will say here that the testimony of other officers of 
the department has been to the effect that the weight of that machine 
was so increased at the factory that whereas it had been originally 
designed to carry a wing load of 7.1, it had been forced to carry a 
wing load of 9.2, which was entirely too heavy a load and rendered 
the machine unsuitable, unstable, and dangerous. You confirm that 
opinion? 

Gen. KE::-<LY. That is my understanding, purely from hearsay~ how- I 1 

ever. 
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Senator REED. That is the result of your investigation~ 
Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir; without having seen the report of the board, 

-except being told by Col. Jones that the board had said it was un
suited to do anything with, even if you stripped it; that it was not 
:fitted to be used as a training plane because it had too great weight 
per square foot of wing surface. 

Senator NEw. Then the Bristol fighter is to be entirely abandoned~ 
Gen. KENLY. That is my understanding; that it had been recom

mended to the Secretary of War to entirely abandon it. 
Senator NEw. Can you tell us how many planes had been com-

pletedY · 
Gen. KENLY. I do not know that. 
Senator REED. Can you tell us :from your records the amount of 

money which has been expended in producing the Bristol fighter, not 
<mly the completed machines, but including the whole Bristol fighter 
program. I mean to include in that any money that has been em
ployed :for any purpose in order to produce these machines. Include 
the number of machines completed, the number of uncompleted ma
<!hines, and the amount of material that may have been so used as to 
not be available :for other work. In other words, I want the loss in
<!ident to this transaction. 

The CHAIRMAN. May I suggest that as Gen. Kenly is going away 
to-night, I can probably get that information :from the department? 

Gen. KENLY. If you will allow me to say so, I can get that, but 
that is a question of production. Mr. Ryan has all that data. He is 
responsible for all these things. 

Senator NEw. Have we developed or copied a successful single
-seater machine :for fighting~ 

Gen. KENLY. I do not believe we have, sir. 
Senator NEw. How about the Spad ~ What is your estimate of 

that machine~ 
Gen. KENLY. The Spad, so far as I know, is still one of the best 

single-seater fighters on the western front. 
Senator NEw. It is still in use bv the French? 
Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. We have one squadron using it. The old 

Lafayette squadron had the Spad when I came back. 
Senator NEw. We, at one time, had the Spad on our program :for 

production, I believe? 
Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Afterwards its manufacture was ordered discon-

tinued, and it was discontinued? 
Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Do you know why? 
Gen. KENLY. All i know is, sir, that the cable records show that 

Gen. Pershing asked that that program be cut out; that the build
ing of the Spad be discontinued. 

Senator NEw. I was going to ask you1 Generll.l, especially about 
that cable. Do you know whether there ts, in :fact, a record of the 
cable having been received by the department from Gen. Pershing 
in which the Spad is specifically mentioned? 

Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. In which he asks that it be cut out~ 
Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. I do not know whether we have got it yet 

or not, but we will furnish you a copy of that cable. 
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Senator REED. How do you account for that~ You say it is a good 
machine for use on the front~ 

Gen. KENLY. I do not know exactly how .to account for it, unless 
it is a question of engine production-the particular type for it. I 
have also understood, without being specifically so informed, or posi
tively assured of it, that it was the idea that we should build rather 
a big bombing type-a two-seater type-in this country, and be fur
nished a one seater from overseas, from the French and British, and, 
possibly, the Italians. I speak with more or less uncertainty. For 
two months before I came back I had not beim near the air service, 
and many things have transpired during that time that I picked 
up by hearsay or by digging it out myself, and this Spad situation 
is one of them. 

Senator REED. Hove you gone back to making them again 1 
Gen. KENLY. No, sir. . 
Senator REED. Are we not making the equivalent of it in the SE5 f 
Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. It is practically a two-seater Spad. 
Senator REED. We were furnished by the French with a Spad ma-

chine-the single-seater machine 1 
Gen. KENLY. They have equipped more than 1 squadron over 

there. We have 13 squadrons on the front. 
Senator REED. How many men would be in a squadron~ 
Gen. KENLY. They run from 18 to 21. There are about 3 extra 

men. 
Senator REED. That would mean 21 machines. 
Gen. KENLY. The replacement is consl.derable, you know. 
Senator NEw. The replacement of machines or pilots 1 
Gen. KENLY. It is really pilots. The replacement of machines is 

an uncertain thing. You may have no replacements and you may 
have to replace them all in two or three days. It depends upon luck. 

Senator REED. That number of machines is, of course, a bagatelle 
compared with the actual demand~ 

Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. And that does not fill the demand in any way. 
Gen. KENLY. No, sir. 
Senat.or REED. Do you know whether we have been promised a 

large number of these Spad machines~ 
Gen. KENLY. I could not say. 
Senator REED. General, without wanting to press the point im

portunately, it seems to me a very peculiar thmg that there were 
2,000 Spads ordered in this country from, I think, one factory, and 
work had progressed to some extent upon them, if the French had 
been ready and willing all the time to furnish us those 2,000 ma
chines; secondly, it is very strange that that work was absolutely 
stopped unless the French had promised us at that time the neces
sary number of Spads or similar machines; third, it is strange that 
we find ourselves to-day not making any Spads and not being fur
nished with any Spads to speak of, and then going over to the SE-5, 
which is a two-seater instead of a one-seater machine, thus leaving 
us almost without a one-seater plane. 

Gen. KENLY. This other machine has the performance practically 
of a two-seater Spad. · 
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Senator REED. There ought to be some reason for that situation. 
I wonder how it is possible to get at it. It seems to me that it is a 
matter of vital importance. 

Senator NEw. General, who should determine the type and charac
ter of machines that we are to make and use in our warfare 9 

Gen. KENLY. It is agreed, sir1 that Gen. Pershing shall tell us what 
he wants. Then I agree with h1m or disagree with him, and we settie 
it between us, and then I tell the production division to put such and 
such a thing into production. . 

Senator REED. That has only happened since you came in~ 
Gen. KENLY. Before that I do not know what happened. It has 

taken quite a lot of talking to agree on that. 
Senator NEw. That is a recent development, as Senator Reed has 

suggested. 
Gen. KENLY. Mr. Ryan and I signed that agreement to that effect. 
Senator NEw. You said a moment ago that we had 13 squadrons 

on the front. 
Gen. KENLY. The cable advices give that. 
Senator NEw. And there are 18 men to the squadron~ 
Gen. KENLY. That is the normal number, but they usually have 21 

flyers. 
Senator NEw. That would mean 273 pilots, American pilots, that 

are on duty on the various fronts 1 
Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir; approximately that, because there may be 

21. i~ some squadrons, while others may have 20. Eighteen is the 
m1mmum. 

Senator NEw. That is approximately the figure~ 
Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. . 
Senator REED. How many machines have they got that were made 

in America~ 
Gen. KENLY. That have been shipped oved 
Senator REED. I mean that they have got. 
Gen. KENLY. American flying machines 1 
Senator REED. Yes. 
Gen. KENLY. ·we have not any advice that they are flying any. 
Senator NEw. Has our Army designed service machines, to your 

knowledge1 
Gen. KENLY. To my knowledge, no, sir. There have been training 

planes designed, but as to the others, I believe not. I can not say 
absolutely anthoritath·ely about that. . · 

Senator NEw. Now, General, I have one or two more questions to 
ask. You are the head of the military air service~ 

Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. What, in your opinion, has been wrong with our 

system that we have failed to produce more successful service ma
chines1 

Gen. KENLY. I think it has been a matter of proper organization 
and :proper direction of that organization by the Inilitary head of 
aviation. I think they would have been.further advanced than they 
now are, although I think the production of airplanes up to the pres
ent time, so far as quantity goes, has been very creditable, considering 
that it has been done within practically one year, if there had been 
proper organization. 
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Senator REED. General, what does quantity amount to when you 
take $6,000,000 worth of planes of one type and throw them out of 
use because a lot of gallant fellows have been killed in them 1 That 
kind of quantity production is no good. 

Gen. KENLY. No. 
Senator REED. Take a plane like the Bristol. Many millions of dol

lars have been lost, and that has been thrown out. That kind of 
quantity production counts for nothing. 

Gen. KENLY. It is worse than nothing. 
Senator REED. Yes; it is worse than nothing. Now, as a matter of 

fact, speaking of quantity, we have not produced in this country yet 
and put on the front one single-seater fighting plane, have we~ 

Gen. KENLY. We have not, sir. . · 
Senator REED. We have none under way, so far as yon know? 
Gen. KENLY. We have not. 
Senator REED. And yet that character of plane is used extensively 

by all of the nations on the battle front 1 
. Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. · 

Senator REED. We have not produced in this country a single night 
bombing machine which is in operation, have we 1 I mean by that 
one of the large, heavy type of machines. 

Gen. KENLY. There have been two turned out; one was the Handley-
Page and the other the Caproni. 

Senator REED. They have been recently developed 1 
Gen. KENLY. Quite recently. 
Senator REED. And can hardly be said to be thoroughly tried out in 

this countrv 1 
Gen. KENLY. They are not thoroughly tested; no, sir. 
Senator REED. Of course, they have not b~n to the battle front 1 
Gen. KENLY. No, sir. 
Senator REED. 'Ve have not produced a single two-seater fighter 

that is upon the battle front at this time, have we? 
Gen. KENLY. We have not. 
Senator REF..D. The only machine that we have produced and that 

is upon the battle front, or, I mean, has gotten over there and is at 
work, is the DeHaviland 4; that is correct, is it not 1 

Gen. KENLY. That is correct. 
Senator REF.D. And the number of those that have p:one across is 

very small, and their advent upon the western front is very recent; 
that is correct. is it noH 

Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir; that is correct¥ 
Senator REED. In the meantime we have expended all of the Gov

ernment's $640,000,000 appropriation which was made in one lump, 
have we not? 

Gen. KENLY. From my recollection of some testimony that I heard 
on that subject by production before the Military Committee of the 
Honse, I should say that we were overohligated for that ·amount, but 
as the results of the contracts about two-thirds have been received: 
that is, they paid out something like $200,000,000, and the balance 
would come along in time. 

Senator REED. Yes; but in addition to the obligation of the $640.-
000,000, you understand. do von not, that there are about $250,000,000 
more of obligations outstanding 1 

Gen. KENLY. Yes; I understand that. 
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Senator REED. So that the amount expended or obligated approxi
mates $1,000,000,000? 

Gen. KENLY. That is my understanding. 
Senator REED. Now, let us see; we haYe under way in production, 

if the Bristol fighter is thrown out, a single two-seater fighting 
machine, have we? · 

Gen. KE~LY. That is true. sir. 
Senator REED. How about the SE 5'!:i? Do yon call that a fight-

ing machine~ 
Gen. KE~LY. That would be a fighting ma<'hine. 
Senator REED; Have they been started in production? 
Gen. KENLY. I believe thev expect them in October. 
Senator REED. So that we 'may say that is on the way. I want to 

get it as it is. I do not want to overstate it. 
Gen. KENLY". Yes. 
Senator REED. Now, General, isn't a great deal of this trouble due 

to the fact that they have been trying to force one engine into 
different types of machines, and that that engine itself has been 
undergoing a process of development and that kind of experiment 
which must go with every new piece of machinery? Isn't that largely 
the cause of this situation? 

Gen. KENLY. I absolutely believe that is the reason for it. 
Senator REED. I want to ask you now your opinion as an expert 

about this. Should we or not, at the beginning of this war, have 
selected one or more of each of the most approved types of machines 
employed by the French, English, or Italians, and have entered upon 
that production in this country, making as nearly exact copies as 
possible, and h!tve done that without waiting to develop engines and 
planes for ourselves, thus making our whole program dependent 
upon an engine which we might develop¥ 

Gen. KENLY. I believe; sir, if that had been done we would haYe 
been very much further torward than we are now. 

Senator REED. Is it not known to you-and I ask this, thinking 
that you may possibly have heard of it-that when Italy entered this 
war, 'not being much of an aeroplane-prodncin~ country at that time, 
it did substantially the thing I have suggestect in my previous ques
tion; that is, sent to France and obtained French experts, French 
machines, and French drawings, and proceeded at once to the mak
ing of machines of that type, and then at about the same time al
lowed her own engineers to begin the development of Italian ma
chines, carrying along the two programs, one of copying a successful 
machine abroad and the other of trying to produce one themselves~ 
Do you know about that~ 

Gen. KENLY. I have understood that was the case. 
Senator REED. And the result has been, has it not, that Italy had 

got herself pretty well supplied with planes pretty early in the 
<.'On test? 

Gen. KE~LY. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. You think that should have been done here, do you 

not? You think that program should have been followed? 
Gen. KENLY. I ·will say I believe if it had been done we would be 

very much further forward. Of course, there are many considera
tions entering into these things. 
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Senator REED. Oh, certainly. There was in this country a factory 
at the time we entered this war that was engaged in making the 
Hispano-Suiza engine, was there not 1 

Gen. KENLY. I can not answer that question. 
Senator REED. You can not answer that question 1. 
Gen. KENLY. No, sir; I do not know that, sir. 
Senator REED. Is it not a fact that now, after having occupied all 

these months in the method that they have been described as having 
been occupied, we are now substantially beginning on the program 
that has been suggested by my two or three previous questions; that 
is to say, are we not now beginning to adopt machines, and machines 
that are to be equipped with other engines than the Liberty engines¥ 

Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. We are making arrangements to build the 
Hispano-Suiza motor that you have just spoken of. 

Senator REED. What is the arrangement we are entePing into with 
reference to the Hispano-Suiza motod 

Gen. KENLY. I really could not give you definite information on 
that. 

Senator REED. I do not mean the details. 
Gen. KENLY. We are building the 150 and the 300 horsepower 

Hispano-Suiza motors. 
Senator REED. In quantity 9 
Gen. KENLY. In considerable quantity. I do not know to what 

extent, but it is quite large. 
Senator REED. And we are going to put them into what character 

of machines~ 
Gen. KENLY. We are using a great many of them, sir, in our 

J. N. 4 H, so called, which is one of the advanced types of training 
machines. We are using those very largely. 

Senator REED. The 300-horsepower Hispano-Suiza is going to be 
used in the machine that is expected to fly over the lines, is it not~ 

Gen. KE:XLY. That is my understanding. 
Senator REED. It would be very well adapted for that, would 

it not? 
Gen. KENLY. It is a Yery excellent engine, the Hispano-Suiza. 1 

know that myself. 
Senator REED. There are some other engines, are there not, that Wl· 

are now getting ready to produce~ Are we not getting ready t<: 
produc~ some of the English engines~ 

Gen. KENLY. That I am really unable to answer. 
The CHAIRMAN. The Le Rhone is in production. 
Gen. KENLY. Oh, the Le Rhone is m production. Some of the 

rotary engines, I know. Some of those rotary engines we have 
already produced considerable numbers of. 

Senator NEw. Can you tell us anything about the character of the 
contracts under which those engines-the Hispano-Suiza, the Lib
erties, and the Le Rhones-are to be made 9 Let me explain that 
question. We know, of course, the number of Liberty engines that 
had been contracted for original!y. We will say now the same thing 
with reference to the Hispano-Suizas and the Le Rhones. Now, I 
understand that orders have been issued for an additional number 
of engines of each of those types and that contracts for them, while 
not yet made, are under consideration ; and in our investigations it has 
been developed here that the profits to the manufacturers making 
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the Liberty motors are in the neighborhood of $1,100 per motor, and 
that the profits to the makers of the Le Rhone engines are in excess 
of $1,600 per motor. I think I am right in those figures. It is not 
le$ than $1,600 on the Le Rhone motor. Do you know whether any
thing is being done to make the award of the next contracts at a less 
cost to the Government than the first one¥ 

Gen. KENLY. I can give you those figures, but I regard this as 
highly confidential. 

(Informal discussion followed, which the reporter was directed 
not to record.) 

Senator NEw. As I remember it, my last question was one in which 
I asked you what was wrong with our system· that we had failed 
to produce more successful service machines, and you said, in general 
terms, you thought it was· defective organization. Now, I will ask 
you, General, if it is not true that under that system of organization 
or lack of organization, just as you prefer, there has not been much 
confusion at times that has resulted in misunderstanding and delays¥ 

Gen. KENLY. I am sure of that, sir. 
Senator NEw. Has not this occurred also-and I think you made 

a slight reference to this in your earlier testimony-that cablegrams 
from Gen. Pershing intended for your department had been received 
by the production department 9 

The CHAIRMAN. Senator, all those ·cables go to the Secretary of 
War. 

Senator NEw. Well, have been referred to the produ~ion depart
ment and answ<'rt>d by it without reference to your department, re
sulting in confusion or wrong answers, or answers that were at least 
unsatisfactory to your department, and generally calculated to mis-
lead both here and abroad? · 

Gen. KENLY. There have been instanCE's of that, sir. Right now all 
cables that come that have anything to do with either the production 
or my department, I see. I also see all copies that go out. 

Senator NEw. That, also, is a matter of recent correction, is it not Y 
Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. I believe it is comparatively recent. 
Senator NEw. Now, to get down to bedrock: Th1s committee, of 

course, is more interested in building UJ> for the future than it is in 
criticism of what has pasS<'d, or in tearmg down just for the sake of 
tearing down. ·with that in view, "·e would like to have any sugges
tions you may have that yon think might be acted upon that would 
result in bettering our system. 

Gen. KENLY. I will tell you, sir, exactly what the relations be
tween Mr. Ryan and myself have been up to date. It became evident 
at first to me that with 11.n independent head of production and an 
independent head of 'operations, which I am-I have no power to 
direct Mr. Ryan to do anything, nor can he give me any directions
the success of our work would be dependent upon the closest sort of 
cooperation. To parallel each other we would have to be very, very 
close, and if we really succeeded, it would be because we were so 
thoroughly in touch with each other and sincerely desired to coop
erate. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thoroughly of one mind¥ 
Gen. KENLY. Yes; thoroughly of one mind. Then we might suc

ceed. It is a difficult question. First of all, we came to an agreement. 
It seemed to be necessary that something of the sort should be done. 
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The agreement was put in writing, and a copy was sent to the Chief 
of Staff. The substance of it was that I would tell Mr. Ryan what 
we wanted in the way of production and he would produce it. We 
would test it and 0. K. it, or suggest modifications, and, finally, we 
would approve it, and then it would be put into production. When 
produced it would be turned over to me. In a. general way, that was 
the original a.greement. Quite recently, due to all sorts of friction that 
we found growing up, and a lack of cooperation on the part of subor
dinates, particularly along technical and engineering lines, we have 
just agreed to a certain arrangement, and I turned in to the Chief 
of Staff this morning a. document signed by Mr. Ryan and myself to 
this effect: That we would combine our engineering sections-my tech
nical section and his so-called engineering section-and they would be 
stationed at Dayton, Ohio, for the present and work together; that a 
head of that combined section, selected by Mr. Ryan and agreeable 
to me, would take charge of that combined section, working for both 
of us,· however; that my technical section would report to a liaison 
technical officer in my office who was closely associated to a similar 
man in Mr. Ryan's office, so that I would get the operation's point 
of view from my own man weekly, but everythingthat came to me 
was also laid on the table for Mr. Ryan. His man did the same thing 
with him, and I saw that,· and all our communications with the engi· 
neering section were sent to Mr. Ryan, and his to me, so that our 
cards are on the ta.ble. 

I have in2tructed my own technical men that they have got to get 
along harmoniously out there; that it just has to be done. It would 
seem unnecessary, perhaps, to have to say that, but engineers and men 
of that type are very hard to get along with. 

The CHAIRliAN. And they have a hard time getting along with 
each other? 

Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. They think their view is right. They are 
regular prima donnas. In addition to this, we agreed that I should 
establish a testing section, and that would be exclusively under my 
control. 

The CHAIRllAN. Just one testing section? 
Gen. KENLY. Just one testing section, and that is under me. We 

test and 0. K. what he produces. This ,testing section also is trying 
to improve production all the time. It was agreed also that we 
v;ould orgamze under me an information section and we would estab
lish agents oYerseas from whom we would get all the information we 
possibly could along the lines desired, for our mutual benefit. The 
Chief of Staff approved the list which I turned in to-day, which will 
be the beginning of that information process. These things have 
been agreed to by Mr. Ryan and me and put in writing. We put it in 
writing so that the Chief of Staff would have somethmg for his files. 

The CHAIRMAN. The purpf~se of the last agreement is to harmoniz~t 
bv unifying the production engineering sectiOn and the military en

, g1neering section~ 
Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. · 
The CHAIRMAN. Presided over by one man to be selected by Mr. 

Ryan with your approval¥ 
·a en. KENLY. Yes, sir. 
The CHAmMAN. About how many men constitute that engineer-

ing staff, General¥ . 
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· Gen. KENLY. We have about 10 men, and I presume Mr. Ryan has 
about that ma?Y· That, however, is a growing organizationJ and it 
may be and will be much larger than that. Of course, that <toes not 
include the office forces, draftsmen, and men like that. 

The CHAm~IAN. How have you arranged for the increase of this 
engineering force 1 

Gen. KENLY. There has been nothing said about that, sir. It is 
now arranged that anything proposed that Mr. Ryan and I agree to 
will be automatically done. 

The CHAIRMAN. You anticipate no trouble 1 
Gen. KENLY. I will say that so far as Mr. Ryan and Mr. Potter are 

concerned, those two men have not shown the slightest indication of 
anything except a general desire to cooperate. 

The CHAIRMAN. I am quite sure of that. Is there any other matter 
which, i{l your judgment, can be recommended that will still further 
improve conditions 1 

Gen. KENLY. I think, :;ir, under existi~g circumstances, that if this 
plan that we have under way works out all right there will be noth
mg more to be said right now. 

The CHAIRMAN. And if it does not work out all right-
Gen. KENLY. Then something should be done. I have distinct 

views as to what might have been done to begin with, but I think 
we may get along all right this way. 

The CnAIRJ\JAN. In that connection, I would like to gPt your opin
ion of the policy or expediency of the establishment of a separate 
department of aerommtics, distinct from, and yet cooperating with, 
the Navy and War Departments. 

Gen. KENLY. I believe, sir, it would be a very wise thing to do. It 
is a specialized arm of growing importance. I think the biggest 
thing m aviation that has been done has been the point of view taken 
by Great Britain. 

The CHAIRMAN. That would contemplate an additional Cabinet 
officer representing the air service. I think the British call him 
the air minister. 

Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir; it requires specialized study, because a 
man can not think of it casually and make the most of it. I think 
the British are on the right track. · 
Th~ CHAIRMAN. While we are on this subject, please tell the com-. 

mittee whether there is any conflict or friction between the War 
Division of Aeronautics and the Navy Division of Aeronautics. 

Gen. KENLY. There is no real friction, but there is a very strong 
feeling that the Navy is sometimes getting more than its share. They 
naturally want to get all they can. Before we met I mentioned, for 
instance, North Island, at San Diego. 

Senator NEw. The Navy not only wants to get all they can, but 
they succeed in getting it, do they not 1 

Gen. KENLY. I feel rather keenly about it, because I went through 
the school out there when the Army had it alone. The Army had de
veloped this alone under great difficuities. It was a question of ac
quirmg that land from Mr. Spreckels when I was out there, and 
it was going to cost a lot of money. We had not entered the war. 
It was very desirable to have the Army own this and not be de
pendent upon the benevolence, so to speak, of. Mr. Sprecke.ls, because 
up to that time the Government had never paid a cent for 1t, nor had 
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the Government paid tax~ on the land. In the desire to acquire it, 
somebody proposed the cooperation of the Navy, and the Army and 
Navy combined-! assume this, because I left there and went over
seas-and they finally acquired the land, and now the Navy is grad
ually shoving the Army out. They have all the land and buildings 
put up by the Army, and the Army is being pushed on the other 
side of the island. The Navy has all the water front, the sea front, 
and there is no doubt that it should be exclusively handled by the 
Army or the Navy. When I come back I shall have a ·definite rec
ommendation to make as to whether one or the other shall have it. 
That is one thing that could be settled if one man had to handle 
it. The Secretary of the Navy now will say, "We should have it." 
And the Secretary of War will say,'' We should have it." Who is 
going to decide without friction~ 

(Informal discussion.) 
Senator REED. You were speaking a while ago of the different 

types of engines that are now being made, and the fact that we are 
finally coming to the point of making foreign planes and foreign en
~ines and putting them together and proceeding to make some of them 
m this country. We have been speakmg also of our failure up to date 
to get any real fighting planes. What. is your program, General, 
in order to get these planes in quantity and of the character that we 
desire and need~ · 

Gen. KENLY. We are following now, sir, absolutely the over-seas 
program; that is, Gen. Pershing's request of an 0. K. by the Chief of . 
Staff and the production of the De Haviland 4. The Bristol fighter 
has been discontinued, as I have said, and we have already referred 
to the S. E. 5. That is all they are contemplating at the present 
time. 

Senator REED. In the meantime what becomes of these immense 
factories that have been devoted to the airplane business? 

Gen. KENLY. They are still building a certain number of training 
planes, and they are supposed to switch to the other planes that are 
approved and that will be in production. 

Senator REED. Those are the ones just mentioned-the De Havi
land 4, the S. E. 5, and what other machines~ 

Gen. KENLY. There are various advanced training machines that 
have to be, as the program goes along, constantly replaced, and there 
are the bombing, observation, punmit, .e,nd M defense machines·. 

Senator REED. Those are advanced training planes~ 
Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir; those are advanced training planes. Just 

at the present time we have a very small .number, an insufficient 
number. 
. Senator REED. At the present time 1 

Gen. KENLY. At the present time; yes, sir. 
Senator REED. As a matter of fact, while they may not be suffi

cient to complete the program, the necessity for them is not anything 
like as great as it is for the fighting planes on the fronU 

Gen. KENLY. No. 
Senator REED. Now, what I am trying to get at is, What is the 

program with reference to the fighting planes on the front W As I 
understand it, nothing besides the S. E. 5 and the D. H. 4 have 
been determined upon Y · . . 
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Gen. KENLY. And the Handley-Page and the Caproni. 
Senator REED. The Handley-Page and the Caproni have been or-

dered in some quantities 1 
Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. They have 1 
Gen. KENLY. Yes. Then there is the D. H. 9 and also the D. H. 10, 

which may be modified without holding up production. 
Senator REED. What will we have to take th{l place of the discon

tinued Bristol fighter 1 
Gen. KENLY. That is a thing to be determined at once, sir. We 

have not been officially notified beyond what I told you is my unoffi
cial notification. That has got to be replaced very quickly by some
thing that is satis~actory to Gen. Pershing. The program of pro
duction over here so far has been one that he has had a guiding hand 
in, the supposition being, or the claim being, that they want quan
tity production over here of things that can not be produced satis
factorily over there. We want two-seater machines. They say they 
can furnish us with one-seaters. As a matter of fact, we can not 
have too many of thern. 

Senator REED. As a matter of fact, they have not been furnished. 
Gen. KENLY. No, sir. 
Senator REED. As a rna tter of fact, as was testified the other day 

by a young officer sent over there on the business of inspecting and 
finding out these things, the planes we are using over there of 
English and French make are an inferior class of machine 1 

Gen. KENLY. They are, except a few Spads. 
Senator REED. Why isn't it a proper thing to make those Spad 

machines and get them out in quantity? 
Gen. KENLY. If I were chief of the Air Service in both France and 

here, I would decide that matter myself; but as it is, Gen. Pershing 
asks for something, and it is approved by the General Staff. That is 
the program that is being pursued up to the present time. 

Senator REED. The facto£ the matter is it is all a mixed-up jumble~ 
Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. If you could look over the cables that I 

have, you would find a cable from overseas asks for one thing one 
day and the next day countermands the order, and then the next 
day asks for it again, and a week later again countermands it. It is 
entirely a jumble. · 

Senator REED. A thing that should be gotten at. 
Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir; if we are going to get out of it. They have 

recently appointed a chief of air service. It is expected that he will 
do somethin~. He is Gen. Patrick. 

Senator REED. As a matter of fact, we have spoken of 273 planes 
with flyers on the front with the Army. We now have an Army of 
1,200,000 men. How many planes should we have? 

Gen. KENLY. I would haYe to figure that up. Thl' program calls 
for 350 squadrons by next year. The ori¢nal project contemplated 
two armies by next summer. vVe have one there now. We ought to 
have about 175 squadrons instead of 13. That is what we would like 
to have. 

Senator REED. I am talking about the proper equipment. 
Gen. KENLY. Yes. 
Senator REED. That would be about 175 times 201 
Gen. KENLY. Yes. 
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Senator REED. So that we ought to have about 3,500 instead of 273 ~ 
Gen. KENLY. We'have got men there. 
Senator REED. You are up on the man program, but back on the 

machine program 1 
Gen. KENLY. Yes. We are really ahead on the man program. We 

have about that many pilots on the other side now-<>ver 3,000 pilots 
now. 

Senator REED. I w·ant to ask you about this: You seemed to agree 
to the proposition that the right thing to do was to take a good 
English machine and reproduce it, or a good French machine and 
reproduce it, or a good Italian machine and reproduce it, and .in the 
meantime carry along our own efforts to make our own engines 
and, perhaps, our own planes. Now, we have started into the manu
facture of the Caproni. Why is it that the experts sent here from 
Italy are not given charge of the production of the very machine that 
they were sent here to teach us how to make? 

Gen. KENLY. I understand that they are supervising it, just as the 
English are supervising the production of the Handley-Page, but the 

·labor and all that sort of thing is American. 
Senator REED. I want to draw a distinction between your state

ment, if I can, and what I understand is the case. I am going to put 
it in just as a plain statement of facts. I understand that representa
tives of the American Government saw Mr. Caproni and expressed 
the desire that he should furnish or help put this Government in a way 
to produce a Caproni machine. He sent the superintendent of his 
factory and a great number of his finest experts over here in order 
to help us get these machines and get them very promptly. These 
men have been sent from place to place, and they are now :practically 
marooned out here on I.ong Island. The production of their machine 
is going on, but instead of their being put in charge of the work 
they are at best used in some sort of a minor capacity. I am sug
gesting this, not by way of criticism, but with the thought that it 
seems to me to be a bad arrangement, and I know that it is very dis
appointing to those officers, even heartbreaking to them. 

Gen. KENLY. The men that I have seen at Long Island have ap
parently been more interested in flying the Caproni they had up 
there than anything else. They were interested in that side of it. 
The men were pilots. 

Senator REED. I am speaking of such men as Capt. D'Annunzio. 
He expressed the sentiment to me that I have just expressed to you. 

Gen. KENLY. That is a thing, being purely production, that I never 
had presented to me before, and therefore I have really never given it 
consideration, but I will give it consideration. 

(Informal discussion occurred.) 
Senator REED. There have been complaints of improper inspection 

at the factories. There has been some claim that the factories, in some 
instances, are trying to put off inferior work, and that the inspectors 
of the Government have not caught it. Do vou have charge of that 
wmk? . • 

Gen. KENLY. No, sir. We inspect the finished product, but not any 
part of the production. 

Senator REED. Mr. Chairman, if you will permit me to make a sug
gestion, I think we should send Gen. Kenly all of this evidence, and 
particularly a marked copy of this testimony with reference to im-
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proper inspection, so that he can have it before 'him when it is sent 
for revision: · 

The CHAIRMAN. Is it not a fact, General, that you and Mr. Ryan 
have arranged for a thorough revolution in the methods of inspection 
to be put into operation as fast as possible, which has for its funda
mental basis the emJ>loyment of only such inspectors as are sufficiently 
well acquainted w1th the things they inspect to make them them
selves~ 

Gen. KENLY. That is absolutely the fact. 
The CHAIRMAN. Or are so thoroughly posted in the character and 

quality of material as to be able to detect anything that was wrong~ 
Gen. KENLY. I was assured by Mr. Ryan that every inspector 

would be an expert at the thing he inspected. 
(Informal discussion occurred.) . 
Senator REED. I want to ask a question along this same line. Do 

you think that a proper inspection of the merits of a machine is 
likely to result when one of the makers of that machine is in charge 
of production and another one of the makers of that machine is in 
charge of the final test~ • 

Gen. KENLY. Do you mean maker or designer~ 
Senator REED. Designer. Do you think that is the best way to get 

good results~ 
Gen. KENLY. No, sir; I do not think so. 
Senator REED. I call your attention to the fact that Col. Hall and 

Col. Vincent are credited with having designed the Liberty motor. 
I apprehend that, like aH. other machines, the desi~s of many other 
men are wrought into it, but they, together, chiefly desi~ed the 
Liberty motor as we know it. As I understand the situation, Col. 
llall has been placed largely in charge of the production of the 
motor; that is, the insp(lction of the motor and the installation of 
the motors in the planes. That, then, when the :plane is completed, 
it goes to the McCook testing field, and when It goes there, it is 
tested by Col. Vincent, so that the two men who designed the Liberty · 
motor produce it and inspect it. · 

Gen. KENLY. That does not exist now. 
Senator REED. When did that cease~ 
Gen. KENLY. When they get through producing it they turn it 

over to me and I test it. 
Senator REED. That is very recent, is it not~ 
Gen. KENLY. I thought that was so axiomatic that there would 

be no opposition to it, but I found it was not being done. It was 
being done the way you haYe stated, and there was considerable 
opposition to changing it. 

Senator REED. When did you change that-about how long ago~ 
Gen. KENLY. This first agreement m writing between Mr. Ryan 

and myself is a matter of record. 
Senator REED. I do not ask you to be accurate about the exact date. 
Gen. KENLY. I should say it has been six or eight weeks ago when 

we made this agreement, and it has been, possibly, four weeks since 
we really got the thing going. 

Senator REED. As a matter of fact, is Vincent now out of the posi
tion that I have referred to over there at McCook field 1 

Gen. KENLY. I do not know just exactly what kind of testing th~y 
do on their own hook, but I test them before they are accepted. 
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Senator REED. Ifo you mean that they are individually tested by 
you¥ · 

Gen. KENLY. Oh, no, sir. 
Senator REED. Is Hall one of the staff that makes inspections now j 
Gen. KENLY. No. 
The CHAIRMAN. Is Commander Barry~ 
Gen. KENLY. The man who is doing that specifically is directly 

under Col. Bane. Col. Bane is going to be with the rest of the techni
cal men in Dayton, right where the thing is going on. We are inter
ested from the standpoint of the men who are going to use it and fly 
it, and, therefore, in association with the production engineers Col. 
Bane and the other men who are particularly interested in my point 
of view will go right through the factories and satisfy themselves 
that the factory inspection and production inspection are as they 
should be. Although ·that is really under the control of production, 

. we will assure ourselves that the thing is going right, and if it is not 
going right, Mr. Rya.n and I will have to take it up and settle it. 

Senator REED. You say yqu found there was some opposition to 
changing the conditions that I spoke of. Does that opposition come 
from any of the manpfacturers 1 

Gen. KENLY. No, sir; it was the opposition of some of Mr. Ryan's 
subordinates here who had been doing the thing, and therefore they 
did not like to give it up. · 

Senator REED. 1Vere they men who formerly had been connected 
with automobile concerns 1 

Gen. KENLY. I think not. 
Senator REED. Were they Regular Army officers~ 
Gen. KENLY. No. 
Senator REED. Were they dollar-a-year men 1 
Gen. KENLY. The man I am thinking about is Col. Horner. He 

is a belligerent sort of man, who does not like to give up anything 
he has. I do not attribute it to anything more than that. I do not 
see at present that there is anything to be apprehensive about. 

Senator REED. Very well. I think that is one of the chief difficul-
ties. 

(Informal discussion occurred.) 
Senator REED. Do the flying fields come under you 1 
Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Are you preparing to locate some new flying fields 1 
Gen. KE~LY. 'Ve haYe no need for them at present. We have a 

great many tentative sites that are admirably suited, if we have occa
sion 'to use them. 

Senator NEW. In what parts of the country 1 
Gen. KE~LY. I could not say, except in a general way that they 

coYer all parts of the country. 
Senator REED. Do you propose to change the character of the work 

done at the Wilbur Wright Field so that it will become a testing 
field? 

Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Is that because McCook Field has been found to be 

inadequate 1 
Gen. KENLY. No. It was simply so that I could have a place for a 

testing squadron near enough to one of our big production plants, like 
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the Dayton Wright people, where, when they turn anything ovt>r, we 
can fly right over there and test it. The field is already in excellt>nt 
condition. · 

Senator RF..ED. Why not use McCook Field for that 1 
. Gen. KE:sT,Y. There is a certain amount of testing which produc

tion has to have. It is preliminary testing with relation to produc
tion. That has been under their control. We did not want both. 
We want one, so we pern1itted them to hold onto McCook .Field with 
out any question at all. 

Senator REED. Who wants that-the producers? 
Gen. KENLY. The producers. 
Senator REED. McCook Field is too small a field for real tt>sting. 

is it not? 
Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir; it is too small a field for real testing. It is 

too small where you want about 2 miles straight away. The McCook 
Field will be used by this joint engineering section, from which mv 
men will get equal benefit. They will be located at that field with 
an experimental laboratory, etc., ri~ht at the McCook Field. 

Senator REED. 1-Vhat are you gomg to do if there comes a flood on 
that Wilbur Wright Field? 

Gen. KENLY. In the first place, it will be properly ditched. I 
understand there has been some expression of doubt about the accn
racy of some surveys that I had made by the" floods engineers ''-I 
think they are called out there. I looked into that thing when I was 
out there. The question of the flooded hangttrs and . all that wns 
looked into. I went down to that office, and I subsequently got a con
tour map of that field.. According to that map, the very lowest point 
on any part of the Government holding in the swamp and down there 
in one corner is somt>thing like 10 feet above the main creek bottom. 
I was told by Maj. Wilburn, commander of the field, that there were 
many portions of the field that were as low as the creek bottom~ 
and very little higher. This contour map did not show that. 
It ran from 10 to 25 or 30 feet. But, in the event of flood, the way it 
is now, sir, the whole thing would be undt>r water in an ordinary 
rain, or a heavy rain. A portion is under flood now becanse it is not 
drained properly. However, if this contour map is accurate. the 
very simplest kind of engineering is involved in properly draining 
the field. 

The CHAIRMAN. It is, however, hardly a field that you would have 
selected if the selection had been left to you? 

Gen. KENLY. No, sir. 
Senator REED. I think you had better examine that map. I think 

it is a perfect maze of swamp. 
Gen. KENLY. It is perfectly easy to find out. It can be done in half 

an hour. 
Senator NEw. Gen. Kenly spoke of these contracts which were up 

before the board the other day. I suggest that we get somebody from 
up there who can give us the figures on which they are proposing to 
let the contracts. 

Gen. KENLY. Mr. Potter can do that. He can give yon every 
detail~ He can give you not only the details in regard to that, but 
about all matters connected with contracts in connection with pro
duction. 
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Senator NEw. If you can furnish those figures I see no reason why 
we should summol}. any other witnesses. 

Gen. KENLY. I can not give them to you, sir. 
Senator NEw. If you can not, I would like to have those figures 

from that board. 
Gen .. KENLY. Contracts and various things of that kind that 

are proposed are brought before the Aircraft Board for approval. 
I am a member of that board. They are discussed in a general way, 
but as to going into them in detail, I have not seen that done. 

Senator NEw. Mr. Potter could do iH 
Gen. KENLY. Yes, sir. 

·The CHAIRMAN. I received this morning from Col. Arnold a state
ment in response to an inquiry which I addressed to him of the num
ber of planes and the types of planes which have been furnished to 
our squadrons on the front up to this time, making a total o£ 271. If 
you do not object, General, I will have this put in the record as a 
part of your statement. 

Gen. KENLY. All right, sir. 
(The statement referred to is in the words and figures following, 

to wit:) 
W AB DEPARTMENT, 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF MILITARY AERONAUTICS, 
Washington, July 19, 1918. 

From: Department of Military Aeronautics. 
To: Hon. Charles S. Thomas, Committee on Coast Defense, United States Senate. 
Subject: Equipment of American air squadrons at the front. 

1. Answering your inquiry regarding the above subject, addressed to Maj. 
Gen. William L. Kenly, the following is submitted for your information: 

From the latest reports from the American Expeditionary Forces, there are 
at present 13 squadrons at the front, equipped·wlth 271 planes purchased from 
foreign governments of the following types: 

Name. Type. Engine. I Deliv
ered. 

Breguet XIV B2........ .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . Bomber...... Renault, 300 horsepower. . .. :aJ 
Breguet XJV A2 .............. . ................... Observation ....... do.................... .. 23 
Sopwith A2 ............................................ do ....... Le Rhone~}20horsepower... n 
Sopwith B2 ................................... .. : . Bomber ...... Clerget,l:<uhorsepower...... . 35 
Spad XL......... .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . Pursuit.. .. .. Hispano, 220 horsepower.... 22 
Spad A2.......................................... Observation.. Gnome, 150 horsepower ............. . 
Spad 6147........................ . ................ Pursuit. . . . .. Hispano, 220 horsepower.... 26 
Nieuport 28 . ........ ........ .. . . ..... ........ . ......... do ....... Le Rhon_!l~}20horsepower.. . 9 
Voisin VIII........ .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . Night bomber Preglot, ~horsepower. . .. . 6 
Italian manufacture: 

Caproui . . ... .. ............................... Bomber ...... IsottaL.~ horsepower...... . 15 
S. I. A........................................ Day bomber. Fiat, lMl horsepower........ « 

Total. .................................. . ................................................ --m 

2. Regarding the second paragraph of your letter, a cable has been sent 
asking for the information regarding the number and performance of American
made machines at the front, which information will be forwarded to you as 
soon as received. 

By direction of Maj. Gen. Kenly. 
H. H. ARNOLD, 

Colonel, Signal Corps, 
Assistant Director of Milita1'1/ Aeronautics. 

(Thereupon, at 4.30 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned.) 
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:REPORT OF SENATOR FRELINGHUYSEN ON THE AEBO-MARINE PLANE AND MOTOR CO. 
(INC.), KEYPORT, N. J. 

I visited this plant on Saturday, July 6, 1918. 
This Is a small plant, manufacturing single pontoon hydroplanes of the 

advanced training type, equipped with the Curtiss OWX engines. They are 
building them under contract No. 3252 for the United States Navy; contract 
dated October 27, 1917. The order Is for 200 machines and 50 sets of spares, 
to be completed In one year. · 

The capital of the company is $50,000; the president is Englis M. Uppercu, 
the agent for the Cadillac Automobile Co. in New York City; J. S. German 
Is Yice president and E. D. Newman, secretary. They employ 975 hands, 
mostly all Americans, many of them being boat builders and carpenters from 
along the Jersey coast. 

The plant Is the outgrowth of eight years' experience In aircraft experiment 
and was formerly located at Nutley, N. J., under the same name. The morale 
of the workmen Is excellent; the efficiency of high standard. The plant is 
protected b~· a company of police under an ex-New York detective, who Is chief 
of watchmen. They produce a hydroplane for the United States Navy at an 
estimated cost of $7,770. 

Inmnnuch 11s the contract Is limited, as above, they stated to me a continua
tion of the production would probably reduce the cost, no machines having 
been rejected, and they state they are ahead of their orders. They have been 
having considerable trouble with the Dupont dope, stating that It would 
not hold . 
. They have had no. difficulty In getting their spruce until recently, but are 
now splicing and using laminated spruce. 

The plant Is managed by Hinsdale Smith, a young man formerly president 
of the Springfield Metal Body Co., of Springfield, 1\lass. 

The plant Is an excellent one, shows good housekeeping, and the workmanship· 
seems to be excellent. 

Inasmuch as this plant Is utlllzed at the present time by the United States 
Navy, it Is expected that their full capacity will be needed. My inspection 
has no particular significance on this investigation except to show that In 
the event of enlargement of the plant they would have a capacity for 
building airplanes which might be utlllzed with the experience and organization 
they now have. 

JOSEPH S. FRELINGHUYSEN. 

BUREAU OF AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION-CAUSES OF DELAY. 

[For Senator Thomas, May 31, 1918. Exhibit C.] 

INDEX. 

I . GENERAL CAUSE OF DELAY. 

II. SPECIFIC CAUSE OF DELAY ON-

1. Liberty engine. 
2. Bristol fighter. 
3. D. H. 4 plane. 
5. Oxygen apparatus. 
5. Tel and Jaeger tachometer speed indicators. 
6. Cameras-10-lnch, 20-inch, 36-lnch, 54-inch focal lengths. 
7. Aldis unit sights for machine guns. 
8. AirPlane compasses. 
9. Synchronizing device for firing through propeller. 
10. Radiotelephone. 
11. Airplane dope. 
12. Airplane cotton. 
13. Castor oll. 
14. Spruce and fir. 
15. Tool makers. 
16. Transportation. 
17. Other accessories and material& 
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I. GENERAL CAUSE OF DELAY. 

Senator Thomas's letter dated May 27 requests "Reasons and excuses, If any, assigned 
for failure to produce all or tnsulllctent production." 

1. The delays in aircraft production are, for the most part, those incident to 
the creation, under strenuous conditions, of a new, highly technical industry. 
In this the experience of the United States closely follows that of the allies. 

Submitted herewith is a copy of the British War Board's report, which, after 
three years of war, very accurately describes our first year's experience and 
might well serve as an answer to your inquiry. . 

2. At the time the L'nlted States entered the war there did not exist in this 
country specialists trained in the design, manufacture, and use of airplanes, 
engines, and their accessories suitable to combat work in Europe. 

Our experience and such facilities as we had were llmited to the simplest 
forms of flying machines; and up to thnt time no airplane hnd been built here 
that carried a machine gun, or bombs, or other kindred war paraphernalia. The 
few planes used in the Mexican campaign were flying machines only, and not 
combat machines. 

Two European engines, developed under war conditions for airplane use, had 
been put Into production here, the 100-horsepower Gnome and the !50-horse
power Hispano, but by the time our manufacturers had translated the European 
drawings so as to meet American conditions of manufacture and had made 
tools, bought raw materials, educated workmen, inspectors, etc., and obtained 
production, so much time had elnpsed that these motors had been superseded 
on the front by others. · 

Up to the beginning of 1917 onl)· 118 aiq)hmes of all types had been delivered 
to the Army, 64 of the;;e being delivere1l during 1916 and :i4 during the eight 
years prior to 1916. Not only was there' no imlu>:tt·y fot• either combat planes 
or engines but there was no knowledge of whnt should be built or where to 
begin. There was no adequate organization in the Signnl Corp;;, no Aircraft 
Board, and no program to work to. • 

The Aircraft Production Board was ('rented in l\Iay, aml a mission made up 
of Army and Navy officers and civilians, under l\Iuj. Bolling, wns sent to Europe 
In June to investigate in England, Fran(·e, and Italy and to recommend types 
of engines, planes, and accessories, to negotiate fot· t·ights to manufacture such 
as were selected, and to ship "ample pl:mes, engines, instruments, accessories, 
and all necesary drawings, bills of matet·ial, ,.;pecifications, and other data to 
facilitate production In this countr)·. 

Right here Is where delay In the production of combat planes commenced. 
Samples of planes recommenuel.l for manufacture were not received in this 
country until five months after we declared wat·, and these samples were with
out engines, except the Spad. and sud1 drawings as accompanied them were 
totally Inadequate for duplication acconling to American methods of quantity 
production. . 

During the five months before samples were received, and while their redesign 
was being accomplished, all possible speed was put into the building of training 
planes and engines, so as not only to meet our training needs but to assist in 
the education of additional source;; of suppl)· arailable for the building of 
combat planes. 

3. Detailed engineering information wn>< not ,:upplied promptl:r, stating what 

planes. 
4. Lack of sufficiently skilled instrument mechanics capable of interpreting 

and producing delicate instruments rettuired for eombat planes. 

and how instruments, acce~sories, ami onlnnnce shonhl he plaeed on the combat j. 

5. Lack of engineers skilled In the design ·md production difficulti~s of a 
combat airplane.· This lad;: of proper eltgineet• in~r abilit)·. which had not been 
developed in this country, was due to the fact that previous to the declaration 
of war there had not heen a demand from the Government for the development 
and production of combat airplanes. This re><ulted in d~signs not being cor
rectly made and the failures not being l.letermined until te~:<ts could be. made 
of the airplanes in the air. 

6. Another most ~rious difficulty was the fact thnt after a1:cessot'ies, ord
nance, and instrument equipment had been determined In December, 1917, and 
January, 1918, changes were directed by order;; from the Amerieau Expedi
tionary Forces, dated January 10 antl delivered in this euuntt')' about February lG 
to the Production Engineering Department. These changes involved serious 
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romplications, as the placing of two instead of one machine gun firing through 
the propeller. This change involved a .redesign of the fuselage, cowl, and the 
arrangement of connections between the engine and the various instruments, 
due to additional space required for the cartridge boxes and the chutes for tak
ing away the empty shells and the disintegrating links from the machine guns 
in such a way as to avoid interfering with the connections to the other ap
paratus, and also involved changes in the support of machine guns and other 
1;arts. 

7. These difficulties were largely due to the distance of the United States 
from the front, and to the Jack of capable trained technical personnal in both 
Europe and the United States. Furthermore there has not been organized up 
to this time an effective, continual weekly liaison between the technical de
partments in Europe, England, Italy, and the United States. 

8. It must be further recognized that this country was called upon not only 
to educate the engineers, but to develop the manufacturing facilities for quantity 
production of combat engines, airplanes, and the many accessorie,;, inl<truments 
and ordnance with which an airplane must be equipped. The difficulties can not 
be conceived or described. Experience only can· enable the most capable engi
neering mind to interpret the requirements and performance of a combat plane; 
and, furthermore, the United States did not have a proper comprehension of a 
combat plane ·completely equipped, so vitally needed to guide the engineer and 
manufacturer before his design and manufacturing methods could be fully 
developed. 

II. SPECIFIC CAUSES OF DELAY. 

1. Liberty engines.-The first Liberty engine was of eight cylinders. The 
order to build it experimentally was given June 4, 1917, and the first sample was 
delivered and running In Washington about July 25. During August it became 
apparent, through cable advlces from our mission In Europe, that the airplane 

·art was progressing 'so rapidly that this eight-cylinder motor would in all proba
bilities be obsolete for combat work on the front by the time it was possible to 
produce it in quantities. Our mission in Europe urgently wished us to concen
trate our energies upon the 12-cylinder Liberty instead. As the result of this 
our effort was transferred to the 12-cylinder, and tentative arrangements for 
the manufacture of the 8 cancelled in favor of the 12. 

It is impossible, in a report as brief as this must be, to cove:r: thoroughly all 
of the reasons for delays in the production of Liberty engines, and only n few 
will be mentioned. 

The 12-cylinder Liberty was designed on the basis of developing 330 horse
power. Continual experiment developed improvements from time to time in such 
matters as carburetor, intake headers, cam shapes, etc., which gradually in
creased the power obtainable to over 400 horsepower. Each improvement as It 
came up was considered on its merits and decision reached as to whether its 
Introduction was worth the delay and scrappage of material that might result 
from its adoption. When the Liberty engine was originally designed and rated 
at 330 horsepower it was believed that it would be possible to obtain much 
higher horsepower out of it, but it was not expected that this would be accom
plished so soon. 

Increasing the hors('power of the engine made necessary changes in parts 
which showed weakne~>< under this increased power. Several important ele
ments had to be strengthened, requiring the waking· of new dies, tools, and 
fixtures, and entailing a delay in production. 

When the manufacturers began to produce parts for Liberty engines and to 
assemble these parts they made application for many changes to facilitate their 
own manufacturing operation>'. 

'Vhen the engine was finally through its experimental and early manufactur
Ing stages and being more genemlly used in airplanes in cross-country work, 
altitude test,., etc., difficulties with radiation, cari.Juretion, and lubrication were 
encountered and had to be overcome. 

In- addition to these point, having to do more particularly with the original 
design and its transition through the stages of early eJ..-perimentation, increase 
of horsepower, flying tests, and standardization for manufacture, there were 
many unlooked for difficulties to be overcome in the securing of the raw mute
rials, equipping factories with machinery, tools and fixtures, and the training 
of skilled workmen under the strenuous conditions that have existed during tbe 
past six months. The making of the Liberty steel cylinder by the Ford Co. 
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from tubing instead of from a solid forging, as w·as done with each of the ex
pel'imental engines and with quite a number of the first deliveries, was in itself 
one ·of the real achievements in this part of our air program. 

2. Bristol ftghter.-This plane was received from England minus an engine, 
but designed to use either the Hispano-Suiza 200-horsepower or the Rolls-Royce 
190-horsepower. 'l'his country was informed that engines of greater horse
power would be r~uired, so as to get more speed and better performance. 
This Bristol fighter was therefore redesigned at the Smithsonian Institute so 
as to use a Liberty engina of increased length, weight, and power. 

The design and sample plane were submitted to the Curtiss Co. in November, 
1917, and ·when the first sample was assE>mbled it was found that for manufac
turing reasons changes had to be made. Almost coincident with these changes 
instructions were given by the American Expeditionary Forces to the production 
engineering department, under date of February 16, that two instead of one 
fixed machine gun, firing through the propeller, and other changes in Instru
ments a!ld nccessories were to be made in equipping this plane. These changes 
and the lack of experience on the part of the manufacturer of this type <>i com
bat plane caused delays of at least six weeks. 

When the fir~t planes were built and tested it was found that the sample 
plane did not meet expectations as to the maneuYernbility. British tilers ex
perienced in ftying this Bristol fighter stated this to be their opinion, and 
changes necessary to obtain an improved performance are now being made. 
Official tests will be conducted as soon as these changes are completed in order 
to determine to what use this plane will be put by our forces in Europe. . 

The development of this American Bristol fighter is a particularly good illus
tration of the lack of airplane enginee1·ing tnlt-nt and the necessity for the 
greatest caution in attempting to adapt an airplane to a particular engine. 

(a) The principal difficulties causing delay in the production of this plane 
were due to a failure to determine what ordnance, accessories, and instruments 
would be used · and where they would be placed. 

(b) Lack of detailed engineering information concerning the radiator. Tests 
were made with this machine ftying from the early part of November, during 
cold weather, during which tests the radiator was apparently satisfactory, but 
when tested under summer conditions the radiator was found unsntisfactory 
at low altitudes. The art of designing and manufacturing airplane radiators 
is still in the state of imperfect development in the United States, and much 
difficulty continues to be encountered in satisfactorily producing them in 
quantity. 

(c) The changes in the numbE>r of machine guns and in the arrangement of 
the accessory apparatus were responsible for many weeks of delay in the pro
duction of the first planes, these changes being ordered by the American 
Expeditionary Forces' instructions to the production engineering department 
February 16. With better airplane engineering talent and with experience 
these delays would not have occurred. 

4. Oa:ygen apparatus.-(a) A samvle of dryer oxygen apparatus was brought 
to this country by an engineer, Monsieur JacquE's de Lestang. and later the 
designer, Col. Dryer, came over himsE>lf to assist us in many difficulties which 
our manufacturers experienced in reproducing this delicate, complicated design. 

(b) The French had undoubtedly been able to make a success of the com
paratively small number which they had produced through the fact that they 
had a larger number of sk1lled workmen accustomed to this kind of delicate 
work. We did not have such skilled help, and consequently it took us 8 to 10 
weeks to develop the necessary personnel and manufacturing facillties to pro
duce this apparatuR in quantity. 

5. Tel and Jaeger speed indicators.-This apparatus consisted of a delicate 
watch mechanism, made by hand, in Europe, and of an extremely complicated 
nature. We have developed the necessary mechanics and engineering knowl
edge to produce this apparatus sntlsfactorlly, but we were delayed 10 to 12 
weeks on account of these conditions. 

6. Oameras.-(a) We experienced the greatest dlfficulty in finding out from 
Europe what focal length and kind of c;ameras were suitable to use for the very 
compllcated condition of taking photographs from an airplane at heights varying 
from 2,000 to 15,000 feet, the focal lengths of the cameras varying, according to 
reports which were received, from 10 inches to 54 inches, and there being two 
different schools of camera experts in France and England. 

(b) We were also confronted by the impossibility of securing In this country 
dense barium crown glass necessary for the lenses to use in these cameras, and 
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the lack of ablllty and knowledge of our glass experts to produce a glass which 
would even approximate dense barium crown. This condition delayed our 
ability to design a camera properly, or even copy one from Europe and be able 
to give the necessary data to the plane designer as to the space to allow in the 
fuselage for the camera mounting, the kind of control, and the location of tht> 
cntrols for the operation of the camera on the plane. We advertised for lenses 
and secured quite a few. Our scientists actively pushed the experiments on the 
necessary glass, and we have at last secured what looks to be a promising sub
stitute, although not in any way equal to the dense barium crown glass produced 
principally In France In a small way. 

7. Aldi8 unit sights tor machine guns.-(a) These sights, in order to be effi
cient, require dense barium crown glass for the lenses, on which the difficulty in 
securing the same was similar to that of cameras. 

(b) We tried an American made glass with the result that the Aldis sights 
were about 60 per cent as etrective as those abroad. There was a delay of at 
least 16-weeks in developing a sight of this kind. 

8. Airplane oompass.-Most serious difficulty was experienced in developing 
and producing a satisfactory compass, which 1s exceedingly complicated when 
used on an airplane. Samples were brought from Europe in September; and 
immediately the design and production were turned over to the Sperry Gyro
scope Co., who had the most experienced skilled personnel on this kind of appa
ratus. They failed to produce a satisfactory instrument or to meet even a small 
percentage of their estimated production. It was therefore necessary to develop 
an entirely new source, which fortunately was accomplished through the patriot
ism and apprciation of the necesslty on the part of the director of meter 
production of the General Electric Co., at West Lynn, Mass. This company 
developed and put into large production a compass which, while not yet com
pletely tested, has every promise of meeting the requirements, but deliveries 
could not be obtained until the early part of April. 

9. Synchronizing de1iice for fi:ced machine guns firing through· propeller.-Sat
isfactory output of production on this complicated device was delayed due to a 
Jack of knowledge and experience. As a result of engineering study and abillty 
of the men engaged in reproducing the same there should be -no further difficulty 
in meeting the requirements. 

10. Radio equipment.-No difficulty was experienced in reproducing the ordi
nary raidotelegraph equipment, but this country has developed and given a 
great contribution in the form of a satisfactory radiotelephone set which can 
be used from plane to plane or between plane and ground, at distances up to 
5 mlles or more. Manufacturing fac1llties were developed along with the design 
and sufficient production wlll be available. 

11. Dope tor airplane wings.-An enormous shortage existed of the special 
dope required to treat the wings of planes. This dope is derived from the ace
tate of Jlme, acetone, and their chemical by-products. The allies also required 
large tonnage for their planes and for explosives. New chemical methods of 
producing this dope have been developed and plants have been and are being 
constructed which will produce an output by 1919 about sufficient for needs 
e~ted. The output of present wood chemical plants was entirely comman
deered and is now being di:>tributed for war and industrial needs by the Gov
ernment. 

12. Cotton tor airplane wings and balloons.-Shortage of Irish linen and the 
delay aud cost of bringing it from England became very serious in the fall of 
1917. The cotton experts designed a strong, light cotton cloth, then developed 
and obtained · sufficient manufacturing facilities to supply not only the United 
States but also the allies to a large extent. As soon as the shortage of linen 
became evident more than 10,000 bales of long staple sea-island cotton was pur
chased without inflating the market, and is now available for use in this air
plane cotton. A prominent executive of the British war mission has cabled his 
Government that in his opinion this airplane cotton is the " greatest contribu
tion of the United States to the allles of a material necessary to airplane pro
duction." 

18. Castor oilr-Lubrication of rotary and possibly jl:ted type engines.-A se
rious shortage was foreseen and a large per cent of the avallable stock of castor 
oll in this and other countries was purchased and stored. It being recognized 
that the amount obtained would not be sufficient, an organization was devel
oped and a campaign through the varlous States was launched through which 
farmers were persuaded to plant more than 100,000 acres In castor-oil plants. 
The beans from these crops wlll be purchased by the Government at a fixed 
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price and shipped to crushers to extract and refine the oil. If the yield is 
average the requirements now known to exist for castor on should be met by 
this accomplishment. 

14. Spruce.-8pruce is the strongest wood obtainable, for its weight. Next to 
spruce comes fir. In ordinary times there is no wide demand for spruce of the 
first class. Therefore, a shortage of this wood soon made itself felt The 
largest supply of first-class spruce comes from Oregon and Washington. Large 
scale operations in these States met with serious organized opposition by the 
I. W. W. In addition to this further delay was increased by natural shortage 
of labor and lack of facilities to meet this emergency. It was necessary to 
organize regiments of experienced woodsmen selected from the cantonments 
of the National Army, and by voluntary enlistments from civilian life. The in
troduction of these men into the logging camps gradually overcame opposition 
to Government spruce production. However, in order to obtain the necessary 
amount of spru<--e it was, and still is, necessary to build railway extensions 
and logging roads, and in addition it became necessary to construct dry kilns 
and special cut-up plants to secure the quality of straight grain, clear material 
required. The demands of our allies still are greatly in excess of the present 
production, and large development of spruce timber and special sawmills will 
be necessary. The cut-up plants and dry kilns have made a large comparative 
reduction In the tonnage of spruce moved from the Pacific coast to the manu
facturing plants and eastern seaports. This has been accomplished by eliminat
ing shipment of green wood and confining shipments solely to selected and care
fully Inspected lumber of proper size and quality wherever used. 

15. ~I'oot makers-Skilled mechanics.-Other serious causes of delay were 
general shortage of tool makers and skilled mechanics due to the demands of 
other Government plants not engaged on airplane production. 

16. Transportation.-The extreme severity of the winter caused serious 
trouble with transportation, delaying the delivery of raw materials and man'u· 
factured parts to airplnne manufacturers. Certainly 30 days' delay on certain 
vital parts can be attributed to this cause. 

17. On other ordnance, instruments, and materials minor delays, mistakes, 
and tlifficulties In manufacture were experienced, but not to an extent to delay 
seriously the output of combat planes. 

Mr. JOHN D. RYAN, 

L. s. HORNER, 
Lieutenant Colonel, Signal Corps. 

[Open letter.] 

Chief Aeroplane Production, Washington, D. C. 
DEAR Sm: The Senate bill 4686, authorizing the director of aircraft produc

tion to form a $100,000,000 corporation for the purpose of expediting the produc
tion of aerial apparatus, brings up the question of the policies to be pursued, 
and if the plans contemplate any improvement in the present primeval and 
inefficient Government system for the scientific development and perfection ol 
motors and aerial apparatus. 

When you accepted the directorship of aircraft production you undertook the 
most difficult and Jmportant job in the whole United States war program. The 
building of ships is, by comparison, an office boy's job, for the reason that ships 
are a commercialized product and a developed art, and It is only necessary to 
increase output. Ships are essential to carrying on war, but superior aerial 
apparatus and supremacy of the air will win the war. Hence the importance 
of your job. 

Washington is still asleep in conception and plans for a most efficient aerial 
program. 

The failures and investigations of the aerial program have been brought 
on by fundamental errors in policies and patents, industrial and professional 
monopolies. 

To what extent the situation has been complicated by monopoly systems Is 
something the investigations should determine, so that the country may be 
relieved from such menace from now on. 

One point I particularly wish to impress you with is that the success of the 
aerial program and the war against Germany is most seriously jeopardized bY 
failure of authorities to realize that the present art of aerial warfare ts not 
10 per cent developed. 
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In the course of, say, a five-year war, ships, guns, etc., will undergo some 
improvements which may amount to 5 per cent or, in some things, 25 per cent. 
Aerial apparatus, however, can be improved several hundred per cent as an 
efficient and aggressive art of war. 

The United States may build hundreds of millions of dollars' worth of aerial 
apparatus ; but if we allow the enemy to excel us In the art, our men and aerial 
equipment will sutfer needless sacrifices-even defeat could result. 

If Germany's experts had foreseen the unlimited oppot·tunlties In aerial war
fare and directed her efficiency and reAAurces to this end instead of concentrat
ing on submarines and dirigibles, and In addition had turned 30 per cent or 50 
per cent of her sacrifices ·of shells, guns, and men towarrl the perfection and 
building of Improved aerial equipment, GPrmany, with a small part of the 
losses already made, could have paralyzed the munition and transportation 
organizations of France and Italy and also carried !<Uch warfare into England. 

Germany is doubtless awakening to the opportunities and advantages of 
aerial warfare, but our Government methods for the scientific development of 
inventions and aerial apparatus, I repeat, are not 10 per cent efficient. Our 
aerial program has been more or less of a patents, Industrial, and professional 
monopoly, which has brought on failures and investl~ratlons, with lasting dis
credit to men who may be found responsible or Incapable. 

The indications are that a system of press propaganda has been carried on 
designed to deceive the people and administration. There apparently has been 
a program of secreey, which could not deceive the enemy, but would operate 
to shut out valuable suggestions and cooperative work by the genius of inven
tion and industry of the United States. 

I would also call attention to the trend and danger of newspaper publicity 
and monopoly propaganda which Inspires the people with the impression that 
the Liberty motors are the last word In motor pe1·fect1on, and that, because 
some motors and planes are now being manufactured, the aerial program Is on 
the high road to the peak of success. . 

I have never criticized the J,iberty motor, because this would amount simply 
to an expression of opinion about things which can only be proven by actual 
performances and war service. 

1\Iy criticisms have been constructive and refer to matters of principles and 
pollcies, which are supported by self-evident facts. My pam}lhlet, The Men 
Who Can Win the War, or Things That Should be Known at the Capitol, 
pointed out In advance wherein the aeri!W program could not escape serious 
failures. No adequate steps have yet been taken to meet these deficiencies. 

The status of our aerial program to-day Is: A captain of Industry, heretofore 
charged with the management of extensive corporations, has undertaken the 
direction of aircraft production for the Government, assuming the duty of 
safeguarrling public welfare In all respect'l . . In other word!'!, a man whoRe ambi
tions and associations lay with big business is now confronted with the task of 
deciding plans and carrying out policies which, In some instances, can not be 
agreeable to the schemes of powerful industrial organizations. 

AR a matter of self-protection and a !,'1taranty to the administration and the 
people, and in order to secure cooperation and efficiency, definite pollcies should 
be announced. 

The President of the United States is dependent on captains of industry, and 
men holding positions of responsiblllty and trust must reason that the public 
know that big business, under the direction of captains of industry, is more or 
less dominated by monopoly and " profiteering " systems ; hence harmony and 
efficiency can only be obtained by open, clean-cut, patriotic policies. 

Under the proposed bill the Government may be engaged extensively in the 
manufacture of aerial apparatus. 

The first basic policy, which should apply to all war business, is that peace
time industries are national assets whl<'h establish the rank and power of 
nations among the civilized countries of the 1Vorld. 

The people and t:>ountry as a whole are entitled to all the benefits to be de
rived from their billions of dollars spent for war equipment. If the billions so 
spent, first, purchase needed war equipment, and, seeond. build up the manufac
turing industries, then the people and country have profited in two ways. 

Now, if the Government takes over the manufacture of aerial apparatus, at 
the end of the war we shall han> no manufa<'turiug or~ranizations ready to 
carry on a commercial business in aircraft or other industries. but. instead, the' 
eountry will have a great Government organization which will suddenly go to 
pieces llke a private corporation going into bankruptcy. 
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A l'econd indefensible argument against the Government going into the manu
facture of aerial apparatus is that it is the principle of private enterprise, oper
ating on a legitimate competitive basis, which has made the United States, and 
only on this principle can we mobilize inventive and industrial genius and win 
wars and compete with the world. One reason for this is that Government 
ownership and centralized control direct all things into one narrow channel and 
shut out the inventive and cr:eative engineering genius which has perfected the 
automobile and all of our industries.· If motors and aerial apparatus were now 
perfect, and conditions did not change, then centralized Government ownership 
and control might be Ideal. . 

The directors of the aerial program have fallen down because they ignored 
sound business policies. Instead of calling upon the industrial genius of the 
United States to produce the best motors and planes that could be turned out In 
competition, a few men have assumed the superhuman task of dictating all the 
intricacies of invention, design, and manufacture, when the industrial genius of 
the whole country can not do it too well. 

The New York Times of June 27, quoting the British secretary to the air 
ministry, says: "The new policy of intrusting pure design to the industry itself 
has been very successful." If this means that the directors of the British 
aerial program have finally learned a principle which is so obvious from the 
analysJ:;; of commercial industries, then they have made one of the biggest steps 
toward supremacy of the air and are a long way In advance of the United 
States. 

lleferring again to the bill proposing $100,000,000 for furthering the produc
tion of aerial apparatus, the people should know If the policy will be to favor 
a few large corporations monopolizing the business or if care will be given to 
the creation of a healthy, independent, and competitive Industry. The differ
ence between thesP. two plans means success or failure, and the reasons are 
extremely simple. 

If monopoly corporations are "handed" the business, there Is no incentive 
on their part to Improve aerlnl apparatus, becnuse improvements cost money 
and changes curtail their output and profits. The grade of output wlll drop 
as low as Government Inspectors can be Induced to pass. On the other hand, 
if the Government policy encourages competitive manufacturers and awards 
products and also inventions of merit the Government will not only save 
money in the first cost, but get a superior manufactured product and at the 
same time be constantly Improving the art, and at a minimum expense to the 
Government. • 

The monopoly plan means deterioration, graft, and defeat, and loading the 
industry with a gouty, corpulent monopoly system. 

As a man who can point to some successes In business, manufacturing, and 
invention, my opinion of the cost-plus plan Is that it leads to demoralization of 
both the manufacturer and his workmen. I also believe that Investigation will 
show that in many cases this plan hus resulted In the prodigal employment of 
men at a time when their services should be used more advantageously. 

The manufacture of new products In war times at contract prices Involves 
some risk on the part of the manuf~cturer, and it would be much better to 
let him make at the outset even what might be called a profiteering profit, 
because much of such profits will go back Into t11e expansion of the industry or 
taxes on war profits. The point Is to run the industry on a competitive basis, 
which operates to regulate profits nnd create the best conditions throughout. 

The policies of the directors of the aerial program, including the National 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, show favoritism toward monopolies in 
patents and the Industry, and the number of men and dollars which have been 
and will be needlessly sacrificed because of the blunders of the first year's 
aerial program can never be estimated for the reason that the direct and 
in(]lrect losses affect the whole war program, and the ena is not yet. 

The enemy may su<'eee!l in taking Paris. whereas a few thousand airplanes 
might disorganize their transpot'tatlon and save the situation and, if at the 
beginning, orders had been placed on a competitive basis, allowing manufac
turers to copy foreign motors and planes or produce their own improved de
sig-ns, the Government would have the choice of many manufacturers and the 
admntage of the cooperation of the best genius in the country. 

All the Government engineers had to do was to limit purchases to a few 
simple specifications which covered a useful apparatus and, as the product 
begun to exceed the demand, a system of competition and ellmination would 
gradually bring about standardization as the art was perfected. 
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Instead of this a coterie of engineers and experts having a professional 
monopoly and on the theory that the aerial at·t in point o.f perfection had 
about arrived at the present stage of automobile production, they began at the 
wrong end of the program by a system of standardization and the stipulation 
of thousands of theoretical specifications which absolutely prohibit any im
provements and even the economical production of useful apparatus. 

It would be a pitiable example, indeed, if the Liberty motor did not prove a 
good motor, because never before in the history of the world did men have 
the unlimited backing of a national treasury and the Government stamp of 
priority which commandeered the facilities of the United States for experi
mental work. Withal, tqe Liberty motor is substantially an enlarged edltlon 
of a type of motors in use, and the problem Is still unsettled if it is the best 
all-round type suitnble for the various types of planes or even if it is the best 
type for any particular kind of plane. Competition only ean prove this and 
llewlop tbe best motors, and the policies of the aerial program taboo compe-
tition. · 

If six post planes. equipped with Liberty motors, could each make three 
successful round trips between Xew York and Chicago, this would be more 
convincing to the public thnn press propnganda and al'l'ord some proof that a 
trans-Atlantic voyage Is feasible. 

The evil of It all Is that the Liberty motor has been "starred" and paraded 
in the Interest of individuals and monopolies. The scheme of fostering and 
press agt-nting it as a national progeny and calling it a Liberty baby Instead 
of a Pnckard or something else was obviously to monopolize the field. Such 
press propaganda as heralded the designing of the Liberty motor In five days 
behind locked doors in Washington, etc., Is too cheap and insidious for a 
serious country to tolerate and especially In war times. Such misrepresenta
tion an<l nationalizing of one particular product is not fair to other manufac
turers of motors and it also operates to prevent inventors and manufacturers 
producing Improved types of motors. To US(> Senator Thomas's words in 
characterizing the cross-license agreemt-nt, " It Is un-Amerlcan; It is undemo
cratic; It is wrong. In my judgment it should be annulled without further 
delay." 

Inventions and patcnt.,.-Senutor Thomas's lntPrpretatlon of the cross-license 
agreement, as deserlhetl In the Ht-nnte Chamber and printed In the Congrt>S
slonal Record of May 9, goes to !'how that the policies pursued thus far have 
resulted in fattening the wallets of millionaire promott-rs and eonferring rights 
of monopoly to an lndu~try, on the one hand, and shutting the doors to the in
ventors anrl lndept-n<lent manuf:wturPrs of the United Stutes, on the other band. 

The annual reports of the ::-lntlonal Advisory Committee for Aeronautics are 
written evidence that this representative body of scientific men, charged by 
law with the supervision and dire<!tlon of the scientific study of the problem 
of 1Ught, with a view to their practical solution, are in part accountable for 
policies and transaction~ which have thus shackled the Government and the 
industry and mean the sacrifice of the people's resourcef; in m~n and money 
through failure to encourage and even permit the mobilization and cooperation 
of our national genius which has perfected all of our Industries. 

When the history of the war ann aerial art are reviewed years hence by 
the critical student, I surmise that the stor~· of the National Advisory Com
mittee wlll be pointed out as an example of the decades In which soaring pro
fessionalism so often failed because theoretienl science lacked the balance of 
practical science. . -

I have no personal and individual criticism to make of men who ha-ve risen 
to the top of their re~peetive professions. On the other hand, I hold in con
tempt the halo of professionalism which so often bars criticism, and espednlly 
when men's lives nnd the causes of onr country are jeopardized by policies 
which are not thoroughly constructive and rle;ht. 

According to the records of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
a request from the War Department brought the response from tbe executives 
of said committee that in their opinion all parties and Government agencies 
connected with the developm~nt of the air sc•rvice were cooperating in an effi
cient manner, and thnt nothing would be gained by the establishment of a 
department of aeronautics. A British expert says that our arlvance In resenrch 
and experimental work during the first year of our aerial program has not 
closed tbe gap that existed at the time of our entering the war and that we 
are now further behind than ever. This may be taken as a testimonial show
hig the 1mpracticablllty and extremely narrow field of usefulness of the present 
system of technical advisory committee!!. 
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The writer, In an Interview with a chairman of the National Advisory Com
mittee for Aeronautics, long ago sought to Impress the fact that the plans and 
system of such Committee could not, under the most favorable circumstances, 
prove anything like even 10 per cent efficient ; whereupon said gentleman was 
shocked and explained In surprise that they had laboratories, etc., and were doing 
everything they could toward the development of motors and aerial apparatus. 

When any dozen men think that they have more brains and genius than all 
the inventors, creative engineers, and manufacturers In the United States, and 
this eminent body controls the situation and Is the technical and expert adviser 
of the War and Navy Departments In an embryonic art of war, on which our 
success depends, we are a long way from defettting o~r enemy. · 

Now, the Director of Aircraft Production is undertaking to provide the Gov
ernment with aerial apparatus, and this equipment must be the last word In 
the art to be of service and win a war of invention and science. To express 
the present aerial program In plain words, the United States is furnishing the 
money and doing the manufacturing and we are going to depend on. Germany 
and our allies to make Inventions and discoveries, supply the Intellect, and show 
ue what to build, so that we shall be up to <late. This is what our program 
amounts to. 

Here we are, a Nation that has blazed the way and led the world In lnven· 
tion and the commercializing of many important Industries, yet the men respon
sible for our aerial progrnm, our best weapon In defeating Germany, have 
closed their eyes and ears to all the lessons and experiences. of Industries and 
science. 

It begjl;ars words ·to picture the situation, but the fact is that we have reveled 
so long In commercial debauchery, professional egotism, and <le<..-eitful propa
ganda that we need war to purify and regenerate our national Bystems. 

The motor is the mainspring of the airplane and the key to supremacy and 
victory in aerial warfare. I have pointed out that the LibE-rty and all aero
plane motors have serious inherent faults which make them extremely short
lived, and that the short, uncertain hours of service necessarily result In the 
sacrifice of most valuable men and apparatus. 

The life of aeroplane motors may be Increased-doubled, trebled, and even 
multiplied by 10. Doubling the life of motors woukl substantially mean dou
bling the size of an aerial fleet, all things being conBidered. There is great op
portunity for discovery and improvements In aeroplane motors which will 
reduce weight, decrease fuel consumption, and add to the mlleage and carrying 
power. It Is possible to make radical Improvements which will cut complica
tion of motor construction In half, and simplicity is the first essential to 
reliability. 

I have sounded the forewarning that with German efficiency and American 
methods which do not mobilize anything like 10 per cent of our creative genius 
In Invention and Industry there is grave danger and probability of the enemy 
producing such superior aeroplane motors and other Improvements as to cost 
us terrible losses. 

As a practical example of this danger and the consequences, suppose Germany 
perfects combat planes which have, say, even 10 per cent more speed than our 
machines, and at the same time, throu11:h Improvements in motors and appa
ratus, these machines are able to carry armor protecting the operator and vital 
parts of motors against machine-gun bullets or any guns carried by aircraft. 
Now, take the case of a score of our bombing planes, heavily loaded and slower 
ln speed, on an expedition perhaps severn! hundred miles into the enemy's 
territory. Our combat planes guarding the fieet are outmatched in speed and 
armored protection, and at a further disadvantage In hnving to carry a greater 
fuel supply, whereas the enemy, being over home territory, could fly light and 
replenish their fuel tanks nt convenience. The enemy would have great ad
vantages In being able to take the higher altitude, follow, and attack at will, 
picking off our machines with certainty and little risk. 

Admiral l!'lske has been a strong advocate of aerial torpedoes. While I have 
no !mowledge of his Inventions. nt the be~rlnning of the J<Juropean war I E>n
deavored to Inspire British experts with the Importance of developing high
powered motors and types of airplanes which would curry and lnunch the 
standard torpedoes used by submarines and also be adaptable to aerial-torpedo 
and bomb work. 

The field for aerial-torpedo and bomb apparatus is one of the most important 
in aerial warfare, and millions of dollars could be spent judiciously In its per
fection. This science Is capable of such development that troop ships and war 
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vessels of all kinds can be made to suffer a heavy percentage of los~es. By the 
risk of one man's life a ship can be sunk with something like 50 pet• cent 
certainty, and a whole fteet might ea11il~· be caught with less than n minute':;; 
warning. It behooves us to make progress and forestall the enemy. 

I have used the automobile industry so often for comparison, that readers 
may gain the Impression that the work of developing aerial-warfare appa
ratus parallels the automobile art, whereas this would be underestimating the 
job before us many times over. 

We should iook at it In this way; viz, that the aeria:l art, as a science In 
Invention, Intricate engineering, and multiplicity of problems, Is Infinitely more 
difficult than . the automobile which, by comparison, may be regarded as in 
the primer class. 

It will be a grave error In policies If the Cnited States aerial program Is 
not planned to meet the emergencies of a long wnr; and, In this respect, we 
have already lost one year of' predous time for which the Nation !ltands to 
be penalized heavlly. 

I fear \\·e mistake by counting too quick!~· on· Ylctory in th~> air. Some say 
10,000 machines, 50,000 machines. etc. The !lolution Is to keep building ma
chines, keep Improving, and keep fighting. uud the probabilltlel' are that It will 
take us anyhow three to five yenrs to gain ~<uprem11cy In aeri11l npparatus and 
finish the job--except the enemy disintegrates. 

rpon the question of fundamentnl policies, the fllredor:;; of aircraft produc
tion and of aerial warfare are nntnr111ly depentlent upon the opinions of ex
perts and engineer!!. I would wnger that If 12 of the country's distinguished 
professional engineers and experts wt>re seleetetl to determine the policies in 
respect to Invention and the scientific fle,·elopment of aerial appnratus, that the 
majority of them woul<l vote to nssnme tlw responRiblllty thP.mselves, Instead 
of for a system which would mobilize the genius of tht> whole eountry. Here 
we have an example of "professlonlll e~rotism." whteh woultl wllllngt~· risk the 
lives of fellowmen so that they might he stunetl mul hmwt•etl hy the glare of 
the spotlight, when 10,000 men ought to be on the joh. 

I make the suggestion to the gt>ntlemen ebnrge~l with the im·estigation of the 
flerlnl program and its tJOikles, that this element of Jll'ofesslnnnl egotism, If It 
can be discovered, shoultl he upt•ootell. liS it Is 11 hli~.tht whieh nlfeets nll Hovern· 
menbi! and most serlou!o;Jy retartl!l Inventions null Industry In the pref'ent age. 

On account of the business ennneeted with the fleslgnln~-t 111111 mannfnetur!' 
of warship!! and of big guns being, by the natm·p of it. no,·e•·nment wot·k. 11 

very general and erroneous Impression prevails that the Pn~-tlneerlng ana de· 
signing problems in aerial apparatus should nlso be hnn11letl b)' Govemment 
experts and by Government departments. Aecm·dlng to the recent words of the 
British secretar~· to the aerial departments, costly experience has finally 
taught the Rrlti~<h the very thing I have been trying to impress upon the aero· 
nautical clubs and upon the Government nuthoritles nt Washington for more 
than one year. 

CONSTRlTTI\'E POLICIES. 

A r~sum~ formulating the prindples I hnve ath·ocated Into policies neces
sarily considers the aerial progrnm as composed of two stages: First, develop
ment policies, which cover invention, design, experiment, competition. awurdl<. 
and patents; second, production policies, including nil processes In connt><'tion 
with the manufacture. 

DEVELOPMENT POLICIES. 

First. The Government must depend on and mohllize the genius of the ln
,·entors, the creative engineers. the de:;;lgne•·s, ntH! the manufnf'turet·s of the 
whole United States If we are to excell our enemies in tlw perfeetitm nnd 
supremacy of motors and aerial apparatus. This menus the t>llmlnntion of the 
present petty system of a theoretical sanctum smwtormu ln·whkh a ft>w vro· 
fessional high priests presumptiously refine the genin>' of n whole ~atlon . 

Second. Government engineers, departments. lahoratorit>s. etc., mu:;;t be 
organized for the purpose of furthering mo~<t ntlnmtltgeously the scientific 
work of the Nation's practical inventors, creative engiHeet·s. tlesignet·s. nnfl 
manufacturers, such as furnishing data, technical lnfonnntion. ntnkin~: te:;;ts 
and trials of apparatus, and experting official trials and eompetitions. 

Under the present r~gime our Government laboratory orgunizntion~ an' n p:ll't 
Of the sanctum-sanctorum system and more Or less a pt•ofes,;iounJ IIIIHlO(lO(~·. 
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Instead of our lnborutot·i~s being used to further the wot·k of the country's 
industries genius antl the most advuntageous udvun~ment of the arts and 
sciences the Ideas und work of men of genius are upproprluted and the 
htborutories grind ehiefty hi· the honor of the 11rofe:ssionul high priests. (I 
have knowledge of cnses.) · . 

Thh•tl. It Is e,;sential that the Government establish n department of lnveQ
tions, which ruuy bt> known hr this or uny suituble nume, the pUI·pose of such 
deptu·tment being to bundle the business of the Government in all matters 
pet·tnining to the sdentlth- develoJIDient of net·ial appurntus as generally 
ilulieutt>ll by policie8 1 tllltl 2 . 

.\s n mutter of ettil'it>nt·y the personnel nf snitl d~pm·tiuent should be perma
nent nn1l comt~etent suhu·ied ottiduls und employees, and such personnel should 
lie prohibited from tnklug out pntents for im·entlons or taking credit for ideas, 
designs. und suggestinns, thereby removing us far as possible every lncent!Ye 
and IIPJIOI'tunity fnr eontliet with their natural duties. 

F11urth. The depurtment of inventions should comprise an nward and com
petition system whet·eby tl·iuls and competitions would be held us often as 
pr·netienl und for tht> purpose of developing improved types und construction 
in aemplune motor><. emubut planes, torpt>do phutes, post planes, tot·p~o and 
homh nppurntus. an1l evt>ry kiwi of essentinl equipment . 

.\ wm·tls of suituble umouuts of monev suttil'ient to covt>r cost of exhibition 
appnrntus und t·easmuthlt> preliminary experimental work plus a profit on such 
work slwulll he paid to winners of eontests showing advance In the art. 

The nwnrd!; in this l'lass woultl not be Intended to cover valuable features of 
invt>ntlon, hut pt·iuuu·il)· us eomJK>tltion and performunc~ awards, thereby stimu
lntin~ retint>m(>nt.-; in design nnd construetlon which contribute to pet·fectiou. 
In otht>r wm·tls. thP nwnr1ls in this ch\~s would em·respond to the "premium 
mone~· ·• paid on the showin~ uf n fast horse, u uraft horse, or for a new grade 
of wheut. with the mlvantu~l'l> in this case that the Go\'ernmeBt . could adopt 
valunble ft>utures in 111-'sl~n anti e1mstnwtion not coverl'\1 by United States 
pntt>nt ri;.thts, which woultl he pro\'ided for untler policy 6. Xaturally a manu
fnetm·et· ol' builder exhihltin~ prize-winning apparatus should receive some 
extra considerntion in thP plnc·ing of Go\'ernment contracts, governed, of 
murse, b)' usual commerl'ial qualification~. 

This awat·d systt>nr also has a ~rent a<lvauta~p iu tlisl·ovPrin~ atul bt·in;!ing 
out new lllt>ll of ~enius as invt>utm·s. tlt>si~uPrs . eu~itwers, an1l uutnufaetul't>rs. 

ThP IH'indplt> of this llWill'li s)·stPm is hi~rhJ~· lll'o~t·t>ssin~ ancl ;ttlvanta;.teons tu 
the GoYt>I'UIIIent . tht> people, aucl tlw intlu><try. It ht>nefits p\·t'r)·onp t>Xt'e)lt the 
(uonopolist, awl ht>1·ausP of this the plan ma)· meet with stt'lllll! OJIJJositivn. 

Fifth. The clepartment of in\'entions would J't:'IJllirP a patents and inventions 
·hoard, tl1t> pt>rsomwl of whidt shoul1l he nuult> up nf mt>n cnpnble us judges and 
t>Xllel'ts anu eompPteut to ut·hitrate all questions pertaiuing to iuventions and 
patents. so thnt tht> tlt>veloJllllt>nt of the nrt would n11t he retnrtled null stifled, 
as at prest>nt. throu~h the loss of years and the wnste of money in a S)'Stem nf 
llti~ration whi<-h is favm·ahiP to monopoly 1t11tl t!Path to tbP expansion of 
indu~trial ~renius. 

Sixth. A s~·stt>m of spt>dfil- awarcls shoulcl hP provitletl for tlw purpo!"e uf 
Pncom·n~rhtl! tlw tlist·over~· 111111 pPrfeeti11u of ntluahlt• invPntions. anti partil'n· 
larly radicnl improv~mt>nts in motors uml nil t~·pes of plmws uwl npp1n·ntus ;Juol 
unr Inventions whit-h alit! to om· SUJIL'eiiU\1 ')" in tlw nit·. 

Rf><·o~nizln~ the fa<'t that our Jlrt>sPnt s)·stt•nJ of tlPpPntlin;.: on nth-ism·)· t'lllll· 
mittt>es nnd ~xpet·ts to jtHI~P the merits of in\·pntltnls in tlw " pupet· stn;.te" is 
nine-tenths hntn·al'tit-nl nn1l a JH'olli~nl wa"tt' of opJlortunity ant! tinw. tht> pro· 
posed awurtl systt>m would or1linm·i1~· nJIJI)~· out)· to inn•ntlons whieh hat! hl'l'll 
rP~Iueed to pruetiee or sueh stat~ no; to t!Pmoustrate t·Prtaiu ami \'aluubiP results. 

'fhe UIIIIOUII<'PIIIellt of Sjlt'l'ifk UWat'ds of lii)P()UatP :tlliO\llltS fot• the (1o\"t'l'll· 
nwut ri;.thts to valunhle invPntions in motors. eomhnt phtnPS, torpt>~lo planes! 
t>tc .• woultl leatl I)Junufat·tm·et·s to e1meentmte 1m anti tiPvelop suel1 invt>ntions. 
It would 1111t out~- <·;tuse im·entors to spPdnlizt> on tht>>~t> thln;.ts. hut the ;Ill· 
noun<·ement of sueh awn1·ds wouhl matpriniJ)· assist in\·Pntors a111l manufn('· 
turet·~ in fiJutnt·in;.: the eX)Jerinwntal anti introthwtiou \\'ot'k. 

HPYPnth. Hin<'e· IIlii' suc<'ess in this wm· and om· spcurity anti nntionnl pre
Jtill't:'llness hPI'<'aftpr• wlll 1lepPnd on our suprt>ma<·~· in the air, antl inusmuch as 
nerinl IIH\'I~atiou ami the iwlustl'ies in eot\llt>l'litlll tlwrewith will lun·e mueh to 
tlo with ~stahlishilll! our stnndin~ as a l~atlitll! nation of the world . the polk~- 11f 
the l'nite1l Htates Govt>rnment should be to lllll't'hnst> anti throw OJl~n to puhlic 
U>"e nil pntt>uts e11verin~ bask nml fmulameutal illvt>ntions PSSt>lltinl to the 
t){'rfectlon of aerial appnrntus anti tutvigntlon of tb~ nlr. 
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Hespecting any useful inventions pe1·tainlng solely to aerial warfare, whethe1· 
:<uch Inventions be fundamental or not, the Government should acquire the 
rights to Government u>:e for wm· pu111ose h~· pm·chast> or a pnrt pa~·rnent In 
(•ash nnd royalties, so that practical in"entm·s nnd builders mnv be promptly 
assisted in carrying on such work. • 

PROIH' CTIO:'\ POL!I'H:S. 

Fir,.;t. The ah·ci·nft munufneturin~ husin~>< mu,.;t he •·nnit>ll on hy in•lus
trin 1 oi·guuization,.; lust end of Uovt>rnment owne1l nnd operated fnetories. 

Fi.nuhunentnl principles which I lun·e t>x.pluine•l show that this is the only 
plnu whereby we can exet>l in the nrt and also huild up American industries. 

As an exception to this lll'ineiple there mn)· fot· n time he some advantages: 
in operating n Gove1·nm<:>nt fHetot•y whet·e men mul m:umfnctur<:>rs enu ~o tO' 
lle trained in the WOI'k, it !)<:>in~ und~rstond that such fadm·y would be highly 
~"<Peciallzed and combine tht> twst pt·:wtkt> und eX))('I'ielll:t> to ht> ~ain<:>d frnm 
the whole industry mul sdentitk study of the husin<:>ss. 

Second. The Governm<:>nt "lwuld t>neournge tH'ogt·e,..sh·t> iJHit>))t>tHit>nt huihlt-t·s 
mul m:mufnl'turers and di,..eourn~t> monopolies nnd lo•·:tl •·mwPutrntion nnd con-
J;!estion of the in•lustt·~-. . 

The poliey of ttw l:on•rmn<:>ut in pl11dn~ •·ont·tad" ><hould he to ri•l tlw in
•lustry of the nui1pirt> IH'~I of husine"s men. whil-h ;wht>mes e"ntJ•ol h)· IIIP:.ms 
of sect·et agreements nn•l or~nnizatlons. viciou" patent nwnopoly s~·stem,.;, in
tl'i~uing lobhlt>s, nnll insidious pt't>"" nn•l trndt> )n·opaguntln. all of whif'h op
<:>rutes to throttlt> ami retm·•l a national pro~t·<:>ssh·e l!e\·<:>topment of tht> m·t a111l 
ilulustry null thert>h~· eanSPs tht> saeritkP of tlw eolmtn·'s r<:>sour<·es in mt>n 
nnd mont>)'. ThP"I' ·• ><ystem:< •· at·l' <·ouspit'HI')' nnd treason, fully as dnn~et·ous 
tiS German propnga111la. anti thP l'nitell StatPs at>rlnl pro;.:ram. to he t>ftkiP!lf. 
must reco~:nize IIIHl adopt poll de~ whi<·h will Plimina te su1'11 "systems:· 

Thii·d. (jm·t>rmnent w:~r-•·ontmct quullticutions. 
Definition of hullding and mnnufaeturin~. In the r<:>m,..tiit~ of thP aerial 

program it is very important to fully eom)H'I'hen<l the term .. hnil<lln;.: ·· Hnol 
whnt If mean" to the inllustt·)· iu the )n·esPnt stn;.:P. 

The tt>rm "mnnuf:tdnt·inl!" appli<:>s to a plant. tooll'll :tnll ji;.:g;etl for a rapi•l 
cluplk:~tion of part" or all of a <·omplete machine. wht>t'Pas the tPrm "huihllu~" 
meuns :1 plant ettnippe•l with "tmulard woodworking; m· mt>tal-\\'OJ'kin~ ma
ehinPJ'Y hut not toolt>ll niH! ji~~t>•l for most protitahle quantit~· JH'oduetion . 

Gnvernment nutiHwitiPs, antomohllt> mPn. nnll 111!111~' en~ineers now considt>I' 
net·ial appnmtus ns wholly a manufneturin~ JH'O!Jositlon. nn1l polieies 1lt>ulin~ 
with it as sueh m·e not Jli'Ogre,..sive HJ)() \\'ill not mnk<:> us lea<IPrs in the at·t. 
The rt>a~ons at·e simpiP. aJHl h<:>cnu.st> nt>l'inl appHJ·ntns is not 10 JWI' cent per
fecte.l. 

It \\'H" tlw huildPl'>< of hi••ydP" nnd tliP huii<IPrs of automohiles \\·ho, mot·e 
tban the mannfal'tiii'PJ's. first •·muhim•d ami fon•e<l the eommPrdulization of 
UPW :tnll v:•lunhle ft>ntiii'P!< of ·Invention. dt>,.ign, nml i·onstrnf•tion. The,;e new 
••n•l v::luahle fPatm·ps emtstitutPII tlw stw<·p,..sful huihl<:>r's Reiling •Hivantages 
:~n•l nff><et his iJH•J'P>t><<'•l <·o"t of pt·orlnction until ttw hniii!Pr hecnme a manu
f:wtUJ'PI'. 

The moml of tlli" is that if the t•ntte•l Rtnt<:>s Gm·ermtwnt is to pro1lnce 
Sllflt'J'iot· aeri11l apparutn" the Gove_rnment must supply the inc<:>ntives which 
the commercial hulustry normally Jli'oYid<:>s, ther<:>fore the policies of om· 
twrinl pt·ngrum mu"t foster invention atul the huild<:>r of nerlnl apparatus. 

'l'ht> c-ompetition prize nntl awar<l s)·st<:>m anti the im·entions award sys
tem are thP first steps in this <lireetion. hut It is equall~· neeeRsm·~· that Jli'O!luc- -
PI'S of illl)ll'O\'t>d ll)ljlHI'IItUS he t'IICOI!rHJ:e() 11:-l huiftlet•s h~· 11\\'lll'ding th.Pm SUCh 
<'olltm<·ts ns the)· 1'1111 sueee,..sfull~· turn out. 

The JH'el-lettt a~>rinl lli'Ogr:tm is mm·ked for a heavy scoi't> of failures mul 
patti~· hl'ettuse the ii!Pn of !<tanoanlizntion is heing too .hronlll)' applie<l, nn1T 
)·P:n·s in advance of thP pet·feetlon of th{' m·t. 

'l'o-dav om· gt·ent munition faf'tot·ies, cities. litH! t·aih,·a~·s are Yirtnnlly un
Jll'ote•·te'•l he•·nuRe "'" luwp not ,.;upet·lor type!< nn1l equipment of tlw fast<:>st 
llllldJin<:>s m· men skillt>•l in fighting with them. · 

::'\Iy JH'OJHlsitioR would ht> to eonsi!l<:>r the p1·oduction of net·ial IIJ)pllnttus nSI 
•lh·idP•I into two clnsseR. viz. Fm·ei;..."J) npparatuR- nne! •lomestic npp:n·ntus;. 
l'tulet· this plan, ~enerall)' S)Waktn~r, standnrdize<l nn<l manufacture•! nrma.
t·atus would he sent to the Em·opean w11r field. 
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\\'ith the iiUIIIi!lll'lltion of the eo1111>t>tltion an11 awnnl ~;yl!tem the builders 
of nt>rial uppat·ntuR would find ·gt·eat ineentin• fot• the production of improved 
types of combat Illnnes nnd at>t'inl fighting nnd 1lefense appnratus of nil khuls, 
und the competitions of such III.JPIII'IItUs would se1·ve not only to perfect the 
best HJlllUI'Utus hut, at the snme time. would · be highly advuntugeous in 
trnining men und mu king them Rklllful in tlw selente of defense and warfnr{'. 

It is obvious thnt thi~ plan wcmld r1~ult in mnn~· nutkers of comhnt phtues, 
enth with its pnrtieulur nilvuntnges, but that, n>< domestle fleets were built up, 
tlw progt·e><>< of <·OilJlJetitlon and t>lhuinution would c·onstantly lead tnwnrcl 11 

llc>rfeeted !111d stnnclnrclize1l produet. 
It Is my judgment, based on various sound rensons. t!Jnt. if the enot·mous 

:<mn of $1,000.000,000 eonld hP spent, t>\'en st>ml-juclidously, on the clo· 
mestk ue1·iul pwgt·um ulont>. conmtt>twing the fi1·st ) 'PHI' nnw. the developments 
mul n•>'ult,.; would he J<UI'h Ill< to sa,·e the <~ountt·~· man)· men and n htr;re 
\mt· 1leht. 

~u<·eessful im·entlon und sei1mtifie \Yorli alwn)·s lnc>uns llll illllllt>lliute wustl' 
Hf nnrwhet'!' Ull to 9H or even 99 twr <·t>nt . hut 11 10 Jll' l' eent, or 1 pet· el.'nt 
gain, in the aet•ial art woulll he of inestimable Yalut>. 

Tl1e system lH'Olloi-led, howeYt>l', i~o; extreme)~· simpiP atHl tlw (,'oYel·nment 
tnk!'s little t·isl' hel'nnsp the h1Yeuto1· IIJHl the hullllt>l' suhstuutiallr mnke 
good ht>fort> thP)' reepi\·e no,·<'rnment l'e<·o;.:nition o1· the llPOple's moll!'~·. l'nller 
this plnu it is .onJ~· the men who finauee a faihll'l' untl h:ul judgment who 
Jose. 

L'ndet· the l)l'esent "syst!'ms ... e\·eryone Jost>J< ex!•t>pt the monopol~· wo1w-<. 
As n further exut1111lt> of tlw faiiHc)· of tht> lll'e:<Pnt "systl'lll>'." (hYerumPnt 

experts now tlletatt> the> teehnil'nl limitation:< of Jlol<tplauc>s wh!'n. iu t1·utll . it 
Is only a simplP hu:<lness pt•oposition govet·m~ll h)· I'Ost 111111 pe1·furmmwe. 

l'ndet• the a\\'HI'fl llllfl ('OUlJletition plan, tht> hnilclel' of a po><tpll\111' whic·h 
demonstrated superiot·ity would not onl)· gnin till' !'Oili!JI'tition 11\\"!U'Il hut woul•l 
be entitleu to 1111 m·!ler for maehinPs whi!·h eonlll he UJ<PII on sul'h ruutP or 
~<ome other route. In fnl't, the plunepost !'ervll'e mi;.:ht lw opc>t'ntP•l mul 111'1'· 
fecteu most atlvantugt>oUJ<ly on the compt>tltion lll~il<. 

The Govel'llnwnt. in pludug 1·ontrnets with n hnildPt' or nmnnfndm·••r. 
should consider ns qualifi<'ntinns: First. tht> stawlnnl of nppliennt's protht<'t 
In points of aunml'ell art niUI grnlle of eou!"tl' tl!'tiou: 111111 :<eeoull. or1li11:11'~· 
business qunlification>'. sn1'11 as m:mufnetnring fnl'ilitiP>', pt'OIIIJlttw:<,: of 11PiiY· 

erles, etc. · 
Fourth: Policy of prkes on Go,·prumc>nt work. 
The mattet· of fixing prices shoul1l he dett>t'mlnell h~· novernmeut nutllority 

hast>·l on good bul"iness principles. l'ndet· tlw Jll'c>spnt w:u· emulition:<. it I~ 
absolutely es~<ential th11t builders and mnnufnetm·et·s mnke n fair nuu·gin of 
pr. fit heeausP no industr~· can tlll'ive and ht> pt·o~rt·es:<h't> on J<tnn·:ttion ration~. 

('itp'tnl can not finanl'e mnnufneturlng without profit, atHI ><l'hPmt>s igno1·in;: 
this fumlumentnl business pt·inciple mean:< that tltP (;o,·pt·nnwut and l'~'''l'h · 
lii'P elthPt' going to !<uffer through want of sueh lll'othwt o1· of heiug gn1ftt>!l 
lntlit't>ttl~·. · · 

A s~·J<tt>m of I'OilltJetltlon bills based on a miniliiUIIl p1·otit 111111 retonl f1wtur,r 
!'ost:< might ht> wot•kell out to gin• the bidder certuin point" of 111h·nntal!t' in 
the si?.e of thP l'nntract to be allotte~l or ln respect to 11 whole contrn!·t. hut. 
J<inet> the qunliti<·atlons munetl in polic)' 3 are esseniul fentm·ps of any ~ul'h 
<-.>ntrac t . tlw v:u·ious features· 1<hould go,·ern In relation to their t·e,;p('l'tiw 
merits. 

Fifth: <Ln' rlllnPnt financing of the industry. 
Our Gon'l'nlltPnt pollei('l'; In any financing of the industry muJ<t Jw e:u•t>full~· 

phtnnefl antl ~rnnnle1l agninst the creation of monopolies. 
If " f')'i<tl'll's " nncl men, through influence, are allowed l<pecial pt;IYllc>ge~ in 

the finuneinl{ of thelt· husiness or in obtninlng contracts. it meanJ< that otlwr 
nmnufnl'turer:< a1ul builders are deprh·e<l nnd that the industry awl <·otmtry 
will suffer through !lt>grn<ling the standards of qualifications und the l<UJlt>l'ior· 
ity of output. 

Heferring to the unnoUlll'l'IIIPnt just publl>'hetl thnt the plan of a Fetl('rlll 
corporntion to lluilll nin·rnft hn1< been adoptt>d, I am not prepurt>d to s:~~· tlwt 
this plnn is nnotht>r misstPll nt the prest>nt moment, but fncts nn1l lo;rieal 111';!11· 
III('Uts ><how that it is, at ht>,.:t. 11 side >'IPJI whleh, if temporlll'ily n('f't>,.:s:u·~·. 1-< 
tlue to the mh""t~'Jl" mutle at the outset in pursuing dangerous polieies. 

If the new J)it·l•l'tl•l' of AitTt'aft l'lllliuetion has found thnt the !'Oilllllet'!'iul 
hulustries of the l'nite~l Htutes to-lln~· art> not suffielently orgnnlze<l null equi)llll.'<l 
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to J>l'<Hlnee tht> requit·ed amount of aerial upparntus, It i~ prudent to analyze 
tl11• J't>Hsuns an«l also weigh tht' mlnwtnges nnll disudYilntages of 11 Government
llf~t>J'IltPtl industt·~·. ~~~ douht this has been attempted, hut the histor~· of the 
war shows that the administration Is confronted and surrounded with sueh eom
plfl-ntions thut it is extreme!~· diHicult to know the ·truth. 

Ont> of the tit'l<t ~teps tuken. supposedly In the interests of the nt>rinl wnl·fnre, 
wus the. act of authorizing a patents und lndul!trial "monopoly system," and 
tht> ndnptinn of pollcit>s whil'h prohiblte«l the investment of frlo'e cnpitul, elthet· 
in tht> de,·eJopment of inventions and the manufacture of illllWove!l appuratu,.., 
ot· the ni'I{HIIizntion of mnnufncturing plunt~< for turning out stnndm·«Jized 
appnrntus. En·r~· "ht·e\Yd inve~<tm· of monl'y know" that when 11 stute of affairs 
exi:,;t~ in whieh the hu~iness 1~ f•ontrolle«l by a "munopol~· system.'' thut the 
im·e,..tment of hulependent ('Upital In HIICh husineHs iH hazar«lous. nn1l he 
fm·theJ' knn\\·s that, while he might hecnme a licensee and u part of the " "YS· 
tem." thnt his ,·enturt> would lw hnwli!'llriJed h~· roynJt~· nnd othe1· one-si!le«l 
tnxes. aml that the men dominating the s)·stem would always hun> pmnn· to 
manipnlute «lt>slmblt> eontt·uet" in thei1· own favor. 

It woul«l be tllfficnlt to <'Oil('eive n mm·e snece~sful scheme of inl!it·e('tJ~· em·~ 
tniling the s<'it>ntifi<· dt>\'elopuwnt of the aerial nt·t and tht> fret> expnnsion of the 
ituhtstr)· thuu the so-l'nllt><l <·ro,.:s-lkt>nse nwnopoJ~· (•onpt>l'lltt>•l with h~· nov
t>t·nment pollclt>s. 

If the prinelples an1l pm·poses of the t:nlted Rtutes patent luws art> right, 
tlwn tht> et•osH-Iil·ense "m«mopoJ~· s~·stem" is \\Tong fill(! a erime In this wnt·, 
heenuse it «lefeats the object:• of om· patent laws nnd snerifict>S the livt>s of men 
to greed. 

HIIJlportlng the plun of u Ft><lel'lll eorpomtion for the muunfneture of at>J'inl 
fillllUrlltus, an e~lltorial in tht> Nt>w York Times of .Jul)' 12 Ha)·s: "The RhiJllling 
Bonr«l bt'gun to mul;e lwudwny with Its eluborute progmm whe11 tlw Emet·ge-ne~· 
Flet>t Cot·po1·utlou wns estahliHhed." I have \!"iven logi<!al and indisputahle 
aJ·gumentH showing why the ain·raft induHtJ·~· can not he most successfully 
munuged along the lines JJUrsue•l in the .,:hip-builollng pmgmm. 

:"ow. calling attention to the fnct that the writt>r began In April, 1917, th~ 
writing and publishing of papers directed to Impress men responsible for the 
aerial program that effidency and marked success could only be attained nlong 
eertuin practical lines, it would seem that the time had come when such sug
gestions warranted fair consideration. If these suggestions were mere theories 
and opinions and without the backing of logical arguments, parallel examples 
and practical experience, then they might, with some excuse, be ignored, but 
when the author has been more or less instrumental In the exposure of 
rlangerous policies and the workings of a " monopoly system," wlilich can do as 
much harm as the most vicious German propaganda, these things are, in a 
mt>asure, further claims to recognition. 

If Government operation, by some miracle, could make skillful workmen out 
of pebbles by the roadside, this would be a strong argument, but on the con
trary, Gpvernment employment has the reputation of decrensiug the output of 
industrial labor; this, however, is n very insignificant reason compared with 
the arguments heretofore given. 

Whether the proposed program menns that the Govemment is going directly 
Into the manufacture of nerial apparatus or plans to· finance corporations 
ah·ellll~· having a mo1wpoly of the huslne~s, it amounts to 11n attempt to win the 
"''"' h~· 11 Himt·t nnd a bet that with sheer weight of numbers we will outmatch 
any advance Germany may make in the art plus her peculiar natural ad
Yttnt<tge,.; which amount to quite a handkup to UH. We ure pushing an unbalanced 
program in which the scientific side Is sadly neglected. 

I would further call attention of Government authorities to the fact that 
any plans for the extensive invusion of the enemy's territory means that we 
must have not only superior types and equipment in eomhat phtnes sufficient 
to nmtch the ent>my, but at the same time u lat·ge e«]Uipment In bombing planes 
and npparutu~. whereas Germany, on a defensive plan, can gt>t along without 

· tht> hig, expt>nsive bombing planPs and their equipment and concentrate her 
skill nnd production on combat plnnes. and by excelling us In this one direction. 
dt>feat our aerial program. 

I am told that Schwab says that the trouble with Americans Is that they !SO 
. often figure as though the Germnns were stan!llng still ; that they forget that 

this war is at present a more serious thin~ to them than it is to most Americans. 
This lo~oele will upply to the IH>rial pro¥•·:nn; it 11Ji;:l•t llf' nil •·ight if the Germnns 
will stand still. 
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The United States war program to-day. so far as the Army and :1\avy are 
c·o1WPrne11. is on p1·ogressive lines. but the examples of the German offensive 
'O)Ierutions must be taken as an indication that the allied armies w1ll ftnd the 
l'oad tu Rerliu just us difficult us the enemy hils found It to Paris and London. 
Tlw <lermaus hnve fallen down thus fur for want of cooperation of an aggressive 
1U'I'ial program. German experts and oftlchtls from the start lun·e under
-estimated the in.JPortnnce and opportunities of aerial warfare. 

Therefm·t>. the ln;!il'al conelusiuns arE' that if the l'nited ~httes i>< compelled 
to 1IPfl>at nt>l'lllHny it <'1111 on!~· he accomplished h~· thE' gm<lmtl nn1l scientific 
huihlin,:: up of 1111 llt>t·ial tlt'E't which In evt>t'Y respeet is superivr to the enemy. 
Our pulides Ill'!' plun,nn!.( and gumhllng anrl not progressive. 

" ' hat ahnut 11ftt>l' the wur'! ~ome meu wurk hm·d, abuse their he111th. j!et 
their fortum• a111l tht>n llit>. If. at tlw end of thE' wnt'. bnd lJOlicies lun·e 
clt>morali:r.e<l nml killt>ll our indu><triPs, wht>rt>us ou1· nllies. poem~·. and tlie rest 
of the world 111'1' Ol'lmni:r.t>d for going on with lmslness, tilt> 1ulministration will 
bt> held l'esponsible e\·en by men who hnYe pl'lllited b~· givinl! barl counSt>l that 
tht>r mi!.(ht fiPece tlw people with their "sp;tems." 
· I hPlieve that the <·otmt•·~· i>< so sad11le11 with " s~· stems ·• nnd the press so 
twisted with various kinds of " systems •· propaganda thnt the w11r will be 
prolonged with great sacrifi(·es un11 rlanl!er>< of clnme~'<tk dil'<orgftnizatiou unless 
big btti'<int>,;>; and our nntlounl industt·ips are <'lli'J'i('(l on with mort> J'espect to 
the !!:Olcl!'n rule prtndples th-m prewar busiuesi'< is credited with. 

At this moment the welfare of tlw Nation Is large!~· in the hnn<l:-; of the 
c:·nptain~'< of intlui'<tQ· ; the President c11n not dn it alone. 

Respectfully, 
W. H. FAUBER. 

55 Hicks Street. B1'0oklyn, X. r . 
.Juu 14. 1918. 
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TUESD_\Y, JULY 23, 1918. 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON MILITARY AFFAIRS, 

Washington, D. 0 . 
The subcommittee met at 2.30 o'clock p. m. in the committee 

room, Capitol Building, Hon. Ch11rles S. Thomas presiding. 
Present, Senators Thom11s (chairman), Reed, and New. 

STATEMENT OF MR. JOHN A. JORDAN. 

The CHAIR.\IAX. Mr. Jordan, at the time of the last adjournment 
your statement was postponed pending the receipt of certain cor
respondence from the Liberty Iron Works of Sacramento, Cal. . · 

Mr. JORDAN. Yes. 
The CHAIRMAN. The committee is in receipt of a teleyam from 

Mr. J. M. Henderson, of the Liberty Iron Works, which will read 
into the record : 

There is no correspondence or telegrams in my posse'll!ion or in the hands of Liberty 
Iron Works or its officers between any of parties mentioned in your letter of July 17 
or any other parties connected with us regarding contract for 300 aeroplanes awarded 
to our company. 

Mr. Henderson had previously written or wired- me that he would, 
at his earliest convemence, send the correspondence which we re
<tuested in a telegram of July 15. 

I wish you would tell the committee whether you know of any 
correspondence or telegram passing between the Liberty Iron Works 
and tlie Aircraft Production Board or any of its members in Wash
ington regarding that contract 1 

Mr. JoRDAN. Yes, sir. There is voluminous correspondence. 
There must be hundreds of letters that relate to the contract and its 
fulfillment. 

The CHAIRMAN. Do you know why Mr. Henderson should have 
sent the committee such a telegram 1 

Mr. JoRDAN. No, sil'"; I do not. 
The CHAIRMAN. Inasmuch as we will have to proceed without that 

correspondence, at least for the present, I wish you would take up 
your statement to the committee where you left off and ~ive such 
other information as you have in your possession regarding that 
contract. 

Mr. JoRDON. No:w, if the committee will bear with ine, I think the . 
best way to get at the matter will be to read this written statement. 

The CHAIRMAN. As supplementary to what you have already said? 
Mr. JoRDON. Yes, sir. While it repeats what I have already sadi 

in some places, I have enlarged on my original statement and made it 
much ·clearer, perhaps. 

961 
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I arrived in Washington about July 27, 1917, and called upon the 
Aircraft Board, which was then in session at the War and Navy 

·Building. I saw Messrs. Deeds and Waldon, who told me that they 
could speak authoritatively for the Aircraft Board. Mr. Deeds said 
very emphatically that my offer to construct aeroplanes for the 
Government could not be considered, for the reason that all the 
manufacturers had been selected who would do the work, and that 
this list would not be enlarged under any circumstances. I perse
vered, however, and insisted that here was an urgent necessity of a. 
factory for the production of aircraft for the Government on the 
Pacific coa..<>t, and I finally secured the attention of Gen. Squier, who 
promised me consideration. Shortly afterwards I met a Mr. Far
well, who told me he was the confidential representative of Mr. 
Deeds. Mr. Farwell suggested that I visit the Curtiss plant a.t 
Buffalo, and he gave me a letter of introduction to his cousin, who 
was employed at the ~urtiss plant, in charge of one of the departments. 

I went to Buffalo and met M.l·. Farwell's cousin. He took me 
through his department. I had several talks with him as to sources 
of supply for metal parts. He made no reference to the cross-license 
association. 
· .I saw Glen Curtiss. I asked Curtiss if, in the event of our receiving 
a contract, he could furnish us enough of metal parts, stampings, and 
forgings to get a start and enable us to make connections with other 
manufacturers of parts. He said, "We will help you out in any way 
we can. Some parts we may be short on, but we will do all we can 
for you." He then sent me through the shops under the guidance of 
an engineer who was very courteous and who showed me all the 
machinery and the parts their machines were producing. This guide 
told me that some of the parts could be turned out in excess of their 
own requirement.<>, while in order to keep up the supply other parts 
were made outside of their own shops. He took me through all 
departments and showed .me everything that was of interest to me. 

I returned to Washington . I made frequent calls upon Mr. Coffin 
and Gen. Squier, appeared several times before the Aircraft Board 
while the board was in session. I had anothe1 interview with Mr. 
Waldqn, who said again very emphatically that I could not get a con
tract. 

Finally, about September 25, 1917, the Aircraft Board awarded 
me a contract for 300 machines. I went at once to Shepler, produc
tion engineer of the board, and asked him for a set of blue prints and 
specifications. He said that the department did not own a set. I 
a~kcd him if he was familiar with the plan<> and specifications of the 
JN4D, and he said he wa.:-> not; that the blue print<> and specifica
tions had never been given to him. I asked him who checked the 
blue prints and specifications for the Government, and he said he did 
not know. I a<>.Ked him if anyone in authority had approved of the 
blue prints and specifications for the Government and he again said 
he did not know. I remarked that it was an extraordinary proceed
ing to undertake to construct something for the Government on blue 
prmt.-> and specifications which had never been checked or approved 
of by any official, and he said I would have to work out my own sal
-vation. 

I had been engaged in construction work for the War and Navy 
Department before for many year..-, but I had never before seen or 
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heard of a contractor accE>pting a l"traight priced contract without 
the privilege of examining and chE>cking the blue prints and specifi
cations, which had previously been approved of by some Governm<'nt 
authority. I had never before heard of the Government obligating 
itself for a million and a half dollars without first knowing what 
they were going to get for it, and I nE>ver heard of a contractor 
obligating him>'elf to do somE>thing whilE> he had no concE>ption of the 
d<'tails of the work. · 

Shepler finally said, "Well, I can't help you any. See Col. Mont
gomE>ry, and he will gE>t you the blue prints and !;pecification;;." 
l saw Col. Montgomery, and he said that the pricE' fixed for the ma
chines was the same m evE>ry contract, and that there was a good 
margin of profit in the work; that Col. Deeds had told him that the 
machines would not cost the manufacturE>rs to exceed $3,000 er.ch, 
and that I need not q<' afraid to go ahead. HE> told me t.hE>n that I 
would have to go to Buffalo to the Curtiss plant to get the bluE> prints 
and ~">pecifications. I a!SkPd him irhe would not gE>t them so I could 
go over them with Shepler, and if there was anything that was not 
clear to clear it up while I wag· in Washington. He ~·nid, "No, you 
will have to go to Curtiss in Buffalo to get them." HE> thNl handed 
me an order signed by Col. Waldon, addresi"Pd to the f'urtif'>s Co., 
requesting them to give me the blue prints and specifications. I 
-went to Buffalo and the blue prints and specifications were delivered 
to me at a desk in the engineer's office of the Curtiss plant. I spent 
two days checking the blue prints. There were approximately 600 
of them. These were sadly mixed up. There was no continmty of 
the planes. · 

Fo.r instance, No. 160 showed a clip in the fuselage, and No. 161 
showed a mast on the aerolon, the extremes of the machine. I was 
handicapped in the checking, because I hllJi no ueneral assemblv 
plan; tliat is, the master or key plan. However, f satisfied myspff 
that I had all, or nearly all (it was not possible to d-eterminP exactly), 
except the nose plate and gE>neral assembly prints. These I was 
assured by Mr. Mueller, Curtiss's chief <'ngineer, nad not been relPased. 
I asked him when I could have these two most important prints. I 
could not build a machine without them. He said he would forward 
them to me within a week. As a mattE>r of fact, I did not g<'t thE>m 
until late in December and early.in January, respectively. 

After checkin_g the prints, I had them tied into a bundle, and then 
a clerk from Mr. Morgan's office came to me and said Mr. Morgan 
wished to see me. I went to Mr. Morgan's office and there found 
Mr. Morgan. I asked Mr. Morgan if he could furnish me some of the 
metal stampings and drof forgings to give me a start, and he said 
he thought they could. then said, "Can you give me at least one 
of each of the parts as a sample, from which I can get the angles and 
bends," and he said, ''Yes; I can promise you that anyway." 

Then came in Mr. Guy with the chief engineer and another of the 
company's officials. I was introduced all around, and they were all 
very cordial. Then Guy asked if I had found all the blue prints and 
specifications, and I said they were not complete and not very well 
drawn, and in· many places were badly printed. I told him I was short 
the two very important prints-nose plate and general assembly. 
He said, "Yes; we will releaS(1 those to you in a W<'ek or so." He 
th<'n tolcl me that I would have to entt1r into the cross licensing agree-
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ment and agret> to pay 1 per cent of the contract price for the us(' of 
the blue prints and specifications, 10 per cent of this sum to b(' paitl 
in advance of the delivery of the blue prints and the balance wlwn 
I returned home; also that I would have to pay $200 on each machin(' 
I built. This $200 was to b(' paid to the Curtiss Co. for and on account 
of cross licensing the Aircraft ·Association, and by them distributed 
to the Wright and Curtiss Cos. This was the so-called cross-licensr 
agreement. I declined to' pay either of these amounts, or any other 
amount, and Guy refused to give me the prints which I had checked 
and bundled up. 

I returned to Washington and took the matter up with Mr. Coffin, 
who assured me that I would not he required to pay anything to 
anybody. He referred me to Col. Montgomery. I saw Col. Mont
gomery, who told me that he would send his brother, W. W. Mont
gomery, to Buffalo to straighten the matter out. I returned to 
Buffalo, and there met W. W. Montgomery. He had seemingly S('!'ll 

Guy, of the Curtiss Co., and had arranged matters. He told me that 
I could get the prints from the Curtiss Co. without further question. 
I did get the prints and went to SaCJoamento and start«:'d the work of 
securing materials. 

A few weeks later a young man named Cook came to the Sacramento 
plant and introduced himself as representing the Aircraft Production 
Board, as the Pacific Coast production engineer. He gave me a list 
of manufacturers who, he said, had all the facilities to produce the 
metal parts. I at once got in touch with these manufacturers (see 
correspondence which the Senatorial Committee has requisition('d 
from the Liberty Iron Works). 

About this time the department inspectors arrived at the plant, 
headed by a Mr. Wetzel. We were then manufacturing wire parts, 
aluminum parts and wood parts. The inspectors, with the exception 
of Wetzel, had no kno·Medge or experience in aeroplane construction 
or in the materials, either metal or wood, which entered into the 
construction. They rejected a large quantity of materials which 
were perfectly good and passed some materials which I would not 
allow to be . used. We started the manufacture of the nose plates, 
and the first several of these cracked in the bending. I would not. 
.allow these to be used and they were put in a scrap pile. We made 
many small parts which I rejected because I did not consider them up 
to the standard. The inspectors rejected many J>arts and they were 
scrapped. Shipments of parts ordered from Cook's list of manufac
turers began to arrive, from Barcalo & Co., of Buffalo, and some 
others. In the first lot there was a quantity of clevises, which had 
already been rejected by the inspectors at the Curtiss plant but 
notwithstanding such rejection were shipped to us. I sent them 
back. 

Then came bolts from the Erie Specialty Co., of Erie, Pa. These 
did. not conform to the specifications, and I sent them back. I had 
·great difficulty in securing the metal clips. I had offers from several 
.eastern manufacturers, and placed orders which were accepted, but 
not filled. (See correspondence in Liberty Iron Works files.) I 
.ordered a large quantity of bolts and rods from the Harvey Machine 
Works, Los Angeles, who accepted the order and promised delivery. 
They had the steel on hand and were then engaged in making the 
.bolts ahd rod!'. 
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When· tlu• deliveries f aih•d I went to Los Angell's and took tb <' 
.matter up with Harvry. He told me that R<'mington, who at tLnt 
time had a oontract from the Aircraft Board for landing gear parts, 
had a prior call upon his product, although Remington could not use 
these parts as fast a.s Harvey oould make them. Harvev assured me 
of this, but said he was powerless to give me even the" exc<'ss partH 
without Remington's consent. I saw Remington, who said h<' ex
pected to open up his production to a point where lw would use all 
the Harvey output. As a matter of faet., h<' nev<'r did so, and Harvev 
afterwards furnish('d holts and rods and fill<'d th<' ord<'r, hut this 
d<'layed us a full month. 

Howell, who Wa-5 in ehtt.rge of the insp<'etion hur<'au of tl ' <' Pacifi(· 
Coast, advised m<' that the Ameriean C'oin R('gistPr C'o., of Oaktand . 
Cal., could turn out certain l?arts ; it afterwards transpired that 
Howell was a stockholder in this eone<'riL 

I plaoed a large ord<'r with thP Am<•riean C't~.sh Rt•gist<•r Co., hut 
they failed in delivP-ry. I <~attePIPd tlH' ordPr and had a hot con tro
versy with Pattison, who sueet' t'd<'d Howell in th<' ofli<~l' of tlH' ChiPf 
Inspection Bur<>nu . Pattison insist<•d that I must not e!UH"Pl tl ~ <' 
A. C. R . ord<>r. 

He was verv elo:-wlv assoeiat<'d with Ilow<•ll at that tim<'. Sl:orth
afterwards Pattison ·was r<•1iPvl'd from his duti('s on tl<' eoast ani! 
was sent to Detroit. · 

How<'ll was formerly in tlw Navv and had no experiene<' in nirplan<· 
construction wh<'n api)ointNI ehiet insp<'etor. He selected his subor
qinntes, and with It fpW PXC<'ptions, OUt of thP 20 or a0 m<'n Whom Jw 
selected as insp£'ctors at tlw plant, none had any experienc<' in con
struction and in handling <'Ither wood or metals. Pattison was 
formerly a maker of automohil<' trailers in New York, and was with
out experience in airplanr construction . HP made a f('W ehange;; in 
subordinates and thos<> I}(' s£'lectl'd Wt'r<' of tlw sam<' qualit.v as the 
rest. Th~y W<'r<' all young mPn, some of whom frankly admitted 
bat they Joined this inspection bur<'au to avoid the draft. 

About February 1 we were at a point of production. We were 
· lacking only some of the dips and forgings . My directors began to 
complain of the large expenditures, ano that we were not producing 
machines. They admitted that it was impossible to secure the small 
stamped parts and attributed this to me. The president expressed 
the idea that I was persona non grata to the eastern crowd, because 
of my opposition to the attempted hold-up by the Curtiss crowd 
and that they had influence enough to have our orders sidetracked. 
So it was decided that I should resign t.he active management of the 
plant, which I did. 

The new manager was wholly inexperienced in shop management 
and in aeroplane construction, and two days after the change was 
made our contract was canceled. I learned afterwards that the 
department at Washington had been advised by their Pacific coast 

· representative of the change of management just on the event of 
production, and seemingly did not approve of the plan. A week 
later the new management had employed Wetz(ll, the Government's 
chief inspector at the plant as superintendent at a salary of $500 a 
month. He had been paid $150 a month as an inspector. There 
was at once a radical change in the methods of inspection at the plant, 
and materials which had he<>n rejected hy the insp<>ctors w<>re brought 
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from the scrnp heap and from the salvage rooms and incorporated 
into the machines. Among other things were several nose plates 
that were cracked in the making, which were scrapped by myself. 
These were welded up_ and used. 

The department at Washington had sent us a sample machine from 
which to check our work. This machine was of little value, it being 
of a different type from the machine we were building. Some of the 
parts, however, were similar, and these parts were taken from the 
Government-owned machine with the full knowledge of the Govern
ment inspectors and incorporated in the first machine sold to the 
Government. In other words, the Government bought over again 
its own property, with the full knowledge of its representatives. 

I objected to this proceeding because I did not k•now whether the 
parts were standard or strong enough, and they might be a serious 
menace to the safety of the machine, and also that we had no riO"ht, 
morally or legally, to sell the Government's property, that the G'ov
ernment had already paid Curtiss & Co. for and still owned. I also 
learned from the mechanics that tlie parts I had rejected myself were 
being used, and I was seriously alarmed. I went to Mather Field and 
called the attention of Maj. Emmons, commandant at the field, to 
the inadequate inspection by the Government inspectors, and Maj. 
Emmons said he kriew the inspection was "rotten' and could-not be 
.depended upon, and for that reason he was having the machines care
fully gone over by his own men, who were removing the bad parts 
and reenforcing and strengthening other parts in order to make the 
machines safe. 

The CHAIRMAN. You have said nothing there about Fowler or 
United States aircraft machines. 

Mr. JoRDAN. No; hut the same statement applies to all three. 
The CHAIRMAN. You have stated that he sent back four or five of 

those machines. 
Mr. JoRDAN. Yes; I was so informed. That order came from 

Washington, I believe. I did not go into the details of it. 
Another thing that I took up with Emmons was the steel in the 

small metal parts, on which great strain comes. 
The specifications require a tensile strength of from 60,000 to 

80,000 pounds. They never once tl:lsted it out to see what kind of 
steel was in them; that is, no chemical analysis has ever been made 
by the Aircraft Board to the steel to my knowledge. 

In conclusion I beg to say, and I say this advisedly, that if we had 
had the full support of the Aircraft Board in the matter of securing 
blue prints and materials that we would have delivered the airship 
without any delay as the undertaking was entirely practical. 

Prrferred .~tock-- li-~1 of ,yfod·holders of the Engel Aircraft Co. 

!'<umber Number 
or shares 0 or shares. 

Arter. Frank........... ... ....... 100 Beeman. B. 0........... ... . .. . . . ~ 
Andrews, W. H................... :) Barricelli, G. A................. .. 5 
Atwater, A. L.................... 3 Byron, F. E ................. : 00. li 
Allen. S. W ............... 00 00 .. 00 2 Brown, Samuel. .............. 00 00 20 
Bill. Dr. A. H .......... 00.00 00 00 . 100 Baird. H . Moo 00 00 00 00 .... 00 .. 00. I 
Bender.(' _ W ............ oo .. 0000. 10 Brown, Harry<'.......... .. ....... :? 
Baker, E. H...................... 50 I Bause, GeorgeJ . .-............ . ... 6 
Barnes,H .......... oo.......... 50 Butle.r,J.G ........ ....... ........ 100 
Bentley, A. J:................... :)0 ('ase, F . C................... . .... 2'> 
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Preferred stock-list of stockholders of the Engel Aircraft Co.-Continued. 

Number Number 
or shares. of shares. 

('offinherry, J. B.................. 35 Johnson. W. T.................... 25 
Chamberlain, W. W............... M Jones,< linton..................... 5 
Chapin. yeorge W................. 5 Keirn. C. R...... .... .. .......... 2 
Culbertson, H. E.................. 15 Klanows':i. Stanley............... 5 
\layton, H. W................... 10 Lang. E. J............. ... ... . . . . 1 
Clayton, W. B................... 10 Lyon. ""- F....................... 50 
('ampbell, Thomas B............. 6 LeFene. \\'. l\1 ......... ·........... 5 
Crabbs. H. W..................... 5 Linin~er. J. ~I................... 15 
Capper, C. G.. . .................. 10 Luc' ish. ~I........ . ............. 2 
Coburn. Mrs. J. M.. ... .. .. .. .. . .. 2 Lininger. J. A..................... 5 
Cofi.rell, Gertrude................ 1 Ing-Nsoll. A. F.................... 10 
Dewey. F. L.. .... .... .... .. .. .. .. 1 Lally. R. B...................... 10 
Doubler. Edw .................... ·. 5 Leitch. Re';e:Ta J................. 5 
Doyle. J. E....................... 10 T ininger. L. D.................... 2 
Davis. J. R...................... 5 Lezius, Carl F.................... 10 
Dra' e. George\\'................. . 2 :\fcConnell, F. C.................. 5 
Deming. T. H..................... 5 McCorkle, R. L.... ............... 25 
Donaldson, A. G............... . . . 1 McKinstry, J. S.................. 3 
Durkin, James F................ . . I McLaughlin, J. R................. 10 
Dolon, Charles A................. 50 Morris, Isaac..................... 2 
Ewald, J. S...................... 2 ~Iunson, Julia LaV.. .............. 5 
Engel. William ........ ,........... 10 Merrill, George B................ 5 
Eagan, M. L..................... 3 Madden, Thomas.................. 15 
Fairchild , E. 1\f.................. 50 Moffett, H. E.................... 1 
Firestone, II. S ............ :...... 100 Manley, Dr. 0. T................. 2 
Fuller.JoelH ..... :............... 50 1\liller,T.li...................... 2 
FairchildJ..--.................. 50 :\Ioore, Gertrude K............... 1 
Finney, u. J................. .... 35 Miller, Cloyd W.. ............... 10 
Fisher. M. F...................... 50 Mueller, Carl H.................. 8 
Frosthauer, II. L................. 10 MoQre, Ross L................... 1 
Fowler, Harold.............. .. .... 10 Niles Car & Manfacturing Co..... 2250 
Foward. ('.B ...... _.............. 2 Noll, Edward A..... . ............ 150 
Fly_nn, J . P...................... 5 Kicola, B. D..................... 5 
Fritzsche. H. E.................. 10 I Ott, A .. L ...... ,...... ..... ... .. .. 10 
Frantz, Edward L................. 50 Offeldt, B. F.................... 1 
Graver.('. Lee.................... 10 Pacx, Dr. A...................... 50 

.Green, J. FL..................... 10 Pierce, F. L..................... 50 
Griffin, Mrs. P. E................. 4 Paisley, J. A...................... 25 
Grady, Patrick.................... 10 Prentiss, F. F..................... 100 
Geih, George P.................... 5 Patterson, Robert W. .. .. . .. . . . . . 2 
Gilhert, W. R..................... 10 Peabody, 0. E.~............. . ... 5 
Gilbert, G. R.. .... .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . 5 Pendergast, F. A................. 10 
Gimmil. W. D................... 10 Pendleberry, T. F................ 5 
Gates, Mrs. Etta L................ 5 Price, A.M...................... 10 
Graver. A. 1\L.................... 5 Randall, J. E.................... 50 
Gilliam, Charles B................ 5 Ruby, 0........................ 10 
Gill, K. F....................... 50 Robinson, Allen J............. ... 5 
Hyde. Edward P.................. 24 Ruth, Mrs. H. R................. 2 
Hawley, D. R... .... .. .. .... .. .. .. 15 Sayle, W. D..................... 50 
Henry, A. S..................... 10 Sanchetta, Bianco ............. :... 25 
Huntington, John................ 20 Sanchetta, Nelly.................. 1 
Huffman. L. F................... 10 Schaedel, H. F.................. 5 
Harman. F. W........ .... .. .... . 2 Shrrley, 0. M................. .... 5 
Hager, W. M ............. :........ 20 Soukup, J.oseph.·................. 5 
Horn, C. A....................... 5 Strong, J. M..................... 10 
Hope, Frank G.................... 5 Strong, L. P...................... 10 
Hurlburt, W. G.................. 15 Svobody, F. J. .................. 10 
Heil, Thomas, jr................. 1 Salmon, Joseph.................. 10 
Harris. F. W..................... 5 Strong, E. E...................... 20 
Hart, S. W.................... .... 20 Smith, G. W............ ......... 1 
Herrigan, E. M.................... 1 Sagar, B.' E....................... 3 
Ingersoll, Charles B.............. 20 Sutherland, Marg................ 3 
Jennings, J. G ...... ,.. .. .. . . .. .. . 25 Spahn, Thomas.................... 5 
Jennings, I. L..................... 20 Tobin, R. L.................. .. . . 5 
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Preferred stock-list of stockholders of the Engel Aircraft Co.-Continued. 

Number 
of sharess. 

Number 
of shares. 

Tower, George E., .............. . 5 
10 

100 

Wilcox, H. P . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5-
TillinghaBt, E. P . . ...... .. ...... . . 
ThomaB, Charles S ... ....... . ... . 
Tubman, Dr. T. H ............... . 
ThomaB, T. E .. . ............... . . 
Thomas, W. A ... , ......... . ... . · . 
Vande Boe, MaryS .... . ... , .... . 
Yams, R ........ ... .... ... ... .. . . 
Vogel, Henry . ... . ...... . ... . .... . 
Woodford, W. R ................ . 
\Vilson, W. G . ...... . ......... .. . . 
Wurth, \Villiam ...... .. . ...... . . . . 

5 
50 
50 
20 

l 
8 

75 
50 

2 

\Vard, C. W... . ...... ..... . ....... 20 
Weinger, W.... .. . . .. ... .......... 2 
WQ9dward, A. H.... . . . .. . . . ... . .. 4 
Watkins, John . . ........... .... .. · & 
Wilson, P . P. .. ...... .. .......... 25-
Wiltsie, C. H.. . .... . ............. & 
Wilson, Mrs. A. P . . . . ... ·......... 2 
Zillmer, A. F. . ..... .. . .. ......... 3 

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5-, 100 

STATEMENT OF MR. WALTER D. SAYLE. 

The CHAIRMAN. What is your business ·? 
Mr. SAYLE. Manufacturer .. 
The CHAIRMAN. Where are you located ·~ 
Mr. SAYLE. My personal office is at Cleveland, Ohio. 
The CHAIRMAN. What is the name of the company with which 

you are associated ? 
Mr. SAYLE. In this particular transaction ·~ 
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. 
Mr. SAYLE. The Engle Aircraft Co., of Niles, Ohio. 
The CHAIRMAN. Where aro the factori!ls of the Engle Aircraft Co. ? 
Mr. SAYLE. Niles, Ohio. 
The CHAIRMAN. What position do you occupy in that company? 
Mr. SAYLE. President and general inanager. 
The CHAIRMAN. How long have you occupied that position? 
Mr. SAYJ,E. Since January 21. · 
The CHAIRMAN. Of this year ·~ 
Mr. SAYLE. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Are you manufacturing aircraft on account of the 

Aircraft Production Board? 
Mr. SAYLE. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. You have been doing so for about how long? 
Mr. SAYLE. That is a pretty hard question to answer. Do you 

mean when we commenced to ship? . 
The CHAIRMAN. No. When did you begin negotiations with the 

.Aircraft Production Board looking to the manufacture of aircraft~ 
Mr. SAYLE. Negotiations were begun, according to my recollection, 

early in 1917. 
The CHAIRMAN. When was your first contract made ·~ 
Mr. SAYLE. The contract was given us-I do not want to answer 

that question because I can not answer it accurately. 
The CHAIRMAN. These questions are just approximate. 
Mr. SAYJ,E. I should say it was about July or August. 
Senator NEw. Of 1917'? 
.Mr. SAYLE. 1917. I want to reserve the right to change ·that, 

because I did not come prepared to answer that. 
The CHAIRMAN. When was your company organized 1 
Mr. SAYLE. The organization was started m October, 1916-

Engel, Patterson & Baker, a copartnership. 
The CHAIR!IfA:s. For the manufacture of aeroplanes~ 
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:\lr. SAYLE. For the manufacture of aeroplanes; yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. That was the Mr. Baker to whom you referred 

some time ago ~ 
Mr. SAYLE. H. D. Baker was the brother of the Secretary of wur. 
The CHAIRMAN. What are his initials? 
:\lr. SAYLE. H. D. B. 
The CHAIRMAN. Will you state, in a general way, what contracts, 

if any, subsequent to the beginning of negotiations with the Aircraft 
Board here have been made out to the Engel Aircraft Co. 1 

·.Mr. SAYLE. Up to the present time, you mean? 
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. 
Mr. SAYLE. Our first contract was for 100 sets of ,J. N.-4-D's. 
The CHAIRMAN. Spares 1 
Mr. SAYLE. Yes, sir; spares. That was increased from time to 

time until we finally had 1,200 sets. Those 1 ,200 sets have been 
shipped. They were shipped in :\larch, April, May, and .June. 

The CHAIRMAN. Of this year'? 
Mr. SAYLE. Of this year; yes, sir. 

· The CHAIRMAN. When 1 
.Mr. SALYE. March, .\pril, May and June. 
}{r. 'Walden was the negotiator. He gave us n preliminary con

tract for 1,000 De Havilands. The contract was not completf'd. It 
was what they call a supplementary <·on tract for 1 ,000 De Hnvilands. 

The CHAIRliAN. vVhen rou say "De Havilands ,, do you mean 
spare parts 1 · · · · 

Mr. SAYLE. Spare parts. Then this trouble ca ·ne up on account 
of the relationship between H. D. Baker and the Secretary of War, 
and it was canceled. . 

The CuAIRMAN. ,Just one moment. You had the contracts which 
you have just mentioned at the time of the trouble which you ;;ay 
arose on account of Mr. ~aker's connection with the company. What 
was that trouble to which you referred? 

Mr. SAYLE. There was a relationship between H D. Baker and the 
Secretary of War, they being .brothers. 

The CHAIRMAN. You say, m other words, that this contract for 
1,000 De Haviland spares was canceled 'I 

:\-fr. SAYLE. All contracts were canceled. 
The CHAIRMAN. Those completed and uncompleted I 
Mr. SAYLE. There were no completed contracts at that time. 
The CHAIRMAN. You have given us the date when business was 

.ommenced at Niles, Ohio. The copartnership, if I understood you 
rightly, consisted of three men.--or was it a corporation 1 

Mr. SAYLE. The copartnership was organized in October, 1916. 
The organization of the Engel .\ircra.ft Co. was started about Janu
ary or February of 1917. It was incorporated in August, 1917. 

The CHAIRMAN. To succeed the partnership 1 
Mr. SAYLE. To succend the partnership; yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. What was the capital stock of that company? 
Mr. SAYLE. The capitalization, the final capitalization, was to b& 

$1,000,000 of the preferred stock and $2,000,000 of the common stock. 
The CHAIRMAN. How ni.uch was issued at that ti:ne? 
~1r. SAYLE. None was issued at that time. 
The CHAIRMAN. None was issued? 
Mr. SAYLE. No, sir. 
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The CHAIRMAX. Was· Mr. Baker one of the stockholders of the 
companv when the change was made ~ 

Mr. SAYLE. M.r. Baker was to he a stockholder of the company and 
have his pro rata third interest in the partnership in the common 
stock it was to get. 

The CHAIRMAN. Was it after the corporation was organized that 
this contract for 1,000 De Havilands was obtained~ · 

Mr. SAYLE. Yes, sir. The J. N.-4-D's were the first contracts. 
The CHAIRMAN. That was for the corporation~ 
Mr. SAYLE. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. You spoke ot trouble regarding Mr. H. D. Baker. 

Do you mean by that that because the Secretary of War wa.; informed 
of the existence of the contract between the Government and this 
company in which hh brother was interested he ordered the contract 
canceled? 

Mr. SAYLE. I have no knowledge of why it was" done, or, at least, 
how it was calted to his attention. I only know what happened. 

The CHAIRMAN. What you refer to as the trouble was the relation
ship coupled with the fact that the contract, as you· understood it, 

· because of that, was canceled? 
Mr. SAYLE. That is what I understood; yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Do you mean by that that there was public criti

cism? 
Mr. SAYLE. Public criticism in Washington and in the pr('Ss all 

over the country. 
The CHAIRMAN. What became of Mr. Baker's interest in the con

cern about the time of the cancellation of the contract 1 
Mr. SAYLE. We received notice ·of the cancellation of the contract 

on January 8. On January 22 we called a lllbeting of the directors. 
Mr. H. D. Baker realized that his position as president of the organi
zation was embarrassing the Government in their aircraft production, 
or in the pursuit of the war, so he te11dered his resignatio'n as president 
and general manager and director, and he was paid $15,000 by the 
company for the surrender of all his interests in the organization, 
stock and everything, without profit to him. 

The CHAIRMAN. Did that represent what he ,had put into it? 
M:. SAYLE. That represented what he had put into it in cash and 

serviCes. 
The CHAIRMAN. And for that consideration, you sav, he retired 

from this position and also transferred all of his interests in the com
pany to his associates~ 

Mr. SAYLE. Everything. 
The CHAIRMAN. Absolutely? 
Mr. SAYLE. Absolutely. 
Senator NEw. You say that $15,000 represented what he put in 

in cash and services. Can you tell how that was divided; how much 
of it was cash~ 

Mr. SAYLE.· I do not know that, sir. I do not SUJ>pose anybody 
would know, except as a general estimate. Engel himself ha<l 
started the aeroplane company. ~ think it was at Depew. It was 
near Buffalo. Anyway, he had failed. They went down there and 
purchased his entire assets. 

Senator REED. Whom do you mean by "they?" 
Mr. SAYLE. Engel, Patterson, and Baker. 
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Senator REED. Who was it that failerl? 
Mr. SAYLE. Engel failerl. 

977 

Senator REED. He could notpurchase out verv much, then, 
Mr. SAYLE. Patterson and Baker did that.· They took Engel 

along with them as the technical brains of the organization to com
plet-e it. 

The CHAIRMAX. That was before? 
Mr. SAYLE. That was in October, 1916; V<'S, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Now, since that time, what ('<mtracts have been 

made with your company bv the Aircraft Prorluction Board? 
Mr. SAYLE. In April of this year W<' harl a contract ex<'cuterl for 

500 De Havilands. 
The CHAIRMAN. ~pares ? 
Mr. SAYLE. Spares; Y<'S, sir. 
The CHAIRMAS. Any.thing elst:>? 
Mr. S.o\ YLE. That is all. 
The CHAIRMAS. Do those contrnds includt•--
Mr. SAYLE (interrupting). Pardon me; I did not understand what 

you meant bv "anything els<'." Later we received a contract for 
10 complete_ JN-4-D planes and, I think, about two sets of spar<'S. 

St>nator NEW. Compleh•d planes ·~ 
Mr. SA YI.E. Completed planes, not including power plant. 
The CHAIR~fAN. Have you a contract for landing gears? 
Mr. SAYLE. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIR~fAN. What is the datt• of this contract? 
Mr. SAYLE. Landing gears have been included in all our contracts. 
The CHAIRMAN. They constitute a part of the spares. Have you 

any contracts for lnnding gears independent of the spares, or, extras, 
I should say? 

Mr. SAYLE. No, sir; we have not r<'ceived a contract for landing 
gears only. 

The CHAIRMAN. You manufacture at your plant the wheels for 
the landing gears? 

Mr. SAYLE. No, sir; we buy the wheels. 
The CHAIRMAN. Do you buv anv from any concern in Geneva, 

N. Y.1 . . . 
Mr. SAYLE. l think so: ves, sir. 
The CHAIRMAs. You do not manufacture those in competition 

with the Geneva firm, or other firms~ 
Mr. SAYLE. No, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Now, .;ell the committee whether Mr. H. D. Baker, 

directly or indirPctly, had an interest in or was connected with the 
Engel Co. or any of its contracts since the purchase by the company 
of his int<'rPst anrl his retirement. 

Mr. SAYLE. Mr. Baker has absolutely no financial interest, and 
the only interest that he has taken in it is the interest that he took 
about Februarv l. At that time I was called down to Washington. 
The propo'sitio'n was Pntirely new to me, and I asked him to come 
along with me to guide me. I explained to Mr. Montgomery, with 
whom we were dealing at that time, that Mr. Baker was down her<' 
as an adviser to get me started on the airplane work, and that was 
the last time that Mr. Baker or his name has been connected with 
any of our negotiations. 

<i.'H:!.J.-lH--\·oi.:! -- 1~ 
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The CHAIRMAN. Does he own over his own name, or in the name 
of anybody for him, any shares of the stock of the Engel Co. or any 
of the other concerns with which the Engel Co. is identified~ 

Mr. SAYLE. Absolutely nothing, not a single share of stock or in 
any other way whatsoever. 

The CHAIRMAN. Were either of the contracts renewed which were 
canceled at the time that this question first· presented itself~ 

Mr. SAYLE. The contract for the 1,200 JN 4 D's was renewed 
approximately the middle of February, or along there. I could get 
you those exact dates. 

The CHAIRMAN. About the middle of February 1 
Mr. SAYLE. About the middle of February; yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Were they renewed for 1,200 or for 500 1 
Mr. SAYLE. 1,200 JN 4 D's. 
The CHAIRMAN. Were they renewed at the same price 1 
Mr. SAYLE. They were renewed at the same price. The contracts 

were just reinstated, so to speak. To tell the truth, the Government 
could not cancel it. It was a bona fide contract with the Government, 
just as bona fide a contract as if it were between you and me. 

The CHAIRMAN. As a matter of fact, they were canceled, apart from 
the legal authority 1 

Mr. SAYLE. Yes, sir; they were canceled. . 
The CHAIRMAN. And it required your presence down here after Mr. 

Baker retired, to obtain a renewal of that contract 1 
Mr. SAYLE. Yes, sir. 
Tne CHAIRMAN. And the renewal was made in the shape of another 

contract or another paper 1 · 
Mr. SAYLE. I think only a tt>.legram. . 
The CHAIRMAN . Nothing but a telegram 1 
Mr. SAYLE. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Then the contract, as a matter of fact, was sus

pended, and after Mr. Baker's retirement you went on with it by the 
authority of the Government? 

Mr. SAYLE. Yes, sir; we went on. 
The CiiAIRMAN. Have you completed your deliveries of the 500 

De Haviland sp_ares 1 
~.lr. SAYLE. No, sir; we have not started on delivery yet. 
The CHAIRMAN. You ~ave.started on production? 
Mr-. SAYLE. Oh, yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Have you more than one factory engaged in this 

work? 
Mr. SAYLE. No, sir;_just one factory. 
The CHAIRMAN. At Niles, Ohio? 
~Ir. SAYLES. Niles, Ohio. 
The CHAIRMAN. What was this concern in Depew, N.Y.? 
Mr. SAYLE. That was a concern that Engel, who was a flyer fo1 

Curtiss, started up to build a flying boat, 
. The CHAIRMAN. Is he still connected with your company 1 

Mr. SAYLE. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Where is Mr. Baker now ·~ 
~1r. SAYLE. In Cleveland, Ohio. 
The CHAIRMAN. What is his business? 
}ir. SAYLE. Well, I really do not know. Baker has held a gr.eat 

many responsible positions, in Cleveland, Lornin, ancl New York City. 
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The CIIAIRM:AN. I did not know but what he was a lawyer. 
Mr. SAYLE. No. 

979 

Senator REED. What kind of positions~ 
Mr. SAYLE. He was at on~ time purchasing agent for the <'ity of 

Cleveland. He was in Lorain at one time. As I understand it, he 
was a sort of manager for Tom Johnson down there. Just what his 
business was in New York City, I am not in a position to tell you. 

Senator REED. It was some official position~ · 
Mr. SAYLE. Yes, sir. He is a very bright man. · 
Senator REED. There are one or two questions that J. would like to 

ask. Do you think that Mr. Baker, in his withdrawal from this cor
poration, received any more than the actual value of his eontribu
tion in money or time~ 

Mr. SAYLES. Not a penny. 
Senator REED. Did he reeeive a fair equivalent for his contribu

tion in 100ney and time 1 
Mr. SAYLE. If it had been my own, I would have said no; I would 

not have sold for that value. 
Senator REED. What would you have sold out for, if you had been 

going to get out, as Mr. Baker was~ 
· Mr. SAYLE. Senator, that is a pretty hard question to answer. 

Senator REED. What would you have sold out for if you had no 
Government contract~ 

~fr. SAYLE. If I had been called upon to get out of my own voli
tion, $50,000 would not haYe taken it. 

Senator REED. But suppose you had no Government contract.; 
what would it have been worth i 

Mr. SAYLE. A concern without contracts at all is not worth any-
thing. · 

~enator RE~D. ~ow much m~mey was actually paid into the corpo-
ratiOn at the time It was o~amzed 1 · 

Mr. S.\YLE. The corporatiOn ·~ · 
Senator REED. Y Ps. 
Mr. SAYLE. No money wa.~ paid at the time it·was or~anized. 
Senator REED. Was any money paid in afterwants 1 I mean 

before Mr. Baker went out. 
Mr. SAYLE. Just how much was paid in before Mr. Baker went out, 

I <'ould not say, but I will guarantee it was $400,000. 
Senator REED. That was paid in from the sale of preferred sto<'k ·~ 
Mr. SAYLE. Yes, sir. · 
Senator REED. Was there anything paid for the common sto<'k? 
Mr. SAYLE. The <'Ommon stock was paid out to take over the 

interest of the trio, Engel, Patterson, and Baker. 
Senator REED. Were those interests considered as equal1 
Mr. SAYLE. I think they were. . 
Senator REED. So that at most there was $45,000 contributed in 

money. That is, there was $45,000 invested in money and in servi<'es, 
which included the value of these contracts, and for that $2,000,000 
of common sto<'k was to he issued t'> three men. That is the situation. 
is it not~ 

Mr. SAYJ,E. If vou want to figure it that way, y£'s. 
Senator REED: There is no other way to figure it, is there~· 
Mr. S.HI.E. Yes, sir. 
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Senator REED. Now, let us see. These men wont into a pat·tner-
. ship. They organized a corporation. This corporation got some 
Government contracts, anrl after they harl the Government contracts 
on'e of the partners, who owned a one-third interest, sold his intt>rest 
for $15,000. Estimating the other two at equal amounts, that would 
make a total of $45,000. That is correct so far, is it not? ' 
. Mr. SAYLE. I think your basis of reasoning is coroct; yes, sir. 

Senator REED. Yes. Well, I am trying to -get the eorrect basis. 
Now, it was proposerl to capitalize this corporation by issuing com
mon stock in the amount of $2,000,000 and preferred stock in the 
amount of $1,000,000; is that right? 

Mr. SAYLE. That is right. 
Senator REED. And the common stock was to he turned over to 

these three incorporators, each of them to get the same amount; 
in other words. each got one-third. · 

Mr. SAYLE. Y<>s, sir; that is right. 
S<>nator REED. Then you propos<>d to sell the prefeJTed stoek an I 

it.l that way get capital with it to carry on th{' <'llt<>rpris<': that i,; 
nght? 

Mr. SAYI E. That is right. 
S£>nator REED. Now, a-; a matter of fad, what physical propt>rtil':l 

<lid th{' cmporation haw transferr{'d to it at th{' tim£> of th£> organi
zation? 

Mr. SAYLE. Is that quP~tion address£>-! tom£>? 
S<>nator REED. Y {'S. 

Mr. SAYLE. I can not give that information, hut th£>re was this 
flying boat that I have spoken of. 

Senator REED. Did it own real <'stat{'? 
Mr. SAYLE. Oh, no, sir. 
S{'nator REF.I>. It own£>d no real estat<'? 
Mr. SAYLE. No. 
Senator RJ:o~ED. Was anv cash put into the corporation by the 

thr{'<' incorporatol'R at th{' tim{' it was incorporated? 
Mr. SAYI E. No, sir. 
S{'nator REl'D. Did it hav{' l<>a,;{'hohl intt>rests? 
Mr. SAYLE. No, sir. 
S£>nator RF.I.:O. What did it have? 
Mr. SAYLE. Th{'. three men had th£> flying boat and the machin<'ry 

that thev brought with th{'m. 
S{'natOr REED. What was that machin{'rY, and it wns brought 
~m~~? . . 

Mr. SAYLE. From D{'pew, N.Y. 
S{'nator REF.D. How much did th{'y pa~· -for that mac.hin<>ry from 

D{'pew? 
Mr. SAYLE. I do not know. 
Senator RF.FD. What machinery wa-; it? 
Mr. SAYLE. Machinery for tht>'flying hoat-machin{'ry for manu-

facturing. 
S{'nator REFI>. Lath{'s and things of that kin :]? 
Mr. SAYI.E. Y<'s, sir. 
Senator REF~D. Do vou know what it eost f 
Mr. SAYLE. ~o. sir.' 
S£>nntor REED. D? yon know what th<'Y pni I for it? 
~lr. SAYLE. Xo, sn·. 
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S<>nator REED.. Was this flying boat a complete:! thing '? 
:Mr. SAYJ E. It was a completed thing. 
Senator Rn'D. Who had create I this boat? 
}fr. SAYJ E. En~el. 
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Senator REED. He was to get a one-third interest for that flying 
boat~ -

Mr. SAYLE, YesJ sir. 
Senator REED. And the patents~ 
Mr. SAYLE. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. That was Engle's contribution'? 

_ Mr. SAYLE. All those things were owned by the three. I do not 
understand that Engel or Patterson had an individual interest. 

Senator REED. When Engel, Baker, and Patterson formed the 
copartnership, what did Engel put into the partnership~ He put 
in this boat, did he not? It was his invention, was it not? 

Mr. SAYLE. Yes, sir; hut they bought this boat from the Engel 
receiver down at Depew, N. Y. 

Senator REED. How much did they pay for it ·~ 
Mr. SAYLE. I do not know 
Senator REED. Did you ever hear -~ 

·Mr. SAYLE. I never heard and never asked. 
Senator REED. You have no idea 1 
Mr. SAYLE. Absolutely not. 
Senator REED. Engel had made this boat. He had gone into tho 

hands of a receiver. Then a copartnership was organized and he was 
one of the partners, and they purchased from him the boat ancl tho 
patents? 

Mr. SAYLE. I do not know about the patents. 
Senator REED. Do you know whether your concern has patents 

on the thing '~ 
Mr. SAYJ,E. They have no patents. I do not think these things 

can be patented. Tho Government allows a certain amount for a 
model hoat. I think it is $40,000 or $.50,000. 

Senator REED. If the Government is making it, that is true, but 
this boat was made before the Governm<>nt was in that business. 

Mr. SAYLE. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Your answer does not seem to get us any place. 

There were patents that had been issued upon at least parts of the 
aero~lane. Do vou know whether any such patents as those had 
been issued on this flying boat which Engel and these other gentle
men owned? 

Mr. SAYLE .. I do not know of patents issued on any of it, 
h<>cause--

Senator REED. So far as you know, what was paid in by Mr. EngPI 
was an unpatented, unprotected flying boat, which had been built 
bv Mr. Engel when he was a member of a corporation and had then 
been sold by a receiver of that corporation and had been boug~t by 
Mr. Baker, Mr. Engel, and Mr. Patterson. Now, that was put 111 as 
a part of the assets of the corporation. Do you know what vahw 
they put it in at? 

Mr. SAYLE. I do not know that. 
Senator REED. What else did they have to put in and did they 

put in, in fact, I mf'an 1 
Mr. SAYJ E. I do not know that there was anything elSe put in. 
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Senator REED. But that boat? . 
Mr. SAYLE. Except the contract that they had with the Niesl 

Car Manufacturing Co. for the purchase of the property down there. 
Senator REED. What property was that~ 

· Mr. SAYI E. At Niles, Ohio. 
Senator REED. What was this propert.'· ~ 
Mr. SAYLE. The Niles Car Manufacturing Co. 
Senator REED. They had an option on the property? 
Mr. SAYLE. Thev had an option on the propertv. 
Senator REED. bo vou know how much that "-·as foi' ~ 
Mr. SAYLE. That was for $450.000-$225,000 of preferred stock 

and $225,000 of common stock. 
Senator REED. That is to say, this Niles Car Manufacturing 

property was to be taken over by the Aircraft Corporation and was 
to be paid for with $225,000 of the preferred stock of the Aircraft 
Corporation and $225,000 of the common stock. Now, in view of 
the fact that that was all to bf' paid for out of the stock of the Air
craft Corporation, of course it was not a contribution to the capital 
stock. . That property was not there to turn into the corporation as 
01 iginal capital. It was something that the corporation purcha~t> · l 
after it had been incorporated, and paid for by the issuance of its 
capital stock. That is how that comes out, is it not? 

Mr. SAYLE. I do not know that I will agree with vou there, Senator. 
Senator REED. All they had was a contract for the purchase of 

this property, and they did not pay for it in money, but paid for it 
in tlie manner you have stated, by the issuance of capital stock-
common and preferred; that is correct, is it not 1 · 

Mr. SAYLE. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Now, what else did they have at the time they 

organized this corporation~ . 
Mr. SAYLE. I guess you have stated it all, except brains and 

t>nergy. 
Senator REED. Did they have at that time any Government con

tracts? 
Mr. SAYLE. No, sir. 
Senator REED. Well, the brains and energy were tolerably well 

capitalized, were they not, in the shape of $2,000,000 of common 
stock 1 

Mr. SAYLE. No, sir; they were not. 
Senator REED. Was this an Ohio corporation 1 
Mr. SAYLE. Yes, sir. . 
Senator REED. Is there any law in Ohio that provides for the pay

ment of stock in brains and energy, or does the law require it to be 
paid for in money? 

Mr. SAYI.E. Well, the organization l?assed the blue-sky law; that is 
the only way I can answer that questiOn. . 

Senator REED. With all due respect, I thmk your law would have 
to reach the blue sky. That is all I have to ask. 

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you a question that I overlGoked. 
Were you requested by any of the representatiTes of the Government 
to enter into what is called the cross-license agreement~ 

Mr. SAYLE. No, sir. May I explain thaH 
The CHAIRMAX. Certainly. 
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Mr. SAYLE. It has been explained to me, because I had not~ to 
do with it at that time. Mr. Baker carried it on. As I stated to 
youLJ>ersonally, if you remember, Mr. Baker tried to get a contract 
at W ash!!lgton through Col. Waldon, who paid no attention to him 
at all. That was the time that he started in on the Niles Car Manu
facturing plant. It was intimated to him down here that he could 
not get a contract with the Government unless he showed ability to 
produce. That is the time that he got the Niles Car plant, and then 
when he got that he found out that he could not get the drawings, 
so he went down to the Curtiss Co. 

Senator REED. This Niles contract for the Niles Car Manufacturing 
Co., or whatever you call it, was not obtained at all until after the 
corporation had been organized 1 

Mr. SAYLE. Yes, sir; it was obtained before it was organized. 
Baker had a contract with them before 'the company was organized, 
and tried to get a contract with the Government before the company 
was organized, and the Aircraft Corporation would not listen to rum, 
and then he had to organize a company to take over the Niles plant, 
and show the Aircraft Production Board that he had the physical 
property in which to complete his contract. 

The CHAIRMAN. He had an option, and he transferred it into the 
arrangement that ,you have made, and got possession 1 

Mr. SAYLE. I will be glad to bring those papers. TI1ey are very 
voluminous, however. 

Going back to your question, Senator Thomas, Mr. Baker saw that 
he could not make any headway, because he did not have drawings, 
so he went down to tlie Curtiss plant and laid down $2,500 for these 
drawings, and he got them. Well, the minute he got hi~ Govern
ment contract he was entitled to these drawings, so that he demanded 
from the Curtiss Co., and received from them, $2,000 of the $2,500, so 
that it cost the Engel Co. only $500 for the complete drawings of. the 
JN4D. 

The CHAIRMAN. Why was he required to leave $500 with the 
Curtiss Co.-~ 

Mr. SAYLE. I can not answer that question. It is something per
taining to the matter of--

The CHAmMAN. The planes 1 
Mr. SAYLE. I wondered why he was asked to leave $2,500 there, 

but there was something pertaining to the aircraft organization that 
made him pay that amount of money. 

The CHAmMAN. Is there ahy cross license agreement now existing 
between the Engel Aircraft Corporation and the Aircraft Manufac
turing Association 1 

Mr. SAYLE. Not that I know of . 
. The CHAmMA~. What about the $2,500 d<'posit? 
Mr. SAYLE. I understood that was canct•lNl when we reeeived the 

contract. 
The CILu.IUUN. To the extent of $2,000'~ 
Mr. SAYLE. Yes. · 
Senator N.Ew. You say that Mr. Baker came down to Washin~ton 

with you~ 
Mr. SAYLE. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. When was that 1 
Mr. SAYLE. May I explain the whole situation? 
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Senator NEw. Yes. 
Mr. SAYLE. Before I was . connected with the nirplane plant they 

received from Mr. Gee a tentative contract for 1,000 De Havilands, 
which was signed about January 8. Then thev ealJed us down ht>rl' 
to Washin~ton to reopen the De Haviland <'oniract. 

Senator NEw. You sa'v thev called ' ' us." 
Mr. SAnE. I mean the Engel Aircraft Co. I , as president of the 

<'ompany, hnd to eome down, hut I knew nothing about the former 
negotiations, so that I requested Mr. Baker to come down with me. 
I took him up to the Aircraft Production Board and explained to 
Mr. Montgomery, the lawyer there, with whom we did husmess, that 
Mr. Baker was here as my adviser, and this would be his last trip. as 
I hoped to get in comp1ete touch with the situation on that trip ; 
and it was h1s last trip. That was early in February. 

Senator NEw. Of this yead 
Mr. BAKER. Yes, sir; of this year. 
The CHA:IRMAN. Mr. Sayle, will you attach to the record, when it 

is sent to you for correction, a list of the shareholders of the Engel 
Aircrnft Co. ~ 

Mr. SAYLE. A complete list~ 
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SAYLE. Yes. 
Senator REED. To whom was Mr. Baker's stock transferred I 
Mr. SAYJ,E. To the company. 
Senator REEl>. It was transferred back to the company 'I 
Mr. SAYLE. To the company ; yes, sir. It stands now m the name 

of the company. 
The CHAIRMAN. I think that is all. 
(Whereupon, at 4 o'clock p. m. , the committee adjourned, subject 

to the call of the chairman.) · 
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FRIDAY, JULY 26, 1918. 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
SuBCOMMITTEE oN MILITARY AFFAIRs, 

Washington, D. 0. 
The subcommittee met at 3 o'clock p. m., pursuant to the call of 

the chai1·man in the committee room, Capitol Building, Senator New 
presiding. 

Present : Senators New and Reed. 

STATEMENT OF CAPT. RILEY SCOTT. 

Senator NEw. Captain, state your name and address to the ste
nographer. 

Capt. ScoTT. Riley Scott, technical section, office of the Director 
of Military Aeronautics, Washington, D". C. . 

Senator REED. What is your rank 1 
Capt. ScoTT. I am a civilian . I am a West Point graduate and 

have been in the service. I am now an aeronautical mechanical 
engineer. · 

Senator NEw. You were formerly in the Army and It graduate of 
th~ Military Academy~ · · 

Capt . ScoTT. Ye:-o, sir. 
Senator NEw. Of what year·~ 
Capt. ScOTT. 1904. 
Senator NEw. You served in the Army how long ·~ 
Capt. ScoTT. Four years . 
Senator NEw. What rank did you have when you left '? 
Capt. ScOTT. First lieutenant. 
Senator NEw. How did you happen to leave the Army 1 
Capt . ScoTT. Lieut. Selfridge, who was the first man killed in me

chanical flight, was my chum, nnd he interested me at that time in 
aviation. 

Senator NEw. You resigned from the service when? 
Capt. ScOTT. At the tine that Orville Wright was flying at Fort 

Myer. 
Senator NEw. Did you become associated with the Wrights? 
Capt. ScoTT. I was an aide to Wilbur Wright for a time during 

the Hudson-Fulton Exposition and have known both of the Wright 
brothers since that time. 

Senator NEw. What has been your business since that time? 
Capt. Sco'l"T. I have specialized on the airnlane as an instrument 

of war, especially its r6le as a bombing machine . 
SenatorNEw. You say that you have specialized on those sub

ject.;. In what connection ancl capMity? 
985 
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Capt. ScoTT. I happen to have invented the first bomb sight and 
to have dropped the first bomb in the history of aviation. Then I 
wont to France in 1911 and won all of the Micheli prizes for bombing. 
I then went to Germany in 1912 and dropped bombs there, which 
were probably about the first which were dropped in Germany: 

Senator REED. Were you operating there under the German 
·Government 1 . 

Capt. ScoTT. By invitation of the German Government. 
Senator REE:>. And in France under the French Government? 
Capt. S:::oTT. I was com~<>ting for a prize offered by Monsieur 

Micheli. 
Senator REE >. Of coul'8e both of these occurrences you have 

:spoken of occurred before the Europf'an war? · 
Capt. ScOTT. In 1911 and 1912. 
Senator REE:J. Was this Micheli prize which was offered in France 

·open to the world ? 
Capt. ScoTT. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. What was the prize for? 
Capt. ScoTT. Accuracy in bomb dropping and the most scientific 

:instruments for bomb dropping. 
Senator REEJ. Are you an aviator yourself? 
Capt. SvoT'r. I learned to fly in France, but do not fly at present. 
Senator REE >. Were you running the machine as aviator when 

these bombs were dropped on these two occasions you have spoken 
of-that is, in France and Germany? 

Capt. ScoTT. No, sir; I was then a pa.;;senger operating the bomb
ing i::Btrument. 

. Senator NEw. Since the European war broke out haxe you been 
a~road? 

Capt. ScoTT. Y e;;, sir; I have. When the war broke out I cabled 
my services to both France and Englnnd. Neither country accepted 
the services, on a'}oount of my not being on the grotUld. I then Wt•nt 
abroad on· my own responsibility for the purpose of seeing and lt>am
ing as mu~h as I could about the role that the airplane was playing in 
the great wnr, especially in the field of bombinO'. By good luck I was 
able to get into 14 European countries, 9 of w11ich wert> belligerents 
on both sides of the conflict. 

Senator NEw. Did you get into Germany? 
Capt. ScoTT. Germany, Austria, Hungary, Serbia, Bulgaria, Tur

key and Asia Minor, France, England, Italy, and Belgium. 
Senator NEw. With what opportunity for observation 1 
Capt. ScoTT. They happened to be most excellent on account of 

my lillowing most of the old aviators of those various countries, 
having met them at v.11rious times in Europe. 

Senator NEw. Captain, you have been back here about how long1 
Capt. ScoTT. About two years. 
Senator NEw. Have you recently discharged any commissions or 

had any connection with the aviation section here of the Signal Corps~ 
Capt. ScoTT. For over a year I have been employed as an aero

nautiCal mechanical engineer, and my work has been wholly con
cerned with aeroplane bombing. 

Senator REED. Who were you employed by? 
Capt. ScoTT. The air divisiOn of the. Signal Corps . . 
Senator REED. Who was at the head of it? 
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Capt. ScoTT. Gen. Squier wa~ then the head. 
Senator REED. Where were vou located? 
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Capt. ScoTT. My headquarters have been at Langley field, Hamp
ton, Va., but I have been traveling a great deal to >nrious fields and 
factories . 

Senator REED. Under the directions of .'·our employers 1 
Capt. ScoTT. Under official order.>. 
S~nator NEw. Haw you recently madt> a trip to Dayton under 

offimal orders? 
Capt. ScoTT. I was and was there two weeks for the purpose of 

studying and reporting on the D. H. 4 airplane as a bombing machine. 
Senator NEw. Ha·•e you mndc such a rt>port '? 
~;apt . . ScoTT. I ha'\·e hut it has not yet bt>eil suhmittt>d. I hnve 

wntten It. 
Senator NEw. Without a-king vou to dcfin" the character of the 

report which has not yet been suhinittNI to the department, I will ask 
you what has been the rt'- ult in your own mind of thc in >pection of 
the De Haviland? 

Capt. ScoTT. I came to the conclusion aftt>r a cursory inspcction 
that there was something radically wrong with the machine, and 
after making a minute inspection 1 am of the firm opinion that the 
machine is totally unfit for the purpose for which it wns dl•signed. 

Senator REED: Nameh·, what? 
Capt. ScoTT. As a bomht>r and as a comhat machine. · 
Senator NEw. Why? . 
CaJ.>t. ScoTT . .For the reason lweause the design and workmanship 

of thrs machine are so faulty I consider it unsafe for bombing, es
pecially when the bombs are c11.rried suspenrled from the rings, as at 
present. 

Senator REED. W cll, that is a conclusion, hut tell us why. 
Capt. ScoTT. A few of the defects nrc indicatcd on thc photo

graphs which are herewith submitted. 
Senator REED. What are those defeets? Can you not put vour 

critici~m in the kind of lar~guage which tmybody· who understands 
anythmg about the techmcal nature of airplane manufacture or 
operation can understand? 

Capt. ScoTT. The longerons, a most vital part of the machine, are 
entirely of spruce and are scarcely larger in cross section than the 
ash longerons of other lighter machines. 

Senator REED. What conclusion do vou rlraw from that? 
Capt. ScoTT. That they should use ·a stronger wood than spruce, 

espeeially in such a heavy machine. 
Senator ~ EW. For that particular structural part? 
Captain Scott. For that particular structural part. 
Senator REED. You say tliat the machine as now made with spruce 

is inefficient in strength at the part you spoke of, the longerons? 
Capt. ScoTT. Demdedly so. 
Senator REBD. What are the longerons 1 Can vou describe them 

so that the laym-an will understand what it is? • 
Capt. ScoTT. The "longeron" may be described as the backbone 

of the machine. There are usually lour longerons running from the 
engine section to the tail, about y;hich arc formed the body of the 
machine. These longerons perform the same function in the airplane 
that the back bone of a man performs in his anatomy. In other 
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words, the various fittin~s and attachments for the motor, for the 
wings, and for the 111dcters are attached and depend upon these 
longerons. 

Senator REED. They form the ehief strengthening supports for 
what is called the fuselage--

Capt. ScoTT. Yes, sir. . · 
Senator REED. Or body of the plane~ 
Capt. ScoTT. Yes, sir; 
SPnator REED. You say th<\V an1 dt>ficient in strPngth. Now, why 

do you :>ay thPy are dt,ficiPnt in strength? 
Capt.. ScoTT. In the first nlace, the wood itsplf is not that usually 

used ·for these mu'ts. If, taken in connection with the fact that all 
fitting-; without exception are attached to the longerons with bolts 
passing through the wood of thP longeron ·-thPse bolts are awfully 
closely spaced and pa'>s through both lat<>rally and Vl.'rtically. tht•rrhy 
dt•stroying the strNlgth of thP wood . 

Senator REED. Now, if J understand you, yon say, first, that. the 
S!>rucc, bping th0 material of which these longN·ons an• mad<>, is a 

· wood that ig too Wl.'ak considN·ing the size of the pieces. It is too 
WPak in itself. and, second, that it has been further WPakt>nrd hv 
boring holes of bolts through it and putting holts through at clo;r 
interntls 1 

Cant. ScoTT. YPs, sir. 
SPilator REEJl. So that ns a rt>sult of tht• t'VO t>lt>mPnt.s. YOU sav 

that thP longnrons are too WPak a part of th11 machine·~ · · 
Cant. ScoTT. Y I.'S, sir. · 
Sri1ator REJm. That is a coneln::;ion . Let m<• follow it a minutr. 

You said a minutt• ago that tlw longt>rons were made of sprurr, 
wherl.'as the mntcrial gt>nera!lv rmnlovrd \ras nsh. 

Capt. ScoTT. Yes; there are other stronger woods. 
St>nator REED. Now where is ash or otht>r stronger wood employed; 

in what factories or countries~ 
Capt. ScoTT. I think in <'VPry other typt> of machine in this country 

and generally abroad. 
Senator REED. You think then that these De Haviland 4's are 

the only maehint>s that ar<~ built that are to do practical flying and 
work on the war front · - I suppose of course you would include that 
limitation you would not. indude every kind of machine that has ewr 
been constructed ? 

Capt. ScoTT. I referrf'd to t.wo maehines in production. 
Senator REED. This is the only machine you know of that <lol:s 

not employ ash or some equally strong wood some wood that 1s 

stronger than spruee in tlwse parts whiCh are called the longt>rons? 
Capt. ScoTT. Yes sir; not only in this country but abroad as well. 
Senator REED. I want to come to the second element of weakne5s. 

You spoke about the holts these longerons having been bored through 
and bolts inserted and the borings and of course the bolts being 
sometimes close together. 

Capt. ScoTT. Closely spaced, both laterally and vertically, the 
holes alternating sometimf's. . 

Senator REED. Is that kind of construction peculiar' to the De Havi
land 4 as made here in this country? 

Capt. ScoTT. It is and I have seen no other machine wher<' the 
longcrons were perforated by these holes. · 
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Senator REED Other machines fasten their holts how? If they do 
not make bolt holes how do they fasten them? • 

Capt. Scorr. The fittings are called clips and are placed around 
tht> wood instead of being fast-en<>d by bolts. 

Senator REED. How are thev attached to the wood so as to make 
them firm? • 

Capt. ScoTT. By being placed entirely around the wood and grip
ping mstead of het_ng fastened by bolts. 

Senator REED. What is the process of making them grip; by a set 
screw, or by heating them and putting them on hot? 

Capt. ScoTT. They are put on cold and are held in place by bolts 
through metal but not through wood. 

Senator REED. These holts then press against the wood, do the~· 
not ? I understand you to mean from the illustration you have 
made that this clip or metal is placed against the wood, and then it 
is drawn tightly against the wood by means of a screw going through 
the metal parts and drawing thPm together, grasping the wood, but. 
not penetrating the wood 1 

Capt. ScoTT. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. You say that is the only kind of construction~ 
Capt. ScoTT. That is the standard ('Onstruetion 1 
Senator REED. Are there other planes, however, in common and 

general use in this country where they bore through the parts? 
Capt. ScoTT. Not to my knowledge, unless it be the Bristol, which 

I have not closely examined. 
Senator REED. The Bristol fighter. That is a machine we under

stand has been condemned. 
Capt. ScoTT. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. You say these parts are weak, and you have given 

us your reasons for saying that they are weak. Have you ever seen 
them tested under a load when they gave way? 

Capt. ScoTT.·That is being done at pre::;ent, hut I was not able to 
see the test. 

Senator REED. Your conclusions that you have given us are de
duetions from the conditions which you find, ana not from the 
actual breaking of the planes ·~ 

Capt. ScoTT. Tht> condusions are based on a general fundamental 
knowledge of airplane construction, and from an examination of the 
re<:ords of several machines which have fallen with fatal results. 

Senator REED. Do you know that any of these machines, or have 
you good reason to assume and conclude that any of these machines 
fell because of breaka~e, which was the result of these particular 
weaknesses which vou nave described ? 

Capt. ScoTT. In· one ease in particular into which I inquired, the 
wings were seen to leave the plane in midair, first one wing and then 
the other, whieh was apparently due to the fact that the fittings 
which held the wings to the fuselage gave way. The records show 
that the longeron broke in practically every instance at the holt 
holes, which one would naturally <>xpert. 

Senator REED. You say that the wings left the body. Do you 
connect that fact up with the weaknPsses in the longerons which you 
have described ? 

Capt. ScoTT. An exarniuation after"\\"al·ds shth\'f\d that the fittings 
atta1~hed to the longcrons, by means of bolt-;, ha1l given awa.c 
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Senator REED. You mean the fittings that united the fittings to 
the longerons ~ 

Capt. ScoTT. They had given away. 
Senator REED. Had the bolts given away or the longerons broken~ 
Capt. ScoTT. The longerons had broken at the bolt holes. 
Senator REED. Have you other reasons than those that you have 

just given to sustain the question of the weaknesses 1 I want t() 
stick to this particular weakness we are now discussing. Are there 
any other tests that you have known that have indicated the weakness 
of the longerons 1 

Capt. ScoTT. In another instance into which I inquired, the 
machine was compelled to make a forced landing in rough ground, 
receiving a considerable jolt upon touching t.he earth. The whole 
motor section, including the motor and the propeller, broke off and 
turned at right angles to the axis of the machine. All four longerons 
h1 oke at a "[)lace where there were a number of bolt holes. 

Senator REED. At substantially the same point in the longeron t 
Capt. ScoTT. At exactly 'the same cross section of the fuselage. 
Senator REED. Do you know of other instances than these two 1 
Cap~. ScoTT. Not personally. 
Senator REED. Have you heard of other cases of a similar nature~ 
Capt. ScoTT. I was told at the Wilbur Wright field that in every 

case where there had been a serious fal• the aviator had been killed, 
and that the fuselage was usually crushed like an egg shell, I exam
ined, however, the wreckage of only two machines, of which I have 
spoken. · 

Senator REED. Who gave you this information you have just im
parted 1 

Capt. ScoTT. The principal flying officers at the Wilbur Wright 
field. 

Senator REl!:D. Can you t.ell me who they were 1 
Capt. ScoTT. Maj. Muhlenher~, chief of the testing department; 

Capt. Schroeder, in charge of flymg in the testing department; Lieut. 
Foote, one of the best De Haviland 4 fliers at the fie1d, and Lieut. 
Tabuteau, an old experienc~>d French flyier now stationed at this 
field as a technical expert. 

Senator REE,D. When did these gentlemen give you this informa
tion 1 

Capt. ScoTT. While I was at the field inspecting the machines and 
dropping bombs for them. 

Senator REED. Approximately when 1 
Capt. ScoTT. About two weeks ago. 
Senator REED. When did this first machine fall that you describPd 

a little while ago in which there was a fatality. 1 
Capt. ScoTT. At the Wilbur Wright field. 
Senator REED. Who was flying it at the time 1 
Capt. ScoTT. Lieut. Patterson, a nephew of the National Cash 

Register Co.'s president. 
Senator REED. Do you remember when that fell1 
Capt. ScoTI:. About a month and a half or two months ago. 
Senator REED. When was the second accident that you described l 
Capt. ScOTT. About a month ago. 
Senator REED. Who fell in that 1 
Capt. ScoTT. Maj. Ocker, an oM experience<l flyer. 
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Senator NEw. Was Maj. Ocker killed~ 
Capt. ScOTI. No; he was not hurt, except that he is swearing yet. 

about it. . 
Senator REED. Where is Maj. Ocked 
Capt. ScOTI. At present he is at Wilbur Wright field. 
Senator REED. You spoke about the strength of these longerons in 

connection with the load. Do you know whether the De Haviland 4 
was originally planned to carry the weight that is now put upon it 1 

Capt. ScoTT. The machine was copied from the English De Havi
land, which was designed to carry a much lighter motor than tho 
present Liberty motor. Instead of stren~thening the machine it 
Is common comment among the flyers that the American De Haviland 
is considerably weaker than its prototype, the English machine. 

Senator REED. And it has to .carry a much heavier motod 
Capt. ScoTT: And has to carry a very much heavier motor. 
Senator REED. ·well, does it not also carry a more powerful motor 

than the one it was originally planned for~ 
Capt. ScoTT. It does, and, of course, the high speed of the ma

chine-about 120 miles per hour-af!ds very considerably to the 
strains imposed upon the structure. · 

Senator REED. That is to say, a machine carrying a motor weigh
ing, for illustration, 500 pounds, and going at a rate of 100 miles an 
hour, does not have anything like the same strain on its parts as the 
same machine would have if you put iri a motor that weighed 800 
pounds and ran the machine at 120 miles an hour. Is that right 1 

Capt. ScoTT. That expresses it exactly. . 
Senator REED. Have you ever figured out the difference in the 

strain upon the wings of these planes which you say is due, first, to 
the increase in the weight of the motor, and, secondly, to the increase 
in speed~ 

Capt. ScOTI. I have not personally, but it is common aeronautical 
knowledge, several authorities having figured all those things out. 

Senator REED. What is the rule as to pressure 1 Is there · a rule 1 
I do not know but want to make my question plain. Sometimes the 
momentum of a body can be ascertamed by multiplying the speed 
of the square <rl the weight with the square of the speed, if I remember 
the old rule right. Is there any such rule as that which would tell 
the pressure on the parts of the machine, or have you not advanced 
far enough to develop a rule 1 
. Capt. ScoTT. We have. This has been figured out by Dr. ?.ahm, 
an emineot American scientist, who has computed tables showing these 
various strains at various speeds and at various diving angles. 

Senator REED. Those tables, of course, you do not carr~ in your 
mind? 

Cttpt. ScoTT. No, sir. 
Senator REED. But the pressure is very much greater 1 
Capt .. ScoTT. Very much greater. It increased rapidly and is very 

much greater. . 
Senator REED. You han spoken of the di1ference in the load 

occasioned by the motor. What other load has been put on the 
De Haviland since it has been sdopted b:r, our peopl.e 1 · · 

Capt. ScoTT. The American De Haviland carries approximately 
the same load in machine guns and bombs that the present English 
De Havila.nd carries. 
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Senator REED. How does the present English De Ha;ril.and com
pare in strength of structure with the American De Haviland¥ 

Capt. ScoTT. lt is said to be much stronger. I have not seen the 
English De Haviland personalty. 

Senator REED. Do you understand that they have increased the 
strength of their plane as they have increased the load~ 

Capt. ScoTT. I have been told so. 
Senator REED. Now, if I understand you right, you say that the 

English De Haviland from which we copied the American De Havi
land was planned to carry a lighter load than the American De Havi
land, and was a stronger machine than the American De Ha"iland~ 
Was it also planned at the ti ;ne it was made to carry a load of bombs~ 
I am speaking now of this type that we copied ours from. 
· Capt. ScoTT. The later ones were. I a'11 not sure about the first 
De Havilands. . 

Senator NEw . . Captain, you spoKe of the custom here of per
forating the longerons for the use of bolts. You showed me a photo
graph, one of a longeron showing the frequency with which those 
bolts were put in. Have you a copv of it with you~ 

Capt. ScoTT. I have a copy in which nine quarter-inch holts pass · 
through the spruce longeron in a length of 10 inches, which naturally 
destroys the strength of the longeron at that point. · 

Senator NEw. Will you suhmtt that copy of the photograph for 
the records of this committee '? 

Capt. ScoTT. I will. And also I have with me a section of the 
Jongeron showing the manner in which the bolts go through the wood. 

Senator NEW. Will you let us also have the section of the longeron ~ 
Capt. ScoTT. Yes, sir. . 
Senator REED. The photograph that vou show; does it contain 

the same section of the longeron that you are handing us~ 
Capt. ScoTT. No, sir; the section whiCh I am giving you has only 

four bolts through the wood. 
Senator REED. Exactly, but it is broken off, and I do not know 

what there was in the broken-off port.ion. What I am interested in 
is the size of the Jongeron at the point where these holts go through it. 

Capt. ScoTT. It is practically of thl' same cross section as the 
sample submitted. • 

Senator REED. Give us the size of this piece of longeron which 
you say is substantially the size of the longeron shown in the photo
graph marked E, through which nine quarter.-inch bolts pass in the 
space of 10 inches. 

Capt. ScoTT. The cross section of the longeron is about 1! inches 
square. It may be that the section shown in the photograph is 
slightly greater in cross section. 

Scnat~r REED. When you say slightly greater, that, of course, is 
indelinite. Can you state the limits 1 

Capt. ScoTT. Not over It inches square. 
Senator REED. Yon are perfectly clear that there is no such con

struction as this which you have cnticized in the English and French 
m.tc·o.ines that arc in general usc in those parts of the machinf'S 
w.tt'l\\. there is the samo3 character oi strain that comes upon the De 
Haviland 4 at the points you have bc0n speaking about~ 

C<tpt. Scorr. In all the foreign machines that I have se('n , as a 
ge,leral rule, dips WN<' used instead of bolts. Occasionally I ha>e 
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seen bolts used, but always singly, and never in great number or 
closely spaced. . 

Senator NEw. You have some other photographs illustrative of 
structural parts of the De Haviland 4 machine1 

Capt. Scon. I have a photograph of the machine in which the 
motor. broke away from the fuselage, showing the points at which it 
broke. 

Senator NEw. Will you please submit it1 
Capt. Scon. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. That is the one you referred to a while ago in your 

testimony1 
Capt. Scon. Yes, sir. In this picture it will be noted that the 

longerons broke at the bolt holes, and that the veneer, which takes 
the place of the diagonal wires in other machines, was jointed at this 
weakest point of the longerons. 

Senator REED. You have spoken of the defect, if it be a defect, 
incident to using veneer instead of wires. Is that another element 
of weakness 1 

Capt. Scon. It seems to be in this particular machine. There are 
other machines, notably those manufactured by the L. W. F. Air
plane Co., in which veneer is used, but in a different and much more 
substantial manner. 

Senator REED. Do you, then, regard it as an element of weakness 
that they have in these machines placed as a substitute for a wire 
support this veneer 1 

Capt. ScoTT. Decidedly so, considering their manner of attaching 
the veneer to the fuselage. · 

Senator REED. The photograph witness has been testifying about 
is marked "C" and is filed herewith. 

Senator REED. You have handed us photograph "B" in connec
tion with photograph "C." What is the purpose of that1 Is that 
to show the sect10n which broke off 1 . 

Capt. Scon. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Was the whole of section C in the section which is 

marked "motor section weak here" 1 · 
Capt. ScoTT. The motor and the whole section broke off along the 

dotted lines shown in photograph marked "B." 
Senator REED. In connection with this photograph I find the 

mark "See D. Weak fittings here." What does that indicate 1 
Capt. Soon. In order that the motor could break away the sup

porting cables leading to the front struts of the motor section had 
to give away. The fittings to which these cables are attached are 
quite weak. 

Senator REED. The metallic fittings 1 
Capt. ScoTT. The metallic fittings to which these cables are at

tached are quite weak an gave away when the machine struck the 
ground. 

Senator REED. You have then photograph D which is intended to 
illustrate these fittings that you have referred to. 

Capt. Scon. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. You have marked one of them, ' ' Double and 

strong." Does that indicate that that thing is all right 1 
Capt. Soon. That fitting is relatively unimportant, but it has 

been doubled and made strong. 
68424-18-VOL 2-19 
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Senator REED. Now, there is another arrow indicating a fitting 
which is at the point where the wires are attached to the strut. 

Capt. Scon. To the upper portion of the strut. 
Senator REED. And you have marked that "single and weak." 

Do you mean by that that particular metallic fitting 1s weak~ 
Capt. ScoTT. It is not sufficiently strong for the purpose for which 

it is mtended, namely, that of largely supporting the weight of the 
Liberty motor. 

Senator REED. Is it as strong as the one which is marked "double 
and strong," and which you saY. is relatively unimportant~ 

Capt. ScoTr. It is nothing like as strong and consists of a single 
piece of metal instead of a double piece as m the other fitting. 

Senator REED. That :Rhotograpli is marked "D." 
Capt. ScoTr. I was told by an engineer connected with the manu

facture of the D. H. 4 machme that these fittings referred to are riot 
according to specifications, but were made by miStake, and that they 
are using them up, before employing other and better fittings. . 

Senator REED. Who told you that 1 
Capt. ScoTT. A Mr. Zimmerman, formerly engine~r for the Curtiss 

Co. and recently connected with th~ Engle Aircraft Go., of Niles, Ohio. 
Senator REED. Do you think he is there yet 1 
Capt. ScoTr. I saw him in Washington yesterday, and we talked 

over the De Haviland and its weaknesses, and I have a particularly 
high regard for his ability, and he agreed with me that the machine 
was, to ex~ess it vulgarly, rotten. 

Senator REED. Do you know Mr. Zimmerman's initials, and where 
he is stopping~ · 

Capt. ScoTr. He is now designing a machine on his own responsi
bility and can be reached through the Curtiss Engineering Co. at 
Hempstead Long Island. 

Senator REED. Do you know his initials 1 
Capt. ScoTT. I do not. 
Senator REED. What hotel was he stopping at here 1 
Capt. Scon. He was here only during the day, and I asked-him 

where he was stopping, and he said that he was not registered at a 
h~cl. . 

Senator REED. Have you any better address than the one you have 
given us 1 

Capt. Scon. No, sir. 
Senator REED. Photograph D will be introduced. Now, photo

graph D has on it an arrow, J)Oiriting, as I have said, to this metallic 
fastening and marked "single and weak. See B." Have you a 
photograph marked "B" to further illustrate that fact 1 

Capt. ScoTr. Tha.t photograph has already been introduced and 
shows a distance view of the parts which are shown closely in pho
tograph "D." 

Senator REED. Have you further photographs illustrating what 
you regard as weak points in this machine 1 

Capt. ScoTT. Photograph A gives a general view of the fuselage of 
the machine and merely shows the location of parts referred to in 
the other photogra.phs. 

Senator REED. These photographs, where they say, ''See E," or 
''See B," etc., are cross references to the other photographs 1 

Capt. ScOTr. Yes, sir. 
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Senator REED. Are there other defects in this machine? 
Capt. ScoTT. There are minor defects of workmanship which show 

to a trained eye evidences of carelessness and lack of proper inspec
tion in the manufacture of the machines. 

Senator REED. Do you care to call attention to them. or are they 
of such a nature that you can not? · 

Capt. ScoTT. An example might be given in which upon Rtripping 
a machine of its fabric it was found that three alerons were made of 
spruce anrl the fourth one of ash for some unknown reason. 

Senator REED. What would be the effect of that? 
Capt. ScoTT. It shows merely carelessness on someone's part and 

probably would not affect the operation of the machine, except that 
It would have been much better if all four had been made of the 
stronger wood which is usually employerl in the alerons. 

Senator NEw. Captain, you have given us the names of some of 
· the aviation officers out there at the Dayton testing field ; Maj. 
Muhlenberg and Capt. Schroeder and Lieut. Foote. You conferred 
with them frequently and fully while you were making these inspec-
tions ~ ' 

Capt. ScoTT. We talked over the machine day after day and these 
officers, especially the two latter, seemed to consider the machine not 
only weak, but actually dangerous. 

Senator NEw. They concurred with your views as to the efficiency 
of the De Haviland 4. 

Capt. ScoTT. Every officer at the field regularly flying the De 
Haviland 4 expresses the same views that I liave expressed in this 

hes~~tor NEw. Captain, is it true that this is the only field at which 
the De Haviland 4 Is tested 1 

Capt. ScoTT. There are a few De Haviland 4's at other fields, but 
this IS the official testing field for these machines. 

Senator REED. These officers that you say have concurred in your 
opinion are official testers, or flyers, or both~ 

Capt. ScoTT. They are flyers in the testing department. 
Senator REED. Are they the officers who report on the machines 'l 
Capt. ScoTT. They are officers who originate the reports which are 

submitted from that field by the chief of the testing department. 
Se~ator NEw. Have you any reason to thi~k that the,y have 

submitted re1>0rts to the department that are m accord With the 
evidence you have given this afternoon to this committee~ 

Capt. Sco"I;T. I know that they have, and while I was there a 
commission was sent by the War Department from Washington to 
report on certain features of weakness which the testing department 
has submitted to the War Department. 

Senator NEw. Was that a commission of officers~ 
Capt. ScoTT. A commission of civilian experts sent there from the 

production department. 
Senator NEw. Who comprised that commission, do you know?·_ 
Capt. ScoTT. I do not remember their names. I can get that for 

you. 
Senator NEW. Do you know whether it made a report 1 
Ca_pt. ScoTT. They undoubtedly did, because they came right back 

to Washington and were sent there for that purpose. 
Senator NEw. You have no knowledge as to the character of that 

report 1 
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Capt. ScoTT. I have not; except that they seemed to be impressed • 
hy what was shown to them. 

Senator NEw. Shown by whom~ 
Capt. ScOTT. By the officials of the testing department. 
Senator NEW. If lou can, I would like you to get the names of 

that commission an supply them to the committee. . 
Capt. ScoTT. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Captain, I want to ask you a further question. Do 

you know whether any of these Dehaviland 4 planes have been 
recently delivered to the Navy or the Marine Corps~ 

Capt. ScoTT. I have been told by an officer of the technical section 
of the Army Air Service that a large order had been placed by the 
Marine Corps for De Haviland 4's. 

Senator NEw. You say that a large order was placed for the avia
tion branch of the Marine Corps. Is that what I understand 1 

Capt. ScoTT. Yes; the aviation branch of the Marine Corps. A 
few of these have been delivered, and just to-day Naval Constructor 
Hunsacker, who is the technical authority in the Navy is reported 
to me to have said that the flying officers of the Marine Corps testing 
these machines have sent in a protest against using them as at present 
constructed. 

Senator NEW. As a matter of fact, then, I glean from your testi
mony that you regard the De Haviland 4 as in about the same class 
as the Bristol fighter as an unsafe machine. Is that c·orrect 1 

Capt. ScoTT. Yes, sir; I consider it totally unfitted for bombing 
and almost equally unfitted as a combat machine. 

Senator NEw. In the course of your testimony you told us of the 
accirlent out there in which Lieut. Patterson was killed. I wish you 
would tell the committee the purpose for which he was sent out and 
give a description of that accident just as briefly as you can. 

Capt. ScoTT. I was told that he was ordered to go about 3 miles 
high and then dive vertically toward the earth Tor the purpose 
of testing a machine gun SJ"nchronizer, the ~un firing through the 
arc of the propellor. The officers observing thts flight through glasses 
first saw one wing leave the machine. 

Senator NEw. At the height of approximately 3 miles 1 
Capt. ScoTT. At approximately the height of 3 miles. An instant 

later the other wing left the machme so that the pilot and the observer 
shot toward the earth on the hare fusela~e, and, of course, the ma
chine was a complete wreck upon strikmg. The observer leaped 
from the machine upon nearing the earth a~aren tly in order to 
avoid being mangled. The pilot in the De Haviland sits between 
the Liberty motor and a 75-gallon gas tank and .I am told that in 
no case of a serious fall has the pilot been able to escape. 

Senator REED. Do you regard that as bad construction also? 
Capt. ScoTT. Decidedly so. 
Senator REED. Where ought the gas tank to be located in refer-

ence to the pilot 1 . . 
Capt. ScoTT. In other machmes, notably the Curtiss, the gas tank 

is in front of the pilot and also under his seat. 
Senator REED. Does that interfere with his ability to see 1 
Capt. ScoTT. No; it does not. • 
(Whereupon, at 4.30 o'cloo~ p. m., the subcommittee adjournl.'d 

subject to the call of the cha.uman.) 
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SATURDAY, JULY 27, 1918. 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON MILITARY AFFAIRS, 

Washington, D. G. 
The committee met at 2 o'clock p.m., pursuant to adjournment in 

the committee room, Capitol Buildmg, Hon. Harry S. New presiding. 

STATEKENT OF NAVAL CONSTRUCTOR 1. C. HUNSAKER. 

Senator NEw. Give your name and rank to the stenographer, 
please. . 

Constructor HuNSAKER. J. C. Hunsaker, naval constructor, 
U.S.N. 

Senator NEw. Arc you a graduate of the Annapolis Academy 1 
Constructor HuNSAKER. Yes, sir. · 
Senator NEw. How long have you been in the Navy 1 
Constructor HuNSAKER. I graduated from the Naval Academy in 

1908 and from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1912. 
Senator NEw. How long have you had the rank of naval con

structor? 
Constructor HuNsAKER. I have had the rank ·of assistant naval 

constructor since 1909; of naval constructor, the past year. We 
lose the "assistant" after eight years. 

Senator NEw. In your capacity as constructor and assistant 
constructor, have you anything to do specially with aircraft for the 
Navy1 

Constructor HrNsA KER. Yes; nothing else. 
Senator NEW. Your time is devoted entirely to that 1 
Constructor HuNsAKER. Yes; and it has been for a number of years. 
Sen'ator NEw. In this connection I would ask you what type of 

American-made aircraft have been delivered to the Navy for 1ts use 
within the last few months 1 

Constructor HuNSAKER. The Navy has adopted as standard in 
the interests of production and in maintenance of spare parts and of 
supplies abroad, for any submarine patrol, two types of flying boat, 
a large boat equipped with two Liberty engines, and a smaller type 
equipped with one Liberty engine, and we have been shipping those 
for the past few months to France and England, where tliey are now 
in operation, and we ship nothing else. 

Senator NEw. Are they giving satisfactory service 1 
Constructor HuNSAKER. They have not been in operation long 

enough on the other side to determine what changes may be advan
tageous. We have them operating on our own coast and they are 
giving satisfactory service. 
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Senator NEw. Where you have opportunity for trial they appeared 
to be giving satisfactory service~ 

Constructor HUNsAKER. Yes. 
Senator NEw .• That applies to the motor, of course, as well as to 

the plane~ 
Constructor HuNSAKER. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. What about the De Haviland 4, so called~ Have 

any of those machines been delivered to the Navy lately~ 
Constructor HuNSAKER. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. How many~ · 
Constructor HUNSAKER. We had an inquiry from our Marines for 

land machines. We do not consider that land machines are our 
business, and instead of going to the manufacturer we went to the 
then Signal Corps to buy some De Havilands for the .Marines, and 
the necessities were urgent and they shared with us their first deliv
eries from the Dayton Wright factory. 

Senator NEw. How many of those machines were turned over to 
the Marines ~ 

Constructor HUNSAKER. There have been shipj>ed overseas 50. 
There are now awaiting shipment or loading 100. We diverted four 
of these to the Marine training squadron in Florida to try them out 
and get some experience with them. . 

Senator NEw. At the naval testing station~ 
Constructor HuNSAKER. At Miami, Fla. 
Senator NEw. Have the four that you delivered there been 

subjected to tests~ 
Constructor HuNSAKER. Yes; they have been flying them. 
Senator NEw. Have you any reports as to the results of those 

tests~ 
Constructor HuNSAKER. There is no report as to their fl)Ting, but 

a great many detailed reports as to structural matters, and detiills of 
construction in the nature of instruction; minor defects that have 
developed from their flying. 

Senator NEw. Defects, you say, which they developed from their 
flying~ 

Constructor HuNSAKER. Yes. 
Senator NEw. Then they have been flown~ 
Constructor HUNSAKER. Oh, yes. 
Senator NEw. And the defects as you say, have developed as the 

result of that flying~ 
Constructor HuNsAKER. Yes. 
Senator NEw. I wish you would state just what the character of 

that report is. 
Constructor HUNsAKE.R. The report has to do largely, I shoul.d 

say, with the quality of workmanship, and the defects, so-called,' 
that have been found are not fundamental, and can be and will be 
corrected. 

Senator NEw. What are those defects~ 
Constructor HUNSAKER. Cases of Wire te~inals pulling out. 

That was a lack of workmanship only; a, matter of tlie soldering; 
cases of aileron sheaves not worl{ing freely or being properly faired 
up. Weaknesses in the tail structure, insufficient bracing for it, 
bad work in applying the fabric to the planes. It has been necessary 
to refit the fabric to the ribs. An improvement is required in the 
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method of bracing the wings against folding to the rear. A certain 
fitting that anchors the forward drag wires is not satisfactory:. There 
is no use detailing such matters. There are 15 or 20 small things, 
any one of which 1s annoying to a pilot and can be corrected and Will 
be corrected by the Bureau of Aircraft Production, and we have 
requested them to send experts to Florida and they have offered 
to supply new wings for those wings which we do not like. 

Senator NEw. Then, the defects reported are such that new wings 
have been requested for those machines that were sent to the Florida 
field Y 

Constructor HUNSAKER. Yes. 
Senator NEw. An airplane without wings is more or less useless, 

is it not~ 
Constructor HUNSAKER. It would not fly very well, sir. These 

planes are flying and they do fly pretty well. 
Senator NEw. Are you a flyer~ 
Constructor HUNSAKER. No, sirj an engineer. 
Senator NEw. You have never nown ~ 
Constructor HUNSAKER. No. 
Senator NEw. Still you may have an opinion as a naval constructor, 

anyhow, as to whether or not you would regard it safe for an aviator 
to take the air with a machine on which the wing fabric has not 
been properly stitched ~ 
- Constructor HUNSAKER. It is not safe as a general thing for an 
airplane to take the air with any defects in it whatsoever, but in war 
time a certain amount of risk is willingly taken by the fl_yers, but we 
should minimize the risk that they have to take. This can be 
minimized in this case by instructing the flyers to do no acrobatics 
with these machines uritil corrections have been made. 
· Senator NEw. Of course, we all understand that any man who 
goes into the military or naval service does so with the full knowledge 
that he must take all reasonable chances that come to a man in war, 
but is it not true that in the military service, as elsewhere, a man has a 
right to expect that every reasonable :precaution will be taken to 
p~ovide bini with a safe appliance in which he is required to risk his 
life~ The risk is great enough at all times without the care and 
attention that can be given to machines of various kinds. 

Constructor HUNSAKER. Yes. 
Senator NEw. You speak of a report having been made that the 

fabric is loosely or improperly attached to the ribs. Are there any 
specific details given m that report, or is that just a general state-
ment* · 

Constructor HUNSAKER. It is general in that they do not say which 
wing or which rib. It appears to be a general condition on all the 
machines that the fabric 1s not well stitched or well stretched, and 
that they have had trouble from the fabric lifting away from the ribs 
and the stitches pnUing out. 

Senator NEw. -when that is done does that not render the machine 
extremely unsafe~ 

Constructor HUNSAKER. Yes; and our marines have repaired that 
themselves. They are a pretty competent lot of fellows down there. 

Senator NEW. But those machines that have been delivered have 
been delivered with that defect~ 

Constructor HUNSAKER. Yes. 
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Senator NEw. What knowJedge have you, if any, as to the con
ditions in which the machines that have been sent abroad were 
delivered ~ 

Constructor HUNSAKER. I have no knowledge. They have not 
been taken out of their crates. 

Senator NEw. How many of those machines were shipped 1 
Constructor HUNSAKER. Fifty of them have already gone. We 

will make arrangements to take care of them on the other side and 
send new J>arts and alterations to be installed on them. 

Senator NEw. Before they are flown~ 
Constructor HuNSAKER. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Then, you ·say there are 100 crated here and ready 

~~· ' Constructor HUNSAKER. We have 100 ready to ship; yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. What disposition is to be made of them I 
Constructor HUNSAKER. That is worrying us at the present time, 

whether to uncrate them and make changes or to ship them and 
make changes on the other side, and that has not yet been decided. 

Senator NEw. But before they can be used they will be examined I 
Constructor HuNSAKER. They will; yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. And tested 1 
Constructor HuNSAKER. Yes. . 
Senator NEw. And if found to have the same defects in the wing 

structure of which you have already spoken, that must be corrected 
before naval aviators are permitted to use them. That is correct, 
is it' 

Constructor HuNSAKER. I doubt whether naval aviators will be 
refused permission to use them. They will be warned to fly them 
with caution. Our naval station theory is that these stations shall 
be largely self-suppo~ting. They have skilled ~echanics of all tr0:des 

· as part of the orgamzatwn and they are able, 1f they take the time 
to do it, to rebuild any plane sent to them, if necessary. We have 
our assembly and repair base in France, which no doubt is able 
to make any necessary repairs of any machines we send over. 

Senator NEw. But it 1s the busmess of the concern at Dayton, 
the Dayton Wright Co., to turn that machine over to you in good 
shape, 1s it not~ 

Constructor HuNSAKER. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. The machine is supposed to be inspected before it 

leaves that factory, is it not I 
Constructor HuNSAKER. Yes. 
Senator NEw. And by whom I _ 
Constructor HuNSAKER. By the inspectors of the Bureau of Aircraft 

Production. 
Senator NEw. Do you regard it as a serious omission that a ma

chine should pass inspection and be delivered to you bearing those 
defects 1 

Constructor HuNSAKER. It is poor inspection or inexperienced 
inspection, probably. These ma)chines we got were the first of the 
output. 

Senator NEw. Do you not regard that as inexcusable~ 
Constructor HuNSAKER. I would not say inexcusable, because I 

a.m not familiar with the exact conditions there. There may be some 
good excuses. 
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Senator NEw. I have no doubt there will be so-called good excuses: 
As a. constructor, have you had occasion to make personal examina
tion or consideration of the structural parts of the De Haviland 4, as 
made at the Dayton Wright factory~ 

Constructor HUNsAKER. No; I have not had any reason to believe 
that special examination was neces~ary. I made a. trip to Dayton and 

· went through the factory last month while these machines were 
coming along, and since have received from the Bureau of Aircraft 
Production engineering data which indicate that the structural design 
affords an ample factor of safety. 

Senator NEw. You, of course, know what the longerons of a. 
machine are 1 

Consr,ructor HuNSAKER. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. It has been reported to this committee that the 

longerons of the D H. 4, as made at the Dayton Wright factory, are 
of spruce, whereas other and stronger woods are used in the same 
construction in the original machine as made in England. Do you 
know anything as to tlie accuracy of that statement~ 

Constructor HuNSAKER. No; I would not know. I am not 
familiar with these military machines in detail, but I would consider 
it no defect to make longerons of spruce rather than ash if they were 
of proper size. We use 1t. 

Senator NEw. They are H inches square, I believe. It has also 
been reported to this committee that within a space of 10 inches 
there are nine quarter-inch bolts set through these longerons. Would 
you regard that as structurally weakening the machine, to do that~ 

Senator NEw. Nine quarter-inch bo1ts through.a riece of spruce 
timber 1! inches square within a longitudinal space o 10 inches 1 
- Constructor HuNsAKER. It sounds ridiculous. I do not know 

where that would be done. 
Senator NEw. There ia a. photograph of it and I call your attention 

to that photograph. 
Constructor HuNSAKER. Is that meant to be a splice 1 
Senator NEw. No. 
Constructor HuNsAKER. That is a butt joint. The longeron is in 

two J>arts. It comes here in the middle of the fuselage and these 
fish plates of steel run, one on the bottom of it and one on the top. 
There are three bohs to the right of the joint and three to the left, 
so that this may be taken down and the fuselage will come a-part. 
That seems to be a quick demountable fitting perhaps to facilitate 
shipment. The longeron there is strengthened by these steel planes 
top and bottom. 

Senator REED. Of course, to strengthen the splice it is necessary 
to have plates above and below in order to make a splice at all, if it is 
a splice. 

Constructor HuNSAKER. Yes. 
Senator REED. What would be the occasion for a splice there 1 
Constructor HuNSAKER. In order to take the after part of the 

fuselage off so it will be shipped in a smaller package. I recall hav
ing seen one of those in Dayton, so that the fuselage can be broken 
into two parts for shipment. 

Senator NEW. I show you photograph 11 A" and call your attention 
to this point where the arrow strikes the fuselage and the legend 11 See 
E" is opposite the end of it. ls that th_e point on the machine at 
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which the bolts a.re shown in the photograph marked "E" which you 
have just seen~ · 

Constructor HUNSAKER. I should presume so. That is the logical 
place to put the joint. 

Senator NEw. I call your attention to a photofaph marked "C." 
There appears here a section of the longeron o the machine with 
bolts marked as penetrating that. 

Constructor HuNSAKER. Is this taken at the same section as photo-
graphs A and E ~ 

Senator NEw. I presume so. 
Constructor HUNSAKER. This is after some wreck~ 
Senator NEw. That is on a wrecked machine, yes. Do you see 

anything in that that indicates a structural weakness on that ma
chine~ 

Constructor HuNSAKER. It appears to be broken, but we do not 
know the conditions under which it was wrecked. If that blade had 
been stronger, it would, no doubt, have broken in another place. 
The matter of the design of a take-down fuselage is a technical matter. 
You might use bolts and make up for the bolt holes by the use of 
steel straps. It seems to be within any ordinary engineer's province 
to make a joint which will not weaken the general structure of the 
fuselage. I can not tell by looking at these fuselages whether that 
joint 1s a good one or not. There is nothing unreasonable about it, 
however. 

Senator NEw. Airplanes are like other ma.chines; they are likely 
to break at the weakest point. 

Constructor HUNsAKER. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Who are the officers who have made these reports, 

officers or cadets, or whoever they were ~ · · 
Constructor HuNSAKER. The commanding officer of the first marine 

aviation force, Miami, Fla. 
Senator NEw. Is his name given 1 
Constructor HuNSAKER. We have them from Capt. Walter E. 

McCaughtry, captain in the United States Marine Corps, who is 
commandinu officer at Miami. 

Senator ~EW. From the reports that you have seen and your own 
experience with the De Haviland 4, I ask you directly if you regard it 
in its present condition as a safe airplane~ 

Constructor HuNsAKER. I do not know what its present condition 
is. Of course, the Bureau of Aircraft Production is fully informed as 
to the troubles that have been had to date, and they are doing every
thing possible to correct them. In its condition as first delivered to 
us I can answer the question by saying that it was not safe, but there 
is nothing about the difficulties found that can not be corrected, and 
the machines can be made safe. 

Senator NEW. Did you have any experience with the Bristol 
machino1 

Constructor HuNSAKER. No, sir; I went to Buffalo and looked at 
one once. 

Senator NEw. What was your impression of the Bristol1 
Constructor HuNSAKER. I had been told that it was overpowered 

and structurally weak, and it looked it . 
. Senator NEw. You know that a board of Army officers did make 

an adverse report upon it, and that pursuant to that report it was 
condemned 1 
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Constructor Hu~sAKER. Yes. 
Senator NEw. Do you know whether the chan"'es recommended 

by the Navy Department have been made in the i5e Haviland 4 or 
is it still being turned out like the four on which this report is based 1 

Constmctor HuNSAKER. I have no knowledge based on mv own 
inspection, but I have been assured that all changes are being' taken 
care of at the present time. 

Senator NEw. Whence comes that assurance 1 
Constructor HuNSAKER. From a conference between ~aval Con

structor Ream, in our office, and officers attached to Mr. Potter. I do 
not know with whom Mr. Ream had his conferenc(', but he has made 
several trips to the bureau to press the matter of disposing of these 
planes that we now have on our hands, and he repocts that he reached 
a satisfactory agre('m('nt with them. 

Senator NEw. As I understand you, then, it is true that the 150 
De Haviland 4 planes which have either been shipped or delivered 
for shipment must be gone over and these reported defects rmeedied 
before you regard them as safe and efficient machines 1 

Const1uctor HuNSAKER. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. And this will be done befoi"(' they nrc released for 

u~• . 
• Constructor HuNSAKER. Yes, sir. 

Senator NEw. Have you any idea how muC'h time that will 
require~ 

Constructor HUNSAKER. No; I have not. We arc working on 
that now. 

Senator NEw. You do not know whether that will be done on this 
or the other side of the water 1 

Constructor HuNsAKER. No decision has been reached yet. 
Senator 'NEW. I guess that is all. 
(Whereupon1 at 3 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned subject 

to the call of the chairman. . 
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TUESDAY, JULY 30, 1918. 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON MILITARY AFFAIRS, 

lta.shington, D. 0. 
The subcommittee met at 2 o'clock p.m. pur;;uant to adjournment in 

the committee room, Capitol Building, Hon. Harry S. New presiding. 
Present: Senators New and RE'ed. 

STATEKENT OF K.AJ. H. C. K. MUHLENBERG. 

Senator NEw. Maj. MuhlE'nberg, you are now stationed at Dayton 1 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. At the Wilbur Wright Fidd; yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. At the Wilbur Wright Field? 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. Yes, 8ir. · 
Senator NEw. In what capacity~ 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. Commanding officer, t(>. tillg department. 
Senator NEw. How long have you been thN·e? 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. I have been there sineP nhout the 12th of 

May-May 10 or 12. . 
Senator NEW. How long have you been in thE' enitNl States Army, 

Maj. Muhlenberg~ 
Maj. MvuLENBERG. I enterE'd We,;t Point in ,1904, graduating in 

1908. 
Senator NEw. You are a graduatE' of the Military Academy? 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Are you an engineed 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. You are not an engineed 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. No. I was assigned to the Infantry and 

served in the Infantry three years, and then four years in the Ord
nance Department, then two years in the Infantry, and then I was 
assigned to the Signal Corps in October of last year. 

Senator NEw. What machine is undergoing inspection and observa
tion at your. field~ 

Maj. Mt:HLENBERG. We have completed the standard performance 
test of the De Haviland 4 and a:te now working on the standard per
formance test of the Standard M. Defen,;e single seater and the 
English-built Bristol fighter with the 300-horsepower Hispano-Suiza 
motor in it. 

Senator NEw. It is with special reference to the De Haviland 4 
that I wish to examine you at this time. What is the De Haviland 4 
machine~ 
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Maj. MUHLENBERG. It is a two-seater machine for three purposes: 
A day bomber, a fighter, and a reconnoisance machine, showing a 
different load for each of these three duties. 

Senator NEw. Originally' it was an English machine, was it not~ 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. It was an ~nglish machine originally; yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. What changes, If any, have been made m that 

machine by the Americans, as compared with the English model1 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. I have a report on the English De Haviland 

here. While I have not gone into It at lengt,h, it appears to be very 
much the same machine that we had. There seem to be some 
changes, of course, to adapt it to the Liberty motor. The motor 
there, I believe, is the Rolls Royce. There have necessarily been 
some changes to adapt it to the Liberty motor, but otherwise, in 
general, the appearance is exactly the same . 

. Senator NEw. In making these changes, has it been necessary to 
add much, comparativ~ speaking, to the weight of the machine 1 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. The weight given here for the English is 1,630 
kilograms, and the weight of tbe American De Haviland is given a.s 
3,700 pounds. I can not now translate that English weight into 
pounds. The results are given in French, in kilograms. I have the 
results here in pounds. I can translate them subsequently, but I 
have no means at the present time of doing that. 

Senator NEw. I wish you would make tliat translation and supply 
it when this evidence is sent to you for revision. · 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir; I will do that; 2.1 pounds equal. I 
kilogram. . 

Senator NEw. Major, a great deal has been said lately about the 
character and qualities of the De Haviland 4 machine. I want to 
ask you some pretty direct questions concerning it. Are you satis
fied from your observations with the present condition of the De 
Haviland 4 machine 1 . 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. No, sir. It is by no means the machine we 
want for a. fighter nor the machine we want for a. bomber. As a. 
reconnaissance machine, and, possibly, as an artillery observation 
machine, it would be all right, but certainly not as a fighter nor as a 
bombing machine. It will not fill the bill of either one. Of course 
it is the only plane that approaches a fighter plane now in full pro
duction, and necessarily I would not advocate stopping its production 
at all, but the minute a better fighter oan be produced, or a better
bomber can be produced, that plane should take the place of the 
De Haviland for those purposes. 

Senator NEW. Then, what are its defects as a. bombed . 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. As a. bomber, it has a ceiling of 15,800 feet. 

That is the maximum ceiling. The service ceiling is very close to 
15,000 feet. That means the oiling at which the rate of climb is less 
than 100 feet per minute. That IS about 15,000 feet. Now, as a. 
day bomber, th.e ceiling should be better than 15,000 feet. It should 
be considerably better than that, because hits have beeh known to 
have been mad~ by antiaircraft batteries at 15,000 feet altitude. 
The best ceiling, as I say, of the De Haviland 4 is 15,800 feet. In 
addition to that, the De Haviland carries at the present time 75 
gallons of gasoline. Its consumption, at full throttle, is 37 ~a.llons 
per hour, so it carries about two hours' fuel at full throttle, whiCh is a 
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very limited capacity for a bomber, unleos that bomber is to be em
ployed immediately around the airdrome from whence it comes. 

In addition to that, in the trials which were recently made at the 
Wilbur-Wri~ht field, in dropping bombs, there was considerable diffi
culty expenenced in maintaming communication. The proper kinJ 
of communication between the pilot and the observer was difficult. 
The pilot is so far f:..om the observer that they have to communicate 
j:ly interphone, and that is not the best means of communication. 
The best means of communication would be by touch, where the pilot 
would be immediately in front of the observer, and the observer could 
point him in the right direction, so as to enable him to drop his bombs. 

Another thing is this: The pilot is so situated in between the wings 
that he can not see the object at the proper time, just before the ob
server picks it up. The pilot should firSt pick it up, and he should 
follow 1t until tl'l.e observer can pick it up, and the observer shoul<l 
pick it up far enough in advance to set the bomb right at the proper 
time. .A.s the target comes under the leading edge of the lower wing, 
the pilot loses sight of it and the observer does not pick it up until 1t 
is too late to set the sight from the end seat. 

Senator NEw. Isn't that a very serious defect in a dfl.y bombed 
Maj. Muhlenberg. A very serious defect, yes, sir. We overcame 

it to some extent by putting a negative lens immediately in the rear 
of the pilot's right foot, so that he could see something, but that was 
only an exp_edient, and I believe it panned out fairly well. 

Senator NEw. In other words, the vision of the pilot is so inter
fered with by the structure of the machine that it impairs its efficiency 
as a day bomber 1 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Is there any other defect that detracts from its 

efficiency as a bombed 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. Structural defects only that show that it is not 

constructed strongly enough for the load that it carries. It may be 
built to carry it· without accident, but there are certa~ structural 
defects in it that should be remedied, even for use as a fighter, and 
more so for use a~ a bomber, where it carries that heavy load. 

Senator NEw. You spoke of structural defects there that impai
its strength. Do I understand you to mean that you think the mar 
chine is not strongly enough built~ 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. To answer the purpose for which it is designed to 

be used by our forces 1 
Maj . MUHLENBERG. There are three or four points in which it is 

not strong enough. 
Senator NEw. What are those points-the structural points~ 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. I have a photograph here showmg the nose 

of the machine without the motor. You can see it here. [Indicat
ing on photograph.] 

Senator NEw. You have .handed me a card bearing two photo-
grf~.phs, numbered 521 and 522. 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Please tell us just what these photographs represent. 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. The photograph numbered 522 1s a picture of 

the nose of the De Haviland 4 with the motor out. I wish to draw 
your attention here to the two nose drift wires. These two wires 
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[indicating] both run to the same fitting, this fitting here [indicating], 
and that fitting is held in place by a tie-rod, which runs through the 
lower longeron and through the fuselage to the longeron on the other 
or opposite side of the machine. You can not see it m the picture, but 
on the other side of the fuselage is a corresponding fitting, and to that 
the two nose drift wires run. · 

Now, going back to these nose drift wires, these two wires run to 
the top and bottom, respectively, of the first strut, and are the only 
effective means of preventing the wings sweeping back in a dive. 

Senator NEw. Can you identify these wires of which you speak 
on the photograph wh1eh I will now hand you and which is marked 
"B" 1 

Maj . MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. That is a photograph which was made a part of the 

evidence given by Mr. Riley Scott, formerly of the Army, who testi
fied before this committee as a witness a few days ago. I will ask 
you if you can identify these wires so as to make these photographs 
correspond 1 

Maj . MuHLENBERG. The wires spoken of are those which run from 
the top and bottom of the first strut out from the fuselage. 

Senator NEw. As shown on photograph "B" 1 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. As shown on photograph" B"; yes, sir. They 

run to the fitting at the lower portion of the nose near the radiator. 
These are the only wires, as I said, that effectively prevent the wings 
from sweeping back in a dive. We had}·ust such an accident at tlie 
Wilbur Wriglit field on the 19th day of une. 

Senator NEw. Was that the accident in which Lieut. Patterson was 
killed 1 . 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. As far as we could tell from the 
exammation of the wreckage, that tie rod, which ties in the two 
fittings spoken of on either side of the fuselage, sheared off, or__pulled 
out, due to the pressure exerted on the wings in the dive, allowing 
the wings to sweep back and leave the fuselage. I have pictures ol 
the wreck. 

Senator NEW. I infer from that that this accident was probably due 
to a structural weakness of this machine~ 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. That is my opinion. That opinion 
has been expressed in a report rendered by my office to the Drrector 
of Military Aeronautics. -

Senator NEw. Will you please tell me the date of that report¥ 
Maj . MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Have _you a ·copy of it~ 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. I have only the photograph, but not the report 

itself. 
Senator NEw. Can you give us the date of that report¥ 
Maj . MUHLENBERG. I find that I have it here after all. It was 

dated June 26. [Handing report to Senator New.] 
Senator NEw. Will you state what the gist or the substance of 

this report is~ 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. The gist of the report was that this tie rod 

spoken of failed, allowing the nose drift Wires to become loose, which 
allowed the wings to sweep back. Of course, the plane being at 
15,000 feet altitu<le, it was impossible for anyone to tell exactly' what 
did occur, but the examination of those fittings and that rod:· leads 
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to the conclusion that was reached by my office. There has been 
nothing to even reasonably disprove that theory. In a sand test 
the De Haviland has failed at that point. 

Senator NEw. Just what do you call a sand test 1 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. It is a static load test, where the machine is 

turned upside down and the sand is placed on the wings until they 
fail. The wings are at an angle of 14 degrees from the horizontal, 
so as to bring the strain on the drift wires f!S well as on the-

Senator NEw. The machine is called upon to stand a test equivalent 
to that which it would have to stand from air pressure in the air 1 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. The De Haviland failed at that 
point, as I remember it, in two sand tests made at the McCook field, 
at a factor of failure of from 4! to 5 or 6, which means that the wing 
was loaded with approximatelv six times the maximum load that 
the ship would be expected tov carry before breaking. The French 
consider that the proper factor of safetv is seven. 

Senator NEw. Do you know what the.English regard as the proper 
factor of safety~ . 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. I do not know; no, sir. 
Senator NEw. If there are other structural defects which you have 

in mind, will you .state what thev are~ I wish to ask you at this 
point to supply copies of any photographs to which you testified 
before this committee, because without them your testimony will 
not mean much. 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir; I will do that. . 
Photograph No. 524 shows a part of the wreck of June 19. 
Senator NEW. Which, for the purpose of identification, we will call 

the Patterson machine. 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
This fitting shown is the fitting wliich joins one of the main wing 

spars to the fuselage, or to the center section. That fitting is shown 
with a single bolt through it. We believe that that fitting should 
be stronger, and should have two bolts through it instead of one; 
also that the end of the spar should be· capped with a metal fitting, 
so as to tie the wing bolt to the spar by something other than the 
small piece of wood contained in the end of the· spar. The hole for 
the bolt is simply driven through the end of the spar. There is little 
or nothing but that piece of wood in the end to hold that bolt to the 
wing spar. Now, either. a fitting should go around that spar, a 
met81 sleeve, so to speak, or the internal drift wires shown at this 
point should be tied to the bolt, so that the bolt can not separate from 
the wing. 

Senator N:Ew. You are now indicating a poQ1t marked "A B" on 
the margin ~ ·· 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. I have another photograph, show-
ing how the ends of the spars were simply pulled out. 

Senator NEw. That is photograph No. 525 ~ 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. They appear to have been pulled right out~ 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. Of course, it might have been the 

failure of those ~ spars that caused the accident, but that is 
hardly probable, because they would g!ve as soon as the nose drift 
wires gave. The failure of the nose drift wires would necessarily 
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cause the main spars to give, as shown in the photograph, because 
the wings were swept absolutely clean from the fuselage: 

Photograph 519 is a picture of one of the fittings of the Patterson 
machine fastening the nose drift wires to the fuselage and shows the 
fittings, wires,. and turnbuckles in good condition, showing that the 
rod, the tie-rod connecting one fitting .to the other through the fuse
lage, was the thing that failed. These fittings stayed with the wings 
and the tie-rod went with the fuselage, which landed about 1,000 to 
1,500 yards away from the wings, so that the tie-rod must have been 
sheared or pulled apart in the air. 

Senator NEw. You may proceed, Major, if there are other structural 
defects which occur to xour mind. . 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. The principal structural defect over and above 
those I have mentioned is the fabric which covers the win~. The 
fabric over the entire wing in nearly all De Havilands is much looser 
than the fabric in our training planes. By tapping it with the 
fingers you get a different sound from that which you get when you 
try this on the training planes. 

Senator NEw. Should that be the case 1 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. It is believed by everyone to whom I have 

spoken on the ground that the fabric should be tight. · 
Senator NEw. Is the fact that it is looser on the De Haviland than 

it is on the training planes due to design or is it the result of bad 
workmanship, or to what is that to be attributed 1 

Maj. MuHLENBERG It may be any one of four or five different 
things. It may be caused by the dope; it may be caused by the 
paint; it may be caused by lack of initial tension in putting on the 
fabric; it may be due to a combination of all these. The chances 
are it is due to a lack of initial tensid'n in putting the cloth over the 
wing. Acetate dope is now used for dopmg battle planes, whereas 
nitrate dope is used in training planes. 

Senator NEw. But whatever the cause of the weakness, it is a 
structural defect which should not be there; is that the case? 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. Yes, .sir. It should be tight, just as tight on 
the battle plane as it is on the training plane. 

In additwn to this looseness all over, we have what is believed to 
be a new problem in aviation that. of keeping the wing fabric at
tached to the ribs of the wing, in the slip stream. That ts where the 
wind strikes the ship in the rear of the propeller. In all high-powered 
Liberty motor planes that we have had we have had trouble with 
that very thing. The vibration from the propeller in the slip stream 
sends ripples down the cloth that tear it loose from the ribs in time, 
and that problem has not been properly a:ppreciated up to the J!.resent 
time because it was brand new. I doubt tf it has been met in Europe 
at all. 

Senator NEw. By reason of the fact that the high-powered Liberty 
motor is not in use 1 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. That is the fact. 
Senator NEw. Is that your conclusion 1 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. The Navy, I understand, is having 

the same trouble. 
Senator NEw. With its boats1 
·Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. The difficulty of keeping the fabric 

attached to the ribs is what I refer to. 
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. Senator NEw. I asked you if they are experiencing that trouble 
With the boats for the reason that I know of a report which was 
made last week of a trial and inspection by the Navy Department of 
De Haviland 4 machines which had been submitted to it for test, 
and I wondered if you had reference to that particular report~ 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. No, sir. My knowledge of what troubles the 
Navy has had is only hearsay. I have heard that they are having 
the same trouble with their Liberty motor planes as we are. They 
attribute it to a little different cause, but naturally we think we are 
right. We think it is caused by the vibration of the motor or of the 
propeller in the slip stream. · 

Senator NEw. That is your theory~ 
Maj. MeHLENBERG. That is my theory and the theory of the office. 
Senator NEw. It is the theory of the officers in charge of the test 

field at Dayton, Ohio~ 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. Yes, sir. The increased number of ribs and 

the improved methods of sewing on material to the ribs and tighter 
fabric on the wings will probably eliminate this. If it does not
and we are going to find out by experiments at the Wilbur Wright 
field-experiments will have to be made with a stronger and coarser 
cloth, or with veneer. We are trying veneer, also, in our experi
ments. That is not a structural defect peculiar to the De Haviland. 
We have seen it on the LePere machine and on the Bristol. I believe 
it was that trouble that caused the dr.ath of Philip Rader at Buffalo, 
especially as the upper wing of that American-built Bristol is much 
more in the slip stream than is the upper wing of the De Haviland. 
The gap, that is, the distance between the upper and lower wings on 
tho De Ha-viland, is grr.atrr than that on the Bristol. Both wings 
are lower on the Bristol than on the De Haviland, so it brings tho 
upper wing more in the slip stream than is the case with the De 
Haviland, so that you get a condition of affairs in the Bristol that 
you do not get in the De Haviland. That is why, in the Bristol, the 
upper surfaee of the upper wing comes loose, just as I have described. 
In the De Haviland we have only the under surface of the upper wing 
and both surfaces of the lower win$ come loose from the ribs. 

Senator NEw. The committee nas heard some evidence to the 
effect that the tail of the De Haviland 4 is weak. 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. The stabilizer is certainly not fastened to the 
machme in the strongest manner possible. It looks frail and feels 
frail in the air. We have not had an accident to date from that 
cause that we know of, but we received a communication from the 
Director of Military Aeronautics shortly after the Patterson accident 
suggesting that that might possibly have been the cause of that acci
dent, because such accidents-that is, the failure of the stabilizer
had happened in England; but we could not find anything to sub
stantiate the assumption that the stabilizer failed in that accident. 
However, that stabilizer is not fastened to the machine as strongly 
as the stabilizer of the LePere machine is fastened. A man can jump 
on the stabilizer of the Le Pere machine without apparent injury to 
the machine, whereas if he were to do that on the De Haviland he 
would probablv injure it. It looks to frail for that. 

Senator NEw. I would like to ask you, Major, to point out what, 
in your opinion, should be done to remedy the defect shown in the 
photograph numbered 522. 
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Maj. MuHLENBERG. The two nose drift wires, instead of running 
to one fitt:ing, should run to two different fittings on each side of the 
fuselage. The upper fitting should be located, preferably, on the. 
engine bed, or at the forward end of the upper longeron, and each 
patr of the fittings should be tied in by an alloy steel rod. 

Senator NEw. Now, I would like to call your attention to a photo
graph marked "E," which was submitted by Capt. Scott, a recent 
witness before this committee. I call your attentwn to the fact that 
in this photograph it is shown that a number of quarter-inch bolts 
are run through the longeron of the machine. In your opinion, should 
that construction be followed there~ 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. No, sir. I believe that it is possible to get the 
same or greater strength without so many holes in the longeron. 

Senator NEw. In your judgment, does the presence of those bolts 
and the necessary holes through the longeron to receive the bolts 
weaken the structure ~ 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. Yes, sir; I believe so. 
Senator REED. Is that a dangerous weakness ~ 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. I would not call it highly dangerous. We 

have known of the existence of those bolts, as you say, at the field. 
Our pilots are in the habit of making fast landings, to avoid putting 
a strain on the fuselage at that point. By a fast landing, I mean 
putting the landing wheels on the ground in landing, with the tail 
high. 

Senator REED. In other words, these men must regard it as a place 
likely to be broken, or they would not be landing in this way to pro
tect it~ 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. Exactly, yes, sir. It has failed at that point 
in the sand tests. ' 

Senator REED. It has also failed at that point in a number of 
accidents; that is, you have found the longerons broken at that 
point 1 · 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. We have only had one accident with the 
DH4 at the Wilber Wright Field. Of course, that machine failed 
everywhere after it struck. 

Senator REED. You said that it "failed everywhere." You mean 
by that that it struck so hard and smashed into so many small pieces 
that you could not tell where the original break was~ 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes. We could not tell definitely; no, sir. 
Senator REED. But in the sand test the De Haviland 4 has broken. 

The longeron has broken noticeably at the point where the longeron 
is pierced by these bolts, as is shown in these photographs ~ 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. I believe so. That statement can be verified 
by reference to the record of sand tests at McCook Field, but I believe 
it has failed there. I know that in a sand test which I witnessed on 
the fuselage of the De Haviland, they expected it to break at that 
splice. 

Senator REED. If, instead of boring these nine holes through the 
longeron and then putting these bolts through, a steel clasp was put 
around the fuselage, that would do the same work as the bolts, woUld 
it not~ You could employ that in lieu of a bolt, could you not' 

Maj. MUHLE~BERG. Probably. I would like to experiment with 
it before taking the ship into the air if it was treated m that way. 
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·Senator REED. You know, as a mechanical proposition, that a steel 
clasp can be put around it? · 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. Yes, sir. At all events, those bolts could be 
· so spaced that they would not weaken the longeron as they do. 

Senator REED. You mean as much as they do? 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. Ye·s, sir; as much as they do. 
Senator REED. What do you say about the supports of the engine~ 

Is not the engine support itself weak in this machine? 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. Well, from one accident which we had, or 

rather, one forced landing, it would appear that the engine support 
is not what it should be in that photograph of the fuselage (indicatmg), 
which is marked ''C." In that accident, or forced landing, which 
was made by Maj. Ocker, at Bridgewater, Va., due to a leak in the 
gasoline tank, which was a landing in bad terrain, he smashed every
thing on the machine below the lower longerons, and also the lower 
longerons. In addition to that, the engine bed sagged, as shown in 
the photograph. I can hardly see, though, that that proves that 
that particular portion is any weaker than the rest of the. fuselage. 
In order to get lightness and corresponding of performance in the air, 
a battle plane fuselage can not be made to resist a possible forced 
landing the way a training plane can be made to resist it. It must 
be weaker in order to make it light. If we had the De Haviland 
fuselage as strong as the JN-4 fuselage, correspondingly, it would 
be too heavy to manipulate in the air. So, while that failure occurred 
in that particular landing, I would hate to say that it shows an:y great 
structural weakness in the machine, because it was a bad landmg-it 
was a good landing in a bad territory-and we all know that a bad 
landing in that plane is liable to result in serious injury to the pilot, 
and possibly to the observer, because so much depends on the veneer 
that is on the fuselage. It is not braced with wood and wire the way 
the training plane is braced. 

Senator REED. Why isn't it braced with wood and wire~ 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. Because to do that would make it heavy. 
Senator REED. How much would it reaily add? 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. A few pounds, not a great many, but the cry 

is all through, "cm out the weight." 
Senator REED. And have we not cut it out in this country inour 

construction until to-day we have got our machines very dan~erous ~ 
Have we not cut more, I will add, than any other country, m that 
respect~ 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. Really, I am not familiar enough with foreign 
planes to. say. 

Senator REED. Very well. The load of the machine has a great 
deal to do with the wing pressure, does it not~ 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Do you know the weight of the engine that the 

English De Haviland carries, the plane from which this was copied? 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. About 600 pounds, I think. It is six or seven 

hundred pounds. 
Senator NEw. If you have any figures, let me have them. I think 

you l'tre away up. 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. This will give it in kilograms. It does not 

gi~e the weight of the engine. It gives the weight of the machine. 
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Senator REED. Do you know of any engine that was used in ~he 
De Haviland 4 in Europe that had tlie equivalent in horsepower of 
the Liberty motor ~ . 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. The nearest thing was the RoUes Royce, a 
375-horsepower motor. 

Senator REED. The others were considerably below that~ 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Now, the horsepower of the engine and the weight 

of the engine and the weight of the load driven by great horsepower 
vastly increases the pressure upon the wings~ 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Se~at.or REED. ·And ~_pon ~he whole machine~ 
MaJ. MUHLENBERG. Yes, s1r. 
Senator REED. Could this Liberty motor be cut down to an eight

cylinder mac_hine, let us say, and yet be powerful enough to handle 
that De HaVIland~ 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. I have heard it said that the English De Havi
land handled better with a lower powered English motor than with 
the Liberty motor. I have heard that said by an Englishman. I 
have never flown it myself, of course, so that I can not say it at first 
hand. We are trying now the English-built BristoJ fighter to act as a 
fighter, and that plane is equipped with a 300-horsepower Hispano
Suiza. The chances are that that machine will give a better per
formance as a fighter, or at least as good a penormance, as the 
De Haviland; that is, with the 300-horsepower motor instead of the 
Liberty. That is largely because the ship is lighter. 

Senator REED. That IS to say, the experiments thus far seem to 
indicate, without being conclusive, that if you were to J>Ut a 300-
horsepower Hispano-Suiza into this Bristol machine which we have 
been building in this country, and which we understand has been 
practically discarded, that that might perform a better service? 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. I am talking about the English-built Bristol 
machine. 

Senator REED. So that you would not want to say that about the 
American-built Bristol machine~ 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. You have just spoken of the Bristol and have said 

that you are experimenting with the English plane of that name at 
the Wilbur Wright field~ . 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. In what respect does that J?lane differ from the 

· so-called Bristol, which we have been making m this country at the 
Curtiss factory, and which has recently been discarded~ 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. It differs principally in weight. I do not 
know what the weight of the American Bristol is, but the weight of 
Enclish-built Bristol, loaded as a fighter, is 2,910 pounds, full fuel 
and oil, just 900 pounds less than the weight of the De Haviland 
loaded as a fighter. That plane gives promise of being a very satis
factory fighter. So far we have been compelled to experiment with 
an old motor and an oldplane, but when we get the new motor and 
the new plane, as we will do before very long, the performance will 
undoubtedly show a great improvement. 

Senator NEw. You approve of the rejection, do you, of the Ameri
can-built Bristol machine i 
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Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. . 
Senator NEw. You do not think it should be used~ 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. No, sir. 

1015 

Senator NEw. You do not think it is a fit machine as made in this 
country~ 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. No, sir. 
Senator REED. I believe you gave ~orne testimony somewhat along 

that line long before this plane was condemned, did you not~ 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. · 
Senator Reed. To this committee? · 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Will you state, briefly, what, in your judgment, 

were the material defects in the American Bristol~ 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. The ribs are too far apart in the wings. In 

some cases, the spars were misplaced. The upper spars were where 
the lower spars should have been, or vice versa. The internal drift 
wires in the wings were not properly arranged. The flying wires. 
were where the landing wires should have been, and vice versa; and 
it looks very much as though the covering for the wings in the center 
section, in the slips stream, should have been made of radically 
different material. Those wings get a much greater whip from the 
slip stream by their location than even the wings of the De Haviland 
do, especially the upper wings, and the chances are that material 
should be of heavy, coarse linen, or veneer. 

In addition to that, the overhang of the motor bed is all right for 
a lighter motor, but for the heavy Liberty motor it is of faulty con
struction. It is what is known as cantilever construction. The 
motor hangs out in the front with a very poor support. The weight 
is not earned properly back to the fusilage or to the landing gear for 
that heavy motor. . 

Senator REED. In other words, you think it is a botched affair¥ 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. I have seen samples of that kind. 
Senator REED. Doesn't that indicate the grossest kind of careless

ness in the assembling of the machine ~ 
Maj. MtJHLENBERG. It looks that way. 
Senator REED. Isn't that inexcusable in a shop that pretends to 

turn out machines of this character~ 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. That would be inexcusable in a wagon maker, 

would it not 1 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Where did these machines come from that were 

built in this way~ 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. They were built at the Curtiss plant. 
Senator REED. Were those defects that you have spoken of largely 

visible to the eye or were they hidden¥ 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. Oh, you would have to take off the wing 

covenng to find them. 
Senator REED. So that the poor fellow who had to go up in the 

machine went up without knowledge of the character of construction~ 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. In other words it was covered up¥ 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
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Senator REED. And a proper inspecti_on of the machine as it was 
being built would have discovered all those defects, would it not 1 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. Not all I have mentioned; but those wing 
defects, internal wing defects, should have been discovered on 
inspection. -

Senator REED. What ones would not have been discovered on 
inspection 1 

Maj . ~fniLENBERG. Well, the improper spacing of the ribs could 
be seen by anyone by casually looKing at the machine, provided he 
knew the problem that he was up against. 

Senator REED. That, then, was another defect that could have 
been observed upon proper inspection 1 _ 

Maj . MUHLENBERG. If the inspector had had the proper knowl-
edge of the problem. · 

Senator REED. Exactly. Well , proper inspection, of course, implies 
a proper knowledge, does it not~ 

MaJ. MtJHLENBERG. Yes, sir ; but what I want to point out is that 
the question of keeping the fabric on the ribs seems to be a problem 

• new to everybody in aviation. 
Senator REED. That is to say, this is the first time that we have 

put a motor into a machine, the motor being so powerful as to tear 
the machine to pieces~ 

Maj . MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. · 
Senator REED. And this is the first time anybody has built a 

motor and put it into a machine without experimenting to find out 
whether the machine was strong enough to stand it, so far as you 
know~ 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. That is a pretty general question. 
Senator R:Jl!ED. You need not answer that question. It is hardly 

a proper one. 
MaJ. MUHLENBERG. I do not know 
Senator REED. As a matter of fact, the history of aviation is that 

the great trouble they had in the early days of aviation was to get 
a motor strong enough to drive the machine~ 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. . 
Senator REED. And, accordingly, the machine generally was 

strong enough to stand any motor that they put into it~ . 
MaJ. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. But now we have produced a motor of about 525 

horsepower in the Liberty motor? 
MaJ . MUHLENBERG. Approximately 400. 
Senator REED. Four hundred to four hundred and twenty-five 

horsepower~ 
MaJ . MtmLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. And that has boen put into these machines that 

have not been theretofore tried with either so heavy or so powerful 
a motor? 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. That is the point. 
Senator REED. And when you put that to the test the covering of 

the wings began to give away? · 
Maj . MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. And those other defects of construction that you 

have been speaking of were defects as a result of not properly following 
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the design, or defects that resulted from not doing the work according 
to the design ~ · 

Ml).j. MuHLENBERG. All except the engine bed overhand. That 
was a defect in design. 

Senator REED. Of course, lou have not torn open all the Bristols 
that have been manufacture ? 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. No. 
Senator REED. A very small percentage 1 
Maj. MmiLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator R~ED. Now, in what percentage of those that you did have 

opportunity to go through and examine, inside and outside, did you 
:fiild those defects that y<m have spoken of 1 

Maj. Mti'HLENBERG. We have not tested the Bristol at all in my 
department. We have simply seen and had our attention called to 
samples of the work which was i:Qlproperly done in ships that were 
owned by the production engineer department. It is a very small 
number and not to be expressed'in percentages. We know these 
faults do exist. We know that these drift wires are improperly 
placed, that the spars are improperly placed, and that the ribs are too 
far apart. . 

Senator REED. Are you familiar with the way the inspection is 
done at the Curtiss plant~ 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. I know approximately what is done at the 
Dayton-Wright plant. 

Senator REED. There are two sets of inspectors, one set for the 
factory and one set for the Government~ 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. And as the work pro~resses, these men have oppor

tunity to see each stel? that is taken m the machine from the time 
it is laid out until it 1s completed 1 They have every opportunity 
to see; they have a chance to see the machine, inside and out, do they 
not, before it is covered up 1 

Maj . MuHLENBERG. Before it is covered up; yes, sir. 
Senator REED. There is a factory inspector and· a Government 

inspector, both of whom have that opportunity; that is right, is it not 1 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Yet you found these machines in that shape with 

that double inspection upon them~ 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. That either indicates the grossest kind of careless

ness or else it indicates conspiracy~ 
Maj . MuHLENBERG. One or the other . 
. Senator NEw. Maj . MuhlenbergLyou spoke some time ago of the 

~asoline supply carried by the De Haviland 4 as being insufficient for 
its use as a day bomber. 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes1 sir. 
· Senator NEw. Seventy-five gallons, I think it was, you said it 
carried~ 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes,sir. 
Senator NEw. Which would give it approximately two hours' 

radius~ 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. How much gasoline should a day bomber carry; 

that is, what radius should be afforded to a day bombing machine 
to make it acceptable for that purpose? 
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Maj. MUHLENBERG. As I understand it, in Europe the aerodromes 
are1 _speaking aeronautical distances, fairly close to the lines, and if 
a snip were not to go too high bef-ore going over the lines, an hour's 
fuel out and an hour's fuel back, would probably be sufficient for· 
day bombing, but it takes the De Haviland 48 minutes, approxi
mately, to get to its ceiling, Its ceiling as a bomber is 15,800 feet. 
It ought to get to that ceiling before it goes to the lines to function as 
a day bomber. Therefore, there is over three-quarters of an hour's 
fuel that is gone before it can function at a proper altitude. It 
then has an hour and 13 or 14 minutes of fuel left. That is at full 
throttle. It has, in fact, an hour and about 12 minutes to go and 
come. 

Senator NEw. About an hour and l2 minutes~ 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. You wo.nld consume 48 minutes' 

worth of gasoline in getting your altitude before the day's work 
could be started at all. That would leave only about an hour.and 
10 or 12 minutes, approximately, of gasoline to do the work with. 

Senator REED. Is this not true, also, that in seeking this altitude, 
or achieving this altitude, air currents and air conditions generally 
might compel you to use a great deal more gas to get up on s6me 
occasions than on others 1 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. No, sir; that would not make any great differ
ence. No; I do not think it would make any particular difference. 

Senator REED. Suppose you were required to go up with an adverse 
wind blowing. I mean to say that you might desire to go east when 
there was a wind from the east blowing at the rate of 45 miles an 
hour. You have to hold yourself against the wind and at the same 
time you are making your climb .. 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. That would not make an;r difference on a time 
climb to a given altitude. You might stand still over the same spot 
on the earth. If the speed of the ship was 120 miles an hour and the 
wind was blowing at the rate of 120 miles an hour, you might stand 
still, as far as th~ earth was concerned, but you would get altitude 
just the same. It would not make any difference in the time as far 
as getting the altitude is concerned. 

Senator NEw. You have spoken of some of the defects which, in 
some measure, disqualify the De Haviland 4 as a bombing plane. 
Do you know of any defects which tend to disqualify it as a :fighted 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. I believe those that disqualify it as a fighter 
are really more serious than those that disqualify It as a bomber. 
The location of the pilot seat is immeasurably bad. 

Senator NEw. That is, the De Haviland 4 ~ 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. I see from the French report we 

have on the De Haviland that the English De Haviland had a pilot 
seat in approximately the same place; that is, between the wings and 
very far m front of the observer's seat. That is unquestionably 
wrong. I have never sat in a machine in which a pilot could see less 
than m the De Haviland 4. I have sat in the United States D9, as it 
is called, which is an alteration of the DH9. 

Senator REED. Is that the De Haviland 91 Is that what they call 
the De Haviland 91 

Maj . MUHLENBERG. It is the United States De Haviland 9 that I 
am speaking of. It is an alteration of the De Haviland 9. In that 
ship the gas tank, the main gas tank, and pilot seat, are just inter-
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changed. That f>laces the pi,ot's stai, right close to the observer's 
seat, and it is really a luxury to get into that seat, because you can 
see so 'Very much from it. A pilot can see 'Very little from the pilot 
seat of the De Ha'Viland 4. 

Senator REED. Is not a pilot whose 'Vision is obstructed as you say 
it is in the De Ha'Viland 4, at a tremendous disad'Vantage because of 
that fact~ 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. It certainly looks that way to me. I ha'Ve 
ne'Ver done any fighting, but I would certainly hate to be in that 
position in a fight . The pilot has wings abo'Ve and below him, and 
a tremendous motor in front of him. The only way he can see is by 
bending to the right or to the left, and le)oking out of the dip that 
comes in the fuselage expressly for that purpose. It is hard e'Ven to 
land the ship because the 'Vision is so restricted. I ha'Ve flown a 
De Ha'Viland a little, and I would not com pari:' its range of 'Vision at 
all with e'Ven the training plane. A training plane is so much better, 
at.least from the rear seat. 

Senator REED. What training plane~ 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. The JN-4 plane. In addition to that, the 

gasoline tank is located aft of the center of gravity of the machine, 
and a change in the amount of gasoline produces a change in the 
center of pressure. 

Senator REED. In the balimce 1 
Maj. M'l'HLENBERG. In the balance, yes, sir, whereas, if you had the 

gasoline tank forward wherl:' the pilot sits now, it would be over the 
center of balance, and the change in the gasoline contents would not 
induce a corresponding change in the balance of the ship. 

Senator NEw. Do you regard that as a sm·ious matter? 
Maj. MrHLENBERG. I regard that as ver.v ::e.ious. The only way 

the pllot and the observer can communicate is by 'interphone. It 1s 
consHierl:'d vital to have the pilot and the oh;;erver close together, so 
that the observer can stand up and fire his gun aml commumcate with 
the pilot at the same time by touch or, if necessary, by word of mouth. 
Of course, it is hard to communicate by word of mouth, but he could 
communicate by touch, and should be abl(' to do that. 

Sl:'nator NEw. Is that all? 
Maj. Mt;HLENBERG. Yes, sir. · 
Senator REED. Can that tank bl:' changed and the opportunity of 

the observer to see be improved and these other defects be remedied 
in that machine 1 Is it possible to do it in the machine? 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. It would take an expert designer to state 
accurately whether that eould be done without doing any harm. It 
looks on the face of it very feasible in future productiOn, but it would 
take a designer to say positively whether 1t could be done. It is 
being done m the United States D9, and, I believe, in what they call 
the l.'nited States D4, whieh is an alteration of the De Haviland 4. 
We have two experimental planes now-the United States D4 and 
the United States D9, the one being an alteration of the De Haviland 4 
and the other being an alteration of the De Haviland 9. In the 
United States D4, and in the United States D9, both the pilot and 
the observer are close together, with the gasoline tank in front. .Of 
course, another advantage of the gasoline tank in front is that the 
pilot in a crash is not then between two millstones as is the case at 
present, when he is between the motor and gasoline tank, and has 
practically no chance whatever to come out of the crash alive. 
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Senator NEw. The longerons of the De Haviland 4 are made of 
spruce, and objPction has bpen made to this committee that a stronger 
wood than spruce should be used for this purpose. What is your 
opinion concerning that 1 

Maj . MrnLENBERG. Probably ash would be stronger. I am not 
absolutely certain as to that. I do not think that that is vital enough 
or dangerous enough to be considered as anything highly important, 
because that fuselage bas stood up in a fuselage test at a factor of 
about six. 

Senator NEw. I call your attention tojhotograph marked ''B," 
. with a dotted line showing the forward en of the fuselage, in which 

the motor of the DH 4 is located. I would like to ask you if you 
think this section of the machine is properly supported [indicating 
on photograph], and if it is strong enougli 1 · 

Maj . MuHLENBERG. As I have said, the only evidence we have to 
the contrary is that one forced landing that was made, which caused 

. the motor section to drop forward, but I do not consider that that 
shows any particular weakness in that section, because the whole 
fuselage is, to put it tersely, a cigar-box affair, and it is not built to 
stand a crash. It is built for lightness, and probably has a maximum 
strength consistent with a certain weight tnat can be given. In a 
crash or a bad landing I would expect that fuselage to break almost 
anywhere. In a heavy pancake landing, for instance, it would not 
be surprising at all to see the motor drop forward just the way that 
motor did. 

Senator NEw. Don't you think that is equally true of machines of 
other patterns 1 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. It would be true, probably, of the American 
Bristol, but not of other machines; no, sir. 

Senator NEw. It is true of the American Bristol and true of the 
De Haviland 4 ~ 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator -NEw. But not of other machines~ 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. In other words, they are more fragile than most~ 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. It would seem so, although we have only one 

bad landing_ to prove it. 
Senator NEW. Earlier in the examination you said, in reply to a 

question I asked, that you did not regard the De Haviland 4 machine 
as it is at present made as a satisfactory machine~ 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Just how unsatisfactory is it~ Just what is the 

measure of your disapJ>roval of the De Haviland 4 machine~ 
Maj . MUHLENBERG. It should not be used as anything but a recon

naissance machine in its present design; that is, the minute any 
machine of proper, or anywhere near proper, design and capability 
can be turned out, that machine should be substituted. It (the 
DH4) is the only ship which has reached production which can even 
come anywhere near being used for those three purposes, and neces
sarily its production should not be stopped simply because it is not 
the top notch in those three lines; that 1s, as a bomber, fighter, and 
reconnaissance machine. However, its real use is as a reconnais
sance machine. 

Senator NEw. In its present condition, is not that i~s only use i 
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Maj. MmiLENBERG. It is the only proper use; yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Don't you think that its defects as a fighter are 

sufficient to warrant its being kept out of that sen·ice 1 
Maj. Mt.:HLENBERG. Not uruess we can get something better; no, 

sir. It should be used as a fighter until we can get something better. 
In the meantime somPthing better should be manufactured and 
developed with ali possible speed. There are three stvles of fighters 
being developed, and one is now on the way to the Wilbur Wright 
:field from the Thomas-Morse factory. 

Senator NEW. What is that~ 
Maj. MmiLENBERG. It is the Thomas-Morse design for the Liberty 

motor. I have not seen it yet. There is another kind that is prob
ably better than that for a fighter. That is the Lepere machine, of 
whiCh we have two samples. 

Senator NEW. Where is that made1 
Maj. MmiLENBERG. At the Packard plant in Detroit. That is 

probably the best fighter. 
Senator NEW. That is a two-seater fighter? 
Maj. Mt-"HLENBERG. Yes, sir. As soon a.<~ that can be brought 

into production, the De Haviland 4 should be withdrawn from the 
:fighting line. 

Senator REED. When you say that this machine should be used in 
the absence of anything better, you mean that if you had nothing 
but bows and arrows you had better use them until you could get 
guns~ 

Maj. MmiLENBERG. That is the idea exactly. 
Senator NEW. This committee has been told that many changes 

have been recommended in the De Haviland 4, both from Gen. 
Pershing's headquarters and from other official sources in this 
country. Are steps being taken to adopt those suggestions 1 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. I do not know to what extent those changes 
have been corrected. I do know that I received some time ago a 
letter from the director of Militar.)~ Aeronautics embodying all the 
criticisms and suggestions of Gen. Pershing, with the direction that 
I submit a list of recommendations and criticisiDS on his criticisms, 
.and I have that here. 

Senator REED. Does that contain the criticisms of Pershing 1 
Maj. MmiLENBERG. Yes, sir. Undoubtedly, the director of Mili

tary Aeronautics has taken steps to see that those changes, or as many 
of them as possible, shall be made. For instance, Gen. Pershing 
suggests that the CC gears be abandoned entirely. Gen. Pershing 
says those gears shipped over there are entirley useless. We have 
no other synchronizing gear in production at the eresent time and it 
would not be possible to get him any other until the Nelson gear, 
for instance, is put into production. 

Senator NEW. What is this gead 
Maj. MmiLENBERG. It is a means of arranging the fixed machine 

guns so that they will shoot through the propeller. 
Senator NEW. It is a part of the synch10mzing apparatus~ 
Maj. MmiLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEW. Gen. Pershing says that it is worthless? 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. Paragraph 4, subparagraph c, says: 
No spare parts or special tools for synchronizing gears. These gears absolutely 

useless and can not be repaired here. 
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He is referring to the CC gears. 
Senator REED. Will you now let us have the criticisms of Gen. 

Pers~* 
Maj . 'MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. These are the original records of 

the office, and the letter on top contains the criticisms of my office. 
(The papers referred to are m the words and figures following, to 

wit:) 
JULY 17, 1918. 

From: Commanding Officer, Testing Department. 
To: Director of Mihtary Aeronautics, Technical Section, Washington, D. C. 
Subject: Improvements and defects in latest type De Haviland Four plane. 

1. De Haviland Four plane No. 32477 down to this poet from Dayton Wright factory 
June 28, 1918, showed some changes as compared with plane No. 32098, receh·ed at 
this post May 16, 1918, also certain defects not yet corrected. 

2. At the factory as it was turned over to the testing department pilot to be flown 
over here there were certain defects in the plane as assembled, due simply to aeaem· 
bling. These were defects due solely to assembling of the plane which would not 
show in planes shipped to Europe. Such defects were the mrussion of cotter keys and 
the omission of the nut fa~tening a control pulley on. 

3. As delivered here, after having flown over, the propeller was five-eighths inch 
out of line, causing the motor to vibrate; there was a leak in radiator around top bracket 

· which holds the radiator to top longeron; the lever on the distributor was too long and 
would not advance all the way; the adjustment screws of the carburetor synchronizer 
rod were looee, not being fastened with a lock wire; the preaker pointe ad justin~ screws, 
came loose on the right distributor; the ignition wire on the switch for the nght dis
tributor came loose, causing the motor to run on the left distributor only; two exhaust 
manifolds nuts were not cotter keyed and came looee. 

4. The fabric covering the wings was so loose as to completely change the aerofoil 
in some cases. This may have been due either to the inferior quality of dope used or 
insufficient initial tension on the fabric before doping. Acetate dope as used on the 
present product can not be expected to produce as great a shrinking effect as the old 
nitrate dope, hence if the same tautness is to be affected in the final product. the 
initial tension on the fabric must be ~eater than would be used with the old dope. 
This is known to be the exact opposite of the· facts in at least the Dayton-Wright 
fact<>ry, as their employees have not been putting very much tension on the cloth on 
streching it over the frame . In addition to the change produced in the Aerofoil by the 
looseness of the fabric, there is a real dan~er in this condition, i. e., a danger of the 
cloth tearing loose from the ribs in the shp stream, as has occurred so frequently at 
this post. Tight or loose, the fabric is very apt to come looee from the nbs in the 
slip stream fo the Liberty motor1 due to the tremendous vibration caused by the pro
pallor; but looseness of the fabnc probably increases that tendency, hence it is be
lieved that it is necessary to have fabric at least as taut as the fabric in the training 
planes. 

5. There has been no change in the spacing of the ribs in the slip stream, ae it is 
believed there should be, to provide additional support to the fabric in the slip stream; 
but the interval between stitches fastening the fabric to the slip stream has been re
duced to about 2 inches, which is considered good practice. It is a serious question 
as to whether fabric of any description is the proper material to use for wing covering 
in the slip stream of a Liberty motor. This office has found numerous instances of 
the fabric coming loose in the ribs in the slip streams on three different types of ma
chines, the LePere, De Haviland, and American Bristol, all of them havmg varying 
degrees of tautness of the fabric . It is possible that decreasing the spacing of the ribs 
in the slip stream and use of the proper kind of stitching at 2-inch intervale between 
stitches will solve the problem. This office is about to conduct experiments, using the 
fabric furnished as a wing covering for the D. H. 4 against a covering composed of 
coarser linen and a covering of thin wood veneer. The test will consist of running a 
Liberty motor on the gr01md in a plane whose surfaces ex{>osed to the slip stream are 
one-half one kind of material and one-half another. • This 18 being done in connection 
v.ith somewhat similar experiments being carried on at Dayton-Wright factory and 
in collaboration with the materials department of the Bureau of Aircraft Production. 

6. The noee drift wires still run to the same fitting on each side of the fuselage, with
out any additional reinforcements to the tie-rods which runs through the bottom lon
geron and ties in these two fittings, one on either side of the fuselage near the nose. 
This office has run each of these wires to separate fittings, one at the lower longeron 
and one at the upper longeron, with tie-rods connecting each pair of fittings through 
the fuselage . 
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The factory has substituted f-inch chrome nickel steel rod for the f-inc"h cold-rolled 
steel rod which tie the fittings of the left wing spars to those of the right wing spars. 
The factory is also substituting a chrome nickel-steel rod for the cold-rolled stee1 tie 
rod, as mentioned in first sentence. 

7. This office is also strengthening the wing fittings by increasing their size suffi
ciently to allow putting two bolts of chrome nickel-steel through each spar instead 
of one bolt 

[Second Indorsement.] 

H. c. K . MUHLENBERG, 
Major , Signal Corps. 

DEPARTMENT OF M . A . , TECHNICAL SECTION , TESTING DEPARTMENT, 
Wilbur Wright Field, Fairfield, Ohio, July 23, 1918. 

To: Director of Military Aeronautics, Technical Section, Washington, D. C. 
(Throug~ C. 0., S. C. A. S. , Fairfield, Ohio.) . 

1. Inclosed herewith is a memorandum report from Capt. R. W. Schroeder, A. S. 
Sig. R. C. , in charge of flying for the testing deP.artment at this post, consisting of a 
aeries of comments on the faults of the De HaVIland Four, as reported in cablegram 
from Gen: Pershing, No. 1361. 

2 .. The remarks on the Liberty motor made by Maj . Geo. E . A. Hallett, S. C., in 
charge of the motor test section of this department. 

3. So little work has been done at this post with the machine guns on the D. H. 4 
plane that very little can be said about Gen. Pershing's comments except in isolated 
matances. Paragraph 3, subparagraph A, is concurred in heartily by this office. 
Paragraph 4, a Nelson synchronizer gear recently tested at this post will probably 
replace the G. C. gear entirely. 

4. In addition to the faults mentioned by Gen. Pershing, this office has found 
the followin~: 

(a) The wmg covering is too loose in many cases and in all cases is either not prop
erly fastened to· the ribs in the slip stream or is not the right kind of material to use 
for wing covering in the slip stream. Experiments are now bein~ conducted at this 
J>08t to determine the serviceability of cloth versus veneer for wmg covering in the 
slip stream. Several cases have occurred of the linen fabric as now used coming 
loose from the ribs, this always occurring in the slip stream. The probabilities are 
that wood veneer is the proper covering to use in the slip stream. 

(b) Leading edge should be veneered in order to preserve the shape of the aerofoil 
at this very important portion of the wing. Present practice maintains the proper 
shape of the aerofoil only at the points where the cap strips support the fabric . 

(c) The nose drift wires should run on from bottom. of the front of the first strut 
from the fuselage front to wing, the forward end of the lower longeron and the other 
from the top of the first strut rear to the fore and of the upper longeron with a com
preasion member in the upper wing between the first struts front and rear. Steel 
rods such as the tie rods connecting wing spars and the tie rods connectin~ the nose 
drift wires through forward end of the fuselage should be of alloy steel mstead of 
cold-rolled steel. This is being done in the new ships. 

(d) Wing fittings connecting the wing spars to the fuselage should be stronger and 
the ends of the spars should be metal capped. . 

(e) Holes through wing spars should be metal bushed. · · 
(f) There are too many holes in the longerons. 
(g) The fittin~ holding the drift wire which runs from the top of the center section 

to the longeron 1s attached only to the top longeron, and should have a wire member 
distributing this load elsewhere preferably the landing gear. 

(h) The fitting attaching the ailerons, rudder, and elevators is not the best. It 
should have the double fitting instead of the single as the cotter pins take the strains . 

{
i) Splicing the cables would probably be better than soldering. 
j) A double cable to the elevator instead of a single would be safer. 
k) Aileron pulleys should be inside of the wings and inspection openings provided. 

The pulleys in their present location offer considerable head resistance and are diffi
cult of inspection. 

(l) The pilot's seat and the main gas tank should be interchanged for several reasons, 
viz : Consumption of gasoline means change of balance of the machine in the present 
situation, and the pilot can see practically nothing from the pilot's seat as located 
at present; also communication oetween the pilot and observer is hampered by the 
distance separating the two. 

(m) Tl;le control stick should be of nonma.glletic material to prev(lnt influencing 
the compaBB. 
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(n) The 'gasoline-control valve should operate with one handle connecting the prES
sure tank with the engine, the gravitv tank with the engine, or shutting off all three. 
The present arrangement of three valves, all of them hard to'operate and not labeled, 
is crude in the extreme and might very easily lead to fire where the pilot, while on 
the ground, would inadvertently connect the pressure tank with the gravity tank. 
This has occurred at this post, fortunately without any conflagration resulting. 

H. c. K . MUHLENBERG, 
Major, Signal Corps, Commanding Depart:rnmt. 

WAR DEPARTMENT, 
TECHNICAL SECTION, 

0PFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF MILITARY AERONAUTICS, 
June f8, 1918. 

From: Office Director of Military Aeronautics. 
To: Commanding officer1 Testing Squadron Wilbur Wright Field 

(Through commandmg officer, Wilbur Wright Field, Fairfield, Ohio). 
Subject: Cable No. 1361, from Gen. Pershing. 

1. Forwarded herewith is a copy of Gen. Pershing's cable, No. 1361, for remark and 
recommendation. 

2. Early action is requested. 
By direction of Maj. Gen. Kenly. 

THURMAN H . BANE, 
Lieutenant Colonel, Signal Corps. 

[First indorsement ] 

HEADQUARTERS~ s. c. A. s., 
Fairfield, Onio, July 2, 1918. 

To: Maj . H. C. K. Muhlenberg, S. C., Test Department, Fairfield, Ohio. 
1. Forwarded for remark and recommendation. 
By order of Lieut. Col. Duncan. 

C. H . REEVEs, Jr., 
Captain, A. S . Sig. R. C., Adjutant. 

TECHNICAL SECTION FOR INFORMATION, 
June U, 1918. 

(Received June 26, 1918.) 
(For Director, Military Aeronautics.) 
Paragraph 1, copy to Chief of Ordnance.-D. H . 4 plane has been carefully exam· 

ined. Plane structure has been found defective as follows: 
Subparagraph A. Rubber cords for shock absorbers incorrectly made; rubber 

strands not put under sufficient tension before covering with braiding. Result is that 
estimated weights too much for under load . . 

Subparagraph B. No check cables have been applied to check axles from forceflll 
striking threats of runnin~ gear V. - struts which are permitted to strike ground, 
crashing machines in landmg. 

Subparagraph C. Tail plane is of old type and should be braced with stream line 
tubes extendmg from leading edges to lower longeron of fuselage. Possibly this old 
type tail plane should be replaced by new type made of all spruce and having no 
joints near curves in leading edges. With new type tail plane stream line tubes Will 
not be necessary. · 

Subparagraph D. Wood screws have been used in various places instead of bolts, 
notably on washer plates at points where tail advancing without tubes passes through 
fuselage and on wing skid fastening. 

Subparagraph E. Nuts have been omitted in securing bolts. 
Subparagraph F. Bolts, shackles, and cotter pins throughout the machines are in 

many cases loosely and badly fitted. 
Subparagraph G. Cotter pms have been substituted for buffers. 
Subparagraph H. Wing sldds badly fitted and ash packing blocks omitted. 
Subparagraph J . Main compression ribs in the main plane are of hollowed out type 

with 3-ply web. These should be solid spruce to prevent flange from bulging up. 
Subparagraph K. No fairing placed between double fly wire. All these wireS 

should be of stream line type and not of cable. 
Subparagraph L. Washers under fixing bolts of ailerons pulleys wheels omitted, 

allowing aluminum packing to penetrate into ribs at leading edges. 
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Subparagraph M. Tail skid shock absorber wound so ti~ht that skid throws great 
strain on croas members of fuselage. Rubbish plate for thiB skid extends only about 
6 inches compared with 18 inches extension fitted in England. · 

Subparagraph N. There is one-eighth inch extension fitted in England. 
Subparagraph 0. There is one· eighth inch play in hinge of tail plane. This fitting 

should be made snug to take all play away. 
Subparagraph P. Cotters and split pins were used in adjustment of tail hinge instead 

of bolts and nuts. 
Subparagraph Q. Stream-line coveno were omitted from fin and empennage. 
Subparagraph R. In center section main plane fixing bolts are a very loose fit in 

spar. 
Subparagraph T. Wrapping of wire terminals in sotne cases bad. 
Subparagraph U. Pilot's wheel on tail planea should be bolted and not secured 

with lag screws. 
Subparagraph V. Ashes temporarily have been omitted from axles, which brook. 
Subparagraph W. Air speed indicator heads are heavy and gla.aay and this instru

ment is virtually worse as at present fitted. 
Subparagraph X. Cables and pulleys should be thoroughly greased, and not come 

dry. . 
Subparagraph Y. Such thing as jammed pulley wheels and joints in landing gear 

structure show faulty inspections. 
Paragraph 2. Liberty motor is defective, indicating shop inspection not satisfactory. 

Lincoln apparently better than Packard. · 
Subparagraph A. Open carbureter inlet not safe and neither British nor French will 

use them. Imperative arrange gasoline tightly piped to carbureter and drain it out
aide fuselage. 

Subparagraph B. Flight testa in England supervised by Capt. Munford indicate 
Zenith 52 carbureters not satisfactory and cheaply made but better results from 
Claude!. 

Subparagraph C. Water pipe from bottom radiator to pump should be moved to 
starboard to clear oil strainers. 

Subparagraph D. Copper tube vents for oil tanks should be /r inch. Oil tanks 
burst m service because this tube too small. 

Subparagraph E . Vent for radiators must have a tube leading water where it can 
not blow on spark plug or pilot and vent should not be in radiator cape. 

Subt>aragraph F.· Oil tubes from tanks to pumps must be 1 inch or larger and plug 
for draming oil tanks should be 1 inch. The present sizes will not work in cold weather. 

Subparagraph G. Gasoline tube to carburetors not secure against vibration and 
hose connections to carburetors not secure against detachment. Small pieces of 
rubber have been found in gasoline tubes and have caused forced landing. There 
should be strainers in carburetors. 

Subparagraph H. Priming tubes and thermometer tubes over manifold should be 
placed so as to leave carburetors accessible. 

Subparagraph J. Oil tubes between cylinders should be secured to crank case. 
Subparagraph K. Interchanging positions of switches and all high speed indicators 

so that switch operates with left hand and close to control lever. 
Subparagraph L. Engine control lever and mounting not rigid enough. 
Subparagraph M. Battery boxes does not protect against short circuit. 
Subparagraph N. Present system main gasoline tank under air pressure should be 

changed because of danger from fire and because if punctured above liquid level by 
rifle bullet pressure is lost. Suggest enl~ing needle valve on carburetor and altitude 
adjustments and use of gravity feed tanks m upper wing or pumps between tanks and 
carburetors. Overflow for gasoline from upper tanks should be conducted to point 
at least 6 feet from exhaust and visible by pilot. One plane destroyed by fire due 
to this defect. 

Paragraph 3. Following' defects have been found in armaments. 
Subparagraph A. Scarf mounts for Lewis guns badly designed, vertical release 

should not operate until after horizontal release. Regarding arrangements necessi
tates gunner supporting entire weight of magazine and ~n when turning mounts. 

Subparagraph B. Quadrant scarf mounts entirely too hght; guns jump badly when 
fired. 

Subparagraph C. Fixed gun mount fastenings inaccessible and not properly locked 
in place. Removal and replacement of fixed gun destroys alignments of barrels. 
Gun can not be adjusted so that barrels are parallel to line of flight and still permit 
line of sight to clear radiator. . 
Subpa~ph D. Sight mountings for fixed guns light enough and * * * re

quire special tools to attach. Aldis ring sight mountings inconveniently placed, can 
not be used by pilots. 
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Subparagraph E. Oil cover Aldis sight does not stay open. 
Subparagraph F. No side doors in ammuqition boxes for arrangement of ammuni-

tion. 
Subparagraph G. Fastenings of ammunition boxes not secure. 
Subparagraph H .· Front-Bight brackets Lewis gun will not stay in place. 
Paragraph 4. Synchronizing gears entirely useless. 
Subparagraph A. Reservoir badly made; must all be replaced. Low-pressure valves 

in very bad condition. High pressure cylinder cuts cup leathers due to bad machin
ing. Several high pressure sprmgs have broken, a{>parently defective. High pressure 
pipe connections broke in several cases, badly des~gned. 

Subparagraph B. Gear arrived filled with grit, with cup leathers dried up and 
useleBB, and with all three-way valves leaking. 

Subparagraph C. No spare parts or special tools for synchronizing gear. These gears 
absolutely useleBB and can not be repaired here. 

Paragraph 5. Bomb carriers not sent with planes. We understand that these are in 
transit. 

Subparagraph A. Sample bomb carrier sent by courier has no release mechanism or 
device to steady bombs. 

Paragraph 6. Marlin guns not in good condition; require a careful inspection and 
overhauling. 

Subparagraph A. Many Marlin ~ have defective gear springs. Great variation 
in length of action spring Marlin guile cause variation in rate of fire . 

Sabparagraph B. No spare par'ts for armaments received. 
Paragraph 7. None of the above planes can be used until some of above changes are 

made, causing vital delay in program. 
Subparagraph A. Planes sent here must be inspected and thoroughly tested before . 

being shipped. 
Subparagraph B. Appropriate spares, too, must accompany them. 
Subpa~ph C. When operating this far from base of supply it is essential that 

defects which are discovered by inspection in the United States be corrected there. 
PERSHING. 

Senator NEw. Do you regard the work at the factory making the 
De Haviland four planes as satisfactolty¥ 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. Improving, I should say, but not wholly satis
factory. It is improving rapidly. They show themselves willing 
on every hand to come around and improve their methods where 
they are faulty. 

Senator REED. That is, if you catch them they do not do it again 
right away? 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. That is a terse way of putting it; yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Improving that would certamly indicate that it has 

not been all that it should have been. 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. No, sir. For instance, I submitted to the Di

rector of Military Aeronautics a letter which I am afraid I have not 
with me, describing a fault that we found in the old plane. There 
were three holes drilled through one wing spar. There should have 
been only one. Evidently the first one did not fit, so they drilled 
another. That did not work satisfactorily, so still another was 
drilled. That was an old ship. We have since seen no signs of that. 
They may be there, but we have not discovered a repetition of that 
particular defect. That is why I say they are improving. 

Another trouble, I should say, is in the slip stream. We have 
trouble keeping the fabric on the ribs. The factory bas not changed 
the stitches; that is, they have changed the interval between the 
stitches. You can probably see that in photograph "C." It wcedas 
originally about 4 inches. The factories voluntarily redu 
that to 2 inches, which makes more work, but it is safer. T~ey 
have since changed the method of stitching and have put a bind!ng 
strip on the fabric before they stitch it, and then another binding 
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strip is put over the stitches. They have done that. While I do 
not lmow whether it is the result of observation of our work at 
Wilbur Wright Field, or what has been the reason for it, they have 
done it. 

Senator REED. Subparagraph V says: "Ashes temporarily have 
been omitted from axles which break." Just what does that mean Y 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. I can not say. 
Capt. ScHROEDER. That is hollow tubing. They are probably using 

spruce instead of ash. Ash is now being used. 
Senator NEw. Is it not true that Gen. -pershing in his report enum

erated changes which should be made in the De Haviland four ma
chine and recommended that it be not used until after that list of 
changes had been made?· 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. He did; yes, sir. In paragraph 7 he says: 
None of the above planes can be used until some of the above changes are 

made, causing vital delay In program . 
• Senator NEw. Do yqu agree with thaU 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir; especially as there are some changes. 
which should be made which he has not mentioned at all in his report .. 

Senator NEw. You say there are some changes which he has not. 
mentioned¥ 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Which are substantial in characted 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. Yes, sir; they are every bit as necessary as 

those mentioned in his report. For instance, the nose-drift wires 
and the fabric. Those changes should be made immediately. 

Senator NEw. Before the machine is used at all? 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. Yes, sir. We are making those changes at the

Wilbur Wright Field as fast as we can make the changes before we 
fly the machmes. 

Senator NEW. How many machines were sent abroad before these 
changes were reported or recommended 1 · 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. That I do not know. All I know is that the 
Dayton-Wright factory alone is now producing in the neighborhood 
of 20 ships a day. 

Senator NEw. Were those changes made? 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. Some of them, possibly. How many I do not 

know. There are some that are not being made. I know that those 
nose-drift wires have not been changed. 

Senator NEw. And yet you regard that as one of the most im-
portant changes that has been recommended? . 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. Yes, sir. I reported to Washington, after -re
ceiving hearsay evidence on the subJect, that the change was being 
made m production. I was told so by one of the factory employees, 
I believe, but I have since been told, without any accounting for the 
failure to make the changes, that they have not been made. I have 
not had an opportunity to investigate that at all because I simply 
beard it yesterday or the day before. · 

Senator NEw. You have not yet seen a copy of the report filed by 
Capt. McCorcked . 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. No, sir. · 
Senator NEw. Who conducted the tests at Miami, Fla.1 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. No, sir. 
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Senator REED. Maj. Muhlenberg, you have, at the command of the 
committee, furnished us with a paper dated June 24, 1918, and 
marked" Received June 26, 1918," purporting to be a copy of a cable 
from Gen. Pershing; that is correct, is it not~ 

}hj. MUHLENBE-RG. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. That was transmitted to you in the letter which is 

attached, and which is dated June 28, UH8, and is signed by Lieut. 
Col. Thurman H . Bane¥ 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. And, then, attached to these documents is your own 

reply, is it not¥ . 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Your reports are contained in the two documents! 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. That is all the same document. There are 

two copies of the last page. 
Senator REED. Your report is contained in the document which 

bears the date of July 23 ~ • 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. These documents, you have stated, you desire to 

keep. The committee will have to keep them overnight in order to 
copy them and return them to vou. 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. Yes. v · 

Senator REED. Have ~·ou any other reports or have you written 
any_ other letters? 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. I have also a letter dated July 17, 1918, from 
myself to the Director of Military Aeronautics, on the subject of 
defects noted in the De Haviland 4 planes received at the Wilbm· 
Wright field. 

Senator REED. What suggestions have you to make with reference 
to a way out of these difficulties? · 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. The relegation of the D. H. 4 to use as a recon
noisance machin~ .solely, the speeding up of the production of the 
LePere machine, and the adoption of that, probably, as a fight~r. 
and the development of the U. S. D-9 to the point where it can bt' 
used as a dav bomber. 

Senator NEw. That means practically discnrding the De Haviland 
4 as a day bomber and as a fighted 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. Y (>S, sir; it means discarding it as a day bomber 
and as a fighter- It is possible that the U. S. C. B.-Curtiss battler
mav be a good fighter. I have not seen it. I have only seen the 
drawin~s, but I do know that the LePere is giving promise of bein~ 
.an excellent fighter. 

Senator REED. It has been suggested that there should be created 
a division of aeronautics separate from the rest of the Army or Navy. 
as the Army is separate fro~ the Navy to-day. 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. Yes, sir. · 
Senator REED. And that at its head should be placed an officer w~o 

would have a corps of me!l under him or with hi~, S? that he will 
have a complete organization, not so large as but similar to that of 
the Army or Navy~ 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. Yes, sir. · . 
Senator REED. And the men in this Aviation Service then would 

progress along the lines in this separate de:partment and. they would 
not be subject to the control of men sent mto the service, who are 
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ntterly unfamilil\.1" with it. That suggestion Q.as been made. What 
do you think of it~ 

Maj. MVHLENBEBO. There is only one possible way to feel about it, 
and that is to be in favor of it. Knowing as little about the subject 
as we do in this country, we can but take the advice and profit by 
the experience of our foreign allies. France and England have found 
that system preferable to anythin1 else, and the chances are that we 
will later have to adopt it, so why not adopt it immediately. , The 
sooner we adopt some air-service system and get down to that organi
zation the better off we will be. 

Senator REED. You have spoken of two or three types of machines 
that we should get into production on as soon as possible. Why 
should we not adopt and begin to manufacture at once some of the 
approved European machines that have been tested, such machines 
as the Spad and the Nieuport and the Briguet, and other types of 
planes that have been successful~ . 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. You can not use those with the Liberty motor, 
of course. We have got to create a plane for the Liberty motor. 

Senator REED. Then why not create some motor for some plane 
and get at this thing~ We have spent a year and a half nearly on 
the Liberty motor. There is a place in this country where they make 
the Hispano-Suiza engine, as I understand it. 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. It is a good motor, too. 
Senator REED. Why not get those machines as fast as we can and 

begin to give our men something that will work~-
.Maj. )h;HLENDERG. \Ye, at the Wilbnr Wright Field, are en

deavoring to rush as fast as we can the testing of the English 
Bristol, using the 300-horsepower Hispano-Suiza motor. We think 
that will be a good fighter. I would not be surprised at all if that 
ultimately proved the possible solution; that is, the English ship and 
the Hispano-Suiza motor. The motor is a known motor, but there 
is no production of those machines. It will take some months to get 
production on those machines. There are only about 10 in the 
country. · 

Senator REED. If we had started a few days after we declared war 
we would have them in production by this time. 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. I should say so; but the motor, until very 
recently, was more or less experimental. 

Senator REED. You mean the 300-horsepower motor was experi
mental¥ 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. Yes, sir. . 
Senator REED. But the 17 5 and the 200 horsepower motors were 

not experimental~ 
Maj. MUHLENBERG. No, sir. 
Senator REED. They had been used by the French with great 

suceess in fighting over the lines in the Spad machines, haB. they 
not¥ 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Could they not have been procured~ 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. I do not know, sir. 
Senator REED. If we had put some of the energy on them that 

we put on the Liberty motor, we could have got them. 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. I think so. If we get a plane that will take 

the Liberty motor, there is not anything to beat it, because it is 
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turned out in such production as the Hispano-Suiza motor never 
dreamed of. 

Senator REED. Did anybody ever try to produce the Hispano
Suiza motor in this country~ What is there about it that makes it 
impossible to produce it in quantity~ I have looked at that side of 
the question, but I can not understand that. They are fundamentally 
the same in principle, are they not~ 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. If you do not design a motor for production, 
you will never arrive at the same production you would if you de
signed with that end in view. The Hispano-Suiza has not been de
signed with that end in view, because the French are much more prone 
to put handwork on their machinees than we are. 

Senator REED. But they have got some of that French handwork 
flying on the lines and we have not an American-made machine, 
have we~ 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. No, sir; not unless they are De Havilands. 
Senator REED. I want to go back to the question of reducing the size 

or the number of cylinders in the Liberty motor. Has that been 
given real consideration~ 

Maj. MUHLENBERG. At McCook field an experiment is now being 
conducted with a brand-new English-built Bristol with a Liberty 8 
motor in it. That is going to be tried out. They are going to try out 
the same ship with the Hispano-Suiza 300-horsepower motor. The 
Liberty 8 developed something like 250 to 300 horsepower. That is 
being tested. One is to be tested against the other. The Liberty 
8-cylinder motor would, of course, have the advantage of much 
greater production than the Hispano-Suiza motor. 

Senator NEw. One final question: Do you, of :your own knowledge, 
know how many American coinbat planes are m use to-day on the 
battle front~ 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. No, sir. 
Senator REED. He said that he did not know of any there. 
Senator NEw. I did not understand him to say so. Major, you 

spoke of the De Haviland 4 as a reconnoissance machine. 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Just what character of work is done by a reconnois

sance machine~ 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. Principally aerial photography. 

STATEMENT OF CAPT. R. W. SCHROEDER. 

Senator NEw. State your full name. 
Capt. ScHROEDER. Capt. R. W. Schroeder. 
Senator NEw. You are connected with the Signal Corps~ 
Capt. ScHROEDER. Yes, sir; Aviation Section. · 
Senator NEw. Where are you located now~ 
Capt. ScHROEDER. At the Wilbur Wright field. 
Senator NEw. How long have you been in the service, and how did 

you happen to come into the Army~ 
Capt. ScHROEDER. Through previous experience in aviation. 
Senator NEw. You were an aviator before you joined ·the Army 1 
Capt. ScHROEDER. An aeroplane mechanician. 
Senator NEw. What experience had you had and where~ 
Capt. ScHROEDER. In 1910, and up to the fall of 1915, I had ex

perience along this line. 
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Senator NEw. Where were you employed 1 
Capt. ScHROEDER. Two years at the Franco-American Aviation Co. 
Senator NEw. Where is thad 
Capt. ScHRoEDER. Chicago, Ill. We conducted a sehool there and 

built planes with the help of the students, and occasionally we gave 
exhibition dates. 

Senator NEW. You are a flyer? 
Capt. SCHROEDER. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Have you a pilot's license~ 
Capt. ScHROEDER. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. Or did you have1 
Capt. ScHROEDER. No, sir. 
Senator NEW. You are a practical flyer 1 
Capt. ScHROEDER. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. How long have vou been connected with the Army? 
Capt. ScHROEDER. Since the fall of 1916-0ctober, 1916. · 
Senator NEw. You have heard the evidence that has just been given 

by Major Muhlenberg, have you not? 
Capt. ScHROEDER. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Do you agree with that in the main. and if yon dis

agree with it in any point, please state where and in what "respects 
you differ 1 • · 

Capt. ScHROEDER. I agree with everything and can add something, 
probably, with reference to the inspection that is being made at the 
factories. 

Senator NEw." You have handed the committee two photographs, 
one marked 559. Please state what this represents and what it re
veals. 

Capt. ScHROEDER. That is the condition that we found in check 
ing a machine. 

Senator REED. What kind of a machine-'? 
Capt. ScHROEDER. A D H 4. To verify Gen. Pershing's criticism, 

on pulling oft' one of the strips of one covering to examine the box 
which Gen. Pershing speaks of, we found that the rib was cracked. 
It is subparagraph J. This crack is revealed here in that photo
graph. It would show more plainly here findicating on photo
graph]. There is a strip that was torn oft'. The cloth is under ten
sion, and it now shows the rib pulled right open. That is the rib 

. there [indicating]. This is the first condition after the strip was 
removed. 

Senator REED. Yon are now referring to the photograph that you' 
have just spoken of? 

Capt. ScHROEDER. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Yon mean to say that it shows the condition of the 

crack when the covering was first removed from the wing cover; 
that is, the binder strip was first removed from the wing cover over 
the box rib? 

Capt. ScHROEDER. Yes. sir. · 
Senator REEn. Does that show the verv weakness that was pointed 

out by Gen. Pershing? • 
.Capt. ScHROEDER. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. You found it in the first machine you opened? 
Capt. ScHROEDER. Yes, sir. 
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Senator REED. Tlie crack was there and was covered up so that a 
man could not see it except by taking the cover up~ 

Capt. ScHROEDER. The only way he could see it was to remove the 
cover. 

Sentator NEw. Were any other machines inspected for the same 
defect? 

Capt. ScHROEDER. Yes, sir; but we found no other machme in such 
condition. · 

Senator NEw. You found no other machine in such condition 1 
You found it in the first one only 1 . 

Capt. ScHROEDER. Yes, sir; but none in the rest. On removing 
this cover, we found the crack closed up. It shows that the tension 
of the cloth is splitting the rib open. The cloth does not go across 
the rib as shown in the photograph. One edge of the cloth IS tacked 
on one edge of the rib and the other edge of the cloth is tacked on 
the other edge of the rib. 

Senator REED. It should go over 1 
Capt. ScHROEDER. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. If it went over it would tend to hold the wood back 

instead of pulling apart 1 
Capt. ScHRODER. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. In connection with photograph No. 559 you have 

also submitted others, one numbered 557 and another 558, showing the 
same part of the machine after the cloth is removed 1 

Capt. ScHROEDER. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. And the comparisons of which you are speaking arc 

made between 558 and 559? 
Capt. ScHROEDER. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. And also photograph 557? 
Capt. ScHROEDER. Yes, sir. From photograph 559 it is quite evi

dent that the inspectors on this partiCular job did not observe that 
tacks were being used to attach the wing covering to the rib. In no 
place on the wing are tacks used on ribs. 

Senator REED. You mean they should not be used 1 
Capt. ScHROEDER. Yes, sir. · 
Senator NEw. You mean they should not be used in any place~ 
Capt. ScHROEDER. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. Why noH · 
CaP.t. ScHROEDER. These tacks that were placed on this job caused. 

the rib to crack as the cloth shrunk. 
Senator NEw. The tension caused by the shrinking of the cloth and 

the perforation made by the tacks caused the rib to split 1 
Capt. ScHROEDER. Yes, sir. As this binder strip was pulled off the 

cloth let go the ribs in a ~umber of places, as indicated in this photo
graph. The tacks fell out on the floor. In photograph 557 you can 
see the opposite side of the wing of this De Haviland 4 plane, which 
show~ 

Senator NEw. The opposite of that shown in photograph 559, you 
mean1 

Capt. ScHROEDER. Yes, sir. These photographs show practically 
the same condition, only that the wood in the rib has not shown any · 
signs of splitting as yet. However, it does indicate that the clot.h IS 
not attached, but it is tacked on two individual edges. This condition 
has never existed in any other ship on our field. 
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Senator REED. Could that ship have passed out of the factory in 
that condition if there had been proper inspection W 

Capt. ScHROEDER. No, sir. 
Senator REED. Do you agree with the statement made by Maj. 

Muhlenberg that there are two inspectors, or should. be two inspec
tors il). these plants, one representing the Government and the other 
representing the factory, each of them having opportunity, under 
proper inspection, to see the entire construction of the machine before 
any part of it is covered up~ 

Capt. ScHROEDER. Yes~ sir. 
Senator REED. What else have vou to say ·about the defects in these 

machines~ • 
Capt. ScHROF.DER. Thev ha,·e all been brought out by Maj. Muhlen

berg very mnch alonl! the smnt> line. This one particular instance 
was in addition to his. 

Senator REED. You agree with all that he said in regard to the 
• defects of this machine~ 

Capt. ScHROEDER. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Is it your opinion that the machine at the present · 

time is of such character that you can say it is a proper machine in 
which to send our boys up to do battle~ 

Capt. ScHROEDER. No, sir. 
Senator REED. You do not think it is? 
Capt. ScHROEDER. It is not. 
Senator REED. You think if a man ~oes up in the air and risks get

ting killed by another man, or beinl! shot down, that he ought not to 
take the additional risk of having an accident because of a bad ma
~hine of his own. if it can be avoided? 
· Capt. ScHROEDER. If it can be avoided we will stay away from it. 
Senator REED. It has been stated to me that the woodwork of the 

machines ou~ht to be built by men who are skilled cabinetmakers. and 
that the construction of these machines is of such character as to in
dicate that they had bet>n put together by rough woodworkers. What 
do you think o'f that ? 

Capt. ScHROEDER. From all indications the workmanship in the 
plane is being done by rough mechanics. I dare say that it is being 
done by men who know little, if anything. about woodwork. 

Senator REED. Have you observed that kind of workmanship in 
planes that have been turned out in other factories than the Dayton
Wright factory? 

Capt. ScHROEDER. I noticed very poor workmanship in connec-
tion with the American built Bristol, especially in the woodwork. 

Senator REED. That was turned out from where? · 
Capt. ScHROEDER. The Curtiss factory. 
Senator Reed. Are the flyers at the field, speaking of them gen

erally, satisfied that these machines are safe, or do they dread using 
them? 

Capt. ScHROEDER. In carrying out our orders on the field they carry 
them out in a way that would lead me to say they were glad when it 
was over with. On each test I have noticed that when we send them 
up to find out something that will probably take about 20 minutes, if 
we tell them that at the end of 15 minutes if they do not find what 

· we want they can come down, they generally come down at that time. 
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Senator REED. And you tell. them because you do not like to send 
these boys up in the air with these machines~ 

Capt. ScHROEDER. They will do our work. 
Senator REED. I say the reason that you tell them to come down as 

soon as they discover what you want is that you yourself regard it as 
a dangerous thing to send these young men up in these machines~ 

Capt. ScHROEDER. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. I will ask Maj. Muhlenberg if he agreed to that 

statement. 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. Absolutely; yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Now, Lieut. Foote, I would like to have an expres

sion of opinion from you while you are here, so that I may cover 
this q~estion completely. Is that your judgment about these 
machines1 · 

Lieut. FooTE. I think I would be very safe in saying that every 
pilot at our field, without exception, is very lear~ of the~ machine~. 

Senator NEw. Leary of them because of expenences with them: IS· 

that right1 
Lieut. FooTE. No, sir; but more because of the facts that have 

been laid before them. 
Senator NEw. That is what I mean. To put it another way, they 

would not be in the same frame of mind and entertain the same dis
trust with respect to other machines of other types; is that true~ 

Lieut. FoOTE. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. That is what you mean~ They are not afraid to go. 

into the air, and they are not afraid to make tests if they are given 
a good machine; is that what you mean, LieutenanU 

Lieut. FooTE. Yes, sir. They have seen so many faulty things 
in the construction and performances of the De Haviland machine 
that they have become more than leary of it. It shows it when you 
fly it. When you hold it on a straight away course for 20 minutes 
you can feel the strain it is under. Of course, there are a lot of 
things that are covered up. If the men could see them, maybe they 
would not stay up that long. 

STATEMENT OF LIEUT. 10HN :M:. FOOTE. 

Senator NEw. Lieutenant, will you give your full name and state 
the position you occupy~ 

Lieut. FoOTE. First lieutenant, A. S. S. 0. R. C. 
Senator NEw. How long have you been connected with the ArmyY 
Lieut. FoOTE. I made application in 1916 and started flying in 

1917, in January and February. 
Senator NEw. Are you a graduate of one of the Government 

schools1 . 
Lieu't. FoOTE. Yes, sir; a graduate of the Memphis school. That 

was the Billings field and fairground in 1917. 
Senator NEw. You have been a practical flyed · 
Lieut. FoOTE. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. What was your occupation before you took up 

aviation~ 
Lieut. FOOTE. I was in the automobile business. 
Senator REED. Were you a mechanic¥ 
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Lieut. FooTE. Yes, sir. I could not say that I was an aeroplane 
mechanic. But I was thoroughly familiar with the gas engine, and 
with automobiles. 

Senator NEw. With what machines have you had experience as a 
flyer during and since your period of training~ 

Lieut. FOOTE. I have flown the Curtiss training planes, the De 
Haviland, the L. W. F., the Curtiss Rr4, the Wright-Martin1 the. 
Standard, the Sturtevant. In scouts I have flown the Roboins
Schaeefer the Standard M Defense scout, the Ordnance scout and 
the L. W. F. Liberty battle plane. 

Senator NEw. Do you share the feeling of distrust of the De Havi
land 4 that is spoken of as being entertained by the pilots at the 
Dayton-Wright field~ · · · 

Lieut. FopTE. Yes, sir. · 
Senator NEw. You feel that same distrust with reference to any of 

these other planes that you have spoken of as having had experience 
with~ 

Lieut. FooTE. I have felt it in one scout that is improperly built, 
but that was never put into production. I never felt that way about 
a production ship. 

Senator REED. What was the one that you felt that way about that 
was never put into production~ 

Lieut. FOOTE. The Robbins-Schaeefer scout, made in San Diego, 
Cal. They only built one of them. 

Senator REED. You have heard the testimony given by Maj. 
Muhlenberg and Capt. Schroeded 

Lieut. FoOTE. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Do you agree with that~ 
Lieut. FooTE. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Do you disagree with it at any point~ 
Lieut. FooTE. I might say that with regard to a number of things 

I think they are quite modest in their criticisms. 
Senator REED. In what, for instance~ Do you mean that they 

understated the criticisms of the machine~ 
Lieut. FoOTE. No, sir; not ·that they understated them, but that 

they gave it the benefit of the doubt. They give the machine the 
benefit of the doubt at every turn. 

Senator REED. That is what I mean. 
Lieut. FoOTE. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Tell us what you think about the machine, in your 

own way~ · 
Lieut. FOOTE. Personally, I think that the machine is wrong in 

design as well as production. It is not designed for a bombing 
machine, which is one of the missions it is supposed to fulfill. 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. Lieut. Foote flew it in a bombing test that 
Capt. Riley Scott conducted. Lieut. Foote was the pilot. 

Senator NEw. Let me ask you if you have flown the machine in 
a bombing test~ 

Lieut. FooTE. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. On what occasion and with whom as a bomb 

dropped · 
Lieut. FOOTE. I conducted a bombing test of the De Haviland 4 

with Mr. Scott. at the Wilbur Wright field in the middle of July,l918. · 
Senator NEw. The middle of the current month 'f 
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Lieut. FOOTE. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. What seemed to be the_objection to it¥ 
Lieut. FooTE. In the first place, the machine is constructed so that 

the pilot has absolutely no way -of accurately sighting the target. 
This is due to the construction of the fuselage, in that you are not 
able to cut the holes needed in the fuselage because of weakening it. 

Senator NEw. And the result of that is that the pilot can not seet 
Lieut. FooTE. Yes, sir. The pilot has no vision of the object that 

they are bombing, and he can not follow the object and pass it UI_J to 
the observer. This is due to the limited scope of the pilot's visiOn, 
which is very poor in this machine. The view of the pilot is limited 
in this machine. There are so. many blind angles. A second reason 
is the distance between your observer and your pilot: The third 
reason is the unfavorableness of the machine with reference to plac
ing the bombing sight on things; that is, there is no suitable place 
for the bombing sights. 

Senator REED. What are your criticisms of this machine f9r other 
purposes than bombing? What is your criticism of it as a fighter, 
for instance? · 

Lieut. FooTE. Owing to the weaknesses shown by Maj. Muhlen
berg, it would be absolutely unsafe to do any maneuvering with it. 
For that reason alone it would be unfit for a fighter. 
· Senator NEw. The machine is not stable enough~ 
· Lieut. FooTE. Yes; on account of such things as the fittings on the 

drift wires, the weakened construction of your wings and your faulty 
wing spars. I have seen one wing spar that was spliced in two 
places-one main wing spar. 

Senator NEw. Was that the fault of design or the fault of manu
facture? 

Lieut. FooTE. Well, the double spliced wing spar was the fault of 
production. · 

Senator NEW. It was not design? 
Lieut. FooTE. No, sir. It just has a specified wing spar of such 

and such di_mensions, but it is generally the rule .in production that 
the wing spar shall not be spliced in two or three places. It makes it 
weak. · 

Senator NEw. Is the machine sufficiently speedy to make it a 
first-class fighter? 

Lieut. FooTE. At a high altitude, in my opinion, it is not. 
Senator NEw. Do you know what its accredited speed is at dif

ferent heights? 
Lieut. FOOTE. If I am not mistaken it has a speed of somewhere 

around 83 miles an hour at 15,000 feet. As a fighter the D H 4 has 
n, speed, an indicated air speed, of 117 miles an hour at 2,460 feet. It 
has an indicated air speed of 105 miles an hour at 7,770 feet, and an 
indicated air speed of 96 miles an hour at 10,780 feet. Now, I will 
give you the true air speed. The true air speed for 2,460 feet is 120 
miles an hour; for 7,770 feet it is 117 miles an hour; for 10,780 feet 
it is 113 miles an hour, and for 15,740 feet it is 106. That is the 
true air speed. · 

Senator REED. Then its true air speed is better than the indicated 
air speed? 

Lieut. FooTE. That is the real speed. 
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Senator REED. I say it is better than the indicated speed; its per
formance is better¥ 

Senator NEW. What is the report from which you are reading~ 
Lieut. FOOTE. This is the performance of the De Haviland 4 plane 

numbered 32098. 
Senator NEw. By whom was that test made¥ 
Lieut. FOOTE. It was conducted by Rader. 
Senator NEw. Philip Rader¥ 
Lieut. Jl,OOTE. Yes, sir. 
Senator REm. What is the ceiling~ 
Lieut. FOOTE. The ceiling for the fighter was 19,773 feet m 66 

minutes and 28 seconds. 
Senator NEw. Is that the De Haviland 1 
Lieut. FOOTE. As a fighter. 
Senator REED. Is not that slow climbing 1 
Lieut. FOOTE. It is quite slow, in my OJ?mion. 
Senator REED. In modern fighting, is tt not true that the fighter 

has to get this great altitude of en>n 19.000 fet>t and higher~ 
Lieut. FooTE. 19,000 feet is a prettv good altitude. My idea is that 

19,000 feet is about the mnximum altitude for a battlt> plant>. It is 
seldom as-high 1\S that, as I undt>rstand it. I have nHer been over 
there. so I do not know much about it. I would not likt> to state 
positively. 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. The,Y are getting a theoretical ceiling of 25,000 
feet with the English Brtstol. 

Senator REED. ·what do you sny of this machine for reconnoisance 
work1 

Lieut. FOOTE. I know very little about reconnoisance work, so I 
would not care to state my· views on that. I have done absolutely 
none of it. I woulrl like to state, in regard to the battle planes, that 
I think with the mounting of the guns on the De Haviland 4 at the 
present time they will be absolutely useless. 

I tried to use the fixed guns that are on the synchronizing device. 
From the pilot's seat it is Impossible to pull back your charging han
dle in order to cock these guns; also, the prt>sent situation of the range 
sight is very unfavorable. . 

Senator NEw. It has been stated before this committe.e that the 
·compass of this machine is absolutely useless. Do you know any: 
thing about that 1 

Maj. MuHLENBEiw. I just rendered a report to the Director of 
Military Aeronautics stating that I thought we were splitting hairs 
on the question of the compass; that properly compensated, as it 
stands, and with the ship properly swung, and with a nonmagnetic 
joy stick, the compass, right where it is, can probably be used for any 
trtp that the De Haviland 4 can make. 'Ve have made. cross-country 
trips with it in just this way. We have done it with the compass at 
the pilot's left knee, which has been found to be the position most 
free from outside influence. If you take a day when there is very 
little wind a pilot can make his destination in a 250-mile flight. 
Maj. Ocker tried to fly from Washington to Dayton and found him
self, when he was forced to land, about 40 miles out of his course. 
He had flown approximately 250 miles without going by anything 
but his compass and subject to the winds that prevailed, so that was 
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a pretty fair test. I have summarized the situation by saying that we 
can use the compass at the pilot's left knee probably absolutely free 
from outside influences, or for as long a trip as the De Haviland 4 
can make with the compass in its present position. The problem is 
not so much to get a :r.erfect compass as it is to get a pilot who will use 
the compass. The pilots from France say that the pilots there do not 
use them under any circumstances except when they get into a fog. 
They do not even use them at night. I dare say that Capt Schroeder 
and Lieut. Foote prefer not to use them. We have difficulty in ~et
ing them to use the compass, simply because they are prejudiced 
against the compass. They do not want to use it. They do not want 
to use any instrument if they can avoid it. They fly by the terrain 
and the ship rather than by instrument. 

(Informal discussion followed which the reporter was directed not 
to record.) · • . 

Senator NEw. Lieut. Foote, I would like to ask you, as a final 
question, whether your approval of what Maj. Muhlenberg -and 
Capt. Schroeder have said or testified to, extends to their belief that 
the De Haviland 4 ought to be relegated for all purposes except that 
of reconnaissance. 

Lieut. FooTE. I would say for all purposes that I am familiar with. 
• I an1 not familiar with reconnaissance work, so I can not say with 

regard to that, but for any purpose connected with fighting or bomb
ing, I should say it should. 

Senator NEw. That is, that it should not be used . 
. Lieut. FooTE. Yes, sir; it should not be used. 
Senator NEw. I think that is all. 
(Whereupon, at 5.30 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourn~d until 

Thursday, Au~st 1, 1918, at 10.30 o'clock a.m.) 
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THURSDAY, AUGUST 1, 1918. 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON MILITARY AFFAIRS, 

W asMJngton, D. 0. 
'l'he subcommittee met at 10.30 o'clock a. m. pursuant to adjourn

nment, in the committee room, Capitol Building, Hon. Harry S. New 
presiding. 

Present: Senators New and Reed. 

STATEliENT OF JLU. C. K. REINHART. 

Senator NEw. Please state your name and rank. 
Maj. REINHART. Maj. C. K. Reinhart, Aviation Section of the 

Signal Corps. 
Senator NEw. At the present time~ 
Maj. REINHART. Commanding officer of the first provisional squad-

ron, headquarters, Hazelhurst Field, Mineola, Long Island. 
Senator NEw. How long have you been in the Army~ 
Maj. REINHART. Thirteen. year. r 

Senator NEw. Are you a ·graduate of the academy~ 
Maj. REINHART. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. How long have you been connected with the Avia-

4-IOn Service 1 
·Maj. REINHART. Since December 12, 1916. 
Senator NEw. You are a practical flyed 
Maj. REINHART. Yes, sir. 
S~nator NEw. I believe you came down yesterday from Mineola 

by airplane¥ . 
Maj. REINHART. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. And are going back by that means as soon as you 

have testified here ~ Is that correct 1 
Maj. REINHART. Yes, sir. . 
Senator NEw. Major, with what machines ' have you had practical 

experience since you have been in the service~ Describe the list 
as nearly as possible. . 

Maj. REINHART. I have flown the Curtiss J N 4A, J N 4B, and 
J N 4D, probably all three 500 hours. I have flown the L. W. F ., 
the Standard, the Martin T T, all landing machines. I have flown 
the D H 4, the Thomas-Morse s~outs, equipped both with the Gnome 
end the Le Rhone engines. I have also flown seaplanes. 

Senator NEw. The committee desires to question you at this time 
more particularly in reference to the De Haviland 4. What partic
ular opportunity have you had to observe this machine¥ 
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Maj. REINHART. When the DH 4's were first made in this country 
for over-sea service, eight of these were diverted. About 70, I am 
informed, had been made at that time and shipped to France. Eight 
were diverted to my station at Mineola, Long Island, to be used in 
connection with the aerial defense of New York. 

Senator NEW. You tested them out there1 did you¥ 
Maj. REINHART. These machines were hned up and tested by me 

there in this service. 
Senator NEw. What kind of tests~ 
Maj. REINHART. They were lined up and put in commission on a 

flying status. They were equipped with machine guns and bombs. 
and were used for, or attempted to be used for a certain number of 
hours,-two or three hounr-in patrol work over New York City 
and over Long Island and the Jersey coast and the Sound. 

Senator REJ<!D. Giving them a test somewhat similar to that which 
they would be put through on the front? 

Maj. REINHART. As far as I am able to say, it would be the same 
test. 

Senator REED. That is, vou mean in the patrol work. 
Maj. REINHART. In the ~patrol work. 
Senator REED. Of course, it would be a test where you would not be 

pestered with any enemy machines, but you were tr~ing to cover 
about the same tests as over there~ 

Maj. REINHART. Of course, you would not ha,·e had an enemy diY
ing, etc., over you. 

Senator REED- Yon put it through other tests, did you not~ 
Maj. REINHART. We gave it an official flight and tested its climb 

and speed. 
Senator NEw. ·what was the general result of that test~ I mean 

its result in regard to the De Haviland 4 machine~ 
Maj. REINHART. It revealed certain defects in the mechanical con

struction of the machine which made the machine for the purpose of 
patrolling at regular hours, or when the machine was actually nooded, 
unsntisfactory on account of its unreliability. · 

Senator NEw. You say these were structural defects~ 
Maj. REINHART. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. That were thus revealed~ 
Maj. REINHART. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Can you enumerate some of them~ 
Maj. REINHART. On the first eight machines the radiators sprung 

leaks and went out of commission after the first two hours' flight, on 
the average. 

Senator REED. That happened to every machine you had in ser,·ic('? 
Maj. REINHART. Yes, sir; as far as I know. I think I can saf(']y 

state that every machine-it was reported to me that every machine 
after two hours' flight the radiators went out of commission, and I 
personally saw at least five radiators being taken off; but I did not 
inspect every machine. The landing gears were weak and the ma
chines had to be reinforced in our repair depot before they were put 
into service. 

Senator REED. Did you discover that before you started to use 
them~ 

Maj. REINHART. No, sir. One machine broke while being lined up 
on a concrete floor in a hangar from its own weight. Two machines 
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nosed over in attempting to get them out of the airdrome. · The land
ing gears were then examined· and it was found that the little braces 
abOve the axle or trunnion around which is wound the shock absorber 
were hollow and of very thin metal construction, and on examining 
different machines it was found the thickness of these trunnions was 
variable, so on some it was bigger than on others, so this trunnion 
had to be reinforced before the machines were safe to fly. 

Senator NEw. Is there anything else of. which you think now? 
Maj. REINHART. Nothing else on these machines was revealed at 

that time except from exammation of the machine, as a practical fiver, 
there were certain structural defects on them which, in my opinion, 
made fhem unsafe tO fly. I mean I felt uneasy flying them myself. 

Senator REED. What were those defects? 
:Maj. REINHART. The stabilizer was not fastened securely enough to 

the fuselage. It being an adjustable stabilizer, operated from the 
pilot's seat, only the support that it had in front from the connection 
to these controls was all that it was fastened to in order to hold it to 
the fuselage, so that when the stabilizer was shaken or tested out 
before flight it appeared to be Yery loose and very loosely fitted to 
the fuselage. 

Senator REED. A bad piece of work, in other words? 
Maj. REINHART. Yes, sir; not enough security to the fuselage. 
Senator REED. Not enough strength. 
Senator NEw. Did that make the machine dangerous? 
Maj. REINHART. In my opinion it made the machine dangerous 

if you got into a bad position in the air. For instance, a steep nose 
dive, or if a bad wind turned you over, coming out of this the stabi
lizer is very liable, in my opinion, to come off while the ship is in 
flight. 

Senator NEw. Should the stabilizer come off what would be the 
· inevitable result? 

Maj. REINHART. Fatal. The elevator controls the stabilizer, it 
being the most vital of all the controls. 

Senator NEw. Major, have you since had further opportunities to 
observe this machine¥ 

Maj. REINHART. Ihave. 
Senator NEw. If there were any further defects that came to your 

notice, will you please state them 9 
Maj. REINHART. After a very few hours' flight-six hours aver

ag&-<>n these eight machines, I personally examined these eight ma
chines and found that the canvas had come loose from the wing 
structure, the ribs, and spars and wing beams. I first noticed this 
by its flapping on the sh1p while it was in flight, and in examining 
other machines afterwards I found that the canvas near the fuse
lage on the bottom of the lower wings had come loose and sagged out 
from 1 to 3 inches. The canvas on the upper wings near the center 
section had also come loose on the balance and sagged out to the same 
extent. On all ships-there were about fiye of these eight we found 
in this condition and they were put out of commission until the can
vas could be replaced on the wings by our repair shop. 

Seo,ator NEw. Just how serious a matter was this loosening of the 
can vas on the wings~ 

Maj. REINHART. It would allow the canvas to sag while in flight, 
and probably puncture the fabric, in which case with a heavy load 
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like the De Haviland carries it would rip the fabric from the wings; 
the speed of the machine and the weight would rip the fabric from 
the wing immediately. 

Senator NEw. What would be the resulH 
Maj. REINHART. Causing you to lose the lift. or the effect of one 

wing, and put you probably into a spin and a crash. It might not 
happen, but it is certainly unsafe to take a_ chance in flying. 

Senator NEw. You do regard it as highly dangerous~ 
Maj. REINHART. Absolutely. I do not believe any flyer would 

care to fly these machines with the canvas loose on the wings. 
Senator NEw. Is there anything else which was revealed at that 

particular time which you think of now~ · 
Maj . REINHART. Nothing else, sir. 
Senator NEw. Then, I will ask you if you have had any subse-

quent experience with other machines of the same type~ 
Maj. REINHART. I have. 
Senator NEw. Will you please state what that was~ 
Maj. REINHART. About 30 additional machines have smce been 

sent. to our field. 
Senator NEw. That is, De Haviland 4's~ 
Maj. REINHART. Yes, sir. In the assembly of these ships, and 

during their first few flights, the flying wires and Iandin~ wires sup
porting the wings were found to be in very poor conditiOn, necessi
tating the replacing of these wires, and the ships were put out of 
commission for that time. · 

Senator REED. Did you discover those ()rt an inspection~ 
Maj. REINHART. Before each flight a <tualified man inspects every 

ship, and the pilot who flies the ship also inspects it before everv 
flight. " 

Senator REED. If you could discover this defect by an inspection . 
after the machine came to your field, of course the defect could have 
been discovered by a proper inspection before the machine left the 
factory' could it not~ . 

Maj. REINHART. WelL this particular detect, no sir. If the work
manship itself .was not discovered to be fau1ty, the defect occurred 
after the ship had been put into flight. The defect was this: That 
the flying wires and landing wires where they support the wings and 
connect between the struts, they connect to safety devices and to the 
turnbuckles, and the wire itself is brought to the turnbuckle over a. 
metal thimble and bent back, and a fine copper wire is then wound 
around the bent end to the extent of about 2 or 3 inches. Then 
it is soldered over so as to make it solid. After the first two or three 
flights this solder and these wires pulled out and broke away. It was 
wound up close to~ether and the threads split away, and in one in
stance I saw the Wire completely pulled out, so the whole wing gave 
way. , · 

Senator REED. Then, this was a defect in construction that was re
vealed under the tension and strains of flight. 

Maj . REINHART. Yes. Apparently, when the wires were put on, to 
the eye they were very well done. 

Senator REED. What proportion of your machines did this weak
ne&') develop in~ 

Maj. REINHAitT. We had about 20 lines up when I left, and in 
practically every machine. 
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Senator REED. If it was· true of those 20, and if they were not con
structed as other machines had been constructed, a proper inspection 
would have developed it, would it not? 

Maj. REINHART. I should think so, if they in.spected at the time 
this work was being done. 

Senator REED. That is what I am talking about. 
Maj. REINHART. Yes. 
Senator REED. So, if they were dift'erent·.from the other machines1 

that would have been discover:d by a proper inspection. Now, it 
they were like the other machinea, then a proper test of the other ma
chines would have revealed a defect and weakness in that construc
tion, would it not¥ 

Maj. REINHART. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. So that it must follow that either this bunch of ma

chines which were sent to you was in some way different from the 
ordinary machine, or else these defects which you found shortly after 
you got the machines were known or ought to have been known to 
the factory before the machine ever started out 1 That pretty nearly 
follows as an inevitable consequence, does it not~ • 

Maj. REINHART. Ye..<J. • 
Senator REED. How soon would these defects develop after you put 

the machine in flight'? How many hours of flight d1d it require to 
develop that 1 

Maj. REINHART. Two or three hours. In some machines, I believe, 
after a flight or two. 

Senator REF.D .• \ short flight? 
M-aj. REINHAUT. Yes~ sir. May I state further? ·whl:'n these wires 

began to give away my engineer officer took them to the shops and 
put these wires under test, and every wire that was put under test
he took them right off the machines which were still lined up-they 
went slightly over the required test for the Government construc
tion~ which is a straight tension test. Then we tried taking them 
and beating them with a hammer at the time to cause the vibration 
that the machine has in flight, to see if that caused the giving away, 
but as to the result of that test I have not heard yet. 

Senator REED. Bnt the machine is supposed-this type of machine 
is supposed to he thoroughly tested in the air before these machines 
we-re sent out, and any weaknesses which developed in your case in 
all these machines should have denloped in the other tests which 
were made at the shops; that is true, is it not? 

Maj. REINHART. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. As a matter of fact, are not those wires, regardless 

of what the Government rule mav be-is it not manifest that those 
wires are too weak and that the rule ought to be changed, if the rule 
is such that the wires conform to it? · 

Maj. REINHART. The wires are not strong enough to support the 
mRchine in flight. 

Senator REED. Regardless of any rule, that fact having been devel
oped, these wires must be strengthened, even if you have to change an 
Armv rule? 

Maj. REINHART. Yes, sir; they must be before the ships are safe 
to fly. 

Senator NEw. Have you now enumerated all the structural defects 
of the machines which occur to your mind 1 
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Maj. REINHART. Do you ask me for my opinion as to the construc
tion of the machine~ 

Senator NEw. No; I was going to ask your opinion later. I am 
ipeaking now of the structural defects which have been clearly re
vealed by actual test and experience~ 

Maj. REINHART. Those are the only parts that gave way under 
flying tests. 

Senator NEw. But the giving away of any of those parts would 
have resulted fatally to the pilot and in the wreck of the machine, 
would they not? · 

Maj. REINHART. Yes, sir; more in favor of it than not. Except in 
the landing. Now, if the landing gear gave away, the machine would 
\:>e wrecked certainly, but the pilot might not be killed. 

Senator NEw. But the machine certainly would have been 
wrecked~ 

Maj. REINHART. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. I will ask you to state your opinion as an expert 

flyer, based also upon your experience with the machine, as to the 
De Haviland 4. 

Maj. REINHART. I believe that the De Haviland 4 as it is at the 
present time constructed is not st:lrong enough to stand service tests, 
for the reasons that I have before enumerated, and, additionally, the 
weight of the wings supported by the nose wires from the front part 
of the longeron under the engine puts too much stress or strain on 
the front part of the fuselage. In a steep dive or under heavy strain 
that is liable to give away. The elevator control has only a metal 
fitting about 8 or 10 inches long on the front part, to which are 
attached the elevator and control wires. That is the only connec
tion the elevator has with the control wires. This construction is 
too weak, in my opinion, to stand hard service. Additional support 
is necessary. 

Senator NEw. Have you made any reports to the department of 
these observations of yours~ · · 

Maj. REINHART. I have made reports of defects as they occurred 
through the proper channels in Washington. 

Senator NEw. Do you know what action, if any, has been taken on 
them~ 

Maj. REINHART. I do not. I have been told, though not officially, 
that the radiators had been strengthened and that the ships now 
ooming out would have the fabric attached to the wings in a more 
secure manner. 

Senator REED. Since you have spoken of the new machines, will 
you tell us when it was that y~u received the eight. machines that you 
first described and then when It was that you received and tested the 
30 machines, approximately~ 

Maj. REINHART. About the 1st of June we received the 8 and 
nbout the 15th of July we received 32, to the best of my recollection. 

Senator REED. Do these defects which you spoke of as having been 
developed by the trying out of the 32 machines-did the wires show 
these weaknesses in all of these machines which were tried out in 
the aid 

Maj . REINHART. I did not personally inspect e\ery machine. 
Senator REED. You were in charge? 
Maj. REINHART. Yes, sir. 
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Senator REED. You can state your own observation and the reports 

which were made by the proper officers. 
Maj. REINHART. I inspected some of the machines personally and 

my officers reported to me that there were only about eight machines 
that they would send in the air-one of my flymg officers-on account 
of those defects. 

Senator REED. Only about 8 of the 32 9 
Maj. REINHART. About 8 of the 20 we had lined up. The others 

have not yet been flown at all. 
Senator REED. When you say "lined up," what do you mean~ 
Maj. REINHART. Assembled and ready to fly. 
Senator REED. And there have been only 20 assembled~ 
Maj. REINHART. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. And the .others have not been assembled~ 
Maj. REINHART. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. And your officer feels that he can not take any 

chance on ilJing the others~ 
Maj. REINHART. Yes, sir. . 
Senator NEw. Only the eight¥ . 
Maj. REINHART. Yes, sir. And I do not think I will fly those any 

more. 
Senator REED. The eight~ 
Maj. REINHART. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. And you will not fly them any more because you 

do not consider them safe? 
Maj. REINHART. That is it. 
Senator REED. You do not want to order a man to fly a machine 

that you would not care to fly yourself 9 
Maj. REINHART. · I would not order a man to fly in a machine I 

would not fly in myself. 
Senator NEw. Major, will you please tell us just what type of 

plane the De Haviland 4 is supposed to be9 
Maj . REINHART. My understanding is that the De Haviland plane 

is to be used for a bombing plane, for a double-seater fighting 
machine. 

Senator NEw. Do you think. with your experience and with your 
observation of it, that it is fitted for either of those purposes~ 

Maj. REINHART. I believe that it could be used for either of those 
purposes, though, in my opinion, it is not as good a machine for 
either purpose as a straight scout or strai~ht double-seater fig'hter, or 
straight bombing plane. I believe that m bombing with this plane: 
a~inst enemy machines that I have read about you would do it at a 
disadvanta~. 

Senator REED. When you say it can be used, you mean that it can 
be used in the absence of better machines. 

Maj. REINHART. Yes. sir. 
Senator REED. Just like a lumber wagon could be used on the race 

track in lieu of a sulky if you had no sulky and had to have some
thing: is that the idea 9 

Maj. REINHART. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. You think that two men who went up in a De Havi

land 4 and had to do battle in the air with a, German machine would 
be at a disadvantage¥ 

Maj . REINHART. Yes, sir; most decidedly. 
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Senator NEw. Then, Major, would you recommend the continued 

use of the De Haviland for either of those purposes, either as a. 
bomb dropper or as a fighter~ 

Maj. REINHART. I have never been abroad to see conditions on the 
other side, but from what I have learned by reading and talking to 
officers who have come back from the front, I believe that a better 
machine for both purposes could be built. 

Senator NEw. I think that is all, Major. We are very much 
obliged to you for your attendance. 

STATEKENT OF CAPT. 1. H. OLLEY. 

Senator NEw. Will you please state your name, rank, and present 
Army detail~ 

Capt. KELLEY. John Hubert Kelley, captain Signal Corps Reserve, 
at present in charge of what we call the fighter flight, including the 
De Haviland 4's at the testing department, Wilbur Wright field, 
Fairfield, Ohio. 

Senator NEw. How long have yo'u been in the Aviation Service, 
Captain~ 

Capt. KELLEY. I went with the R. F. C. in 1915. I am honorarv 
ca~tain in the royal air force at present. I have been with the British 
~ httle ov~r two years,. and le;ft the British to accept a commission 
m the Umted States A1r Service January 7, 1918. I returnea from 
overseas July 4, 1918. 

Senator NEw. You have had actual experience on the front? 
Capt. KELLEY. Yes, sir; quite a number of hours over the lines 

in Britis~ machines, and in battle with some in 1916; also in the Home 
De.f~nse m London, and I have trained every type of pilot in the 
Bntrsh ~rmy; that is, I have had charge of a great number of pilots, 
and as htgh as 54 machines. The list is given on this slip of paper. 

Training ma£,h.ines.-l\faurlce Farman long horn F, Maurice Farman short 
"born F, Curtiss A, Henri Farman F, Avro Gnome E, Avro Mono E. 

Service maohines.-BE2C, BE2D, BE2E, BE12, FE2B, VIckers Fighter, Brfs. 
tol Scout, Sopwlth Pup, DH No. 1, I;>H No. 2, DH4 English, Breguet (French), 
.Nieuport. 

They are practica1ly all British machines, except the last two, 
which are Farnams. The Breguet is a two-seated fighting and bomb-
ing machine of the French. . 

Senator REED. You say nearly all these machines are English. 
Will you indicate the names of those that are French~ 

Capt. KELLEY. The Maurice Farman long horn and short horn 
are French, and the Henri Farman is French, and the Curtiss, of 
eourse, is American, both Gnome and Mono are English, and all 
these other machines are English except the Breguet and the Nieu
port, which are French. 

Senator NEw. Captain, what experience have you had with the De 
Haviland 4 as built in England~ 

Capt. KELLEY. The De Haviland 4 is built in England with the 
A. I. D., that is, the aeronautic inspection departmeht has b~ 'C;, ,, 
knowledge also proven satisfactory. . 1 · • 

Senator NEw. What do they use it fod 
Capt. KELLEY. As far as I know it has been used for long or photo-; 

graphic reconnoisance over the lines, and has been used some as a 
bomber. 
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Senator REED. But principally for reconnoisance work 1 ' 
Capt. KELLEY. As far as I know. They have quite a number of 

those squadrons on the front and it is pretty hard to say. 
Senator REED. You spoke of this inspection department. 
Capt. KELLEY. The aeronautic inspection department in the R. F. 

C. Before any part of a machine is allowed to be put into a machine 
it has to be examined by the aeronautic inspection department. If 
a machine is crashed on an airdome after it is assembled, before 
that machine can be put into the air again it has to be inspected by an 
A. I. D. inspector, which is the short way of saying it. 

Senator REED. In other words, I take It you mean to tell us, Cap
tain, they have a very thorough inspection by real experts~ 

Capt. KELLEY. Absolutely. Probably as thorough as it is possible 
to make it, by men who understand what they are doing, and they 
are the last word. If the A. I. D. say the machine is unsafe to fly 
a pilot will practically be court-martialed if he takes that machine up. 

Senator REED. What opportunity have you had to observe. the D. 
H. as built in this country, and how. does it compare with the British 
machine of the same type~ 

Capt. KELLEY. The answer to the first part of that is: I arrived 
for duty July 15 at Wilbur Wright field and inspected for IllY satis
faction the American-built De Ha,·iland 4's. After seeing the bad 
structural weaknesses on the machines that had just arrived, or had v 
been there a short time from the factory, and hearing reports on the 
machines that had been flown, and seeing in the repa.ir shop defects 
that were taken out of the machine, in my opinion the machme is not 
safe to fly. I mean to fly. I mean to say it is not an airplane. I 
do not mean a surface machine. I mean to take it off the ground. 
Every time a man takes it off the ground he takes his life in his 
hands. 

Senator REED. What are the principal differences between the 
English De Haviland and the American De Haviland, aside from 
the mere manner of workmanship~ 

Capt. KELLEY. That I could not say, because the De Haviland 4 when 
it was first ~otten out had a 220-horsepower Rolls Royce engine in it. 
The conditiOns which would exist with a 400-horsepower. Liberty 
would, of course, be quite different, so I do not care to express an 
opinion. I do not know what they are making over there now, 
understand. 

Senator REED. I am speaking about the English De Haviland that 
you spoke of which has a 220-liorsepower motor~ 

Capt. KELLEY. That was the only one which I was familiar with at 
all, and I was familiar with that particular machine only from a 
little personal experience and only from' what other people had said 
about it. · 
. Senator REED. But the machine you knew had a 220-horsepower 
Rolls Royce engine~ 

Capt. KELLEY. Yes; it has since been changed. I think it is a 
360 now 

Senator REED. And you do not know just what changes have been 
made in it to strengthen it in order to correspond with the increased 
power and weight of the larger Rolls Royce engine~ 

Capt. KELLEY. No, sir; I do not .. 
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Senator REED. But how does the general structure of the American 
De Haviland2 into which we have put those heavy Liberty motors, 
correspond w1th the De Haviland which you were familiar with that 
carried the 220-horsepower Rolls Royce~ I mean to say, has it been 
materially strengthened, in your judgement, or is it weak in the 
American machine~ 

Capt. KELLEY. The way they make them over here, or the way the 
American-made De Haviland 4-in the first place, the fabric
whether it is the paint which is put on after it is doped-but every 
fabric that I tested on a wing would not be allowed to be flown as 
far as I am concerned. I would condemn it because it is dead. The 
fabric must sound like a drum. If it leaves an impression of your 
finger when you/ut your finger on it and slowly comes back agahl, 
that fabric woul be condemned and taken off and new fabric put on 
until it stretched tight. 

Senator REED. That is very essential. 
Capt. KELLEY. Absolutely; the most important part of the flying 

machine. That is what you have to keep you in the air. If the fabric 
bags as you bank up it will finally spht and, of course, if the fabric 
splits you come down and it is all over. 

Senaoor REED. Did you notice other structural defects~ 
Capt. KELLEY. The tail plane on its leading edge is spliced. You 

· can take hold of the outside of the tail plane and show a play·of at 
least an inch from where it is spliced to the edge. It is sphced about 
a foot away from the edge. Where the tail plane is attached to the 
fuselage there is a very decided play. It must be one-eighth of an 
inch, so that when the machine is in :flight there would be constantly 
a vibration on that which you must get away from. 

Senator REED. That would rock your whole machine and make it 
unsteady and uncertain in the aid 

Capt. KELLEY. Not necessarily that, but it would eventually crys
tallize everything around there and cause it to fall off; and if the 
machine is put in a bad position, as they often are, the chances are 
it would break off. In other words, it is not considered safe con
struction. Where the tail plane is atta~hed to the fuselage on its 
leading edge are 'two small wires. The late construction on all 
heavy machines, and on some light machines, is a metal tube going 
from the leading edge to your fuselage, making that tail plane solid, 
as it should be. The aileron, rudder, and elevator fittings have a 

·hinge only on one side, so that the strength of that is only in the 
cotter pin. A cotter pin is made to lock a bolt and not to take any 
strain. [Referring to a diagram.] Here is a spar and there is a 
bolt through that spar with a hinge on it. The best design is a hinge 
on this side and on this side, and with the De Haviland as now made 
the hinge is only on one side. The boltfoes through there, and that 
is only held in place by a cotter pin, so i you push on that you might 
get a bolt along there that gave that a side play, and it would tear 
thifl out. You can tear those cotter pins out by hand. 

Now, that is all in regard to the tail plane. Now, where the main 
spa.rs are attached to the fuselage, they are held in place by a very 
hght bolt. On inspecting a machine that had done about 60 hours' 
flying I found that both front bolts had been bent and all eight holes 
had been enlarged by the constant vibration until there was a play 
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in each hole of at least a quarter of an inch; one of them was about· 
half an inch. . 

Senator REED. Those holes go through what~ 
Capt. KELLEY. Through the wood. There are four spars on each 

side, and they take the strain of the wings. The fitting · from the 
fuselage onto these main spars is too short. None of these holes are 
metal bushed, so that the least play or vibration allows the bolts 
to chew into the wood, enlarging the hole, and making the machine 
very dangerous. · 

Senator NEw. Captain, let us be a little more specific about the 
danger that would result from the loosening of this bolt hole. Just 
expand on that a little, will you? 

Capt. KELLEY. By these holes becoming enlarged and bending the 
bolts in ordinary maneuvers the wing IS very liable to drop off, 
which, of course, would kill whoever was in the machine. 

Senator NEw. When the wing is off the machine is done. 
Capt. KELLEY. Yes; and so are the poor devils who are in it. 
Senator NEw. Which is more important. You may proceed, Cap-

b~ . 
Capt. KELLEY. The cables are wrapped and soldered, which is not 

the accepted European way. All. your European cables that I have 
personally had experience with are spliced. The difference in the 
two ways is this: By splicing your cable you have in plain view at all 
times every strand and can see any breakage. By the wrapping and 
soldering method it is impossible to tell from the outside whether that 
has been properlv soldered on the inside, and my opinion is that it is 
an unsafe way of attaching cables on an airplane. The three-ply 
wood which is used on the fuselage on all machines that I looked at 
had been very badly warped. The splicing of the longerons half
way back on the fuselage seems to me to be a bad design. The in
spection of machines that were turned over to us looks very much as if 
there had not been any. I found one main spar which had a hole 
drilled throu~h it in the wrong plac~, and instead of throwing it 
away they dnlled a hole slightly below it running the two holes to
gether. This machine was put together in that condition and sent 
to us as a serviceable machine. 

Senator NEw. What did you do with the machine? 
Capt. KELLEY. We took photographs of it, and could not use it. 
Senator REm. What would be the effect of those holes in the wood¥ 
Capt. KELLEY. The effect would be· that the wings would fall off 

in the air after. 3 to 10 h~urs, depending upon the strain which w~uld 
allow that to gtve. It mtght be flown for five 'hours and that parbcu
·lar strain not be put on it. 

Senator REED. But that machine was delivered for service? 
Capt. KELLEY. Yes, sir. Another main spar had a knot in the cen

ter between two bays. I have never seen wood used in an airplane 
that had knots in it before. The way the drift wires are attached -to 
the longerons is very weak and would on a dive allow those fittings 
to pull out and detach your wings from the airplane, killing whoever 
was in it. The guns as at present mounted for the pilot are abso
lutely inaccessible. The sights ylaced on one side, of course, is 
absurd. In other words, in pointmg your machine, which is the only 
way the pilot can sight his guns, the pilot has to lean over this way, 
and when you have a bead on your enemy machine you have to sit 
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. still. If you lean to one side to sight your gun you automatically 
would move your hand on }'our control, and that would throw you out 
of line on the machine you are aiming at. In the position your guns 
are at it would be impossible to clear any jams that may occur with-
out standing up on the seat. · 

Senator REED. Any jam in the gun~ 
Capt. KELLEY. Any jam in the mechanism of the gun itself or in 

the cartridges. Then, the distance between the pilot and the ob
server is so great that there is no way that they can communicate. 
If that is to be carried out on any type of machine each machine 
should be fitted with a telephone. It is very necessary that they 
should be able to speak to each other because the pilot watches the 
front and the observer watches the back and the observer, if he saw a 
Hun coming coul<l not tell the pilot. The ribs and the wings are very 
weak and not close enough together in the first bay' where the air 
from the propeller goes through allowing a vibration and loosening 
of the fabric. On each machine that I have had in my charge I have 
had to resew the fabric on all of them, as it was very badly done. 
One wing which I inspected had the fabric sewed only in 
one place, which might cause that fabric to become loosened and 
of course crash the machine. The leading edge of the wings is not 
three-ply wood from the leading edge to the main spar, which con
struction gives you a bad wing curve, and you lose efficiency. It also 
is liable to cause the fabric to start to rip and continue down the 
cord of the wing. I think that just about covers it. 

Senator REED. You will have a chance to read the transcript of this 
testimony and make any corrections or additions you may care to. 

Capt. KELLEY. I want to say one thing about the engines. The 
carbureters being placed in the V is not considered, in my opinion, a 
safe place. If a back fire occurs it will set fire to your machine, and 
a back fire is liable to occur at any time. The carbureter should be 
on the outside and dropped down below the engine. 

Senator REED. In its present condition, by which I mean in the 
condition in which you have found the De Haviland 4, do you regard 
it as a proper machine to fly~ 

Capt. KELLEY. The best way I can answer that is that personallv 
I would not send anyone up in it, and I would not fly it myself. · 

Senator REED. You regard it as unsafe~ 
Capt. KELLEY. Absolutely. 
Senator REED •. A~suming that these rarts we~e .strengthened, so 

that you could ehmmate the elements o danger mcident to this bad 
construction and bad inspection, for what purposes could this machine 
then be practically adapted, and when I say that, I mean to be 
adapted so that it would b~ a competent machine for service on the 
front, if it is competent for any purpose. 

Capt. KELLEY. If the machine was properly strengthened I think 
it could be used for photographic reconnaissance. ' 

Senator REED. Do you believe that the De Haviland 4 can be 
chan~ed and the defects which you have mentioned eliminated so 
that 1t will b~come a pr.actical mach~ne for service upon the front as 
a photographic reconnaissance machme~ Do you beliP,·e that can be 
done? 

-Capt. KELLEY. Yes, sir. 
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Senator REED. Even with the machines which have already been 
built~ 

Capt. KELLEY. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. It would, however, require taking them back to the 

shop. 
Capt. KELLEY. Most of those changes could be done in the average 

airdrome. 
Senator REED. When that is all done, however, you have not got a 

.fighting machine, as we call it 1 
Capt. KELLEY. Absolutely not. 
Senator REED. Men using that machine on the front and being 

attacked by the enemy would find themselves at a disadvantage. Is 
that what you meant to sayY 

Capt. KELLEY. Yea, sir. 
Senator REJm. And the flyer would be liable to lose his life or be 

captured, but he might get away or capture the other man if he had 
as good a machine as the other man? 

Capt. KELLEY. If he was using a photographic machine. 
Senator REED. I am speaking about. using it as a fighter. 
Capt. KELLEY. I do nat think it is fit for that. 
Senator REED. What are good types of fighting machines which 

have been thoroughly tested and tried out~ 
Capt. KELLEY. The Bristol fighter as the English make it, with 

the Rolls-Royce engine, has been very successful. The French two
seated Briguet has been quite successful. In fact, they all want them 
at the front. 

Senator REED. What type of engine is it~ 
Capt. KELLEY. 220 Renault. 
Senator REED. How is the Spad ~ 
Capt. KELLEY. It is a single-seated machine, and it is very good, 

and everybody is very keen about it. . 
Senator REED. Are you familiar with the two-seated Spad ~ 
Capt. KELLEY. No. 
Senator REED. Are vou familiar with the S. E. 5 ~ 
Capt. KELLEY. Yes:· sir; I was in the first squadron that had them. 
Senator REED. What is your opinion of that machine 1 
Capt. KELLEY. I think it is a very good machine. The results at 

the front have been splendid, but it is a scout machine and will not 
go far from the lines. 

Senator REED. Has it as much range as the Spad ~ 
Capt. KELLEY. That I would not care to state, because I do not 

know enough about_ the Spad personally. These other two officers 
here will be able to tell you more about that, because they have had a 
good deal of Spad work. 

Senator REED. Returning to the De Haviland machine, what about 
its climbing qualities and its range of flight~ 

Capt. KELLEY. The general opinion is that the climb of the De 
Haviland 4 is very good, but with the war load and the Liberty en
gine, as at present made, it will not stay up for its full time. 

Senator REED. That is, the flight is very short 1 
Capt. KELLEY. It is very short, and it has to come .down again. 

The chances are that if you got over the lines you would just get 
started over there and would have to land in Germany. 
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Senator REED. In your opinion1 are we sufficiently careful~ Would 
not a large number of these detects which you have spoken of be 
eliminated if we used more care and time and were not so keen to pro
duce great quantities of airplanes~ 

Capt. KELLEY. My experience with American mechanics is that 
they are in too great a hurry to finish whatever job they are on instead 
of trying to make that job as perfect as they could make it if they 
took more time. 

Senator REED. In other words, the thing we have struggled for in 
this country largely is quantity more than absolute accuracy ~ 

Capt. KELLEY. The airplane is practically a hand-made machine. 
Certain parts of it can be turned out by machinery, but the greatest 
care and exactness must be used in the selection not only of the mate
rial but the way in which the work is carried on and in the final as
sembly. I can put it this way: This is a phrase that I used to use in 
talking to mechanics: An airplane, in my judgment, every time it is 
wheeled out of its shed to go in the air must be in the same condition 
that a race-car driver expects of his machine on any big race that he 
enters. 

Senator NEw. Captain, when did you lea~ France~ 
Capt. KELLEY. I sailed from Brest June 27. 
Senator NEw. Up to the time you left France, had you seen an 

American combat plane in used over there~ 
Capt. KELLEY. No, sir. . 
Senator NEw. Were there any in use to your knowled~e~ 
Capt. KELLEY. To my knowledge there were none m use. Had 

there been I would have heard about it. 
Senator NEw. You say, then, that there was not an American com-

bat plane in use in France~ 
Capt. KELLEY. On the front~ 
Senator NEw. On the front, that is. 
Capt. KELLEY. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. As late as the 27th day of June, is that correcU . 
Capt. KELLEY. That is correct. About June 22 or 23, when I was 

in Paris, I met a pilot who had flown the American-built DH-4. 
What his name is, I can not remember. I asked him his opinion of 
the machine and he told me it was the poorest job he had ever seen on 
an airplane, and that he did not like to fly it at all, and would not flv 
it unless he was ordered to do so. · ~ 

Senator NEw. In your opinion, Capt. Kelley, what machine or 
machines would be best adapted for the purposes for which the De 
Haviland 4 is intended~ In other words, if that is, for any reason, 
to go into the discard, what ought we to build to take its place 1 

Senator REED. Let me suggest there this question : Is there any 
machine that will successfully perform all of the things that it has 
been claimed the De Haviland is made to perform; that is, the func
tions of a fighting machine, a bombing machine, and a reconnois
sance machine? . 

Capt. KELLEY. No, sir. So far as I know, I can not find out what 
the De H. is to be used for, so far as the American Army is con
cerned; but such a combination as a reconnoissance, bombing, and 
fighting machine-by that, I mean carrying a load of bombs suffi
cient to go over and do some damage-! do not mean 50 or 60 or 100 
pounds of bombs, but enough to do some damage-! do not know of 
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such a machine at all. The Breguet make a fighting machine similar 
to their bombing machine, but they do not send the bombing machine 
up to do fighting work, because the bomb racks add so much weight 
to the machine that they slow it UJ? considerably. 

Senator NEw. That is all, Captam. 
("Whereupon, at 12.15 o'clock p. m., a recess was taken until 2 

o'clock p. m. of the same date.) 

AFTER RECESS. 

STATEltiEBT OF CAPT. CHARLES C. 10D801f. 

Senator NEw. Captain, state your name and rank¥ 
Capt. JoHNSON. Charles C. Johnson. · 
Senator NEw. And what is your age 1 
Capt. JoHNSON. Twenty-eight. 
Senator NEw. And your rank¥ 
Capt. JoHNSON. Captain, Wilbur Wright Aviation Field, Fairfield, 

Ohio. I am officer in charge of scout flight, testing department. 
Senator NEw. How long have you been in the Army, Captain~ 
Capt. JoHNSON. Since May 25, 1918. 
Senator NEw. Did you enter from civillif~1 • 
Capt. JoHNSON. No, sir; from the French Army. 
Senator NEW. From the French Army 1 
Capt. JonNSON. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. You were transferred to the American Expedition-

ary Forces from the French¥ 
Capt. JoHNSON. Yes, sir; in France I was transferred. 
Senator NEW. In France 1 
Capt. JoHNSON. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. How did you happen to join the French forces9 
Capt. JoHNSON. Well,!--
Senator NEw (interposing) . I will change that question. When 

. did you join the French forces1 
Capt. JoHNSON. 1915. · 
Senator NEw. In what capacity1 
Capt. JoHNSON. As a soldier in the infantry. 
Senator NEw. Were you afterwards transferred to the aircraft 

forces? 
Capt. JoHNSON. I was transferred to the aircraft forces at the end 

of 1915, and became a pilot in 1916-January 2, 1916. 
Senator NEw. How long did your services with the French aviation 

forces continue 1 
Capt. JoHNSON. Until May 25, 1918. 
Senator NEw. And how did they tenninate1 
Capt. JoHNSON. By transfer to the American Army. 
Senator NEw. That was the date of your transfer to the American 

Army? 
Capt. JoHNSON. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. You say you were a pilot in France¥ 
Capt. JoHNSON. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Did you participate actively in any of the engage

, ments with the French forces 1 
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Capt. JOHNSON. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Where did you serve~ Five us a brief outline of 

your service with them. 
Capt. JoHNSON. I served at Verdun; that is, in the offensive of 

1916; Alsace; the battle of the Somme; Chemin-de-Dames; Flanders. 
Well, I have repeated up and down the line. There is no use going 
over any more, is there, sir~ 

Senator NEw. No; that is quite sufficient. What machines did you 
fly while with the French. 

Capt. JoHNSON. The Bleriot, the Vosin, Sopwith, Caudron, G-3, 
Morane-Parasol, Morane 110 horsepower; Rhone-Monocoque~ Nieu
port type, 23-meter, type 18-meter Nieuport; type 15-meter Nieuport; 
type 13-meter Nieuport, and the Spad. 

Senator NEw. How do you regard the Spad ~ 
Capt. JoHNSON. As a very excellent machine. 
Senator NEw. It is a single-seater fighted 
Capt. JOHNSON. Yes; there is a single-seater and a two-seater 

fighter. 
Senator NEw. Are you at all familiar with the De Haviland 4, as 

it is made in England ? 
. Capt. JoHNSON. Very slightly. At Dunkirk last summer there was 

a squadron of the Royal Naval Air Service of De H. 4's ther~ 
machines all built in England. 

Senator NEw. What opportunity have you had to observe the De 
H. 4 as made in the United States? 

Capt. JoHNSON. Very little. 
Senator NEw. "\Vhere was that? 
Capt. JoHNSON. At Wilbur Wright Field~ Fairfield, Ohio. 
Senator NEw. How long have you been stationed at the "\Vilbur 

Wright Field? 
· Capt. JoHNSON. Since the 17th of July, 1918. 

Senator NEw. Since you have been there, ha,·e you had any oppor
tunity to examine the D. H. 4 and to form an opinion concerning its 
merits as an air machine 1 
· Capt .• JoHNSON. Well, really very little because, you see, my de
partment is the scouts, and that does no_t come under my jurisdiction 
at all, but I have looked into the matter slightly. I have seen some 
of the weak points. 

Senator NEw. You think it has weak points, then 1 
Capt. JoHNSON. Yes, sir; from never having flown it; from simply 

inspection on the ground. 
Senator NEw. Will you tell us what you think some of those weak 

points are 1 
Capt. JoHNSON. Well, the first is the fabric on the wings. The 

fabric on the wings is apparently dead, due, I think, to the paint 
which is put over the dope. 

Senator NEw. You say" dead"? 
Capt. JoHNSON. Yes. 
Senator NEw. Just what do vou mean uv that? 
Capt. JoHNsoN. It has no life in it. A. good canvass~ if yon hit it 

with the finger, it sounds more or less like a drum. On the D. H. 4's 
that I have seen, if you should put your finger on the fahric. it g-iws 
and the imprint of your finger sbys there. It does nPt come m•t the 
way it should. It is not firm. 
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Senator NEw. What does that indicate 1 
Capt. JoHNSON. It indicates that the fabric has no life. 
Senator NEw. Do you think that is due to the material used, or to 

the manner in which it is put on 1 
Capt. JoHNSON. In my estimation it is due either to the dope or the 

paint. The material that I have seen untouched on the D H 4 is good, 
but after the dope or paint is on there, it seems to be dead. 

Senator NEw. What, in your judgment, would be the effect of that 
on the machine in the air 1 

Capt. JoHNSON. Well, if the machine were given any bad strains, 
such as you would have in actual combat, it would tend to split and 
tear off. 

Senator NEw. With what result 1 
Capt. JoHNSON. With fatal result. 
Senator NEw. Fatal to the aviator 1 
Capt. JoHNSON. Fatal to the occupant and fatal to the machine. 
Senator NEw. And fatal to the machine1 
Capt. JoHNSON. Yes. 
Senator NEw. What other defects have you observed 1 
Capt. JoHNSON. I have observed the fittings of the main spars to 

the fuselage. The machine which I saw the .wings being taken off of, 
the holes which held the bolts in the woodwork were considerably 
enlarged, and the bolts themselves bent. The enlargement of tho'se 
holes was due to the fact that there was no bushing put in the holes, 
and that allowed the bolts to have a little play, gradually making the 
hole larger, from the vibration. . · 

Senator ~EW. Capt. Kelley testified to that sarrie de:f.ect, I be-
1ieve1 

Capt. JoHNSON. Yes. 
Senator NEw. Do Y.OU share his opinion that the working of the 

bolt, caused by the vibration, and tending to enlarge the holes so as 
to loosen the grip on the bolts, would be productive of a very damag
ing result1 

Capt. JoHNSON. Yes, sir. If there were a strain-a certain strain 
I might sav-put on that point, it would probably result in the wing 
tearing off, With fatal results to pilot, observer, and machine. 

Senator NEw. Now, what might produce such a strain1 
Capt. JoHNSON. Well, a dive; suddenly pulling out of a dive or 

throwing the machine over on that wing suddenly and taking a very 
quick and steep turn. 

Senator NEw. Are not all of those maneuvers absolutely necessary 
in the manipulation of a machine in the air in combat 1 

Capt .• JoHNSON. In combat they are. 
Senator NEw. So that am I to understand that in your opinion. 

this would render the machine liable to collapse as the result of any 
' of those maneuvers during a combat 1 

Capt. JoHNSON. Yes, sir; it would. ... 
Senator NEw. To just what extent, Captain, do you think that 

renders that machine unfit for use 1 
Capt. JoHNSON. I did not quite get that, sir. 
Senator NEw. Just change the question, then. In your opinion, 

does this defect render the machme so liable to damage that it 
ought not to be used~ 

Capt. JoHNSON. Y~, sir; it does. 
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Senator NEw. Have you observed the construction of the stab
ilizer~ 

Capt. JoH!\'SON. In a casual way; yes. The bolts fitting on to the 
fuselage are too weak, and at certain points they are only held on by 
counter-pins, and the entire tail has a play both forward and back
ward and up and down which produces a certain amount of fric
tion and causes a strain on those points, which weakens the tail. 
~ator NEw .. Have you ever flown the DH 4 out there~ 
Capt. JoHNSON. No, I have never flown a DH 4 at any place. 
Senator NEw. You heard the evidence given by Capt. Kelley¥ 
Capt. JoHNSON. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Do you indorse the opinion he has expressed of the 

De Haviland 4, from what you know of it~ 
Capt. JoHNSON. From the points· that I have seen-and, of course, 

I have not looked over the machine as carefully as he has--but those 
points which he brought out, that I kno~ of, I indorse absolutely. 

Senator NEw. Then, is it your judgment that the machine is un
suited for use as a fighting machine~ 

Capt. JoHNSON. Yes, sir; in my estimation, from what I know of 
actual war fighting. · 

Senator NEw. I should think your opinion on that would be en
·titled to some little consideration now. 

Capt. JoHNSON. It is absolutely unfit as a fighting machine. 
Senator NEw. Would you care to use it yourself, for your own pur

poses in combat~ 
Capt. JoHNSON. I would not. There is one thing I would like to 

say, sir, if I may. 
Senator NEw. You may. We want to get at the absolute truth con· 

cern.ing this machine, and in order that we may do that we have 
asked you gentlemen of wide experience to come here and tell us 
what you actually know a.nd what you actually think of that machine 
from your own direct observation of it. 

Capt. JoHNSON. It is a matter of cables. In all my experience over 
there I have never seen a machine where they used cables that those 
cables were not spliced instead of being belit over the eye and 
wrapped and then soldered. The reason that I disapprove of the 
wrapping and soldering method is that· if it is done at all poorly, the 
solder does not soak through underneath, a.nd then when it is 
wrapped you cover up a point where there is a great deal of strain 
on the cable and you can not see whether it is being worn or not, 
and then the outside covering with solder may or may not be uniform 
and have gone thoroughly through the wiring. 

Senator NEw. And 1t 1s the wrapping and soldering method that 
is employed on the American De Haviland 4 9 

Capt. JoHNSON. Yes, sir; it is. You can not determine whether 
that 1s strong or not, with the naked eye. 

Senator NEw. Well, in ~ase that should give what would be the 
result? 

Capt. JoHNSON. It all depends on the cable which gives. If it 
were on a flying cable, it would give and the wing would be liable to 
fly off. . . 

Senator NEw. Are there any other defects to which your attention 
has been directed 9 . 

Capt. JoHNSON. No, sir. 
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Senator NEw. Then, if you will, I would like for you, in as brief 
a way as possible, to state to the committee your opinion of the 
DH 4 as a combat plane-whether it should be employed for that 
purpose by our forces. 

Ca_{>t. JoHNSON. Well, in the first place, in my estimation the 
machine as it stands at present is not a safe machine to fly, and it 
certainly would not stand the strain of a combat, where one has 
to dive and whirl and put particularly severe strain on all points of 
a machine; then, in the second place, it is too large a machine; it 
?oes n~t _maneuver quickly enough. That is about all I can say about 
It .. It 1s too heavy to handle. 

Senator NEw. Are we to understand, Captain, then, that you think 
these structural defects, of which you have spoken, are such that 
they can not be remedied to the extent of making the machine 
serviceable 9 

Capt. JoHNSON. Yes; I think they can be remedied, but never to be 
a combat machine. 

Senator NEw. Just what do you mean by that~ That they can be 
so remedied so as to make it serviceable for reconnaissance purposes~ 

Capt. ·JoHNSON. Reconnaissance purposes or photographic pur-
poses. 

Senator NEw. But not as a fighter? 
Capt. JoHNSON. No. 
Senator NEw. Nor as a day bombed 
Capt. JoHNSON. I can not say, because I ha,·e neYer had experience 

in daylight bombarding. 
Senator NEw. As to that you merely do not linow? 
Capt. JoHNSON. I do not ·know. · 
Senator NEw. You do not express any opinion? 
Capt. JoHNSON. No; I can not on that. 
Senator NEw. I think that is all, Captain. 
Capt. JoHNSON. May I just say one thing about the engine? 
Senator NEw. Yes; you may add anything you please. 
Capt. JoHNSON. The carbureters are placed in the V of the engine. 
Senator NEw. You are speakin~ of the Liberty motor? 
Capt. JoHNSON. Yes, of the Liberty motor; and if there is a 

back-fire-which is constantly occuring-there would be a great and 
almost sure chance; no, I would say there would be a great chance 
of the machine catching fire. 

Senator NEw. What 1s the remedy for that~ 
Capt. JoHNSON. To put the carbureters down below, I should sug-

gest. 
Senator NEw. Outside of the V? 
Capt. JoHNSON. Outside of the V. 
Senator NEw. Has not that been done with the Liberty motors sent 

to the English~ 
Capt. JoHNSON. That I could not say. I hare not seen one, but on 

all the DH4's I have seen out there, the carbureters have been in the 
middle of the V. 

Senator NEw. Capt. Johnson, when did you say you left France? 
Capt. JoHNSON. When did we sail from France~ Frank? 
Lieut. WELL. The 24th of June. 
Capt. JOHNSON. The 24th of June, 1918. 
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Senator N};w. Previous to your leaving there, had you seen any 
American combat plane in use on the western front~ 

Capt. JoHNSON. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. Do you know of any American combat planes hav

ing- been used for combat purposes on the western front? 
Capt. JoHNSON. Xo, sir. 
Senator NEw. If any such had been used, do you think you wouJd 

ha ,-e heard of them~ 
Capt .• JoHNSON. Yes. sir: I think so. 
Senator XEw. That is all, Capt. Johnson. 

STATDIENT OF 14A1. H. S. MARTIN-Continued. 

Senator NEw. Maj. Martin, when you were before the committee 
a few dags ago, you were asked to submit a table of performances for 
machines in m;e in HH!l. and tvpes recommended for production in 
the United States. I now sho~Y you a eopy of such a table. which 
has come to the eommittee since your lnst appearance. Is this the 
table that you wpre asked to present [exhibiting pnper to witness 11 

)faj. )lARTIN. Yes, sir. 
Senator XEw. I notiee her(' in next to the left-hand column. under 

the title, "BPst existing types.'' that the De Haviland -! is twice 
mentioned: Does that han' reference to the De Haviland -t- as made in 
England or as made in the Fnited States? 

Mnj. MARTIN. It refers to the English machines mainly, because 
our information on the De Haviland 4 as manufactured in the tTnited 
States is ven indefinite. At the time 1 was in France there were no 
American De Haviland -t-'s·o,·er thHe. 

Senator NEw. The D(' Haviland 4, however. was not recommended 
by the board. of whieh you were a membet·, fot· production in the 
Pnitro States for sen-ice in 1919: is that correct? 

Maj. MARTIN. It is not recommended for_produetiov in 1919. 
Senator NEw. This sheet is entitled "Table of performances of 

machines for use in 1919, and types recommended for production in 
the United States." 

I note, Major, that among the machines recommended for produc
tion in 1919 is the Bristol fighter, with 300 horsepower Hispano
Suiza motor. I have also noted that the Liberty 12 was recommended 
for use in this plan by Col. Clark. Will you explain to the committee 
the circumstances and the understanding under which that recom
mendation was made? 

Maj. MARTIN. When the question came up as to what engine should 
be put into the Bristol fighter there rea:Ilv was only one engine avail
able, and that was the Liberty 12. It had been definitely decided that 
the Liberty 8 would not be produced. Col. Clark was advised that 
the Liberty 12 would weigh 7 40 pounds, and a natural assumption 
would be that the weifuht of radiator, water, etc., would be the same 
as any ·other engine o like horsepower. One of the engines used in 
the Bristol fighter is the 190 Rolls-Royce, which weighs very nearly 
700 pounds. It seemed quite reasonable, then, to assume that the 
Liberty 12 could be put in .the Bristol fighter. 

Senator NEw. At the weight reported, of 740 pounds~ 
Maj. MARTIN. Yes, sir. Actually, the Liberty engine weighs 825 

pounds and is quite difficult to cool efficiently. In addition to this, 
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everybody, apparently, wa~ able to make suggestions as to improving 
the Bristol fighter, with the net result that the total weight of the 
machine was increased nearly 800 pounds. Col. Clark's original 
figures called for a total weight somewhat greater than 2,900 pounds, 
whereas the Bristol weighs 3,360 pounds, approximately. 

Senator NEw. I will ask you, Major, if you will explain briefly the 
arrangement of this table which you have submitted and identified. 

MaJ. MARTIN. The board selected. the nine types of machnnes which 
they thought would be used in 1919 and then listed the best existin~.r 
types of those machines. Of two of those types no example exists: 
at present, except experimentally. We then decided which of these
existing types would be used in 1919; then which of those types it was 
desirable to product in the United States in 1919. The table also 
includes the desired performances of machines which it is considerecl 
necessaary to approximate in order to have machines which will be 
satisfactory for the different purposes. It should be understood that 
not all of the types which have been finally recommended for pro
duction in 1919 will give exactly the performance which are desired, 
but they will all approximate them very closely . 
. Senator NEw. I think that is all, Major. 

STATEMENT OF LIEUT. FRANK W. WELLS. 

Senator XEw. State your present rank and station: 
Lieut. 'YELLS. First lieutenant, Aviation Section, Signal Reserve 

Corps, Wilbur Wright Field, Farfield, Ohio. 
Senator XEw. 'Vhat. are Your present duties at the Wilbur 'Vright 

Field? · . -
Lie~1t .. WELLS. Pilot in the scout flight. 
Senator XEw. Ha,·e YOU been connected with the air service of any 

of the allied forcE-s? · 
Lieut. 'VELLS. Yes, sir. 
Senator X.:w. Before joining those of the United States? 
Lieut. "TELJ,s. Y Ps. sit·. 
Senator XEw. ·with which one? 
Lieut. 'VELLS. The French Army. 
Senator XEw. How long were you with the French Army, and in 

what capacitY? 
Lieut. WELLS. One year. as pilot . 

. Senator NEW You saw active service on the French front, did you 1 
Lieut. 'YELLS. Y <>s, sir. 
Senator NEw. Will you state where that servi<'e was just a little 

more definitely? . 
Lieut. 'VELLS. The front on the Verdun sector and the C11ampagne 

!':ector. 
Senator XEw. Wh<>n did yo~1 join the United States fotces? 
Lieut. " ' ELLS. I got my active orders on the 1st of January. 
Senator NEw. The 1st of .January, 1918? 
J .. ieut. WELLS. Yes. sir. 
Senator NEw. Bv transfed 
Lieut. "TELJ,s. Yes. 
Senator NEw. 'Yere you transferred directly from the French tOo 

the American forces? 
Lieut. WELLS. Yes. 
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Senator NEw. "1len did you come to the United States 1 
Lieut. WELLS. On .July il 1918. 
Senator NEw. "~hat were you doing with the American forces be

tween the time you joined them and the time of your departure for 
the United States? • . 

Lieut. WELLS. The first month or six weeks I was officer in charge 
of R. M.A. work in the second aviation instruction center in France. 
Then up until the time I left I was officer in charge of the field. 

Senator NEw. 'Vith what air machines did you have experience! 
either with the French or American forces abroad 1 

Lieut. 'YELLS. With the Bleriot, Caudron, G-3, the Nieuport type 
28, 23, 18. 15. 13. On the 15, there was 80. 110, and 120 horsepower. 
The Spad 140, 180, 200, and 220. 

Senator NEw. "That is your opinion of the Spad machine? 
Lieut.. WELLS. I think it is one of the best scout. machines there is. 
Senator XEw. "'hat machines ha,·e You flown since you have been 

at the Wilbur Wright Field? · · 
Lieut. ·wELLS. Xone at. all. 
Senator NEw. Xone? 
Lieut. ·wELLS. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. How does that happen 1 
Lieut. \VELLs. There have not. been any machines to flv in the 

scout flight, with the exception of one, and· I did not think "that was 
fit to fly, so I diu not fly that one. 

Senator NEw. \Yhat was that-what type of machine? 
Lieut. WELLS. Standard M defense. 
Senator NEw. Just why do you say that, Lieutenant, or on what 

is that opinion based? 
Lieut. WELLS. On my experience with small machines. in the 

French army. There are so many little things, that I did not con
~>ider it just the proper machine to fly and do stunts with. 

Senator NEw. You thought it an unsafe machine; is that it? . 
Lieut. WELLs. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Well, that introduces a new figure. "~hat seemed 

to the defects of the M-Defense? 
Lieut. 'YELLS. The stabilizer and the elevator were too small. 
Senator NEw. Both too small~. 
Lieut. \YELLS. Yes. The cables were bent around and wired and 

soldered, instead of being spliced. 
Senator NEw. Those are structural weaknesses of which you dis-

approve1 · 
Lieut. WELLs. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. And which make you fear to use the machine; is 

that correct? 
Lieut. "TELLS. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Have ~·ou reported this to the department? 
I ... ieut. WELLS. Yes. sir. · 
Senator NEw. You ha,·e sent it up through channels, I suppose? 
Lieut. 'VELLS. Yes. sir. 
Senator NEw. Have you had any experience with the De H-4? 
Lieut. 'VELLS. No. sir. 
Senator XEw. Haw Yon had any opportunities to obser,·e the 

machine? · 
Lieut. WELI .. Yes, sir. 
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Senator ~Ew. 'Vhat sort of an examination have yon made of it~ 
Lieut. 'YELLS. The first time I saw one was in France. 
Senator ~Ew. ·was that an American-made De Haviland? 
Lieut. WELLS I presume it was. It was in the hands of Americans. 
Senator :NEw. Where was this? · 
Lieut. WELLS. This was at the Second Aviation Instruction Center. 
Senator NEw. When was that? 
Lieut. WELLS. In May, 1918. 
Senator NEw. That was one of the first machines recei,·ed over 

there, was it? 
Lieut. WELLs. Well, that I could not say. It was the first one I had 

seen. 
Senator NEw. You do not know where it was made? 
Lieut. WELLS. No. 
Senator ~Ew. You do not know whether or not it was an Amer

ican-built machine? 
Lieut. WEI,Ls. I could not say J?OSitively. 
Senator NEw. But your impressiOn is that it was an American-built 

machine? 
Lieut. ·wELLs. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. What did vou ascertain concerning it on that occa-

sion~ v 

Lieut. WELLS. Well, the stabilizer in the back of the muchine was 
loose; that is, the fittings were loose enough so that you could take the 
stabilizer and lift it up and down about an inch. The cables were 
this turned-around affair, wired and soldered. The running gear 
did not look as strong as it might be. 

Senator NEw. Was that machine in use? 
Lieut. WELLS. It had been flown from a place called Romorantin. 
Senator NEw. That is, it had been flown experimentally, you mean. 
Lieut. WELLS. Well, that I could not say. 
Capt. KELLEY. Romorantin is the assembly park for the American

built airplanes. The crates are all shipped there and the machines 
are to be assembled there and then flown to wherever they are 
wanted-to that point. That is going to be our big assembly plant. 

Senator X EW. Did yon hear any report made of the performance 
of that machine on that occasion? 

-Lieut. WELLS. No. If I remember correctly, this trip was made 
just to visit the second aviation instruction center. Whether they 
were trying out anything or not I do not know. 

Senator NEw. Was anything said about the character or the quality 
of the machine on that occasion? 

Lieut. WELLS. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. Then, what became of it? Was it flown back? 
Lieut. WELLS. Xo; it was taken down and sent back on a truck. 
Senator XEw. Taken · down and sent back to Romornntin on a 

truck? 
Lieut. WELLS. Yes, sir. . 
Senator NEw. Why was that? 
Lieut. WELLS. The machine met with an accident on landing and 

could not be flown back. 
Senator NEw. Did you hear any opinion expressed by aviators 

over there, either our own or of the foreign forces, conc£>rning the 
qualities of the De H-4? 
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Lieut. WELLS. At that particular time everybody was of the 
opinion that it was all right. . 

Senator NEw. What is the opinion now? 
Lieut. "'\YELU!. You mean over there or here 1 
Senator NEw. Do von know what i.t is over there now~ 
Lieut. WELLS. Well, when I left, those that I talked to did not care 

to do any acrobatics-any stunts with it. 
Senator NEw. Why? 
Lieut. WELLS. They did not think it was safe. 
Senator XEw. Their opinion, then. had undergone a change? 
Lieut. "\\TELLS. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. As a result of obsenation of the machine; is that iH 
Lieut. 'YELLS. "\Yell, that I do not know. You see, we were located 

at a different place entirely from where-
Senator NEw (interposing). What was responsible for that change 

of opinion? 
Lieut. WELLS. Men who had visited the place, or met other aviators. 

or in flying over there, they had landed there, so that kind of talk 
finally sifted back where we were located, although I never saw any 
performance of the machine. 

Senator ~Ew. Then, this was was the gossip of that field. which 
simply drifted back to yon through various channels 1 

Lieut. WELLS. Yes, sir. . 
Senator NEw. Have yon had any opportunity to form any opinion 

of the machine since you have been out at Wilbur \Vri~ht field 1 
Lieut. WELLS. I have looked the machines over-one m particular

at the Wilbur Wright field. 
Senator NEw. Tell us how you happened to make that examination. 
Lieut. 'VELI .. -.. Being more or less interested in the testing depart

ment. I looked the machine over with others. and talked it oYer. 
and different things were pointed out to me that I had not noticed: 
so in that way I came to see these many· faults.that have been pointed 
out. 

Senator NEw. \Vhat were some of those things that were pointed 
out to yon 1 . 

Lieut. WELLS. These bolts and fittings in the main spar, upper and 
· lower wings .. 

Senator NEw. Yon are referring now to the bolts through the 
spars, which were referred to by Capt. Kelley and Capt. .Johnson in 
their testimonv ~ 

Lieut. WELL's. Yes. sir. 
Senator NEw. In your opini1.m, what efl'ed would the wearing of 

these bolts have upon the mach me 1 
Lieut. WELLS. These bolts moving around. it would cause the hole 

to get larger, and as the hole got larger, the bolt would bend and. in 
time, break, and that would cause the wing to go off; and the wing 
going off, the machine would necessarily have to fall. 

Senator NEw. Anything else 1 
Lieut. WEJ,LS. The aleron, rudder, and eleYator fittings do not 

seem to me strong enough. 
Senator NEw. Anything else1 
I .. ieut. 'YELLS. The location of the guns-the sights. 
Senator NEw. Yon speak now of the maehine-guns 1 
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Lieut. WELLS Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. ·what is wrong with them 1 
Lieut. 'WELLS. I think the machine-guns are placed too high, and, 

being strapped inl a man could not very well take care of a jam. The 
sights I can not see through at all. They are way above me. I 
would have to loosen the straps and raise up in order to see. 

Senator NEw. So that renders the gun of no use? 
Lieut. WELLs. It would not be of anY use to me if I wanted to 

make a shot at somebody. I could g·uess at it. 
Senator NEw. But the arrangement of that, yon think. is struc

turally wrong; that is, the. location of the guns? 
Lieut. 'VELLS. Yes; the location of the guns. There is one sight 

in particular that is off to one side, and yon would have to lean WR~· 
over this way r demonstrating l in order to see. yon haw still got 
to hold the stick in the middle to balance the machine, and the 
tendency is, in moving this way r demonstrating l· to push the 
other up. · 

Senator NEw. The tendenc~r is. ~·on mean. in moving to one side, 
to put too great pressure on the stick yon hold in the other hand? 

Lieut. WFLLS. No, sir. 
Senator ~Ew. Yon can not lean without putting too much pr<'s

sure on the stick, is that it 1 
Lieut. 'VELVl. That would be it. That would be the tendencY. 

Of course, the machine would never get. out of control, or Rnything 
like that; but if yon got. off of balance. it would spoil your shooting. 

Senator NEw. W'hile it might not overbalnnce the m1\'chine, it. 
would spoil your shoot.ing>? 

Lieut. WELL.'l. Yes. sir. 
Senator NEw. Am·thing else? 
Lieut. WELT..S. Th~ distnnce between the pilot and the observer is 

greater than it should be. making conversation out of the question 
without thE' aid of a tE'lephone. 

Senator NEw. From your expE'rience. and basing your repl,v upon 
that, and upon your observation of the American D'H. 4, do you 
regard it as a good t:rpe of plane for combat purposes? 

Lieut. WELU>. As it. stands now? 
Senator NEw. As it stands now. 
Lieut. WELJ ... 'l. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. Han~ von E'ver had experience with day-bombing 

machines? · 
Lieut. WELLS. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. Do von consider vourself qualified to pass judgment 

upon the D'H. 4 as a day bomber.? . . 
Lieut. WEILS. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. What. if anything. should be done. or what can be 

done wit.h the De Haviland 4 to make it an available and acceptable 
machine for combat purposes Y 

Lieut. W:hM. From the experience I have had, and from what I 
have seen of combat machines, I do not think the machine is that 
kind or type. · 

Senator NEw. You do not think anything can he done with it to 
make it an acceptable combat plane Y 

Lieut. WELLS. No, sir. 
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Senator XEw. For what purpose, then, do you think it might be 
used, if any 1 

Lieut. WEI.LS. Photographic work, and possibly regulating al'til
lery fire. 

Senator N.:w. Do you think it should be used for any purpose until 
after the structural defects. of which you have spoken, have been 
remedied? 

Lieut. 'VEu.s. No. sir. 
Senator NEw. Does that mean that you regard it as unsafe as it 

stands at present? 
Lieut. "TELJ.s. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. It is one that a pilot should not be asked to use, in 

your opinion~ 
Lieut. \VELLS. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. When did vou leave France~ 
Lieut. w.~J.LS .• Tuly 24. • 
Renntor NEw. June 24, you mean, do you not~ 
Lieut. WELLS. Yes, sir; June 24. 
Senator NEw. Up to that time, had you ever seen any American 

planes used on the western front for combat purposes~ 
Lieut. 'VELLS. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. Do you know whether any of them were being used 

for such purposes, up to that time? 
Lieut. WELLS. Not that I know of. 
Senator NEw. You had never heard of any? 
Lieut. 'WEu.s. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. I ~ness that is all, lieutenant. Is there anything 

further you would hke to say? 
Lieut. WELI.S. Why, it is just about the same as Capt. Kelley and 

Capt .• Johnson have said; but there is one thing tlmt I would like to 
emphasize-these cables. The method of turning the ends of the 
cable, \viring, and then soldering. That is something I have never 
seen on a French machine, and the fact that it is wired and soldered 
makes it difficult to know whether the solder has gone in far enough 
to make it as strong as it should be. All of the cables over there 
on the French machmes are spliced. 

Senator NEw. And you think that the splicing method is the one 
that should be employed~ 

Lieut. WELLS. Yes, sir. · 
i ~.;::;ttor NE":. You heard the evidence given by Capt. Kelley and 
Cnp.t. Joh~son' ,. • -,. ,:.. .. - - 'E .. ·· -..:- ~:.~ · 

r~tettt. '~ JjLJ,A, "\) t!!l, 811'. .. •. 
Senntor NEW. no you agree with that~ ___ ., ... __ 
Lieut. 1VELL'l. Yes, sir 
Senator NEw. If you differ with it, at any point, I would like for 

you to explain just wherein you differ. 
Lieut. WELLS. No. I agree with them in everything they have 

said. 
1 €~nator NEw. I think that is all, -

Lieut. WELLS. There "is this one more thing. This fabric. In the 
French Army-well I will not say" in the French Army," but under 
French management, both at the front and in the rear, when fabric 
becomes what they call "dead" or "soft," where you can put your 
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finger in it and the dent still remains, either new linen is put on or· 
the old dope is scraped off, and it is redoped. 

Senator NEw. And that is something that should be done? 
Lieut. WELLS. I think so. When fabric is like that, it is hard to. 

tell whether it is old fabric or not. I think it is the paint. 
Senator NEw. That is all, Lieut. Wells. 
(Whereupon the committee adjourned, E?Ubject to the call of the: 

chairman.) · · 
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FRIDAY, AUGUST 2, 1918. 

Ul\"l:TED STATES SENATE, 
SvscoMlHTTEE oN MILITARY AFFAIRS, 

Wtuhington, D. 0. 
The committee met at 2 o'clock p. m., pursuant to adjournment, 

~~he committee room, Capitol Building, Hon. Harry S. New pre
sidmg. 

Present: Senators X ew and Reed. 

STATEDNT OF NAVAL CONSTRUCTOR 1. C. HU:R'S.AXEB., 1JBITED 
STATES NAVY-Continued. 

Senator NEw. C'on~tructor Hunsaker, you were here as a witness 
a few days ago, and, on that occasion, reference was had to the fact 
that a number of DeH4 planes had been delivered to the ~avy. You 
recall that 1 

Constructor HuNSAKER. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. The test had been conducted on four of the planes

se]ected from that lot which had been sent to the naval testing sta
tion at Miami, FJa., I believe 1 

Constructor H llNSAKER. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. You said, I believe, that 28 of those machines had 

been shipped abroad? 
· Constructor Ht::NSAKER. Yes, sir. I think I said 28, but the num

ber is 50. After leaving the other day I looked up the shipments 
within 24 hours, and a few more had got away from us, so substan
tialJy 50 are on their way to France, and snbstantiaJJy 100 are on this 
side. · 

Senator REED. All of the same type and kind 1 
Constructor HrNSAKER. Presumably. 
Senator REED. you say "presumably." 'Vhen I say "an of the 

same type and kind" I do not mean to confine you so that if a piece is 
changed. or something or other is wrong in the construction, but I 
want to know if they are the same kind of machine and the same type 
of machine. 

Constructor HuNSAKER. Yes, sir; they are all De Havilands. 
Senator REED. De Haviland 4's? 
Constructor HuNSAKER. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. And all planned and built in the same factory, were 

they? · 
Constructor Hrxs.mER. Yes, sir. 
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Senator REED. That is, they were built there, anyway, wherever 
planned. 

Constructor Hu~SAKER. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. And there is no difference between the machines, so 

far as the general plan of construction is concerned 1 
Constructor HrNSAKER. There is not; no, sir. 
Senator NEw. We are s_eeaking of a lot of De Haviland 4 planes 

concerning which you testified on your previous visit. 
Constructor HuNSAKER. Yes. 
Senator NEw. At that time, Constructor Hunsaker, yon said that 

it had not been definitely determined whether that 100 planes that 
had not been shipped would be kept on this side or forwarded to 

• France? 
Constructor HuNSAKER. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Can you tell us now what disposition has been made 

of those planes 1 
Constructor Hu~sAK.ER. It has been arranged to return those 

planes to the Bureau of Aircraft Production; and the Bureau of 
Aircraft Production of the War Department has agreed to replace 
them. with similar planes of later manufacture, which they can guar
antee to be safe. 

Senator NEw. The Navy refused to accept those 100 planes; that is 
correct, is it? 

Senntor REED. Let me pnt it this way: 'Vhy were they returnedY 
Constructor HuNSAKER. The planes were returned because of de

fecth·e workmanship. These planes were the first of the production 
of a new factory. 

Senator REED. What fnctory? 
Constructor Hu~SAKER. The Wright-Dayton. 
Senator XEw. The Dayton-Wright? 

' Constructor HuNSAKE-!l. I will correct that statement; the Dayton
'Yright Co., at Dayton, Ohio. 

Senator REED. What were the defects? 
Constructor HuNSAKER. The defects were general workmanship, 

such as the method of splicing wires, attaching fabric to the planes, 
the rigidity of the tail structure, certain fittings which anchor the 
drift wires for the wings, and other items, which I think were men· 
tioned in my testimony at the last hearing. 

Senator NEw. They were included in a report made by Capt. 
McCaughtry, were they not? 

Constructor Hu~SAKER. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. 'Vhen was that made? 
Constructor HrNSAKER. Those were largely mutters of inspection 

and workmanship. . 
Senator REED. "'hen was that report made? 
Senator NEw. That report was dated .July 16, 1918. That is all 

I wanted to ask on that subject, Senator Reed. If you have any
thing further you wish to ask--

Senator REED. I want to get a little more detail in regard to the 
different defects. Yon say the splicing of the wires was defective! 

Constructor HUNSAKER. Yes. . 
Senator REED. What is that splicing you refer to? Do you refer 

to the place where the wires are doubled back on themselves and then 
wound and soldered? 
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Constructor HuxsAI{ER. I think so. I did not see the defective
splicing myself, but I recall from the report of the inspection that 
certain of the wire terminals, which presumably had an eye splice 
in the end, we~ not well made. 

Senator REED. Do you know whether or not that defect was visible 
to the naked eye after the wrapping had been completed and solder 
had been put over it-whether it then was in such shape that it 
<;ould have been discerned-the weakness of it or the improper 
construction 1 

Constructor Ht;NSAKER. I doubt it. 
Senator REED. But it could have been discerned by proper inspec

tion while the work was in progress, could it not 1 
Construction HuxsAKER. It is extremelv difficult e,·en then. The 

security of the wire splice which involns solder can only be tested 
by breaking certain of them at random. 

Senator REED. 'Yell, you eould tell whether the work was being 
done right, could you not? 

Constructor HuNSAKER. If vou stood over the men. 
Senator REED. Yes. Well, "I am talking about proper inspection, 

and I take it that means to stq,nd o\·er the work enough to see how 
the work is being done. does it not 1 

Constructor HuNSAKER. No, sir. In a large factory it is impos
sible. There are too manv thousand workmen and there are too few 
inspectors to make that possible. 

Senator REED. I am still talking about a competent inspection. I . 
am not talking about the kind of inspection we are giving now, 
but whether, if a man saw the work being done-and I grant you 
that is impossible in each instance-if he then could see whether 
these defects existed or whether the defect was in the method of 
fastening the wires? Which was it? 

Constructor HcNSAKER. I do not know which it was. 
Senator REED. You do not know which 1 
Constructor HuNSAKER. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. Is not that, as a matter of fact, a structural defect, 

rather than a defect of workmanship 1 
Constructor HeN SAKER. No, sir; I think it is workmanship. 
Senator :NEw. ·what I mean is, should not that be a splice rather 

than to have one end of the wire doubled back on another end and 
soldered to it, as it is in the case to which you refer 1 

Constructor HuNSAKER. If the job is properly done, there should 
be no choice between the two ways of making the wire terminal. 

Senator REED. Well, you found these splices weak, at any rate, 
did you? 

Constructor HuNSAKER. The commanding officer at Miami found 
them so; yes, sir. 

Senator REED. 'y ould that make the plane dangerous to the man 
who flew it? 

Constructor HuNsAKER. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Those splices were liable to give way while the 

machine was in the air, were they 1 . 
Constructor HuNSAKER. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. You spoke of the improper attaching of the fabric 

to the wings? 
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Constructor HuNSAKER. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Do you know whether that wa.s a proper method of 

applying the fabric, or whether it was the arch of the wings, or 
whether it was the weight of the load that occasioned the fabric to 
give way, or was it all of these things combined? . 

Constructor HuNSAKER. All things enter into it, but the fabric was 
not well stitched to the framework of the wings. 

Senator REED .. '\Vas that a thing that could ha,·e been discovered 
by proper inspection? 

Constructor Hu:ssAKJo~R. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. There ought to be enough inspectors at a factory to 

see that, anyway. ought there not? 
Constructor Hr:ssAKER. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. 'Vhut I understand you to mean, when you say it 

was improper stitching. is that it was unsaf~ stitching, and of such 
character that the fabric might giw way? 

Constructor Ht:NSAKER. Yes, sir. 
Senator RJo~Jo~D. Then, of course, we know what would happen if 

that occnrred in the air. ~ow, you spoke of certain fittings which 
were employed to attach the wings to the-was it to attach the wings 
to the fuselage ? , 

Constructor HrNSAKER. No, sir. There are certain fittings on the 
forward end of the fuselage to which wires are anchored. These 
wires are called drift wires. and lead back toward the wings, and 
serve to brace the wings against folding to the rear. Those fittings 
were not so strong as the wires which were anchored to them, and 
are bPing changed in all new machines. 

Senator REFD. The fittings were too weak, so that the wings were 
liable to give way? 

Constructor HuNSAKER. Either the fitting or its method of attach-
ment to the wooden part. 

Senator REED. Now, which was it? Could you tell us? 
Constructor HuNSAKJo;R. Possiblv both. 
Senator REED. Both? · 
Constructor HuNSAKER. I ]mow that the Army proposes now to put 

a tie-bolt at that place. 
Senator REJ<:o. ·were not nearly all of these defects of which you 

haYe spoken either structural, so that they ought to have been dis
covered by comtwtent aeronautical engineers, or the result of bad 
workmanship, which ought to have been discovered by a proper in
spection as the work progressed? 

Constructor Ht:NSAKJo:R. I suppose the majority of them might have 
been detected. 

Senator NEw. Do yon not think they should have been detected? 
Co~structor HuNSAKER. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Do you think the kind of inSl>ection that permits 

that sort of patch work to pass is proper inspection? 
Constructor Ht:NSAKER. No. 
Senator REED. You turned back all of these machines that had been 

turned over to the Navy? 
Senator NEw. All that had not gotten away from them. 
Senator REED. That is, all that had not gotten away to France '? 
Constructor HuNsAKER. All that had not been shipped, except four 

that are in Florida and will be repaired. 
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Senator REED. That is, you have four that you are going to try to 
patch up~ 

Constructor HuNSAKER. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. How many do you say went abroad 1 
Constructor HuNSAKER. About 50. 
Senator REED. What steps have been taken to prevent the employ

Tent of those machines on the other side, before they are recon
structed? 

Constructor HuNSAKF..R. I understand the Office of the Chief of 
Naval Operations will communicate with the American naval or
ganization in charge of aviation in France, informing them of the 
situation in regard to the planes, and advising them to get in touch 
with the experts who are to be sent abroad to fix up Gen. Pershing's 
planes, and to arrange to have the naval planes fixed up at the same 
time and by the same people. 

Senator REED. There is a force of inen being sent abroad, then, 
to try and patch up the planes that have already been sent to Persh
ing; is that the case? 

Constructor HuNSAKER. I know nothing of it from my own knowl
edge. I understand that certain men-I do not know whether it is 
enough to be called a "force" are already on·their way abroad. 

Senator REED. Who sent them? The War Department? . 
Constructor Hu::-~sAKER. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. How many are there, do yon know '? 
Constructor HuNSAKER. No, sir. 
Senator REED. Do you know any of them? 
Constructor HuNSAKER. I understand that Col. Hall has already 

sailed. 
Senator REED. The Hall who had to do with the Liberty motor

that Hall? 
Constructor HuNSAKER. I do not know. 
Senator REED. The Liberty motor is theoretically supposed to have· 

been principally created by Col. Vincent and Col. Hall, then civil
ians. I was wondering if it was the same Hall? 

Constructor Hm<SAKER. I did not inquire. I was told it was 
"Col. Hall.'' 

Senator REED. Do you know whether he had been recently at the 
Dayton-Wright plant, doing the inspecting there, and at the Curtiss 
plant? Do yon know whether it is the same HalH 

Constructor HUN SAKER. No, sir; I do not 1m ow. 
Senator REED. Welt what department or division of the War De-

partment sent these men? Do you know that 1 
Constructor HuNSAKER. The Bureau of Aircraft Production. 
Senator REED. Do you know when they were sent 9 
Constructor HuNSAKER. No, sir. 
Senator REED. When did you first hear of them being sent¥ About 

how long ago? 
Constructor HuNSAKER. Last Monday. 
Senator REEJ?. Which would be July what? 
Constructor HuNSAKER. Twenty-ninth. 
Senator REED. What I am trying to get you to do is to give us the 

information, as best you have it, as to about when these men were 
sent over to repair these planes or to rebuild these planes that have 
been sent to Gen. Pershing. 
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Constructor HuNSAKER. I am not a good witnesS for that. I know 
nothing about it. 

Senator REED. When do you understand them to have ~one~ I am 
?10~ asking you to be technical. I just want the information for what 
1t IS worth. 

Constructor HuNSAKER. I did not bother to inquire. I was· told 
that Col. Hall had left some time ago and was on his way. 

Senator REED. Did the Navy need these planes when they got 
them? 

Constructor HuNSAKER. Yes, Sir; the Marine Corps did. 
Senator REED. The Marine Corps did~ 
Constructor HuNSAKER. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. To operate in France or to operate in other places? 
Constructor HuNSAKER. In France. 
Senator REED. Do you know whether they have a single American

made plane now, except these defective ones that have been started 
QVer there~ 

Constructor HuNSAKER. Our marines? 
Senator REED. Yes. 
Constructor HuNSAKER. I believe not. 
Senator REED. Do you know whether any of these planes that 

were started over there-these DH. 4's-have arrived~ 
Constructor HUNSAKER. No, sir. 
Senator REED. Do you mean by that that they have not arrived or 

that you do not know~ 
Constructor HuNSAKER. That I do not know whether they have or 

not. . 
Senator REED. ·when were they sent~ 
Senator NEw. 'Viii you let me ask a question right there, ahead of 

that, Senator~ 
Senator REED. Yes. 
Senator NEw. \Vill the use of those planes that have now been 

shipped be permitted until after they have been overhauled and 
placed in condition, if it is possible to put them into condition~ 

Constructor HcxsAKER. I do not know whether it will be per-
mitted, but full information will be supplied the people who m1ght 
have to use them as to their condition. . 

Senator NEw. Those people will be advised that those machines 
are dangerous and not fit for use; is that true? 

Constructor HuNSAKER. I do not know exactly the form of the 
advice. I suggest you ask Capt. Irwin, who, I understand, will 
follow me here. He is in charge of all naval operations of aircraft. 

Senator NEw. As a matter of fact, you do not regard those ma
chines as safe in their present condition, do you~ 

Constructor HUN SAKER. I do not; not, sir. 
Senator REED. Who is in command of the Marines who are in 

France; do you know? 
Constructor HuNSAKER. No, sir. 
Senator REED. What haYe the Marines been doing for airplanes up 

to this time in France? · 
Constructor HeN SAKER. I do not know that either .. 
Senator REED. Now, do you know anything about the other planes 

that have been built for the NaYy besides the De Havilands~ · 
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Constructor Hu~SAKER. \Ye ha,·e got from the Army a rather 
Jarge quantity of Curtiss J~ 4 airplanes~ and some Thomas-Morse, 
and are now getting a few small planes~ made bv the Standard Aero 
Corporation~ of the training type. v 

Senator REED. Standard No. 4. did you say it is? 
Constructor Hr~SA.KER. The Curtiss JN 4. 
Senator REED. Yes; but what is this third type you named? 
Constructor Hu~sAKER. Standard Type M. 
Senator REED. They are all training planes, are they? 
Constructor Hu~SAKER. Yes. sir. 
Senator REED. Does the .JN '-t- work reasonablv satisfactorily? 
Constri1ctor HUN SAKER. Yes, sir. · 
Senator REED. The Thomas-Morse-how did they work? 
Constructor HuNSAKER. "~ e had no complaint about it. 
Senator REED. "~hat was the engine employed in the Thomas

Morse; what motor? 
ConstruCtor HuNSAKER. The Gnome. 
Senator REED. Did yon have any trouble in getting n1l of those 

Thomas-Morse machines You desired? 
Constructor Hr-~SAKER: \Ve did not desire very many of them. 
Senator REED. How manv of them did vou want? 
Constructor Ht;NSAKER. i am not prepared with the actual number. 

Do you know, Capt. Irwin? · 
Capt. IRwi~. I do not remember now. 
Constructor HuNSAKER. It was not a large number~ and the Army 

gave them to us verv promptly. . 
Senator REED. Did you get ·an the Curtiss planes that you needed? 
Constructor HuNSAKER. Yes. sir; very promptly~ and they were 

verv satisfactorv. 
Senator REED: The Standard M, what engine has that? 
Constructor HuNSAKER. That is the Gnome also. 
Senator REED. Did those machines work satisfactorily? 
Constructor HuNSAKER. I think we have not yet put them in 

service. 
Senator REED. Oh, I war.at to go back to the defects. There is one 

thing I did not speak of. Yon said "the rigidity of the tail." I am 
speaking now of the DH4. Do you mean that the tail was not suf
ficientlv rigid or that it was too rigid? 

Constructor HuNSAKER. Not sufficiently rigid. 
Senator REED. \Vhat was the reason that it was not sufficiently 

rigid? What was the fault in the construction there? · 
Constructor HuNSAKER. There was not enough bracing, but they 

have been able to correct it by the addition of steel tubing. 
Senator REED. Now, coming back again to the other planes that the 

Navy has; what other planes has the Navy received, either built for 
themselves or receh·ed from the Army? 

Constructor HuNSAKF..R. I recall no other planes recein•d from the 
Army. We build our'own seaplanes independently. 

Senator REED. That is, you have them built? . 
Constructor HuNSAKER. 'Ve have tht>m bnilt and build them our

selves, in our· own factory, both. 
6B424-1g_nu. '2-24 
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Senator REED. 'Vhere is your own factory~ . 
Constructor Hu:ssAKER. At the navy yard, Philadelphia. We have 

the nanl aircraft factot·y there. 
Senator REED. How many .of those seaplanes have you turned out at 

the Government factory~ 
Constructor HuNSAKER. About 60. 
Senator REED. With what motor are they equipped~ 
Constructor HuNsAKER. Each carries two Liberty engines. 
Senator REED. 'Vho designed those seaplanes that you are speak-

ing of? 
Constructor HuNSAKER. The design has been a development ft·om 

Mr. Glenn Curtiss's original "America" of 1912-13, which was, as 
you know, unsuccessful. Its successive modifications were carried out 
by Mr. Curtiss, with various other engineers contributing ideas, until 
they developed the Curtiss model H-12, which was built for the 
British Admiralty and shipped to England during the years 1915-16, 
I believe, or 1917. The English ha,·e redesigned the H-12: and have 
returned it to us as the H-16. 

Senator REED. Is that what you are now building~ 
Constructor HuNSAKER. It is that which we are building, and we 

are proceeding to change to the latest improvement of the H-16, also 
made after British experience, called the F-5. 

Senator REED. Who made the latest design; American or English 
('ngineers, changing from the H-16 to the F-5 Y 

Constructor HuNSAKER. The general design came from England, 
and American engineers have had to modify it to take the Liberty 
engine, and to suit our conditions of quantity production. 

Senutor REED. Haw the changes been radical or have th('y simply 
been in the nature of modifications? 

Constructor Hu:ssAKER. They have been in the nature of modifi
cations, but to the extent of some 2,000. A complete red('sign of all 
details. The general type remains the same. 

Senator REED. In other words, you recognize in the Navy the fact 
that if a machine has been designed originally for a certain kind of 
engine: of a certain horsepower, and you change the '"'eight of the 
engine and the power of the engine, that that necessarily involves 
changes in the fuselage and changes in the wings, and in all parts 
of the airplane ? 

Constructor HuNSAKER. In these boats we were not concerned 
with any great difficulty, because they had in England the Rolls
Royce engine, which is substantially of the same weight and power as 
the Libertv motor. 

Senator'REED. Senator ~ew, I am· going to have to excuse myself. 
I haw just gotten word of the death of a very close friend~ and I 
will have to go now, and you will go ahead with the hearing. The 
officers will excuse me and I will read their testimony. 

Senator NEw. Yes, Senator. Just what is the Navy building! 
What is your program~ 

Constructor HuNSAKER. The Navy is building, as its program, the 
H-16, or its improvement, the F-5 flying boat, with twin Liberty 
engines, and the HS flying boat, with single Liberty engine. These 
machines are service types and are sent abroad. In addition to these 
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types we construct for school purposes a tOO-horsepower single-float 
seaplane made by the Aero Marine Plane & Motor Co., of Keyport, 
N. J.; a 100 horsepower single-float training seaplane, by the Boeing 
Airplane Co., of Seattle, Wash.; a 100 horsepower training flying 
boat, by the Curtiss Engineering Corporation, Garden City, N. Y.; 
and a 150 horsepower single-float training ,seaplane, by the Burgess 
Co., of Marblehead, Mass. The principal production is divided be
tween this training craft and the two types of service craft. Besides 
these we have always under construction various experimental de
s!gns, which may have been initiated either by pdvate firms or by the 
Navy Department. In these cases a few umts only are built for 
demonstration and decision whether they are of sufficient merit to 
warrant their production for service use. 

Senator ~ Ew. Have the various boats that have been delivered to 
the Xavy been satisfactory? 

Constructor HuNSAKER. I think I can answer that the boats are sat
isfactory, although, o~ course, we have minor defects which develop 
from time to time, and improvement must be constant. The general 
theory under which the Navy operates is that the operating person
nel-that is, the flyers-are the customers, and they must be supplied· 
with what thev want. The structural safety and integrity of the 
machines supplied is guaranteed by the material bureau supplying 
them. 

Senator NEw. The defects of which you speak you regard as minor 
defects, do you 'I 

Constructor HuNSAKER. Thev are minor to the extent that ns soon 
as they are known they can be and are corrected. 

Senator NEw. That is it; they are such mistakes as can be cor
rected 1 

Constructor HuNSAKER. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. And do not so impair the strength or character of 

the machine as to render it obsolete-as to call for its rejection 1 
Constructor HuNSAKER. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. Constructor Hunsaker, I think that is all I care to 

ask you, except that when you were last here you had a report of the 
test made on four De Haviland-! machines at Miami, that report 
having been filed by Capt. McCaughtry under date of July 16. Will 
you please supply the committee with a copy of that report 1 Can 
you do so? 

Constructor Hu:-~sAKER. I think I must lun·e the permission of the 
Secretary of the Xnvy. ruder the naYal regulations. I am bound 
not to di\·ert any official correspondence. ot· copies of it. outside of the 
Naval Establishment. 

Senator NEw. Of course. I do not want to call on you to supply 
anything that you should not supply, or anything of that snrt. 

Constructor HP~SA]{ER. I wntme to suggest. sir. that you request 
the Secretary of the Xavy-- . 

Senator NEw. I know that request has been made of the Secretary, 
and it probably will come in that way. That is all right. 

Capt. IRWI~. I can tell you that was senL sir. 
Senator XEw. It has been? 
C'apt. lRwi~. Yes, sir; it was mailed last night. 
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Senator NEw. All right. Then, I think that is all at present, Con
structor Hunsacker. Now, Capt. Irwin, will you take the stand~ 

STATEJ4ENT OF CAPT. N. E. IRWIN, UNITED STATES NAVY. 

Senator XEw. What is your present detail of duty? 
Capt. IRwix. Director of N a\·al Aviation, under the Chief of X a val 

Operations. 
Senator NEw. Can you tell us just what the Navy program is: 

that is, what different types of aircrnft, hydroplanes, and so on. the 
Navy is producing? 

Capt. IRWDI. In heavier-than-air craft~ for service use, we are pro
ducing the large two-engine flying boat, culled the H-16, and a 
smaller type using one engine, culled the HS-1-HS-1 or 2, accordin!! 
to the number; and for training purposes we are using the N-9, which 
is a seaplane that very much resembles the Army JN-4; the Aero 
Marine, which is Yel'Y similar to the N-9 in its general outline. and 
the training boat. called the F boat-a small type of boat. 

Senator NEw. Han the different types of planes which you have 
. jmt enumerated. as delivered to the Xavy. been reasonably satis-
factory? . 

Capt. IRwiN. Yes, sir; reasonably so. 
Senator ~Ew. You have not been called upon to reject any of them? 
Capt. IRwix. Some of the Aero Marines, when they· were first 

delivered. de,·eloped weaknesses that we discovered, and we had to 
get new parts in the place of them before we could go on and use 
them. 

Senator NEw. What was-the character of those weaknesses? 
Capt. IRWIN. It was in the bedplate of the engine, which was a 

special design of the Aero. Marine Co., and it did not develop until 
after the engine had been running for some time. 

Senator NEw. What was the type of engine? 
Capt. IRWIN. The Hall-Scott 4-cylinder. These defects were ap

parently developed, dne to the vibration of the engine, after some 
hours of flying. 

Senator NEw. 'Vhat was the conclusion of the Navv with refer-
ence to the Hall-Scott engine? · 

Capt. IRwiN. Well, we have stopped the nse of it. 
Senator NEw. Yon have abandoned its use? 
Capt. IRWIN. Yes, sir. · . . · 
Senator NEw. What was done with the planes in which it was 

used? 
Capt. IRWIX. The ones thnt had been flown for some time were 

strengthened in those places where they gave way, and the new ones 
were supplied with new parts. 

Senator NEw. All of them reequipped? 
Capt. IRwiN. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. With engines of a different type? 
Capt. IRwix. No, sir; I do not think so. 1Ve continued to use the 

Hall-Scott, but we changed, after a certain number had come out. 
to the Curtiss engine, but we strengthened the plane so that it would 
resists tl1e YibratiOn e\·en of the Hall-Scott. · 
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Senator NEw. Bnt I understand. do I. that the Hal1-Scott is not 
nSt'd at al1 now by the X avy? · 

Cnpt. IRwn•. It is not being produced anv more. There may be 
some stil1 in nse in the ~avy.' · 

Senator NEw. I asked that for the reason that Gen. Kenly testified 
here that the Army had entirely abandoned the use of 'the Hall
Scott machine; th1it 1,200 standard training planes equipped with 
Hnl1-Scott engines were relegated on account of the engine-

Cn pt. Inwrx (interposing). Scrapped? 
Senator NEw. "\Vel!, their use discontinued. 
Capt. lRwiN. We have discontinued their use, but the ones that 

were actually gotten on contract, before we concluded that they 
were not satisfactory, we have gone on and \lSed them. I do not 
think it would make the plane dnngerous, but they will give way 
0r wenr ont quicker, and are harder to keep np. · 

Sew~tor NEw. Captain, what information have you concerning 
the DeHi planes which were recently d~livered to the ~avy for the 
xa,·y's nsel . 

Ct1pt. Imnx. Yon mean what information relative to their con
clition? 

Senator XEw. Yes. 
Capt. IRwiN. ''y e recei wd a report from the commanding officer 

of the Murine Flying Field, at Miami, where four of these planes 
had been sent for training purposes, stating a number of defect~ 
that he had noticed in the planes. That report, as soon as received, 
was forwarded on to our materiel bureau that looks after the provi
!'iion of the mnchines, and thev took it up with the production divi
sion of the Army; a~ul I afterwards learned, or was informed, that 
most of these defects-most, if not all, of them-had been previ
ously rl'pm·ted to the Army, an<l that they had takl'n steps to make 
them good. 

Senator XEw. nut do you recall just how many of those planes 
were deliwred to the X avy in that defective condition? 

Capt. IRwiN. No. sir; I could not state that, becans!' I do not 
think anyone would know wlwre changes had been made in the 
machines that cnml' along. "Tl' <lid not get thl'm all at one time, and 
these four that were sent to MiHmi were among some of the first 
that we n•cl'iw<l. 

Sl'nator NEw. The xa,·~· had had in an order for a given number 
of DeH-.~ machin£'s? 

Capt. IHwiN. Yes, si.·. 
Senator NEw. Can you tell us how large an order that was1 
Capt. lRwnL One hundred and fifty-five. 
Senato1· XEw. One hundred and fifty-five1 
Capt. IRwiN. Yes, sir. 
Senator XEw. Thl'n Constructor Hunsaker has testified thnt abont 

50 were aetually shipped abroad? 
Capt. IRwiN. Yes, sir. · 
Senator ~Ew. And that about 100 had been rejected here and 

returned to the production department; that. is correct, is it~ 
Capt. IRwiN. 'Veil, after this report. of defects WllS mad!' tons we 

"'tnd we did not helieve these oth!'rs, the remaining 100, should be 
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sent abroad, and we took it up with the Army, and they said they 
would take them back and make good the defects. 

Senator NEw. If that is the case, it is true! however, that the entire 
order of 150 machines ordered uy the Xavy was deliYered in that 
defective condition 1 

Capt. IRwiN. Not necessarily, according to my understanding, 
sir, because this delivery has been going on for a period of over two 
months, and I understand thev ha,·e remedied in the later machines 
some of the defects that were 'in the first machines. 

Senator NEw. This 100 machines were not accepted? 
Capt. IRWIN. No, sir; because we do not know where the remedies 

were installed, and in order to make a clean job of it--
Senator NEW (interposing). The X a ,.y has declined them all? 
Capt. IRwiN. The Navy has sent. all of them to be inspected and to 

see that the defects have been made good. 
Senator NEw. Will the use of the 50 that were sent abroad be per· 

mitted before thev are overhauled and those defects remedied? 
Capt. IRWIN. 'tr e are preparing a telegram to the commander of 

the aviation forces abroad now telling him all of the defects. 
Senator NEw. 'Vho is the commander abroad? 
Capt: IRwiN. Capt. Cone. The telegram, of course, will go to 

Admiral Sims. · 
Senator NEw. The telegram will go to Admiral Sims and down 

from him through naval channels? 
Capt. lawn<. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Are you at liberty to state what the character of that 

cablegram will be? . 
Capt. IRwiN. '\Yell, in a general way, statin~ all of the defects that 

have been reported to us, and to take it up w1th the Army as to the 
best way of repairing them or making them good. I say, "taking 
it up with the Army," because they probably have better facilities 
at their assembling base there for making these changes or replac
ing these things. 

Senator NEw. Captain Irwin, it is perfectly well known that the 
Armv has met with many difficulties in its aircraft production pro· 
gram and some conspicuous failures. I would like to ask you if the 
Navy has had corresponding difficulties of major or minor im· 
portance. 

Capt. IRWIN. We have had difficulties. I do not think I would call 
them of major importance, but both the materiel bureaus and the 
Office of Operations-that is, the materiel section of the Office of 
Operations-try to have the commanding ofli'cers of the air stations 
report all defects or supposed defects that they find in the machines 
that are issued for use, and to keep on reporting those continuous}~·· 
It may be simply that they think they do not operate well, and when 
we get those reports in we take it up with the materiel bureaus, and 
sometimes they agree at once that it is a defect; that it has been 
reported, and they start in to make it good. On other thin_gs, after 
talking it over, we say that the man who made the report ism error; 
that he wants an easy appliance for operating, and we do not make 
the change. We decide there in the department whether it will be 
done or not. 
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Senator NEw. Have such a number of reported defects come with 
reference to any one particular type of plane in use by the Navy as 
to indicate that that type should be abandoned-or I will change the 
last of that question ; I do not care to say " should be abandoned,'' 
P.erhaps, but that the manufacture of that type should not be con
tmued~ 

Capt. lRwxN. I do not remember any that we have had in quantity 
production. We have had some that we had gotten a small numbe'r 
of-that is to say, we had gotten one and tested it out, and thought it 
was going to be a good machine-one or two-and we had gotten a 
dozen or more, and with a little more use we decided that was not a. 
suitable machine and discontinued it. Now, the defects in the Aero 
Marine that I have mentioned-it could not have been continued in 
its original form of production; that is, with the original material, 
the way it was put into it-in the original form of manufacture. , 

Senator NEw. There were substantial changes found necessary in 
that~ 

Capt. hWIN. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Are you still making them 1 
Capt. !RWIN. Yes, sir. That is correct, isn't it~ 
Constructor HUN SAKER. Yes. 
Capt. hwiN. It is a training machine. . 
The CHAIRMAN. On July 29last I wrote the Secretary of the Navy 

requesting a copy of a report on" Defective parts found on De Havi
land airplanes" as submitted by Capt. McCaughtry, which I now 
have, and will ask the stenographer to ha,·e the same inserted in the 
record at this point. 

(The matter referred to is here printed in full as follows:) 

Hou. C. S. THOMAS, 

~A\"Y DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE OF ~A\'AL OPERATIONS, 

Washington. 

Cooirman S1tbcommittee on Military Affairs, 
United States Senate, Washington, D. C. 

DEAR SENATOR: The receipt Is acknowledged of your letter of July 29, 1918, 
requesting for the use of the Subcommittee of the Military Atfairs Committee 
investlgatlng .the production of aircraft a copy of a report on "Defective parts 
found on De Havlland airplanes" submitted by Capt. Walter E. McCaughtry, 
United States Marine Corps, commanding the Marine Flying Field at Miami, Fla. 

A copy of the report mentioned Is herewith Inclosed as requested by you. In 
connection with this report I am glad to inform you that this matter has 
already been taken up by the Bureau of Construction and Repair of the Navy 
Department with the Aircraft Production Division of the War Department, and 
Information has been received that the defects mentioned In this report had 
practically all previously been presented to the Production Division and steps 
had been taken to remedy them in future output of this type of machine. 

Very truly, yours, 
JOSEPHUS DANIELS. 

l\1.-\Rll"E FLYING FIELD, 
Jliami, Pla., July 16, 1918. 

From: Commanding Officer. 
To: Director of Naval Aviation, United States NaYr, Washingtonfi D. C. 
Subject: Defective parts found on De Havlland airplaines. 
Reference: (a) Op. Air 0146-Y~. letter Naval Operations. July 18. 1918, 

1. Numerous cases of wire terminals pulling out have been found on the 
De Havlland type machines at this station. Close Inspection of all terminals 
on these machines shows that while on many the free end hns not started to 
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pull out, lll"ncti<'ally all are loo;;ened until they are unfit fm· further sen-ice. 
The cause of the failure of these terminals is that the wrapping is all In one 
section. no spn<'ing helng nllowed for the solder to I'Un ln. Terminals tnkPn 
from these mnchine~< wet·e unwrapped without nppl)·iug bent to the solder. 
thereby proving thut the thimhles nre helcl in plnce h)' the ft·iction of the 
wrapping alone and not by accepted solder-filled connection. 

2. The ulleron contrnl shen\'es .m the uppet· punel nre <'ttusing tmJ<'h trouhle 
through defe<'ts which ure as follows: (a) Bendin!!: of the holts which holds 
the fitting to tlw spar, thus CIUJ!'Iing the shea\'e to be out of line with the con
trol. (b) By !<hc>nring the hent·ing stucl, whic-h nllows the sheaves to rome 
entirely Ioo;;e from the fitting. 

3. The ;;tJ·c>nm-Iine shield;; <'nvc>ring the shc>nve;; cln not nllow for any inl<pec· 
tlon of these c'fmtraets. Thi;; ~o~houlcl lw rPmocleled hy c·utting away part of the 
shield or hy c•hnnglng its form. 

4. The horizontal stuhlllzer is too weak in structure to be used for instruc
tion purposes. It is l'ecommenclecl thut for thl!< use the> horizontnl stablllzer be 
macle more sectll'e by furthc>r hl'ficing, as sharp glides show excessive vibration. 
• 5. ~omc> c·n!'les of control C'tthle tet•mlnul!<, letting go were found, the cause 

heing the same as those n~;,jo;[gnecl to other wires. 
6. The fuhric· usecl on t11ese lllll<"hines hns JJc>\'er l){'('n lll'opet·ly stl'c>t<'lwcl. 

This is Jlrohnbl)' clue to not c>nough "elope" having hec>n applied, or to nn 
luferior grnde bc>ing usc>cl. The thread that holds the fabric to the ribs pulls 
thl·ough, allowing the fabric to r11ise up f1·om the l'ibs. With all machines nt thP 
stntion it has been ne<"essury to restitch the fnbi'IC', and it is recommenciPd thnt 
all surfuees be re-eovet·etl with n better g;rnde of fnbrie. 

7. The pin that secures the axle cap hus in se\'eral instan<'es shen1·ecl off. 
This allow;; the wheel to come off. Larg;er pins should be used in this place. 

8. The aluminum stream line ~hielcl co\'erlng;, the landing gear ~hock 
absorbers should he made of a strong;er materlal, as vibration causes the 
aluminum to break off where it I~ secured to the struts. 

9. The b1·acc> wires inside the fuselage usecl ou this machine are unsnfP. a~ 
they are held in place on!~· hy lock nuts on each end. An examination of these 
wires shows thnt after a few hours flight a majority of those lock nuts hnve 
hacked off, nllowing the hrnee wires to screw out. 

10. The clrag wires nre too small to tul;:e up the necessary land. This is 
shown by the fnC"t that the)· all show sig;ns of strain after n few flights. It is 
recommended thnt these wirc>s he made double strength. 

11. It is the opinion of pilots flying this mn<"hine thnt entirely too mtwh forre 
must be appliecl to the .stlek to operate the controls. It Is recommended th11t 
more leverage he given, a;; it is often vital to ha\'e the controls re~poncl 
quickly. , 

12. The foot board next to the fuselage on the> wings ~hould he made to extend 
to the enterin~r edg;e. This woulcl ~n\'e the wing from gettin~r hroken up in front. 

13. At present the wing skicls are securecl hy a hnlt em the ohtside of the 
fitting; unci n small wood S<"rew on the> inside. The scpew ]mils out, allowing the 
~<kid to break m· bend in Ianfling. 'l'he ~cre\V shoul<l be rc>placed by a bolt. 

14. The arl'llngement of thP ntdintor nve1·ttow is \'PI')' lneonvenient. The 
overflow is tnl,en ft•om the rnclintnl' f•ap. '!'his nec·c>s;;itnte;; hrcnkln~r the> owr· 
flow line> c>ndt time the rnclintot· is fillc>d m· htspPI'tecl. It i~ recnmmenclecl thllt 
!hi~ o\·c>rftow lw taken out helow thi;; cup. 

l:'i. The> nuxlliury g;ns tnuk overflow i,: ,;o loC'ntetl thnt there is c:cmsicll'l'lthiP 
los;; of gnsolim• when the JJJlH'hine is put in n glicle. It i,; l'ec·ommeiHiecl thnt 
thi~ o\·e1·l1ow he phwe1l on the top of the wing whc>rc> the tiller·<'llJI is ;;ltuntPcl. 

16. :\lueh trouhlc> in the> ecwk pit hns been experie1wecl clue tn l'lldintor shuttt'r 
Pontrol hmulle intPrferin~r with the> operation of the syndmmizing; pump. It I~ 
reenmmenclf'cl thnt the shutte1· <'llllti'Ol <"llhll' he uuule Ionge>!' so thnt the !<hnttt>l' 
hnnclle will dc>ar the pump. 

17. The cle;;ign of the fuselage> g;h·es n pool' view from the ('ClCk pit. 
18. The spn('ing of the l'ihs of the wing; In the outer se1·tinn is so great thnt . 

it is almost impnssihle to l'eeJl the fahrie se<"urecl. 
19. With the> mnehines in thc>ir present c·cmclitlon, it i,; ennsiclered thnt tht>Y 

:ll'e nnt snfe fm· fl~·ing, nne! it is re<"ommendecl that they he temporarily phtc't'«l 
out of eommlssion until mate1·ial ancl Jllll't!'l c·nn he seem·ecl to ellmina\P thP •IP
fef'ts aho\·e mentioned. 

W.un:R E. :\lcf:.\UGHTUY, 
('rtptrtill, T,~uitcd Sfrtfl'll .lfrtrinl' ('rll'/18, C'omnwluliug. 
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Washington, .July 27, 1918. 
From: l\Iuj. H. S. Brown, Chief of Finance Division. 
To: The Hon. Charles S. Thomas, United Stutes Senate, Washington. D. C. 
Suhjeet : Cancellation of Bristol contracts. 

1. Complying with your letter of the 22d instant, o«hlressed to :\lnj. F. E .. 
Smith. 

2. Attached het·eto is copy of memornn«lum adllrffised to me hr Capt. M . . J. 
Abbott. under date of July 27, 1918, which is self-explanatory. 

3. Briefly, we estimate that the cost of the cancellation of the Bristol con
tracts (planes and spares) will total $6,482,000, subject to a material (]eduction 
for salvaging, the amount of which can not be estimated without a mo1·e detailed 
:>urwy than we have been able to make nt the present time. 

H. S. BROWN. 
Jlajor, Signal Co-rp,,, Cllirf Finanrc Dil'ision. 

\V AR DEPARTMENT, 
BUREAU OF AIRCRAFT PiiODUCTION. 

From: Capt. Abbott, finance department, approvals section. 
• .July ~7, 1!118. 

To: Maj. H. S. Brown, finance department, auministration ;oection. 
Subject: Cancellation of contracts in connection with Bristol planes. 

1. In connection with letter of July 22, from Mt'. C. S. Thomas, of the Senate 
Subcommittee on Aviation, in which he requests statement of the cost incurred 
by the Government of the United States in designing, constructing, and testing 
the Bristol planes, now abandoned by official order. 

2. The contracts involved in this cancellation are contract No. 2463, with the 
Curtiss Co., which contract calls for 2,000 planes and certain specified spare 
parts; contract No. 2800, with the Lewis Spring & Axle Co., for certain specifi~d 
spare parts; contract No. 2798, with the Hayes Ionia Co., for certain specified 
spare parts. 

3. The amounts of the contracts involved are: Curtis Co .. spare parts, $!5.770,-
521.58; planes, $13,500,000; Hayes Ionia Co., $1,890,000; Lewis Spring & Axle 
Co., $1,890,000; making the total amount of contracts involved $23,0fl0,52U'i8. 

4. The estimated costs of the cancellation of the above-mentioned contmcts 
are as follows: The Curtiss Co., $6,000,000; the Lewis Spring & Axle Co., 
$169,000; the Hayes Ionia Co., $313,000; making a total of $6.482,000. 

5. You will find attache(] hereto five copies of the details showing how the><e 
figures were compiled. 

6. I feel that the amounts shown as costs of cancellation nre liberal nncl wilt 
be reduced materially by salvaging the materials Involved. 

By authority of Maj. Frank E. Smith. 
Capt. M. J . AnooTT, 

Finance Division, Approwls Departmrnt. 

FJ~timated roxt of f'llll<'cllation in f'onnection with BriMol crmtract. 

Curtiss Co. : 
J>iti«J \'OUCher - -- - - - - ----------------------- $1, 2:)0, 000.00 
l'npnid vouelwrs and. damages______________ 4, 750,000. 00 

----- $6. 000,000. 00 
Lewis Spt·iug & Axle Co.: 

Pail! vouehers ---------.--------------------
Youchered but not paid ____________________ _ 
To be vouchered ---------------------------
Estimated cancellation charges _____________ _ 
Owrhead ann depreciation -----------------
Profit, 10 per cent less tools, etc ____________ _ 

41,000.00 
41,000.()!1 
2!5.000.00 
16,000. 00 
33,000. 00 
13,000.00 

----- 169.000. 00 
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Haynes Ionia Co. : 
Vouchered arid paid _______________________ _ 
Vouchered and not paid-------------------
Overhead and depreciation -----------------
Estimated cancellation charges ____________ _ 
Profit, 10 per cent less special tools _________ _ 

Contmctors involved in cancellation: 
Curtiss Co.-

$110,000.00 
26,000.00 
24,000. 00 

138,000.00 
15,000. 00 

$313, 000. 00 

6, 482, 000. 00 

Spares---------------------------------------------- 5, 770, 521 . 58 
Planes---------------------------------------------- 13,500,000. 00 IIaynes Ionia, spares _____________________________________ 1,890, 000. 00 

Lewis Spring & Axle Co., spares___________________________ 1, 890, 000. 00 

Total amount contracts Involved ____________________ 23, 050, 521. 58 

Senator NEw. Captain, I think that is all I will ask you. 
(Whereupon, at 3.45 o'clock p.m., the committee adjourned subject 

to the call of the chairman.) 
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TUESDAY, AUGUST 6, 1918. 

UxiTED STATEs SEXATE, 
ScBCO)HIITTEE ox MrLITA~Y AFFAIRS, 

Washington, D. C. 
The subcommittee met at the call of the chairman, at 3 o'clock 

p. m., in the committee room, Capitol, Senator Hat-rv S. ~ew pre-
~~ . 

Present: Senators New (acting chairman) and Reed. 
The CHAIRl\IAN. The committee will be in order. and we will first 

hear Mr. Potter. 

STATEliENT OF MR .. WILLIAM C. POTTER, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, 
BUREAU OF AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION. 

Senator NEw. Will you please state your name and your position~ 
Mr. PoTTER. Assistant chrector of the Bureau of Aircraft Produc

tion. 
Senator NEw. How long have you occupied that relation to the 

board, Mr. Potter? 
Mr. PoTTER. Since the appointment of the Director of Aircraft 

Production. 
Senator NEw. The committee desires to interrogate yori a little 

concerning the production program of the department, both in ref
erence to past accomplishments and future prospects. What pro
gram has the Aircraft Production Department made for the future~ 

Mr. PoTTER. For the next 12 months we have a program which is 
based upon the cabled reports from Gen. Pershing, dated some time 
in June. I believe that is the date. That calls for a very large num
ber of planes and engines, and the thin~ that go on them, and we, 
in turn, cabled Gen. Pershing what we might hope to do. We did not 
base our hopes on the most conservative judgment of what could 
be done, but what we would try to do. We expressed at the same 
time enough doubt in our confidence of being able to accomplish all 
that we hoped to do so that Gen. Pershing would realize that we 
were aiming rather high and that we knew that we were aiming 
rather high. Now, if you want to have me give you numbers I 
would want to be called again and be advised of the fact that you did 
want numbers. · 

Senator NEw. We would like numbers, Mr. Potter. 
Mr. POTTER. I could only give you approximations from memory, 

becau~ I did not know exactly what would be wanted here. 
. . 1083 
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Senator NEw. Suppose that you do that with the understanding 
that yon are speaking from memory and that yon will have an op
portunity to correct that from your tables of the department~ 

Mr. PoTTER. How would it be) Senator) if I sent you, in writing, 
a copy of this thing? I might give yon some figures that would be 
referred to later and would be misunderstood. 

Senator :NEw. The bettt-r plan would be for you to submit the 
program in writing. 

Mr. PoTTER. I would be Yery glad to do that. 
Senator NEw. For pnrp~es of the present inquiry, can yon tell 

us approximately what Gen. Pershing's requests were~ 
Mr. PoTTER. I think that his request covered something in the 

neighborhood of 25,000 airplanes between now and the 1st of next 
,July, with their accompanying spares, their accompanying spare 
engines, and theit· accompanying spare parts, plus armaments and 
instruments. and all the necessary tools and apparatus that go with 
them. I think we stated that we might hope to get something lik11 
18.000 to 20.000. and I want it to be understood that I am speaking 
from memory. 

Senator ~Ew. Bv what time~ 
~Ir. POTTER. By 'the 1st of ,July, 1919. 
Senator NEw. Mr. Potter, what type of planes did that request 

include~ 
, Mr. PoTTER. That included, first, single-seater fighters. 

St>nator ~Ew. Can you tell us about how many, from memory? 
Mr. POTTER. I think it would be better if I did not try. It would 

be several thousand-2.000 or 3,000. Then, second, a much larger 
number of two-seater fighters. Third, a yery considerable number 
of Army obsen-ation planes; fourth, an equally large number ot 
corps observation planes; fifth, a very large number•of day bombers; 
sixth. 2,000 or :tOOO night bombt>rs. Those are the principal items 
which were innlh·ed in Gen. Pershing's program; and, in addition 
to that. he asked us to do deYelopment work on two or three other 
types of planes which he did not t>xpect to ha,·e deliYered for some 
time. a rather indefinite time in the future. but wished ns to do thG 
work on tht>m. One was a low-flying infantry-harrassment plane, 
armored. Tlw other was what is known as the three-seater gunner 
machint>. carrying at least three men and seYeral guns. He did not 
ask for any spt><'ial number of those) but simply asked .ns to go to 
work on them and develop them. 

Senator N:~m·. ·wm you pardon an interruption right there? Did 
Gen. Pershing recommend any particular type of these exP-erimental 
machines which von reft>r to as those which were not to be deliverecl 
at any particular time? 

Mr. POTTER. ~o; he did not recommend any particular type by 
name, bnt he did-- · 

Senator NEw. What I seek to learn is whether he expected you to 
design a type of plane to cover that particular line of work 1 

Mr. POTTER. He did. 
Senator NEw. Or whether he recommended a particular type that 

hnd been already developed somewhere else? 
~fr. PoTTER. "S"o, sir. In those two cases that I spoke of he did not. 
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Senator NEw. He wanted us to design imd experiment with
in other words, to develop planes intended for tliat particular line 
of work. Is that right? 

Mr. PoTTER. That is right; ye~, sir. Nothing that Gen. Pershing 
said would pre\·ent u~ from taking the best results from what had 
been done abroad, but he left it up to us as to whether we should 
take the results of what had been done in France, England, and 
Italy-whether we should do it all. here or make a combination of 
the two. · 

Senator NEw. Mr. Potter, this may be a somewhat leading ques
tion, but have we in this country aircraft engineers who, in your 
judgment, are capable of designing and building military planes of 
that character? 

Mr. PoTTER. That is a leading question, and I suppose that it 
deserves a leading answer. I think we have. but in very limited 
numbers, and I will tell you who I think they are. I think to-day 
there landed in New York an Italian, with 5 or 6 engineers and 
25 workmen, by the name of Pomelio who is capable of doing that 
work. ·we sent for him. and he is here. ·we have in Detroit a 
Frenchman by the name of Le Pere, surrounded by ·quite a group of 
skilled men. My humble opinion is that he is capable of designing 
airplanes. Outside of those two men I personally do not know of 
an airplane designer in this country that I think has had the expe
rience close to the front and in contact with the military necessities 
who is capable of designing by himself a successful battle plane. 

Senator NEw. They are not American engineers. 
Mr. PoTTER. No. sir. 
Senator NEw. You say that Pomelio and his outfit landed this 

morning? 
Mr. P6'ITER. As far as I know. 
Senator NEw. But until to-day we did not have theJU. 
Mr. PoTTER. We did not; no sir, but we did have LePere. 
Senator NEw. As a matter of fact, is it not true that Pomelio was 

brought over by request of the Italian Gov-ernment in order to take 
charge of the development in this country of the Caproni plane? 

Mr. PoTTER. Oh, no; he has nothing to do with the Caproni. 
Senator NEw. For what purpose, then, is Pomelio intended? Is 

he intended to be a general designer? 
Mr. PoTTER. I will give you the story, and perhaps that will be 

the best answer. 
Senator NEw. We will be glad to have it. . 
Mr. POTTER. Last winter in February a man by the name of Ellis, 

who is an attorney of the Union Pacific, and who, I believe, is solely 
actuated by patriotic motins, called my attention to the fact that a 
very prominent Italian airplane designer by the name of Pomelio 
would be willing to come to this country and erect a factory to build 
planes of his own design. After discussing the matter with the Air
craft Board, I finally recommended that we do not bring Mr. Pomelio 
here for the purl?ose of entering into commercial pursuits; but that 
if he would be willing to come here with his associates in the pay of 
the United States Government, in an advisory and helpful cap~city 
in the designing o~ such types of airplanes as we should submit to 
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him, that we would be glad to have him come and pay him a reason
able compensation and pay his men the usual compensation for men 
of their character, and he is here to do that thing. We are going to 
put him in a shop which we have selected in Indianapolis for the 
reason that it has a great surrounding country where labor is fairly 
plentiful and good machine-shop facilities, and we are going to say 
to Pomelio, " Gen. Pershing has asked us for these general types of 
.planes. Now, we will give you ·one or two types. Now, you design 
those types to the specifications asked for by Gen. Pershing and 
submit your drawings to our technical section in the Department of 
Military Aeronautics for their approval; and if they seem to suit 
them, we will ask you to go ahead and build several samples and see 
how they turn out." 
. Senator NEw. So Mr. Pomelio is looked to for the possible de
wlopment of new· types of planes~ 

~fr. PoTTER. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Mr. Potter, you say Gen. Pershing asked for a 

number of specified types of planes 1 
Mr. PoTTER. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. What do you propose to supply in the way of a 

single-seater~ 
:Mr. PoTTER. We propose to supply for the time being an exact 

copy of the British S. E. 5, which was recommended by Gen. Persh
ing as being one of the two best types of single-seaters on the front, 
and we are building them now, and the first sample plane ought to 
be ready now to fly. · 

Senator :NEw. They are being built at the Curtiss plant? 
Mr. PoTTER. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. They are not building the Martinsyde1 
Mr. ·PoTTER. No, sir; not yet. 

. Senator NEw. Do you have that in prospect~ 
Mr. PoTTER. Yes; but the Martinsyde is not ready to ship. The 

first sample. fitted for the 300 Hispano-Suiza engine, will be shipped 
to us from England some time this month. It is not done yet. 

Senator NEw. I know the Martinsyde was recommended by the 
board of the United States officers who were sent abroad for the 
purpose and I wondered what had been done to carry out that 
recommendation. 

Mr. POTTER. Every one of their recommendations has been acted 
upon and the first sample of the Martinsyde plane for the Hispano
Suiza will be shipped in August, and three more will be built as soon 
as they can be obtained. 

Senator NEw. What in the way of a two-seater fighted 
Mr. PoTTER. We have two samples of the actual English Bristol 

fighter, which is supposed to be the best two-seater fighter that we 
know of, recommended by Gen. Pershing. We have them both 
equipped with 300-horsepower Hispano-Suiza engines, and, to the 
best of my knowledge, they are in the hands of the testing ~quadron 
of the department of military aeronautics now. 

Senator NEw. Where~ 
Mr. PoTTER. At Dayton. 
Senator NEw. And if found satisfactory, that machine is to be 

adopted and put into production; is that correct~ 
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l\Ir. PoTTER. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Then that is not the same type of Bristol fighter 

that was produced in some quantity and recently abandoned by the 
Government~ 

Mr. PoTTER. Most decidedy not. 
Senator NEw. Mr. Potter, would like to have you tell us in your 

own way what, in your judgment, was responsible for the failure of 
the Bristol fighter. 

Mr. POTTER. To give you the gist of it first; lack of experience an.d 
knowledge of the science of aeronautics on the part of the men who 
were-

Senator REED. You speak of building the real Bristol fighter in 
this country. What kind of a motor will be used in it 1 

Mr. POTTER. First, the 300 Hispano-Suiza engine. Secondly, pos-
sibly the 8-cylinder Liberty engine. · . 

Senatqr REED. When did you conclude to go to manufacturmg 
them again~ 

Mr. PoTTER. Quite recently-provided both those engines. or either 
of them, should prove satisfactory on sample tests in battle planes 
submitted to the Department of Military Aeronautics. 

Senator REED. When you say that you are going to build the real 
British Bristol the question is still open of a new motor for it; that 
is, a more powerful motor-the Hispano-Suiza-and that is still a 
matter of experiment whether that will work just right or not. 

Mr. PoTTER. That is correct. . 
Senator REED. Why do you not put in the same engine that the 

British use~ 
Mr. POTTER. Because we have not got it. 
Senator REED. What is that~ 
Mr. POTTER. They put in several motors. They put in the Sun-. 

beam, the 275-horsepower Rolls Royce, and several other motors. 
Senator REED. Why can not those motors be produced here~ 
Mr. PoTTER. They can. 
Senator REED. Just one word about the 8-cylinder. Am I correct 

in this: That when it was first proposed to manufacture the Liberty 
motor it was contemplated that this motor could be used in many 
different kinds of machines by making the motor with a different 
number of cylinders; that is to say, perhaps a 4-cylinder, then a 6 
or 8, and then a 12 ; that was the plan first,· was it not~ 

Mr. POTTER. I think I was not here then. . 
Senator REED. That is your understanding? 
Mr. POTTER. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Then they abandoned all other kinds of the Liberty 

for the 12~ · 
Mr. PoTTER. That is correct. 
Senator REED. And now we are going back again to try the 81 

· Mr. POTTER. That is right. 
Senator REED. Then they abandoned all other kinds of the Liberty 

for the 12~ . 
Mr. PoTTER. That is correct. 
Sen_ator REED. And now we are going back again to try the 81 
Mr. PoTTER. Tha"t is right. 
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Senator REED. Do you know who is responsible for the conclusion 
that we should/o back to the 8 and make machines of that type~ 

Mr. POTTER. think several people. A number of people are. The 
thought was first expressed to me in cablegrams from abroad. It 
became very evident to me that we needed an engine in quite large 
quantities of lesser bulk, weight, and power than the 12-cylinder 
Liberty. That was brought to my attention very emphatically by 
the failure of the Bristol, due to too much power and weight and 
size. It was suggested to me by an Englishman attached to our 
bureau by the name of Commander Briggs, and it was concurred 
in by Col. Vincent, and the idea appealed to me: 

Senator REED. What does Col. Vincent have to say for the aban
·donment of this plan of motors of a different number of cylinders, 
which was done while he was connected with the air service~ What 
explanation is there for starting out with a plan, abandoning it, and 
then going back to it again~ 

Mr. Po'ITER. I have just told you what the explanation was for 
going back to it. I hav,e heard that the reason why thev abandoned 
it in the first place was that thev first designed the 8: and it was 
quite satisfactory as far as I know. Then word came from abroad 
that the tendency was toward higher powers; that they wanted a 
·300-horsepower motor. and then a 400-hor8epower motor, so the 
Aircraft Board said that the ten.dency is toward the higher powers, 
why make this little engine~ So they abandoned the 8, which 
1 think was a mistake. They could have made the 8 and they 
should have made the 12, too, bMause there is no question that 
·one engine in an aircraft program will not do. We have to have a 
number. 

Senator NEw. Mr. Potter, right there, was not that a fact that the 
·production department was some time in discovering~ 

Mr. PoTIE,R. l think so. 
Senator -NEw. That one engine was not suited to all types of 

planes-~ 
Mr. PoTTER. I think so . 

. Senator NEw. Do you not think that a part of the delay in the 
production of machines by this country is due to the fact that too 
mnch effort was made to make the Liberty motor serve for all pur
poses? 

Mr. PoTIER. I think ·that is R;_ true statement; yes. 
Senator NEw. Yon spoke a minute ago of the Sunbeam motor and 

of the fact that we have not got them in this country. Is it not true 
that an effort was made here a year or more ago to induce the Aircraft 
Board to adopt the Sunbeam? 

Mr. Po'ITER. Yes; so I am told. . 
Senator NEw. That was before vour connection with the board? 
l\fr. POTIER. Oh. yes. I ha,·e since looked into it and I can tell 

you some facts abotit it. 
Senator NEw. "Te shall be glad to have them. 
Mr. PoTIER. Abont three months ago. a gentleman by the name of 

Beaeh called on me witli a very good introduction from a friend of 
mine and told me that he was interested in the manufacturing rights 
"f the. Sunbeam engine in the United ~tates. and he wanted to gi,·e 
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them to this Government. I became interested and I sent engineers 
up to Toronto, in Canada, where the engine is being made, and they 
made a very careful examination of it and within the last few weeks 
have received the first sample which they could turn over to us of 
that engine, which is now being tested at McCook field. I will say, 
however, that there are many types of Sunbeam engines-several, 
and this type happens to be the 180 or 200 horsepower engine, which
ever you wish to call it. I can not say that that engine is as goQd an 
engine, certainly no better than our 180 Hispano-Suiza which we 
ba ve in production. _ -

Senator NEw. At New Brunswick? 
Mr. PoTTER. At New Brunswick. The production of these Sun

beam engines, or rather the order for these Sunbeam engines, was 
placed with the company in Canada sometime last fall, nearly a year 
ago, and I think it is fair to say that they have not produced more 
than a handful of them since. By a handful, I mean less than 20. 
That is my understanding. At least at the time my engineer was 
there a month ago they had not produced any. and they could not 
even give me one until the last two or three weeks. Now, the British 
Government has the entire output of that factory for some months 
to come and I have given instructions to the Wright-Martin people 
to increase their production, which I hope will be accompli~hed by 
Dec-ember, so we have no use for this Sunbeam engine which is being 
manufactured in Canada. Besides, that engine would not be suffici
ently powerful to put into the Bristol fighter. 

Senator NEw. My recollection is that our committee-not the 
present subcommittee, because it had no existence then-but the full 
Military Affairs Committee was informed several months ago that 
some Canadian company was then engaged in manufacturing Sun
beam engines. all of which were being taken by Great Britain, and 
they were producing it at the rate of either 100 a weel.-. .:>r 100 a 
month. 

Mr. PoTTER. All I can say is that if you received that information 
it was ~ntirely incorrect. 

Senator REED. Now, on this point of one engine not being usable 
for all planes: Have you in mind the dimensions of the different 
planes, their weights, etc. ? -

Mr. PoTTER. Do you mean could I quote them to you? 
&nator REED. Yes. • 
Mr. PoTTER. No, sir. 
Senator REED. Can you furnish them to us? 
Mr. PoTTER. Yes. 
Senator REED. I would like to have the dimensions, the spread of 

the wings, and the weight, for instance, of the small one-seater 
fighters, then pf the two-seated fighters, then of the typical bombing 
planes, and then of the great planes like the Caprom. 

Mr. POTTER. If you will make your request. Senator. to suit the 
cloth, I can give it to you very promptly. If :von want them all-

Senator REED. I do not want them all. I want to illustrate why 
the same engine can not be used. That involves the question of the 
spread of the wings, the weight, and the speed. 
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Mr. PoTTER. I ha,·e a boqk in my desk which I can send over to 
you which will give you most of the engines, types of planes with 
their engines. their performance, and with pictures of them. 

Senator NEw. I think I asked you. Mr. Potter. if yon would give 
to the committee your idea of the cause" responsible for the failure 
of the Bristol fi<Yhter. 

Mr. PoTTER. Yes~ sir; I can do that. To s~un it all up: The 
faulty design and construction of the Bristol fightet· was due en
tirely to a lacl{ of detailed knowledge of aeronautical design on the 
part of the men who had the matter in hand. There is no question 
about that. ' 

Senator ~EW. Do yon think that it was originally a fault of 
design? 

Mr. PoTTER. I do not think there is any question about it. 
Senator NEw. Then, was that the controlling cause? 
.Mr. PoTTER. I can not think of any other. Senator. 
Senator NEw. ·well, is it not true, Mr. Potter, that the Bri->tol 

fighter was very materially changed between the time it was gi,·en 
to the Curtiss Co. for production and the turning out of the machine~ 

Mr. PoTTER. Ye,.;~ sir. But the design that was handed to the 
Curtiss Co. was so designed that it was unsafe to fly. It was not. 
strong enough. It had factors of safety that were n•ry low, and 
had to be strengthened. 

Senator NEw. It called for a weight of .2,937 pounds. Is that 
correct? 

Mr. PoTTER. I would not like to certify to that weight. 
Senator NEw. Do you know how many changes were made Ill it 

and the character of any of those changes? . 
Mr. PoTTER. I know of some of them and I know a great many 

changes were made. · Of course. I do not pretend to follow all the 
changes that are made in all these airplanes. I have not time. But 
I do know of numerous ehanges that were made, and I know of 
some of them in detail. 

Senator NEw. At all events the machine that came out was not at 
all the machine that went in. That is correct? 

:Mr. PoTTER. It was n heavier machine. 
Senator X EW. And in vour estimation the machine would not 

have been quite as conspicuous a failure if made in accordance with 
the original design as it was after the changes had been made? 

Mr. PoTIER. I think it would have been a much greater failure. I 
do not think you could have landed twice in succession with it and 
had a plane. We proved that on the fifst few planes that we built. 
Every one of them .were crashed. The tail skid would not stand
the strain. The whole rear end of the fuselage would break. The 
lauding gear broke and everything else except the wings, and. in 
fact, after all this weight had been put on and added ro it the faCtor 
of safety was only five and a half, which indicates that still more 
weight could haw been added. 

Senator N"Fw. What should the factor of safety have been? 
. :Mr. PoTTER. It will be at least six or seven on a fighter. 

Senator NEw. I do not know as I personally care to go into de
tail as to what made the Bristol fighter a failure. It is admitted 
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to b~ a fact that it w~•~ a failure, whether that was due to the design 
or to the manufacture. 

Senator REED. As a matter of fact yon did find a wry great deal 
of bad workmanship, did you not? 

Mr. POTTER. Ohl yes; plenty. · 
Senator REED. So there were two things, bad design and bad 

workmanship. That is about enough to spoil anything if you get 
enough of it. 

Senator NEw. Once more returning to our original line of inquiry. 
What has the board in prospect as an ~rmy observation machine? 

)fr. Po'ITER. Three planes. The Brtstol fighter can be used as 
an Army obsenation plane, and is so used. We have another 
plane) called the U. S. D. H, which is practically nothing more or 
less than the De Haviland-H with the Liberty engine in it. Samples 
of it nre now being ftown by the Department of )filitary .\ero
nauties, and they at·e pas-;ing their criticisms upon it. Depending 
upon what tlwy have to say about it finally depends whether we 
will manufacture that plane or some modification of it. Capt. Le 
Pere has now completed three samples of a plane with the Liberty 
engine in it, and at least one and perhaps two of those planes are 
in the hands of the Department nf Military Aeronanties for tests 
at Wilbur Wright Field. 

Senator XEw. Mr. Potter, yon spt>ak of the U. S. D. V as being in 
point of fact very definitely similar to the De Haviland~~)'! 

Mr. POTTER. Ex<'ept that it has the Liberty engine in it? 
Senator XEw. That, of course, is one very material ditferenee. 
Mr. PoTTER. I t>mbodicd that in mv statemPnt as a 1litft>rl•nee. 
Senator :Nt;w. Is not a eonsiderable change of design neeessary to 

accommodate that machine to a Liberty motor? 
Mr. PoTTER. I should not say that a wry consillerable difference 

in the design was neeessary: but it is quite possible that quite differ
ent results will be obtained from the opt>ration of the plane. 

Senator REED. It. is. quite possible that quite different results may 
be obtained, by which you mean to say that the Lilwrty engine may 
or may not be a suecess in that plane? 

Mr. POTTER. I mean by that that the installation of the Liberty 
engine may require larger gasoline capacity, greater weight of water1 

greater radiator weight, and changes in weight which may affect the 
performance of the machine, but not the design of the machine. 
The machin~ is practically the same design as the De H:wiland 9 
itself. . 

Senator REED. Is not the greater weight liable to produce the same 
results that you had heretofore by overloading the machines? 

Mr. PoTTER. That is just exactly what I say. The fact that you 
put more weight into the machine may give yon entirely different 
results. 

Senator REED. You may find that machine breaking to pieces. 
Mr. POTTER. We may: We propose to find out before we build 

them. 
Senator NEw. Mr. Potter, is it not a fact that the factory out there 

was. about ready to proceed with the production of the so-called 
U. S. D. 9, when it was discovered tha.t, owing to the <'ha.nges made in 
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it, it was being subjected to a wing load of 9.6 as against one of 
less than 8.6 on the plane as originally designed? 

Mr. POTTER. I can not corroboratt' the 9.6 and the 8.6 figures be
cause I have not got them in my mind, but it is not a fact that 
the plane was going to be put into production before it was tested 
by the Department of Military Aeronautics and approved by them. 
There was no intention on my part or on the part of anybody else 
that had the authority to give the contract for the U. S. D. 9 until 
it was apprO\·ed, if that is an answer to your question. 

Senator N"Ew. Yes; that is an answer. Mr. Potter, the machine, 
however, was made, was it not-that is, samples of it were made? 

Mr. PoTTER. Y t>S; one sample was made. 
Senator XEw. And it was at least intended to proceed with the 

manufacture of that plane. As a matter of fact, had the technical 
department ever,..been.cal1ed upon to pass upon that design? 

Mr. POTTER. "Yes, sir; they had. 
Senator NEw. Had they ever checked up those plans? 
Mr. PoTTER. I do not know whether thev had ever checked them 

up or not; but in June I sent the technica'l department of military 
aeronauticR all the information that I had on that plane, as well as 
on the U. S. D. 9A and the two forms of Bristol fighters and, I 
think, one other plane, inviting their attention to such figures as we 
had on those planes and asking them to make suggestions in regard 
to them. They made some suggestions and note was ta.ken of them. 
Between that time and perhaps a week ago one sample. I think. of 
the U. S. D. 9 was made and turned over to them~ and they had cer
tain criticisms to make of the weight of it, which are being carefully 
analyzed and taken cognizance of. and the Department of Military 
Aeronautics and our department are cooperating to see if they can 
adjust those difficulties and arrive at a satisfactory plane. If they 
can not, it will not be built. 

Senator NEw. At all events, as the plane stands~ with the wing 
load that it is made to sustain in the sample which has thus far been 
presented, it is not a satisfactory plane? 

Mr. PoTTER. That is correct. 
Senator NEw. There is a mistake somewhere. If the technical de

partment had an opportunity to examine and made recommendations 
and failed to do so, the fault may rest with them; if not, it rests with 
the production department; but' somewhere there has been a col1apse 
on that? Is that correct? · 

Mr. PoTTER. That is correct, sir. 
Senator ~Ew. Then that eliminates it for the present from the list 

of ..Army obsenation machines? 
Mr. Pm:rER. Yes; for the moment. 
Senator NEw. It may be restored? 
l\Ir. POTTER. Yes. 
Senator XEw. What does that leave? 
Mr. PoTTER. The I.e Pere and the Bristol fighter. 
Senator NEw. The Le Pere is the machine designed by Capt. Le 

Pere. of the French service? 
Mr. PoTTER. Yes. 
Senator NEw. He has designed that plane here since he became 

connected with the l.T nited States service~ 
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Mr. PoTTER. In Detroit. That is right. 
Senator XEw. And it is an entirely new thing. That, I belieYe, 

has been experimentally flown, has it not~ 
~fr. POTTER. Oh, yes. 
Senator XEw. And with fairly satisfactory results? 
Mr. PoTTER. So they report to me. 
Senator XEw. And the true English type of Bristol fighter? 
:Mr. POTTER. In so far as the plane IS connected with the 300 

Hispano-Suiza motor in it. . 
Senator XEw. And that is also being experimented with 1 
)lr. POTTER. It is. 
Senator NEw. You say two samples of them have been made~ 
:Mr. PoTTER. Yes; sent to the Department o~ Military Aeronautics. 
Senator XEw. Where will thev be made1 
)fr. PoTTER. Samples are being made at the )fcCook Field from 

copies of the actual English planes. . 
Senator XEw. One of thosp machines will probably be selected as 

thP type of Army obsPrvation plane? 
)fr. PoTTER. I think so. 
Senator NEw. It is hoped that one of them may prove so satis-

factory as to warrant your adopting it~ 
)fr. POTTER. Yes. 
Senator NEw. What for-a corps observation machine~ 
)fr. POTTER. Either one of those two planes would serve for a 

corps observation plane with slightly different equipment on it. 
They would serve for an army observation. They would ser,·e for 
a corps observation plane differently equipped. 

Senator :NEw. I would naturally so infer; but the two are sepa
rated here in these recommendations, and I therefore assumed that 
a different plane might be contemplated for one use than what would 
suffice ·for the other. 

Mr. PoTTER. If the U. S. D. 9 could be made satisfactorv as to 
weight it would probably be a slightly more serviceable plane than 
either of them for corps observation. 

Senator NEw. Mr. Potter, what has the department in the way 
of a day bomber? 

Mr. POTTER. The only plane that we have in prospect for a day 
bomber, outsidP of the De Haviland 4. which is now being built, 
and which is found to be perfect. is the U. S. D. 9A, which is in 
the same stage of dewlopment as the U. S. D. 9, but I understand 
that an analysis of its weight and the report on itc; flying tests by 
Col. Samphill. a very well-known technical flyer, lead me to be
lieYe that the combination is somewhat more satisfactory than the 
U. S. D. 9. It is the same plane as the U. S. D. 9 to all intents and 
purposes, except that it has larger wings, and Col. Samphill, who 
was here with f'Ten. Brancker recently. flew the plane twice. The 
last time he flew it he said. " It is all right. Go ahead and build 
it," but that does not relieYe us sufficiently of the responsibility, and 
we will not build any of thPm except samples unless they are ap
proved by the Department of Military Aeronautics. 

Senator NEw. ''nat in the way of a night bombed 
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Mr. PoTTER. We are shipping now parts already fabricated of the 
Handley-Page. lVe have shipped 20 sets of parts up to to-day, and 
we have a factory in England to-put them together_. . 

Senator NEw. Where are those parts fabricated here~ 
Mr. PoTTEu. They are fabricated in a good many places. The 

"·ooden parts in Grand Rapids and the metal parts are largely made 
in Ohio. but some of the metal parts, like axles and other special 
ieatures of metal parts, are made in several different places, and are 
brought together at the Standard Aircraft Co.'s works in Elizabeth, 
and are there assembled in sets and shipped abroad for assembly in 
a large plant which has been erected for the purpose in England. 

Senator NEw. You say assembled in sets. Does that mean that 
thex are set up as a completed machine~ · 

Mr. POTTER. Only one out of fifty. 
~enator NEw. Only one out of fifty is set up as a completed ma-

chrne~ 
Mr. PoTTER. Yes. 
Senator XEw. Is that a sample to be test flown m·er here? 
Mr. PoTTER. Yes. 
Senator NEw. Before shipment abroad~ 
'Mr. PoTTER. Before shipment of the plane itself~ 
Senator NEw. Yes. 
Mr. PoTTER. It is not intended to ship these planes abroad except 

in parts. 
Senator NEw. I understand; but before a shipment of the parts~ 
Mr. PoTrER. No, sir; we are shipping the parts now, and we have 

only completed one plane, which is being retained at Elizabeth to 
use as a model, and the second plane is approaching completion and 
will be tested and flown by the department of military aeronautics. 

Senator NEw. That is being produced at Elizabeth~ 
Mr. POTTER. Yes. _ 
Senator NEw. Can you give us some idea of when you think those 

Handley-Paige parts may be assembled in England for use as com
pleted planes? 

Mr. PoTrER. No, sir; I have no way of giving you any estimate 
that would be of any value to you. 
. Senator NEw. You can not say whether it wiJl be 90 days, 6 
months, or you can not fix the time at all ~ 

Mr. PoTTER. I have not really any bet!ter basis to judge from than 
yo_n have except I am told they are already·re~y ~or them and have 
~·killed workmen to put them together. and ]Udgrng from our ex
perience here, I think that from the time that they actuallv arrive 
at the factorY thev should be finished inside of 90 days thereafter, 
but how long it will take them to go over there, or how long thev 
will lie around the docks, or how long it will take to get them to the 
factorv I haw no idea. 

Senator NEw. The element of doubt E:>ntE:>rs into that so that it is 
onlv a guess? 

Mr. P<YPTER. Yes. sir. 
SE:>nator NEw. RefE:>rE:>nce was made a little while ago to the De 

Haviland 4. We arE' all wry much interested at present in the De 
Haviland -!. Yon said that it was found to hE' nnsatisfactor~·? 
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Mr. PoTrER. Ye!'l, sir. 
Senator NEw. ""'hat we want to ascertain here is just how unsat

isfactory the De Haviland 4 plane is. How many of them have been 
produced to date, say to August 1 ~ 

Mr. POTTER. Over 1.000. 
Senator NEw. About a thousand~ 
Mr. POTTER . • Just about a thousand. 
Senator NEw. All at the Da~·ton-Wright plant except half a dozen 

or thereabouts? 
Mr. POTTER. I think a little more than .that. but a few have been 

produced at the Standard Works and a few at'the Fishers, but prac
tically the full thousand have been produced at the Dayton-Wright 
factorv. 

Senator NEw. How many of those 1,000 planes have been sub-
mitted to actual flying test<;~ · 

Mr. POTTER. I can not answer that question, but a very considerable 
number. · 

Senator NEw. How manv of them have been sent abroad. Mr. 
Potter, up to Angus~ 1; how many have been shipped? • 

Mr. POTTER. I thmk that up to August 1 about 700 had bt-en 
freighted. B~· that I mean actually on the water. 

Senator NEw. Yon do not know how manv have been delivered to 
the other sidE>? · 

Mr. POTTER. No. sir. 
Senator NEw. Can von tell us whether vou have anv information 

as to whE>ther any of those machines hav~. been put into actual use 
on the other side? I do not: mean flown as we see machines flown 
about Washington. 

Mr. PoTTF.R. Yon mE>an on the line? 
Senator NEw. On the line; yes. 
Mr. POTTER. I receind a cablegram pE>rhaps a week ago indicating 

that none of them had been put on the line. 
Senator NEw. What was the reason for that¥ 
Mr. PoTrER. It did not l!ive any reason. 
Senator NEw. Would it he fair to ask from whom that eablel!ram 

came? 
Mr. PoTTER. I suppose I am hE>re to answE>r any questions you want 

to ask me. 
Senator NEw. I want to ask von that question. 
Mr. PoTTER. It came from Gen. Pershing. 
Senator NEw. What did he sav was the reason for it? 
Mr. POTTER. He did not l!ive any. and I did not ask him. 
Senator ~Ew. 'Vas there not a pre,·ious communication from Gen. 

Pershing some time alonl! in June enumerating a considerable num
ber of faults in the DP Haviland 4 plan<>? 

Mr. PoTrER. Yes. !'lir. . 
Senator NEw. And did not this cablegram at that time say that 

those machines could not be used or would not be used at all until 
after they had been put in different condition? 

Mr. POTrER. I am just tryinl! to think whether he said that or 
. whether he said the synchronizers could not be used until they had 
been put into differE>nt <>ondition. 
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Senator ~Ew. It did not say that. We have a copy of that report. 
)fr. PoTTER. I think he said that the synchronizer was the thing 

that could not be used until it was put into different condition. He 
may have said that about the plane, but I think not. · 

Senator N"Ew. Referring to this last cablegram, you said that Gen. 
Pershing said a week ago that none of these machines were in 
operation on the front? 

Mr. POTrER. Yes, sir. 
Senator XEw. Did he state why? 
l\Ir. PoTIER. :No. sir. 
Senator NEw. He did not give any reason for it? 
Mr. POTrER. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. Was there just the cablegram~ 
Mr. POTTER. :No, sir. Th1s was in reference to one I sent him ask

ing if any De Havilands had been put on the front; and if any, 
. what had been their performance, and he said : " No ; we expect to 
have an answer for you soon" or something of that kind, but I did 
not ask him why, because I could imagine why. 

Senator REED. \Vhat did you think was the reason? 
Mr. POTrER. Because they had to be gotten ready; certain changes 

had to be made in them, and he had to get his pilots used to them. 
Senator REED. But these machines that were sent over there con

tnined the verv same defects that had been specified in a previous 
letter as makiii~-1: the mnchine unfit for use? 

)lr. PoTI'F.R. Certainly. 
Senator REED. So. then, it is not a question of the training of the 

flyers. but a question of having the planes for the flyers? 
·)Jr. PoTTER. I said so, exaetly, that he would have to change the 

planes. 
Senator NEw. The point I was trying to establish was that the 

first cablegram enumerated a number of faults with the planes, and 
that since those faults were set forth in that cablegram many others 
had been sent over containing those same defects 1 

)fr. PoTTER. Some had and some had not. I mean all of the 
planes sent over contained some of the defects, nnd some of the planes 
<lid not contain all of the d.efectB. \Ye have been correcting them 
and have been trying to correct them as fast as we could. 

Senator XEw. Some time ago the :Navy took 155 of those planes, 
did it not-the De Haviland fours. 

)lr. PoTTER. Yes. sir. 
SPnator XEw. Somewh('re around iiO of them were shipped abroad, 

I helien, for the Navy's nsP, to an address designated by the Navy 
authorities? 

)[r. PoTI'ER. That is correct. 
Senator NEw. About 100 others were crated up and delivered to 

the docks for shipment, were they not? 
Mr. PoTrER. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Is it not true that about that time, concurrent with 

this, 4 of the lot of 155 were sent to the flying field of the Navy at 
Miami,J'la., and the~e submitted to tests? 

Mr. l'OTI'ER. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. Is it not true that the commandant of that flying 

field, Capt. :McCaughtry, made a report to the effect that the rna-
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chines were unsatisfactory and that they ought not to be flown and 
could not be flown in the condition in which thev were delivered 
down there to that field? • 

:Mr. PoTTER. I received a report, the contents of which emanated 
from the officer you speak of, indicating a number of cl.efects, most 
of which were identical with the defects found by Gen. Pershing. 
As far as I can r<>member, the report that I receiwd was signed· 
~)y Commander Atkins and simplv stated that these were the crit-
icisms found. · 

Senator NEw. You hnxe not seen n report filed l1y Capt. Me· 
Caughtry, the commandant at that field? 

)lr. PoTTER. If I have, I do not remember i~ as such. 
Senator NEw. Then~ of course, vou have not seen paragraph 20 

of the report submittect by Capt. McCaughtry 1 
~fr. PoTTER. I think I have not seen that paragraph. 
Senator NEw. That was the particular paragraph of the report 

that I h1td in mind when I asked tliat question. Following that up, 
:Ur. Potter, is it not true that the 100 machines which luui been 
crated and delivered to the Navy for shipment abroad were turned 
back upon the Aircraft Production Board~ 

Mr. PoTTER. Yes, sir; it is. 
Senator NEw. 'Vhere ttre they now-in Dayton or en route there? 
Mr. PoTTER. They are either at the port of embarkation, all or part 

of them, or part of them are on the way back to Dttyton. 
Senator NEw. Can yon tell us what it is proposed to do with those 

machines? 
)fr. POTTER. Take them apart and fix them np. I meun by thnt, 

tear the wing covering-s off ·of them, put in extm ribs, put on new 
wing conrings, put in better sewing-, and do all things that we have 
to do t<> them to meet those criticisms. 

Senator NEw. Is there an instance of the De Haviland -! machine 
having been tested or submitted to the judgment of any competent 
authority where the report upon it has been favorable? 

Mr. PoTTER. I think not. 
Senator NEw. As a matter of individual judg-ment, just how seri

ous, in your opinion, is the trouble with the De Haviland 4 machine 1 
)fr. POTTER. Yon know what the trmibles are. Yon have seen the 

list of troubles. I can not think of any of the troubles that are 
reported in the lists that we have as coming from Gen. Pershing and 
the Navy which can not be and are not being- corrected but one. In 
the criticisms that I can remember as coming from the Navy there 
is one that can not be corrected. That is, they say that the view 
from the pilot's seat is not very. good. That can not be corrected. 
That is inherent in the machine. 

Senator NEw. I will say this, Mr. Potter: This committee in the 
last 10 days, or approximately that time, has had before it quite a 
number of practical flyers, many of them men who have seen actual 
service abroad, and I think with no exceptions they have passed that 
same criticism upon the De Haviland 4 and say that the arrange
ment of it is such that it is no good as a day bomber nor as a fighter. 
· Mr. PoTTER. It is not supposed to be a fi~hter. 

Senator NEw. As a matter of fact, isn't 1t? 
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Mr. PoTTER. X o, sir; it is not. 
Senator NEw. I think it has been referred to both as a dav bomber 

and as a fighter~ and if it is not a fighter, where hM·e we ·a fighter 
machine? · 

1\Ir. PO'I":fe:R. I say we have none. 
Senator NEw. Provided these machines can be rebuilt so as to 

make them at all serviceable, how long would it take to do it? 
Mr. POTTER. I issued instructions last week, after a conference 

with the Department of Military .Aeronautics' technical people. that 
no more airplanes, De Haviland 4's, were to be shipped or accepted 
from an~' of the factories until a list of changes whtch I stipulated 
had actually gone into effect, and which were changes which were 
considered bv this conference, at which Col. Bane and Col. .Jones 
and others were present, had gone into effect. 

Senator NEw. Where did tliat conference take place? 
Mr. PoTTER. Here in Washington. 
Senator NEw. When? 
Mr. PoTTER. Last week sometime. 
Senator NEw. So that the production of the DeHanland!machine 

is in a state of suspension; is that correct? 
Mr. PoTTER. I would not exactly say that; but it is being slowed up 

a little. 
Senator NEw. No more of them will be turned out in the shape in 

which those that were delivered to the Navy were delivered in? 
Mr. PoTTER. Not if my instructions are carried out. 
Senator NEW. And no more similar to those that have been sent 

to Gen. Pershif!g? 
Mr. POTTER. The same answer, sir. 
Senator NEw. This committee has been informed that followin~ 

the report that was made to it by the Navy an officer-Col. Hall. I 
thipk- accompanied bv a force of assistants, was sent abroad for the 
purpose of going overv those machines and attempting to put them 
into condition. Is that correct? 

Mr. PoTTER. Yes, sir; that is correct; but it did not follow the 
report of the Navy. It preceded it, as far as I know. I had not 
seen the report of the Navy :when I sent Col. Hall abroad. He was 
sent abroad on July 16. 

Senator NEw. That is. Col. Hall who collaborated in the--
Mr. POTTER. Yes, sir; Lieut. Col. E. J. Hall. 
Senator NEw. Now. do you or do you not, as a matter of fact. 

know that a cablegram was sent to Admiral Sims calling his atten
tion to the defective character of the DeHaviland planes that were 
sent abroad by Navy order? • 

Mr. PoTTER. I do. 
Senator NEw. And warning him that they should not be used until 

they had been gone over. 
Mr. PoTTER. I do. 
Senator NEW. Getting back to Col. Hall ; Col. Hall is an engineer, 

I beliQve. . 
Mr. PoTTER. He is. 
Senator NEw. And I am perfectly willing to assume that he is a 

,·ery good one. 'Vhat type of engineer is he, mechanical or--
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Mr. PoTIER. Do you know his historv? 
Senator NEw. Xot fullv. I know that he is one of the brothers 

who designed and produced the Hall-Scott motor. 
Mr. POTIER. That is correct. That is. a member of the corpora

tion of the Hall-Scott Co., which has produced aviation motors of 
different types for some years. He has been more or lesS connected 
with the aviation business before the war. H(> is a mechanical engi
neer and a mechanic of considerable ingenuity, and I differentiate 
between his being a mechanical engineer and a mechanic, because he 
is both. He had u great deal to do with the designing or adoption 
of. the design of the so-called Liberty motor. He had a great deal 
to do with the placing of the equipment on the De Haviland 4, 
much of which h(> did with his own hands. and he knew all the 
details of it. That is the best description of the type of man that 
he is that I can gin you. 

Senator XEw. I usl;:ed that question beeause I wanted to inquire 
further if Col. Hall'o.: training was such as to qualify him to Sit in 
final judgment on the design of aircraft, not of motors, but of 
aircraft~ 

Mr. PoTJ'ER. I think not. 
Senator X EW. This 1'omu1ittee has heard. umong many other re

ports, that Col. Hull has said that he mnde something like ~,GOO 
ehanges in the De Ha,·iland 4 machine from the time it entered the 
factory until it emerged in its present shape. Do you know any
thing about how many changes were made and who was responsible 
for them~ · 

Mr. PoTIER. I ha\'(> not the faintest idea how many changes were 
made. but I thinl;: Col. Hall did make some changes in the De Havi
land 4 in detail. but those changes. to the best of my k.nowledge. 
were not fundamental changes; they were of guns, gun sights, and 
instruments~ shell chutes. 

S~:~nator NEw. As a matter of fact, at somebodv's instance, either 
wisely or unwisely. a very considerable number of changes were 
made in the design of the De HnYiland 4 machine before it was put 
into production. Is that not so~ 

Mr. PoTIER. I presume that a large number of changes were made, 
thouiZh some of them were as unimportant as the substitution of a 
eotter pin for a set nut. or something of that kind. · 

Senator XEw. HoweYer, is it not true that thet·e were many im
portant changes made? 

Mr. PoTIER. If so, I am not aware of it. 
Senator XEw. Is it not true, however, that the De Ha\'iland 4 

machine. as it stands to-day, is a very unsatisfactory plane? 
Mr. PoTTER. It is quite unsatisfactory to everybody, I think-not 

to everybody. Th,ei·e are some f~w men ~vho say it is pr:-tty .good .. 
Senator Nt:w. Can vou tell this committee how long 1t w11l be. m 

yom· estimation. befOI:e we are able to put an acceptable machine of 
American manufaeture in actual combat on the front? '· 

1\fr. PoTIER. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. Yon cnn not answer that question~ 
Mr. POTIER. No, sir. 
Senator REED. 'Vill yon tell us why you can not giw us an estimate 

of that, Mr. Potter? . 
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l'lr. PoTTER. In the first place. we will say that the first few ma
chines that have been designed~ readapted, and made in this country 
have been unsatisfactory. therefore we have not got any satisfactory 
machine to-day. Secondly, in order to make a satisfactory machine 
and put it on the front it has to pass to the satisfaction of tbe techni
cal section of the Department of Military Aeronautics. I can not 
tell whether they are going to find these various designs satisfactory 
or not. They have not found any that are satisfactory yet. I do 
not mean to say that as any criticism upon them, because I do not 
think it is. I can not tell~ nor can anybody else, whether they will 
find these things satisfactory or not, and after that they have to be 
built and have to be shipped and put on the front. Therefore, I 
can not estimate it. The machine that is to be satisfactory to the 
Department of Military Aeronautics has yet to be built. 

Senator REED. Has yet to be created? 
Mr. PoTTER. You might use that word; yes. 
Senator NEw. Mr. Potter, in view of those facts, is it not true that 

it will be at least some months? 
Mr. PoTIER. I think so, unless the faults of the De Haviland 4 can 

be corrected so it will be satisfactory, otherwise it will be some 
·months. 

Senator NEw. Under the generic term I included day bombers and 
all machines that are to be used in actual combat, everything other 
than training planes. 

Mr. PoTTER. That is what I thought you meant. I may say this~ 
in further explanation of my estimate, that it is quite possible that 
we may have some single seater fighters that will be satisfactory in a 
very reasonable length of time, but whether they actually will be 
satisfactory or not I can not tell. · 

Senator NEw. What are those? 
Mr. PoTTEH. The S. E. 5's. If thev are not satisfactory, I do not 

think anything ever will be, because" they are· an exact copy of the 
English single-seater fighter, with an almost exact copy of the same 
engine. · 

Senator NEw. How long is it going to take to get into quantitv 
production of those? ~ 

Mr. PoTTim. They tell me about 60 days. 
Senator NEw. What do you mean by quantity production? 
Mr. Po·rTER. I mean several hundred a month. 
Senator REED. Let me summarize this thing, if I may. As a 

matter of fact, yon have not yet developed or put upon the battle 
front a successful fighter, a successful day bomber~ or a successful 
reconnaissance machine? 

Mr. PoTTER. That is correct. 
Senator REED. And we have not put on a successful hea vv, or 

night, bomber? . • 
Mr. PoTrER. That is correct. 
Senator REED. And we have .n.ot yet made any of these machines 

that we can say with any degree of Cftrtainty will be a success? 
Mr. POTTER. That is correct. 
Senator REED. 'Ve have expended or committed ourselves to ex

penditures of abont how much? 
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Statement ot obligations and net cxpenditurrs of nin~rutt production and Signal 
Corps (ol4) appropriations as of May 31, 1918, and July 31, 1918. 

Appropriation. Amount of All~~~~nts Ex!XJ.~~~ures 
appropriation. May 31, 1918. May 31, 1918.• 

Air service production, 1919· $760,000,000. 00/· ............................. . 
Increase for aviation, Sig-

nal Corps, 1918. . • . . • . . . . 640,000,000. 001'$661, 24S, ~15. 7l 1l $:!81, 355, 494. 17 
Signal service of the Army: 

1918................... 51,800,000. 001 5l,O!Y.l,375.~3 , 17,789,856 .. 'i~, 
1917-18 ................ , 47,26i,i66.00 4.'i,i.OO,OR2.~S 39,979,438. ,3 
No year.............. 4, 500,000.00 4, 333, ~93. 5;1 4, 225,000.00 

Maintenance, etc., fire- I 1 
control installations: 

Seacoast defenses .. ... : 141,339. 43 ~0. 903. ;,g· 129, 66i.15 
Seacoast defensrs, in-

sular possessions.... 12, .106. 5I> 10, 9M. 26 9, 721. 7i 
Seacoast defenses, Pan- ' I 

amaCanal. .......... 
1
1 10,6.';0.6~ 11• 9,3!6.26/ 10,525.6~ 

Fire control: 
In imular possession; • 12 r-:ll 31; ~. 2.'il. !i9 10, 196. 6' 
At fortifications: .... : :I 16; 025: 9(1 s, S26. 91 i. 31S. SO 
At fortification>, act I 

June 151 19li .... .. .. I 446, i61. 96 191, 56.>. 01 333, 9>'8. 01 
Washington-alaska mili-

tary cable and telegraph 1 

system, 1918-19 .. ....... . 50,000.00 49 .. 901. 221 49,305. 75 
Cont.ingent expenses, sea-l' 

coast fortifications, act 

Aviation seacoast defenses 2,839,010. 98 21 . ~07.12 2~,511.14 

Allotments Expenditures 
as of as of 

July 31, 1918. July 31, 1918.' 

$38,137,795.21 19,011,925.00 

714,091,950.72 366, 371,8.'!6.82 

51,796,754.12 20,167,617.62 
47,327,912. ~ 41,030,589.30 
4, 333,484."' 4, 475,000.00 

9~, 885.47 

12, O<~. 42 

9.33~. 12 

II, 2~. 48 
10,S26. 9~ 

213,610.47 

49,905. 00 

46,573. 30 

61'9. 13 
21, 40i. 12 

140,667. 10 

10, i86. 46 

10,525.68 

11,496.68 
i,698.!!0 

349,550.00 

49,905. 00 

49,000. 00 

13,254.09 
24,511.14 

B~e ~{ ~~~;,a:.;c,; · ;.iid I 51,03!1.68, 46,573.30

1 

29,869.05 

Fortifications ........... ·:I 15, OAA. ~3 61'9. 13 23, i93. 6<'i 

Insular possessions, 
Hawaii....... . .... . 438,677. 97 84,445.00} { 

Insular possessions, I 52, .';09. 70 
Philippines......... 57X, 110.36 2, O<S. 661 

84,445. 00} 

2,078.661 
52,509.70 

4R~. 739.00 Pamma Canal........ 500,000. Oil 4~2. 000.00 48:i, 739.00 
SuppliPs, servt<·Ps, and I 484,000.00 

15,000.001 
100,000. 001 

transportat.lon, et.r.: 
1!118.. . ............... lo, x~z. ;a l:;,ooo. oor .............. . 
1917-1!1............... 1011,000.00 .......................... ... . 

1.'\,000. 00 
100,000.00 

Ordnance and ordn~nre 
storA:-:, Bureau or Ord-
nsnre, lill7-18 ......... . 

Aviation, Navy, 1917-1~ .. 
Signal equipment, Enlisted 

Reservt~ Corps, 1918 ..... 
Commerc1al telephone serv 

i<'e at Coast Artillery 
post•ll918 .......... ... . 

Replar ng Signal Corps 

9,oOO.f\X 
350,000.00 

300,000.00 

13,500. 00! 

1,086.00 .............. . 
350, 000. 00 333, 000. 00 

300,000.00 295,000.00 

l:l, 500.00 13, 116.00 

1,086. 00 
350,000.()() 

300,000.00 

13,500.00 

l.OS6. 00 
350,000. 00 

300,000.00 

13,500.00 

supplies and equipment : I 
1917-18............... 136,918. 43/' l36,3ZS. 00 1z3,3f>O.Ii0 136,283. 3~ 133,589. !l6 
191~19............... 361,951.21 , 124,911.23 125,ooo.oo, 12~.~44 . 23 . 124,38.1. ;o 

Total. ............... 1, 509,968,667. 40 7114, 11·\ .J82. 09 3~5. 400,742. 19l f;;ji, if>P, 7S2. r.ol~ 13.300. 171. P5 

nal Corps, 1918 (appc.r· 
Increase for aviation, Sig- I I 

t.ionment, 525 materials 
for resale) ............... .:.:.:.:.:.:..:~: '175, 772,.'\85. 02 3 11,161,708.00 • 187,565,392.93 319,001,862.69 

Grand total. ........ 1,509, 968,667.40 939, BAA, 167.11 334,245,034. 491,~5,335, 175:531424,298,309.26 

t All advan<'e payments have been deducted from expenditures as of Mav 31, 1918, and July 31, 1918. 
• These allotments include orders and authorities for material, et<'., pnrcilased by the Bureau of Airrra!t 

Production for resale. A portwn of this amount, to he lat~r determined, will be an allotment against the 
appropriation "lncrea.~e for a\;ation, Signal Corps, 1918." 

• AI uncollected payments on "sales department" allotments are dedneted from expenditures ss of 
May 31, 1918, and July 31, 1918. 

HAROLD )lCLEHMAN, 
Captain, A. S., A. P., 

In Charge Appropriations Department. 
Approved: 

\\'ASIIINGTo~;, D. C., A.ugu11t 13, 1918. 

C . C. CAMPBELL, 
Major, A. S., A. P., 

lJ.I·ccutirc Officer, Finance Division. 
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Senator · Rt<:ED. Please tell us the amount of money that has b~en 
expended or that the Government has become obligated to expend 
in the production of aircraft. I mean by this how much money 
it would take for the Government to settle up to-day if it was going 
to step out of the business; and in that connection please give us 
the amount of money that has been lost on the Bristol fighter, which 
has been condemned; the amount of money that has been lost or 
expended on the Standard J machine, which was thrown out; and 
the amount of money that has been expended or lost on the De Havi
land 4, assuming now that all of these machines are worthless, and 
then give us, if you have any figures upon which you can base an esti
mate, your best estimate· as to what, if any, salvage there may be in 
each of these kinds of planes, respectively; and if you can not give 
anything but a mere wild gue;;s, just merely state that fact. 

Senator REED. You lutve stated. Mr. Potter. a very fundamental 
fact. that the lack of success in these planes is due to a lack of 
knowledge of the design, cl1iefty, and in addition to that the1·e is 
imperfection of construction. etc .. and you abo stated that you had 
uow an Italian expert here, Mr. Pomelio. who is about to undertake 
the designing of planes in which the Liberty engine could be em
ployed. if I understand y~m right. 

Mr. PoTI'ER. Other engmes as well. 
Senator REED. You, therefore. recognize the wisdom of utilizing 

the services of genuine aeronautical .engineers? · 
.)-Ir. PoTTER. I do. 
Senator REED. I think that is indisputable. Xow, will you tell me 

why it is Caproni sent 0\·er the experts who had been the controlling 
~>nd of his great factories, Capt. De .\nnunzio, and sent over some 
other men, why they have been practically marooned down here on 
Long Island and left there and ha,·e not been placed in charge of 
factories engaged in the production of that machine? 

Mr. PoTTER. That is not a fair statement. I have to take excep
tion to that. Capt. De .Anmmzio came here and was welcomed and 
t.•very possible facility thut I know of was given him to build his 
machines. X o limit was put on him on what he could or should do, 
and the experimental ship of the Standard Aircraft Co. at Elizabeth, 
N. J ., was tmned owr to him and he built a machine which is now 
at Mineola and has been in the air. It is true he has not been 
turned over a factory to build large numbers of these planes because 
he is not ready to do it. He was giwn carte blanche to get up draw
in~s-his drawings are not finished yet-that plane which he has at 
Mineola is not finished yet. He is not wilhng that it should he 
tested bv American flyers, and, unfortunately, the two Italian fivers 
of the Caproni machines were killed. Other Italian flyers are now 
on the wa,v. Mr. De .\nnnnzio has not been marooned anywhere. 

Senator REEl>. That is my expression. 
:Mr. PoTTER. I take. exception to it. I want to lean over backwards 

and not say anything that is not so. and on the other hand I want 
to give ourselves justice. Mr. De Annunzio has been given e,·ery 
facility that the United States Government. offers tO dewlop his 
machines. 

Senator REED. When was he given those facilities? 
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Mr. PoTTER. As soon as he came here, which was, to the best of my 
knowledg~, in February. If there is any facility which he has not 
been given, I do not know what it is. 

(At this point informal discussion took place outside of the 
record.) 

Senator REED. In view of the fact that it is your opinion that aero
nautical engineering talent ought to be employed and that the fault 
lies in the design, why is it that the men who haYe made a reasonable 
:success at maKing airplanes have not been requisitioned and their 
talent employed instead of the talent of a lot of automobile men and 
carpenters and fellows of that kind for the purpo~e of designing '? 

Mr. PoTTER . .As It matter of fact, their talent hns been a,·ailed of, 
but I think that the reason why those men are not in the GoverH
ment employ is that they can not afford to be in Go,·ernment employ. 
You will find, Senator, that most all the men who are in the employ 
of the Governrnent, giving their entire time and attention to the 
Bureau of Aircraft Production are men who, although it is a consid
erable sacrifice to them, can afford to come down here perhaps and 
work for nothing. We have endeavored on several occasiOns to enlist 
the services of aeronautical engineers. I prefer not to mention any 
names. but those men have not found that they were ahl<' to do it. 

Senator REED. Then, why are tlwy not paid' a sufficient sum so they 
can come? Here is the !oss of millions of dollars because of incom
petency. Under sueh circumstances. how mneh any expen<litm·e 
would· be preferabll• to the waste of this tim<' and ti10ney and the 
tragic situation on the western front? 

Mr. PoTTER. You probably know it is rather (lifficult to arrange 
salaries in the 'Var Department. · . 

Senator REED. The executive department has not asked Congress 
for a single power that has not been granted, except on<' relating to 
the press. Th<'re is not a question abo-ut the fad-and there has 
not been a question. in my opinion. fot· many months-that if you 
or Mr. Ryan or yotlJ' pt'e(l\'('I'S>'<Il',.; \\'Pl'l' to say to Congre,.;s that 
yon had to have some experts to plan these planes. and that yon could 
not get th<'m without paying large salaries, that you would be 
granted that permission: and I um asking now whether the way ont 
of this difficulty is not to summon to your aid the men who haYe been 
able to produce practical airplanes; the best constructiYe talent there 
is, and surround yourselves with that sort of talent and Jet it plan the 
machines1 

"Mt·. PoTTER. That certainly will help. 
Senator REED. 'Vhy are we to stop fihort of that? Let a board or 

commission of that kind, or, what 1s better than that, in my judg
ment. a body of Pngineers. ·working under the tz;Pneml direction of 
somehead, nnd then after they haw conceiwrl tlw machine, let the 
practical manufacturer produce it. In other words~ put the con
struction and the designing ahead of the pro1luetion proposition. 
Why is not that the right thing to do 1 

Mr. PoTTER. I think it is. 
Senator REED. Now, what is being done to han it broutz;ht about, 

Mr. Potter1 
Mr. POTTER. As I said to Senator Xew, that is just one of the 

things we are trying to do. We are inviting Italian designers to 
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-<:orne to this country. 'Ve have already invited and have here with 
us French designers. We have sent over to England for some of 
their best technical men. We have a man abroad to study foreign 
types, and we have several airplane designers with them. I hope 
the1 will come back with new ideas, but all these things take time. 

Senator REED. In addition, howewr, to sending men abroad, why 
is it that men who have successfully built flying machines in this 
country are not called in? 

Mr. PoTTER. They are. • 
Senator REED. 1Ve have had complaints made to this committee by 

men who have been building machines that they can not en•n get 
·orders for machines. 

'Mr. POTTER. That is right, they can not. Too many orders ha,·e 
been given for machines already to Tom, Dick, and Harry, and they 
have produced miscellaneous types of machines, not one single one 
of which has been any good up to dati'. 

Senator REED. There has not been a single one of those that the 
Governml'nt hns bel:'n spending a billion on that has bel'n any good, 
bu~ that is no worse than spending the money on experimental ma
chmes. 

Mr. PoTTER. Well, the · Go,·ernment has only tried to build two 
machines in actual production. I r-mppose that if I could count up 
the list of experimental machines that had been ordered by the Go,·
ernment, none of which are of any service, it would run into the 
hundreds. We have adopted lately the following scheme: We gt>t 
our requirements from abroad in performance and type and we sub
mit those requirements to various airplane designers who are asked 
to build certain numbers of machines on that basis. They submit 
designs first, and the designs are gone into by the Department of 
Military Aeronautics to criticize and offer suggestions, and if they 
are finally accepted, an airplane designer is asked to build five or 
six samples of the machine. You. can not give a vast number of 
these orders out because we have only certain types that are desirt>d 
by the Army. 

Senator REED. '\Vhy have not the piano makers and other manu
facturers of wood which required a high knowledge of fine wood
work and cabinet WOrk j why hRYe they not been call I'd in for the 
purpose of doing some of this manufacturing of those parts. par
ticularly that rl:'quire grl'at strength and lightness at the same time? 

Mr. POTTER. Furniture people have been called in. 
Senator REED. I am not speaking of the furniture people. I am 

speaking of these people that-·-
Mr. PoTTER. Some piano manufacturers have been called in to 

make propellers, but, as you know, we have ample airplane manu
facturmg facilities in this country. We have more than we can fill 
up at the present time. 

Senator REED. You have people who have been doing work some 
of which has been described here, and I am hestitating because I 
can not see how a human being can do the kind of work that has bt>.t>n 
described here in some instances. 

Mr. PoTTER. Our principal orders are with airplane factories. 
Senator REED. That depl'nds on what we call an airplane factor.v, 

of course: The Curtiss we call an airplane factory and yt>t we have 
bad some very bad work from there. 
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Mr. PoTTER. Yes: and also some ,·ery good work from thet·e. 
Senator REED. What good work1 
Mr. PoTTER. The Curtiss trainin~ planes. of which they hnve 

made thousands. and the Xa'·.'· has had ,·ery ~ood work on theit· 
boats. so thev tell me. 

Senatot· REED. 'Yould you call tlu.• Duyton-Wri~ht fuctory in 
Da.'·ton an uirplane fuctory? 

Mt·. PoTTER. The.'· hud a little uiq>lan«.> factory h«.>forl' they built 
the large one. 

Senator REED. That was practically built for the purpose of manu
facturing airplunes. You would eall the Fish«.>r Bod.'· Corporntion 
an nirplnne fudory? 
~h. POTTER. Xo. sir: hut thev do wondl'rful work. 
Senntor REEl>. "'hut I. nm com in~ to is this. the qu«.>stion of in

spection. Why is it that you can not g«.>t enou~h competent inspectors 
so that this bad wm·k which has been descrtbt>d can bt> pre,·ent('{l? 
That is why I suggestt>d cubint>tmnlu•rs. I suggt>st utilizing men 
who can mnke pianos and musical instrunwnts. etc .• as inspE'ctors. 

Mr. PoTTER. I think that is a wry good sug~estion. 
Senator REEn. That is not original with nw. That su~gestion has 

been made lwre bv witnE'sses some of whom are ftvers and somE' of 
whom wei·e engin~ers. Why is it that vou do not kE'ep and ha,·e on 
your staff wh«.>n it com«.>s to the question of the plnnning of these 
machines some of the h«.>st ftvers our countrv or other eountt·ies hn,·e 
de,·eloped, so that they may i>oint out in ad,:anct> points of weaknt>ss? 
I am going to illnstrnt«.> that. Hert> comes in n young ft>llow who 
hns had thret> yl'ars m·er· there fighting. und has hE.'en in commnnd 
of 40 or ilO nirplanes. who sits down ht>re and procet>ds to tell us 
out of his ht>tHl tlw defects of n c«.>rtain machine. He has never 
flown in it. and wt h«.> tl'lls those d«.>fects as accnrateh·. it seems to me. 
as they have been told by nll of the engineers who havt> been ht>t·e. 
and because l'\·idently he gain«.>d by his practical exp«.>rience. Why is 
it that those men are not brought in? 

Mr. PoTTER. Those men art> not under om· control. 
Senatot· REED. You can get them. 
Mr. PoTTER. 'Vell. I do not know whetlwr you can g«.>t th«.>m or not. 

We have tried to ~et them. 
Senator REED. If you can not get them tlwr«.> is something wrong 

about the whol«.> organization. 
Any organization that will proceed to produce airplanes without 

antiling itself of the talent that the countr·y possesses has some de
fect in the organization. It may be due to the law or any one of 
many causE's. but. whatever those causes are, w«.> ou~ht to get rid of 
them. should w«.> not? 

Mr. PoTTER. 'Ye should; yes. 
Senator REED. I am asking you more by the way of suggestion 

than anything else why is it that there men who know what makes 
the strain on the plane--who know it practically from being in the 
air with them-should not be about and around and consulted before 
planes are put into production and as they are put into production, 
so that they can point out the weakness«.>s ~ 

Mr. POTTER. The answer is. of course. that they should be. 
68424-18-vor. 2--26 
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Senator REED. Then I hope they will be. There are a number of 
these defects on these machines that came from bad workmanship. 
I am not asking you now about the defects in the planes that may or 
may not be the fault of the manufacturer, but when it is the result 
of bad workmanship who stands the loss~ 

)fr. PoTTER. The United States Government. 
Senator REED. That is to say, if the United States Government 

has the Curtiss Aircraft Co.-I will just use them for an example
or the Dayton-Wright Aircraft Co. make 100 machines and finds out 
that all of those machines are defective, the Government stands the 
loss? 

i\Ir. PoTTER. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Do those people still get their percentage upon this 

bad work? 
)lr. PoTTER. They do. 
Senator REED. Do you regard that as businesslike or fair~ 
Mr. PoTTER. Well, Senator, that depends. If the Government 

gives an airplane manufacturer an order-if it is bad workmanship-
no; it is not right. But if we permit bad workmanship through 
faulty inspection, it is our fault. 

Senator REED. No; it is a fault. I agree with you that the Gov
ernment inspection is a means provided to keep a scoundrelly manu .. 
facturer from putting over a fraud on the Government, and if we 
are sufficiently alert we can protect the Government; but if never 
inspected at all. we still have the right to expect good workmanship 
and honest dealin~. I must insist upon that as the principle of it 
all. So that, summing this thing up in all this vast amount of work, 
the aggregate of which you have not as yet given us in dollars and 
cents, has proven worthless thus far. These gentlemen who have 
been producing this work will fare just as well in dollars and cents 
as if they had produce? first-class work. 

Mr. POTTER. They w1ll. 
Senator REED. I now suggest a criticism of the Aircraft Board 

for the first time. It is that that sort of contract should not be 
written again. 

Senator ~Ew. Mr. Potter, Senator Reed just made a reference to 
the inspection. Are you satisfied with the character of the inspec
tion that has been had? 

)fr. POTTER. Xo. 
Senator REED. Do you think that that has been in certain in-

stances. at least. very defective 1 
)fr. POTTER. Yes. 
Senator XEw. 'Yhat steps are bein~ taken to remedy that? 
Mr. POTTER. We are constantly trying to get better men and con

stantly trying to improve the organization and using every effort 
that we can to make our inspection more efficient. 

Senator NEw. I strongly suspect myself that the one great diffi
culty in that is the inability of th~ Aircraft Board or anybody 
else to find men who are competent as mspectors. 

Mr. POTTER. Why, certainly. It is a matter of education, and 
another cause for some very inferior personnel is the limited salaries 
we are permitted to pay to our inspectors. 

(Whereupon, at 5.45 o'clock p. m., the subcommittee adjourned 
to meet at 2.30 o'clock p.m., on Thursday, August 8, 1918.) 
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THURSDAY, AUGUST 8, 1918. 

U:siTED STATES SENATE, 
Susco~nnTTEE ON MILITARY .AFFAIRS, 

Washington, D. 0. 

. ,. 

The subcommittee met pursuant to adjournment at 2.30 p. m. in 
. the committee room, Capitol, Senator Charles S. Thomas presiding. 

Present: Senators Thomas (chairman), New, Frelinghuysen, and 
Reed. 

The CHAIRl\IAN. The committee will now resume the hearing. Mr. 
Nash, we wi11 hear you first. 

STATEMENT OF C. W. NASH. 

Senator NEw. Please state your name. 
Mr. NASH. C. W. Nash. • 
Senator NEw. Your present position with the Aircraft Production 

Board~ 
Mr. NASH. Assistant to the director in charge of engineering 

and production. 
Senator NEw. ·what was your business before you came to the 

board. Mr. Nash? · 
Mr.· NAsH. President and general manager of the Nash Motors 

Co. 
Senator NEw. How did you happen to take service with the Air

craft Production Board~ 
Mr. NAsH. At the ''ery urgent request of Mr. ,John D. Ryan. 
Senator NEw. Is it a fact that vou were more than once solicited 

to come to the board? • 
Mr. NASH. Yes, sir. . 
Senator NEw. State to us some of the efforts that were made to 

induce you to come~ 
lfr. NAsH. I think perhaps within a week after Mr. Ryan was 

appointed to the position that he now occupies he wired me at Ke
nosha to know if he could see me at ·washington or New York at an 
early date. I replied that I would be in Washington in a week. 
I went there, and I caHed upon him, and he explained to me 
that he had taken hold of this very troublesome problem and 
wanted to know if I would not come and help him out. I replied by 
saying that I would investigate the situation and would make a de
<'ision. I went to Detroit and made a little investigation and talked 
with some of my·friends. and after a few days I wrote himthat I 
did not fee] it was possible for me to do it under the conditions; that 
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I did not feel that I would be of enough senice to him to warrant 
the undertaking. · 

Senator XEw. Mr. Nash, were. you influenced in that by the . con
ditions that yon discovered as existing in the organization? 

Mr. NAsH. Yes, sir; I was. 
Senatot• NEw. State just what your impressions about it were and 

whv von hesitatt>d to take hold of it. 
:Mr'. N.\SH. I felt that the situation had been very badly handled 

from the start; that there was not any organization that you could 
::>tart to build on; that it would be necessary to begin back pretty 
near to the foundation and build up if you wer.e to handle this matter 
in a manner that would be a credtt to yourself, to the industry. and 
to the country, and I felt that I would be handicapped perhaps to 
such an extent that I could not go ahead and build up the necessary 
<>rganization to make a success of the aircraft production, and for 
that reason I wrote Mr. Ryan that I did not feel that I could under
take it. 

The CHAllL\IA~. How .long ago was that? 
Mr. NAsn. If yon know the date on which Mr. Ryan accepted the 

position-within a week, about two weeks after he had taken the 
position. To continue, I suppose perhaps ~ matter of tlu·ee weeks 
may have elapsed when I recei,·ed a call from Col. Mixter, wanting 
two friends and myself to meet him at the Blackstone Hotel in Chi
(!ago. I did not know what his wishes were and why I should meet 
him, but he explained that he was there to get me to reconsider my 
decision. 

The CHAIR:li.AN. Tell us who Col. Mixter is and what his relation 
to the aircraft activities was at that time 1 

Mr. NAsH. My understanding was and is now that he was assistant 
to the Chief of the Production Section. who was Mr. Landon. 
Col. Mixter explained the condition that the aircraft service was in, 
and after discussing it at some length he remarked that he thought 
I knew more about how bad it was than he did. I told him at that 
conference that I would reconsider to the extent that I wotild go to 
Detroit and look into what was being done there and to Dayton. 
Buffalo, and then on to"' ashington. I left Chicago on the 2 o'clock 
train, and when I arrived at my office in Kenosha there was a tele
gram on my desk sayinp; that Mr. Ryan would be in Detroit on the 
next Tuesday and desirmg that I meet him there and go from there 
to Dayton with him." I went to Detroit, as I had planned, and met 
Mr. Ryan and visited four or five of the plants doing work, and then 
at Mr. Ryan's invitation accompanied him to his room in the even
ing, when he impressed upon me the necessity of having some help 
in this matter, and I agreed with him, and he put it up so strongly 
that I could not very well retain my self-respect and that of my 
friends without doing something. I told him I would look things 
Qver, and I went to Dayton and dsited the McCook Field and the 
Dayton Wright plant and what is known as the South Field, and 
then came on to 'y ashington. 

'The CHAIRiliAN. When was that 1 
Mr. NASH. About the 12th of June. I returned-home on the 13th 

of .June, and I wrote Mr. Ryan what I thought was wrong with thi!~ 
proposition, and that if I was to undertake anything it would have 
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to be to set up the org-anization in an entirely different manner, and: 
that if he wanted to discuss the matter further with me I would have
t?. come to Washington, which I did; and. after d.iscu.ssing it with. 
hun I had the nssurnnce that I could set tlus orgamzahon up in any 
way I thought best~ nud that he would back me. "rith that under
standing about" two weeks ago I started into this proposition. 

Senator XEw. Is it not a fact that from your im·estigntion at that 
time you found that as a manufacturing proposition the aircraft 
business -..vas in just about an impossible shape? 

)Jr. :NASH. Yes, sir; it was. 
Senator XEw. Do you feel at liberty to state just what you said. 

to )fr. Ryan; what recommendations you made for changes? 
The CH:UR)L\~. Perhaps we should say to Mr. Nash that tlw pur

pose of tlus meetmg has been to ha ,.e )fr. Ryan come before us when 
'':e had Yirtually completed th~ taking of testimony, hut at about that 
tune .Mr. Ryan went away, qmte unexpectedly to the committee. 

)fr. XASH. I said to );fr. Ryan that, in my judgment, if this thing 
was to be made a succe"s it would have to be-that the three hmnches 
of the business would have to be coordinated and or~anized under 
one head. 

The CHAIR)L\:S. 'Vhat three branches? · 
Mr. XASH. The technical section of the military aeronautics. the 

engineering dl'partment of the aircraft productiOJ1, and the produc~ 
tion department, and that he would haYe to select a compeh,nt man to 
head that; and, if I was to be the man, that I would han to sit in 
when the program was made up as to what was required in the wa~· 
of airplanes, and it woulcl be np to me to make the inYestigation and 
report whether it was possible to carry ont what wonld be <lesirecl 
or not. 

Senator XEw. To carrv out what was recomlll('llded? . 
)Jr. XAsn. By Gen. Pershing. if yon please. He is the man who 

makes the reqnests for what is wanted oyersens. 
Senator FRELIXGHt:YSE:s. In this f'ngineering department. the Bn

reau of .Aeronautics, what kind of engineers are there in there? "~hn 
are thev? 

Mr. X ASH. Yon are speaking now of the engineering <lepartment 
of aircraft production? 

Senator FREJ,TXGnrYSE:S. Yes; the men who haYe been responsible 
for the numerons changes in type and design. . 

)fr. 'NAsH. "Then yon sav the men who han been respons1ble. ~·on 
are covering a pret'ty wicle field, because everybody has nssnmed 
the responsibility and then avoided it. 

Senator FRELIXGH<YSEN. I mean the men who have drawn plans 
ancl designs and chan~ed the t~·pes, c~auged. the designs of .the E!l~
]i,h models. That is a ~roup of engmeers 111 the aeronautical chn-
sion, is it not? 

)fr. XAsn. "rell. I wonld not say so. 
Senator FRELIXGHVYSEX. "There' I have been confi.1sed is this:. As 

I have heard the testimonY there have been a whole lot of automobile
engine builders in this en'terprise. T~e cr}ticism whi.ch w~s made in 
the he~inning was that the best e!!-~•.neermg talent. m th1s. country, 
familiar with the fundamental prmc1ples of explos10n en~mes, had 
not been employed; they had not been considered; their advice had 
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not been taken, and I was anxious to find out just who was responsi
ble for the engineering policy of the aeronautical division. Have 
they engineer officers that have been changing these designs? Who 
has been doing it 1 Has it been the automobile engineers who are 
officers there 1 It seems to me, as I ha ,-e stated, there should be one 
engineering authority to produce the best type of airplanes. 

Mr. XASH. That we have now. 
Senator FRELI!\GHUTSEN. And they should be the best engineers. 
Mr. NASH. We have got together the technical section of the Mili-

tary Aeronautics Division, which really is the division that says what 
is wanted after the information comes from Gen. Pershing and 
the Engineering Department of the Aircraft Production Board. and 
they will be located in one central building at Dayton, Ohio. They 
will go owr the requisitions for different types of planes and to
gether will decide as to what is the best method to pursue in accom
plishing what is wanted. After they han reached an agreement then 
there will be built either at McCook Field or at some other engineer
ing place, or by some airplane makers in the country, four samples 
of any type of machine that it is decided we should build. One will 
be turned over for sand test, the other will be turned over to the 
engineering department of the Aircraft Production Division; the 
other two to the Military Aeronautics for final test. and approval. 
Then. if those machines are found satisfactory, there will immedi
ately be furnished a complete set of drawings and bill of materials 
and specifications co,·ering the type of plane, and upon those the 
contractor or whoe,·er is to build the plane will start to work. 

Senator FRELI!\GHUYSE!\. Have you, or are you going to get rid 
of the men who lun·e been responsible for the costly mistakes and 
blunders? 

Senator NEw. Is it not a fact that at this time it is going to be 
months yet before we have airplanes on the front? 

Mr. NAsH. Yes, sir; excepting the De Haviland 4's. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Have you, or are you going to get rid 

of the men who ha,·e been responsible for the costly mistakes and 
blunders? 

Mr. NASH. I do not know as that is within my jurisdiction. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. You have referred to the fact that vou 

are going to have a new engineering department. Will any of 'the 
men, who have been responsible for these mistakes and blunders, be 
in that department 1 

Mr. NAsH. Not knowing whether the men that you have referred 
to are responsible, I would not be in a position to answer that 
question. 

Senator FRELI!\GHUYSEN. Would Col. Vincent, Maj. Hall, or Col. 
Deeds be in that engineering department 1 

Mr. NAsH. I only know that Col. Vincent will be there under my 
direction. 

Senator NEw. You say "except the De Haviland 4." That intro
duces a new subject. What is the present condition of the De Had
land 4 program? 

Mr. NASH. Last week, for the first time, I came into possession 
of the complaints and suggestions of changes that are desirable to 
maim the De Ha,·iland 4 a fair machine. I immediately sent out a 
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wire to all the factories building that machine that not another ma
chine was to go out of the door until the changes enumerated were 
made, and I enumerated the changes in a telegram. 

Senator NEw. Then, all the De Haviland deliveries have been·sus
pended for the present 1 

Mr. NAsH. Suspended for a period of, perhpas, 10 days .. 
Senator NEw. Who, besides the Dayton-Wright people, are mak

ing the De Haviland 4, if anybody 1 
Mr. N .ASH. The Fisher Body Co. is the only one outside of the 

Dayton-Wright people that has delivered any. The Standard Aero 
have about 75 that are very well alon~, and could begin to deliver 
in a very few days. 

Senator NEw. The Fisher Body Co. haYe how many? 
~Ir. NARH. About G per day was comin~ off their line when ,1 

stopped them. 
Senator NEw. And the machine, as made by nll of these concerns, 

had the same defects, did it 1 
Mr. NASH. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. 'Yere those defects enumernt('d in ' a cablegram from 

Gen. Pershing some time during the mon~h of June? 
Mr. NASH. Yes, sir; I think so. 
Senator NEw. Could nm tell us how manv of those chan~«:>s were 

listed in that cable 1 • . · 
Mr. XAsH. I do not think I could. ~!any of those suggested 

·chang-es had been nuHle prior to the enble b«:>ing recein'd here. A 
number of importnnt ones ·had not be('n nutd(' and wer(' not mnde 
until now. 

Senator NEw. Is it not a fact that between the date of the receipt 
of that cabl«:>gram from Gen. Pershing in which those complaints 
were made thnt deliveries of the maclunes were continued without 
corrections being made 1 

Mr. NASH. Yes, sir. . . 
Senator NEw. Can you tell us how manv of those machines were 

delivered in that shape 1 • 
Mr. NAsH. No, sir; I have not a record of the number. 
Senator NEw. It continued, however, for several weeks, did it nod 
Mr. NAsH. Yes, sir. 
Senator NEw. It is true, is it not, that 155 of those machines were 

ord~red by the Navy 1 
Mr. NAsH. I do not know how many. I know there was an order 

placed. 
Senator NEw. That was the number, 155. Do you know what dis

position was made of that order 1 
Mr. NAsH. There have been to my knowledge four of those deliv

ered to the Navy at Miami, which they ha,·e reported on, and some
thing in the neighborhood of 90 have been delivered to them at 
some seaport down here in the East. 

Senator REED. What was the report on the four 1 
Mr. NASH. They recommended practically the same changes and 

made practically the same complaints that Gen. Pershing did in his 
cable. 

Senator REED. They rejected the planes, did they not? 
Mr. NASH. I think they did. 
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Senator NEw. Do you know what was done with the 90 which were 
delivered at the seaboard for shipment ~ 

Mr. ~ASH. Those planes were held there until we could find out 
'\">hether the best method would be to ship the parts on here and 
correct those here or whether it would be better to send the planes 
back to the factory which made them. 

Senator NEw. Which was the Dayton-Wright~ 
Mr. XAsn. Yes. The only reason I advised against shipping those 

hack in the trainload shipment at this time was on· account of the 
publicity that had been ¢ven to the planes as being absolutely no 
good, etc., and I thought that would serve to confirm that report and 
would stir up a worse muddle than we had. and we are losing nothing 
by letting them remain here until we decide whether to ship thl' 
'l·ings anrl stabilizer rlevkes, etc .. down here. 

Senator REDO. How long is it going to take to determine that~ 
~Ir. X.\SH. X ot '\"ery long. We will not lose any time because they 

nre turning all their energies now to correcting the stuff we have 
coming through from plants. I thought we would get some good 
plane~ quicker by' fixing the planes coming through production than 
by shipping planes back to the factory. 

Senator FRELI~GHUYSE~. Is not the engine too heavy and powerful 
for that type of plane? . 

Mr. NAsH. I do not tlnnk ~o. Yon can get about. as many reports 
as you can get pilots. I have talked with some of the oldest pilots that 
this Gowrnment has and they te11 me that the corrections that we are 
now going to put in this machine will make a very good plane 
out of it. · 

Senator FRELI~GHFY~'E~. I would like to direct your' attention to 
the testimony of three flwrs who are back here from the front. One 
of these men has been on the front practically since the war began. 
and has been sufficiently important so that he was in command of 40 
or 50 fivers. The other two men haw been on the front. one. of them 
about. three Years and the other n flhorter time. Thev are nll 1ll1'11 

who have distinguished themseh·es over there. Thefl~ men told of 
some defeets in this machine-I am ~peaking of the De Haviland 4-
that I have not heard in the eriticiflms of other men. Rome defects 
they spoke of they described as remedial. These men stated that 
thev would not fly the machine and theY would not send a.nvbo<lv 
up 'in it. I also call yot~r attention t_o tlw testimony of Maj. -~('in
hart. I hope that von wlll take the tune to rearl that tefltimonv and 
I think we ought to furnish you with n copy of it. · 

Mr. X AsH. I would not think this case was being helped verv much 
if yon did not. My contention is that the moment anything is' known 
in reference to defects or the pos..sibility of making anv Rrticle bettPI', 
that is the time thRt. action should be taken and taken immediatelv. 

Senator NEw. Mr. Nash. you sRy a few more than 1.000 De Hnvi
land planes hare been delivererl to date? 

Mr. XARII. Yes. sir: right around 1,000. 1\S I understand it. 
SenRtor NEw. Is it not true that every one of them po<>sesses the 

defects that have been enmnerl\ted in the Pershing complaints. and 
in the complaint made by Capt. McC~tughtry Rt the Miami field~ 

Mr. NAsu. They cont~tin some of the complaints. Romf> of thf'm 
bad been corrected, I found. 
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Senator NEW. Were they not all put out in the sha,pe in which they 
were when those complaints were made? 

Mr. NAsH. Yes, sir; I think that is true. 
Senator NEw . . Corrections have since been made in some of them. 

Do vou know how many? . 
Mr. NAsH. All the corrections have not been made in any up until 

now when we stopped everything and put them in. 
Senator NEw. Of course, you are a manufacturer and not an air

craft expert, I know ~ hut is it not your belief, based upon what has 
come to you from pilots and such reports as that of Gen. Pershing 
to which I referred, the report of Capt. McCaughtry and others like 
them, that those machines delivered in the shape that they are are en-
tirely unsafe and unsuited for operation? . 

Mr. NASH. My judgment and belief is that every one of those 
machines, before they attempt to fly them, should be corrected and 
brought up to date, as those are that we are going to put out now. 

Senator FRELDWHVYSEN . I heard a great -deal of the testimony 
from these flyers, a,nd the prin~ipal criticism seemed to be that the 
engine was so high powered that it would strip the <~overing off the 
wings. Has any consideration been given to the fact that this 
engine is 200 pounds heavier than any other engine that has ever been 
put in there. with the exception of one Rolls-Royce 37•> horsepower? 

Mr. NASH. Yes; there is now. Consideration has been g1ven to 
that and corrections are being made in these wings by putting in 

· extra ribs and the new method of attaching the fabric to take care 
of that very condition that you mention. 

Senator FRJo:LINOHUYSEN. Would not the increased weight of 200 
pounds be making the airplane nose heavy; can that be overcome by 
any structural improvements-structural strengthening? Is it not 
true that the engine is too heavy and that a lighter engme should go 
in that plane? 

Mr. XABH. I would not say that that is so. I would say this: 
That if we were starting out anew, without doubt it would be desir
able to do that very thing. 

Senator REED. \Vhat very thing? 
Mr. NAsH. Putting u lighter motor in the place of the heavier 

one-but we can get some planes that will be safe and will be, per
haps, 80 per cent as efficient as we would like to have them, and the 
question arises wpether we should have something that is 80 per cent 
as good within the next six months, or have nothing. 

Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. I noticed in the list of engines that were 
in the De Haviland 4's manufactured by engine concerns that the 
majority of the engines were 200 horsepower; that there was one 
engine of 300 horsepower, and one of 375 horsepower, but that they 
were all lighter engines. 'Yould not the 300-horsepower Hispano
Sniza which we are manufacturing be a more uependable engine in 
the De Haviland 4: than the Liberty 1 

Mr. NAsH. The trouble is that we are not manufacturing the. 
Hispano-Suiza. 
Th~ CHAinlAN. 'Ve expect to pretty soon? 
Mr. NASH. ~o, sir. That is where the trouble is. The public anu 

the people who are in charge 9;ll .belieYe that the engine is in produc-
tion, and, as a matter of fact, It IS at least five months away. 
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The CHAIR:\IA~. We do not believe it is in production, but Mr. 
Houston, of the Wright-Martin Co., appeared before Senator Fre
linghuysen and myself, representing the committee in the latter 
part of June, and detailed the preparation that his company was 
making for the production of that motor, and also a test of a sample 
motor which his company had produced and which he saw at New 
Brunswick. My recollection of his statement was tnat his company 
would be in production of that machine early this fall. That. is my 
reason for saying-- -

Mr. NAsH. I am basin~ my judgment upon what I haYe seen and 
know of the production of gasoline motors, and I am going to state 
that you need not look for the production of any of those motors 
before the 1st day of January. 

Senator FRELI~GHUYSEN. Then you ha,·e no 300-horsepower rriotor~ 
or about that horsepower, in sight? 

Mr. NAsH. We have not. 
Senator FRELI~GHUYSEN. ".,.e have only the Liberty motor. which 

is a much higher horsepower. 
Mr. NASH. That is the only one. 
Senator FRELI~GHUYSEN. Would many of these defects and struc

tural weaknesses we overcome if we had a lighter motor? 
Mr. NASH. I do not think so. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Why have the English limited their 

horsepower and weight in that machine? 
Mr. NAsH. Because they happened to have those motors. I do not 

wish to be understood that if I was starting out I would have gone 
and designed the Liberty motor to put in the De Haviland, but 
that was the one motor we did have and it was a question whether 
it would work in there, ·but they put it in and I think now, while 
I am new at this, that there is a good deal of prejudice against the 
De Haviland 4 that will be removed when we have these so-called 
defects remedied and get the machine up to where it has been recom
mended. 

Senator NEw. Mr. Nash, in that connection I am going to ask you 
if, based upon the complaints that have been made by Gen. Pershing, 
by Capt. McCaughtry, by pilots and flyers, some of whom have 
testified before this committee, and to which your attention has been 
.called, if you believe that with those mistakes corrected the De Havi
land 4 would be a first-class machine 1 

Mr. NASH. I would not say that I would believe it would be a 
first-class machine. I believe it would be an average machine. 

Senator NEw. An average machine for what purpose? 
Mr. NAsH. For the purpose that the De Haviland 4 was designed 

for, which is, I believe, called a day-bomber machine. 
Senator REED. But not for a fighter? · 
Mr. NASH. No, sir. 
Senator REED. What are we going to do for a fighting plane? 
Mr. NASH. We have to start to make them. 
Senator REED. I notice that you concur in what Capt. Kelley said. 

He was one of these flyers. 
Senator NEw. Mr. Nash, what is the essential difference between 

the English and American De Haviland 4 plane? 
Mr. NAsH. I am not posted on that, Senator. 
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Senator NEw. Do you know how many changes were made in the 
plane of that type as compared with the English model in our manu
facture over here? 

Mr. NASH. No, sir; I do not know. 
· Senator NEw. Report comes to me t4at the Handley-Page machine, 
which we recently turned out at the Standard works, can only be 
taken to a heighth of about .3,500 feet with the two Libery motors. 
Do you know whether that is true or not? 

Mr. NASH. No, sir; because they have built only. one machine and 
it has not been turned over to the engineering department of the 
Aircraft Production or to the technical section of the Military Aero
nautics. They are building the second machine, which is to be im
mediately shipped to Wilbur Wright Field when it is completed to 
make those verv tests to see whether it wi.ll be---

Senator NEw:'. There neYer has been an offiGial Gonrnment test 
made of that machine? 

Mr. NAsH. No. sir. 
Senator NEw. 'I asked you that question for tne reason that the 

point was made by my informant that the Liberty motor in its 
present condition would .,not suffice to take a heavy machine to an 
11ltitude that would be necessary in order to render that machine ef
fective; that realizing that this is the case the English are trans
forming the Libery motor into a geared motor in order to make it 
effective in the heavy machines to which they are adapting it onr 
there. Do you know anything about that? 

1\fr. NAsH. Yes, sir; that is also being worked on in this country, 
to adapt the gearing to the Liberty motor so that we can use it in the 
same way that we do the Rolls-Royce. 

Senator NEw. It is true, then, as it stands to-day, that the Liberty 
motor is not adapted for use in the heavy planes? 

Mr. NAsH. I would not say that that is so, because they ha,·e 119t 
tested it to find out. . 

Senator REED. Do you not think it is pretty nearly time that men 
connected with aircraft production should cease makmg speeches and 
giving out interviews to the newspapers and telling them that the 
whole problem is solved? _ 

lfr. NASH. Senator Reed, I ha,~e talked by the hour about that 
thing. To my mind that is where the great mistake has been made. 
They have gone and given out this great publicity, and they have 
led the pubhc to believe that the so-called Liberty motor was a cure
all for everything; that we are going to march right into Berlin with , 
it; and in order to keep the public in any sort of frame of mind they 
have done more to get production than to get something which was 
right. 

Senator REED. I refer to the alleged speech of Mr. Ryan when they 
tried the Handley-Page; that at last America was in production, and 
that it was a great success; and if the plane, according to your own 
views, had only been partially tried, and according to my views and 
the views of everybody who has studied this question, no plane should 
be pronounced a success until it has been tned in every conceivable 
situation. 

Mr. NARH. I agree with you, and provision is being made now to 
do that thing, or I will not be connected with aircraft production. 
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Senator NEw. I have here a statement sent out by the Associated 
Press from Portland, Oreg., under date of August 1. The headlines 
OYer this state what Mr. Ryan does not fully say in his speech, but 
they are so entirely misleading as to call for some comment. Here 
they are: "Director Ryan inqicates United States will soon have 
50,000 planes ready." Then follows the dispatch: "Portland, Oreg .• 
August 1. John D. Ryan, director of aircraft production, told a 
crowd of seYeral thousand soldiers working in spruce camps at Van
couver, Wash .. that the United States aircraft program is rapidly 
coming to fruition; so rapidly, in fact, that thousands of airplanes 
for service o,·erseas now are in sight. The number of planes soon 
available was indicated when Mr. Ryan said:' Fifty thousand motors 
have been ordered for them, and that the new motor was worthy 
of the highest praise.'" Now, that dispatch, with headlines similar 
to these, appeared in. every newspaper in the western country on the 
morning of August 2 and on the afternoon of the same day. :Mr. 
Nash, is any such performance as that even remotely possible 1 

·:Mr. NAsH. It certainly is not and I believe that Mr. Ryan has been 
misquoted. 

Senator NEw. I am not saying that he ~vas not, but I am saying 
that this interview. a copy of which I hold irr my hand purporting to 
have been given by him, was widely and generally circulated all over 
the United States on August 2, and has never been denied by Mr. 
Ryan or anybody else and nHer will be denied perhaps until it is 
denied on the floor of the United States Senate and then the Senator 
who denies it will be accused by all the publicity agents of the United 
States Government with being pro-German and a friend of the 
Kaiser. 

Mr. NASH. If I am ever given permission to address a large gj\ther
ing I expect that I will be kicked out of the service of the United 
States Gowrnment, because I do not believe that it gets you any
where to tell anything except the truth. I belie,·e that the public are 
entitled to know what we are doing. and we are a part of the ~ublic, 
and I do not see that anything will be gained by doing otherwise .. 

The CHAIR:\lAN. I am satisfied that Mr. Ryan was misquoted in 
what he said at. Elizabeth. 

Senator XEw. Mr. Nash, is it . not true that :)0.000 aeroplanes is 
practically twice as many as have been ewn asked for by the Ameri
can Armv on the other side. 

Mr. N.\sH. I have not the figures in my mind, Senator, of just the 
number that Gen. Pershing has requested. but I am inclined to think 
that it is considerably under the figures you have stated. 

Senator NEw. Mr. Potter stated when he was testifying before this 
subcommittee the day before yesterday, that the program called for 
26.000 planes of different types, and Mr. Potter also said that he had 
wry promptly sent forward a reply to the effect that it was ho~e
lessly impossible for the Aircraft Board here to begin to comply with 
it.: that while he made no promises. that he hoped that bv the 1st of 
,July. next year. they might be able to furnish a total of ts;ooo planes; 
that he gave no guarantee of being able to do that and that that was 
nothi~g b~t a hope. Now, what have you to say along that same 1ine, 
Mr. ~ash. 

Mr .. NAsH. From. my s~all investigation of t~e situation my judg
ment IS that we will dehver no planes exceptmg the De Haviland 
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4 prior to January 1, 1919, and that if we should be able to de
liver 10,000 by July 1, 1919, we would haYe accomplished almost a 
miracle in this country. 

Senator NEW. Ten thousand planes of all types combined 1 
Mr. NASH. To go across the water. I do not wish to include in 

that training planes that are used here. · 
Senator NEw. 'Ve are speaking, of course, of planes that are in

tended for practical use by the military on the other side, not train
ing planes. 

Mr. NAsH. That is what I referred to. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. I have been away from the hearings and 

am not well informed as to what the evidence has been, bnt you are · 
in Mr. Ryan's organization now, are you not 1 

Mr. ~ASH. Yes, sir. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Are you the efficiency expert 1 
Mr. :SAsH. My position is assistant to the director of aircraft pro-

duction in charge of engineering and production. . 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. 'Yhat is Mr. Landon's position? 
Mr. ~ASH. He is in charge of production and comes under me. 
Senator FREUNGHtJYSEN. Mr. Ryan has had no previous experi-

ence in aircraft production 1 
Mr. NAsH. No, sir. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Has Mr. Landon 1 
Mr. NASH. No, sir. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Have you 1 
Mr. :NASH. No, sir. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. 'Vhat has been your experience 1 
Mr. X.\SH. I was 20 vears in the vehicle business, connected with 

the largest concern in the United States, and I have .been eight years 
in the automobile business, six years of which I was at the head of 
tlw General Motors Co . . and two years with the Nash Motors Co. 

Senator FRELTXGHFYSEX. You have had ·experience with men con
nectPd with the Aircraft Production, and I should like to know 
whether yon han• associated in your organization any men who ha,·e 
had any experience in aircraft production, either here or abroad in 
this new organization. 

Mr. NASH. As far as I know there are no men in this country 
who haw had experience in aircraft production, except those con
nected with the Curtiss people, other than to make a few sample 
planes. 

SPnator FRELIXGHrYSEN. In other words, it is practically a new 
profession to the men connected with it. 

Mr. :NASH. Yes, sir. · 
Senator FRELIXGHUYSEN. The policy of the old Aircraft Pro

duction Board has been, as I have observed the evidence, to ignore 
the advice of the men who have had experience in England and 
France and Italy. What is to be your policy in regard to the vari
ous experienced aircraft engineers, flyers, and builders who are over 
here1 

Mr. NAsH. My understanding. Senator, is that there is now con
nected with this aircraft production organization a Commander 
Briggs, whom England has furnished to our country and who they 
claim to be their most expert man on aircraft over there. 

Senator REED. Is Commander Briggs now associated with yon? 
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lfr. NAsH. He is now at the present moment in England, but will 
be back in six weeks. 

The CHAIR!IIAN. He has been released by the British Government 
from service for the purpose of assisting in this country~ 

.Mr. NASH. That is my understanding. 
The CnAIR:\IA~. Will you tell us what authority he will have when 

he comes here? 
Mr. NAsH. His position ~ill be an advisory position. 
Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. The evidence that the committee has 

taken shows that the advice of the experienced men who have come 
here in the various commissions from France, Italy, and England 
have been ignored, and you now state that Commander Briggs will 
be associated with the engineering corps in your department. 

:Mr. NAsH. In an advisory position. 
Senator FnELINOHUYSEN. In an advisory capacity. Then he will 

be under the direction of Col. Vincent, will he not~ 
Mr. NASH. I would not put it just that way, because I would 

not permit any man in the organization to direct a thing if his 
directions and my judgment did not agree. I reserve the right in this 
whole program of engineering and production to cast a deciding ,·ote 
before we make any moves. If I am to take the responsibility and 
be responsible to the United States for doing something, I propos~ 
to be clothed with the authority that will let me do something. 

Senator FnELINOHUYSEN. Well, we have had a lot of men who have 
faced this problem and have solved it. They have produced combat 
planes, they have produced fast-flying fighters. and the organization 
has gone along trying to produce airplanes, relying upon their own 
experience and knowledge, and, in my opinion, it has been an abso
lute failure. Now, the question is whether we are going to take the 
advice of men who have made a success of it or whether we are going 
to get along trying to make experiments ourselves, without using 
that expert knowledge. There are men here from Italy and from 
France and from England who have advised the Aircraft Production 
Board. The testimony shows that. their advice has been ignored. 
The question is whether this new organization, in their effort to 
produce airplanes, is going to listen to those men, because as far as I 
can learn there is no one in America that knows anything about air
plane production. 

Mr. NAsH. The organization that I hope to build in Dayton will 
be composed of the best engineering talent we can secure in America. 
Those that we are unable to secure the services of continually we 
hope to have them serve as consulting engineers in conjunction with 
the best talent that we can secure from England, France. and Italy, 
and when any new type of plane is discussed I propose we will set in 
in conference and discuss that plane and get the views of the best 
talent that there is here. I reserve the right after we have listened 
to all the evidence in the case to render a decision as to what we 
shall do. It would make no difference if Col. Vincent or Col. Bane 
or anyone in America differed from the gentlemen abroad or differed 
from my opinion. I have made it plain to Col. Vincent he would 
have to smile and put in his best efforts to accomplish whate,·er I 
have in view. 

~enator REED. Can you give ns the names of those men that you 
now have in mind that you intend to ha,·e associated with you? 
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Mr. NAsH. I can not give you the names of the men that I intend 
to have associated with me continually, because I have not had an 
opportunity to see them. I do not know whether we can go out 
and hire these men or not. I would like very much to have Mr. Day, 
of the Standard Aircraft Co., but we are unable to get his services 
permanently. He has consented to come in at any time into any 
conference and give us the llt'st advice he can. I know Mr. Crane; 
of the Wright-Martin Co., will do the same thing. I have not yet 
been in touch with the engineers of the Curti~ people, but I be
lieve-

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. How nbont Mr. Kettering? 
.Mr. NAsH. I believe thnt he is one of the bri~htest men in the en

gineering profession in the United Stutes. I think he knows more 
1tbont airplanes than many men who ha,·e been in it for yenrs and he 
has agreed to sit in any conference. night or day. 

Senator FRELINGHt:YSEN. "Tho have you from the Italian Com
mission over here? 

Mr. NAsH. That I do not know because I have been in it only 
two weeks. My judgment is this: That if we have to start out now 
and design ne,\· motors and new planes, the war will be over before 
we hn ve any; we wi II he licked or the other fellow will be licked. 
I think that we have to take some of the best things that are in pro
duction on the other side and duplicate them and get them over lwre. 
So you will know just where I stand on this. There have been in 
this country for senral weeks and maybe for several months:.., two 
Bristol planes shipped over here with Rolls-Royce motors. They 
finally reached the McCook field and it is not possible to go to work 
and jig up and tool up and build Rolls-Royce motors within a year. 
You might just as well say that you are going to be a year when 
you start. They have, however, this 300 Hispano-Suiza that I think 
will be in good production about January. They have the Liberty 
eight that should get into production about the same time. Now, in 
order that we mi~ht use the8e motors and make time we have put into 
one of the Bristol planes the 300 Hispano-Suiza. which is on the 
Wilbur Wright field and is going through a series of tests, and Mr. 
Day was over there yesterday and brought me back the figures. and 
I want to say that they a.re very fine. 

The climbmg and everything with that Hispano-Sniza 300 seemed 
to be fine. They did not do as they have been doing; take an empty 
machine and go out and do some things, but they loaded that machine 
with all the bombing deYices, if it has bombing devices, and the 
electrical clothing that the pilots wear and went so far as to put in 
sand to make up for the lack of weight in the observer, and the first 
test was really remarkable. He is not connected with the department 
and I got it from him aml it would be an unbiased opinion. They 
did not change a thing in that plane. The only thing they did was to 
fix the front end so the Hispano-Suiza would set m. In the other 
one we have set in an eight-cylinder Liberty and t.hey did not even 
change the English radiator and it was all ready to go out the door 
last night. My idea is if those machines prm·e up, I will say to the 
bovs, "Now, just don't mind whether you think you know better 
than the English do. We will just duplicate those machines to 
eYery nut, bolt, nnd screw, nnd in January we will be building some 
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planes for our boys on the· front.~' They say to me this, Senator 
Reed:" \Ye could make this better if you let ns use laminated wood.~' 
I say. 4' \Ve have no time to experiment. The house is afire and we 
have to put it out.'' That is my position if I stay with this proposi
tion. and I will only stay just so long as thev will let me run it as a 
business proposition. · 

Senator REED. You have expressed so many views here that I can 
say are the views of this committee that I am g-oing- to venture to 
make a suggestion and then I want to ask u question or two. Some 
commission, board, or officl'r. or somebody else reprt>::;enting the 
rnited States Gm·ernment. went owr to France-! think it is about 
a year ag-o, or something like that-and they saw tile Caproni ma
chines and fell in low with them. and st>nt for :Mr. Caproni and 
brought him owr to tlw front and practit·ally made an arrangement 
with him by which this Government was to enter into the production 
of those machines, and thereupon l\fr. Caproni took the head man of 
his factory, Capt. D'Annnnzio. and two of the best flyers they had, 
and some other experts, and sent them owr here; and those men tell 
us that they came owr here expecting that this Caproni machinl:' and 
one other which they brought with them. which was a fighter, would 
be tested out by our Gowrnment. and that they would be at once pnt 
into production and thl'Sl:' men would bl:' put in charge of plants nnd 
giwn a free hand to get the work out. 'Yl:' leam; not onl)· from 
them but from flyl:'rs at other fields und placl:'s, that when these flyers 
came there tlwy wl:'re trentl:'d with a sort of ·cold politeness; their 
machines Wl:'l'l:' given a pl:'rfunctory tl:'st, then sent to Long Island, 
where they have bel:'n floing: apparently nothing except that, aftE'r a 
long delay, they Wl:'re asked to deYelop the plans of one or two 
Ca pronis. Now. thosl:' men are lwre and you art:' now talking: a bout 
{)rg:nnizing a conuuission or board of experts. In other wm·ds. I take 
it. yon have spent enough to realize the fact that there has to be a 
plan for a machine bl:'fore the machine is. built. 

Mr. NAsH. I think I do. 
Senator REED. And if that plan is perfect the machine may work. 

and if it. is imperfect the machinl:' can not work. Now, I hope that 
you will see those nwn. They ha,·e Qet:'n eating their lwnrts ont 
down there, and the two flvers haw both been killed here. 

l\fr. NASH. I haw gone Into that Caproni situation at sonw len~h 
and I have found this: That D'Annnnzio was given authorit,· to 1!0 
to work and build threl:' machines at the Standard plant: but. like lots 
of other engineers, instl:'ad of building a machine just like the Italian 
machines, he thought that he could make it bl:'tter. and in tht:' thrN' 
machines that he started out to build there are no two of them alike. 
ThH have built one and that is over at Mineola, and the reason it is 
not ·flving is becansl:' there is no one to fl _y it. They have sent for 
some Italian flyers. I nlso was in Detroit tlw week before lust fo}' 
tht:' purpose of seeing l\fr. D'Annunzio, and found that he was out at 
Mineola and was there with some of his men takine: the motor out 
of the machine and doing something with the machine which harl 
alrt:'ady been built. . I had proposed to be in Dl:'troit to-morrow morn
ing. arid that was the object of my trip. This Government attempted 
to let. a contract for 500 Capronis to the Curtiss Co. and 500 to thE' 
Fishl:'r Rod~· Co. without. ha,·ing built any machines and proved 
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. them up. I maintain that whenever you bring a machine over here, 
no matter how successful it has been on the other sid~ and equip it 
with an American motor you are going to have ditterent results. 
It would be suicide to do it. I told Maj. Vincent not to do a bit of 
work, and we gave the Fisher Body Co. an order from the engineer
ing department at Dayton to build, under the direction of D'Annun
zio, three machines and to do it in the quickest possible time that 
they could, and upon the tests of those machines-one by sand test 
and one on the Wilbur Wright Field-would depend whether we 
would proceed with the construction of Caproni machines. 

Senator REED. In other words, the Caproni machine, having to be 
equipped with Liberty engines, you can not just copy the Italian 
Caproni. 

Mr. NAsH. Certainly not. Because you are putting in a heavier 
motor and with a different action and power and you can not do 
that any more than you can take a Ford automobile and put in a 
Cadillac eight-cy Iinder motor. 

Senator REED. That is exactly what we have been trying to do 
with all these aeroplanes here, is it not 1 

Mr. NAsH. Of course it is. I feel tl_1at it is unbecoming to me
l have been forced into this work very much against my will and 
1 think it is unbecoming in me to criticize the people who have 
preceded me, but I told them if I was ever called before the com
mittee I would call a spade a spade. 

Senator REED. You owe these boys who are gding up in these 
machines the best machines you can produce. 

Mr. NASH. You bet we do, and I owe the best service I can render 
to this Government. That is why I am here. 

Senator REED. I want to ask you about placing _Col. Vincent in 
this important position under these conditions. Have Mr. Vincent 
and Mr. Hall, the two men who have created what was finally called 
the Liberty motor--

Mr. NASH. No; I would not say so. I do not think that Hall had 
anything to do with it. 

Senator REED. I am saying that on the strength of the testimony 
that has been given to us, that Vincent and Hall were locked in a 
room and were told to agree upon plans, that they agreed upon this 
motor, and that they then went together and drew the plans and 
sent the plans of the parts to different factories and had them back 
and assembled on the road to 'V a.shington in a car and set the ma
chine up and it r:m. That is the story as it has been told to us. I 
will say now, so there will be no misunderstanding about the facts, · 
that we ha,·e learned the Packard people had been experimenting 
with a motor and they had produced what appedred to be a pretty 
likely sort of airplane motor, not,et perfected, and that that was 
based itself upon the Merc(>des, an that the Liberty motor is really 
a development now of this Packard motor. Now, Col. Vincent was 
'Very active in that, was he not 1 

Mr. NAsH. Yes; I think he was the engineer on the job at the 
Packard plant. 

Senator REED. That emphasizes more what I am going to call 
you.r attention to. He was the engineer. This engine is the child of 
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his brain, and Col. Hall was certainly intimately associated with 
the initial production of this machine. Now, we have run across 
this, that Col. Hall was out here in a plant inspecting engines and 
planes that are to contain the Liberty engine, and then those planes 
when they were produced with this engine in them were sent out ·to 
Dayton, Ohio, to be subjected to their final tests by Col. Vincent. 
In other words, one of the men who helped conceive the engine 
passed upon its production and the other man whom you think 
really did conceive the engine passed upon its performance in the 
plane. 

Mr. NAsH. They may have in the past but they will not in the 
future. They are relieved of that responsibility. The military aero
nautics arc the people that are going to use this production, and they 
are the people who will pass upon anything and everything that is 
produced. 

Senator REED. Will you put into this corps some practical actual 
flyers? . 

Mr. NAsH. The man who is to head that corps is reputed the best 
flyer that the United States has, and that is Col. B. Q. Jones. 

Senator REED. And, generally speaking, production has been 
stopped until you haYe tested things out and have some reasonable 
ground to believe they are going to work? 

Mr. :NAsH. Absolutely. It is suicidal to handle it in any other way. 
Senator REED. As we went around to the factories and I saw them 

putting togethei' the parts of these machines, little pieces of wood 
here and there and the other place, I confess to you it looked to me 
at the time that it was very loose work, but I did not know anything 
about it and I assumed that Government inspectors and factory in
spectors together with the enormous responsibility that any man 
wC!uld take in turni:rw out a m.achine was ce~tainly a ~3;rantee .that 
th1s work was all nght, but It now transpires that It IS admitted 
that a great deal of this work has been inferior. We have been told 
that carpenters are used as instructors and that there are in this 
country cabinetmakers. men who know all about close and correct 
fittings of wood-! want to know what is going to be done towards 
getting that kind of talent. the kind of men who can put together 
the wooden fittings accurately, the piano and the musical-instrument 
makers, putting them into your organization. 

Mr. NASH. The policy 1s going to be to no longer try to plug 
ronnel holes with square plugs, but to put round plugs into round 
holes. · 

Senator REED. In other words. yon intend to get some men who 
know something about close woodwork to do this sort of instruction~ 

Mr. X ASH. Yes.· If I want to find out something that I do not 
know I usually go to the man who is reputed to have that knowledge 
in ord<'r to get it, and I quite agree with you that there have been a 
lot of mistakes made. It. has been a mushroom growth, and in many 
cases they had no conception of what had been accomplished or 
what they were trying to accomplish. · 

Senator REED. One o£ these officers who is back from the front 
who has be<'n with the English and French, his testimony is to the 
effect that the making of an airplane.is largely a question of hand
wm·k-that is, of making everything perfect. 

Mr. NAsn. Yes, sir. 
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Senator REED. Can not something be done so we can use this great 
factory force and get work done that will be firm and solid? 

Mr. NASH. There is no question about it. There is nothing mys
terious about this work, Senator. ~o me there is nothing myste
rious about the airplane program. It is just to secure men possessed 
of the knowledge to do certain things and put them on it and let 
them do it. 

Senator REED. We have had complaints made to us by men who 
have been engaged in the airplane business in perhaps a small way 
that they have not been called in or consulted or g:tven any work. 
What is the objection to giving a large number of small factories 
contracts for the production of such a number of machines as they 
can get out~ 

Mr. NAsH. Why, there are, in my judgment, very few of the small 
factories that are capable of building anything but the first sample, 
three or four planes. They could not get out any considerable pro
duction on account of lack of facilities. 

Senator REED. Suppose they worked slowly and yet produced five 
or six planes in five or six months; that would help. 

Mr. NAsH. My purpose is to make use of the present facilities in 
this country and not build up new facilities. 

Senator REED. The thing I am trying to bring to your mind is 
this : Instead of limiting the construction of these aeroplanes to four 
or five factories, if you have a type of plane that is · approved it 
would M a desirable thing if there is a small factory over here with 
a few men to let them build such of them as they can. 

Mr. NASH. It would depend entirely on whether they would be 
able to produce any number which would be worth while, because 
the expense of jigging up and tooling up in a factory-the expense 
to this Government-would be just as great as it would be to jig 
and tool up for a plant to build 4,000 planes, and you would have to 
have the same kind of inspectors. I think the smaller plants should 
be used to produce sample planes, and after they have the specifica
tions they would be kept busy. 

The CHAIRMAN. By way of illustration we had before us the repre
sentatives of the W1ttemann-Lewis Airplane Co., of Newark, who 
have b~en in the business since 1903 or 1904, building, of course, 
planes for such a demand as existed before the war, but excellent 
workmen with a small factory thoroughly equipped with first-class 
men. In 1916, in the month of October, they got an order to make a 
sample plane and made it and flew it under its own power over to 
Mineola where they were not afterwards allowed to make a test of it 
and have not been able to go and test it since. Then Mr. Lang came 
before us, an expert maker of propellers engaged in the business for· 
a year before the war broke out, who came over here and expected: 
to engage in the program. He was said to be an expert manufacture!':' 
of propellers, and he complains that his little force, that he could 
increase with first-class men, was given no opportunity to make pro
pellers. I am sure I express the opinion of the committee that suck 
men to the e;Jtent of their capacity ought to be employed on a pro
gram involving an article too much of which we can not get. 

Senator REED. In that connection I will call your attention to the 
man named Lawson, from Green Bay, Wis., I think. He says that he 
has been building airplanes, that his pbne~ r:-.~·::- flown, and that he 
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has a plane that he is anxious to have tried out and that he has been 
refused a permit to fly the machine down here to show it. He was 
afraid to tell me about it, saying that he was afraid he would get in 
bad. He told me that he had studied this question in Englan~, and 
has for 10 or 14 years been in the aircraft business. If such men 
come around I am sure you will not be too busy to listen to them. 

Mr. NASH. I certainly will not. I know Mr. Lawson, and I wrote 
him the day before yesterday that next week we will be at the office 
and we would go over his drawings. We have a committee now who 
will go over these things. When he comes over there with his draw
ings there are well-established rules now with reference to airplanes 
that they must have a certain ceiling and certain factors of safety 
and must be able to carry a certain number of pounds for the wing 
area. He has to do now with the committee which will be com
posed of the technical section of the military aeronautics. It will 
be Cols. Bane and Jones, who is an engineer, and a good flyer, and 

·such other engineers as we have there, and they will take those draw
ings and go over them and criticize them, and if they prove all . right 
the chances are that that man will get an order to build four of these 
planes, one for a sand test, one for the engineering department, and 
two to be turned over to the military aeronautics to be proved up. 

Senator REED. Will you not at least let this fellow fly this machine 
down here? 

Mr. N.\SH. I have not the slightest objection to that. 
Senator NEw. Both Col. Bane and Mr. Potter testified as to the 

expenditures made in the experiments on planes. 
· Mr. NASH. You say this man is building a plane. If he has not 
taken a stress analysis and has not made a test of his plane-any
body can build a plane that will fly, but when you have to do the 
things that they have to do in warfare it requires greater factors of 
safety and greater range, and we haYe that information, and what we 
want to do before spending any of the Government's good money is 
to start the fellow off right. · 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. The criticism of the policy of the Air
craft Production Board and the treatment of the Wittemann-Lewis 
Co. was .this, that the Wittemann-Lewis Co. had a factory and had 
been manufacturing aircraft prior to the war and without the utiliz
ing of that factory they went out and encouraged people to take old 
factories and start in the airplane business without any experience 
whatever. These boys have built a number of aeroplanes and flown 
them for exhibition purposes. They have factories well equipped. 
They have been surveyed by the engineers of the department, and 
then when they asked for a contract they were penalized by being 
asked to pay $500 for the plans and $200 for every machine that they 
turned out. Now, that was manifestly unfair, and especially when 
they were practically puttiJ!g up for other fellows to start in who had 
had no experience. Now, Voght is a little manufacturer; and if he 
is entitled to consideration, these boys are entitled to the same con
sideration, particularly after you have made an inspection of their 
plant. I have no interest in it except that it was a policy that I 
condemned of the Aircraft Production Board. 

Mr. NASH. Of course, I am in an unfortunate position, being so 
new in this business, and I am not responsible for the errors of my 
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pr~ecessors, but there have been a lot .of mistakes made, and I think 
It IS largely due to the newness· of the mdustry. · 

The CHAIRMAN. Have you heard of the cross-license agreement¥ 
Mr. NAsH. I have heard of such an agreement similar to the one 

we have in the automobile industry. , 
The CHAmMAN. It is an agreement which was executed subsequent 

to our entering into the war and having for its purpose the handling 
of the patent situation. Those who. have signed the so-called cross
li~ense agr~ment after obtainin~ contracts from the Government 
Without exception say that they did so because, and only because, the 
representatives of the Aircraft Production Board required them to 
do so or requested them, and when they requested it these contractors 
construed the request into a license requirement. They say that in 
addition to the royalties which they have to I?ay on their machines 
is the added fact that they have to pay for copies of plans and speci
fications, furnished generally by the Curtiss people, and who will 
only deliver them upon receiving 1 per cent of the contract price. 
I would like to ask you what the policy of the new organ!zatwn is 
going to be in regard to that. 

Mr. NAsH. That is too entirely new to me, and I have never heard 
of it, except that there was an agreement in vogue. 

The CHAIRMAN. I should add, perhaps, that since Mr. Potter came 
in the requirement does not seem to have been made. 

Mr. NAsH. My position is this: We are at war, and I think air
craft licensing, or anything else that you may call it, should be 
waived and we should go o1it and build the best planes at the best 
places and get them to France at the quickest possible moment. 

Senator REED. There is no monopoly that the United States has 
ever granted to an individual that ought to stand in the way of the 
United States itself in a time of war. 

Mr. NASH. I do not believe there is. 
The CHAmMAN. What is your opinion of the expediency of the 

Government's taking over of some of these plants and operating 
them itself¥ 

Mr. N"AsH. I think it would be suicidal. 
The CHAmMAN. Take, for instance, such plants as the Standard 

and the Curtiss, whose organization is reported to us to be very 
bad, and which do not seem to be able to get anywhere, and who 
are engaged in a sort of chronic difference with the expert account
ants of the department. What are you going to do with them¥ 

Mr. NAsH. I am going to get them together with the people who 
executed those contracts and get those contracts interpreted. There 
is a misunderstanding in every plant, as far as I have been able to 
discover, as to the interpretation of those contracts, and they wertl 
not made plain when they were made, and the only way I know of 
to straighten them out is to get the contractors and the people who 
made the contracts together and get them straightened out in 
that way. 

The CHAmMAN. That does not meet the other situation, which is 
a lack of efficiency and organization on the part of the contractor. 

Mr. NAsH. My judgment is that if efficiency and organization does 
not exist you do not want·to go and look for it in the United States 
Government. 
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The CHAIRMAN. I should perhaps say in this connection that I 
had an informal talk with Mr. Ryan about it, and he believes that 
as to some of these concerns it is absolutely necessary to take them 
over. 

Mr. NAsH. He is basin~ his opinion upon the report of somebody 
who had a che.wing match with somebody in the plant. I think you 
will find it is about fifty-fifty-that the Government's part of it is 
about as bad as the contractor's part. 

Mr. FRELIJSGHUYSEN. I understand that the Japanese Government 
controls the Standard Aircraft Co. ·at Elizabeth, or at least the 
Japanese bankers. who have represented the Japanese Government in 
the past have loaned money to its president--Mitsui Bros. In that 
connection, would it not be advisable for you to look into that owner
ship, particularly when you are manufacturing airplanes of for
eign design and patent 1 Do you know that 1 

Mr. NAsH. I heard of it yesterday. 
Senator NEw. I can add to that that the Handley-Page people tell 

me that their planes were placed for manufacture here in the hands 
of the Standard Co. and that.it was no time at all after they had 
received the plans that they found that that plane, according to 
those plans, was being manufactured in Japan. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. In that event, would it not be advisable 
for the Government to assume some control over the plant 1 

Mr. NAsH. I do not know. It is not very much use of putting up 
the bars after the horses are out of the stable. If what you say is 
true, the damage is done. • ~1 Senator FRELI~GHUYSEN. Not entirely. If its ownership could be 
transferred so that it would be in the hands of American owners, it I 
would be much better. 

Senator REED. What is the matter with them 1 
Mr. XAsH. I t~ink they have gone ahead'on some people's say so, 

that they were gomg to ~et to th;:,~ orders, and have bought materials, 
and they an' now trying to sell the materials to pay their bills. I 
unders~and they have got more money from the Mttsui Co., and I do 
not beheve they are a very sound company. 

Senator REED. Ought they to be allowed to have it in the sense of 
that company being dissipated and that company going out of com. . ~ ffilSSlOn. 

Mr. NASH. I think not. I think that the Standard Aircraft should 
immediately be gotten together with the people who made the con· 
tracts with them and with the Aircraft Production Board and agree 
as to what their standing is and what is to be done in the future and 
then go ahead and do it. First of all, I think it should be investi
gvted, but not in the way that they have been investigated. I walked 
through the plant, but I can not say they are rotten, but others have 
said thev were rotten. 

The Cn.\IRJ\L\X. You made a statement just now to the effect that 
the Str'ldrrrd Co. was headed for the rocks. I was going to ask 
your opinion of the Curtiss plant. · 

Mr. NASH. I have not been near the Curtiss plant. If the Stand
ard Aircraft Co. proceeds as they are now proceeding, they will be 
jn financial difficulties. 

Senator Fru;LINGHUYSEN. If you need their production, and that 
plant is valuable to you, it would seem the part of wi'sdom for you 
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to make an investigation of their ownership and their financial 
condition. 

Mr. NASH. What would be the attitude, providing we found that 
the company was owned and controlled by the Mitsui Co.? 

Senator FRELDIGHUYSEN. That is a question of policy that.you 
yourself must determine. 

Mr. NASH. No; I can not. That question came up to the Assistant 
Secretary of War the other day, and that, I think, is beyond the 
power of any of us. 

Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. That should be submitted to the depart
ment, and you should be reliHed from any breakdown in its owner
ship. I take it that yon are willing to accept suggestions and criticisms 
in regard to these plants. Now, I have been in the fire-insurance busi
ness for 30 years. and I made a bird's-eye view inspection of the Curtiss 
plant, the Wright-Martin plant, and one of the plants of the Fisher 
Body Co., and the Standard Aircraft Co. at Elizabeth, and I want 
to say to yot~ that if you are relying upon each one of those plants 
to produce airplanes and yon would be embarrassed and your pro
duction checked by fire, that vou ought to take up with those plants 
the question of Pxtending thPir fire protection, particularly their 
sprinklPr apparatus. Confirming my judgment, the fire-insurance 
men have formed a bureau in 'Yashington to aid the Government 
in inspecting the fire hazards at the various plants that are making 
munitions of war and they han a report on each one of these plants. 
The committee is headed by Mr. Henry Evans, of the Continental 
group of insurance companies. a very able man, and he calls my 
attention to the fact that he has spoken to Mr. Ryan, and so have I. 
I would suggest to yon that yon include in your contract a clause 
that will compel these men t<t follow out the recommendations of 
this fire-pre,·ention bureau in the plants i.n order th;at you may be 
assured that the capacity of that plant wtll be contmued for Gov
ernment uses. I have the letter and the suggestions, and if you are 
handling it I would be glad to gh·e them to you. 

Mr. NASH. I think they should go to Mr. Ryan, and they have 
agreed that no contracts shall bP executed until I say whether they 
are readv to pro(lnce of not. 

SPnator FRELI!\'GHTTYSF.N. I have no hesitancy in saying that the 
Standard Aircraft plant or the Curtiss plant is liable to burn down 
any minute: that ttnlesc; they iJH:·r<>ase their hydrants and establish 
more rigid rules in re~ard to dr~·ing their wood and the .use of their 
dope, they are liable t" have accidents there at any time. 

Wliat was the concern that bought the Delco Ignition System? 
Mr. NAsH. The United Motors. 
The CHAIRMAN. 'Ve thank you very much, Mr. Nash, for appear

ing and testifying before this committee. 

MOTION OF SENATOR REED. 

Senator REED. I move that 500 copies of the complete testimony 
taken by the subcommittee and 500 copies of the condensation of said 
testimonv be ordered printed by the Government. 

The CHAIRMAN. As I hear no' objection, it is so ordered. 
(Whereupon, at 5.30 o'clock p. m., the subcommittee adjourned 

to meet at the call of the chairman.) 
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FRIDAY, AUGUST 9, 1918. 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
SuBcoMMITI'EE ON MILITARY .AFFAms, 

. Washington, D. 0. 
· The subcommittee met pursuant to adjournment at 12.30 p. m. in 
the committee room, Capitol, Senator Charles S. Thomas presiding. 

Present: Senators Thomas (chairman), Reed, Frelinghuysen, and 
New. 

The CHAIRMAN. We have with us the Secretary of War, whom the 
committee will be glad to hear this morning. 

STATEMENT OF MR. NEWTON D. BAKER, SECRETARY OF WAR. 

Senator NEw. Mr. Secretary, I have just a few questions that I 
would like to ask you with reference to aircraft matters. Are you 
acquainted with the conditions of the country's aircraft program~ 

Secretary BAKER. In a general way. 
Senator NEw. What is the general situation with regard to it¥ 
Secretary BAKER. In what particular! 
Senator NEw. Is it satisfactory or otherwise? 
Secretary BAKER. I do not like to indulge in generalities about it. 

The aircraft program is being worked upon by the largest number 
of most expert persons we can find, and progress is being made. It 
is not such progress as the country desires to see made, but it is the 
best that we have been able to do. 

Senator NEw. Has this country produced any combat planes that 
are now in use with our forces abroad? 

Secretary BAKER. I can not answer that. I do not know. 
Senator NEw. Is it not a matter of official record in the War De

partment that there are no American-made airplanes now in use by 
our Army in France? 

Secretary BAKER. It was some time ago. I do not know what the 
present status is. . 

Senator NEw. You are Secretary of War. 
Secretary BAKER. Yes. 
Senator NEw. And that is certainly a very important bureau of 

the War Department, is it not? 
Secretary BAKER. Obviously. 
Senator NEw. Has there been brought to your attention the cable

gram sent by Gen. Pershing, or in his name, under date of June 26, 
enumerating a large number of defects in the De Haviland 4 planes, 
and stating that the machines of that type already sent him can not 

· be used in their present condition¥ 
1129 
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• Secretary BAKER. Yes. 
Senator NEw. Are you aware that a considerable number of those 

machines have been sent to Gen. Pershing since the cablegram was 
received in which the defects of which he complains had not been 
remedied~ 

Secretary BAKER. No; I am not aware of that. I have no doubt 
that some have been sent in which some of the defects in which he 
pointed out were not remedied, but whether they are identical with 
the machines he was then describing, I do not know. 

Senator NEw. It has been testified to here by various witnesses,
among them Mr. Potter, Mr. Nash, and, I think, Maj. Muhlenberg
at all events, by several officers of the department-that that is the 
case. In that case, Mr. Secretary, what is the War Department going 
to do about it~ 

Secretary BAKER. About what~ · 
Senator NEw. About those machines having been sent in that con-

dition? · 
Secretary BAKER. Those machines will undoubtedly be placed in 

repair and in proper condition abroad. 
Senator. NEw. Do you think that after complaints of that kind 

were lodged against it by Gen. Pershin~ that they should have been 
sent before these defects were remedied? 

Secretary BAKER. Many of the defects pointed out by Gen. Per
shing's associates in the aircraft division over there were minor and 
were in process of correction by them. · The question as to whether 
it was wise to continue sendin~ machines or to wait until all of those 
defects could be corrected was a question of judgment and was solved 
in favor of sending them and not interruptin~ the flow of machines 
while the change was being made, and I thin!_{ that was wise. 

V Senator :NEw. The Bristol plane has been ordered out of produc-
tion 1 

Secretary BAKER. Yes. 
Senator NEw. The Bristol and the De Haviland 4's are the onlv 

types of planes on which we had reached production basis, are the~· 
not, other than training planes? 

Secretary BAKER. Yes. 
Senator XEw. Have you any knowledge as to how long it will take 

to make over the De H. 4 in accordance with the complamts made by 
Gen. Pershin~ and Capt. McCawtry? 

Secretarv BAKER. I have not. 
Senator ·NEw. In that connection I might state that Capt. Mc

Cawtry is an officer of the Navy in char~e of the naval testing field 
at Miami, Fla., and that at a recent date he made a report concerning 
the De Haviland 4 planes to the effect that they could not be used 
until after a number of alterations had been made in them. Mr. 
Potter and Mr. Nash have testified before this committee that it 
will he several months-January I, 1919, and perhaps later-before 
we at:- able to supply our forces with uny serviceable combat planes. 
Have you any knowledge that causes you to controvert their state
ment upon that point? 

Secretary BAKER. I did not hear their statement, but I do not 
believe that it will be any such date before American-made planes 
are being used in France. 
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Senator NEw. That was their statement. 
Senator REED. Do you mean American airplanes used in quantity 

long before that date~ 
Sl.'cretary BAKER. Yes. Gen. Pershing has requested preferred 

shipments for a large number of De Haviland 4's in August, and 
reports we have here are that they are repairing the ones that they 
found pcssible to repair there and were intending to use this plane 
in combat. I assume that will be done. 

Senator THOMAS. When did Gen. Pershing make. t.h11-t request~ 
Secretary BAKER. I can not give the date. 
Senator THOMAS. Is that something recent? 
Secretary BAKER. Yes; within two or three weeks, I should think. 
Senator NEw. I would call your attention to paragraph 7 and sub-

paragraph (a) of the Pershing cablegram of June 26. Paragraph 7: 

• 

None of the above planes can be used until some of the above changes are L
made, causing vital delay in the program. 

Subparagraph (a): 
Planes sent here must be inspected and thoroughly tested before being shipped. L

In view of what Gen. Pershing says in these paragraphs, do you 
not think it was a very grave error to send forward machines of that 
type before those corrections were made? 

Secretary BAKER. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. That is all. 
Senator THOMAS. Just one moment right there. I think it will be L 

well to state in the record that Gen. Kenley, I think it was, stated 
that machines were sent over there before they were tested here by 
Gen. Pershing's request, the idea being they should all have been 
tested out completely here before they were consigned for shipment. 
If that is correct, it may be that those original shipments are due to 
the insistence of Gen. Pershing rather than the action of the 'Var 
Department. 

Secretary BAKER. If I may put this statement into the record, this 
will explain my answer to Senator New. The shipment of De Havi
land 4 planes was inaugurated by sending a very few planes. They 
were tested at the fields in France, and a vl.'ry large number of more 
or less minor defects were discovered in them, and some more or less 
fundamental changes were recommended. Those were the first few 
planes produced in this country. The policy has been adopted of t

testing about 1 out of every 10 planes as ordnance is tested, and it 
led to their sending o,·er to France a number of others which had not 
been tested in this country by flyers before being sent. 

"Vhen Gen. Kenley was put m charge of military aeronautics, he 
insisted that each machine ought to be tested in this country by flyers 
before being sent over, and that policy, I understand, is now being pur
sued. The De Haviland planl.'s, which went OYtlr after the first 
consignment, had many of the minor defects pointed out by Gen. 
Pershing's associates, corrected and some of them had not. In my 
conversation with Mr. Potter nnd others about it I was informed 
that the facilities for making changes in the method of binding 
wires and things of that sort in the planes in France, were quite 
as good as they were here, and that the continuous shipm~:>nt of the 
later De Haviland planes themseh·es, improved over the earlier 
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models, would enable Gen. Pershing's associates in France to put 
them in condition for combat flying, and so large numbers have been 
sent over, and they are being· sent, the minor changes and better
ments being made m them; and the last information I had was too 
obscure to base an opinion upon it, and so I express no opinion ; but 
it rather led to the inference that some of them were being actually 
used. 

Senator REED. If that is a correct statement of affairs, why is it 
tha.t an order has been issued to stop shiJ?ment of these planes~ 

Secretary BAKER. I do not know that 1t has been issued. 
Senator NEw. I was about to call attention to that. 
Senator REED. Let me read you the following: 

AUGUS't 2, 1918. 
The following telegram to be sent to Mr. L. E. Bauer, Ail·craft Protluctlon 

District Office, Dayton ; Maj. Rose, care of Standard Aircraft Corporation, 
Eliazbeth, N. J.; Aircraft Produetlon 31, Patt-rson, Detroit, Mlch: Mr. Yictor 
M. Tyler, Alrcrnft Production District Office, New York. · 

Also to senim· inspectors at the Dayton-Wright and Fisher Body factol"ies. 
You are Instructed to Incorporate following .number 1 changes in production 

of D. H. 4 planes; that is, no further machines are to be shipped without them. 
First, solder ends on all landing and flying wires must be wrapped with one
eighth Inch spacing with seven-eighths to 1 inch solid wrapping between. All 
terminals shall be subjected to an Inspection where 5 per cent of the ends are 
cut open and examined, also cut must show solid soldering. Second, the tubular 
brace between lower longerons and horizontal stabilizer Is to be installed. 
'.rhlrd, all control cable ends must be made with a splice of not tess than four 
tucks and wrapped with twine. Fourth, intermediate ribs must be installed in 
the first panel of both upper and lower wings and the spacing of stitches and 
use of five-eighth-Inch strip under stitches as per recent telegraphic lnstt·uc
tions must be installed, each stitch secured by knotting and varnish dispensed 
with unde1· fabric. Fifth, nickel steel bolt must be used In place of old taper pin 
securing the axle cap. Sixth, olive type of connection must ne used on all 
rubber joints In the gasoline line. No m01·e planes are to be shipped which do 
not include above changes. We realize that some of these are already In pro
duction. Wire me to-morrow the highest serial number shipped to-day. Fur
ther instructions will be sent you covering replacement on above machines 
already shipped. These Instructions are In conformity with those of Capt. Roe. 

AIBCRAFT PRODUCTION, 
1\IIXTER. 

Senator THOMAS. The statement of Gen. Kenley to which I re
ferred is as follows: 

In fact, we prefened to withhold the first 75 or 100 De Havllands to test 
here, but, due to the Insistence of the authorities In France, they were sent over 
at once. Our test would probably have revealed the same defects. 

Secretary BAKER. Yes. 
Senator NEw. It is a fact that every flier that we have had before 

this committ~e as a witness, including several who have seen long 
service abroad both with our own forces, the British forces, and the 
French forces, has testified that the De Haviland-4 machine with the 
defects appearing in it as it has been produced at the Dayton-Wright 
factory is highly dangerous and ought not under any circumstances 
be used, and at least one officer has testified that he would no longer 
send men up from his field in a machine of that type until after these 
defects had been remedied. In view of that condition, as it has 
been expressed and recorded by the men who are best qualified to 
pass on the conditions and quality of that machine, I at least think 
that it was a very great error of policy and judgment to have sent 
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them forward before those mistakes were corrected, and I wanted to 
know whether or not you agreed with that view. · 

Secretary BAKER. The subcommittee, of course, has a great advan
tage over me in that I have not been permitted to see any of the 
testimony the committee has taken, so that I do not know anything 
about this concurrence of opinion to which you refer. 

Senator NEw. I am telling you now what that opinion is. 
Secretary BAKER. You are summarizing it, and of course I have no 

opportunity to know who the officers are who have testified or what 
their opportunity for observation was or what officers might say 
who have not been summoned; but this is one observation I can 
make i~ reply to your statement, that Gen. Kenley is himself an 
experienced flyer. His reor~anization of· the Bureau of Military 
Aeronautics is to equip it wtth flying men and that whatever has 
been done there has been the result of the judgment of expert flyers 

·and of men who have a devoted interest in this subject, and while 
it may be open to the charge that it was a mistake of judgment, I 
feel quite certain that it ought to be fairly heard on both sides before 
such a judgment is regarded as final. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Have you read the cablegram of Gen. 
Pershing~ 

Secretary BAKER. Yes. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Do you consider the defects pointed by 

him to be minor~ 
Secretary BAKER. Some of them. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Not all of them~ 
Secretary BAKER. I do not know enough about it; I am not an 

expert and I do not know the effect of many of the things described 
by Gen. Pershing. 

Senator THOMAS. Gen. Kenley said, I think, that a majority of 
them were not vital; that some of them were important. I refer to 
paragraph 2. 

The Liberty motor is defective, indicating shop inspection not satisfactory. 
Lincoln apparently better than Packard. 

Secretary BAKER. Now, that you read it, I remember that. 
Senator NEw. To my mind, Mr. Secretary, there are very muclt 

more serious objections to machines than the one to. which Senator 
Frelinghuysen has just called attention. I do not have the num
bers of them, but they are included in this. One has reference 
to the weak condition of the stabilizers, another to the manner in 
which the wings are fastened to the fuselage, permitting the wires 
to pull out and thereby permitting the wing!'iio of course to double 
back on the body and come oft', as they undoubtedly did in the case 
of the Patterson accident out at Dayton field, when that machine 
simply went to pieces in the air and that man rode down 15,000 feet 
on the fuselage without wings. They were evidently pulled out 
from that defect. 

Secretary BAKER. I have heard the defect referred to, an improper 
method of fastening the wires. Of course, gentlemen, the questions 
that you are asking are not proper questions for me to try to answer. 
I am not a mechanic or a scientific man or an aeronautic expert. 
Such facts can be established only by experts. 
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Senator REED. But a good while ago the committee sent and asked 
for Gen. Pershing's report upon these points. It was refused us. 
We afterwards got the report from other sources. 

Secretary BAKER. How ? 
Senator REED. We simply asked some Army officers if they had 

the report, and they got it. 
Secretary BAKER. There is not the slightest objection to your 

having it. . . 
. Senator REED. 'Vhy was 1t not sent? · 

Secretary BAKER. 'The reason is that the communications from 
Gen. Pershing to the War Department are really confidential com
munications and they are available for the committee. The .Secre
tary of War, Gen. Kenly, the Chief of Staff, are, all of us, perfectly 
willing to come down and answer any questions and give any in
formation you want, but the whole character of communications 
between the commander in chief in the field and the War Depart
ment are essentially confidential. 

Senator TnoMAs. Af~erwards we specified some cablegrams and 
those were sent. 

Senator REED. The point I am making is not that. I do not un
derstand how a committee of Congress, particularly the Committee 
on Military Affairs, can be refused documents relating to the con
dition of supplies, not relating to the finesse of the Army, the tech
nical movements, but to the condition of supplies. 

Secretary BAKER. Those telegrams you got. 
Senator REED. We did not get them when sent for, and afterwards 

Senator Thomas says we got some, but I do not care anything 
about the other matter and I speak of it only because of the effect 
on the future. The point is this. This telegram of Gen. Pershing's 
was a complete demonstration, first, that this machine as being 
turned out and sent to him was a machine exceedingly dangerous 
and unfit for use; second, that a large number of these defects were 
the result of inexcusable recklessness or wantonness in manufacture. 

Secretary BAKER. Failures in the inspection and things of that 
sort. 

Senator REED. Failure of the manufacturer himself in the first 
instance to do a decent job, and, third, that they were defects which 
went with the matter of the design. What I am interested in is in 
knowing why that did not result in immediately stopping the pro
duction away back in June when this cablegram came until these 
defects were cured. particularly in view of the fact that scarcely a 
day was passing witlymt somebody getting killed. 

S<>cretary BAKER. Senator, I think I can answer. The defect. ... 
pointed out by Gen. Pershing and discovered by observation and 
experiment everywhere were referred to the engineering sectioll 
and to the production division, and instant directions were sent bv 
telegram that in all future production beginning immediately they 
were to correct everything which was corrigible and the things which 
had caused the danger, like the pulling out of wires and the lack 
of inspection, were instantly corrected. · 

Senator Reed. You just simply gave them directions. 
Secretary BAKER. That is whnt we tried to do, whether we accom

plished it or not. 
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Senator REED. You may have tried to do it, but, unfortunately, 
the record will show that somebody below you failed to do those 
things. 

Secretary BAKER. No; I will tell you exactly what happened as 
far as I have any relation to it. The day that cablegram came I 
sent for Mr. Pott,er and Gen. Kenly, and had them in my office, and 
read the cablegram to them and directed them to make a report upon 
all those defects, and they made a report showing that some of them 
had been corrected before we received this cablegram. Others were 
immediately corrected, and then the question arose whether it would 
be better to go ahead with continued production and make the 
changes and repairs in the machines in France and install these fun
damental changes in later machines, or whether to stop the whole 
program and make no more machines. The wisest thing was decided 
10 be to let the machines go forward on the theory that these minor 
repairs and changes could be made and the machines could be used. 

Senator NEw. Do you not. know, as a mutter of fact, that there is 
now at sea a force of American officers and artisans under charge 
of Col. Hall, who are on their way o\·er there to make changes in 
these machines? 

Secretary BAKER. Not essenti.tlly to mnke changes in these ma
chines. The mission which Col. Hall has, and of the men who arc 
going with him is, to establish a more immediate and direct contact 
between the fields here and there in working out of these defects and 
to bring back to us a closer view of what. they discover in the usc 
of the machine. · 

Senator REED. Do not think I ask this of you because you are a 
member of the Council of Defense, because I understand that the 
information bureau is part of it, but is it not time to stop Mr. Creel 
sending out his false statements and false pictures about aeroplanes~ 

Secretary BAKER. ·what have you in mind, Senator? 
Senator REED. I have in mind a persistent campaign which he 

has made and which he has the insolence to try to back up; but I 
can epitomize it. There are many other things of this character 
in the Official Bulletin of March 28 of this year. He states: 

A partial list of photographs released March 30 by the Division of Pictures, 
Committee on Public Informntion. herewith is prespnted. A complete list of 
all pictures ma~· be had on application. Copies of these pictures may be ob
tained for private collections at 10 cents each by application to the Division 
of Pictures, Committee on Public Information, 10 Jackson Place, \Vashington, 
D. C., in writing. Order by number and Inclose coin well wrapped. Stereopti
con slides of photographs listed below may he obtained at 15 cents each. No. 
6858. Aeroplane bodies, ready for shipment over there. These aeroplane bodies, 
the acme of the engineering urt, are ready for shipment to J:t'rance, though hun
dreds have already been shipped. Our factories have reached quantity produc
tion and thousands upon thousands will soon follow. 

Now, the truth about that was that those were the pictures of a few 
training planes. The truth about it was that they were not the acme 
of the engineering art and the only thing we had to photograph in 
the world was some training planes. 

Senator NEw. Not one of which either before or since has ever 
been sent to France. 

Senator REED. Now, I read on: 
No. 6859. The result of long experiments. Scientists and engineers have 

worked long in our aeroplane factories before perfection was attained, but now 
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that success has crowned their eiiorts, the factories have been put on a 
quantity production basis. and many thousands of these efficient machines will 
be sent to France. 

Secretary BAKER. The comment is on the use of the word "effi-
cient"? 

Senator REED. It says we have attained perfection. 
Secretary BAKER. Of course, that is an improper word. 
Senator REED. And that success has crowned our efforts. 
Secretary BAKER. Most of those are terms which are relative and 

are matters of opinion. Perfection, of course, is not a matter of 
opinion, and it is an improper word. · 

Senator REED. The statement must strike you as-
Secretary BAKER. Unwarranted. Yes; it does. 
Senator REED. I read on : 
No. 6860. Speeding up aeroplane production. The~e cylinders for our perfect 

airplane engine are the product of the best engineers and scientists in this 
country and now that perfection has been finally attained. the engine factories 
have been placed on a quantity·produetion basis; huge amounts will be turned 
out to supply our ever·increasing force in France with motive power until 
victory is ours. No. 6861. Building airplane bodies. These carriages are models 
of efficiency and are built along the models furnished by the best engineers of 
this country. They are now being manufactured by the thousand and rushed 
to France to become part of our ever-increasing air force. 

Secretary BAKER. That is true, except the perfection of the-
Se:w.tor REED. Except that they were perfect and except that they 

were being manufactured by thousandH and rushed to France by 
thousands. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Those were training planes to be used 
over here. 

Secretary BAKER. If that applies to a training plane picture, it is 
a total misapplication of it. It states that planes are being manu· 
factured by the thousands to send over by thousands; that is accurate. 

Senator FRELHIGHUYSEN. It is also true, Mr. Secretary, that in
stead of being efficient that with the exception of training planes 
there is not a single American combat plane on the front. 

Secretary BAKER. That certainly was true at the time that was 
said. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. It was not there at the time this was 
said. 

Secretary BAKER. It was not. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. There was not a single bombing plane 

at the time this was said. 
Secretary BAKER. Of course not. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. And not a single reconnaissance plane on 

the front at the time this was said. 
Secretary BAKER. Of course not. _ 
Senator NEw. There had not been even a sample CQpy manufac

tured at that time. 
Secretary BAKER. On March 28 there had not. I might say gen

erally that I know nothing about these pictures. . Describing the 
Liberty engine as perfect is wrong. The Liberty engine is a very 
excellent engine, and the British and French and everyone else 
want it in large quantities, and it is certainly the best engine eve1 
made by machine tools in the history of the world; and it is prob
ably as good as the Rolls-Royce. But it is not perfect. 
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Senator REED. I have a letter from Mr. Creel in which he denies 
the statement in the paper that he had sent out the pictures of . 
Penguins as flying machines in France. There is the very picture ' 
that he sent out. [Handing a photograph to the Secretary.] And 
it is labeled on the back "American planes," as you will see. That is 
the original label placed on there. 

Secretary BAKER. That does not say "American planes." 
Senator REED. What does it say 1 · 
Secretary BAKER. Aviation. Planes at an American aviation field . 

in France. 
Senator REED. They. are not aviation planes; they are Penguins 

that can not fly. 
Secretary BAKER. I think that is straining the point, Senator. 
Senator REED. He denied to me that he had sent out the pictures 

of Penguins as planes. 
Secretary BAKER. Penguins are planes. 
Senator REED. Do you think that any man representing this Gov

ernment and sending out a propaganda such as I have read to yqu 
about our perfect planes and then put out a lot of pictures of these 
little Penguins with that sort of label is not engaged in deliberately 
trying to deceive the American public 9 

SeCretary BAKER. I do not think your inference is justifiable .. 
Senator NEw. To be sure it does not say that these are "American 

planes." · 
Secretary BAKER. Nor does it say they are combat planes or fighters 

or anything else. 
Senator NEw. It says that they are planes at an American-·
Senator REED. They are planes that run on the ground used for 

beginners to practice with. . 
Senator NEw (reading). "Planes at an American aviation 'field 

in France." Is not the whole import of that misleading to the 
public~ Do you not think it was intended to impress the public with 
the fact that those were American planes~ 

Secretary BAKER. I can not answer either of those questions. I 
can only say that as far as I am concerned its effect on me is that 
it is a truthful statement. 

Senator REED. You do not think it was deceiving the public~ 
Secretarv BAKER. I do not think so. It would not deceive me. 
Senator REED. You would not know they were Penguins yourself if 

I had not told you. 
Secretary BAKER. No, sir. 
Senator REED. What do you think of sending this out~ 
No. 2939. The terror of the air. This Nleuport monoplane, the fastl!St 

machine In the world, and used extensively by the French in this war, bas 
been loaned to our forces over there to chase and bag retreating German 
flyers. 

The machine shown there is an old, slow, monoplane which has not 
been used by the French for two years, about, and is at least 40 miles 
an hour slower than the Spad or Nieuport plane. 

Secretary BAKER. Of course, I do not know the facts about it, Sen-
ator, at. all. · 

Senator REED. What would be the use of sending out to the public 
pictures of little Penguins? What is the object of that 1 
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Secretary BAKER. The only part of this that appeals to me is that 
this does not say that this is an American-made plane. It does not 

:say that this is a combat plane, but gives information in the language 
-characteristic of these pictures, and this seems to be a harmless 
:picture to me. 

Senator REED. It is deceptive, because if the public had been told 
the truth it would say that it was a picture of three little machines 
that could not rise from the ground. They would not have been 
impressed with the fact that we were prepared oYer there to create 
devastation. 

Senator NEw. The Penguin is not an advanced traihing plane, 
but it is a training plane, but it does not leaYe the ground. 

Secretary BAKER. It is the A. B. C.'s of the business, the grass-
hopper type. . 

Senator REED. "No. 12470. Aviation. Planes at an American 
field, France." What would you get from that? 

Secretary BAKER. I think that is a practically colorless descrip
tion. It might be of any kind of planes. 

Senator REED. But if it was coupled with the words "American 
aviation field," would you understand there was anything there ex
cept some French planes? 

Secretary BAKER. In view of what has been stated in our news
papers; our papers have carried the story over and over again that 
there was nothing there except the French planes. 

Senator REED. On the contrary, there was published in an Amer
ican paper the statement that we had gotten in great quantity pro
duction .and were sending over enormous quantiti~ of planes, and 
that was followed by Mr. Creel's statement on March 28. Following 
those bombastic and false statements these pictures are shown to the 
public. 

Secretary BAKER. They are all French planes. 
Senator REED. Planes man American aviation field. 
Senator NEw. Yes; but they are all French training planes, and if 

you look at them closely you can set> the French names on them. 
Senator REED. As late as May 28· this picture was sent out, show

ing your picture over there where you are looking at those planes. 
Those certainly are French planes. 

Secretary BAKER. Those are, certainly, and are labeled as nothing 
else. 

Senator REED. I have the labels. 
Senator NEw. I think it is perfectly plain that those pictures were 

issued by Mr. Creel's bureau with the express intentiOn and pur
pose of misleading and deceiving the American public, and I think 
1t is perfectly plain on the face of it that that was his intention. 

Senator REED. Mr. Secretary, I have gone far enough. I can 
pursue this thing if it has not been completely demonstrated. Either 
wittingly or unwittingly this man has given the American public 
to understand that we had a great and successful· air program. As 
a matter of fact, you know today and we know to-day that the 
aeroplane program up to this date is a conspicuous ·failure-a very 
sad fact, and one that we regret-and that the only thing we can do 
now is to put our best foot forward and try to remedy these evils. 
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I do not care that this thing be exposed more than need be, but I do 
think we ought to stop that sort of thing and we ought to go on and 
try to ~et some planes built, and I am calling attention to this not from 
any trifling reason but because I think the thing to do now is to 
tell the American people very plainly that they will have to abide 
with patience. 

Secretary B~KER. I do not draw from those pictures the same in
ferences that you do. Mr. Creel did not know anything about air
-craft. Mr. Creel had not had the advantage of sitting m with this 
committee. Pictures came to Mr. Creel showing aeroplanes in the 
air and on the ground. People told him that that picture would 
interest the American people and he issues the picture, and I think 
there is nothing in any of the descriptions which have been shown 
me beyond some language of hyperbole, and I think there is nothing 
indicating any intent on ~lr. Creel's part to deceive the public. 

Senator REED. Outside of the fact that he has not stated the truth. 
Secretary BAKER. He has overstnted the perfection of the Liberty 

motor and he has overstated the quantities of the machines undoubt
~dly. 

Senator REED. And he has led the American public to understand 
that we have a vast number of machines over there, American ma
chines. And he has been fumishiug the .American public with 
these pictures of French machines under the label "American 
aviation field," and when his attention is called to it he undertakes 
to defend it and to insist that it is true, and this country is to-day 
carrying these same pictures in the newspapers. Now, I think it 
ought to be stopped. I would rather stop it here than on the Senate 
floor, but it must be stopped. 

Senator NEw. You say that Mr. Creel has not had the opportunity 
to sit in with this committee and hear the evidence which has been 
produced here. That is true, but it is also true that time and time 
again, repeatedly, ha,·e statements been made by the members of this 
committee to the effect that Mr. Creel's statements were untrue and 
were not supported by the facts. They have no further effect upon 
Mr. Creel, apparently, than to cause him to redouble his output and 
no attention has ever been paid to an authoritati>e word uttered by 
any member of this committee. Mr. Cree>}. apparently, at least, acts 
upon the statements mnde Ly people who do not know what they are 
talking about. 

Secretary BAKER. 'Vith the ~reatest deference to you, I think you 
are unjust to Mr. Creel. The legends on those pictures are out of 
proportion. The words he uses imply quantities which do not exist, 
but a picture containing the phrase, " Planes at an American field in 
France," is absolutely and literally true, and to say that that deceives 
the American people because they will imagine that they are combat 
planes---

Senator REED. You must take that in connection with the state
ment which I read to you, that we have these fighting planes on the 
front~ which preceded the sending out of these pictures. I am not 
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interested in it further than that I would like to know whether you 
sanction it or whether you do not sanction it? 

Secretary BAKER. I will be happy to say to Mr. Creel that in deal
ing with the aircraft situation that all such words as "perfect" are 
misleading. 

Senator REED. You dwell on the word " perfect," but he has dwelt 
on the word" quantity," and you have no quantity over there. 

Secretary BAKER. We have some ove:. there. 
The CHAIRMAN. That will be all for to-day. 
(Whereupon, at '1.30 o'clock p. m., the subcommittee adjourned 

to meet at the call of the chairman.) 

PRINCETON UNIVEBSITY, 
Princeton, N. J ., June !0, 1918. 

MY DEAR 1\IR. SENATOR: As requested by your investigating committee I beg 
leave to submit the following report on the United States School of Military 
Aeronautics at Princeton University. 

This school was established on July 3, 1917, at which time we entered lnro 
a contract with the Signal Corps to properly maintain and equip a school for 
the purpose of giving ground Instruction to officers and enlisted men In train
ing for the aviation branch of the service. The course of Instruction at first 
was of eight weeks' duration, but later as the school developed and the scope 
of the work was broadened it was found advisable to lengthen It, and In Aprll. 
1918, the course was extended to 12 weeks. 

Instruction Is given In the following subjects: Aerial Observation, Gunnery. 
Gas Engines, Theory of Flight, Radio and Wireless, Aerial Tactics, and Mlll
tary Stcdles. 

For certain phases of the work It was necessary to design and equip the 
apparatus to be used In the Instruction, as nothing of this kind had ever been 
attempted before-for Instance, the miniature ranges used In the work of the 
department of aerial observation were planned. designed, and executed by our 
own Instructors and mechanics. The same thing also applies to other lines 
of work. We were given an Idea by the Signal Corps, and we In turn worked 
out the manner In which ·the instruction should be given and provided the 
equipment needed for it. 

We have placed at the disposal of the Signal Corps the faclllties of the 
university and have endeavored in every w11y pos~ible to give a thorough 
course of Instruction and make the school efficient in every detail. 

The Instruction Is carril'd on in our two large laboratory buildings (Palmer 
Physical Laboratory and Gu~·ot Hall, the geological and biological labora
tory), and two arlditionnl laboratoril's cnnstruetl'd last wlntl'r for the work 
of the theory of flight and the gas l'ngine rlivlslons. It was found necessary to 
construct the latter two buildings when the school was Increased to more 
thun 600 stiHII'nts aJI(l the Signal Corps was eonsirlering a still further In
crease to 1.000. 

The students nre houS{'fl In threl' largl' dormitories, which have been turned 
over for the cxclusiw use of the school as barracks. These buildings are 
very convenifmtly locatl'd to the laboratoril's In which the Instruction Is given 
and also to the drill grounds. 

Two sections of om· huge new •lining halls haye been assigned as mess 
hall,.:, and this wry lmpnrtant fcature in the lifl' of the men is most carefully 
looketl after in a thm·on~hly hndl'nic and !'<anitary manner. 

I•'nr the mnintPnancl' of thi~ !<<'hool. Pxelnslve of the mess hall!<. we were 
paid $60 for tlw instTtJ('tion of caeh ><tndent on an ei~~:ht weeks' basis. anti are 
now hPin~ paid :j:80 on the 12 \WI'ks' basis. The total tuition recelvetl from 
the openin.~ of tlw ,.:dwol .lulr 3. 1917. to Junl' 1. 1918, Is $112.954.97. The 
amount expf'tHlt>•l tlm·in~ lhP ,.:ame rwrlod is :):139.G2ii.80. ll'avln~ a nl't dl'bit 
halanr·p of !l;:.!H.G70.83. Pt·ovi,..ion has hl'l'll m:Hlc to rcimburo;;e the unlveJ·sity 
for this flpfiPit. nn1l th<' llPW <'ontraet prepHJ'I'd for the second year's opl'rn
tions. h(•;:;innin;: .Tnl~· 1. 1!H8. has nuulc provision for carrying on the school 
without loss to the uHin•J·sity. 
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It was n great pleasure to me to meet you and your coll~>agues in Prince-
ton on Tuesday. I was disappointed, however, that you were not able to re-o 
main for luncheon. 

If there are any further particulars which you or the members of your com
mittee wish to know wlll you .kindly inform me. 

With assurances of my highest personal regard, believe me, 
Faithfully, yours, 

Senator C. A. THOMAS, 
Chairman Committee on ; :,titary Affairs, 

Washington, D. C. 

JOHN GRIER HIBBEN. 
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TUESDAY, AUGUST 13, 1918. 

U:siTED STATES St:NATN, 
Sum·o::~nnTTEE o:s MILITARY An·Ams, 

TV ashington, D. 0. 
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 3 o'clock p. m. 

}n the committee room, Capitol Building, Senator Charles S. Thomas 
presiding. 

Present: Senators Thomas (chairman), Reed, New, and Freling
huysen. 

The CHAIRMAN. We will hear Mr. Ryan this afternoon. 

STATElriENT OF D. 10HN D. RYAN, DIRECTOR OF THE BUREAU 
OF AIRCRAFT PR'ODUCTION. 

Senator REED. Mr. Ryan, before you became connected with the 
aircraft service of the Government,.what was your business and life~ 

Mr. RYA:s. l\ly prin~ipal occupation was president of the Ana
conda Copper Mimng Co. 

Senator REED. You never had any experience in manufacturing~ 
Mr. RYA.N. Well, no; except in so far as manufacturing goes with 

mining and m£>tallurgy, as it does to a considerable extent. I mean 
that we have big sho})s-machine shops, pattern shops, and foun
dries-and all that kind of thing. To that extent only have I had 
anything to do with manufacturing. 

Senator REED. That, of course, was confined to production for 
your own business? 
· Mr. RYAN. No; we had an incidental business, supplying the min
ing machinery, and that kind of thing, for the northwestern country. 
We carried on that manufacturing for others as well as ourselves. 

Senator REED. But you never had anything to do with aircraft 
production, did you? · 

Mr. RYAN. No. 
Senator REED. What is the position you now hold, Mr. Ryan.? 
Mr. RYAN. It is a dual position, in a way. Under the President's 

order of May 20, under the so-called Overman Act, I have been made 
director of the Bureau of Aircraft Production. I mean by that that 
the bureau was created by the President's order of May 20, and under 
that order, by virtue of my holding the position of chairman of the 
Aircraft Board, I became director of the bureau. I hold both those 
positions. 

The CnAritMAN. At 50 cents per year apiece~ [Laughter.] 
1143 
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Mr. RYAN. I would not swear to that. I have not collected any 
money, and a man never knows what his wages Jl,re until he has 
collected. 

Senator REED. Who comprise the Aircraft Board~ 
Mr. RYAN. The Aircraft Board consists of three civilians-the 

chairman, Mr. Richard F. Howe, and Mr. W. C. Potter. 
Senator REED. Those are the three civilians-Ryan, Howe, and 

Potted . 
Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir; the three members representing the Navy are 

Admiral Taylor, Capt. Irwin, and Commander Atkins. The three 
members representing the Army are Gen. Kenly, Col. Deeds, and 
Col. Montgomery; the latter two being detached from duty and not 
acting as members of the board; but, as I understand it, not removed. 

Senator REED. This composes the Aircra.ft Board~ 
Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Where is Col. Deeds now 1 You say that he is 

detached?" 
Mr. RYAN. I do not know. He has not attended a meeting of the 

board for some time. 
Senator REED. He is in the Government service somewhere, though 1 

· Mr. RYAN. Not so far as I know. So far as I know, Col. Deeds 
has no connection with the bureau of aircraft production; and, of 
course, outside of that I have no knowledge. 

The CuAmMAN. He still holds. a commission in the Army, and is 
a member of the board ~ 

Mr. RYAN. He is a member of the board; but, being detached, he 
is not acting as a member of the board. 

Senator REED. I was wondering whether he was detached and sent 
to some other place. 

The CuAmMAN. I think I can inform you about that. My under
standing is that he was detached, as was also Col. Montgomery, and 
that they were placed at the disposal of Mr. Hughes and his com
mittee, pending their investigation. 

Mr. RYAN. I can say that as to the order detaching them from 
their duties, after it was issued by the Secretary of War, that Col. 
Montgomery never appeared at any meeting of the board; or, S() 

far as I know, never performed any act or did anything as a mem
ber of the board. Col. Deeds did come to two meetings. At the 
second meeting I told him it was my impression that the order de
taching him detached him from activity and should prevent his 
taking any action on the board. He newr came to a board meeting 
after that. That was some time in June. 

Senator REJm. That, I think, would be nry natural. 
Mr. RYAN. That is my construction of the order. 
Senator REED. Certai'nly. 
The CHAIR:\IAN. That is the proper construction. 
Senator REED. "rhen was the order of detachment issued~ 
Mr. RYAN. I do not remember the date. 
Senator REED. Could you approximate it? 
Mr. RYAN. No; I could not. 
The CHAIRMAN. It was about the time that the Hughes commission 

was requested to conduct the investigation. 
Senator REED. What has become of Col. Montgomery¥ 
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Mr. RYAN. I have not seen him. 
Senator RF..ED. Do :you know whether it is true that he is on the 

General Staff now? 
Mr. RYAN. I do not know. He has never appeared in our work, so 

fsr as I know, and outside of that, I have no knowledge. 
Senator REED. I want' to come now to another point. 
Mr. RYAN. I will say this. So far as I know, Col. Montgomery, 

f10m the date that he was detached, just walked out of the office, and 
I do not believe he .has performed any service of any kind in connec
tion with aircraft production since. He has never appeared in any 
~~ . 

Senator REED. Was Col. Montgomery a civilian before the wad 
Mr. RYAN. I believe he was. I never knew him until I came down 

to take up this work. 
Senator REED. Will :you kindly give us the personnel of the Bureau 

of Aircraft Production, of which you are director? 
Mr. RYAN. I am director; Mr. Potter is my assistant, with the title 

of assistant director, and Mr. C. W. Nash is assistant to the director 
in charge of engineering and production. 

Senator REED. Will you let me get that now. You say that you are 
director. J:hat means that you are a general director? 

Mr. RYAN. So I understand. 
Senator REED. Potter is assistant? 
Mr. RYAN. Assistant to me; yes, sir. He is assistant director with 

general duties as my assistant. I have said, without making a 
definite order to that effect. "You must consider me and Mr. Potter 
as one man. In my absence Mr. Potter speaks for me, and any act of 
Potter's hs my act. Mr. Nash acts as assistant to the director in 
charge of engineering and production. 

Senator REED. You spoke of a Mr. Howe? 
Mr. RYAN. Yes. sir. 
Senator REED. iVhat is his position? 
Mr. RYAN. He is a member of the Aircraft Board. He is not in 

the Bureau of Production. 
Senator REED. Then we have Mr. Nash, and he is assistant di-

rector~ · 
Mr. RYAN. No; assistant to the director in charge of engineering. 

and production. 
Senator REED. Now, will you let me follow the personnel of these 

boards? Take the Aircraft Board. You have already stated that 
yon were not an aeroplane man. Was Mr. Potter experienced in 
aircraft production before be joined or was made a member of the 
board? 

Mr. RYAN. Mr. Potter had been chief of the equipment division 
of the Signal Corps since February, I think, and was made a mem
ber of the Aircraft Board in--

Senator REED. February, 1918? 
Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir; and was made a member of the Aircraft Board 

in July. · 
Senator REED. He had that much experience~ 
Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. · . 
Senator REED. Mr. Nash had never had any experience in aircraft t 
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Mr. RYAN. Mr. Nash had been engaged in the motor-car manu
facturing business, as president of the General Motors Co. and of the 
Nash Motor Corporation, and probably had as large a general ex
perience in motor-car manufacture as anybody in the country. 

Senator REED. Automobile motors, you mean 1 
Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir; automobile motors. 

. Senator REED. The Navy is represented on the Aircraft Board by 
Admiral Taylor. Had he had any experience in aircraft? 

Mr. RYAN. I do not know. 
Senator REED. How about Capt. Irwin? 
Mr. RY:AN. I do not know what his experience is. 
Senator REED. How about Commander Atkins? 
Mr. RYAN. I do not know as to any of them. I never knew any of 

them until I came here. Yes; I did know Atkins as a boy. He came 
from Butte, which is my town, but I do not know as to his experience 
with aircraft or aviation. 

Senator REED. Gen. Kenly, we all understand, has been an ex
perienced man in aviation. 

Mr. RYAN. He was put on the board to succeed Gen. Squier when 
he was put in the poSition of Chief of the Department of Military 
Aeronautics. 

Senator REED. Who is Mr. Landon~ 
Mr. RYAN. He is in charge of production. 
The CHAIRMAN. Under Mr. Nash~ 
Mr. RYAN. Under Mr. Nash; yes, sir. 
Senator REED. He was also in charge of that before Mr. Nash was 

appointed~ 
Mr. RYAN. He was in charge of that before Mr. Nash was ap

pointed. 
· Senator REED. When did he get in charge of production first? 
Mr. RYAN. About the latter part of May. 
Senator REED. When did Mr. Nash come in 1 
Mr. RYAN. About 10 days ag~no; three weeks ago. 
Senator REED. That would be practically the 25th of July? 
Mr. RYAN. About the middle of Jnly. 
Senator REED. What had been Landon's business before he took 

this position? 
Mr. RYAN. He had been vice president in charge of production of 

the American Radiator Co. 
Senator REED. He is that now, is he not 9 
Mr. RYAN. I do not know whether he has resigned or not. 
Senator REED. Had he ever had any experience in aviation f 
Mr. RYAN. He had some connectiOn with the Aircraft Board a 

year ago, or some such matter, and he severed his connection with 
them the last of October or in November. . 

Senator REED. You do not know of him having practical experi
ence in aviation or the production of flying machines~ 

Mr. RYAN. I do not know. 
Senator REED. You are the director of the Bureau of Aircraft Pro

duction? 
Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir; I am .. 
Senator REED. I assume that when we use the term" director," in 

this instance, it means that you are manager and controller of the 
Aircraft Production Board, and whatever you say goes. 
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Mr. RYAN. I would not say "controller." "Controller" is often 
used in another way. I am afraid we might confuse it. You might 
say I am the. man who controls the production of aircraft for the 
Army. · 

Senator REED. That is, you mean to say that you are the man who 
controls; in other words, this board, which is called the Aircraft Pro
duction Board, of which you are the director.z and which is composed 
of Ryan, Potter, Taylor, Irwin, Atkins, and Kenley, is under your 
direction1 

Mr. RYAN. Not at all. That is an advisory board. It has noth
ing to do but advise. It has no function but an advisory one in the 
production of aircraft. The Bureau of Aircraft Production is the 
arm of the Government that is •responsible for the production of 
aircraft. 

Senator REED. Now, the Bureau of Air~raft Production is com
posed of yourself as director and--

Mr. RYAN. Yes; I am director. 
Senator REED. Which means thatlou are the head and that you 

control the aircraft production, an that the other members who 
have been named, or persons who have been named, work under your 
direction~ · 

Mr. RYAN. I so understand; yes, sir. 
Senator REED. So that Potter and Nash simply are assistants to 

you~ 
Mr. RYAN. Yes sir. 
Senator REED. That is correct, is it~ 
Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir; as their titles would indicate. 
Senator REED. That organization which you have created in that 

way for the purpose of carrying out the functions and duties that are 
imposed upon you has a number of other employees, I assume~ 

Mr. RYAN. That organization~ 
Senator REED. Yes. You have a number of other employees? 
Mr. RYAN. Yes, some hundreds of them. 
Senator REED. I will come to that in a moment. Now, I want to 

go back to the Aircraft Board. 
Senator THOMAS. Just a moment, if I may interrupt. As I under

stand the situation, the Aircraft Boat:d was the institution which had 
charge of production until the Bureau of Aircraft Production was 
created by Executive order, and you were placed in charge of it. 

Mr. RYAN. That is not strictly true, Senator. The Aircraft 
Board, if you take pains to read the act creating it, you will see is 
purely an advisory body. It never had any other power, and the 
equipment division of the Signal Cor:ps occupied the place that 
to-day is occupied by the Bureau of Aircraft Production; that is, 
it was a body that was responsible for the production of aircraft. 
The board was advisory purely. 

The CHAIRMAN. Then there were two advisory boards-the ad
visory association of which Durand was chairman and the Aircraft 
Board~ 

Mr. RYAN. That was an advisory association connected with the 
Council of National Defense 1 

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; but created by statute. 
Mr. RYAN. The Aircraft Board is the only advisory body that 

I know of that was engaged in this work prior to my coming in. 
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(Informal discussion followed which the reporter was directed 
not to record.) 
. Senator :REED. ~at I want to do, Mr. Ryan, in the briefe..c;t pos

SI~le way, 1S to arnve at the co-!ltrol of ai~craft production as it now 
exists. Now, there was a Nat10nal Advisory Committee for Aero
llautics at one time. That was composed of whom~ 

The CHAmMAN. Mr. Durand was chairman. Then there was Dr. 
Walcott. 

Senator REED. I want to get them in the record, and also when that 
was created, if anybody knows. 

Mr. RYAN. I have not the date. 
The CHAmMAN. It was created by the act of March, 1917, I think. 
Senator REED. Does anyone know what the law is under which it 

was created~ 
Senator FREINGHUYSEN. I think it was created under the national-

defense act. 
The CuAmMAN. It was earlier than that. 
Mr. RYAN. I am not certain about it, but my recollection is--
Senator REED. It was composed, I see here, of Prof. Ames; CoL 

Clark, of the United States Army; Prof. Hayford; Prof. Marvin; 
Hon. Byron R. Newton; Prof. Pupin; Maj. Gen. Squier, United 
States Army; Rear Admiral Taylor and Lieut. Commander Towers, 
of the Navy. Director Charles D. Walcott was chairman of the 
executive committee, and the secretary was Dr. S. W. Stratton, 
while the special secretary and disbursing agent was John F. 
Victory. 

I assume you can not tell us the date when this Advisory Com
mittee for Aeronautics was created, but it preceded your connection 
with the aircraft business~ 

Mr. RYAN. It did; yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Now, I am going, if possible, at the risk of repeti· 

tion, to clear up what seems to be a matter of doubt. There wa:> 
also at the time that you became connected with the Aircraft Produc
tion Board some sort of other board that was engaged in a general 
way in managing the production of aircraft, was there not~ 

Mr. RYAN. There was a board known as the Aircraft Board. 
Senator REED. Yes. That Aircraft Board is the one that you 

haYe just described as having upon it Admiral Taylor, Capt. Irwin, 
Capt. Atkins, Gen. Kenly, Col. Deeds, and Col. Montgomery. 

~[r. RYAN. Yes, sir; and Mr. Howe and Mr. Potter and myself. 
Senator REED. I am speaking of this board. It existed before you 

became a member, did it not? 
Mr. RYAN. It did. 
Senator REED. I am trying to get the civil members of the board 

at the time. 
Mr. RYAN. Howard Coffin was chairman, and ~hen there were Mr. j 

Howe and Mr. Thayer. . · 
The CHAIRl\IAN. May I interrupt just a moment~ 
Senator REED. Just "let me finish this, if you please. Now, when 

you came into this business, you took the positiOn that Coffin had 
formerly held? 

Mr. RYAN. On the Aircraft Board. 
Senator REED. On the Aircraft Board; ap.d Mr. Potter took the 

position that Mr. Howe had formerly held~ 
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Mr. RYAN. No. Mr. Howe still retains membership on the board. 
Mr. Potter was appointed in July to fill a vacancy created by the 
resignation of Mr. Thayer, whose resignation was in the President's 
hands when I accepted the chairmanship, and was accepted about 
the time I was appointed. 

Senator REED. So that Potter was then and still remams upon 
the Aircraft Board? 

Mr. RYAN. He was not on the board until July. 
Senator REED. When did you come in ? 
Mr. RYAN. About the 1st of May. 
Senator REED. Well, then, who was on it. 
Mr. RYAN. I think my actual appointment was confirmed by the 

Senate later, some time around the lOth or 15th of May. My ap
pointment was announced about the 1st of May. 

Senator REED. What I am trying to get at is who were the civilian 
members at the time you came. One was Coffin, whose place you 
took. 

Mr. RYAN. I took his place. One was Mr. Howe, who still re
tains his membePship, and there was Mr. Thayer, who resigned be-· 
fore I came in and whose resignation created a vacancy which was 
filled by Mr. Potter. · · 

The CHAIRMAN. I find that that advisory committee was created 
by the naval bill approved March 3, 1915. 

Senator REED. This Aircraft Board was doing something when 
you took your position upon it, was it not? 

Mr. RYAN. Yes. 
Senator REED. What was it doing; what had it been doing~ 
Mr. RYAN. As I have read the minutes of the Aircraft Board to 

familiarize myself with the history of the board and the whole 
aircraft production plan, the Aircraft Board was passing upon con
tracts that had been negotiated and authorizing negotiations look
ing toward contracts-not authorizing, but approving in a way and 
generally considering in their sessions questions relating to the 
productwn of aircraft. 

Senator REED. It really had charge, did it not, of the whole pro
duction of airplanes~ 

Mr. RYAN. I have never so construed it, and I have never treated 
it as though it did have charge. 

Senator REED. Who did have charge¥ 
Mr. RYAN. The Equipment Division of the Signal Corps. 
Senator REED. At the time you came in? 
Mr. RYAN. The Equipment Division of the Signal Corps had 

charge of the actual contracting, production, and purchase of 
aircraft. 

Senator REED. So that we had, then, a civil board, or a statutory 
board-! will use that term-composed partly of civilians and 
partly of the officers of the Army and Navy, who recommended con
tracts, or supervised contracts, and all that sort of thing, but the 
actual contracting was done by the Equipment-Division of. the Signal 
Corps1 

Mr. RYAN. In so far as Army aircraft was concerned. 
Senator REED. By whom on behalf of the Navy? 
:Mr. RYAN. By the Navy. I do not know just who. 
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Senator REED. As a matter of fact, though, did not this Aircraft 
Board really dominate and control in the matter of the contracts 
so far as the Army was concerned~ 

Mr. RYAN. That would be a matter of opinion, Senator. I do not 
think you want my opinion. 

Senator REED. I thought it was a matter of fact. 
Mr. RYAN. No; it is not a matter of fact. It would be a matter 

of opinion whether it did or not. 
Senator REED. This Aircraft Board still exists 9 
Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. What is its function; what is it doing now! 
Mr. RYAN. Its function, as it is exercised now, is to meet and 

discu8s matters relating to aviation. For instance, the advisability 
of entering into a contract for engines, the advisability of contract
ing for aeroplanes, the advisability of adopting types after the 
engineering work has been done and recommendations are made. 
Recommendations are made and they pass approval or disapproval 
upon them. . 

Senator REED .. But they have no power to contract~ 
Mr. RYAN. No power to contract. 
Senator REED. No power to produce 9 
Mr. RYAN. Nolower to produce. 
Senator REED. nd no power to spend money¥ 
Mr. RYAN. No power to spend money except for their own ex- . 

penses. · 
Senator REED. And their opinion in regard t; any matter is 

purely advisory to whom~ 
Mr. RYAN. I would consider that approval or disapproval of the 

Aircraft Board was not binding in any sense upon me, if I elected 
to do any certain thing with respect to aircraft production. 

Sm~ator REED. Then we get to this point: While we have this 
Aircraft Board, and while you have your various assistants, in what 
you call the Bureau of Aircraft Production, you are master of the 
situation. 

Mr. RYAN. I understand you, I think. I so construe my duties. 
Senator REED. You decide the qu.estion ultimately~ 
Mr. RYAN. I so construe my duties; yes, sir. 
Senator REED. It appears fro01 your previous answer that the 

Equipment Division of the Signal Corps at one time had the ultimate 
say as to whether a contract should be entered into, or if certain 
things should be done. 

Mr. RYAN. I think so. 
Senator REED. Do I understand that those functions and powers 

have been transferred to you~ 
Mr. RYAN. They have been definitely transferred by the order 

of the President of May 20, creating the Bureau of Aircraft Produc
tion. 

Senator REED. Then, whatever Col. Deeds, if he were restored to 
the active list, might recommend, or whatever Col. Montgomery, if 
he were restored, might recommend, or Gen. Kenly might recom
mend, would only be advisory, and you would be the man to finally 
determine and answer the problem, whatever it is; is that right~ 

Mr. RYAN. I would so construe my authority; yes, sir. 
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Senator REED. Do you know who was on the Equipment Division 
of the Signal Corps at the time you were appointed to your present 
po!:>ition~ · 

Mr. RYAN. Mr. Potter was the chief. 
Senator REED. And who else that you know was on it~ 
Mr. RYAN. Well, they were all under him. He was the chief. 

There were a number of individuals in charge of the different de
partments, but he occupied the position of chief of the Equipment 
Division. 

Senator REED. were Col. Deeds and Col. Montgomery and Col. . 
Waldon also upon that Equipment Division~ 

Mr. RYAN. I do not know of any official connection that they may 
have had with the Equipment Division. That may not be true. They 
might have been officially connected with it, but not to my knowl
edge. 

Senator REED. My understanding is, Mr. Ryan, that these men I 
have just named, or some of them, at least, had a great deal to do 
with the matter of making contracts. I am trying as harrl as I 
can to find out who is responsible for this condition which existed at 
the time that Mr. Potter took charge. 

Mr. RYAN. Senator, I will be very frank to tell all I can. 
Senator REED. I know that. 
Mr. RYAN. I will say this: When I took charge, when the Presi

dent's order of May 20 creating the Aircraft Production Bureau was 
issued, I was made director, and in so far as possible I wiped the 
.slate clean and started with a new organization chart. I took Mr. 
Potter out. I took over the whole Equipment Division of the Signal 
Corps and put Mr. Potter, who was then in charge of the Equip
ment Division, with me as assistant in the Bureau of Aircraft Pro
duction. The work of the Bureau of Aircraft Production entirely 
covered the scope of the work of the Equipment Division, but I did 
not go back of that to find out what position and what authority each 
individual had, but relied upon Mr. Potter to work out the organiza
tion which we have worked out to carry on the work from that date. 

The CHAmMAN. Whom did Mr. Potter succeed as head of the 
Equipment Division~ 

Mr. RYAN. I would not .state it as a fact, but it is my impression 
he succeeded Col. Deeds. · 

(At this point informal discussion occurred.) 
Senator REED. Mr. Ryan, you took over the various forces that you 

found on hand to a ]arge extent, did you not~ 
Mr. RYAN. I took over the Equipment Division of the Signal 

Corps. That was the principal force. 
Senator REED. How many men were there in that division? 
Mr. RYAN. There were hundreds. I do not know just how many. 
Senator REED. Who were the leading men besides those you have 

named? 
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Potter was chief. Mr. Kellogg was his assistant. 

Maj. Wolff, I think, was in charge of the finances; Maj. Brown was 
his assistant. Mr. Fletcher was in charge of purchases and contracts. 
Maj. Downey was in charge of disbursements. Mr. Lockhart was in 
charge of raw materials. Col. Mixter was in charge of production. 
Maj. Leadbetter was in charge of the supply of wood. I think those 
cover the principal activities. 
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Senator REED. How many were Regular Army officers and how 
many were (livilians who got into Army uniforms? · 

Mr. RYAN. I can not say positively. I am not sure, but I think 
Maj. Downey was the only Regular Army officer in the list I have 
mentioned. 

Senator REED. The rest were civilians~ 
Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Mr. Potter came in from civil life~ 
Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. What was his occupation or business before he 

came in? · 
Mr. RYAN. He was in the mining and metallurgical business and 

connected with the Guggenheims. 
Senator REED. And never had anything to do with aircraft? 
Mr. RYAN.· I think not. 
Senator REED. What was Mr. Kellogg's business? 
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Kellogg was a manufacturer. I do not know just 

what he manufactured, but I think he was a metal manufacturer. I 
do not know exactly what line. 

Senator REED. Was he an automobile man 9 
Mr. RYAN. I think not. He might have made parts for automo

biles, but he was not an automobile manufacturer. 
Senator REED. Mr. Mixter was in charge of production you say. 

Who was he? 
Mr. RYAN. He is connected with one of the plow companies, I 

think. I believe it is the John Deere Co. or one of the harYester com
panies. I do not mean the harvester company, so called, but one of 
the companies manufacturing harvesting machinery. 

Senator REED. Mr. Wolff was in charge of finances. Who was he 9 
Mr. RYAN. I think he was a certified public accountant. 
Senator REED. And Mr. Lockhart1 
Mr. RAYN. I really do not know what his business was. 
Senator REED. And Mr. Leadbetter? 
Mr. RYAN. I do not know what Maj. Leadbetter was. 
Senator REED. How about Mr. Downey? 
Mr. RYAN. I think Maj. Downey was a Regular Army officer. 
Senator REED. There was not a single one of these men who had 

had experience, so far as you know, in aircraft production 1 
Mr; RYAN. Not so far as I know. 
Senator REED. They were men that you think actually had the 

final say in regard to contracts before you took charge? 
Mr. RYAN. Subject, of course, to Gen. Squier, who was Chief of the 

Signal Corps. They were all under him. 
Senator REED. Yes. Do you know how much money, approxi

mately, had been expended at the time you took charge in the pro
duction of aircraft 1 When I say "expended," Mr. Ryan, I mean 
actually paid out or that the Government obli~ated itself to pay out. 

Mr. RYAN. The actual expenditure, up to the time I took charge 
was bomething like $350,000,000. 

Senator Reed. Do you include in that the commitments 1 
Mr. RYAN. No; the actual expenditures. l'he commitments beyond 

that were sufficient to absorb all of the appropriation that had been 
made the year before, of $640,000,000. However, a good part of 
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these commitments or a considerable part of these commitments, over 
and above actual expenditures, were for things for which they would 
be reimbursed. For instance, take the production of things for the 
allies and that the Equipment Dlvision would be reimbursed for 
when they completed deliveries on work that they were doing, prin
cipally for the allies. But the commitments plus the actual expendi
tures had reached a total of the appropriation of the year before, so 
that I was unable from the time I took hold until the new appropria
tion bill passed to authorize or app.rove any contracts for material. 

Senator REED. You asked for a new appropriation and got it, did 
vou not1 
· Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. 

Senator REED. How much was it¥ 
Mr. RYAN. The appropriation asked for was a lump appropriation 

to cover the Department of Military Aeronautics and the Bureau of 
Aircraft Production. It was $1,032,000,000. 

Senator REED. The new appropriation¥ 
Mr. RYAN. Yes. That was afterwards subdivided between the 

two departments. 
Senator REED. And $640,000,000 would make $1,672,000,000 that has 

been appropriated up to this date for aircraft¥ 
Mr. RYAN. That has been appropriated up to this date to carry 

us until June 30 of the next year. 
Senator REED. 'Vhat are the Government's commitments and ex

penditures up to this time, as nearly as you could tell¥ 
Mr. RYAN. I have not got them accurately. I have been away four 

weeks, and I have not got them accurately. I would not like to state 
it. I can get it for you later. 

Senator REED. I wish you would do that and insert it in the record. 
What I want to get at is an accurate statement in regard to the ex
penditures and commitments as they existed at the time you came in. 
You say there was an actual expenditure of $350,000,000¥ 

Mr. RYAN. About that. 
Senator REED. In round numbers¥ 
Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. And there were commitments¥ 
Mr. RYAN. For approximately $300,000,000 more. 
The CHAIRMAN. Has not Mr. Potter furnished that¥ 
Mr. RYAN. I think that information was furnished by either Mr. 

l)otter or Mr. Brown. · 
Senator REEi>. Now, you said that a part of the money on these 

commitments would come back bv virtue of the fact that we were 
producing certain things for other countries who would pay us in 
return for it, and we were also producing for the Navy~ 

Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. How much would come back altogether? 
Mr. RYAN. I do not know, sir. 
Senator REED. Can you approximate it¥ 
Mr. RYAN. No, sir. 
Senator REED. Can you get it for us? 
Mr. RYAN. I think i can get it for you. I think I can get it as of 

June·3o. 
Senator REED. That is about the time. 
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Mr. RYAN. I think I can ~et it. 
Senator REED. Will you give us all the figures as of June 30~ 
Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. That is, give all the figures as of a certain date. 
Mr. RYAN. Yes. 
Senator REED. 'Vhat I want to get is an actual statement of the 

amount of money that our Government had paid out or committed 
itself to pay or, net, so that you may deduct any money that would 
come back from other sources than our own Goverment. 

Mr. RYAN. Wouldn't you say including moneys that would come 
back from the Navy as well as other countries? 

Senator REED. It is all right to state it that way, but what I am 
trying to get at is how much of this money this Government ex
pended or committed itself to expend in order to get aircraft produc
tion. If it has made some for foreign countries and the money comes 
back, of course, we are not out that money, but if we are doing work 
for the Navy, even though it comes back from their appropriation, 
it simply means that it is being taken out of one hand and put into 
another. It is the Government's money. I want to get at the amount 
of money that this Government has spent on aircraft. 

Mr. RYAN. This thing would have to be taken into consideration 
and could not be shown. For instance, we are entering into large J 
contracts for engines. A large part of them, for foreign govern
ments. A large part is for the Navy. Now, what proportion of the 
initial expenditures that were made in order to get that engine pro-
duction going and finally to be reimbursed, would be impossible to f 
determine, because we could not determine what proportion of the I 
engines were finally going to be delivered. We do not know how 
many are goin_g to be delivered to the allies or anybody. 

Senator REm. That is what I want to get at. I want to find out 
how much Uncle Sam is out of pocket for airplanes, or was at the 
time you took charge. It is not a matter of bookkeeping with me at 
all; it is a matter of plain, practical, common sense. Let me put it 
this way: There is a Treasury down there which belongs to the people 
of the United States. It was filled up by the taxpayers of the United 
States. We have taken a lot of money out of it. We have expended 
it in aircraft; we· have obligated ourselves for a lot more money. 
Now, as to any money that is going to come back to us from foreign 
governments, I want to know about, but I do not consider it as an ex
penditure in the sense I am now speaking of. On the other hand, 
any part of that money that Uncle Sam has to pay, either out of 
this appropriation or out of another appropriation for the Navy, is 
a Government expenditure, and I want to know the amount. I think 
your statement will show that, will it not? 

Mr. RYAN. Of course, I want to give you all the information I can, 
because it is nothing that could reflect on me one way or the other, 
because it antedated my connection. I will say this, however, if you 
want that clearly and concisely stated, so that you ca:Q best have it 
before you, I think it would be very much better to get it from the 
Chief of the Finance Department than to attempt to get it from me, 
because he has the figures. 

Senator REED. I have had a table that is so complicated that I do 
not intend to study it during this hot weather. 
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Mr. RYAN. Working out that thing I would perhaps only compli
cate it further, and the .man who is responsible for doing that can 
certainly clear it up to your satisfaction better than I can. 

~enator HEED. The people of the United ~tates are interested in 
how much they are out of pocket for these airplanes, or were out of 
pocket at the time you went in. At least~ we can arrive at this point, 
that there were $350,000,000 paid out and expended, and there have 
been commitments which have absorbed $640,000,000, and we are 
in such condition that in order to carry on the airplane program for 
the next fiscal year you ·have asked and been given a further ap
propriation of $1,032,000,000 1 

Mr. RYAN. That includes not only the aJ?propriation for aircraft 
production, but the appropdation for mihtary aeronautics. That 
is to pay for flyers and mechanics and everybody beyond the point 
of production. 

Senator REED. Will you give us a statement of how much of that 
goes to production~ 

Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. Maj. Brown can get that accurately. 
Senator REED. When you came in after this vast sum of money 

had been expended, or we had made these commitments for this 
other vast sum of money, you found that the Government had some 
considerable number of training planes of American make, did you 
nod 

Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. I suppose that you have not in mind the number of 

those training planes 1 
Mr. RYAN. 1 could not give it accurately. I think I can get it for 

you. I can give it to you to date. 
Senator REED. How is that 1 
Mr. RYAN. I can give it to you to date. 
Senator REED. I would very much rather have it up to this date 

that you speak of. 
Mr. RYAN. Well, then, probably I had better give it later. 
Senator REED. If you haven't got it here, give it to me to date. 
Mr. RYAN. Six thousand three hundred and fifty-nine. 
Senator REED. Those were all training planes, and were generally 

of what types; what were the principal types1 
Mr. RYAN. The J. 1, 1,600; the J. N. 4D, 3,195; theJ. N.4H, 1,235; 

the S. 4, 233 ; the Penguin, 90; the M. Defense, 6. 
Senator REED. What has become of the Standard 1 · 
Mr. RYAN. They made some of these. They made some of the 

J. 1 and they made some of the J. N. 4D. 
Senator REED. Oh, that is the Standard J. 1? 
Mr. RYAN. The Standard Aircraft people made 750 of them, I 

think. 
Senator REED. Generalll speaking, you found the situation with 

reference to the number o planes and with reference to the capacity 
for the training planes, was not bad, did you not 1 

Mr. RYAN. I would consider that at the time I took hold the num
b~r of training planes, elementary-training planes, was entirely suffi
Cient. 

Senator REED. How was it about the advanced-training planes1 
Mr. RYAN. The advanced-training planes were somewhat back

ward. 
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Senator REED. How were you situated with reference to the ad
vanced training planes 1 Did you include them in the number you 
have given 1 

Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. They are included in that-that is, what we 
called at that time advanced training planes. 

Senator REED. What did you call at that time ad,·anced training 
planes? 

Mr. RYAN. The J. N. 4H was as advanced a training plane as we 
had at that time. 

Senator REED. Yes; but you found that while they called them ad
vanced training planes, they were, in fact, not suitable for that work~ 

Mr. RYAN. Well, they were as suitable, I think, as anything else 
up to that time. I do not think there was anything anywhere, per
haps, that would be considered better for advanced training up to 
that time. There has been a marked change in the requirements for 
advanced training planes in the last two months. 

Senator REEn. Since May, 19181 
Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir; since then. 
Senator REED. With the exception of these advanced training 

planes, you did not have a single plane at the time you became con
nected with aircraft production that would now be regarded as an 
advanced training plane~ did you 1 

Mr. RYAN. Well, I still think that we would still consider the 
J. N. 4H as an advanced training piane. 

Senator REED. You had 1,235 of those 1 
Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. That, of course, is utterly inadequate to supply the 

present neeas of the country? 
Mr. RYAN. I think it is inadequate. I think we need more than 

that. . 
s~nator REED. What was the condition at the time when you be
~e connected with the board with reference to fighters? 

:Mr. RYAN. By that you mean not combat planes, but strictly 
fighters? 

SQna.tor REED. I mean a fighting plane. 
~enator NEw. You mean a combat plane. 
Senator REED. I mean a plane used to fight with. 
Mr. RYAN. Fight or bomb? 
Senator REED. I mean a plane used to go out and fight another 

man wiih . 
. Mr. RYA~. So that we may not be con.fused, the so-called fighter 
1s a small, hght, fast, maneuverable machme. · · 

Senator REED. That is what I mean . 
. Mr. RYAN. The only fighter that was on the way, as far as I know, 

at the time I t.ook hold, was the Bristol fighter, which was an adapta
ti6~ of the English machine in an endeavor to utilize the Liberty 
motor in it. 

Senator REED. What was the situation with reference to the Bristol 
fighter when you took hold? 

Mr. RYAN. I am afraid I have not the actual number contracted 
for. The trouble with my figures is that the statistics that I brought 
and that I thought you would want to question me about are statistics 
u o to date, and not those that you want. The Bristol fighters num-
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ber, as I recall it, was 2,000. There was a contract with the Curtiss 
Co. for 2,000 Bristol fighters. They commenced production. They 
had turned out, I think, three or four planes that upon trial devel-
oped defects. · 

Senator REED. You say that they were in production and that they 
turned out three or four machines~ 

Mr. RYAN. Yes. 
Senator REED. But didn't that involve the utilization of a very 

large part of their factory that covers 22 acres~ 
Mr. RYAN. It did. 
Senator REED. In the preparation of parts of these machines and 

in the employment of thousands of people~ 
Mr. RYAN. It did. 
Senator REED. When you say three or four had been produced, 

that means that many finished planes had been turned out and there 
were a great many partly finished lying back of them in course of 
construction Y . 

.Mr. RYAN. That is exactly true. 
Senator REED. Now, what was the experience when you came to 

try these planes out, these so-called Bristol fighters~ . 
Mr. RYAN. The first experience with. the Bristol that I have defi

nite knowledge of was almost immediately upon my assuming my 
duties. Two of them, I think, were sent to Dayton. ·They were sent 
to McCook Field, I think. One of them, in a tlijZ;ht, developed a 
weakness in the fabric which resulted in an accident. The plane 
got out of control of the operator and dropped into a nest of tele
graph wires and it was broken up, but the flyer and observer were 
not seriously hurt. 

Senator NEw. Was that the accident in which Doolittle was pilot~ 
Mr. RYAN. I do not recall the name. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Did you see the accident~ 
Mr. RYAN. No. 
Then the department or our engineers and the Curtiss people at 

Buffalo went to work to reinforce the winjl;S of two more, alfd paid · 
particular attention to putting on the fabric, fastening it, and they 
thought that they had overcome the defects. These two planes had 
flown at the time at Curtiss Field in Buffalo. One of them had been 
flown, say, four or five times, to a total, I think, of 2 hours and 56 
minutes in the air. About the 12th of June, when I was at Buffalo 
with Mr. Potter, Mr. Landon, and others who were on an inspection 
tour with me, this plane that had already been flown something over 
two hours in the air was taken up by a man named Rader, with an 
observer by the name of Connors. Before they went up we talked 
with them. We looked over the machine and got their comments 
upon it. They were enthusiastic about it. 

The flyers and the people who were connected with the thing were 
quite enthusiastic about It, and felt that they had found the trouble 
and corrected it. The machine was taken up into the air, perhaps 
2,000 feet. The flyer did several very sharp stunts, one known as the 
Immelman turn, which is a very qmck, shary movement in the air, 
and very hard on the plane. Almost immediately after performing 
this stunt, we noticed that he was volplaning and coming down, and 
some of the men standing in the group on the field wondered why he 
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was coming down so soon. Just about that time-it all happened 
so quickly that it is almost impossible to say how it did happen-we 
all noticed the fabric on the upper wing was flapping and loose and 
just as some one mentioned that-we all saw it at the same time
the machine turned nose down and shot down to the earth and 
buried itself almost the length of the engine. Flames burst from the 
gasoline tank and shot up mto the air 25 or 30 feet. Of course, the 
men were killed instantly. The machine was destroyed right there 
in front of our eyes and in less than 100 yards from where we were 
standing, as a result of that accident. 

Senator REED. That tum that was made with this machine was one 
of the maneuvers that flyers are required to make and that a good 
machine ought to perform~ 

Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir; and that machine, if it was the kind of ma
chine that we were trying to build, should perform that maneuver. 
It was not anything unusual for that type of machine. 

Immediately after that accident took place-we stayed there to get 
the men out and all that-we held a short conference, and I gave 
orders that the other machine of that type that had been completed 
and was there on the field ready to fly should not be flown, and that 
machine, or any of its type, should not be flown until they were sure 
everything was correct, or that its defects were ~orrected. · 

Two other machines, I think, were then reconstructed by putting 
in additional ribs and strengthening the wings. The general con
sensus of opinion among the experts was that it was the vibration in 
the wings that caused the fabric to give way. The wings were 
strengthened by putting in additional nbs. A new and coarser and 
heavier fabric was obtained, and two of these machines were built, 
and one of them was flown every day, I think, for a week. The 
reports on the fli~hts of that machine were again quite enthusiastic. 
lt gave a splendid performance. They were all quite sure that the 
defects had been remedied. Mr. Landon had been up there and seen 
these flights. He came back and told me they thought that there 
was M doubt but what they had the Bristol fixed at last. They 
felt very well satisfied with the performance, believing that it was 
quite satisfactory and there was no indication that these machines 
were defective. He attributed it largely to the strengthening of the 
wings and the use of stronger and coarser fabric. Then it was de
cided that we should go on and make a few of the wings with that 
fabric. There was a delay waiting for the manufacture of the fabric 
because there was none to be had. There was only a small quantity 
to be had in the first place. While we were waiting for the fabric 
the machine was flown again-! do not know just how many times
but at last, on one flight, practically the same thing happened to it. 

Senator REED. The same as whaH 
Mr. RYAN. As happened to the one I saw on the field. The fabric 

came off, and the plane came down and killed the pilot and the 
observer. 

At that time I was in Washington. Of course, I did not see that. 
I called a conference of all the men who had anything to do with 
that, including the technical section in Gen. Kenly's department. 
There was a conference between Gen. Kenly's technical men, Mr. 
r~andon, Col, Mixter, Mr. Potter, and all of our men, and they de
cided and reported to me that, in their opinion, it was unsafe to go 
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on manufacturing that machine, with which opinion I was entirely 
in accord. I had my own opinion formed before the result of their 
conference was known to me, and it was that I would not allow 
another one of those machines to be flown or be finished, and it did 
not make any difference what their conference reported. That was 
my own frame of mind about that, so that I was very much pleased 
when they decided that it was an unsafe machine to build and fly, 
and that we had better abandon production, which we did. 

Senator REED. What were the reasons upon which the board of 
experts condemned the machines~ 

Mr. RYAN. The reasons were that it appeared to be impossible to 
build a machine of that type that would be so free from vibrations 
with a motor as powerful as the Liberty motor as to render it a 
safe machine for effective military use. 

Senator REED. Now, there had been a Bristol machine in England 
of which this Bristol was an adaptation~ 

Mr. RYAN. There had been. 
Senator REED. The Bristol in England had performed well. 
Mr. RYAN. Yes; with the 225 horsepower motor, and the attempt 

to adapt the Bristol plane, as used in England, to an engine of 400 
horsepower, caused the trouble. 

Senator REED. The much greater weight. 
Mr. RYAN. Its added weight. There was such vibration in flying 

it that it was absolutely unsafe-as was proved by those two acci
dents. 

Senator REED. In a word, this engine's power and weight com
bined, tore that machine to pieces~ 

Mr. RYAN. There is no doubt about that. 
Senator REED. Therefore, you concluded that the Liberty motor 

could not be used in that type of machine 9 
Mr. RYAN. Exactly. 
Senator REED. It would have to be used in a more powerful and 

~turdier machine 1 
Mr. RYAN. Exactly. • 
Senator REED. So that the Bristol fighter has been put into the 

discard 1 
Mr. RYAN .• The adaptation of the Bristol fighter to use the Liberty 

motor has gone into the discard permanently, so far as I am con
cerned. 

The CHAIRMAN. Do you .r_nean the Liberty motor or the Liberty 121 
Mr. RYAN. I mean the Liberty 12. 
Senator REED. How much money has the Government expended on 

them1 
Mr. RYAN. I have not got the figures on that. I have asked for it. 

I asked some time ago for them accurately for our own satisfaction. 
There is some dispute about what the expenditures were, and what 
they were properly chargeable against. 

Senator NEw. It was a'question of salvage1 . 
Mr. RYAN. Not only that but a question of charges of the manu

facturer not being properlv chargeable. 
Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. It was stated in the evidence that it was 

about six and a half million. Do you believe it is more or less than 
that~ 
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Mr. RYAN. I btlieve it is less. I do not think it can possibly reach 
those figures. 

The CHAlll'MAN. Those figures were furnished either by Maj. Smith 
•---Brown. 

Mr. RYAN. I do not think the figures will reach that amount. 
Senator NEw. I would like to ask one question right th~re. Is it 

not true that after all the most serious feature of the loss IS not the 
loss of the money but the loss of time in the Curtiss factory which 
was put on the manufacture of machines that proved so unsatis
factory as to have to be abandoned~ 

Mr. RYAN. Unquestionably. The loss of money, as I regard it, is 
not of any importance as compared with the loss of time, or, for 
that matter, the loss of life. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. How many men lost their lives~ 
Mr. RYAN. Four. 
Senator REED. If we are going to discuss that point, how many 

men are going to lose their lives or have already lost their lh·es on 
the battle front, that might have been saved if we had a thousand 
planes over there~ However, that is water over the dam. 

Mr. RYAN. Just in passing, so that you will understand how they 
felt, these engineers that had constructed this plane and had seen it 
flown for about three hours in the air, walked around and talked 
about it that day. They felt so sure that they proposed to take me 
in the plane and fly to Dayton with it. They proposed to fly to 
Dayton in that plane that came down within 20 minutes afterwards. 

Senator REED. What is being done now with reference to an at
tempt to procure an engine that can be employed in this plane so 
that the work may possibly be saved? 

Mr. RYAN. I do not know how much work will actually be changed, 
because this plane is not at all the original Bristol plane. We now 
have two Bntish Bristol planes of the regulation Bristol type, one 
in this country and the other about to arrive. One is a complete 
Bristol plane with the English engine in it. We are to put the 
U. S. Hispano Suiza engine mto the·two other British planes. 

Senator REED. Of what power? 
Mr. RYAN. Three hundred horsepower into these strictly British 

planes to test them, and we are about to send them out to the Wilbur 
Wright field for tests. 

Senator REED. There will not be anything much to test about that, 
because the English have used the Hispano-Suiza motor. 

Mr. RYAN. Not in this particular plane. They have used the same 
power in the plane. 

Senator REED. They have not used it in this plane~ 
Mr. RYAN. Maybe they have. I may not be correct about that. 
Senator REED. So that you do not hope, then, to find an engine 

that will fit this plane as It is now built m this country, but you do 
ho~e that you are going to produce a fighter by copying an English 
Bnstol and by putting m this Hispano-Suiza engine~ 

Mr. RYAN. That is true. 
Senator REED. Are you also going to try the 8-cylinder LibPrty 

motor1 
Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Yon are having some made now~ 
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Mr. RYAN. We have ordered the Liberty 8. They will be in pro
duction later on. 

Senator REED. The original plan, just to put the history in here, 
with reference to the Liberty motor, was that it should be made in 
6 cylinders, 8 cylinders, and 12 cylinders. That was afterwards 
abandoned for the 12-cylinder motor, so that they never got into 
production on the smaller types. 

Mr. RYAN. They canceled production on the 6's and 8's? 
Senator REED. Just in order to settle the question we discussed a 

moment ago, here [indicating photograph] is a Bristol fighter, the 
F2B. One is shown with the 190 horsepower Rolls-Royce-Falcon. 
There is another Bristol fighter with a 200-horsepower Hispano
Suiza engine, so that I take it, this being a copy of an official table, 
they must have been using the Hispano-Suiza m England. 

Mr. RYAN. Yes; they did use it. · 
Senator REED. As a matter of fact, if we had been content at the 

time that we first started into airplane work and after we entered 
the war to take the Bristol fighter and employ the facilities of this 
Government and its factories already existing for the manufacture 
of the Hispano-Suiza engine for that plane, we could have had a 
large number of these planes by this time, could we not? 

Mr. RYAN. The 200-horsepower Hispano-Suiza engine has only 
just reached production. 

The CHAIRMAN. The 300 horsepower? 
Mr. RYAN. The 300 horsepower has just started. 
Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. You mean the 180? 
Mr. RYAN. The 180; yes. It is reaHy a 200-horsepower motor. 

Here is a picture [indicating] of the Bristol fighter F2B, with the 
Rolls Royce 190-horsepower motor. That is given as one of the 
typical planes now in use. 

Senator REED. Don't you find the Hispano-Suiza in there, too? 
Mr. RYAN. No, sir; it is not. 
Senator REED. It is undoubtedly used. 
Mr. RYAN. Yes . 

. Senator REED. Do I understand that the Hispano-Suiza is a motor 
that we have been capable of producing in considerable quantities? 
· Mr. RYAN. The 180-horsepower Hispano-Suiza is a modification of 
the 150. We have ben producing !50-horsepower Hispano-Suiza 
engines in quantities. By making it a high-pressure en~ne they 
made it 180 horsepower. The 200 horsepower is now practically the 
high-pressure type of the 150 engine, and it is now just in production. 
It is JUSt commencing to come in. 

Senator REED. If we had started on them when we started into the 
aircraft business at the time we appropriated $640,000,000, they could 
have been in production long ap:o ~ 

Mr. RYAN. I think, Senator, changing that engine from 150 to 180 
horsepower was the result of French development. The application 
of high pressure to the engine has only recently taken place. I think 
as soon as the French accomplished that and demonstrated it, the 
drawings were sent over here and the work of changing production 
in this country from 150 to 180 was undertaken immediately; and it 
is only just now resulting in production. 
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Senator REED. This is true, anyway, is it not.z~that -we were capable 
of quantity production of the !50-horsepower tlispano-Suiza, is that 
right1 

Mr. RYAN. Yes sir. 
Senator REED. It is also true that that engine works admirably in 

the Spad machine, which was an up-to-date fighting machine? 
Mr. RYAN. I think so. 
Senator REED. It is a machine that is still used by the French and 

is regarded as one of the best machines¥ 
Mr. RYAN. That is true. 
Senator REED. If we had started on that type of machine, where 

we could have the plane and copied where we could have the engine, 
we would have a fighting machme now? 

Mr. RYAN. I think so. · 
Senator REED. As a matter of fact, we have not a single American-

made fighting machine on the front. · 
Mr. RYAN. Do you know why the Spad production was stopped? 
Senator REED. I say, as a matter of fact, we have not a single 

American-made fighting machine to-day on the front? 
Mr. RYAN. I think that is true. 
Senator REED. As a matter of fact, we have not a single American-

made fighting machine anywhere, have we? . 
Mr. RYAN. I think that is true; that is, that is finally accepted. 
Senator REED. You are experimenting now with some other ma-

chines; what are they¥ · 
Mr. RYAN. We are building the S. E. 5. 
Senator REED. And the S. E. 5 is, after all, a very close copy of 

the Spad¥ 
Mr. RYAN. I think you would call it an interchangeable machine. 

The French prefer one and the British prefer another. 
Senator REED. There was a contract before you were connected 

with the board for 2,000 of these Spad machines. That contract was 
made with the Curtiss Co. ? 

Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. The contract, after the work had progressed to some 

considerable extent, was canceled? · · 
Mr. RYAN. Yes. 
Senator REED. And now the Government is making a machine 

which you say is practically interchangeable with the S. E. 5? 
Mr. RYAN. I would say that it is interchangeable as far as use is 

concerned. The British prefer one and the French prefer the other. 
Senator REED. It is not supposed by the experts to be very much 

better? 
Mr. RYAN. One nation prefers one. 
Senator REED. And the other nation prefers the other? 
Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. We had the Spad machine practically in quantity 

production and we had contracts made and work laid out for 3,200 
which were ordered from one factory. Months afterwards we start 
in the production of another fighter, which is practically an inter
changeable machine, in the sense that it performs the same duties as 
the Spad; is that the situation? · . 

Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir; that is the situation. 
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Senator REED. Why was it that the work on the Spad machine was 
stopped 1 

Mr. RYAN. It was stopped by Gen. Pershing. 
Senator REED. Have you that orded I have never seen that order. 
Mr. RYAN. That order came in November. My connection dates 

from May 20. You would not expect me to go Qack and criticize or 
make any comment upon anything that happened that far back 1 

The CHAmMAN. We have that telegram. The Spad order was 
canceled in October. Gen. Pershing's telegram upon the subject 
bears date of December 14, two months later. 

Senator REED. And, as I understand it, it is not an absolute rejec-
tion~ · 

The CHAIRMAN. No. 
Mr. RYAN. My recollection was it was November, but, as I say, it 

was a thing before my time. I have not been delving intO past his
tory. I have had too much ahead of me. I have taken it for 
granted that the cancellation came from Gen. Pershing. 

The CHAIRMAN. We were told so. Finally Col. Arnold told us 
he had never had a telegram. It was sent, together with others, as 
one telegram upon the subject. It bears date two months after the 
cancellation of the contract. 

Senator FRELINGHUSEN. Why did you decide upon the S. E. 51 
Mr. RYAN. It is a serviceable machine. It has a long service and 

splendid record. 
Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. Isn't the Spad a faster and better ma

chine? 
Mr. RYAN. That is a matter of opinion, Senator. The English 

will tell you that the S. E. 5 is a much more reliable machine, while 
the French, on the other hand, will tell you that it is the other way 
about. There you are. If you were to sit down and listen to these 
people, you will find that they will convince you against your will. 

Senator REED. Where are you going to get an engine to put into 
the S. E. 5! 

Mr. RYAN. The 180 Hispano-Suiza or the Liberty 8 motor. 
Senator REED. The 180 Hispano-Suiza you could have gotten in the 

form of the 150 a year ago 1 
Mr. RYAN. That has not power enough. 
Senator REED. That 30 horsepower makes a difference? 
Mr. RYAN. The 180 really makes a 200-horsepower engine. You 

see. the French rating of horsepower is different from ours. · 
Senator REED. The English and French were both using an en

gine of 150 or less. 
Mr. RYAN. They were a year ago, but they have gone to a higher 

power. 
Senator REED. But I am speaking aoout having ability and chance 

to get something, and we did not get it. 
Mr. RYAN. No. 
Senator REED. We fooled away our time and tried to build a 

machine that would fit the 12-cylinder Liberty motor. That is what 
we did, is it not? 

Mr. RYAN. I think we did, so far as the fighter is concerned. 
Senator REED. We have had experience also with the DH 41 
Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. 
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Senator REED. What was the condition of that as to its produl"-
tion _when you took charge~ 

Mr. RYAN. The production had just started. 
Senator REED. The DH 4 was planned for what~ 
Mr. RYAN. For the Liberty motor. 
Senator REED. But for what service~ 
Mr. RYAN. For observation or day bombing. 
Senator REED. To use for photographic work, also~ 
Mr. RYAN. It would be an observation machine. If you did n(;t 

car,ry bombs, you could carry cameras. · 
Senator REED. Was it ever planned to be both a bomber and obser-

vation machine~ 
Mr. RYAN. Oh, yes. . 
Senator REED. To carry a camera and bombs? 
Mr. RYAN. Not altogether. It is not likely that they would carry 

them together. They would load one or the other gomg out. 
Senator REED. You say that that machine is just coming into pro

duction~ 
· Mr. RYAX. Just. · 

Senator REED. What about the contracts~ 
Mr. RYAN. I think we had 4,000 on order with the Dayton Wright 

people. We had quite a fair sized contract with the Fisher Body 
Corporation. 

Senator REED. How many, do you remember~ 
Mr. RYAN. One thousand, and five hundred with the Standard 

Aircraft people. 
Senator REED. That would make 6,500? 
Mr. RYAN. 'Ve had that or more. 
Senator REED. How much money has the Government expended 

or committed itself to expend so that it will have to be paid on 
these machines~ 

Mr. RYAN. That is a thing that can not be stated definitely, be
cause they are under a cost-plus contract. We do not know what 
the cost is going to be. 

Senator REED. By the way, the Bristol Fighter was under a cost
plus contract, was it not? 

Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. I am not asking you to tell with absolute accuracy, 

but give me your best estimate as to the amount of money the Gov
ernment has become committed to pay on account of the DH 4. 

Mr. RYAN. I could not determine that accurately. We have never 
been able to determine accurately. 

Senator REED. It will run into some millions, will it not? 
Mr. RYAN. Undoubtedly. 
Senator REED. The fact of the matter is that the manufacture of 

the material had progressed to a very large degree~ 
Mr. RYAN. Oh, yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Do you know what the contracts called fod 
Mr. RYAN. They were cost-plus contracts, as I say. I do not know 

what they will run. . 
Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. About $5,000 or $6,000 ~ 
Senator REED. Is there any way in which we can estimate that? 

What did you find out about the De Haviland plane as a flyer¥ 
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Mr. RYAN. Should you mind if I should tell this story as it comes 
to me regarding tl1e De Haviland .plane? 

Senator REED. No. All I want IS the facts. If you give .them to 
me in your own way, that will be quite satisfactory. 

Mr. RYAN. When I took hold of this business, the De Haviland 
plane was in production at Dayton. The contracts had also been 
let to the Fisher Body Corpor&:tion and the Standard Aircraft Co. 
I visited all those plants in June. The Fisher Body Corporation 
was just commencing to make parts. They had not turned out the 
finished plane. The Dayton people were producing. I think they 
made an effort to make a record production about that time, because 
your committee was going there and I was going there. 1 think 
tl1ey reached a production of 16 planes the day before I was there. 
The first thing that we asked for-and this was one of the first acts 
of my admimstration-was that the first 100 De Haviland planes 
should be left in this country to be sent to all the flying fields and 
practically flown to destruction to determine any mechamcal defects, 
any defects in design, or any faults that could be found in the planes. 
Our proposal to keep 100 planes here and to find out what was wrong 
with them-and we were sure there would be things wrong, as there 
would be with anything of the kind that was manufactured practi
cally new in a new country with new labor and new conditions and 
new materials-was refused because Gen. Pershing thought he ought 
to have the planes just as soon as they could be sent to him. 

Senator REED. When did he make that known~ 
Mr. RYAN. I do not know, sir. 
Senator REED. In what way did he make it known? 
Mr. RYAN. Through the chief of staff. 
Senator REED. Is there any telegram or letter from Gen. Pershing 

to that effect¥ 
Mr. RYAN. I think there is. I think I can find it for you. 
Senator REED. Upon what information did he act when he de-

manded these _planes~ 
Mr. RYAN. Upon the need for them, I suppose. 
Senator REED. Did he know that the plane was experimental? 
Mr. RYAN. No. · 
Senator REED. Did he know the workmanship was imperfect? 
Mr. RYAN. I do not know. We did not know. 
Senator REED. Could you get these documents? . 
Mr. RYA~. I think I could. I do not know that I could. I only 

know that in a general conference, in talking the tiling over, we 
were told that we must send them over as fast as we could produce 
them. That information does not come to me. That comes to Gen. 
Kenly. I take orders from him. I have to turn the planes over to 
him at the door of the factory. 

Senator REED. Let us discuss this a moment. 
Mr. RYAN. May I continue? I would like to go on. 
Senator REED. Yes. 
Mr. RYAN. When we learned that we were not to be allowed to 

keep these planes here and try them out and find out if there were 
any defects, as we were sure there would be, we decided to send a 
man-Lieut. Farwell-to France, to be there when the first ones 
arrived. He went to France. He went to the chief of the air serv·ice 
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of the American expeditionary forces and asked for some one 
to be assigned to look after these machines. We were going to try 
to find out everything there was to be found out about them as soon 
as possible. He explained that we had none in this country from 
which to get that information. Col. Dodd, of the American expedi
tionary forces, was assigned to that duty with Lieut. Farwell. I am 
not sure he was a colonel, but his name was Dodd, anyhow. Lieut. 
Farwell and Dodd then conducted a1l of the flights and reported on 
them, made examinations of the machines, and got all of the in
formation upon which Gen. Pershing's long cable, giving the list of 
defects in construction and everything of that kind, was based. 

Now. it has been generally supposed that Gen. Pershing's cable 
was thE> rE>sult of their finding out all these things over there without 
anybody on this side being concerned at all, and that we did not 
know anything about this. As a matter of fact, Lieut. Farwell, who 
was SE>nt for that very purpose, came back and reported on the 
13th day of June, giving all these defects and setting forth all those 
troubles, and stating practically, line for line and word for word, 
everything that was set down in· Gen. Pershing's cable that was dated 
the 24th of June. 10 days after a report was made by our own man. 

Senator ~EED. That does not make any change as to the condition 
of the machme. 

Mr. RYAN. It does change it to this extent~ and I want that made 
clear for the sake of my predecessors. Mind you, that is a thing that 
I could not haYe had anything to do with, because my connection was 
so recent. Whether it was bad or whether it was· good design, or 
whether it was faulty in construction, it could not affect me one way 
or the other, but the know ledge that machines made under the con
ditions that these machines were made under were likely to develop 
defects, and all that, was in the minds of these people here. That 
was thought of over here. This man was sent over for that purposeJ 
to look out for those things, and he found them. He was employed 
by the production department and sent over by the production de
partment, and to my mind it is as important to realize that as it 
IS to--

Senator REED. Very well. The De Haviland 4 was an English 
machine that had b~n adapted to the 12-cylinder Liberty motod 

Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. It never had been tried out wlien the 100 planes had 

been sent~ 
Mr. RYAN. That is virtually correct. 
Senator REED. It had never been tried out. Therefore, of course, 

until 6,000 or 6,500 planes had been ordered and put into pro
duction--

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. That is, 8.,500. 
Senator NEw. Eight thousand five hund1·ed is what the contract 

called for. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. ;Four thousand for the Fisher Body Cor

poration and 4,000 for the Dayton-Wright people and 500 for the 
Aircraft Co. 

Senator REED. · Of course, if it had never been tried out before it 
was sent to France it was never tried out before the 8,500 were put 
into production~ 
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Mr. RYAN. I think the individual machines had been tried out. but 
the production machines had not been. ' 

Senator REED. The machine had not been tried out to a point where 
you regarded the machine as safe to send, or your predecessors re
garded it as safe to send, so that you sent a man along t«;> see what 
the defects were? 

Mr. RYAN. I do not think I would allow any batch of production 
machines, no matter how many individual machines had been tried 
out, to be sent out for service, if I could avoid it, without giving 
them a trial. The production machine is entirely a different thing 
from the individual machine, made more or less by hand and made 
more or less under close supervision, while production, on the other 
hand, goes along at the rate of from 5 to 10 and 20 a day. The two 
machines are entirely different. Those machines should be tried out 
and must alwavs be tried out after production has been reached. 

Senator REED. You have discontinued the manufacture of the De 
Haviland 4? 

Mr. RYAN. No. 
Senator REED. What have you done~ There has been an order 

that there shall not be a De Haviland 4 made until certain changes, 
being principally those mentioned in the cablegram of Gen. Pershing, 
are adopted. 

Mr. RYAN. Incorporated. 
Senator REED. Incorporated ; yes. 
Mr. RYAN. Those changes will take probably a week, but there has 

been no cancellation of the De Haviland 4. There has been only 
an order to this effect, that these changes shall be incorporated. 

Senator REED. Do you intend to go on making the De Haviland 4 
after making these changes? 

Mr. RYAN. Unquestionably. 
Senator REED. What do :you expect to use it for~ 
Mr. RYAN. For observation and day bombing. 
Senator REED. How do you know that these, defects that attention 

has been called to can be remedied~ 
Mr. RYAN. Well, I have the opinion of the engineers. 
Mr. REED. The same engineers who had the opinion were the engi

neers who produced the machine~ 
Mr. RYAN. No; not entirely. These changes had been agreed upon 

by the engineers of the technical section of the Department of Mili
tary Aeronautics and of the Bureau of Aircraft Production as being 
practicable and desirable, to make. 

Senator REED. These same gentlemen are the men who approved 
changes in the Bristol Fighter and thought it was perfect? 

Mr. RYAN. I think not. I do not remember that any of them were. 
I think it is practically a new set of engineers. 

Senator REED. Do you think they are better ones 1 
Mr. RYAN. I would not want to express an opinion as to my own 

selections. 
Senator REED. Putting this thing in plain language, you are going 

back to making these changes in the Bristol Fighter. It has never 
been tested or given a thorough test with the changes made. You 
hope it will fly; I mean fly With a reasonable degree of safety, but 
·you do not know ; that is the situation, is it not~ 
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Mr. RYAN. No, Senator. 
Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. Senator Reed, did you mean to say the 

Bristol Fighted 
Senator REED. No; I mean the De Haviland. 
Mr. RYAN. We are ~oing to make the changes that have been 

agreed upon by the engineers, including those that have been recom
mended by the men who have observed the flying on the other side 
and the men who have flown them on this side, aid we feel . that 
with those changes made the De Haviland is serviceable, useful, and 
of military value. 

Senator REED. Do you think it is a good machine~ 
Mr. RYAN. A very good machine for certain purposes. 
Senator REED. You agree, do you Qot, that it it is not a fighting 

machine~ · 
Mr. RYAN. It is not a so-called fighter; it would not come under 

that term "fighter." 
Senator REED. You agree, do you not, that the pilot and the so

called observer· are so far a part that it is very difficult for them to 
communicate with each other~ 

Mr. RYAN. It is. 
Senator REED. You agree, do you not, that the line of observation 

is very much obscured~ In other words, the machine is so built that 
the line of observation by the pilot is very much obscured~ 

Mr. RYAN. We are aiming to correct those things in what is known 
as the De Haviland 9, which we are aiming to put into production 
as soon as we can without materially reducing the production of 
the De Haviland 4. 

Senator REED. I am speaking of the 4. 
Mr. RYAN. Those are other improvements, but they do not prove 

that the 4 is not a good machine. 
Senator REED. You agree, do you not, that as a bomber it is subject 

to a very great criticism because the point of observation downward 
is so circumscribed that the operator can not properly sight when he 
undertakes to drop a bomM 

Mr. RYAN. Well, I do not think it is as good, or that he has as 
clear observation\ as he will have in the 9, wh1ch we are building, but 
the 4 is practical y a copy of the British machine, and that has been 
and is a very useful machine. . · 

Senator REED. But you have put a Liberty motor in it, have you 
not~ 

Mr. RYAN. We have put a Liberty motor in it, which does not 
affect observation. It does not affect any of the features which you 
have spoken of. 

Senator NEw. But you have added several hundred pounds of 
weight to the machine; that is, comparing the American-built with 
the English-built_ De Haviland 4, the American plane weighs several 
hundred pounds m_ore than the English plane. . 

Mr. RYAN. The plane weighs a little more, not very much more, 
but the amount of water and gasoline necessary to be carried for the 
Liberty motor is in excess of the amount carried by the Rolls-Royce 
motor, which is used in the English plane. · 

Senator NEw. The weight of the English plane, as I recall it, is 
1,630 kilograms, and that of the American plane is 3,423 pounds. 

The CHAIRMAN. And a kilogram is 2.1 pounds. 
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Mr. RYAN. The De Haviland 4 is a faster machine, of splendid 
climbi~ power, but of short radius; that is, short endurance. As 
a machme for a <].Uick trip, for observation, or for bombing, or for 
machine gunnery It is a very effective machine. It is a quick-acting 
machine; perhaps the most effective of any of its type. It has not 
a large radius of action. It can not be gone from base but an hour 
and 50 minutes, but during the time it is up it is a very effective ma
chine, and its performance in speed and climbing excels the British 
machine of the same type materially. 

Senator REED. Now, Mr. Ryan, you agree, do you not, that some 
of the trouble reported by Gen. Pershing, and perhaps reported by 
soll}.e of these other men, was bad workmanship~ · 

Mr. RYAN. Entirely. There is no doubt about that. 
Senator REED. You agree, do you not, that no living man can suc

cessfully sight a gun and at the same time steer a machine when the 
gun is off to his left so that he has to throw his body over out of · 
line with the flight of his machine~ . 

Mr. RYAN. I have never heard any serious complaint as to the 
ability of the gunner to handle the gun in the De Haviland plane. 

Senator REED. Do you know that the best and most experienced 
flyers, a number of them in this country, have testified before this 
committee that they regard the De Haviland machine as utterly un
safe, and that they would refuse to go up in it or send subordinates 
up in it¥ 

Mr. RYAN. I understand that some have testified that they have 
refusea to go up in it or let subordinates go up in it, but then these 
officers in charge of a field, where within a short time-when I was on 
the field, D. H. 4's were in the air. They were being flown. 

Senator REED. You do not understand my question. No officer in 
charge of a field, as I recall it, has testified in that way. 

Th.e CHAlllMAN. Yes; Reinhardt did. 
Mr. RYAN. I heard in a roundabout way that an officer had testi

fied that he would not fly and would not let anybody else fly in a De 
Haviland 4. I was on Reinhardt's field the other day when there 
were three of these machines flying. I talked with the flyers and 
spent several hours going over the D. H. 4's right there. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Was he in charge of the Ha~elhurst 
field¥ 

Mr. RYAN. Yes sir. In charge of the flyers-
Senator REED. If the machine is all you say it is, why is it you 

are making a different type of machine? 
Mr. RYAN. We are finding methods of improving. It is a desir

able thing to bring the pilot and the observer together. It is a desir
able thing to build a machine for better observation, for dropping 
bombs, and those things. We will constantly improve these ma
chines, but we will not discard the ones we are building meanwhile. 

Senator NEw. Then it is the purpose to supplant the De Haviland 
4 with the De Haviland 9, or the American equivalenU · 

· Mr. RYAN. U. S. 9. 
The CHAIRMAN. Or the U. S. 9-A. 
Mr. RYAN. And the U. S. 9-A. They are machines used for dif-

ferent purposes. · 
68424-18-VOL 2-30 
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Senator NEw. It is the intention to supplant one of these machines 
as speedily as it can be done~ 

Mr. RYAN. Without affecting the production of the De Havi
land 4. 

Senator REED. You propose to go on making the De Haviland 4 
machine1 

Mr. RYAN. Until we can put the De Haviland 9 into froduction. 
Senator REED. Do you intend to do that regardless o any testi

mony that may be given by experienced flyers that the machine is 
utterly unsafe~ 

Mr. RYAN. I am not convinced that the burden of testimony of 
the flyers throughout the country that are flying the De Haviland 
4's, is to the effect that it is an Jmsafe machme. I do not think it 
is. There are individual flyers who will express such an opinion. 
and there are others who speak in the highest terms of the De Havi
land 4. 

Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. Outside of what may appear in the tes
timony-and I have read a great part of the testimony, including 
that of Maj. Muhlenberg and some others from the testing depart
ment at the Wilbur Wright Field-there was one officer from Hazel
hurst, who said the machine was structurally weak and extremely 
dangerous. Then there was an officer, Capt. Kelly, I think, and one 
or two other flyers, who gave some testimony. They said that the 
machine was extremely dangerous. The points that were made were 
that it was structurally weak in some of its connections with the 
fuselage; and the thing that I can not understand is why won't 
the same thing happen, when usin~ this high-powered Liberty 
motor, that has happened with the Bristol fighted 

Mr. RYAN. It will not happen because the De Haviland has been 
flown a total of hundreds of hours, and they have never killed a man 
that I know of. 

Senator NEw. Thev killed Patterson. 
Mr. RYAN. Yes; but he was doing a nose dive. It is not a machine 

that that thing can be done with. Every flyer that I have heard has 
said that the stunt that Patterson did with the De Haviland 4 was 
something that no one who had a proper conception of what the 
machine was able to do would attempt. 

Senator NEw. It has been testified to here that Lieut. Patterson 
was sent up under orders to obtain a ceiling of 15,000 feet, and then 
to plunge downward in order to test out his guns in vertical fire, 
and that it was in the execution of that order that the linen came off 
the wings, and then it was followed by the wings leaving the 
fuselage. 

Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. In Gen. Pershing's cablegram, one of 
the criticisms was to the effect that the Liberty motor was defective, 
that the Lincoln was better than the Packard. That would seem to 
indicate that more than one Liberty motor was defective. Now, is 
the' Liberty motor defective~ 

Mr. RYAN. I would not consider it so. I think, Senator, every 
motor in the world, and particularly every aeronautical motor, is de
fective in degree. There is no such thing as a 100 per cent efficiency, 
and there will never be. The question is whether the product of one 
company is more defective than that of another. It may be a question 
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of workmanship. That is corrected from one day to another or one 
hour to another in a gi,·en shop. It may be a certain batch of Lincoln 
motors might be better than a certain batch of Packard motors. It 
might be the other way about. These things are changed all the 
time. To say that it is a defective motor, I think is a mistake, because 
th(' purpose for which the Liberty motor is designed, from my obser
vation-and I have talked with manufacturers, with flyers, with 
plane manufacturers, and ewrybody ebe-makes it the best motor O!l 

either side. There is no motor on either side that compares with it. 
That ism)· opinion after·what I hnve heard. I have no reason to be 
prejudiced in fa,·or of or against the Liberty motor, because I have 
hnd nothing to do with its design or manufacture. I had nothing 
to do with it up to the time it was in production. Without a doubt, 
in my opinion. for heavy work and for fast work in heavy planes, 
there is no motor on either side that compares with it. 

Senator FRELI:-.GHUYSE~. Do you recall that criticism in that cable-
gram1 

Mr. RYAN. Yes. sir. 
Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. Do vou know what cuused it~ 
Mr. RYAN. No. I think it would come about more as an indi

vidual opinion, and probably would not be. and I think has not been, 
ndmitted or borne out. I mean. admitted by our engineers in this 
conntry or by the British engineers. or both. Certainly they are as 
well qualified as anybody can be to pass on the merits of the 
motor. 

You understand, of course, that I do not want to appear in the 
record as making a stump speech, but us far us the Liberty motor is 
concerned. perhaps as thorough a trinl of the Liberty motor as has 
ever been made. has been made in England, and they are unqualified 
in their statements that it is the best motor of high power that has 
been produced. There are certain improvements that they make, 
principally with the carburetor, but they distinctl.Y cabled us not to 
make any changes, to make them as we were makmg them and send 
them over. as their changes were slight and they could make them. 
Immediately when we got that telegram we sent the engineers to 
England to learn all they could find out about these carburetors. 

Senator NEw. Is it not also true that they gear the motor over there 
to use in their heavy planes 1 

Mr. RYAN. Yes, slr; and we are starting to gear it. 
Senator NEw. To make it a geared motod 
Mr. RYAN. To use a geared motor. 'Ve use a geared motor in one 

and a direct drive in another. We are starting to make both. They 
want some geared motors for the Navy. 

Senator NEw. It is necessary to reduce the speed of the propeller 
in the heavy plane 1 · 

Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. As I understand it, the equipment divi

sion of the Aircraft Production Board was in charge of three officers, 
Col. Deeds, Col. Montgomery, and Col. Walden, who; from the evi
dence and various experiences that I have had, practically controlled 
the policy of production prior to your directorship. Now, have those 
men, or any of them, at the present time, anything to do with your 
department 1 
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:Mr. Rnx. Xot so far as I know. 
Senator FRELI.SGUl:"YSE.s. Do you intend to allow them to haTe any 

influence in vour department in aeronautics 1 
lfr. RY A.s: I do not think it would be fair to ask me to answer 

that question in the light of the investigation that those men are 
under bv the Department of Justice. I do not think I ought to say 
what I think. I do not think I ought to prejudice their cases that are 
under investigation by any statement as to what I intend to .do, 
without having the result of the inTestigation made by order of the 
President placed before me. I do not want to do that. 

Senator FRELDWH"CYSEN. L'nder those circumstances I will not 
urge you to answer the question, but I attribute so much of the break
down to either poor judgment or something else in this aircraft pro
gram that I feel that those men should not have any interest or say 
in aircraft matters hereafter. 

Mr. RYA.s. The only thing I can say, Senator, about that is that 
since this investgation by the Department of Justice was commenced 
and the order of suspension was issued affecting those three officers, 
so far as they have taken any part in discussions, their adTice has not 
been asked or received, and they have had no official connection with 
the Bureau of Aircraft Production. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Is Col. Vincent still with your depart-
ment? Has he a position in your department~ · 

Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. Col. Vincent is the engineer in charge of the 
McCook field. 

Senator FRELINGH"CYSEN. Is he at the present time~ 
Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir; he is under Mr. Nash. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. In what capacity~ 
Mr. RYAN. McCook field is largely a testing field, as you know. 

It is almost entirely a testing field. · 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Do you believe it is good policy to have 

a man who has been connected in an official and technical capacity 
with a company that has large contracts with the Government in 
such a responsible position~ 

Mr. RYAN. I will answer that by saying that I believe that the 
man who has the greatest knowledge and the greatest ability in a 
particular engine's construction is invaluable regardless of what his 
connections have been. He has nothing to do with making contracts~ 
he has nothing to do with anything relating to the money end of 
this business; that is entirely out of his hands. Considering his 
technical knowledge, if he has more experience and more knowledge 
of a particular type of engine that we are committed to in our whole 
air program than any other man, I would consider it a great mistake 
to dispense with his services. · · 

Senator FRELDWHUYSEN. Do you not think it would be as well to 
have a man who was familiar with aero dynamics who was not con
nected with any manufacturing interest domg business with the Gov-
ernment~ . 

Mr. RYAx. Of course. We have many of them and Col. Vincent 
has not been a superior officer. He h1ts always been subject to a 
highH authority. Now he is under the control of Mr. Nash. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Has he not had a great deal to do with 
the testing of the De Haviland 4 in flying¥ 
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Mr. RYAN. Undoubtedly. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Those tests have been reported hereto

fore-! do not know whether to your department or to the equip
ment division-as satisfactory, have they not~ 

Mr. RYAN. I think generally so; yes, sir. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. In view of the rather discouraging re

ports of Lieut. Farwell, do you think that Col. Vincent is capable, 
having passed the De Haviland 4 in his tests~ 

Mr. RYAN. I do not know that Col. Vincent has ever absolutely 
approved the De Haviland 4 in its entirety. There have been con
stant changes made and there always will be. Things will be cor
rected from one week to another. We will have another batch of 
changes in this plane or another. They never stand still. The ques
tion of these changes rests very largely upon the individual judg
ment of engineers. They disagree about these things. In those 
changes we are making our engineers are not in accord. They are 
necessary according to a preponderance of opinion, but changes are. 
constantly occurring, varying with individual opinion. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. I understand the final decision in regard 
to those tests, engineering tests, rests at the present time with Mr. 

·Nash and Col. VincenH . · 
Mr. RYAN. No; rests at the present time with Mr. Nash and Mr. 

Landon, and also with Col. Vincent and· Col. Bane, of the depart
ment of military aeronautics. I might add also with Maj. Jones 
and others. It is a combined board of the department of military 
aeronautics and the Bureau of Aircraft Production. As far as the. 
bureau is concerned, they are under the direction of Nash. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Is Mr. Day, engineer of the Standard 
Aircraft Co., of Elizabeth, N. J ., one of your board~ · 

Mr. RYAN. He may be called in, but he is not a part of the board. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. And Mr. Crane, of the Wright-Mar

tin Co.~ 
Mr. RYAN. He may be called, but he is not a member of the board .. 
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Then they would have no final say in 

the decision, because at the present time they are engineers whose 
companies have contracts with the Government! 

Mr. RYAN. They call in these engineers that have connections with 
other companies because, in some cases, they are men who know most. 
about these things, but they have no final decision in the matter. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Have you any interest in the Wright-
Martin Co. ~ · 

Mr. RYAN. I did not consent to the reorganization of the Wright
Martin Co., which I think took place severallears ago, so that I sold 
my stock in the open market at the time o the reorganization. I 
have held no interest since that time and hold none now. 

Senator FRELINGHUYSEN. Have you any interest in any other com-
pa!ly which has contracts with the Government~ . 

Mr. RYAN. Not any. 
(Informal discussion followed, which the reporter was directed not 

to record.) 
The CHAIRMAN. Having completed your trip out West, I wish 

you would tell the conditions and prospect With reference to the 
spruce situation. 
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Mr. RYAN. I took a three weeks' tril?· I made it three weeks 
because of my realization that the whole a1r program, not only of this 
country, but of the allies, was absolutely dependent upon the spruce 
situation, and it had to come from thll;t s_ection. I have .had some ex
perience, as Senator Thomas knows, m the lumber busmess, because 
in my own business we have conducted a large lumbering operation, 

• and I have had for about 20 years something to do with it. ' I felt, 
therefore, that I was fairly well qualified to pass upon the work 
they were doing and the probabilities of production and everything 
of that kind. I spent days and nights in the woods. I talked with 
hundreds of people, dozens of men who are operators out there, and 
I saw the operations. 

One of the things that impressed me most was the fact that the 
spruce we are after was one of the most despised woods in the forest 
until the need for it for aeroplanes arose. Spruce and hemlock grow 
together. An operator going in there to carry on his operations 
would avoid this stuff that we have got to have now. All that had to 
be corrected. We had to build new lines of railways; we had to build 
new lines of logging railway; we had to organize a situation that, so 
far as labor was concerned, was about the worst in the United States. 
The whole country was literally held by the throat by the I. W. W., 
and there was no production ~oing on. There had not been for six 
months in the Puget Sound d1strict. 

They organized up there what is known as the Loyal Legion of 
Loggers and Lumbermen. To-day there are in that organization 
125,000 men, each one of whom has signed a pledge that he will work, 
without cessation, to the end of the war; that he will put all ques
tioni in dispute in the hands of Col. Disque for adjustment. Every 
operator in the district has consented to place in his hands the matter 
of pay, of hours, and conditions of labor and to abide by his de
cision. He has increased the efficiency out there very greatly. It 
has been increased beyond what it was before war times. They were 
getting, in the month of July, a production of first quality spruce 
and fir of 15,000,000 feet, and it will be 18,000,000 in August. We 
have to provide, at the end of four or five months, for the failure of 
production in the camps where the production is now coming from. 
that is because they are going to be exhausted. We have got to make 
provision for other large production to come in about that time, say, 
about the first of the year. There are about twenty-odd thousand 
soldiers under the command of Col. Disque, most of them on the rail
roads and in the forests, doing the hardest kind of work, and they 
are just as good soldiers as Pershing has in France, and just as 
anxious to go to France as any he has there. They are working 
willingly and with a spirit that I have never seen equalled before 
anywhere in the world. While I would not want to say that this 
spruce can ~e ~roduced ~t a reasonable co.st compared with or~inary 
times, comndermg the dtfficulty of selectmg every tree, markmg 1t 
by experts, cutting it down and transporting it, and then, when you 
put it on the carriage in the mill and find a spot or blemish in it, using 
it for the cheapest kind of cull, the present increased cost that is 
being realized is reasonable. 

The CHAIRMAN. Of course, that must be subordinated to this great 
emergency. 
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Mr. RYAN. Entirely; and I so treated it. 
The CHAmMAN. Do you feel, from what you have seen, that we can 

rely upon the spruce production~ Is there sufficient spruce for aero
plane purposes~ 

Mr. RYAN. I have not much doubt of it. I am convinced that we 
have that situation in hand; that it is being well handled; and that it 
is gradually being reduced to a reasonable cost basis. 

They have built what they call a cut-up plant. They have built 
the biggest plant of its kind in the world out there. It has been 
increased since it was built. They cut 1,100,000 feet of lumber into 
small pieces, suitable for wing pieces and suitable for small stuff, in 
24 hours. They built that mill in 45 days with soldier labor. That 
is a big job. 

Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. Have you considered the Maine forests1 
Mr. RYAN. Yes. We have turned over New England to the Navy. 

They are conducting operations in New England. We turn every
thing up in New England over to the Navy and everything in Can
ada to the British. 

Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. I spent some few days in the Maine 
forests and I saw some verv fine lumber. I am not an expert in 
lumber. but l considered it an excellent spruce forest that I saw. 

Mr. RYAN. The Navy has charge of that. Of course, if a tree that 
is not absolutely clear, without a spot or blemish 100 feet from the 
ground, it is not fit for this work. 

Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. I wrote you in re~ard to the observations 
we made in looking at the aeroplane factones with regard to fire. 
I consider that some of these factories are extremely dangerous. 
I have talked with Mr. Evans, and I think the committee feels that 
every effort should be made to see that the owners of the factories 
should protect them with every conceivable apparatus. I would not 
mention the factories by name. 

Mr. RYAN. I think we are following it as far as we can. At least 
my directions are explicit to follow out the recommendations of the 
War Industries Board of the Council of Nationa"l Defense in that 
respect. 

The CHAIRMAN. If it is agreeable, we will adjourn now to meet 
again on Thursday. 

(Whereupon. at 5.30 o'clock p. m .. the committee adjourned until 
Thursday. Au:rn~t 15, 1918, at 10 o'clock a.m.) 
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THURSDAY, AUGUST 15, 1918. 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
SuscoMMITI'EE OF MILITARY AFFAIRs, 

Washington, D. 0. 
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment, in the committee 

room, Capitol, at 10.30 o'clock a. m., Senator Charles S. Thomas pre
siding. 

Present: Senators Thomas (chairman), Reed, and New. 

STATEMENT OF ::MR. lORN D. RYAN, DIRECTOR OF THE BUREAU 
OF AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION-Continued. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ryan, have you received any reliable infor
mation in the past two or three days w1th regard to aviation condi
tions at the front 1 

Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. Maj. Brett, who is connected with the over
seas expeditionary force, or the aviation division of the American 
expeditiOnary force, has just returned. He had to do with the set
ting up and sending out of the De Haviland planes that were sent 
over there. He came back on a mission for the purpose of getting 
some help-some men and things. He told me that before he left 
they not only tried out the De Haviland plane, and that they had 
worked out very satisfactorily, but they had sent three squadrons to 
the front. They were on the front when he went there on July 31. 
The last one went from a point the name of which I have forgotten, 
but it is near Paris. 

The CHAIRMAN. It is a large aviation camp~ 
Mr. RYAN. It is an aviation camp near Paris, where they get them 

ready to fly and then fly them to the front. They are put together 
at -. They are assembled near Paris and flown to the front in 
squadrons. The third squadron had gone before he left there. He 
has had at first hand more to do with setting up and starting out the 
De Haviland planes that have been sent over than anyone we have in 
this country now. 

The CHAIRMAN. I want to say at this point that I unexpectedly 
met Maj. Brett this morning. He tells me he is a member of the 
Regular Army and was assigned to this duty. 

Mr. RYAN. He is not connected with the Bureau of Production. 
He is with the overseas service. 

The CHAIRMAN. What information have you, if any, from Maj. 
~r~tt with regard to the number of planes that the American Expe
ditionary Force has~ 
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(Informal discussion followed, which the reporter was directed not 
to record.) · 

Senator REED. Maj. Brett came over for the purpose of getting 
parts and accessories that they need over in France, I understood 
you to say, Mr. Ryan, a moment ago 1 
. Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. . 

Senator REED. As I understood your testimony before . we ad
journed the other day you were then of the opinion that the De 
Haviland, while not a machine that you regarded as in any respect 
perfect, was one that you hoped to be able to make considerable use of. 
That was about your opinion. was it not? 

Mr. RYAN. Senator, I woud say that perhaps that statement that 
I did not regard it in any respect perfect might be misunderstood. 
I do not think there is any perfect airplane-far from it. I do not 
regard the De Haviland that we are putting into production now, 
improved as it has been improved by these changes, of great military 
use. Until the time arrives when we can put into production the 
U. S. 9 or the P. S. 9-A, which are machines of the same general 
type as the De Haviland 4, it is my intention, as far as I have any
thmg to do with continuing to produce the De Haviland 4's in quan
tity, to make such impro\'ements as we can and not materially slow up 
production. 

The CHAIRMA:S. Al~ays assuming, of course, that these structural 
and other changes shall be made! 

Mr. RYAN. I think I stated tflat in the beginning. 
The CHAIRMAN. You have held up production until that can be 

done? 
Mr. RYAN. I have held up production until that can be done. 

We think production can start again by next Saturday. 
The CHAIRMAN. Day after to-morrow? 
Senator REED. That will mean that you· will produce of the De 

Haviland 4's about how many machines? 
Mr. RYAN. Probably from 'the .1st of September 30 machines a day; 

from the 1st of October 50 machmes a day. 
Senator REED. But how many do you contemplate having to J?rO

duce before you get into production of the other kinds of machmes 
that you just mentioned? . 

Mr. RYAN. That we can not tell accurately. It will be different 
times in the plants. Some of the plants will produce 9's earlier than 
the other plants, because their tools and jigs were made for the 9's. 

Senator REED. What plants, for instance? 
Mr. RYAN. The Fisher Body Co., for instance. However. the 

plants that are making- the 4's 'ought to be into the 9's pretty well, 
I should say, by the middle of September or the 1st of October. 

Senator REED. Getting intO quantity production? 
Mr. RYAN. We do not aim to slow up quantity production in going 

from 4's to 9's. 
Senator REED. I un~erstand. ~en you say you are going into 9's. 

· you mean to produce m substantial numbers? 
Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir ; to produce in substantial numbers. 
Senator REED. So, to put this thing in a word, you believe that the 

De Haviland 4 is of sufficient utilitv so that its manufacture should 
be proceeded with in quantity until you have developed and gone 
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into quantity production of the De Haviland 9, and also the other 
one~ What is the other~ 

Mr. RYAN. I would not call them that. We call them the U.S. 9, 
and the U. S. 9-A, which we consider improvements. 

Senator REED. But they really are similar, and are take'n from it 1 
Mr. RYAN. They are taken from it; yes, sir. 
Senator REED. What are the principal changes in the U. S. 9, and 

the U. S. 9-A 1 
Mr. RYAN. The U. S. 9 is much the same kind of a machine as 

the De Haviland 4. It has the observer and the pilot seated to
gether, with only a thin partition between them. It is strengthened 
materially here and there in a number of places that I could not 
describe without the drawings and without the help of a technical 
man; and it would not be of any use in the record. It is, generally, 
an improved machine of the same general type as the D. H. 4. The 
9-A is the same machine as the 9 with a larger wing spread. It is 
our intention to build the 9 and the 9-A interchangeably; that is, 
we can put the 9-A wings on the 9 machine. The 9-A will be 
used for slightly different purposes than the 9. 

Senator REED. What are the different purposes? 
Mr. RYAN. The 9-A will carry more bombs, having larger wings. 
The CHAIRMAN. Can you give the wing spread~ 
Mr. RYAN. I can not do that accurately. 
Senator REED. Are we making any fighting planes now-that is, a 

plane of attack~ 
Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir; the De Haviland 4. 
Senator REED. You do not call that a plane of attack, do you~ 
Mr. RYAN. Certain!~. I call it a combat plane; certainly. I do 

not call it a pursuit plane or a scouting plane, but I call it a com
bat plane. 

Senator REED. I do not want to misunderstand the terms; but, as 
I understand it, the De Haviland 4 was intended for reconnaissance 
work and could be used for photographic work, but I did not know 
that anybody contended that it was a plane that you could send out 
and clear the air of German machines. , 

Mr. RYAN. It depends upon the German machines that are out. 
It is fitted with machine guns and with bombs. It is certainly fast, 
and is a good climber. 

Senator REED. It is a good climbed 
Mr. RYAN. Yes.; sir. . 
Senator REED. 1t takes 45 minutes to go up 10.000 feet. 
Mr. RYAN. That is not the fact, I think, Senator. I will give you 

the performance on that climb. We had it the other day, Senator. 
The De Haviland 4, equipped with a Liberty motor, has a ceiling of 
19,700 feet and a speed of 118 miles an hour at 6,500 feet. It climbed 
6,500 feet in 7 minutes and 2 seconds, with 4 guns-4 machine guns. 

Senator REED. I can not understand those figures in connection 
with the ones that we have been given. They are utterly irrec
oncilable. 

Mr. RYAN. I am willing to give these figures. They are under 
the stamp of the Bureau of Military Aeronautics. I am willing to 
put them in the record. 
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Senator REED. I do not challenge your statement. I simply say 
that I do not understand them. Was that climb made with a military 
~~¥ . 

Mr. RYAN. These are secret documents. You will see that it says: 
"Service planes in use at the front, statistical branch, executive di
yision, General Staff, War Department, July 25, 1918." Now, I can 
not put that in the record. 

(Informal discussion followed.) 
Senator REED. I do not believe that you answered my last ques

tion. Was that climb made with a military load~ 
Mr. RYAN. I do not know what climb you speak of. The record 

states that the plane was equipped with four guns; that is, the plane 
that made that climb. 

Senator REED. That is not a full military load, is it~ 
Mr. RYAN. It was not carrying bombs, but it is equipped as a 

fighting machine. 
. Senator REED. If I understand you correctly, Mr. Ryan, you main
tain that this De Haviland 4 is suitable for use as a combat plane; 
that is, as a plane of attack. Secondly, you say that it is suitable for 
use as a reconnaissance or a photographic plane. Thirdly, you say 
that it is of use as a day bomber; tha~_ you can use .it over th~ ~ine. 
It has all three of these uses combmed m one. That 18 your opm10n ~ 

Mr. RYAN. I think we must misunderstand each other somewhat. 
When I say it is a combat plane, I contend that it is useful as a com
bat plane. In speaking of a plane of attack, you evidently speak 
of what we call a fighter. It is not that type of plane. 

Senator REED. What do you mean by a combat plane 1 
Mr. RYAN. It is a plane that is so equipped that it can go out 

and take care of itself in combat. It is not- the type known as a 
fighter. · · 

Senator REED. How can it take care of itself in a combat with a 
fighter~ 

Mr. RYAN. It is not as maneuverable as a fighter, but it can take 
· care of itself as a plane of its kind. 

Senator REED. As a matter of fact, these machines to which you 
refer as combat machines, the primary purpose of which is observa
tion, have some guns on them, and they are supposed to defend them
selves; but they are not fighters in the sense of cleaning up the air 
and putting the other fellow out of business~ 

Mr. RYAN. They are not what is technically known as a fighter, 
but they are combat planes, and they can and do fight. Senator, to 
define what is known as a fighter, I will say that I mean a machine 
like the Bristol fighter or the S. E. 5. I mean a small, maneuverable, 
quick-acting machine that will not carry weight and can not be 
equipped with a large number of machine guns or any bombs; but 
the combat planes include fighters and bombing machines, such planes 
as the D. H. 4. _They are all combat planes. 

Senator REED. I have only one or two more questions to ask. We 
have no heavy bombing planes except the Handley-Page, and there 

· is only one machine of that kind that has been made~ 
Mr: RYAN. · We have shipped 20 machines. 
Senator REED. Twenty Handley-Paige machines~ 
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Mr. RYAN. I may not be exact. 'Ve have shipped 10 and there 
are 10 that were to have been shipped yesterday or the day before, 
and will certainly be shipped this week. 

The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean the parts are shipped to be put 
together over there ? 

Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. You made the Handley-Page machine at the Stand

ard Aircraft factory, and that was the first one equipped with the 
Liberty motor? 

Mr. RYAN. I think so. 
Senator REED. That machine was tried out at the Standard Air

craft factory 1 
Mr. RYAN. Just a moment. I think that the Liberty motors were 

used quite extensively in the Handley-Page machines on the other 
side before this plane was built at Elizabeth, N. J. 

Senator REED. Why did they take so much time planning the 
machine if the motor was tried out over there? 

Mr. RYAN. I do not know that they did. 
Senator REED. I want to know how much of a test was given down 

here before you began to produce in quantities 1 
Mr. RYAN. I think the test was made on the other side. I think 

the Handley-Page with the Liberty motor was tried out on the other 
side before it was tried out here. 

Senator REED. That is, before it was made here? 
Mr. RYAN. Yes; or during that time. 
Senator REED. Were the machines on the other side identical with 

the machine made here? 
Mr. RYAN. Not exactly, but near enough so that I think any 

demonstration that was conclusive on the other side would not be 
affected by any change in construction. 

Senator REED. You mean that the changes wero so slight that they 
could not have affected the performance of the planes disadvan
tageously? 

Mr. RYAN. I think so. 
Senator REED. I want to know if you are sure that this Handley

Page which was very nearly identical with the one made down 
here had been tried out on the other side with the Liberty motor? 

Mr. RYAN. I am quite sure it was. 
Senator REED. When was it tried out? 
Mr. RYAN. I can not give you accurate data. 
Senator REED. Who would have that data? 
Mr. RYAN. I do not know that anybody would. The people we 

relied on, who brought us information regarding the Handley-Page 
machines, have gone abroad. I imagine we could get the informa
tion from the English commission. 

Senator REED. I understood, though I may have- been in error, 
that this Handley-Page which was made had to be redesigned in 
order to receive the Liberty motor. 

Mr. RYAN. I think that is true, to some extent. 
Senator REED. 0£ course, if it was redesigned on the other side 

for the Liberty motor, it would not have to be redesigned here for the 
Liberty motor. 
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Mr. RYAN. I think the original drawings that came over provided 
for the Rolls-Royce engine, but the change was not material. 

The CHAIRMAN. My recollection is that the chief changes were 
with what they call the nacelle, in the shape of the engine. 

Mr. RYAN. I think that would be so. 
Senator REED. What I want to get at with absolute certainty is 

that this Handley-Page machine was tried out-thoroughly tried 
out-with the Liberty motor before the machine made at the Stand
ard Aircraft Works was constructed, and that the machine there 
made is a substantial copy of the one abroad. In other words, I 
want to know that this machine which we are now making has actu
ally been tested out witlt a Liberty motor, because my own opinion is, 
to make a somewhat long statement, that a machine may be perfected 
with a certain engine in it, but when you change engines you may 
have a machine that is a complete failure because the machine and 
the engine do not fit. I am very much concerned about that ques
tion, whether or not this Handley-Page was really tried out in 
England with the Liberty motor. 

Mr. RYAN. I think our main reliance, Senator, on that point came 
from the fact that the English had been doing everything possible 
to get us to give up, as fast as possible, all the Liberty motors that 
we could, so that they might put them in the Handley-Page machine 
and other bombing machines, after the Liberty engine had been tried 
on the other side. . 

Senator REED. I understood that a very eminent Englishman 
stated that if we would send them Liberty motors they would build 
machines that would fit, the inference being very broad that we did 
not know enough to build them. 

Mr. RYAN. Senator, a cable on the 2d of July from the British 
minister of the air stated that they would have to stop production 
of the Handley-Page machine in two weeks unless we could furnish 
engines to put in them; that their Rolls-Royce production had not 
been up to expectations, and that they were dependent absolutely 
upon our shipments of Liberty motors for the Handley-Page ma
chine, and would have to stop production in two weeks if they did 
not come. 

Senator REED. I have pursued that as far as I care to, because I 
must go in a few minutes. You have produced how many of these 
machines up to date~ 

Mr. RYAN. Twenty have been shipped, I think. I think 30 ma
chines have been shipped or are ready for shipment. That is my 
information this morning. 

Senator REED. You are going to be able to produce them how fast 1 
Mr. RYAN. We expect to ship 30 in August. This is approxi

mate, of course. We will ship 60 in September, 80 in October, run
ning up to a Jllaximum of 140 machines a month, which will be 
reached in February. · 

Senator NEw. Handley-Pages? 
Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. How many factories are working at that~ 
Mr. RYAN. A number of factories are making different parts. The 

wood parts are being made in Grand Rapids. The metal parts are 
being made at certam other places. 
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Senator REED. Who is doing the assembling~ Are several differ
ent factories doing it~ 

Mr. RYAN. The parts are all shipped to the Standard Aircraft 
Works at New Jersey, arid the parts are shipped from there to 
England, and the assembling is done in England. 

Senator REED. With the exception of one or two tests that you 
?ad with this Handley-Page machine when they had that big meet
mg and speeches were made, and so on, and when some flyers took 
the machine out and flew it around, what tests have they gtven ~ 

Mr. RYAN. I do not know that any tests have been made to deter
mine whether it was a machine that we wanted to go into production 
on. As I say, we are relying on the experience of the English with 
the Liberty motor. 

Senator REED. Have you been making tests with these other ma
chines~ Have they been sent out to the testing ground~ 

Mr. RYAN. No. 
Senator REED. You are in quantity production without having put 

one of those machines through a testing station 1 
Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir .. 
Senator REED .. If you will pardon me, that has been the occasion 

of our trouble heretofore. 
The CHAIRMAN. You are not producing and testing and assem

bling here, but you are producing parts and they are being sent to 
El}gland, and the tests are made there after they go to the front~ 

Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Are none assembled here? 
Mr. RYAN. One in so many. I think one in 25 or 30 machines is 

to be assembled in this country and used in tests and flights here. 
Senator REED. Just let me ask the committee to do this. I wish 

the committee would follow this same line of investigation with 
regard to the Caproni. I would like to know what became of our 
Italian friends. 

Senator NEw. I would like to ask a question, if I may. Have you 
any knowledge, Mr. Ryan, as to how long it would take to assemble 
those machines and put them into commission after the parts have 
been received on the other side? 

Mr. RYAN. After the parts have been received on the other side, 
60 days. · We think 120 days from the time that the parts are ready 
will be sufficient to have the machines on the front. 

Senator NEw. But the point I wish to develop is that it will 
require approximately three months to assemble the machine and 
put it in operation after the parts have been received on the other 
side~ 

Mr. RYAN. Sixty days. 
The CHAlRl\IAN. This arrangement to which you have just referred 

was the result of a previous understanding with the British aviation 
authorities~ 

Mr. RYAN. You mean the assembly of the Handley-Page? 
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. 
Mr. RYAN. I think so; but they are doing it for us. It is our 

operation. We have sent people there to be trained and work into 
the thing. There is an agreement with them. -

Maj. CAMPBELL. There is a contract. 
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The CHAIRMAN. When the machines are assembled and tested they 
are turned over to the Army z to Gen. Pershing~ After the machines 
are assembled and tested, do they belong to the Army or to the 
English~ · 

Mr. RYAN. To the American Army. 
The CHAIRMAN. You say 10 have been senU . 
Mr. RYAN. I am sure of 10, and the other 10 were to have gone 

yesterday or the daybefore. 
The CHAIRMAN. You expect to have how many in February~ 
Mr. RYAN. One hundred and forty or 150 a month. 
The CHAmMAN. And after that~ . 
Mr. RYAN. That will be the maximum. That is the maximum 

under the present plan. 
The CHAIRMAN. Is this arrangement for the assembling of the 

parts in England in any manner due to the problem of transpor-
tation~ . 

Mr. RYAN. Very largely due to it. 
The CHAIRMAN. It is a saving of space and time~ 
Mr. RYAN. A very large savmg of sp~e and time. 

• The CHAIRMAN. That IS because of the size of the machine~ 
¥r. RYAN. Yes, sir. They will save our aviation centers in France, 

whiCh, at the best, are bound to be congested. They are bound to be 
congested from handling these great big machines. When they are 
put together in England they will be flown directly to the front. 

The CHAffiMAN. How many of these machines are to be built and 
assembled that way~ 

Mr. RYAN. A thousand under the present contract. 
The CHAmMAN. Under the present contract Y 
Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Coming to the Caproni, have the tests of the 

Caproni machine so far advanced as that you have entered into 
production~ . 

Mr. RYAN. We have not entered into production. We have been 
trying to push the engineering work on the drawings. We have 
started work on the metal parts, because they are the partS that will 
delay construction when we do get into production. The Caproni 
machine has not been tested out fully to our satisfaction here, because 
the Caproni pilots who were sent to test out that machine have been 
killed; that is, two have been killed, not in that machine, or even one 
like it, but in machines. 

The CHAIRMAN. One was killed in a Caproni machine¥ 
Mr. RYAN. One was killed in a Caproni machine. but not one simi

lar to this one. This week Capt. D'Annunzio, Caproni's engineer, 
has gone to Detroit and promised to stay there and push the work. 
The pilot from Italy to fly this Caproni machine that was built at 
Elizabeth is expected in New York to-day or to-morrow. 

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, the Caproni program is held up 
in part because of the absence of competent Italian flyers to make 
the appropriate tests~ . 

Mr. RYAN. I do not know, Senator, that we are actually losing 
time on it, because we are making the metal parts, the slow things 
to go into production on. Those things will not run into a large 
amount of money, even if the tests should fail and we should con
demn the machine. It would not mean a great loss in the progress 
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that we are making now to insure production as soon as the tests 
are proven to be satisfactory. 

The CuAmMAN. When you were on the stand before you were 
asked regarding your authority in aviation rroduction, and you 
made the statement that you regarded yoursel as being the official 
having ultimate authority in those matters. Is it not true that you 
and Gen. Kenly haw a working agreement, approved by the Chief 
of Staff, regarding the manner in which the types of macbines tQ 
be constructed are designed or tested, or both, by the military bureau 
of aeronautics? . 

Mr. RYAN. Senator, if you do not mind. that is the department of 
mi1itary aeronautics. I know that you want the correct term. 

The CuAIR~BN. Yes. Your department then is to produce such 
a machine? , 

Mr. RYA~. There is not any actual agreement, Senator, between 
the department of mi1itary aeronau~ics nnd the Aircraft Production 
Bureau. but a general understandmg between Gen. Kenly and 
mvse]f. · 

·(In forma] discussion fo1lowed.) 
The CHAIRl\1.\~. Gen. 1\:enly stated that there was an agreement 

that existed between von and himself. 
Mr. RYAN. It was\mderstood that we were both trying to reach 

a working basis so as to facilitate production and give the de.part
ment of military aeronautics all of the opportunity to test and tr~' 
out machines and advise us with respect to them so that we cou]rl 
stil1 maintain production. 
· The CHAIR~l.\N. Is it the intention, as ~oon as the samp1e machines 
are tried out and tested, to enter also upon their production? 

Mr. RYAN. 'Ye expect to build, as soon as it can be done, upon 
the conclusion of satisfactory tests, a thousand of that particular 
type of Caproni, each with three Liberty 8-cylinder engines. 

The CHAIRl\L\N. Liberty eights? 
Mr. RYAN. Yes. We expect to try both the I~iberty 8 and the 

Liberty 12. It is our judgment, or the judgment of the best informed 
men we have. that the Liberty motor will be the most effective 
en¢ne in the Caproni machine. 

The CHAIR~L\N. How soon do you expect to be in production of 
the Liberty 8? 

Mr. RYAN. Some time in December. 
The CHAIRl\1.-\N. What concerns are to manufacture them Y 
Mr. RYAN. I think the Buick is the one we expect the first pro

duction from, and the principal production. 
The CHAIRMAN. Has the Buick Co.'s contract for the 12's been 

canceled~ 
Mr. RYAN. No. The Buick and the Cadillac are owned by· the 

General Motors Co. The General Motors Co. took the contract and 
started work on the Liberty 12 in both places-the Buick and the 
Cadillac plants. Upon their receiv1ng a contract for the Liberty 8, 
as I understand it, they intend to put the Liberty 12 production 
into the Cadillac plant and the Liberty 8 in the Buick. They are 
very much the same; there are only a few parts that are not iden
tical. 
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The CHAIRMAN. Has the contract been let for them 1 
Mr. RYAN. I do not know that it has been actually signed, but. 

it is understood. · 
The CHAIRMAN. What is the estimate of price on the Liberty 8? 
Mr. RYAN. We do not think it will be far from $3,000. 
Senator NEw. Mr. Ryan, I want to call your attention to the eYi

dence elicited by this committee from some of the flyers who haYe 
been before it, especially with reference to the De Haviland 4 ma
chine. Take, first, Capt. J. H. Kelley. Do you know Capt. Kelley? 

Mr. RYAN. No, sir; I do not know him. 
(Senator New here read aloud from page 1052 of the record frow 

the testimony of Capt. J. H. Kelley, setting out Capt. Kelley's 
qualifications.) · 

Senator NEW. In response to a question b~ Senator Reed as to 
what opportunity he (Capt. Kelley) had had to observe the De 
Haviland 4 as built in this country, he said that he had arrived for 
duty July 15 at Wilbur Wright Field and inspected for his satisfac
tion the American-built De Haviland 4's. He says: 

After seeing the bad structural weaknesses on the machines that had just 
arrived, or had been there a short time from the factory, and hearing the 
reports on the machines that had been flown, and seeing in the repair shop 
defects that were taken out of the machine, in my opinion the machine is not 
safe to fly. I mean to fly. I mean to say it is not an airplane. I do not mean 
a surface machine. I mean to take it Jt'f the ground. Every time a man takes 
it off the ground he takes his life in his hands. 

That is scarcely to be regarded as a favorable opinion by a man of 
large experience 1 · 

Mr. RYAN. I do not know Capt. Kelley. 
Senator NEw. Capt. Kelley is just what I have explained to you. 
Mr. RYAN. That is his own statement. I have never seen him. 

I would not know what credence to put in his statement, or what 
reliance to place on his judgment as to the machine. 

Senator NEw. Senator Reed also asked something as to structural 
defects, to which Capt. Kelley replied, among other things: 

The tail plane on its leading edge is spliced. You can take hold of the outside 
of the tall plane and show a play of at least an inch f1·om where it is spliced 
to the edge. It is spliced about a foot away from the edge. Where the tail 
plane is attached to the fuselage there Is a very decided play. It must be 
one-eighth of an inch, so that when the machine Is In flight there will be 
constantly a vibration on that which you must get away from. 

Then, further on, he says: 
Where the tall plane is attached to the fuselage on its leading edge are two 

small wires. The late construction on all heavy machines, and on some light 
machines, is a metal tube going from the leading edge to your fuselage, making 
that tall plane solid, as it should be. 

Still further on he says : 
On Inspecting a machine that had done about 60 hours' flying I found that 

both fron't bolts had been bent and all eight holes had been enlarged by the 
constant vibration until there was a play in each hole of at least a quarter 
of an inch ; one of them was about half an inch. 

Then Senator Reed asked : 
Those holes go through whaU 
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Capt. :f{elley replied: 
Through the wood. There are four spars on each side, und they take the 

stmin off the wings. The fitting ft·om the fuselage onto these main spars is 
too short. None of these holes ure metal bushed, so that the least play or 
vibration allow.s the bolts to chew into the wood, enlarging the·hole, and making 
the machine very dangerous. · 

Then I asked him to be a little more specific about the danger that 
would result from the loosening of this bolt hole. He replied: 

By these holel:'l becoming eniurgetl and bending the bolts in ordinary maneu
vers the wing is very liable to drop off, which, of course, would kill whoe,·er 
was in the machine. 

Further on, with referel!ce to the same reported defect, he said : 
The effect would be that the wings would fall off in the air after 3 to 10 

hours, depending upon the strain which would allow that to give. It might 
be flown for five hours and that particular strain not be put on it. 

Senator Reed then asked : 
But that machine was delivered for service? 

Capt. Kelley replied: 
Yes, sir. 

Now, is there anything that you can say, Mr. Ryan, or that you 
care to say about that testimony further than the reply you have 
already made? 

Mr. RYAN. Of course, I do not know anything about that particu
lar machine, but if I understand the testimony correctly, the machine 
had been flown 60 hours, which is quite a considerable performance 
for a defective machine, and it is very likely that repairs or mainte
nance should have been made on the machine after any such J?eriod 
of flight as 60 hours. That is a pretty long service to get w1thout 
extensive repairs. 

Senator NEw. He said: 
About .June 22 or 23, when I was in Paris, I met a pilot who had flown the 

Americ:m-bullt D. H. 4. What his name was I can not remember. I asked 
him his opinion of the machine and he told me It was the poorest job he had 
m·er seen on an airplane, and that he did not like to fly in it at all, and 
would not fly it unless he was ordered to do so. 

Further on· he said: 
So far as I know, I can not find out what the D. H. is to be used for, so far 

as the American Army is concerned ; but !iUCh a combination as a reconnais~ 
sance, bombing, and fighting machine-by. that, I mean carrying a load of 
bombs sufficient to go over and do some damage-! do not mean 50 or 60 or 
100 pounds of bombs, but enough to do some damage-! do not know of such a 
machine at all. 

·That goes to the value of the machine for more than one purpose. 
Mr. RYAN. I do not think any of us, Senator, would claim that 

the D. H. 4 was a fighter, observation plane, and bombing machine 
of great size, all in one, but it is an observation and bombing machine 
of a size that gives it great military use and makes it a very effective 
mnchine. . · 

Senator NEw. I want to call your attention to the testimony of Maj. 
Muhlenberg, or to just one point in it, at least. Do you know Maj. 
Mnhlenberg? 

Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir; I met him at Dayton. 
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Senator NEw. I a!;ked him if he were satisfied from his observa
tions with the present conditions of the De Haviland 4 machine, to 
which he replied: 

:\'o, sir. It Is br no menus the mnchlnE> WE> want for a fighter nor the 
maehlnE> WI:' wnnt tor n bombet·. As n t't:'Conunlsnnce machine, and, possibly 
11« an 11rtillerr ohservntion machine. it would he nil right, lmt certainly not 1111 u 
fi!!hter nor us n bombing machine. It will not fill the bill of either one. 

Do yon agree with that? 
Mr. RYAN. Of course, he is right. It is not a fighter. We do not 

class it as a fight:Rr. When he speaks of bombing machines he 
ptobably means bombing machines of p:reat size and radius. It is not 
that. 'Ve have got to have machines m between those machines. In 
be:-t ween those machines a great deal of space is to be occupied, not; 
only by machines of the De Haviland 4 class, but other machines. 
There is a wide range between the big bombing machines and the 
fighter that has got to be covered by sewral types of machines and 
can not be cowred bv any one. 

Senator NEw. Maj. Mi.1hlenberg also says. in answer to a question 
nsking him to Epeak of some of the structural defects: 

'l'h!'t't:' m·e thr<>·' or funr points in which it is n'•t strong en<mgh. * • • I 
wl,.:h to 1lrnw )'1>111' flttPntlou her!' to tl•p two nn>'e llritt wires. Thl'se two wh'('R 
fintllcating] both run to the same fitting. * * * These two wires run to 
the top nntl bottom, t'e:<peetiYPI~·. of the first stn1t, utili nre the only effective 
llli'Hns of pt·eventin~: the win~rs swepping hnck In u 111\·p, 

Do yoH know whether anything hns been done to correct that par
ti<'ular defect? 

Mr. Ih:..\N. I do not know. Senator. I am not familiar with the 
engineering features of the planes, nor am I capnble of judging. 

Senator NEw. With reference to the matter of the organization. 
Chairman Thomas asked Col. Bane n l)Uestion, to which he replied in 
part as follows: 

There is no hl'nd or l'l1ief of the air !:*'nice . . A single hentl to the two 
111 rtsions <•ould quickly. hy tl!e use of <·ommou senSP. s:-ttle many qu('stlons 
thltt now remnln unsettiPtl or must he currietl to the Hecretury of War. Th(' 
result is that we get nowhet'P. \Ve ure unuble to get nuywhere. No one Is 
running us. \Ve feel thnt it is Yitnll;\· wrong unll thnt there should he a <-om
mon head to go to an1l fon·e the other man to listen to I'E>nson. 

Do you think that is a correct statement of the situation¥ 
Mr. RYAN. I would not coincide entireh·. I think it is very de

sirable that there should be obe head to imything and everyt'hing, 
particularly one head to a thing like production and the use of air
<'rnft. I think they ha,·e got to go together. 

Senator NEw. Mr. Ryan, on that subject, don't you think it is abso
lutely necessary that there should be one head to any big enterprise~ 

Mr. RYA·:s-. I think it is very desirable. 
Senator NEw. Having complete and absolute control of the organi-

zation, whatever it may be, whether it is aircraft or anything else¥ 
Mr. RYA:s-. I think it is very desirable. 
ScnatQr NEw. Don't you think it is essential? 
Mr. RYAN. ·welt I do not know. Of course, I would not say that 

a business might not be successful that had two men in two different 
departments. 

The CHAIRI\IAN. You never heard of such a thing, did you¥ 
Mr. RYAX. It is not often that you find that such a thing is the case. 

Businesses that are not concentrated are not, as a rule, successful. 
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The CHAIRMAN. You can not divide authority without dividing 
responsibility? 

Mr. RYAN. That can not very well be done. I will tell you how it 
works in this aircraft productiOn business. If one department had 
the use ar:.d the real say so as to the types and another had production, 
and both were trying to play safe, there would not be any produc
tion. You have got this evidence from some of these flyers and 
some of the engineers with regard to the De Haviland planes, and the 
men who are producing the De Haviland planes want to be sure that 
their reputatiOn does not suffer. As soon ·as they hear a criticism 
they stop production. Now, some one has got to be at the head of it 
and take the responsibility. Vnless some one takes the responsi
bility on both sides and says when the argument and discussion shall 
cease and the work shall commence, of course you do not get very far. 

Senator NEw. A man must have complete authority in order to do 
that? 

Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir; lie should have. 
The CHAIRMAN. That is one thing ap of our witnesses ag.·,•,> on. 
Senator NEw. I think that is all I care to ask. 
Mr. RYAN. Senator Reed asked the other day for some figures. 

Maj. Campbell has those figures. 
The CHAIR)IA:S. "That he wanted in terms wns the amount of the 

expenditures . 
. Mr. RYA:S. As I recall it, he wanted the total expenditures up to 

the time I took hold. 'Ye ha,·en't that date exactlv. That was ~Iav 
20. We have the figures as of May 31. Would that be acceptable'? 
[Addressing Maj. Campbell:] Major, (ln May 31. what was the total 
amount of money that had been expended for the productioft of air
craft? 

Maj. CAl\ll'BELL. $370,3H!l,942.HO. 
Mr .. RYAN. Now, from that we will deduct the amount of money 

that was advanced to manufacturers. and that wil1 come back upon 
the c~mpletion of their cont~acts. Give that amount. 

MaJ. CAMPBELL. $:24.971.8t1.10. . 
Mr. RYAN. Xow, give it for the sales of materialfJ to the allies and 

others. · 
Maj. CAMPBELL. $11.161,708. . 
Mr. RYAN. I..eaving a balance of expenditure as of May 31 that 

would represent the amount of money actually paid out that would 
not come back--

Maj. CAMPBELL (interposing). Of $334,236.363.50. 
Mr. RYAN. Give the total commitments on Mav 31. 
Maj. CAMPBELL. They were $764,115,582.09. · 
Mr. RYAN. I think that is what Senator Reed asked for. 
Senator NEw. Yes; I think that is what Senator Reed wanted, Mr. 

Rvan. 
~(Whereupon, at 12 o'clock noon, the committee adjourned to meet 

at the call of the chairman.) 
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FRIDAY, AUGUST 16, 1918. 

U:NITED STATES SENATE, 
SuBCOMMITTEE oN MILITARY AFFAIRs, 

Washington, D. 0. 
The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 2.30 o'clock 

p. m., in the committee room, Capitol Building, Senator James A. 
Reed presiding. 

Present : Senators New and Reed. 
The CHAIRMA:N. We will now hear Maj. Brett. 

STATEliENT OF MAJ". G. H. BRETT. 

Senator REED. You are in the flying corps? 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir; I am in the axr service. 
SE>nator REED. How long have you been in the air service? 
Maj. BRETT. I have been in the air service since October, 1915. 
Senator REED. What were you before? 
Maj. BRETT. I was second lieutenant in the Cavalry. 
Senator REED. Are you a graduate of West Point? 
Maj. BRETT. No, sir. 
Senator REED. How long have you been in the Army~ 
Maj. BRE'IT. I have been in the Army a little over eight years. 
Senator REED. Did you enter as a private? 
Maj. BRE'IT. No, sir; as a second lieutenant of the Philippine 

Scouts, and I served a year and two months a.s a lieutenant in that 
service, and then I was commissioned in the Regular Service. 

Senator REED. Then, you remained in the Cavalry until October, 
1915, when you went into the air service? 

Maj. BRETT. Yes; I am still in the Cavalry. I am at the present 
time a temporary major of Cavalry, but detailed to the air service. 

Senator REED. And you have been detailed since October, 1915, to 
the air service? 

Maj. BRETT. Yes, ~ir. 
Senator REED. What have you been doing in the air service? 
Maj. BRETT. I took the eight months' course at San Diego, the 

flying course, and passed my qualification ~st in July, 1916. Then, 
due to the fact that there was an operation necessary, I came to 
Washington and was detailed in the office of the Chief Signal Officer 
on the 1st of September, 1916, for temporary duty. I worked in 
his office until the first of September, 1917. Then I went to the 
hospital and stayed there during September. I was on sick leave, 
supposedly on sick leave, although I was working during the entire 
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time during the month of October, 1917, and I sai.led for France on 
October 29, 1917. 

Senator REED. Have you been there e\'er since until you returned~ 
Maj. BRETT. Until last Sunday, when I arrived in the United 

States. I am s&iling again on the 1st of September. 
Senator REED. Your total practical experience in this country, 

then, with the flying machines was in takmg the eight months' fly
ing course? 

Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir; that is, of actual flying. · . 
Senator REED. The rest of the time you were in the Signal Corps~ 
Maj. BRETT. I was in the aeronautical end of the Chief Signal 

Officer's office. 
Senator REED. What were you doing in the aeronautical end of the 

Chief Signal Officer's office? 
.; Maj. BRETI. I was under Col. Wallace in what is called the finan

cial supply division. We bought all the materiel, &irplanes, etc., for 
the then aviation section of the Signal Corps and paid for the same. 
I remained in that place until the advent of-there was Col. Thomp
son and Col. Waldon and Mr. Coffin. Thev all came in about the 
time that I left. • 

Senator REED. You went to France, vou have stated. about the last 
of October, 1917, and have been there since. What have you been 
doing in France? 

·v' Maj. BRETT. I am chief of the materiel division of the supply sec
tion of the A. E. F., which means that I handled every bit of material 
with the exception of furnishing airplanes and furnishing airplane 
parts and motors and balloon material which is purchased in France 
comes from the United States. · . 

Senator REED. You have not been doing any flying over there your-
self? 

Maj. BRETI. Yes, sir; I have done flying, but purely-
Senator REED. You have gone up as a passenger? 
Maj. BRETT. I have operated machines also. 
Senator REED. To what extent 1 
:Maj. BRETT. To a very minor extent. 
Senator REED. Just a few times 1 
Maj. BRETT. Just a few times. 
Senator ;REED. Without in any way disparaging your ability, I sup

pose we might say that you are a graduated flyer, but that you have 
not had much practical experience. . . 

Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir; that would be correct. 
Senator REED. You have not had any practical experience in op

erating planes over ·the battle lines 1 
Maj. BRE'IT. No, sir. 
Senator REED. How many flights did you make in France yourself; 

that is, where you operated the machine? 
Maj. BRETT. I probably made 15 or 20. 
Senator REED. Short flights? · 
Maj. BRE'IT. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. In what machines¥ . 
Maj. BRE'IT. Training machines; that is, the French type of train

ing machines. . 
Senator REED. You never flew in a pursuit plane¥ 
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Maj. BRETT. No, sir; a pursuit plane is a monoplane. 
Senator REED. Well, they haYe pursuit planes which carry two 

passengers now, do they not~ 
Maj. BRETT. Very few. They have a fighting machine which is 

called a biplane fighter. 
Senator REED. You never flew in a Spad or S. E. 5 ~ 
Maj. BRF.TT. No, sir; I have flown in the two-place Spad. 
Senator REED. Did you ever fly in the Caproni ~ 
Maj. BRETT. No, sir. 
Senator REED. Did you ever fly in the Handley-Page~ 
Maj. BRETT. No, sir. 
Senator REED. Did you ever fly in the Bristol fighter~ 
Maj. BRETT. No sir. . 
Senator REED. Neither American nor English~ 
Maj. BRETT. Neither one. • 
Sen.ator REED. Did .you ever fly in a De Haviland~ 
MaJ. BRETT. Yes, sir; as passenger. 
Senator REED. When? 
Maj. BRETT. About three weeks before I left France. 
Senator REED. What was it, a 9 or 4? 
Maj. BRETT. It was a 4. 
Sen.ator REED. How many times did you fly in it? 
MaJ. BRETT. I took one trip. 
Senator REED. How long were you up~ 
Maj. BRETT. Probably 20 to 25 minutes. 
Senator REED. Who operated the machine? 
Maj. BRETT. I do not know the man's name. He was a test pilot 

at the production center No.2. . 
Senator REED. How many De Haviland 4's were there on the front 

when you left France? 
Maj. BRETT. I was informed on the day that I left France that 

there were three squadrons completely equipped with airplanes, per
sonnel, and materiel in the zone of the armies, ready to go to work, 
composed of 18 machines to a squadron. · 

Senator REED. In the zone of the armies means somewhere in 
· }"'ranee~ 

Maj. BRETT. No, sir; in a locality where they are iif a position to· 
operate over the lines at a place called Amanty. 

Senator REED. Were they De Haviland 4's~ 
Maj. BRETT. Yes. sir; with minor changes. 
Senator REED. Eighteen to a squadron~ 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. That would be 54 machines~ 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Who gave yon that information 1 
Maj. BRETT. Col. Dunwoodie, chief of the supply section. 
Senator REED. What date was it that you got this information~ 
Maj. BRETT. The 30th of July. 
Senator REED. You did. not see the planes yourself? 
Maj. BRETT. I did not. 
Senator REED. How did Col. Dunwoodie come to tell you this~ 
Maj. BRETT. Because one of his duties is to provide all equipment 

and airplanes for the :>q.uadrons going to the front. In the supply 
section that is one of his duties. 
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Senator REED. How long have these planes been there 1 
Maj. BRE'IT. As I understand, they were flown from Amanty to 

the park at Arlie on the 28th, 29th, and 30th of July. 
Senator REED. How long a flight is that 1 
Maj. BRE'IT. Approximately 125 miles. 
Senator REED. Were these machines in the condition that they 

had been delivered from America. or had they had the changes 
made in them to remedy the defects which had been discovered 1 

Maj. BRE'IT. They had had changes made in them .. 
Senator REED. Do you know what those cha:qges were 1 
Maj. BRE'IT. TheY. were all minor changes. There is a. V coming 

down from the fustlage to the axle. It WJlS found that the V would 
separate on landing. One change was a small steel plate placed 
in there to strengthen that. Another change was a pair of metal 
s.truts running from the tail stabilizer down to the rudder post. 

Senator REED. For what reason 1 . 
Maj. BRE'IT. Because it was claimed that the stabilizer was not 

strong enough to stand the terrific strain of acrobatics. 
Senator REED. It not only was claimed but it was demonstrated, 

was it not1 . 
Maj. BRE'IT. It was demonstrated that the machine was weak. 
Senator REED. It had also been demonstrated that the machine 

was weak at this other place that you refer to as the V where it 
separated 1 

Maj. BRE'IT. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. What other defects were there 1 
Maj. BRE'IT. There was a defect in the construction of the gravity

feed gasoline tank in that they did not take the _precaution to handle 
an oveflow; merely a small mechanical change whereby a drainage 
pipe was run from the overhead gasoline tank down so that in case 
too much gasoline was pumped the gasoline would flow out from 
underneath and there was a change in the carburetor. 

Senator REED. A change in the carburetor might be important, 
might it not? . 

Maj. BRE'IT. The motor and the airplane, when they first arrived 
in France, were subject to the severest criticism by our own people. 
We had thre• or four men who were theorists. Their idea was that 
a motor or a plane were no good unless they were perfect. They · 
worked with the plane and with the motor for approximately three 
or four weeks, I should say. 

Senator NEw. It is understood that the Liberty motor is in use in 
these planes. 

Maj. BRE'IT. Absolutely; yes, sir. Col. Kilmer, in charge of 
!sender, which is our biggest training school in France, and which 
is a model of efficiency, asked that he be sent. some of these planes 
and he was sent four of these planes. Col. Ktlmer was commended 
by the Secretary of War. He put his practical men on the airplane 
and the motor and they rectified these small mistakes, that were 
real minor jobs, and flew the machines. After his men had played 
with them for a while, as you might say, they took these machines 
and did every stunt in the air that they can do with apy chasse 
machine. Every man in the school was keen for an opp_91·tunity 
to fly the machine. The pilots were enthusiastic about it. They 
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changed the carburetor. They found it was getting too much gaso
line, so they put outside scoops to force more air into the carburetor 
to equalize the mixture. They found a certain minor defect in the 
oil pump in the engine iself, so, in ordl'r not to feed so· much oil, 
they bored a couple of holes in the pump whereby, when the piston 
was forced down, a certain amount of oil would come back of the 
piston and only a certain amount would be forced back into the 
engine; and other minor changes of that character, which any practi
cal man would pick up. 

Senator REED. Y.ou said that the machines first arrived some 30 
days ago. Was that when they first arrived? 

Maj. BRETT. No~ sir. Those machines have been coming into 
F.rance. There were 354 of them in France on the 31st of July and 
they had been comin~ in on the awragl' of about 45 a week _prwr to 
that time, as I remember my figures. They started to come m about 
the 1st of 1\luy. 

Senator Rt;ED. Do you think there were as many as 45 engines over 
there on the 1st of May 1 · 

Maj. BRETT. I can no't say offhand, but I moved to Paris on May 12, 
and as soon as I got to Paris I took up with the people in authority 
the fact that tlwy must imml'diately prepare to receive De Havilands, 
that they were coming in much faster than we had anticipated and at 
that time, as I remembl'r, I had figtll'I'S which were based on approxi
mately 45 machines a week. 

Senator REED. Did the machines coml' in in conformity with your 
figures? 

Maj. BRETT. Yes~ sir; practicnlly straight throughout at that rate. 
Senator REt;D. 'Vho were tlwse theorists who spent some 30 days 

and practically condemned the machine? 
:Maj. BRETI'. Tlwy Wl're in the supply section in Paris. Maj. Riley 

was in chnrge of the engines and there was not so much fault found 
with the airplane itsl'lf as with the motor and it came back on us 
and I happenl'd to be the second ranking official at the headquarters 
in Paris and rumors of criticisms came back from the French and I 
told the officers assembled there that it was absolutely their own fault 
bl'cause they h1td pulled the motor to pieces and it was time for us to 
do some boosting and not make so many criticisms. 

Senator REED. So vou became a boosted 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, Hir; I have always been a booster since I saw the 

first flight. I knew an officer who had tested English airplanes for 
some four years and I asked his candid opinion and ·he said that it 
was the sweetest and most responsive motor we have for training and 
the airplane was one of the easiest handled machines he had ever 
driven. · . 

Senat~r REED. You say that the French flyers, however, had con-
demned It. . 

Maj. BRETT. Only from a critical standpoint. Some lieutenant 
would hear somebody higher up say that this was the matter with the 
De Haviland or the Liberty--

Senator REED. But you found ~hat continuously, so you say, lots 
of them had condemned the machme 1 

Maj. BRETT. Yes, ~ir. 
Senator REED. And one of those ·was Maj. Riley, who was in charge 

of the engines 1 
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Maj. BRETr. Yes, sir; he was. 
Senator REED. And there was a general feeling of that kind so that 

you thought it was necessary to boost as against the knockers. 
Maj. BRETr. Yes, sir; I do not believe in tearing your own work to 

pieces until you find out whether it is satisfactory. 
Senator REED. There were a good many of these knockers~ 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir; in a small circle. 
Senator REED. And all that the knockers said was offset in your 

own mind by the statement of one British pilot that he i:hought the 
machine a Yery excellent machine. 

Maj. BRETT. Yes. sir. Also with other men; I have talked with 
American pilots. Lieut. --- made a trip from --- to . 

Senator REED. You are speaking now of somebody on this side 
that we could get? 

Maj. BRETT. No, sir; he is still on the other side. He flew the 
machme from Production Center to Arlie, and I happened to be 
present when he landed and asked him what he thought about it and 
he was very keen on the machine. 

Senator ~EED. How many accidents have they had over there on 
these machmes? · 

Maj. BRETT. I could not say offhand. 
Senator REED. There have been a number? 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir; but I would not say out of proportion to the 

accidents on other types of machines. . 
Senator REED. In how many cases have you had acc1dents due to 

a defect in the machine? 
Maj. BRETT. Quite a few on the landing gear. 
Senator REED. How many times has the canvas on the wings 

loosened? . 
Maj. BRETT. I could not say. 
Senator REED. That has happened frequently, has it not? 
Maj. BRETT. I have never heard of that complaint, sir. 
Senator REED. I want to ask you whether your attention has been 

called to this, that the rubber cords for shock absorbers were incor
rectly made, 'the rubber strands not being put under sufficient ten
sion before being covered, and the result is that the ~timated weight 
is too much for underload. 

Maj. BRETT. I know that. . 
Senator REED. Do you regard that as a kind of defect that ought to 

be remedied? 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir; it is a defect which is being remedied. 
Senator REED. I am asking if it was a defect 1 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. · 
Senator REED. Was it in these machines when they first·came over? 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir; it was. I do not know as I consider it a 

serious defect. 
Senator REED. You know of the absence of check cables; that is, 

that there were no such cables applied to check axles from forcibly 
striking the running gear V and struts, which are permitted to strike 
the ground. 

Maj. BRETT. That was due to this weak shock absorber cable. 
Senator REED. How many men were hurt because of that over in 

France~ . 
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Maj. BRETT. I could not say. I do not know of anybody who was 
hurt directly from that point. . · 

Senator REED. Were there some of the fl.leis hurt over there~ 
Maj. BRETT. I know a personal friend o mine who made a flight 

in the De Haviland; when he came down the landing gear broke and 
the machine nosed up, and outside of a·little bump on the head he 
was not hurt. He was a passenger. 

Senator REED. How many men? 
Maj. BRETT. I could not say. 
Senator REED. Is it or is it not. a pretty serious thing to have a 

machine go to pieces when you land on the ~ound? 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir; it IS. Understand, Senator, that my knowl

edge of all these points that you are asking for is purely from ob
servation and hearsay. That is not my line of work, and ·I am only 
giving you information which I have picked up from convervations. 

Senator REED. Of course, you would not say that your information 
or any opinion which you have formed from the information which 
you have picked up in that way would be comparable with the in
formation from Gen. Pershing, based upon an investigation by his 
officers appointed for that purpose 1 

Maj. BRETr. No, sir; I would not, except that I would like to hear 
that. information if I may. 

Senator REED. I have been reading you some of that information. 
Maj. BREIT. Those opinions were largely made up in the office in 

which I was working. 
Senator REED. You do not think that Gen. Pershing would send 

over a lot of criticisms unless they were pretty well founded 1 
Maj. BRETT. Unless the theorists made a lot of criticisms which 

were later rectified by practical men. 
Senator REED. Yon think they might have put them over on 

Gen. Pershing 1 
Maj. BRETT. Gen. Pershing never sees the cables. I write many 

cables myself. If the chief of the air senice approves of the cable, 
it goes through. 

Senator REED. You have heard two things from this which you 
say were correctly stated. Let me see if this is correctly stated: 
The tail plane is of old type and should be braced with stream-line 
tubes extending from the leading edges to the lower longeron of 
fusilage. That was a weakness which has been co!rected over there 
and ordered over here. 

Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Supposing that had not been done and the tail had 

given away, what wonld be the effect on the flyer in the aid 
Maj. BRETT. There would be a crash. 
Senator REED. That weakness you would not call a minor weak

ness, a weakness which would cause a crash 1 
Maj. BRETT. My word "minor" was nsed in connection with the 

quantity of work which would be done to rectify the mistake. 
Senator REED. The mistake might be fatal in itself, but it would 

not take a great amount of work to rectify in some instances 1 
Maj. BRETT. Yes. sir. 
Senator REED. Possibly this old type of tail should be replaced by 

·a new type of tail plane. With a new type of tail plane stream lines 
would not be necessary. 
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Maj. BRETT. That is a technical point and I could not say. 
Senator REED. Had you observed that wood screws had been used 

in various parts of the machine instead of bolts 1 
Maj. BRETT. I have heard that report. 
Senator REED. Is that a defect which might be cured? 
Maj. BRE'IT. I could not sa·y offhand. From the discussion I heard 

on that subject, which was at the production center, they stated, as I 
remember it, that the l?ossibility of weakness by ooring the tail to 
put the bolt throug-h nught offset the strength added to the machine 
by the use of the bolt. 

Senator REED. You heard somebodv ~tate that 1 
Maj. BRE'IT. Yes, sir; it was a discussion. 
Senator REED. But Gen. Pershing departs in substance and effect 

from the desirability of changing it. 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. · 
Senator REED. I continue reading- from where I stopped:" Notably 

on washer plates at points where tail advancing without tubes passes 
through fusilage and on wing-skid fastening." Again: "Nnts have 
been omitted in securing bolts." What does that mean, bolts put in 
without a nut on them? 

Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. That is absolutely inexcusable. 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. That also indicates the grossest carelessness in in

spection. 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir; that is where the fault would lie, in in-

spection. 
Senator REED. And also on the man who failed to put on a nuU 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. And next on the factory inspector who failed to 

observe it? 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. And next on the military inspector who fails to 

observe it? 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Did you observe this: 
Bolts, shackles. anll cotter pins throughout th!.' machine are in many cases 

loosely and badly fitted. 

Maj. BRETT. I could not say that I have observed it, but I heard 
that they were very carelessly put together in certain instances. 

Senator REED. But it is not a very good policy to put an airplane 
to~her carelessly, is it 1 

Maj. BRETT. No, sir; it is not. 
Senator REED (reading): 
Cotter pins have been suhstltut!.'fl for buffer~. 

Do you know about that defect 1 
Maj. BRETT. I could not say. 
Senator REED (reading) : 
Wing skids badly fitted nntl ash-packing blocl;:s omitted. , 

Do you know about that? 
Maj. BRETT. No, sir. 
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Senator REED. The omitting of an ash block and putting in some 
inferior material would be a serious matter, would it not 1 

Maj. BRETI. I could not say. Of course, it would depend UJ?On 
the construction. I was trying to connect that up with the wmg 
skid. 

Senator REED. If the wing skids were badly fitted, what would be 
the effect of that 1 

Maj. BRET'l'. In landing; in case the man tipped one wing up and 
the wing skid gave away it would detach a wheel. · 

Senator REED. It might kill him or injure him~ 
Maj. BRETI. The poPsibilities of his escape are very high. 
Senator REED (reading) : 
l\laln compression ribs In the main plane are of hollowed-out type with 3-ply 

web. These should be solhl spruce, to prevent flange from bulging up. 

Do you know about that defect 1 
Maj. BRETI. That would be a question for the technical engineer to 

decide. 
Senator REED. As a matter of fact, do you know whether the flange 

did bulge up and this defect did develop on the trial of the plane 1 
Maj. BRETI. I have never heard of that. 
Senator REED. Do you know whether that occurred or not~ 
Maj. BRETI. No, sir. 
Senator REED. I read again: 
Xo fairing placed between dt•Uble-tly wire. All these wires should be of 

stream-line type and not of cable. 

Maj. BRETI. That is a defect that existed, and it is a defect that 
is not vital by any means. It merely cuts down head resistance, 
and the French very carefully- use that type of construction on 
~hasse where the highest speed IS obtainable. 

Senator REED. It is desirable 1 
Maj. BRETI. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. But it was desirable to remove that defect 1 
Maj. BRETI. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED ( readin'g:) 
"'nshers under fixing bolts of ailerone pulley wheels omitted, allowing 

aluminum packing to penetrate Into ribs at lending edges. 

That is a serious defect, is it not 1 
Maj. BRETI. I could not say how serious. 
Senator REED. Did you learn of that defect 1 
Maj. BRETI. No, sir; I did not hear of that. 
Senator REED. Did you learn of this: 
Tall-skid shock absorber wound so tight that skid throws 1n·eat strain 

till cross members of fuselage. Rubbish plate for this skid extends only about 
6 iuche!! compared with 18 Inches extension fitted in England. 

;Maj. BRETI. I have heard that there was not enough play in the 
tail skid. It was wound too tight for it to give as it should give. 

Senator REED. What might be the effect of that 1 
Maj. BRET'l'. It would be the effect that you. would get a jerky 

}JUll on the craft bar and the leading end of the absorber which would 
be of an elastic tension. 

Senator REED. Would it put an extra strain on the machine 1 
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Maj. BRETr. Yes, sir. It has a tendency to bulge down the mem
ber to which the shock absorber is attached. 

Senator REED (reading:) 
There Is one 8-inch play in hinge of tall plane. This fitting should be made 

snug to take all play away. 

Did you know of that defect 1 
Maj. BRETI'. No, sir. 
Senator REED. Do you know whether that defect has been reme-

d~l . 
l\Iaj. BRETI'. No, sir; I could not say. 
Senator REED (reading): · 

UoW•1· and split pins were used in adjustment of tall hinge Instead of bolts 
and nuts. · 

What about thaH 
Maj. BRETr. I think that was so. I have heard that statement. 
Senator REED. What would be the effect of that I A dangerous 

construction, is it not I 
Maj. 'BRETI'. I should say not. 
Senator REED. Not dangerous I 
Maj. BRETI'. Yes, sir. . 
Senator REED. What would be the object of changing it I 
Maj. BRETT. To give you a greater factor of safety. 
Senator REED. That is to say that the bolts and nuts are safer than 

the devices which were used I . 
Maj. BRETI'. Yes sir. 
Semtor REED. If they are safer, then the others must have been 

more dangerous. 
Maj. BRETI'. Yes; but of course there are many sides to that on the 

production proposition. Of course, fitting a nut and bolt with a 
cotter pin in a split head is a much longer production problem than 
using a good cotter pin, in the end--

Senator REED. You do not really mean to say that there is any 
serious problem in production in this country arising out of getting 
bolts and nuts enough for the tail hinges of the airplanes¥ 

Maj. 'BRETI'. Probably not in actually getting the bolts and nuts, but 
there is a question of the time it takes to place them both. 

Senator REED. You do not mean to say it takes any such length of 
time to put a nut and bolt as would warrant anybody in reducing the 
factor of safety of machines I · 

Maj. BRETr. I do not know. I am not experienced enough to say. 
It is nothing but a plain strap hinge, and a bolt passes through it, 
and you slip a cotter pin in to hold that bolt. Where there is practi
cally no end strain on that bolt it seems to me it would be a matter of 
great argument whether that cotter pin would not serve the purpose 
as well. · 

Senator REED. Have we any right to take chances on a thing of 
that kind when bolts are about as plentiful as leaves on the trees, as 
weJl as wrenches I 

Maj. BRETI'. They are not. I handle all that material in France. 
Senator REED. Do you know whether there is a shortage in these 

factories I 
Maj. BRETI'. I do not know. That is the reason I came over. 
Senator REED. I . think there are enough wrenches in this country 

to remove all the bolts and put on all the nuts. 
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Maj. BRETI'. I think SQ. I think it is a very debatable question 
myself. I am not learned enough to give a technical answer. 

Senator REED. What about this criticism that " stream line covers 
were omitted from fin and empennage"? . 

Maj. BRE'fl'. That is another one of those questions such as the 
stream line for the cables. It makes considerable difference in the 
speed of the machine. 

Senator REED (reading) : 
In center section main plane fixing bolts are a· very loose fit In spar. 

Maj. BRETr. That would be a serious defect. . 
Senator REED. Do you know how many machines had this defect? 
Maj. BRETr. I do not. 
Senator REED. That indicates bad construction, does it not? 
Maj. BRETr. Yes, sir.· It does in a way, except that we have found . 

that those machines are placed in boats where they get affected by 
salt water after coming from the interior and then .they go to the 
interior and there is a great possibility for drying out. 

Senator REED. Does that m;:~.ke the hole larger? · 
Maj. BRETr. It might have a tendency to, I think. I am not sure. 

That was discussed in connection with the packing question. They 
sent several special packers over there to investigate how the ma
chines were coming through after packing in the United States, and 
it was found on the general average they came through in the most 
excellent condition, but they could not tell as to the effect of the 
humidity and the weather on the wooden members of the machine 
and special care was taken at the inspection center in regard to the 
inspection problem; officers alone could inspect planes. 

Senator REED. Do you think that if a stick of wood was thoroughly 
seasoned and dried and a hole was bored in it that the weather 
would make that hole bigged · 

Maj. BRETr. I do not know. 
Senator REED (reading further) : 
Wrapping of wire terminals in some cases ball. 

Maj. BRE'IT. ·yes, sir. 
Senator };lEED. That is a very dangerous thing, if the wrapping 

was bad, is is not? . · 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir; but that is a thin~:r that is liable to happen. 
Senator REED. But it should be avoided f 
Maj. BRETr. Yes, sir; it should be tested very carefully. 
Senator REED. If good workmanship is employed it would not 

occur. 'Ve would not get bad wrapping from good workmanship? 
Maj . BRETr. Practically never. 
Senator REED. And you would not get bad wrapping if you had 

good inspection in the factories? · 
Maj . BRETr. It would depend upon workmanship because an in

spector could not tell except by taking about 10 per cent _of the 
output and inspecting it. 

Senator . REED. Could not the inspector see this work as it was 
done? 

Maj . BRETr. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. And could · they not tell whether it was being 

properly done? 
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Maj. BRETT. Yes; by watching it very carefully. 
Senator REED. We are talking about something that requires some 

care when men like yourself are ordered up in the air 10,000 or 20,000 
feet and ride around in it, they ought to have whatever care and 
diligence we can brin~ to it. 

Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Do you know to what extent these wire terminals 

were bad~ 
Maj. BRETT. No, sir; except that I heard that the:y had found 

grease on the interior of the wire wrapping. That is, m splicing it 
down with a saw between the two cables, in openin~ it up they found 
a semblance of oil there, showing that the termmal had not been 
allowed to remain in the hot solder long enough to boil the grease 
out. 

Senator REED (reading): 
Pilot's wh('el on tall planes should be bolted anti not secured with lag screws. 

Maj. BRETT .. It is a- wood screw usually varying in length with a. 
very coarse thread and usually a bolt head. It is practically a heavy 
type of wood screw. · 

Senator REED. That is a serious defect. 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir; they should never trust to a lag screw where 

n man has to depend upon his wheel. They should be bolted. 
Senator REED. Did you know of that defect~ · 
Maj. BRETT. I had not head of it; no~ sir. 
Senator REED. I read again: 
Ashes temporarily have been omitted from axles, which brenk. 

I take it t}lat means a part of ash wood. Did you .know of that~ 
Maj. BRETT. No ; sir; I never heard. The axles were very weak. 
Senator REED. But you did know that the axles W{lre weak~ 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir; and our people over there put in the axle a 

piece of oak about 14 or 15 inches long. They inserted it in the axle 
with the fork coming down like that [illustrating] to take the strain 
at the fork. 

Senator REED. In other words, you took something· which was 
weak and you made it .by working on it in the field; you made it so 
it was all right, or approximately all right~ 

Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED (reading): 
Air-speed Indicator heads are heavy and glassy und this Instrument is vir-

tually worse as at present fitted. . 

Maj. BRETT. That was t~- very, very poor piece of work. We 
laughed considerably over that because It looked as if some aluminum 
manufacturer had gotten a contract to sell pounds and pounds of 
aluminum. Although it was claimed to have been modeled by an 
expert in delicate instruments of that type, it seemed to us after han
dling the Frech air-speed indicators to be a very clumsy instrument. 

Senator REED. What did you do about it¥ 
Maj. BRETT. We pulled them off and put on French instrumentst 

as I remember. 
Senator REED. I suppose that the air ·speed indicat?r is a very 

important instrument to the aviatod 
. Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir; that is one of the instruments that he 
depends upon. 
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Senator REED. It might cause an accident, especially if he was an 
aviator who had been trained to regulate his speed not by his eye 
but by watching the vari_ous instruments on the machine~ 

Maj. BRE'IT. We never get those. 
Senator REED. Not. often, but this committee happens to know 

that there is a class of aviators who teach their students not to rely 
upon the eye and the sense of speed but to keep close watch of their 
instruments. 

Maj. BRE'IT. They should be omitted immediately, because flying 
is the same as riding horseback or playing tennis or running. 

Senator REED. There is evidently a difference of opinion, because 
some very good authorities have claimed--some of them, at least 
one of them in charge of one of our great flying schools-that the 
reason so many accidents" occur is because the aviator does not follow 
his instrument but makes a rough guess at it. It is an important 
instrument, however. 

Maj. BRE'IT. Yes, sir; it is an important instrument. 
Senator REED (reading) : 
Such things as jammed pulley wheels and joints in the lauding gear struc-

ture flhow faulty inspections. 

Has vour attention been called to that? 
)faj. ·BRE'IT. No, sir; I have not heard them make that complaint. 
Senator REED. Did you learn that the Liberty motor was defective 

and indicated that the shop inspection was not good and that that 
was especially true of the Packard? 

Maj. BRE'IT. I have heard the fact.stated that our first motors were 
of Packard construction. Our second lot of motor-I can not say 
exactly how many motors there were in each lotr-eame from the 
Cadillac people, as I understand it, and I have heard the man at 
the production center say that the Cadillac peop,le were keeping 
up to their usual construction. 

Senator REED. You did not hear the Packard work was not satis
factoryY 

Maj. BRE'IT. No, sir; I did not. That is the way it was given out; 
that the Cadillac were keeping up to their usual careful method 
of construction. 

Senator REED. What do you say about this : 
Open carbureter Inlet not safe. 

Maj. BR~'IT. No, sir; I do not know about that. The only thing 
I know of 1s that they, in order to prevent any chance of fire, formed 
a jacket around the carburetor, practically inclosing it except for the 
air intake, so that with a drain running down back under the machine 
so that if any gasoline escaped from the carburetor it would be caught 
in this jacket and drained down back underneath the machine, so 
there would be no chance of fire. 

Senator REED. In other words, you aP"ee, then, that this open 
carburetor inlet was not safe, and neither the British nor the French 
will use them, and that it was imperative to arrange gasoline tightly 
piped to carburetor and drain it outside fusilage. 

Maj. BRE'IT. I do not know as to that. I only know they spoke of 
this outside the construction and also of the gas tank. 

Senator REED. Did they change these machines so that they had 
this outside construction? 
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Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir; I understand they did. They put this out
side jacket on, and I understand they were at the same time experi

. menting with an English jacket to put entireJy around it for the same 
purpose. · 

Senator REED. What do you know about the performance of the 
carburetor at altitudes? 

Maj." BRETT. The only thing I know of the carburetor is that it got 
entirely too much gasoline; that Col. Kilmer in his workings with 
the machine cut his carburation by 50 per cent, so he said to me one 
Sunday morning. . 

Senator Reed. Did they put on a different carburetor W 
Maj. BRETT. No, sir; they were working with the carburetor which 

was then installed. 
Senator REED. What kind of carburetor was used¥ 
Maj. BRETT. I think the Zenith. 
Senator REED. The Zenith 52? 
Maj. BRETT. I do not know the number. 
Senator REED. Do you agree with that, that-
Filght tests In England supervised by Capt. Munford . Indicate Zenith 52 

carburetors not satisfactory and cheaply made but better results from Claudel. 

Maj. BRETT. I do not know as to their being cheaply made and un
satisfactory. 

Senator REED. Was ther,e some trouble as to the water pipes from 
the radiator to the pump~ 

Maj. BRETT. The outlet water pipe running from the radiator to 
the pump, as I understand, was placed in such a position that to get 
off the bottom of the oil pump to clean it meant that the entire length 
of pipe, which is a very cumbersome affair, had to be detached. It 
was a question of faulty design for the handling of this drain for the 
oil pump. That .is the only thing I ever heard of that lower water 
pipe. · 

Senator REED. Did you have some trouble with the oil tanks burst
ing over there? 

Maj . BRETT. Not that I know of. · 
Senator REED. You did not know then that oil tanks burst in the 

service because the copper tube vents from the oil tanks were too 
small? 

Maj. BRETT. No, sir; I did not know that. 
Senator REED. I call your attention to this:. 
Copper tube vents for oil tanks should be five-sixteenths of an Inch. Oil tanks 

burst in service because this · tube is too small. 

What would be the effect of the oil tank pipe burstingW 
Maj. BRETT. The motor would be ruined if he did not notice it 

and attempted to keep on flying. 
Senator REED. If a man was some miles back of the German lines 

he would probably have to light. 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. The engine would heat on him. 
Maj. Bt:ETT. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. And that was a serious defect? 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. That was n fault of engineering originally~ 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. . 
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Senator REED. What do you say to this: 
Yent for ralllators mm-t hnve a tulle lt>mliug wat!'r wh~re it can not blow on 

Sllat·k plug or pilot, uull vent ,.;hould nut lw in radiator ellps. 

Maj. BRETT. That is correct. That has been rectified. 
Senator REED. Was that a troublesome thing? , 
Maj. BRE'l'I'. Yes, sir; in view of the fact thut an ordinary me

chanic, as most ordinary mechanics will do. will fill the radiator to 
the top, and as soon as the motor heab up n little the watPr boils with 
such power as to ~orce the watPt' 0\·er thE' head and it drips do;·n 
onto the spark plug.~ and yon would get short circuits. 

Seqatcr REEn. And when you get short circuits up in the air your 
motor stops. . 

:Maj. BRETT. And yon make forcPd landing. 
~enator REED. And when yon say you make a forced landing yon 

rna\' have a fall? · 
~Iaj. BRETT. That depends upon the experience of the pilot. 
Senator REED. Did you have some trouble with the oil tubes from 

the tanks to the pumps? . 
Maj. BRETT. I do not know. I thought I heard something about 

that. I think a question of vibration came in there as to whether the 
joints were properly constructE'<! to stand the vibration on the 
lengths of the coil. 

Senator REED. I will call your attention to this statement: 
011 tnbt>H from tanks to pump,; must ht> 1 itwh ot· larlo(er, nnd plug for draining 

oil t1111ks to be 1 inch. The prt>sent size" will not ,\·m·k in cold weather. 

Maj. BRETT. That was faulty design. I had not heard of that. 
Senator REED. Now, I come to the mattH which I think you had 

in mind a moment ago: 
Gasoline tuhe to carburetors not secure against vibration nnd hose connec-

tions to enrhnretors not seeure n~ninst detachment. · 

That would be a serious mutter, would it not? 
Maj. BuETT. Yes, sir; very serious. 
Senator RI<:ED. What was done about that? · 
Maj. BRETT. I do not know offhand. It was rectified and made 

absolutely safe. 
Senator RF.ED. Are von sure it was made safe or did somebodv 

tell vou that he thought all these defpets had been rectified? · 
~Iaj. BRETT. They had all the experience that they could get 

behind them over in France and they were scared to death on ac
count of the fire problem because we 'had lost men in the Nieuport, 
which is a French machine. Thev turned over to us a bunch of ma
chines in which the copper tubing had not been properly annealed 
and before we .found out where the fault was we lost several men 
burned up, and as a result of it they were very careful of the test~ 
ing of all connections. 

Senator REED. You had some trouble onr there with the De 
Havilands? 

Maj. BRETT. As I said earlier in the dny, we had one man burned 
very badly because there was no outlet from the gravity tank to 
take the overflow in case the pump kept on working. 

Senator REED. Was there some trouble about these priming tubes 
and thermometer tubes being in the wrong place? 
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Maj. BRETT. I could not say. 
Senator REED. I read : 
Priming tubes and thermmueter tubes over mnnifold should be placed so as 

to leave cUJ·bureters accessible. 

Maj. BRETT. That would be a question of design and I did not 
hear of that. · . 

Senator REED. ·was there some question about the oil tubes be-
tween cylinders not being secured to the crank case? 

Maj. BRETT. I could not say. I do not know. 
Senator Rl'!ED. I read further: 
Oil tubes between cylinders should be seeuretl to cnmk case. Interchanging 

positions of switches and all high-speed Indicator>< so that switch operates 
with left hand and close to eontrol lever. 

What do you think about that? 
Maj . BRETT. That. would be for the com·enience of the driver, the 

pilot. Vndoubtedly that was on the other side of the board, and a 
man naturally drives with his left hand and any instrument which 
he has to change ~hould be in close proximity to his left hand. 

Senator REm. 'Vas there some trouble with the control lever 1 
Maj. BRE'IT. ~o, sir; not that I know of. 
Senator REED. I read : 
Engine cuntrol lever ami nwunting not rl~tid enough. 

You do not know about that? 
Maj. TinETT. No, sir; I do not. There was a complaint that there 

was no control lever on the observer's side. He had a stick called 
the plar..e-wing control but not for the engine control. 

Senator REED. Did you have some trouble with the battery boxes 
on account of short circuits? 

Maj. BRETT. I could not say. 
Senator REED. I read : 
Battet·y boxes does not protect against short circuit. 

Do you agree with this that the" present system of main gasoline 
tank under air pressure should be changed because of danger from 
fire? " 

Maj. BRETr. I could not say. 
Senator REED (reading): 
And beenuse if penetJ·ated ubove the liquid Jevf'l b~· rifle bullets pressure ill 

lost. Huggest enlar~ting needle valve on cnt·buretor nn<i altitude adjustments 
11nd use of gravity f<>ell tunl\s In upper wing or pumps between tanks and 
carburetors. Overflow for gasoline ft·om uppet· hmks >lhouhl be conducted to 
point at Ien~<t 6 feet from exhaust un<l visible by pilot. 

Do you knmv whether those suggestions have been carried oitt in 
France? 

Maj. BRETT. I know that the one in regard to overflow has been 
carried out. 

Senator REED. All of those suggestions could not be carried out in 
the machine as at present constructed. 

Maj. BRETI'. I hardly see how they could. The problem of gaso
line in all motors is a very serious one that they are testing all the 
time. · 

Senator REED. Did you have some trouble over there with the 
mounts of the guns? 
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Maj. BRETT. No, sir; I have heard a good deal of complaint on the 
type of gears used for synchronizing devices and the Pirrell mount, 
which is a round mount, which fits around the observer and consists 
of an arc which is movable up and down and the whole thing turns. 
There is a ratchet-toothed arc running up each side that is clamped 
together and those arcs were of very poor metal construction~ so if 
the observer leaned his weight on it there was a possibility of that 
arc bending; not givin~ away, but it was too soft. 

Senator REED. Iron mstead of steel1 
Maj. BRETT. It did not seem to be iron. It seemed to be a com

position of some sort which would bend, crumple, and not crack off. 
Senator REED. Did you know about the quadrant scarfs being too 

light and the gun jumping badly1 
Maj. BRETT. I think that is the thing I have just spoken of. 
Senator REED. 'Vas there any trouble about the-fixed gun mount 

fastenings being inaccessible and not properly locked 1 
Maj. BRETT. No, sir; I never heard of that. · 
Senator REED (reading) : 
Fi:x:ro gun-mount fustenlu~s huweessible and not proper!~· loeketl in place. 

Removul und replacement of fixed gun destroys ull~ments of hurrels. Gun 
cun not be adjustro so that barrels a•·e parallel to line of flight and still permit 
line of sight to clear rndlatoJ'. 

Did you know about that 1 
Maj. BRETT. No, sir; I did not. 
Senator REED. Isn't it a fact that when a man is up in the air in 

one of these machines he is liable to have to fighd 
Maj. BRETT. Absolutely. 
Senator REED. Isn't it a fact that if it is true that the fixed gun

mount fastenings are inaccessible and not properly locked in place 
and that removal and replacement of the fixed gun destroys align
ments of barrels, and if it is true that the gun can not be adjusted 
so that the barrels are parallel to the line of flight and still permit 
line of sight to clear radiator, that machine is almost defenseless as 
far as those two guns are concerned 1 

Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. That is a Yery serious matter to a gentleman up in 

the air with a Hun coming after him, is it not 1 
Maj. BRETT. Yes; sir. · 
Senator REED. This says those have not been remedied. Have they 

been remedied~ 
Maj. BRETT. They must have been, because those planes went to 

the front. 
Senator REED. Oh, yes; but is going to the front conclusive evi

dence that they went to the front in proper shape 1 
Maj. BRETT. They would not send them to the front unless they 

were m condition to use the four guns. 
Senator REED. Suppose you were short of equipment and guns and 

planes? · 
Maj. BRETT. Those people over there would not do that, because 

they have a personal interest in the man who flies. 
Senator REED. We all have a personal interest in him. 
Maj. BRETT. Although I do not know that those guns were recti

fied, yet I would say-I know the men who are working on those guns 
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and . I can . not conceive of their letting those front guns go out 
with men using them as they are intended to be used. 

Senator REED. Is there such a thing as the Aldis ring sight~ 
Maj. BRETr. Yes, sir. • 
Senator REED. Do you agree with this, that the--
Aldis ring-sight mountings 1ire lnconvt-niently placed and can not be used b~· 

pilots. 

Maj. BRETT. I heard a· discussion that they were placed so high 
that the pilot would have to raise np in hiH seat slightly. 

Senator REED. He does, does he not~ 
Maj. BRETT. I do not know. I never tested it. 
Senator REED. What do you call the De Haviland 4-a fighter, a 

bomber, a reconnaissance plane, or what? 
Maj. BRETT. Why, iny understanding of it was from conversation 

that it was to be a. combination of an observation and day bomber, 
which would incorporate its ability to fight. 

Senator REED. That is, it is really a defensive fighting machine. 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. · 
Senator REED. It is not to be sent to attack? 
Maj. BRETT. No, sir. 
Senator REED. It is what you speak of as a scouting plane? 
Maj. BRETT. We usually speak of it as a pursuit or chasse. 
Senator REED. Do vou think it is suitable for a bombed 
Maj. BRETT. It is suitable for a day bomber except that its cruis-

ing radius is not sufficient. -
Seator REED. That is the point exactly. It is suitable for a day 

bomber except that its cruising radius is not sufficient. Now, a 
machine whose cruising radius is not sufficient is not fit for the ·work 
that it is not sufficient for. 

Senator NEw. Its cruising radius is limited by the quantity of 
gasoline it carries? 

Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. · 
Senator REED. If its radius is insufficient, is it sufficient as a day 

bomber? · 
Maj. BRETT. It would all depend upon the location in the lines ancl 

the type of work they wanted to do. The English do a great deal 
of bombing just behind the lines on the mobile forces or ground 
forces. 

Senator REED. There you use this type of machine for want of a 
better one. 

Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. On the other hand, they are building a 
Handlev-Page at the present time with a cruising radius of 1,400 
miles to go to Berlin in. That is their one object. And that is 
the question. I understand it has a two and one-half hour cruising 
radius. 

Senator NEw. According to that cruising radius, 66 gallons at 37 
miles to the. hour takes 48 minutes to reach 16,800 feet high and 
allows it a cruising radius of 1 hour and 12 minutes. 

Senator REED. Do you agree to that 1 
Maj. BRETT. I do not know. . . 
Senator REED. Yon agree that If we could have a better machme 

with a longer radius than this it would be a desirable thing~ 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir; it would be desirable. 
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Senator REED. We are using the De Haviland 4 for want of a 
better machine. 

Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. . 
Senator REED. England and France do have better machines, do 

they not~ 
Maj. BRETT .. They have better machines as regards cruising radius; 

but, whether it is better in other ways, I do not think it is. 
Senator REED. You do not undertake to say? 
:Maj. BRF.Tr. My general opinion, from what I picked up, is that 

the De Haviland as it stands now for many other .purposes and for 
speed is better than anything they have in France at this time. 

Senator REED. What is the ceilmg of the De Haviland 4 ~ 
Maj. BRETT. I could not say. 
Senator REED. What is the speed of the De Haviland~ 
Maj. BRETT. I had the impre.<Osion it was around 115 to 120 miles. 
Senator REED. What is its climbing rate for minute~ 
Maj. BRETT. I do not know. I had the impression it was some

where around 1,000 per minute up to 10,000 feet; something of that 
sort. 

Senator REED. It carries two people? 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. . 
Senator REED. Are there any French or· English machines, bomb-

ers, where the pilot and the ob,server are close together, so they can 
talk to each other? 

:Maj. BRETr. I do not know, I could not r:ay as to the relative po
sition,s of the pilot and observer on the other machines. I was try
ing to think of the Salmson, which is the French machine they think 
so much of. . 
. Senator REED. As a matter of fact, we are preparing now to dis
card the De HaYihmd 4 and hnild the De•Haviland 9A, I believe; 
they are going to call it the U. S. 9. 

Maj. BRETr. Yes, sir. · 
Senator REED. And one of the principal change.<O in the De Havi

land. 4 is that they put the observer and the pilot in the new machine 
close together. Did you know of that? . 

Maj. BRETT. No, sir. I have only been here three days 
Senator NEw. The stat~ment is made by Mr. John D. Ryan, and 

also by Mr. Nash. the manager of the technical department, that the 
United States will supplant the De Haviland 4 with another and a 
better machine just as speedily as that can be done. Let us go back 
to this question a moment of the ceiling. You say that you do not 
know what was the ceiling is~ 

Maj. BRETT. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. I do not blame yon for that; there are so many 

reports, but let us assume that :MaJ. :Muhlenberg is right. He i~ the 
officer who is in charge of the Wilbur Wright testing field .. He says 
that its ceiling is 15,800 feet and that it carries 75 gallons of gasoline 
and that its consumption, at full throttle, is 37 gallons per hour, so 
it carries about two hours' fuel at full throttle. Assume that and 
assume the time that it takes for the machine to reach its ceiling, 
and bearing that in mind, I want to ask the question, How far back 
of the fighting lines do these machines have to go to get their gaso
line and supplies? 
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Maj. BRETr. The observation squadron, in which the De Haviland 
might be classed. usually run about 10 or 15 kilometers, which is five
eighths of a mile. That would be somewhere around 6 or 10 miles 
behind the lines. 

Senator NEw. Of course, that varies. Sometimes they can not 
have them so close. 

Maj. BRETI'. No, sir. 
Senator NEw. So that a man must count out of these two hours 

the time you take to make the ascent, the time to fly to the German 
lines, and the time to pass over them to your final objective and 
make your observations Rnd do your bomb dropping, and then the 
time to get back, not only to your own lines but to your supplies. 
That is the situation. · 

Maj. BRETI'. Except that they usually climb from the field straight 
up. They climb as they go toward the lines. 

Senator NEw. You agree that is a very serious defect~ 
Maj. BRETr. Yes, sir; they should have a greater crusing radius. 
Senator REED (reading) : 
The pilot is so situated in between the wings that he can not see the object 

at tbe proper time, just before the observer picks It up. 

That is, for bombing. 
That the [lilot should first pick It up, and he sho(lld follow it until the ob

server can pick It up, and tbe observer should pick it up far enough In advanCf' 
to set the bomb rig1lt at the proper time. As the target comes under the lead
Ing edge of the lower wing the pilot loses si~tht of it uud the observer doeR not 
pick It up until it Is too late to set the sight from the end seat. 

If that is the construction of that machine, it is very faulty for a 
bomber, is it not? 
· Maj. BRETI'. Yes, sir;· I should say so, because it seems absolutely 
imperative that both men should keep the target in view all the time. 

Senator REED. You would not say, if this is true, that this machine 
is a good day bomber~ 

Maj. BRETI'. No, sir; it is not a good bomber. 
Senator REED. And you are not prepared to say that that criticism 

of Maj . Muhlenberg is not correct? 
Maj. BRETr. No, sir; I am not: 
Senator REED. Have you known anything about the trouble with 

the fabric covering these wings? · 
Maj. BRETr. No, sir; I do not. 
Senator REED. You say that you did not have any of that trouble 

in France? · 
Maj. BRETr. No, sir; I did not say that. I said that I had not 

heard of it. 
Senator REED. If the fabric over the wings of the De Haviland 4's 

is looser than in the training planes that you have used, it would 
indicate bad and dangerous construction, would it not¥ 

Maj . ·BRETI'. Yes, sir; the fabric should be stretched as taut as pos
sible without warping the wing members. 

Senator REED. I believe you have already stated that you agree 
that the stabilizer is not fastened to the machine in the proper man
ner, and that that defect has been partially~ or, you think, altogether 
remedied in France? 

Maj. BRETI'. Yes, sir; it was remedied as recommended m that 
cablegram. 
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Senator REED. Do you know how long it takes a De Haviland to 
reach its ceiling of 15,800 feet~ 

Maj. BRETT. No, sir; r do not. 
Senator REED. These defects which you say if they are true would 

affect the De Haviland as bomber would affect it even more seriously 
as a fighter, would they not~ . 

Maj. BRETT. I said a combination observation and fighter. That 
is, it is not an ideal fighter. A bomber can not be an ideal fighter. 

Senator REED. But if it had these defects for bombing purposes 
which I have just been calling vour attention to, those defects would 
count more against it as a fighter than as a bomber~ 

Maj. BRETT. No, sir; I do not think so. 
' Senator REED. You do not agree with Maj. Muhlenberg. I will 
read the question and answer: 

Senator NEw. You have spoken of some of the defects which, In some measure, 
disqualify the De Havlland 4 as a bombing plane. Do you know of any defects 
which tend to disqualify it as a fighter? 

Maj. MuHLENBERG. I believe those that tlisquallfy It as a fighter are really 
more serious than those that disqualify It as a bombet·. The location of the 
pilot seat is immeasurably bad. 

Senator NEw. That Is, the De Haviland 4? 
Maj. MuHLENBERG. Yes, sir. I see from the French report we have on the 

De Haviland that the English De Haviland had a pilot seat in approximately 
the same place; that is, between the wings and very far in front of the 
observer's seat. That Is unquestionably wrong. I have never sat In a machine 
In which· a pilot could see less than in the De Haviland 4. I have sat in the 
United States D. 9, as It Is called, which is an alteration of the D. H. 9. 

Maj. BRETT. Well, I could not positively make a stat~ment on that. 
That is my idea of the fighter. In that case it would be a fighter, but 
would fight as a bomber. , 

Senator REED. That is what I am trying to get at. If this machine 
had the defects, which I have called your atten6on to, as a bomber
that is, these short ribs, these defects of construction, and this defect 
in regard to the machine guns, so that a man could not sight--would 
not all those defects count against it as a fighter of tl.e charactf'r it 
is intended to be~ 

Maj. BRETT. Absolutely; they would count a~rai~st it on that basi~. 
Senator REED. Assuming now that they are gettmg out a De Havi

land 9, or a U. S. 9, that they strengthen the machines in these parts 
which have been indicated, that they give it a greater radius of action, 
that they put the pilot and the observer close together, and that 
it operates successfully, would you then agree with Maj. Muhlenberg 
that the De Haviland ought to 'be withdrawn~ 

Maj. BRETT. I do not think it should be withdrawn until they have 
something in production. 

Senator REED. I say as soon as they can get wmething better in 
production . 
. Maj. BRETI'. Absolutely. If they have a better machine they should 

give it to us, but I do not think it should be withdrawn until they 
nctually start delivering the new machine. 

Senator REED. Do you know anything about the attempt that is 
being made in this country to produce an entirely new machine in 
place of the De Haviland 4 ~ 

Maj. BRETT. No, sir. 
Senator REED. Do you knew anything about the Le Pere machine~ 
Maj. BRETI'. No, sir. 
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Senator NEw. It would hardly be fair to ask you if you agree with 
, this statement in answer to a question by S~ator Reed: 

V What sugg!'Ntlon~ han> you to mnke with r«:>fPI'Pll<'P to 11 \\'n~· out of these
difficulties? 

Maj. 1\hlHJ.ENHERG. The r«:>l«:>gntion of the D. H. 4 to u~ 11~ 11 r('{'onnoissnnce 
machh~e solely, the S])('t'(ling up of the produdion of th«:> Le Pet'«:> mnehine, 
and tbe adoption of that. probably, u~ a fight«:>r. mul the tleYelopment of the 
V. S. D. !) to the point where it cun he used us u day bomber. 

Maj. BRETT. I have never heard of the LePere machine. 
Senator NEw. I want to call your attention to the statement of 

Capt. Kelley. Do you know Capt. John Hubert Kelley1 
Maj. BRETT. No, sir; I do not believe I·do. 
Senator NEw. Capt. Kelley~ of the Signal Corps, is at present in' 

charge of what is called the fighter flight, including the De Havi
land 4's, and the testing department at Wilbur Wright Field. He 
has been in the aviation service since 1915. 

Maj. BRETT. Did he just come from France1 
Senator NEw. Yes. • 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir; I knew him. 
Senator NEw. He has the reputation of being a fighter and a good 

aviator. 
Maj. BRETT. Yes. sir; and he also has the reputation of being very 

intelligent. He used his head and he used his brains. 
Senator REED. He said this, in answer to this question by myself: 
Senator RE~;o, "'hat opportunity han> you hntl to .Judge the De Haviland as 

"'W built in thl~ country, untl how tloes it emnpure with the Hritl~h machine of the 
same type? 

Cnpt. KELLEY. The ans\n>l' to tlw fir.-t Jtart of thllt is: I nrri\'ed for duty 
.July 15 at Wilbur Wright lo'ieltl 111111 in,o:pect~>•l fm· m~· !'nth<fll<·tlon the Ameri
cnn-built De HaYilantl 4's. After ~eelng the hntl stnwtural w~:>akn~:>ssps on the 
machines that had just arriYe<l. or had hl:'l:'n ther~:> 'a !<hort time from the 
factory, antl bearing reports on the maehines that hn<l hePn flown, and' seeing 
in thP repair shop defects that w~>r~> taken nut nf the nm<>hlne,.ln my opinion, 
the mat'hine is not safe. to fly. I IIIPan t•J ~n;v, It i~ not an nlrplane. I do not 
mean n surface machine. I nwnn to take it off tlw J'ronud. Every time a man 
takes it off the ground he takes his life in his hands. 

Did yon ever have the opportunity to take these machines apart 
and examine them in the same way that Capt. Kelley did~ 

Maj. BRETT. No, sir; I never had. 
Senntor REED. I call your attention to one other thing. This is a 

statement by Capt. Kelley: 
The way they make them m·er het·e. or tlw wny the Amerkan-matle De 

Ha\'ilnntl 4-in the fit·st pine«:>, the fulll'k. wlwthl•t· It is tlw ]taint whi<"h is put 
on nfter it is dopetl-bnt evH)' fabric thnt I tPstPtl on a wing would not be 
allowed to be flown, as fm· as I am concPrned. I wonltl contleum it because 
it is tleatl. The fabric must sountlllke n drum. If it leaYes 1111 impression of 
your finger when you put your finger on it and slow!)· t'omes back aguin, that 
fnbt·ie woultl be condemned and taken out and new fnhric put on until it 
stretched tight. 

Do you agree to that? 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. · 
Senator REED. That is absolutely essential and the most important 

part of the flying machine. Is that true~ 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Did you have any trouble with tl~e fabric over 

there~ 
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Maj. BRETT. I do not know. I never heard a complaint of the 
-fabric. I mean, that is a small thing that can be rectified very 
readily, and they might bave had trouble which they went right 
ahead and changed without calling attention to it. 

Senator REED. I believe you never flew in a De Haviland except 
once or twice as a passenger. - . 

Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir; as a passenger. 
Senator REED." You never examined it in reference to the fighting 

·of a machine gun, did you ? . · 
Maj. BRETT. No, sir. 
Senator REED. If this is true, what would you say about it: 
The guns. us at preHent mounted for the pilot, are absolutely Inaccessible. .... 

The sights placed on one l'lide, of course, Is ubsurd. In other words, in point
ing the machine--which Is the only wa)· the pilot can sight his gun-;-the 
pilot has to lean over thil'l way [Indicating], nml when you have a bead on 
your enemy's machine ~-ou hnve to sit still. If you lean to one side to sight 
your gun you automnticall~· would mqve ~·our hand on your control, and that 
would throw you out of line on the machine ~·ou ure aiming at. In the position 
your guns are at It would be Impossible to clear any jams that may occur 
without standing up on the !'lent-any jam In the mechanism of the gun Itself 
or In the cartridges. 

Maj. BRETT. I do not know. If that is a defect, why, it absolutely 
throws the pilot out of the fighting class. · · 

Senator REED. If a man-like Capt. Kelley, who has had experience 
as a fighter, should say that-if you had not examined it yourself
you would be inclined to accept his ju.dgment? 

Maj. BRETT. I would like to make a statement on that first state
ment of Capt. Kelley in regard to poor construction. I heard 
Capt. Burton, in Paris, make the statement that Capt. De Haviland, 
the officer who desi~ed this machine, and Capt. Shonks, had taken 
one of our De Haviland 4's and had stripped the covering entirely 
off of it and had· examined it, and that their report was exceptionally 
favorable. In fact, as I remember the report, it stated that the 
machine was befter constructed for a small machine-- . 

Senator REED. ·was that an official report, or did Capt. Burton 
tell you that some.body had told him ? 

Maj. BRETT. He is in England at this time. 
Senator REED. Did Capt. Burton tell you that he had heard this 

statement made, or did you hear it made yourself? . 
Maj. BRETT. :No, sir; it is a hearsay statement. Capt. Burton did 

not say that he had heard the statem.ent made, but that the report 
was made. 

Senator REED. Do you think that if these defects are in this ma
chine, which I have called your attention to from Gen. Pershing's 
report, that it is possible that Mr. De Haviland, of England, ever 
said that that work was better work than he had ever put in his 
machine? 

Maj. BRETT. That is the way I heard i~. 
Senator REED. Don't you think there is some mistake about that 1 

You do not think the English have turned out that kind of work~ 
Maj~ BRETT. He was speaking of the general construction of the 

machme. The wav that the general work is placed in the machine. 
Senator REED. Speaking of the gent>ral copstruction, I rend : 
In your Of lin ion. nre we l<Ufficlently <'oreful? 
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That means in construction. 
\Youhl not a large number of these defect~ which you have spoken of be 

~>llminnted If Wf use~l morP cure and time uml wer!' not so keen to produce 
great quantities of ub·planes? 

Capt. KELLEY. My experience with American mechanics is that they are in 
too great a huny to finish whntever job they are on instead of trying to makP 
that job as perfect us th~>y coul<l make ·it if they tnke more time. 

Senntor HEED. Iu other words, the thing we; hnve struggled for largely in 
this country is quantir~· more than absolute accuracy? · 

Capt. KELLEY. The airplane is practically a luwd-mude machine. Certain 
parts of it can be turu!'tl out by mnehlner~·. but the grentest .care and exactness 
must be used in the ,:pJeetiun not only of the material. but the way In which 
the work I,: carried on und In the final assembly. I can put it this way: This 
is a phrase thut I usetl to use in tlllking to mechanics, "An airplane, in my 
judgment, ev!'ry time. i1: is wheeled out of its she~l to go in the air must be in 
the snme contlition that 11 ruce-cur drivet· expects of his machine on any big 
race ·that he enters." 

Would you want us to understand from what you have said about 
what Mr. De Haviland, the English inventor of this machine, has 
said, that the workmanship in these American planes is superior to 
his? 

Maj . BRETT. That is the way I understood it: yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Did you observe in the planes that you had over 

there that the fabric in the wings was apparently dead? 
Maj. BRETT. No, sir; I did not. That is, the only thing I could 

say on that was that I have been through our spare-part depot, which 
is under my control, and I noticed rows and rows of wings in there: 
I just touched them and they seemed to be all right. 

Senator REED. But you did not make any close inspection? 
Maj. BRETT. No. sir. Of course, you understand that you can go 

out befor!'l sunrise in the morning and the fabric on the· airplane will 
be dead, but if you go out as soon as the sun comes up, the fabri~ 
will be as taut as a drumhead. 

Senator REED. When it is properly covered? 
Maj. BRETT. I have seen ideal French fabric placed on the best 

types of airplanes ready to go to the front, and if you caught their 
fabric before sunrise the fabric would give very readily to the 
pressure of the hand, and after sunrise the fabric would be as tight 
as a drumhead . 

. Senator NEw. Capt. Johnson testified as to the looseness of the 
fabric in the wing structure. He went over there in 1914 as an am
bulance driver and in a few months enlisted in the French Army and 
was with the French until we went over when he obtained a transfer 
to the American forces and was with them until about the 1st of 
July when he came back to this country as an inspector on machines 
being made at the Dayton-Wright field. Do you not suppose that 
he would know of that fact after the experience that he had had, to 
which I have referred, and do you suppose that he would have made 
this sort of criticism without having that in mind~ 

Maj. BRETT. I merely brought that out. It is not with the idea 
that he was incorrect, because if you take a plane which is setting ont 
in the open under the conditions under which you would opePU.te, if 
your fabric is the!l loose there is something distinctly wrong with 
the way that fabnc was put. on or cured, but I merely brought the 
idea out that the fabric does loosen. 
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Senator REED. We spoke a while ago about the holes for the bolts 
being too large and there was some question about whether that was 
caused by the moisture, the changes in humidity between here and 
France. Perhaps this would furnish you with an explanation, be
cause Capt. Johnson when testifying about machines in this country 
said: 

I have observed the fittings in the spars unlle1· the fu~<elage. In the machines 
in which I saw the wings taken out, the holes whieh ht-ld the bolts in the wootl
·work were calked, anti the bolt>~ themselvt-s wt>re bent. The enlargement of 
the holes was due to the fact thnt there wa:o:; no bu~hlng put In the holes and 
the enlnrgement of the holt>s wus euused by vibration. · 

Would that not be the fact? 
Maj. BRETI. Yes, sir; and also due to the fact that the bushing was 

left out. 
Senator REED. And that would be a mistake and would be dan

gerous? 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. It would lower the factor of safety. 
Senator REED. What do you say about the splicing of the cables 

on the machines. Is not. that very defective 1 
Maj. BRETT. There is an opinion in France that a long cable should 

ne,·er be soldered or nevei· jacketed; it should always be spliced. The 
spliced cable is the strongest cable arid the ideal way of making an 
eyelet for a cable and wrapping or jacketing of a cable is used on 
account of the production proposition and when you are in a hurry 
to get a thing done, although improperly done it is very strong. 

Senator REED. I want to call your attention to some statements of 
Maj. Reinhart. Did you have any trouble with the radiators over 
th~re? 

Maj. BRETT. On that one point of boiling over. 
Senator REED. Did you have any trouble about their leaking? 
Maj. BRETT. Not that I know of. 
Senator REED. I call your attention to the experience that Maj. 

Reinhart had : 
On the fir><t eight mnchlnes tlw mlih•tnrs sprung lenk>~ nntl wt-nt out of com

mission after the firflt two hours of flight. 

Maj. BRETI'. I do not know as to that. 
Senator REED. Do you know whether if they had any such defect 

it has been remedied over there 1 
Maj; BRETI'. I do not know.' I never heard that defect mentioned. 
Senator REED. Suppose that happened to a machine; that it "broke 

while being lined up on a concrete floor in a hangar from its weight." 
That would be pretty bad. 

Maj. BRETI. Yes; sir. 
Senator REED. Are these machines nose-heavy with the Liberty 

engines in them? 
Maj. BRETT. I have never heard that compiaint. I do not re

rnf'mber of hearing anything about that. I think it was stated that 
they were a little nose-heavy without the observer; that the observer 
was used as an equalizer for them. · 

Senator REED. Did you have anything like this over there? 
Two machinE's nosed over in attpmptin!!: to 11:et them out of the airdrome. 

The landing gears were then examined, an1l It was fountl that the little braces 
above the axle or trunlon, arountl whkh Is wound the shock ubsorber, wPre 
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hollow and of very thin metal con~;;tructlon, and on examining dlft'erent machines 
it wus found the thickness of the~e trunlons was variable, so on some It was 
bll!ger than on othE-rs so this tnmion had to he reinforced before the machines 
wet'P safe to fly. 

Maj. BRETI. No, sir ; I never heard of it. 
Senator REED. I believe you have already stated that vou did ob

SE>rYe that the stabilizer was not fastened securely to the ~uselage. 
Maj. BRETI. No, sir ; you asked me if there was, and I said if there 

was I judged they would take that play up. · 
Senator REED, I will ask you if you observed that the stabilizer was 

not fastened securely to the fuselage~ 
Maj. BRETI. No, sir; I do not know about that. The tail stabilizer 

is supposed to lower and ra.ise and I think there was a possibility 
that we had to put in an extra piece where it rested at the end of. 
the fuselage. Whether it was for stream-line purposes or strength, I 
do not know. 

Senator REED. As you only rode in two or three of these machines 
and were not there for the purpose of inspecting the machine itself, 
it may not be fair to ask this question, but I ask it for such answer 
as you think proper. Whether or not you observed such conditions 
as these-! am again reading from Maj. Reinhart's testimony testi-
fying . in reference to these eight machines : • 

After a very few hours' ftlght-slx hour&' average-on these eight machines 
I personally examined these eight machines a'nd found that the canvas had 
come loose from the wing structure, the ribs, and spars, and wing beams. I 
first noticed this by Its ftapplng on the ship while It was In flight, and in· 
examining other machines afterwards I found that- · the canvas near the 
fuselage on the bottom of the lower wings had come loose and sagged out from 
1 to 3 inches. The canvas on the supper wings near the center section had 
also come loose on the balance and sagged out to the same extent. On all 
ships-there w&re about ·five of these eight we found in this condition and 
they were put out of commission until the canvass could be replaced on the 
wings by our repair shop. 

Maj . BRETT. I have not heard of it. . 
Senator REED. You would not want to say that it did not occur 

over in France¥ 
Maj. BRETT. Oh, no; of course not. I would not know. That 

thing might occur and they would repair it without any mention 
being made of it. 

Senator REED. If it did occur, it might be a very serious thing 
to a ¥entle:rpan UJ? in t~e air. · 

MaJ. BRETI'. It 1s possible. 
Senator REiD. That is what happend to the poor fellows who were 

killed in the Bristol, was it not~ 
Maj. BRETI'. I do not know about that. 
Senator REED. Do you know whether the solder on the wires gave 

way over there in France 9 
Maj. BRETI'. I know that the eyelets slipped, as we call it. We 

have two strands coming down this way [illustrating] and a strand 
slips, and I hape seen the actual eyelets where they haT"e slipped in 
two cr three cases. 

Senator REED. That is to say, you have a wire cable or a steel rod 
which is essential to the support of some part of the machine. 

Maj. BRETI'. Yes, sir. · 
Senator REED. And at the end of that the method of fastening i.t 

to make a loop of the wire cable, drawing it together upon itself, and 
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the method in France and England is to splice the cable at that 
point together. 

Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir; in most of them. 
Senator REED. But, in this country, in the De Havilands at least, 

we have been adopting the method of soldering these strands together, 
and we have found tliat they give way or pull and stretch. 

Maj. BRETT. Y e8, in certain instances. 
Senator REED. Do you believe that any machine is safely con

structed that has the main support of the fuselage, and by that I 
mean the long pieces that run lengthwise with the fuselage that are 
about an inch and a quarter or an inch and a half square-! am re
ferring to the longerons-where the longerons are bored through as 
many as 8 to 10 times in 10 inches and bolts inserted. Do you 
believe that is safe construction 9 

Maj. BRETT. I could not say. My common sense would say no. 
Senator REED. Do you know that that is the construction of the 

De Haviland 9 
Maj. BRETT. No sir; I do.not. 
Senator REED. Did you ever take one of these machines to pieces 

and take the canvas off of it and look at the internal structure 9 
Maj. BRETT. No, sir. · 
Senator REED. Of course, if you had done that you might have dis

covered features or elements of strength or weakness in the machine 
which are covered up by the fabric. · [Senator Reed hands the witneSs 
a photograph of the De Haviland machine in which the longeron 
broke because of the excessive number of bolt holes.] 

Maj. BRETT. That does not look as if it was good common-sense 
construction. 

Senator REED. And you would not care under these conditions to 
order anybody up on the battle front in a De Haviland 4 until you 
had remedied the defects that we have been going over to-day, would 
you9 · 

Maj. BRETT. All of those defectshl do not know; but I feel, know
ing the men who are working on t em-·-

Senator REED. I am asking you to put yourself on your own respon
sibility and judgment and not on what somebody else is doing, but 
on your own responsibility; until the principal of these defects or the 
chief of them is remedied, you would not feel like sending young men 
up to battle unless you are forced to send them 9 

Maj. BRETT. No, sir; not unless those defects were cleared up 
which you may have shown me there. 

Senator REED. You became pretty well acquainted with the char
acter of the machines which our flyers were usin~ on the front, our 
machines which had just arrived¥ 

Maj. BRETT. I did not become acquainted with them from personal 
contact; no, sir. 

Senator REED. By the way, the De Haviland 4's you stated were 
arriving, so that there were enough to equip a certain number of 
squadrons¥ · 

Maj. BRETT. Three squadrons, with 18 to a squadron. 
Senator REED. When those three squadrons were sent, that was the 

first practical use of the De Haviland which was contemplated 9 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. 
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Senator Ruo. Up to that time no De Haviland had been oa the 
fighting front¥ 

Maj. BB.E'IT. Nq, sir. . 
Senator Run. Anu whether those De Havilands have been put into 

battle or not, you do not know W 

Maj. BB.E'IT. I do not. 
Senator REED. And that was on the 3oth day of July¥ 
~j. BB.E'IT. Yes, sir. 
Senator Ruo. I will now return to my other question. You said 

that you did not have any very ample opportunity to observe the 
kind of machines-that is, the make of machineS-that om- men 
were using before the De Haviland arrived and which they must still 
be using in large quantities f 

Maj. BB.E'IT. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. You caQ. sUJ.te what you leaJ"D.ed in ref~~nce to the 

kind of machines our men were using. 
Maj. BB.E'IT. They were using the Spad and the Nieuport, Epg

lish chasse machines; the Salnisons .for obaervati9n work and the 
Breguets for night bombing. 

Senator REFn. ])o you lriiow about how many Spada we have in 
use¥ . 

Maj. BB.E'IT. No, sir. I have those figur~ Qver in my papers that 
I brought back from France with me. 

Senator REED. You would not object to looking at those figures 
and giving us the number of Spada and the number of Nieuports and 
the number of Salmsons ·and tlie number of Breguets, and let us have 
them to-morrow some time¥ 

Maj. BRE'IT. Yes, sir. 
(Subsequently Maj. Brett aubmit~d the following memorandum, 

which is here printed in full, as follows:) 
AYBBICAN EXPEDITIONAKY FOBC£8, 

• 
Am SEBVICE, SUPPLY SECTION, 

AmPUNIC AND MOTOB DJVISION, 
August 1, 1918. 

Memorandum to Maj. Brett. 
1· The following Jist shows the approximate number of alrplllJles received 

from European sources to July 81, 1918: 

School planes : . 
Breguet 14~--------------------------------------------
Nteuport 17---------------------------------------------
Nieuport 21---------------------------------------------
Nieuport 28--------------------------------------:-------
Nleuport 24----------------------------------------------
Nleuport 24bls--------------------------------------------
Nleuport 27 (Rhone 80) -------------------------------
Nleuport 27 (Rhone 120)--------------------------------
Nieuport 80---------------------------------------------
Nieuport 81---------------------------------------------
Nleuport 83---------------------------------------------
Caudron ClB---------------------------------------------
Caudron Cl4---------------------------------------------
Farman F. 40--------------------------------------------
Morane ~J(--------------------------------------------
Rouleurs R. 2--------------------------------------------
Volsln 8-------------------------------------------------
A vro ( Engllsh) -------------------------------------------

M 
75 

198 
47 
71 

112 
75 

}~ 
140 
211 
162 

1Q 
8 
6 

104 
8 
6 
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Combat planes: . 

~ ~: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Breguet 1~--------------------------------------------
Breguet 14B2--------------------------------------------
~leuport 28----------------------------------------------
Salrnson 2lL2--------------------------------------------
Sopwlth lL2--------------------------------------------
Sopwlth B2----------------------------------------------
Spad V11---------------------------~-------------------
Spad ](1---~--~------------------------------------------
Spad ](111---~-------------------------------------------
Spad ](II (cannon>--------------------------------------
Sopwlth Camels (English)------------~-------------------
Sla (ltallan)---------------------------------------------~ronl (Italian) ________________________________________ _ 

21 
89 
63 
30 

197 
267 
237 
97 
59 
34 

324 
1 

45 
47 
1 

1219 

1,512 

Grand total of all types------------------------------------- 3, 129 
By authority of Capt. Satterfield : 

M. B. MooRE, 
F•rat Lieutenant, A. s., s. R. c. 

Senator REED: The Spad is a single-seater fighter¥ 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. And so is the Nieuport, is it not~ 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. Is the Nieuport an up-to-date machine 1 
Maj. BRETT. The SJ?ad is considered by people who seem to use 

it-there is a great difference of opinion on it, but there seems to 
be a tendency to go to the Spad. 

Senator REED. And we use Nieuports because we can not get 
enough Spads 1 

Maj. BRETT. They are being converted to the Spads as fast as they 
can. 

Senator REED. The Nieuports we got from France were a class of 
Nieuports that the French had practically discarded. That is tht
truth, is it not~ 

Maj. BRETT. I do not think that. Somebody asked me that ques
tion before to-day, if we were not taking discarded French airplanes, 
and I do not think that we are. I do not order those. But the 
French Government and our Government are working very close, 
hand in hand, and as I understand it some French contracts which 
we have, we get a certain percentage of the output. If the output is 
50 machines a. day we get 10 per cent. We go in and take 5 of any 
of those machmes. · . 

Senator REEl). You do not mean to say that we get 10. You are 
illustrating~ 

Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. That is an illustration. In other words, 
when the Nieuports come along we get our percentage. They must 
use those Nieuports on their own front, Qecause our percentage is 
very small. 

Senator REm. You are sure that we do not get some machines of a 
class that they are no longer producing? · 

Maj. BRETT. I think not. 
Senator REED. Do you know of any way by which that fact can 

be absolutely ascertained within the next few days! 
Maj. BRETT. No, sir; I do not. I know that on the inspection prob

lem we are much superior to the French. That those machines come 
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out and we will throw back, I would say, 50 per cent of the machines 
offered to us, and yet they take those machines which we reject and 
put them into their own service. 

Senator REED. What do they do with them first~ 
Maj. BRETI. They do not do anything. They have been passed by 

their own inspectors and rejected by our inspectors. 
Senator REED. Are you sure of that~ 
Maj. BRETT. I have heard a big argument about it. The French 

( io,·ernment was com:plaining of the fact that we were turning down 
so many machines which had passed their inspectors. 

Senator R~:ED. About the Salmson machine, which is an observa
tion machine. is that a French or English machine~ 

Maj. BRE1'T. It is French. It is called Salmson because that is the 
name of the motor which is in it. 

Senator REED. Is that machine an up-to-date machine~ 
Maj. BRETT. I think it is right up to date. 
Senator REED. Have we as many of the Spads or Nieuports·as we 

nPed m·er there? 
Maj. BRETT. I think that we have now more machines than we have 

1wrs<mnel or material to keep them ·up. 
Senator R.~<:ED. In France~ 
.Maj. Bm:rr. ·Yes, sir. 
Senato1· REJ<:.J>. Why is it, then, that we are so anxious to get other 

planes over there~ · 
Maj. BRETT. ·we have plenty of chasse machines, Nieuports and 

Spads. 
Senator R.~<:ED. Have we plenty of machines, speaking generally, 

of all classes? 
Maj. BRETI. No, sir. 
Senator REED. What are we short in~ 
Maj. BRETT. In observation; day bombers, night bombers, and 

night reconnoisance and observation. That is, an observation is 
really a reconnoissance machine. 

Senator REED. We are short in the sense that we can not get 
<•noHgh Spads and have to take Nieuports. You say that the Spad is 
supplanting the Nieuport. 

Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir. 
Senator REED. But we are short in every other type of machine. 
Maj. BnETT. Yes, sir. · 
Senator REt:o. How many squadrons have we that are equip:ped 

with chasse machines-that is, squadrons that are to use the fightmg 
machines? 

Maj. BuE1'T. I have those figures and I will give them to you to
morrow. 

(SubsequPntly Maj. Brett submitted the following memorandum 
which is here printed in full as follows:) 

AMERICAN EXPEDITIONARY FORCES, 

l\lt-mormulum to Mnj. Brett. 

AIR SERVICE, SUPPLY SECTION, 
AIRPLANE AND MOTOR DIVISION, 

July 90., 1918. 

. 1. H~>)llylnl! to your request for information as to squadrons in operation, we
uow huvt> opt>ratin~r on the front the following: 

r. ~tuulrons, Salmsons. 
8 Rqunclrons, Spad, type 13. 
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1 squadron, Spad, type 7. 
1 squadron, D. H. 4. 
1 squadron, Nieuport 28. 
1 squadron, Breguet day bombers. 
1 ftight night reconnaissance, ARS. 

2. We shall deliver: 
During the month of August-

17 observation squadrons. 
8 pursuit squadrons. 

During the month of September-
20 observation squadrons. 
7 pursuit squadrons. 

During the month of October
·15 observation squadrons. 
8 pursuit squadrons. 

1221 

8. In addition to the above, there .will probably be dellveretl D. H. 4 duy 
bombing squudrons, numhers unknown, owing to the experlmenhtl work which 
Is still being carried on. 

JoHN M. SATn;RFIELD, 
Captain, A. S., S. C. 

Senator REED. I will ask you at the same time, Major, that you 
give us those figures, to be so kind as to give us, i£ you have the data, 
the number of machines with the French and English Army per 
10,000 men or 1,000 men1 or some other unit, so that I can compare 
the number of our machmes with the number of our troops and lny 
that alongside of similar conditions in France and England. 

Maj. BRETT. I can not give you that. I have not got it .. 
Senator NEw. Major, Gen. Kenly told us when he was here as a 

witness that we had been unable to get from the French the number 
of machines that we had expected to get from them and hnd really 
contracted for, because we liad failed to keep our contrnet with the 
French in the delivery of materials. Do you know anything nbout 
that¥ 

Maj. BRETT. Well, one of the departments in my division handles 
what we call the J. G. White contract. There was a (•ontract written 
some time over a year ago whereby the United States Government 
would deliver to the French Government certain raw materials for 
completed projects. The present status of that contract is that about 
75 per cent of it has been delivered and that, due to the :fact that the 
French have not lived up to their side of it-that is, in other words, 
they have not given us the equivalent value of airplanes or completed 
finished product-! am personally holding in mY' depots lumber and 
steel and forgings which belong to the French Government because 
they have not delivered what the higher authorities considered a just 
quantity.. I have quantities of that material in my depots at the 
present tune. 

Senator REED. Was that th& only contract that yon know of in 
which we failed to make deliveries Y 

Maj. BRETT. We did not fail. Tlfere was a transfer. 
Senator REED. Well;in which there has been a failure or refusal. 
Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir; that is the only one I know of. That is the 

J. G. White and from our standpoint over there the French have 
not delivered and we are holding the material as a knife over their 
head to trJ and make them deliver completed material. 

Senator REED. There has been a difference of opinion nt all events, 
whatever the cause and wherever the fault lies, between the French 
and the American organizations, as the result of which there has been 
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a failure or refusal on the part of the French to deliver the number 
of planes we had expected to obtain from them for our use. Is that 
the case~ 

Maj. BRETT. That is about the way I should say it; yes, sir. 
Senator REED. You say it was on the 30th of July that Maj. DUn

woody reported to you that those th~ 
Maj. BRETr. He told me that he had completed his promise of three 

squadrons. He had promised two squadrons and he had sent up an 
additional squadron. 

Senator REED. So that three squadrons had been furnished on the 
30th ~ay of July! . . 

MaJ. BRETT. Yes, su. 
Senator REED. Which had not yet been flown, as far as yon know t 
Maj. BRETr. Which had not flown in fightmg on the front. 
Senator REED. That is what I meant, in com6at. 
Maj. BRETT. Yes1 sir. 
Senator NEw. I happen to have a letter this morning dated July 

30 and written by an officer of some prominence over there With 
whom I have been long acquainted. He is ori the front and he 
writes as follows. I quote a paragraph from his letter: 

Knowing your interest in the work of the air service I know lt wlll be of 
interest to you for me to tell you a little experience that I had which sl\ows 
the great need of many fast planes being sent over here. Three boche planes 
came down over my P. C., which is an abandoned, destroyed farmhouse kitchen, 
and came down so low that I could see the drivers' faces, and not only dropped 
signal rockets to direct the fire of their guns on this point but had the nerve 
to machine-gun us, and then, when we got under the roof, they dropped bombs. 
We did not have enough planes to drive the enemy otr at that tlme. After he 
had repeated this a few tlmes we were eventually saved by having some Bi'ltlsh 
gun tanks <lrive up and put up a barrage. ln desperation some of our oftlcers 
fired their pistols at the aviators, which shows how ridiculous it all is. 

It looks as though we needed all the airplanes we can get over there, 
does it not, Major¥ 

Maj. BRETT. Yes, sir, we have four squadrons over there which, 
from official reports, average about one American to every eight boche. 
Of course, the French fly about an hour and a half a day and the 
English fly .anywhere from two to two and a half hours a day, and 
our men fly from four to six hours a day. 

Senator REED. Because we do not have the machines¥· 
Maj. BRE'IT. We have not got the organization to put them up, 

but the French and the English are both dropping off, not only in tlie 
airplane service but in everything. 

Senator REED. What do you mean by that 9 
Maj. BRE'IT. I mean that they are turning, as fast as they can, every

thing over to the Americans. Our men will take the wotk and, there
fore, they let them have it. I was in Chateau Thierry five days after 
the Kaiser was there. I asked my officers how they were coming on 
and they said," We have not any airplanes here," and I said," How 
do you know we have not~ " and they said, "We do not see any 
stars." And I said" We do not carry stars. We carry a. red, white, 
and blue circle with a white center." 

Senator REED. Who said that~ 
Maj. BRF.'IT. A couple of Infantry officers who had just come off 

the front. 
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Senator REED. Do you want to say or not that we have enough air-
planes over there now~ · 
~j. BRETT. No, sir. . 
Senator REED. We are away short¥ 
Maj. BRETT. Away short. 
Senator REED. Short of fighters and everything¥ 
Maj. BRE"rr. Yes, sir; there is no question about that. 
Senator REED. And our men stay up four or five hours as against 

the French one and a half hours, because their men have more ma
chines and men¥ 

Maj. BRETT. No, sir; they do not cover a bigger sector than we do. 
They simply will not f}y if it is misty or rainy or the weather condi- · 
tions are not good. Our men will fly in anything and they will fly 
10 hours a day. 

Senator REED. Men like that ought to have something good to 

fly~j. BRETT. Each unit on the fighting line is well enough equipped 
but we have not enough units. 

Senator REED. But you have enough flyers over there to go on the 
front¥ 

¥aj. BRETT. Yes, sir. · 
Senator REED. You have not enough machines¥ 
Maj. BRETT. We are gettin~ those all the time. The chasse pilot 

is a very highly trained orgamzation. 
Senator REED. But you have more men than machines¥ 
Maj. BRETT. No· not exactly. 
Senator REED. Did I not understand you to say that we needed 

chasse machines¥ 
Maj. BRETT. I heard a scrap going on in the office about a week 

before I left due to the fact that a certain number of chasse pilots 
were requested to take machines from one place to another, and he 
said that there was a shortage of pilots and, therefore, he should do 
nothing for them. 

Senator REED. Do I understand that the complaint that flyers have 
been kept over there nearly a year without work and with all this 
controversy we have had regarding more and still more planes that 
actually now we have not got more flyers than planes¥ 

Maj. BRETT. I could not say. I do not know. 
Senator REED. Major, we are very inuch obliged to you for your 

testimony. 
(Whereupon, at 4.45 o'clock p. m.1 the subcommittee adjourned . . 
During the .hearings Senator Frehnghuysen submitted to the sub

committee a statement showing the status of program contracts which 
is here printed in full, as follows:) 
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EXBIBIT A. 

St4t.ement 1howing at41iUB of program contractlfor airplaftu, mginu, and spare partl, May !5, 1918,/or citiu of Buffalo, Detroit, Dayton, 
lndianapolia, and Cleveland. 

Date. 

June 30, 19171 

Sept. 16, 1917 
Jan. 5,1918 
Apr. 30,1918 
Jan. 10,1918 
Apr. 13,1918 

Nov. 9,19171 

Aug. 15, 1917 

Oct. 30,1917 
:U:ar. 4,1918 

Jan. 7,1918 
Apr. 30,1918 
Apr. 3,1918 

Feb. 19,1918 

ar. 29,1918 

.. 

Order 
No. Contractor. 

BUFFALO. 

l'LAlfBB. 

843li I Curtiss Aeroplane 
& Motors COtpcll'-
at! on. 

Dl01 ..... do .............. 
20C31 ..... do .............. 
210!6 •.••. do .••••...•...•• 
20387 ..... do .............. 
209M Wire Wheel Corpor· 

at! on. 

BPARJ: PARTS. 

202151 Curtiss Aeroplane 
& Motors COtpcll'· 
atlon. 

IM79 •.•.. do ••...•.•.•.... 
9745 ..•.• do .....•.•.•.... 

20175 . .... do .............. 
20708 ..... do .............. 

:Kl400 ..... do .. 
21037 ..••. do ..•. .• .•• . . •.. 
20807 ..... do ... . . ......... 

~ Wlre Wheel Corpor· 
atlon. 

DETROIT. 

PLANJ!:S. 

Qnan
tlty. Desarlptlon. Unit 

price. 
1 Scheduled date for Date dellven' delivered npleted Total value. I I I Number ~er cent 

beginning delivery. commenced. to Ma as of May 
Cost plus. I Fixed price. 25, 191[ 25,1918. 

i 
Sept. 29,1917 .... ju,soo,ooo.oo 600 I JN 4D, with euglnes .. -ISS, 000. 00 600 100 

1,= 
700 

2,000 
1500 

1,000 

JN4D .. ............... 4,760.00 , ................ 6,660,000.00 , .................. .. 
.. ... do ................. 4,760. 00 ................ 2,!150,000.00 Dec.29.l1917 ...... . 
.. ... do ................. 4, 760.00 ................ 3,325,000.00 May, 1v18 ....... .. 
Bristol Fighters ..... : ........... ,1$13,1500,000.00 ................................. . 
Sets or whee's with .......... ................ 48,000.00 llay1,1918 ...... .. 

rims for Handley-
Paige. . : 

Spares for JN4D ...... -I Various. 1 ................ J 831,435.00 I Soon as posslble ... l Dec. 1,1917 .......... . 

Dec. 1,19171 1,400 I 100 

~a:de~~- .. .... ~~- ....... ~ 
~~rde~.::;!J. ..... ~~- ......... ~ 

72 

26' Oddlotparts1N4D ... I ... do ............... . .... !' 2,700.·00 .... . ............... NodeHvery ..................... . 

~ :::J~::::::::::::::::: ·varii.iis:· ·----.-M;~:oo· :::::::::::::: ·wiii1Miei-·20086:: ·nec~0·i;i9i7- ::::::::::, ...... ioo· 
160 Odd lot parts 1N4D,

1 

300.00 ................ -15,000.00 Soon as possible ... Mar. 15,1918 .......... 100 
landing gears. 

Parts for Bristol .......... 16,690,100.00 j ....................................... do .................. 1.. ....... . 
610 
879 

1,200 

Oddlotparts1N4H ...................... . ...... 1 39,810.00 ..... do ............. Mar. 11,1918 .......... 90 
Parts 1N4H........... .......... 1175,000.00 .................................. No delivery .................... .. 

Fighters. 
1500 I Parts for 1N4D ........ 9.60 ... 4,760. 00 I Feb. 26,1918 ....... 1. .... do ............. ............... .. 

I 

'1400 811 December, Jan. 15,1918 400 t 100 i 1917. 
J'lnt 2.000 D. H. No delivery.. • .. ... .. .. .. ...... . 

1 .. ~~!~~~-~~- .................................. . 
~er Body cor-!{ 400 1811 ...... ----- -.... -·"I} mrtA poratlon. 4,000 DeHavlland4 .................. J134,000,000.00 J .. 

400 11 planes .. -- -- ..... -- • 

... ... 

1-' 
to 
to 
~ 

i 
E 
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I 
~ 
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_. ------ ---- -..... - ~------- ..... .... -

ENGINES. 

Oct. 11,1917 10138 Packard Motor Car 6,000 U.S. 1.2 Liberty •••.... .... ...... I 42,000,300. 00 
Co. 

Do. 10139 Unco'n Motors Co •. 6,000 . ••• :do .•........••••••• .. .. ...... 142,000,300. 00 
Dec. 4,1917 30035A Ford Motor Co •..•• • 5,000 .•••• do ••.•... ••.••..... 135,000,250. 00 
Dec. 13, 1917 30071 General Motors Co .. 1,000 •••.• do . ••.• .. ...••.. ... 17,700,055. 00 
Mar. 29,1918 30071-2 ••.. • do ..• . .••..... •. 1,000 • . . •• do .•..... . . . . • . . . . . '6, 750,000.00 

SPARE PARTS. 

Oct. 31,1917 20207-1 Fisher Body Cor- 60 
poration. 

150 l .•.•• do . Nov. 15, 1917 20207-2 •••• • do .••. •• ••.•.••• 

Mar. 13, 1918 20207-3 .•••• do ••• •.• .. .• .••• 30 
Do ••••••• 1013!H Packard Motor Car 6,000 

Co. 
Jan. 24, 1918 27 Ford Motor Co_ . _ •. 400,000 
Mar. 7,1918 10139-3 Lincoln Motors Co •• 6,000 
Apr. 1,1918 30071-3 General Motors Co •• 2,000 

DAYTON. 

PLANES. 

- • . laneCo. M8r 29 19181 20008A ~~yton-WrlghtAir-,{ 4, 000 1 De Haviland 4's •• _ ••• _ 
400 811 •...•••••.•••.•.•.• 

SPARE PARTS. 

Mar. 29, 1918 20038A ~~~~~-~~htAir-{ 400 Spare parts for 81l .... I}Various.l (I) 3,266 Odd parts ............ 
Apr. 23,1918 20008A1 , ..... do .............. 250 S~e ~for De 

Havi and 4's. 
Apr. 24,1918 20008A2 ..... do .............. 6 ·p-r-o;ue~::::::::::::l::::::::: Apr. 30, 1918 20008A3 ..... do .............. 250 

INDIANAPOLIS. 

Sept. 15, 1917 PLANli:S. I{ 1000 I A7A . .... .. ........... I} 
7449 I Nordyke-Marmon.. a:ooo U . s . 12 Liberty .............. . 

SPARE PARTS. 

Apr. 2,1918 7449-2 I Nordyke-Marmon •• 3,000 I Spare J)llrts for U. 8. j .......... j 3,000,000.00 
12 Liberty. 

• EstlmatOO. • Including spare parts. 

.... ..... .. _ ... November, 1917 .. _ Dec. 8,1917 899 15 

.. ... do ........ ..... Mar. 26,1918 · 211 31 
April,1918 . ... ... . Node'lvery .................... .. 
May, 1918 .............. do .................... .. .... .. 
September, 1918 ........ do .... .. ......... _ ........... .. 

7,500.00 !Immediately ..................... . 60 100 

Prior to Mar. 1, 1 ............... 1 150 I 100 
1918. 

Immediately..................... 30 100 
Soon as possible .. _ ...................... _ ........... . 

{
First 1,000 D . H . 

4's completed 
by Agg. 1, 1918. 

400811 December, 
1917. 

Dec. 22, 1917 

Jan. 19, 1918 

155 4 

400 100 

........ . ..... . ..... !' Feb. 4,1918 ...... .... 94 • 
Soon as possible... Feb. 18, 1918 .. .. .. .. .. 19 

. ............... c;;m.~l&ieci·--·iii· l::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 
May 1,1918. 

January, 1918 ••• --IU$~~e~::::.l. ••• ~:~.l. ...... ~~ 

Soon as possible •• +·--··-- ........................... .. 
• Same order planes. 
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ExmBIT A-Continued. 

Statement &howing 8tatm of program contract& for airplanes, engines, and &pare part&, May !5, 1918, for citie& of Buffalo, Detroit, Dayton, 
Indianapoli&, al'l.d Cle116land-Continued. 

Date. 

Apr. 13,1918 

Oct. 8,1917 
Nov. 24, 1917 
Oct. 17, 1917 

Oct. 31,1917 
Dec. 28,1917 
Jan. 19, 1918 
Feb. 2, 1918· 
Feb: 19, 1918: 
Aug. 22,1917 

Dec. 13,'1111'7 . 
Dec. 24, 1917 

ll. 

Order 
No. Contractor. 

CLEVELAND. 

PLANES. 

Quan
tity. Deeoriptton. Unit 

price. 
Total value. I I I Number fier cent I Scheduled date for Date deUv6!)' delivered rleted 

be«~Jmingd&llvery. COIDllienoed. to Ma aso May 
Cost plus. I Fixed price. 25, lllll 25, 1918. 

209381 OhloRubberCo .... l .......... l Strand shockabsorber 
for 500 Handley 

. Paige. 

1 to.48 S48;000.99I ·May 1,1918 ....... 1 No'Cielt\wy •• , •• ••• ••••• , . .. ...... . 

SPARE'PA:&TS. 

200681 Rtibay'Co .. ....... . 
20166A .... . do .... ...... .. .. 

X 

20136 ..... do ............. . 

20180 ..... do ............ .. 
20386 ..... do .. .......... .. 
20398 ..... do ............ .. 
20422 ..... do ............ .. 
2061i6 ' ...... do ............. . 
9651 Aclrerman Wire 

Wheel Cotpora
tion. 

20S'J4 
20382 

..... do ............. . 

... . • do .. ... .•• ..• ••. 

= I· ~~-~t.~.s. ~~~~~~::I~:~~~: 
345 Odd spare parts .. ..... Various. 

233, 047.50 
274,542.00 
30,015.00 

January, 1918..... Feb. 15,1918 
Boon as possible.. . Feb. 20, 1918 
Prior to Apr. 1, Feb. 23,1918 

1918. 

n 
85 
70 

195 ..... do ...... .. ........ Various. I.. .. .... ........ 16,612.50 .. ... do ............ Dec. 31,1917 .......... 77 
200 Spare parts for JN4D .. Various. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. • 173,728.00 .. .. .. .. .. .. •• .. .. .. Not given.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 51 
200' Spare parts for JN4H .. Various. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. 164,128.00 Soon as possible ........ do. .. .. .. . . ........ 88 
500 ~arepartsforD.H. 4's .... ...... •S2,415,000.00 ................... do ............ NodeUvery .......... .... .. .... .. 

~;~ ... ~~~-~~r-~~~ :: : J:;; i:::::::::::::::: ~;:l: ::l ·sei>t~~; -I&i-7: : :: :: : :: :::~~::.: : : :: :::::::::: :::::::::: 

: l·ociild;.it~·ior"rnm:::l ~tL::l ~~~:::ll.~~~~~~~: : : ....... 80T .... .. ioo 

1 Per yard. • KstimMecl. 
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